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ABSTRACT
The Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Croup comprises a complex of continental red beds deposited
by a major fluvial system that flowed down a northerly Inclined palaeoslope. Sedimentation
took place In ,everal distinct, tectonically active basins with varying maximum burial depths,
ranging from shallow (<1 Ke) to deep C >3 Ktn). Depositional fades Include the deposits of
coarse-gralned, gravel-dominated braided rivers that fringed the basin margins and pass late-
rally Into the deposits of sandy braided streams towards the basin centres. Aeollan iediments
are generally rare but become locally important In the areas flanking the braid plains. Basin
centres are characterised by mudrocks and sheet flood sandstones that represent the deposits
of Inland playas. Conconiittant with this proximal to distal change in sedimentary fades the-
re is a gradual decrease on grain size and associated change In detrital mineralogy from coar-
se lithic arkoses to fine-grained subarkosic sublitharenites and quartz arenites.
Despite the variation In sedimentary fades and detrital mineralogy the diagenesis of the
Sherwood Sandstone conforms to a predictable pattern which is repeatedly developed and Is
readily described and interpreted In terms of eogenetic, mesogenetic and telogenetic regimes.
A distinct suite of early diagenetic events, responsible for the red colour of the sandsto-
nes, can be recognised throughout all the depositional basins and is related to the deposi-
tional environment. These eogenetic events are best preserved in those basins which have ex-
perienced only shallow burial. Detrital grains underwent changes elmed at reaching equilibri-
um with the near-surface chemical environment. Unstable silicates were dissolved or replaced
and the released ions were reprecipitated as illite, mixed-layer illite-srnectite, minor chlo-
rite, K-feldspar, quartz overgrowths, haematite, anatase and non-ferroan carbonates. Lateral
variations In the eogenetic assemblages reflect chemical and spatiotemporal changes of inter-
basin depositional and diagenetic environments. Eogenetic assemblages in the Sherwood Sand-
stone show many similarities to those recorded from the modern red beds of the Sonoran De-
sert, Baja California, and are considered to be an ancient analogue, although a more advanced
stage of alteration has been reached in the Sherwood Sandstone.
Superimposed on the eogenetic fabrics and assemblages are a series of depth related modifi-
cations which took place during mesogenesis. Towards the end of the Mesozoic, the Sherwood
Sandstone in the Wessex Basin, Midland Basins, Cheshire Basin, Irish Sea Basin and Southern
North Sea Basin attained depths of up to 3 Km, although the exact timing of maximum burial
varies from basin to basin. Mixed-layer illite-smectites in the underlying, interbedded and
overlying mudrocks were converted to highly crystalline illites. In the sandstones, where
early framework supporting cements were lacking, compaction reduced porosity to low levels.
Where eogenetic framework-preserving carbonate and sulphate cements were abundant, these suf-
fered extensive dissolution during burial, creating widespread secondary porosity. This poro-
sity was subsequently occluded with a variety of mesogenetic cements, including highly cry-
stalline Illites, quartz overgrowths and ferroan carbonates. Hydrocarbons were flushed
through many Sherwood Sandstone sections during mesogenesis and, given favourable structural
and sealing conditions, are now trapped in reservoirs. Sources of solutes for secondary po-
rosity, late cementation and hydrocarbons were all external to the Sherwood Sandstone indi-
cating mess transfer was a normal consequence of mesogenesis.
Following late Mesozoic burial, inversion of the Triassic basins resulted in re-exposure of
most basin margin sequences and shallow basins allowing Ingress of meteoric waters in the te-
logenetic regime. The modern groundwaters are very dilute, wIth slightly acidic to neutral pH
end are only capable of redistributing minor carbonate and dissolving sulphate or halite Ce-
ments. Extensive carbonate dissolution secondary porosity was generated in the shallow aqui-
fers in the late Mesozoic and Tertiary when more aggressive meteoric waters were driven by
greater topographic heads. Highly acidic modern groundwaters (pH) invading the south Devon
aquifer are however, responsible widespread dissolution of carbonates, in situ breakdown of
feldspar to produce abundant authigenic kandite, illite and K-feldspar in addition to the re-
gional reduction end leaching of eogenetic iron oxide cements.
The studied sandstones of the 16/29-2 well, Central Ncth Sea, do not display the red bed
eogeretic assemblage typical of the Sherwood Sandstone and are considered to represent early
Jurassic Statfjord Formation equivalents.
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ABSTRACT
The Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Croup comprises a complex of continental red beds deposited
by a major fluvial system that flowed down a northerly inclined palaeoslope. Sedimentation
took place in several distinct, tectonically active basins with varying maximum burial depths,
ranging from shallow (<1 Kin) to deep C >3 Cm). Depositional facies include the deposits of
coarse-greined, gravel-dominated braided rivers that fringed the basin margins and pass late-
rally into the deposits of sandy braided streams towards the basin centres. Aeolian sediments
are generally rare but become locally important in the areas flanking the braid plains. Basin
centres are characterised by mudrocks and sheet flood sandstones that represent the deposits
of inland playas. Concomittant with this proximal to distal change in sedimentary fades the-
re is a gradual decrease on grain size and associated change in detrital mineralogy from coar-
se lithic arkoses to fine-grained subarkosic sublitherenites and quartz arenites.
Despite the variation in sedimentary fades and detrital mineralogy the diagenesis of the
Sherwood Sandstone conforms to a predictable pattern which Is repeatedly developed and Is
readily described and interpreted in terms of eogenetic, mesogenetic and telogenetic regimes.
A distinct suite of early diagenetic events, responsible for the red colour of the sandsto-
nes, can be recognised throughout all the depositional basins and is related to the deposi
tional environment. These eogenetic events are best preserved in those basins which have ex-
perienced only shallow burial. Detrital grains underwent changes aimed at reaching equilibri-
um with the near-surface chemical environment. Unstable silicates were dissolved or replaced
and the released ions were reprecipitated as illite, mixed-layer illite-smectite, minor chlo-
rite, K-feldspar, quartz overgrowths, haemstlte, anatase and non-ferroan carbonates. Lateral
variations in the eogenetic assemblages reflect chemical and spatiotemporal changes of inter-
basin depositional and diagenetic environments. Eogenetic assemblages in the Sherwood Sand-
stone show many similarities to those recorded from the modern red beds of the Sonoran De-
sert, Baja California, and are considered to be an ancient analogue, although a more advanced
stage of alteration has been reached in the Sherwood Sandstone.
Superimposed on the eogenetic fabrics and assemblages are a series of depth related modifi-
cations which took place during mesogenesis. Towards the end of the Mesozoic, the Sherwood
Sandstone in the Wessex Basin, Midland Basins, Cheshire Basin, Irish Sea Basin and Southern
North Sea Basin attained depths of up to 3 Km, although the exact timing of maximum burial
varies from basin to basin. Mixed-layer illite-smectites in the underlying, interbedded and
overlying mudrocks were converted to highly crystalline illites. In the sandstones, where
early framework supporting cements were lacking, compaction reduced porosity to low levels.
Where eogenetic framework-preserving carbonate and sulphate cements were abundant, these suf-
fered extensive dissolution during burial, creating widespread secondary porosity. This poro-
sity was subsequently occluded with a variety of mesogenetic cements, including highly cry-
stalline illites, quartz overgrowths and ferroan carbonates. Hydrocarbons were flushed
through many Sherwood Sandstone sections during mesogenesis and, given favourable structural
and sealing conditions, are now trapped in reservoirs. Sources of solutes for secondary po-
rosity, late cementation and hydrocarbons were all external to the Sherwood Sandstone indi-
cating mass transfer was a normal consequence of mesogenesis.
Following late Mesozoic burial, inversion of the Triassic basins resulted in re-exposure of
most basin margin sequences and shallow basins allowing ingress of meteoric waters in the te-
logenetic regime. The modern groundwaters are very dilute, with slightly acidic to neutral pH
and are only capable of redistributing minor carbonate and dissolving sulphate or halite ce-
ments. Extensive carbonate dissolution secondary porosity was generated in the shallow aqui-
fers in the late Mesozoic and Tertiary when more aggressive meteoric waters were driven by
greater topographic hsads. Highly acidic modern groundwaters (pH=Le) invading the south Devon
aquifer are however, responsible widespread dissolution of carbonates, in situ breakdown of
feldspar to produce abundant authigenic kandite, ililte and K-feldspar In addition to the re-
gional reduction and leaching of eogenetic Iron oxide cements.
The studied sandstones of the 16/29-2 well, Central North Sea, do not display the red bed
eogenetic assemblage typical of the Sherwood Sandstone and are considered to represent early
Jurassic Statfjord Formation equivalents.
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2 0
 - 750 2 at 10 20 mm —i; 400 cps full scale deflection
T.C. = 4 secs using Cobalt K radiation.
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3.3.10 Energy dispersive x—ray spectra of illitic clay minerals from
the St. Bees Sandstone of the Irish Sea Basin. A. 110/3-3,
3356', fibrous, radially orientated illitic clay. B. 110/3-3,
3580'; boxwork textured grain coating illitic clay; C. 110/2-1,
4050', fibrous illitic clay.
3.3.11 Representative x—ray diffractograms of the < 2 ii clay fraction
separated from the "Frodsham Facies" aeolian sandstones of the
Iirkliam Borehole, Lancashire.
3.3.12 Representative x—ray diffractograms of the < 2 ji clay
fractions separated from the "Delamere Sandstone Facies"
fluvial sandstones of the Kirkliam Borehole, Lancashire.
3.3.13 Representative x—ray diffractograms of the < 2 t clay
fractions separated from the "Lake Margin Facies" sandstones
of the Kirkiiam Borehole, Lancashire.
3.3.14 Comparison of x—ray diffractograms of the < 2 t clay fractions
separated from sandstones and mudrocks of 43/15-1 well.
A. Sandstones. B. Mudrocks.
3.3.15 Petrographic characteristic of the morphological types of
sphaerosiderite developed within the 16/29-2 well.
3.3.16 Representative x—ray diffractograms of the < 2 i clay
fractions separated from the sandstones of the 16/29-2 well,
Central North Sea.
3.3.17 X—ray diffractogram of unorientated power mount of the 20 i
clay fraction of almost pure kaolinite showing high degree of
crystallinity, 16/20-2, 10538'.
3.3.18 Energy dispersive x—ray spectra of illitic clay material from
the sandstones of the 16/29-2 well. A. fibrous projections
associated with kaolinite (see Plate 3.48 d). B. Illitic
pore—lining fibres (see Plate 3.48 c).
3.3.19 Flow chart illustrating schematic diagenetic pathways
developed in the Marchwood Borehole, Wessex Basin.
3.3.20 Flow chart illustrating schematic diagenetic pathways develop-
ed in the Marston Borehole, Stafford Basin.
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3.3.21 Flow chart illustrating schematic diagenetic pathways develop-
ed in the Twycross Borehole, Binckley Basin.
3.3.22 Flow chart illustrating inferred diagenetic pathways develop-
ed in the Sherwood Sandstone at outcrop in Northern Cheshire.
3.3.23 Flow chart illustrating diagenetic pathways developed in
the St. Bees Sandstone of the 110/2-1 and 110/3-3 wells,
Morecambe Bay gas field, Irish Sea Basin.
3.3.24 Flow chart illustrating inferred diagenetic pathways deve-
loped in the Bacton Group Sandstones of the 43/15-1 well,
Southern North Sea Basin.
3.3.25 Flow chart illustrating inferred diagenetic pathways deve-
loped in the Smith Bank Formation Sandstones of the 16/29-2
well, Central North Sea Basin.
3.4.1	 Composition of detrital feldspars in the Sherwood Sandstone
as determined by electron microprobe analysis compared with
the composition of feldspar in igneous and metamorphic rocks.
3.4.2	 Graphs showing relationship between grain size of detrital
feldspar and feldspar content.
3.4.3	 Cross plots of (A) Percentage of original recalculated
detrital feldspar content with total authigenic feldspar and
(B) Percentage of total grain dissolution porosity with total
authigenic feldspar.
3.4.4	 The main diagenetic modifications of detrital feldspars and
their schematic relationships between each other.
	
3.4.5	 Combination diagram showing stability relationships in the
system 120 - Al203 - Si02 - 1120) (modified from Belgeson,
Garrels and McKenzie, 1969).
	
3.5.1	 Plots of the (A) ideal compositions of the major phyllosili
cate and associated minerals on the
	 - 2R3 - 3112 ternary
diagram and (B) representative igneous and metamorphic micas
from Deer, Bowje and Zussman (1966) and flercynian Basement.
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3.5.2	 Plots of optically unaltered detrital inicas from the Sher-
wood Sandstone Group sandstones on the MR3 - 2R3 - 3R2 ternary
diagram.
3.5.3	 Petrography and chemistry of diagenetic modifications to
detrital muscovites in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.5.4	 Petrography and chemistry of diagenetic modifications to
detrital biotites in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.5.5	 Unorientated X-ray diffractogram of powdered biotite
separates.
3.5.6	 Composition of E.D.S. spectra obtained from (A) detrital
biotite cleavage surface and (B) fibrous projections from
biotite flake surface.
3.5.7	 Plot of altered detrital chiorites on the 	 - 2R3 - 3R2
ternary diagram.
3.5.8	 Theoretical results of step heating degassing of (A) a
single perfect mineral that cooled past its natural blocking
temperature for argon diffusion at x million years and
(B) a single mineral that underwent partial argon degassing
during diagenesis sometime after initial crystallisation.
3.5.9	 K-Ar age spectrum for detrital muscovite, 110/3-3, 3513',
Morecambe Bay gas field.
3.5.10 K-Ar age spectrum for detrital biotite, 110/3-3, 3513',
Morecambe Bay gas field.
3.5.11 K-Ar age spectrum for detrital muscovite, 110/3-3, 3589',
Morecambe Bay gas field.
3.5.12 The influence of pH on potassium release in potassiunr-
bearing minerals.
3.6.1	 The idealised mature caicrete profile showing maximum
development of pedogenic carbonate lithofacies.
3.6.2	 Field sketches of quarry faces excarvated into the
Charnian Horsts around Loughborough showing the develop-
ment of topographic hollows in the pre-Triassic surface
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filled with coarse—grained, calcreted Triassic conglomerates.
3.6.3	 Chemical composition and zonation across calcite nodules
and fracture—fill from electron microprobe analyses.
3.6.4	 Variation in chemical composition of early carbonate
cements in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.6.5	 Variation in chemical composition of late carbonate
cements in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.6.6	 Fractionation curves available for metal carbonate -
water fractionation as a function of temperature plotted
18for u 0 water = 0 o/oo (modified from Land, 1983).
3.6.7	 Cross plot of ô 13 C/ó18 0 for all carbonate samples.
3.6.8	 Relationship between ó 8o and MnO/MgO contents in
carbonates.
3.6.9	 Summary of macroscopic features in idealised calcrete
profiles forming a north—south proximal to distal
transect in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.6.10 Eh—pR diagram illustrating the stability fields of Fe2




 +	 ) of 0.002 m.
3.6.11 Grouping of carbon and oxygen isotope compositions
according to sample location and carbonate generations
of Sherwood Sandstone calcites.
3.6.12 Mean isotopic composition. of caicrete calcites from the
Sherwood Sandstone compared with that of recent caicretes
(Salomons et al, 1978) and Pleistocene arid zone calcrete
cements (Margaritz	 gj, 1979).
3.6.13 Groupings of carbon and oxygen stable isotope compositions
of Sherwood Sandstone Group dolomites and ankerites
according to location and carbonate generations.
3.6.14 Ranges of marine and continental evaporitic dolomite
/ 618o compositions compared with pedogenic dolomites
from the Sherwood Sandstone and Mercia Mudstone Groups.
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3.6.15 Conceptual model of pedogenic carbonate formation resulting
from inferred lower Triassic palaeohydrodynamic flow patterns.
3.6.16 Stability relationships between calcite and dolomite ex-
pressed as a function of pressure and temperature (after
Boles, 1983).
3.6.17 Variation in isotopic composition of CO2 generated during
diagenesis according to depth related organic and abiotic
reactions.
3.6.18 Relationship between chemical and isotopic composition
in the dolomite-ankerite series of the Irish Sea Basin
with increasing maximum depth of burial.
3.7.1	 Plot showing the ideal compositional fields of the main clay
mineral groups on the	 - ZR3 - 3R2 ternary diagram
(modified after Velde, 1985).
3.7.2	 Composition of illites and mixed-layer illite-smectites from
the shallow burial clay mineral assemblage plotted on the
3	 3	 2MR - 2R - SR ternary diagram.
3.7.3	 Covariation in elemental composition of illite and I-S clays
in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.4	 Composition of kandite, chlorite and chlorite type clays in
the Sherwood Sandstone plotted on the MR 3 - 2R3 - 3R2 and
Si - Al - R2 ternary diagrams.
3.7.5	 Detailed compositional relationship of illites plotted on the
MR2
 - 2R3 - 3R2 ternary diagram.
3.7.6	 The relationship between percent smectite present in I-S clays
and the inferred maximum depth of burial for various study
sections in the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.7	 Calculated burial curves for A) The Marchwood Borehole, con-
cealed Wessex Basin and B) Morecambe Bay gas field, Irish Sea
Basin, showing probable inversion movements and possible timing
of illitisation reactions assuming a geothermal gradient of
30°C/km.
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3.7.8	 K versus 40 &r "rad" diagrams for detrital and authigenic
illites from the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.9	 Cross plots of 401 / Ar	 and 1/36Ar against 40/36 Ar for
detrital and authigenic illites from the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.10 The relationship between illitisation of smectite and 40Ar
content in mudrocks from the Texas Gulf Coast (data from
Aronson and Rower, 1976).
3.7.11 Chemical stability relationships for clay mineral groups
illustrated on ion activity diagrams for the systems
A) 120 - Al203 - Si02 - 1120 and B) 120 - MgO - FeO - Al 2 0 3 -
Si02 - 1120.
3.7.12 Inferred evolution of pore—fluid chemistry during burial.
3.8.1 Fabric of secondary porosity in sandstones. A. Schematic
diagram illustrating the textural development of secondary
porosity. B. Petrographic criteria for the recognition of
secondary porosity in sandstones (both from Schmidt . .gj,
1977).
3.8.2	 The stability of kaolinite relative to dissolved aluminium and
silicon expressed as a function of pH (after Curtis, 1983b).
3.8.3	 Schematic development of corrosion textures on detrital grains
and their overgrowths.
3.8.4	 Histograms showing the distribution of replacement sites for
calcite and dolomite cements based on point count modal
analyses of transparencies projected onto a mat screen.
3.8.5	 Surface textural features for the recognition of cement —dis-
solution porosity in sandstones with the S.E.M. (from Burley
and Iantorowicz, 1986).
3.8.6	 Relationships between pH and solubilities of amorphous silica,
quartz and calcite in seawater at 20°C (after Bath
1972).
3.8.7	 Stability ranges of the main aqueous species of Ca 2 , Fe2 and
Mg2+ according to the disassociation reactions of the
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respective metal hydroxides as a function of pH.
3.8.8	 Idealised schematic west—east section through the south Devon
Basin margin aquifer illustrating the main hydrogeological
features and inferred flow directions (modified from Walton,
1981, with data added from Sherrell, 1970 and Leonard, 1983).
3.8.9	 Geochemistry of the pore—waters from the south Devon Basin
margin aquifer (modified from Walton, 1981).
3.8.10 Location of detailed hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical
studies in the Central Midlands referred to in the text.
3.8.11 Idealised schematic cross—section of the Stafford Basin margin
illustrating the main hydrogeological features and inferred
flow directions (modified from Edmunds and Morgan—Iones,
1976).
3.8.12 Hydrogeochemistry of the pore —waters from the Central Midlands
shallow basin aquifers (data from Edmunds et gj, 1982; Land,
1966; Appendix V).
3.8.13 The Carlisle Basin showing the main boreholes, recharge areas,
depth to and estimated subsurface temperature at the top of
the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.8.14 Hydrogeological map of the Southern North Sea Basin margin
aquifer (after Edmunds .
	
1982).
3.8.15 Hydrogeochemistry of the shallow groundwaters from the
Southern North Sea Basin margin aquifer (after Edmunds ç
1982.
3.8.16 Schematic west—east cross—section through the Southern North
Sea Basin margin aquifer showing possible flow paths and
mixing zones in the Sherwood Sandstone (concept based on
Bath et al, 1987).
3.8.17 Hydrogeological trends in the deep formation pore—waters of
the Wessex Basin (data source, Allen and Holloway, 1984).
3.8.18 Stable isotopic evolution of formation pore—fluids in the
Sherwood Sandstone of the Wessex basin (after Allen and
Holloway, 1984).
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3.8.19 Schematic development and evolution of hydrodynamic regimes
in an idealised Sherwood Sandstone basin with time.
3.8.20 Flow diagram model combining fluid flow concepts and petro-
graphic observations on porosity destruction and creation in
the Sherwood Sandstone.
SECTION 4
4.1.1	 Quantitative constraints on the timing of diagenetic events
in the Marchwood Borehole of the Wessex Basin.
4.1.2	 Quantitative constraints on the timing of diagenetic events
in the Morecambe Bay gas field, Irish Sea Basin.
4.1.3	 Generalised schema showing the timing of the main diagenetic
events in the Sherwood Sandstone.
4.2.1	 Schematic suiary of the spatial and temporal inter-rela-





1.2.1	 Gibbs free energy values for hydrolysis reactions at 25°C
and 1 atmosphere for detrital minerals (after Curtis, 1976).
1.3.1	 Sedimentary components, diagenetic textures, porosity
types and porosity distribution, and textural parameters
recorded from thin section.
1.3.2	 Details of thin section information recorded during point
count modal analysis.
1.3.3	 Mineral formula, approximate probe totals and number of
oxygens assigned to each mineral group.
SECTION 2
2.4.1	 Triassic stratigraphy of the English Midlands developed by
Hull (1869).
2.4.2	 Comparison of the Traditional Triassic nomenclature and the
recently proposed scheme of Warrington ç
	 (1980)
adopted in this thesis.
2.4.3	 Stratigraphical terminology of the Triassic Basins North
of the Central Highs (after Deegan and Scull, 1977).
2.4.4	 Summary of stratigraphical interrelationships between the
Triassic Basins of the United Kingdom within the framework
of Tethyan stage names.
	
2.5.1	 Summary of lithofacies associations together with
lithofacies codes, sedimentary structures and depositional
interpretation.
	
2.5.2	 Deviation record for the Phillips 16/29-2 well.
2.7.1	 Sorting classes and assumed original porosities used for
calculating percentage compaction (after Folk, 1968;
Beard and Weyl, 1973).
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SECTION 3
3.2.1	 Comparison of thin section modal analyses of visible
porosity 'with measured effective porosity, Allotment
No. 1 Borehole. Porosity measurements courtesy of N.C.B.
3.2.2	 Electron microprobe analyses of detrital opaque heavy
minerals from the St. Bees Sandstone.
3.2.3 X.R.F. bulk chemical analyses of contrasting red and white
coloured sandstones from the St. Bees Sandstone of western
Cumbria.
3.2.4	 Measured basal spacings in angstrom units and corresponding
peak intensities of probable interstratified chlorite-
sinectite.
3.2.5	 Electron microprobe analyses of dolomites from the Notting-
ham Castle Formation Sandstones of the Riccall Borehole.
3.2.6	 Average quantities of authigenic phases and grain disso-
lution porosity within sandstones of shallow burial basins
expressed as percentages of the whole sandstone.
3.3.1	 Carbonate phases in the Marston Borehole.
3.3.2	 Textural and chemical characteristics of quartz and carbonate
cements in the 'St. Bees Sandstone of 110/3-3 based on combined
thin section transmitted light, cathodoluminescence and
electron microprobe analyses.
3.3.3	 Comparison of average detrital and diagenetic composition
of aeolian, fluvial and lacustrine sandstones from the
Kirkham Borehole, Lancashire.
3.3.4	 Textural and chemical characteristics of quartz and carbonate
cements in the "Helsby Sandstone" equivalent of the Kirkham
Borehole based on combined thin section transmitted light,
cathodoluininescence and electron microprobe analyses.
3.3.5	 Electron microprobe analyses of illitic clays developed
within the red sandstones of the Bacton Group 43/15-i well.
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3.3.6	 Electron microprobe analyses of illitic clays developed
within the buff—white coloured sandstones of the Bacton
Group in the 43/15-1 well.
3.3.7	 Comparison of thin section visible porosities with measured
porosity and permeability values (courtesy of Philips
Petroleum). Porosity expressed in percent; permeabilities
in md.
3.3.8	 Average quantities of authigenic phases and porosity
within the Sherwood Sandstone Group sandstones studied
from basins with deep burial expressed as a percentage
of the whole sandstone.
3.4.1	 Lithology and main constituents of possible "granitic"
source area rocks that may have contributed feldspar to
the proximal Sherwood Sandstone.
	
3.4.2	 Texture and electron microprobe chemistry of feldspars in
possible source area rocks that may have contributed
detritus to the proximal Sherwood Sandstone.
	
3.4.3	 Average quantities of detrital and authigenic feldspar
compared with porosity types for selected study units in
the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.4.4	 Representative electron microprobe analyses of detrital
feldspar cores and enclosing overgrowths selected from
Appendix IV.
3.5.1	 Averaged proportions of detrital micas as recalculated
percentages according to the main stratigraphic divisions
of the study sections.
3.6.1	 Results of stable isotope analyses of carbonate cements
from the Sherwood Sandstone together with summaries of
sample locations, petrographic characteristics, X—ray
diffraction lattice parameters and electron microprobe
chemistry of the authigenic carbonates.
3.6.2	 Duplicate isotope analyses as a control on the reproduci -
bility of experimental data.
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3.7.1	 Summary of averaged late illite microprobe chemical
composition from the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.2	 Probable structural inversions and inferred maximum burial
depths for the base of the Sherwood Sandstone.
3.7.3	 Summary of clay mineralogy and result of K-Ar age determi-
nations on <0.5 I.Lm authigenic illite concentrates from the
Marchwood Borehole, Wessex Basin, and wells from the Morecambe
gas field, Irish Sea Basin.
3.7.4	 Results of K-Ar analyses on illites from the Sherwood Sand-
stone Group.
3.8.1	 Characteristics and distribution of secondary porosity types
in the Sherwood Sandstone together with the associated and
inferred main precursor and product cementing minerals.
3.8.2	 Selected water analyses from the Sherwood Sandstone and under-
lying Carboniferous (from Burley, 1984).
3.8.3	 Kandite-feldspar grain-dissolution porosity mass balance
calculations for the reaction 2K-Feldspar = 1 Kandite +
4 Quartz + 2K+ assuming conservation of aluminium, all
Si(OB) 4 is precipitated as quartz and ignoring K lost to
the solution.
SECTION 4
4.1.1	 Major authigenic cements recorded from eogenetic assemblages
and possible sources of the major component chemical species.
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PLATES
Plate 2.1	 Coarse grained lithofacies; gravel and medium to
coarse sand.
Plate 2.2	 Fine grained lithofacies; sedimentary structures in
fine sand.
Plate 2.3	 Fine grained lithofacies soft sediment deformation
structures.
Plate 2.4	 Fine grained lithofacies; burrows and bioturbation
structures.
Plate 2.5	 Caicretes from the Triassic of Raasay, North West
Scotland.
Plate 2.6	 Carbonate lithofacies; pedogenic carbonate and carbonate
cements.
Plate 2.7	 The Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds in Foxenhole Quarry,
West Hill, Otter St.Mary, South Devon.
Plate 2.8	 Representative core pieces from the Marchwood No. 1
Borehole, (I.G.S./Department of Energy), Southampton,
Wessex Basin.
Plate 2.9	 Exposures of the Littleworth Beds at the type locality,
Littleworth, Rugeley, Staffs.
Plate 2.10 Representative core pieces from the Playground Borehole
(N.C.B.), Stafford Basin.
Plate 2.11 Representative core pieces from the Allotment No.
Borehole (N.C.B.), Stafford Basin.
Plate 2.12 Representative core pieces from the Marston Borehole
(N.C.B.), Stafford Basin.
Plate 2.13 Representative core pieces from the Kirkham Borehole
(British Gas), Lancashire Basin Margin.
Plate 2.14 The St.Bees Sandstone exposed in the cliff sections at
St.Bees Head, Western Cumbria.
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Plate 2.15 Representative core pieces from the 110/3-3 well
(British Gas), Irish Sea.
Plate 2.16 Representative core pieces from the Kirkby Thore
(IT 909) Borehole (British Gypsum), Milburn, Vale of
Eden.
Plate 2.17 Representative core pieces from the North West Water
Authority Vale of Eden and Carlisle Plain Observation
Boreholes.
Plate 2.18 Photographs and interpretation of sedimentary structures
in the Nottingham Castle Formation at the type locality
along Lenton Road, Nottingham.
Plate 2.19 Outcrops of the Nottingham Castle Formation in and
around Nottingham.
Plate 2.20 Gravelly sandstones and gravels of the Sherwood
Sandstone at outcrop around Nottingham and Derby.
Plate 2.21 Triassic sediments infilling basal topography on the
Charnian rocks at Charnwood Forest, Loughborough,
Leicestershire.
Plate 2.22 Photographs of the Sherwood Sandstone in the lower quarry
face at Scrooby Top Quarry, Bawtry.
Plate 2.23 Photographs of sedimentary structures seen in the
Sherwood Sandstone at Styrrup Quarry, south west of
Bawtry.
Plate 2.24 Sedimentary structures at outcrop in the Heck Sandstone
Formation in the quarries around Heck, near Selby.
Plate 2.25 Photographs and interpretation of sedimentary
structures in the upper quarry face of the C.F. Harris
Quarry at Pollington, near Selby.
Plate 2.26 Representative core pieces from the 16/29-2 well
(Phillips), Central North Sea.
Plate 2.27 Photomicrographs illustrating texture and mineralogy of
the proximal Sherwood Sandstone.
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Plate 2.28 Photomicrographs illustrating texture and mineralogy of




Diagenetic textures and mineral assemblages in the
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, south Devon.
Plate 3.2
	
Porosity system and clay mineralogy of the Otter
Sandstones, south Devon.




Diagenetic textures and mineral assemblages typical of
the fine grained sheet sandstone association of south
Devon.
Diagenetic textures and porosity types in the Channock
Chase Formation, Allotment Borehole, Stafford Basin.
Replacement textures developed in the Allotment and
Playground Boreholes, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.7	 Replacement textures and authigenic clays in the
Channock Chase Formation of the Allotment Borehole,
Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.8	 Authigenic kandite in the Channock Chase Formation of the
Allotment and Playground Boreholes, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.9	 Transmission electron micrographs of the < 2 t' clay
fractions of sandstones from the Channock Chase Formation
of the Allotment Borehole, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.10 Carbonate cements in the Channock Chase Formation of
the Allotment and Playground Boreholes, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.11 Non—carbonate authigenic cements characteristic of the
Channock Chase Formation, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.12 Dissolution and replacement textures from the St. Bees
Sandstone Formation of the Cumbrian—Carlisle Plain Basin
Margin.
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Plate 3.13 Authigenic quartz and feldspar cements from the St. Bees
Sandstone Formation of the Cumbrian—Carljsle Plain Basin
Margin.
Plate 3.14 Authigenic clay textures and clay distribution within the
St. Bees Sandstone Formation of the Cuinbrian—Carlisle
Plain Basin Margin.
Plate 3.15 Carbonate cements developed within the St. Bees Sandstone
and Kirklington Sandstone Formations of the Cumbrian—Carlisle
Basin Margin.
Plate 3.16 Authigenic haematite and anatase cements in the St. Bees
Sandstone Formation (Plates 3.16 a to 3.16 f) and texture
of the very fine grained argillaceous sandstones in the
St. Bees Sandstone Formation (Plates 3.16 g to 3.16 h) of
the Cumbrian—Carlisle Plain Basin Margin.
Plate 3.17 Authigenic mineral assemblages and textures of the basal
sandstones (Upper Sherwood Sandstone Group ?/ Lower
Mercia Mudstone Group ?) overlying horsts of Charnian
age, north Leicestershire.
Plate 3.18 Porosity system, dissolution and replacement textures
typical of the Sherwood Sandstone of the western edge
of the Southern North Sea Basin.
Plate 3.19 Authigenic quartz, feldspar and clay mineral cements in
the Sherwood Sandstone of the western edge of the Southern
North Sea Basin.
Plate 3.20 Texture and distribution of authigenic kandite in the
Sherwood Sandstone of the western edge of the Southern
North Sea Basin.
Plate 3.21 Authigenic anatase, haematite and carbonate cements in
the Sherwood Sandstone of the western margin of the
Southern North Sea Basin.
Plate 3.22 Early carbonate cements (caicretes) and compaction
textures in the Sherwood Sandstone of the Marchwood
Borehole, Wessex Basin.
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Plate 3.23 Quartz cements and grain dissolution textures in the
Sherwood Sandstone of the Marchwood Borehole, Wessex
Bas in.
Plate 3.24 Authigenic illites in the Sherwood Sandstone of the
Marchwood Borehole, 'Wessex Basin.
Plate 3.25 Textural characteristics of secondary porosity develop-
ment and subsequent pore-filling cements in the Sherwood
Sandstone of the Marchwood Borehole, Wessex Basin.
Plate 3.26 Authigenic cements and textures in the basal Sherwood
Sandstone of the Marston Borehole, Stafford Basin.
Plate 3.27 Compaction fabrics and cementing phases characteristic
of the Sherwood Sandstone in the Twycross, Rome Farm and
Leicester Forest East Boreholes of the Rinkley Basin.
Plate 3.28 The porosity system developed in the Sherwood Sandstone
of the Twycross and Leicester Forest East Boreholes.
Plate 3.29 The porosity system and grain surface textures
characteristic of the basal Kinnerton Sandstone, northern
Cheshire.
Plate 3.30 Authigenic clays and "Liesegang ring" cements
characteristic of the basal Kinnerton Sandstones,
northern Cheshire.
Plate 3.31 Diagenetic texture, authigenic cements and porosity system
characteristic of the Chester Pebble Beds at outcrop,
Farndon, northern Cheshire.
Plate 3.32 Porosity and cementing phases developed within the
Delainere Pebbly Sandstone Member (Plates 3.32 a to f) and
Frodsham Sandstone Member (Plates 3.32 g to h) of the
Reisby Sandstone Formation, northern Cheshire.
Plate 3.33 The porosity system and authigenic cements associated
with the sulphide-sulphate mineralisation developed at
Alderley Edge, northern Cheshire.
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Plate 3.34 Compaction textures and grain framework supporting cements
in the St. Bees Sandstone Formation of the Morecambe Bay
Gas Field, Irish Sea Basin.
Plate 3.35 Colour transmitted light—cathodoluminescence photomicro -
graph pairs illustrating carbonate cement and quartz
cement relationships in the St. Bees Sandstone of the
110/3-3 well, Morecambe Bay Gas Field, Irish Sea Basin.
Plate 3.36 Scanning electron micrographs of authigenic illitic clays
in the St. Bees Sandstone of the Morecambe Bay Gas Field,
Irish Sea.
Plate 3.37 Transmission electron micrographs of illitic clays from
the St. Bees Sandstone of the Morecambe Bay Gas Field,
Irish Sea Basin.
Plate 3.38 Dissolution of detrital grains and associated replace-
ment illitic clays developed within the St. Bees
Sandstone of the Morecambe Bay Gas Field, Irish Sea
Basin.
Plate 3.39 Texture and characteristics of secondary porosity and
subsequent cementing phases in the St. Bees Sandstone
of the Morecambe Bay Gas Field, irish Sea Basin.
Plate 3.40 Porosity system and authigenic cementing phases
characteristic of the "Frodsham Facies" aeolian
sandstones, Kirkham Borehole, Lancashire Basin.
Plate 3.41 Compaction fabrics, clay coatings and grain dissolution
textures developed within the "Delamere Pebbly
Sandstone Facies" fluvial sandstones of the Kirkham
Borehole, Lancashire Basin.
Plate 3.42 Authigenic quartz cements developed within the
"Delamere Pebbly Sandstone Facies" fluvial sandstones
of the Iirkham Borehole 1 Lancashire Basin.
Plate 3.43 Late pore— filling ankerite cements and illitic
authigenic clays developed within the Sherwood
Sandstone of the Kirkijam Borehole, Lancashire Basin.
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Plate 3.44 Textural characteristics of the secondary porosity
system in the "Delamere Pebbly Sandstone Facies" fluvial
sandstones (Plates 3.44 a to f) and dolomite cements in
the "Lake Margin Facies" sandstones (Plates 3.44 g to h)
of the Kirkjiam Borehole, Lancashire Basin.
Plate 3.45 Texture and diagenesis of bioclastic and oolitic
detritus present in the lower part of the 43/15-1 well,
Southern North Sea.
Plate 3.46 Nodular anhydrite developed within silty mudrocks
(Plate 3.46 a) and sulphate, carbonate and halite
cements characteristic of red coloured Bacton Group
Sandstones in the 41/20-1 and 43/15-1 wells, Southern
North Sea Basin.
Plate 3.47 Porosity system and cementing phases developed within
the red coloured Bacton Group Sandstones in the 41/20-1
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SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
1.1	 INTRODUcTION
1.1.1 Aims of the Thesis
This study arose out of the concepts and new ideas generated at
the 1977 Geological Society 'State of the Art' Conference on
diagenesis and the 1978 Society of Economic Paleontologists and
Mineralogists 'Aspects of Diagenesis' meeting.
Over the previous fifty years the major contribution of applied
sedimentology to hydrocarbon exploration has largely been
concerned with the palaeoenvironmental analysis and facies
geometry of sedimentary rock successions likely to possess
potential reservoir characteristics. However, equally impor-
tant in this context is the extent to which diagenesis can
fundamentally modify the porosity and permeability of reservoir
rocks.
The geological Society and S.E.P.M. meetings were the culmi-
nation of almost a decade of detailed study and research into
sandstone diagenesis. Although a considerable amount of infor-
mation was then available on sandstone diagenesis, much of it
was largely of a descriptive nature, and no real attempts had
been made to equate facies models with predictive diagenetic
models. Hence, Taylor (1978, p. 3) stated "until predictive
(diagenetic) models can be found, the application of sedimen-
tology to petroleum exploration cannot be considered complete".
Research undertaken by the supervisor of this project,
Dr. B. Waugh, on Tertiary red beds in the Sonoran Desert of
Baja, California, had shown that distinct patterns of cemen-
tation and diagenesis could be recognised within continental
red bed successions during early diagenesis whilst the
sediments remained under the influence of the depositional
environment. In order to expand the concept of diagenetic
models further it became apparent that a detailed study of the
relationship between diagenesis and sandstones representative
of different depositional environments and ages was necessary.
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Within the framework of such a study it would be vital to
attempt to isolate as many variables on the diagenetic system
as possible in order to identify which variables actually exert
a controlling influence.
Thus, the project was devised in 1979 to investigate the
controls of diagenesis in largely fluvial, continental clastic
sediments from the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Group of the
United Kingdom in a variety of structural basins with differing
burial histories. At the same time a parallel study was
undertaken by my co-worker, John Kantorowicz, on controls of
diagenesis in Middle Jurassic fluvio-deltaic clastic sediments
from the Ravenscar Group in Yorkshire and in the Brent Group of
the Northern North Sea. Many of the concepts on which this
study is based and the underlying theme implicit in this study
are summarised in a review of clastic diagenesis by Burley,
Karitorowicz and Waugh (1985).
The aims of this thesis are therefore, threefold. Firstly, to
describe and define those diagenetic minerals and textures
which have formed as a direct result of processes taking place
in the Sherwood Sandstone whilst under the influence of its
depositional environment, and to compare these early events
with those recorded from recent red beds in similar environ-
mental settings. Secondly, to distinguish such early processes
from those operating subsequently under the influence of deep
burial or later re-exposure after uplift. Thirdly, to evaluate
the overall spatio-temporal controls on diagenesis within the
Sherwood Sandstone Group with a view to developing a predictive
diagenetic model. The thesis of Kantorowicz (1982) should be
regarded as a companion volume to this study.
1.1.2 Thesis Construction
The thesis is arranged in four volumes, with four text
sections. Volume one comprises the introduction and details of
the various pre-diagenetic controls that may influence
diagenesis. The first section "sets the scene" and introduces
the concept of diagenesis. This serves the purpose of explai-
fling my understanding of diagenesis and the approach to solving
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diagenetic problems adopted in this study. Section one also
provides the background details of the material under investi-
gation, gives details of the various sedimentological and
geochemical techniques employed and summarises the terminology
adopted throughout the study. No thesis would be complete
without references to the limitations inherent in the study
undertaken and these shortcomings are also briefly discussed.
Section two describes in detail the pre-diagenetic controls
which may have influenced the diagenetic modifications, both
during early diagenesis, whilst the interstitial pore waters
were under the influence of the depositional environment, and
also later during burial or telogenetic diagenesis. This
section may seem unduly long in many aspects. However, the
inclusion of such a lengthy discourse is justified on the
grounds that it is vital to be able to document and isolate as
many potential variables affecting diagenesis on a particular
sedimentary system, and integrate all relevant approaches.
This fundamental concept is only too often overlooked. A
cursory examination of recently published literature on dia-
genes is, for example, will reveal studies that even fail to
specify, or briefly mention in passing, the depositional
environment of the sediments in question (references tactfully
removed). Section two, therefore, attempts to reconstruct the
Triassic geochemical framework and environment by considering
the tectonic setting and stratigraphical framework, reconstruc-
ting burial histories and sedimentological facies relation-
ships, and by reconstructing the original mineralogy of the
sediments. Using these constraints it is possible to interpret
the probable initial starting point (e.g. sand body geometry,
associations with adjacent and older sediments, the palaeo-
hydrology, porosity-permeability characteristics, etc.) and
then trace the subsequent evolution of the sequence under
consideration in terms of the basin evolution. It is obvious
the geochemistry of the depositional environment must exert a
controlling influence on diagenesis. To be able to conclusive-
ly prove it is a different matter. The excessive detail
applied to the description of many of the borehole sections
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included in section two is further justified in that several of
the cores described were not intended for permanent preser-
vation. Indeed, some companies 'saved' the cores for the
author to examine them, and promptly discarded them after the
necessary documentation was complete. Detailed sedimentolo-
gical descriptions of cored sequences through the Sherwood
Sandstone are sadly lacking and it seemed scientifically wrong
not to record these sections in as much detail as possible.
For each of the sections examined in detail a sedimentological
log is included as an Enclosure.
Volume two is the essence of the thesis and is intended to give
as full an account of the Sherwood Sandstone as possible from
the available data. Section three initially describes in
detail the diagenetic petrography of all the studied sections
and the results of a variety of specialised analytical tech-
niques are documented. Using the sedimentological and tectonic
models generated in section 2, the diagenetic descriptions are
grouped into proximal and distal sedimentary environments, and
shallow and deeply buried basins, allowing a comparison between
both sedimentary environment and depth of burial as variables
on sandstone diagenesis. Factual data is tabulated and
included in the text where necessary or in the adjoining
appendices. The second part of section 3, chapters 3.4 to 3.8,
summarises various geochemical aspects of diagenesis within the
Sherwood Sandstone and attempts to place realistic geological
constraints on the diagenetic modifications observed. The
effects of recent groundwaters are also considered to provide
control on the diagene tic effects which may take place subse-
quent to uplift and erosion.
Finally, in section 4, an attempt is made to integrate all new
data generated in this study with information already available
on porosity and permeability and groundwater geochemistry into
a regional diagenetic model. The various diagenetic responses
of the sandstone framework and mineralogy to the eogenetic,
mesogenetic and telogenetic regime are considered and the basis
of a predictive model proposed. Conclusions specific to the
Sherwood Sandstone and more general conclusions regarding the
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processes of diagenesis complete section 4.
Volume 3 contains all the raw analytical data as Appendices whilst
volume 4 contains all text Plates for ease of use with the relevant
sections.
1.2 THE CONCEPT OF DIAGENESIS
1.2.1 Definition
Despite almost two decades of serious study there is still no
universally accepted definition of diagenesis, and there is
considerable disagreement regarding the definition of the
bounding limits of diagenesis. For the purpose of this thesis,
diagenesis will be considered in the most general sense, as a
collective term for all the chemical, physical and biological
processes affecting both the detrital mineral grains and
interstitial connate water of sediments after their deposition,
but prior to the onset of metamorphism. A full review of the
earlier history of the subject and the controversy over its
definition and terminology is given by Larson and Chilingar
(1967) and Dunnoyer de Segonzac (1969) and is not repeated
here.
According to the definition adopted above, diagenesis strictly
includes those processes operating at the earth's surface
generally ascribed to weathering and pedogenesis (c.f. Petti-
john et al, 1972), together with bioturbation and microbiologi-
cal processes occurring in the sediment shortly after deposi-
tion. At the other extreme, under deep burial conditions, the
boundary with metamorphism can only be arbitrarily delineated.
Curtis (1977) considers the boundary at wholescale mineral
recrystallisation, recognising the difference between equi-
librium mineral reactions during metamorphism and the tendency
for diagenetic mineral reactions to approach equilibrium.
However, the depths, temperature/pressure regimes and porosity
values at which recrystallisation takes place will vary with
burial rate, thermal gradient, sediment composition, and many
other factors. In such deep burial settings diagenesis and
metamorphism represent a continuum of geological variables
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(Blatt	 al, 1972) and there is no single criterion on which
differentiation can be made that is usable for all sediments.
Reroux (1979) provide an up to date appraisal of the
indexes which may be used to distinguish metamorphism from
diagenesis, but cautiously, do not attempt a rigourous distinc-
tion between the two.
Diagenesis includes, therefore, a wide spectrum of post-deposi-
tional changes to the original sediment and pore-water system,
and can be considered to operate from the time of deposition,
through gradual burial, until metamorphism occurs, or through
post-burial uplift and exposure, until erosion occurs.
1.2.2 Diagenetic Processes
Diagenesis can be resolved into a number of distinct processes,
which are controlled by biochemical, thermochemical and kinetic
laws. The classic work of R. M. Garrels and his co-workers
(see Krumbein and Garrels, 1952; and Garrels and Christ, 1965)
opened the field of mineral thermodynamics to sedimentary
systems and pointed the direction towards achieving an under-
standing of diagenetic processes. Although there are many
shortcomings to the application of thermodynamics and kinetics
in diagenetic studies, a brief resume of some of the concepts
is a useful aid to defining and understanding the actual
processes that take place during diagenesis.
The basis for diagenetic reactions is conveniently summarised
by the 'law' of mineral stability (Keller, 1969), which simply
states that "minerals are in equilibrium with their surroun-
dings only in the environment in which they form". This
fundamental principle seems to have been generally underrated
by sedimentologists in the past although it is universally
applied by geomorphologists and pedologists to explain many of
the processes of surface weathering.
In diagenetic studies this concept has widespread applications.
On deposition, an original detrital mineral assemblage compri-
ses a mixture of minerals formed under widely differing
temperature/pressure regimes, typically higher than those pre-
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vailing at the earth's surface. Therefore, in the sedimentary
environment, the detrital mineral assemblage is unstable, or at
best nietastable, and during diagenesis will tend to react with
the ambient environment through diagenetic processes towards an
equilibrium state. In thermochemical systems, equilibrium
includes both the solid and solution phases such that all
spontaneous reactions must have proceeded to completion until
all unstable phases are replaced by stable ones. Kinetic
models however, indicate that despite favourable free energies,
reactions need not proceed spontaneously because of an energy
barrier which has to be overcome in the course of the reaction,
so that it is possible for phases to persist metastably.
Geological reaction barriers arise from several causes which
may be physical, biological or chemical in origin (Berner,
1981). For example, the detrital mineral assemblage is trans-
ported to the sedimentary site of deposition through physical
processes by an external energy supply. Similarly, organisms
utilising solar energy during photosynthesis are able to
synthesise unstable minerals such as aragonite or silica,
whilst various ions in the interstitial pore waters may inhibit
nucleation and growth of stable phases, allowing less stable
forms to precipitate. In diagenetic sediment/pore water sys-
tems the bulk of the chemical phases are able to reside
metastably in the solid state. Thus, despite complex inter-
action with pore waters, it is unlikely that true thermodynamic
equilibrium is ever reached during early diagenesis at near
surface temperatures and pressures (Curtis, 1976), although
Hutcheon (1981) suggests that authigenic minerals may reach
equilibrium with their pore waters during the later, deep
burial stages of diagenesis.
Throughout diagenesis therefore, unstable minerals will tend to
react with their interstitial pore waters. Such reactions will
be complex, and may involve dissolution, neomorphism of un-
stable into stable phases, replacement of one mineral by
another or precipitation of stable phases on detrital stable,
or metastable, components. Goldich (1938) observed that the
persistence of common rock forming minerals during early
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diagenesis (weathering) was generally the reverse of the
sequence of minerals crystallising as Bowen's reaction series
during magmatic fractionation. Minerals stable at highest
temperatures and pressures were apparently least stable under
surface conditions and rapidly underwent alteration. This
relationship was considered to result from the relative cation-
oxygen bond strengths in the various minerals (Keller, 1957).
However, Curtis (1976) demonstrated that the persistence of a
particular mineral at surface temperature and pressure condi-
tions is largely a function of total released energy liberated
during breakdown into new mineral products. Providing there is
a net free energy loss in a diagenetic reaction (that is, a
negative value for the changes in free energy, L\G) then the
reaction should proceed in the diagenetic environment. Fur-
thermore, the more negative the value of L\G, the greater the
tendency to react and hence, the more unstable the mineral.
Thus, not only is mineral stability a function of pore water
chemistry, but also the rate at which minerals react. This
concept is demonstrated in Table 1.2.1 which gives Gibbs Free
energy values for some weathering reactions of high tempera-


















Table 1.2.1 Gibbs free energy values for hydrolysis reactions
at 25°C and 1 atmosphere for selected detrital minerals (after
Curtis, 1976)
The actual processes of dissolution of solids by an aqueous
solution involves removal of ionic species by either diffusion
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transport or by surface reaction (Berner, 1981). Observation
of partially dissolved crystals with the scanning electron
microscope can be used as a guide to deducing the dissolution
rate controlling mechanisms. Slow partial dissolution of the
surface reactions will result in the formation of crystallo-
graphically controlled features (such as etch pits) and con-
trasts with non-specific corrosion resulting from more rapid,
transport controlled dissolution.
If all the solid phase is gradually dissolved atom by atom (or
ion by ion), leaving behind fresh surface of undissolved solid
of the same composition, then the dissolution is congruent.
Probably more typical of natural diagenetic systems is incon-
gruent dissolution during which solution of selective phases of
the solid takes place or solution of individual phases at
differing rates results such that the ratio of the dissolved
phases is different from that in the solid.
The dissolution of minerals liberates various ions into solu-
tion and therefore alters the chemistry of the interstitial
pore waters. Ideally therefore, in diagenetic studies, account
should be taken of the chemistry and evolution of pore waters.
This is all too often not possible to achieve, either because
pore fluids have changed in composition, migrated elsewhere or
that water analyses are simply not available. Bowever, an
insight into the composition of fluids can be obtained by the
careful analysis of both phases undergoing dissolution, and
those phases that precipitated from pore solutions. In that
ions are liberated into solution through dissolution, it also
follows that the activities of chemical species in solution
will be partially controlled by the composition and amounts of
solids present. Conversely, precipitation of authigenic phases
will depend on the ionic species in solution and also the rate
of introduction of such dissolved species into the pore waters.
The precipitation of a solid substance can be divided into two
basic processes, nucleation and crystal growth (Berner, 1981).
Nucleation invariably preceeds crystal growth, and the two
processes are separated by a free energy barrier created as a
result of the developing interface between the crystal nucleus
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and the solution. Once this free energy barrier has been
overcome, crystal growth takes place spontaneously with a net
decrease in free energy until sufficient material is removed
from solution so that supersaturation ceases and a state of
equilibrium is attained.
Both the rate of crystal nucleation and crystal growth are a
function of the degree of supersaturation of the solution. At
low levels of supersaturation, crystal nucleation is very slow
and excess dissolved material in solution is consumed by
crystal growth on a limited number of nuclei. This results in
a high degree of crystallinity in the authigenic phase, and
will tend to favour growth on existing mineral phases as
syntaxial overgrowths. In contrast, with high solute concen-
trations and a high level of supersaturation, the rate of
nucleation may be so fast that virtually all the excess solute
is rapidly precipitated as nuclei (in order of 10 1 to 100 1),
effectively decreasing the saturation so that little solute
remains for crystal growth. The resulting crystal forms will
tend to be very poorly crystallised, often fine-grained
precipitations with a high degree of disorder.
Energetically, the precipitation of overgrowths can also be
considered as an attempt for detrital grains to become more
stable and crystallike (Hurst and Stout, 1980). Initial
rounded or angular detrital grains are effectively anhedral
crystals, possessing high surface area to mass ratios. The
energetic response during diagenesis is to lower the surface
free energy and surface area by precipitation of stable
authigenic overgrowths so that the detrital grain approaches
the low surface free energy state of a euhedral crystal.
Similarly, dissolution is affected by the surface free energy
properties of grain and crystal surfaces (Hurst, 1981). Low
index crystal facies possess low surface free energy and are
least likely to suffer corrosion or dissolution, whilst high
index crystal facies, face edges and corners, abraided surfaces
and fractures all have high surface free energies and are
susceptible to dissolution.
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Replacement can be considered in light of dissolution/precipi-
tation reactions (Pettijohn j •, 1972). In this sense,
replacement results from the solution of one mineral and
precipitation of another mineral in its place on a volume for
volume or molecule for molecule basis. Replacement will
therefore obviously occur when the pore fluids are not in
equilibrium with the minerals present in the sediment and
initiate solution-precipitation reactions, controlled by the
processes outlined above. It is not always possible to
determine from the resultant texture whether these events
occurred simultaneously across an interface (see Fig. 1.2.1) or
if they were separated in time.
The final important diagenetic process requiring some discus-
sion concerns the j situ structural alteration of one phase to
another without dissolution and precipitation of the original
phase. The simplest expression of this transformation is
polymorphism, involving the inversion of one structural form of
a particular phase to another structural form of the same phase
as a result of temperature/pressure changes. A more common
structural change that takes place in diagenesis is neo-
morphism. In this case the J situ structural change involves
the loss or addition of non-structural or mobile cations from
the phase to leave a new phase, albeit structurally related to
the original phase. In neomorphism, not only the temperature!
pressure conditions at the time of crystal]isation control the
resulting phase, but also the ambient pore water chemistry.
The important characteristic of neomorphism is the maintenance
of structural compatibility between phases. Thus, micas can
neomorphose to clay minerals, but feldspar cannot. Alteration
of feldspar by clay minerals must be a replacement process,
involving dissolution/precipitation reactions.
Useful qualitative constraints can be placed on the chemical
behaviour of species in solution by plotting the stability
fields of minerals as a function of the activities of the
relevant ions dissolved in the aqueous solution. Such activity
diagrams, largely developed by Garrels and Christ (1965), serve
to illustrate the interrelations of the various minerals in
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K, Al, Si ions
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/J into solution
7/ reprecipitated as low/ 2 temperature overgrowth
B. REPLACEMENT ALSO INVOLVES It DISSOtUIION/PRECIPITAIION PROCESS BUT PROBABLY
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of detrital quartz grains.
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Fig. 1.2.1. Schematic representation of dissolution, replacement and
neomorphic processes in clastic diagenesis.
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equilibrium with the pore waters that bathe them, and provide a
graphic summary of the mineral sequences that might be expected
to precipitate if equilibrium were attained. The stability of
a mineral in an aqueous solution depends upon the temperature,
the total pressure and the concentration of the chemical
components in the co-existing aqueous solution. Despite the
potential complexity, stability relations in such systems can
be conveniently expressed using activity diagrams. In most
diagenetic reactions involving aqueous pore fluids the concen-
trations of dissolved species will determine the direction of
the reactions. In a simple plot (Fig. 1.2.2 a) the stability
of gibbsite in the system Al203
 - H20 can be delineated with
reference to pH by considering [Al3 and [AlO] as variables.
Unfortunately such simple diagrams have limitations. Firstly,
aluminium forms a variety of ionic species in aqueous solution,
so that the solubility lines are not strictly accurate. More
fundamentally, the diagram takes no account of the activity of
ionic species of other components in solution. Most geological
systems can be expected to contain dissolved species of many
components, and so to make activity diagrams more useful it is
necessary to select variables that best express the system
under consideration. By adding an extra component to such
diagrams it is possible to investigate the behaviour of more
phases and to restrict the stability of a particular phase.
The plot of gibbsite, for example, does not allow for dissolved
silica that may be present in solution. Although silica is
known to have a very low solubility in most groundwaters, in
sediments containing quartz or silicates some dissolved silica
is likely to be present in the pore waters. If silica is added
to the gibbsite system, then kaolinite becomes an additional
phase. Due to the extra term in the dissociation reactions,
stability relations must be depicted as a volume rather than an
area (Fig. 1.2.2 b). From the plot it is now possible to infer
that under neutral to acid conditions, in the presence of
dissolved silica, kaolinite will be the stable phase in
preference to gibbsite.
































































account is taken of potential cations co—existing in the
aqueous solution. By the addition of 120 to the system Al203 -
Si02
 (aq) it is possible to show the stability relations
between gibbsite, kaolinite, potassium mica and potassium
feldspar expressed as functions of LK] / (R] and [Si(OH)04].
This is a particularly useful diagram because, for the hydro-
lysis reactions which define the stability fields, the ratio of
+	 +(K ] / (H I in the equilibrium constants is unity (assuming
phases under consideration are pure) allowing the stability
relations to be expressed on a two dimensional plot (Fig. 1.2.3
a). Kaolinite is now the stable aluminosilicate phase under
low pH conditions only when the activity of K is low. A
further useful plot is obtained by the addition of MgO to the
system, although a three dimensional plot is needed because the
presence of some phases yields equilibrium constants for which
the ratio [Mg2 ] / (H] is not unity (Fig. 1.2.3 b). As would
be expected, kaolinite is now only stable under acidic con -
+	 2+ditions with low activities of both K and Mg
These activity diagrams can be extremely useful for delineating
the geometry of stability relationships provided they are used
within their limitations. Although stability field boundaries
are temperature/pressure dependent and the limiting hydrolysis
reactions depend on free energy values, many of which are
poorly known, activity diagrams can be applied to a wide range
of diagenetic environments by careful choice of variables to
provide qualitative chemical constraints on potential diage -
netic mineral assemblages.
In additon to chemical species dissolved in solution, their
activities and their degree of saturation, two other important
factors, the hydrogen ion concentration (pH) and oxidation—
reduction potential (Eh), affect the stability of solid phases
during diagenesis (Garrels and Christ, 1965; Curtis, 1978). In
dilute aqueous water molecules dissociate very slightly into
equal amounts of the ions	 and OH








































































The H ion (or hydronium ion 113 0 ) is responsible for the
acidity of an aqueous solution. The hydrogen ion concentration
(pH) is defined as
p!r = - log (H]
Many reactions can be expressed with p1! as a variable and pH
can be easily measured in both the field and in the laboratory.
In diagenesis hydrogen ions not only serve an important role by
replacing cations removed from silicate minerals during hydro-
lysis, but also play a vital function in reactions involving
oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, sulphides and phosphates.
In the same way as pH can be used as a variable in many
diagenetic reactions, minerals will also tend to react with the
oxidising or reducing potential (Eh) of a solution. Essen-





Within the sedimentary environment the control of Eh is the
balance between dissolved gaseous oxygen and the amount organic
matter or reduced ions to be oxidised. Here the biochemical
and geochemical systems overlap and interact. Sediments in
contact with oxidative bottom waters containing organic matter
maintain high oxidation states and allow the oxidative bac-
terial breakdown of organic matter due to the diffusive input
of oxygen. However, with only shallow burial, reducing con-
ditions are rapidly established with depth as molecular oxygen
is utilised by respirative micro-organisms and sulphate redu-
cing bacteria thrive (Curtis, 1980).
In the natural environment neither pH nor Eh are independent
variables. Although theoretical reactions may involve only
hydrogen ions or only electron transfer, in aqueous solutions
in the sedimentary environment reactions are likely to involve
both pH and Eh. For example, the atmospheric oxidation of
reduced waters containing Fe2 will also tend to lower the pH:
- 15 -
2Fe2	+ 4Hco + 1/2 02 ::- 2Fe(OH) 3 + 4c02
Such reactions may therefore be affected by the input of
gaseous oxygen and carbon dioxide to the system whilst the
stability of solid phases will also depend upon the activities
of other dissolved species in the aqueous phase. Despite these
limitations (and others, see Garrels and Christ, 1965 and
Curtis, 1978) a useful diagram is obtained for studying
stability relations in a wide variety of reactions by plotting
pH against Eh (Fig. 1.2.4). It is important to remember that
pH-Eh diagrams convey no information regarding equilibrium
states or about the rate of reactions.
The above account of diagenetic processes is not of necessity,
brief and simplified. To sunmiarise, diagenesis from a geo-
chemical view point may be considered as the sum of those
processes by which original sedimentary assemblages attempt to
reach equilibrium with their environment, although it is
unlikely that sediments ever reach equilibrium in stages with
sucessively changing pore water chemistry, temperature and
pressure. Diagenetic processes can be treated in the light of
dissolution, precipitation or structural transformations (poly-
morphism, neomorphism), and are controlled by activities of
dissolved ions, Eh and pH, temperature, pressure and inter-
action with biological systems. Furthermore, not only does the
original detrital assemblage play an active role during dia-
genesis, but also the interstitial fluid phase. The reaction
products of dissolution, replacement, neomorphism and bio-
logical interactions released into solution may fundamentally
change the pore water composition. A detrital assemblage
moving toward equilibrium with its initial environment may
therefore subsequently become unstable and undergo further
dissolution and precipitation reactions as a result of either
situ pore fluid evolution, or after the introduction of
external formation waters. Thus, diagenetic processes take
place in a dynamic, evolving aqueous system, so that the
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Fig. 1.2.4. Stability relationships in geochemical environments as a
function of Eh and pH (after Garrels and Christ, 1965).
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move water through the sediment, are as important in diagenesis
as the actual pore fluid compositions.
1.2.3 Early Diagenesis
From the foregoing account it is obvious that the initial
chemistry of the depositional pore waters must be a major
influence on the course of sandstone diagenesis (or carbonate
or evaporite mineral diagenesis, for that matter). The depo-
sitional environment will therefore tend to create a broad
division of diagenetic processes in sediments (for a useful
discussion, see Hurst and Irwin, 1982). A review of the
published literature suggests that three distinct schemes of
modifications can be recognised during early diagenesis while
the depositional pore waters still exert an influence on the
system.
The marine environment constitutes one end member of the
scheme. Sea water is typically slightly alkaline with a
salinity of approximately 35 parts per thousand (White, 1965).
There is little potential for chemical reaction therefore,
between coarse grained detrital mineral phases and initial
marine pore waters (Garrels and Christ, 1965). Studies of
recent oceanic fine grained sediments (see summary and refe-
rences in Curtis, 1978) indicate however, that the amorphous or
very fine grained products of weathering rapidly react with,
and are dissolved by, the products of bacterial oxidation close
to the sediment-sea water interface. During initial compaction
the reaction products of marine mudrock diagenesis may migrate
into adjacent sandstones and interact with the detrital assemb-
lage. Most workers record an early diagenetic suite of
minerals which may include illite, mixed-layer illite-smectite,
potassium feldspar and quartz overgrowths, pyrite, carbonate
cements and a variety of green coloured, iron bearing sheet
silicates (e.g. Almon et al, 1976; Odin and Matter, 1981).
The exact authigenic mineral assemblage probably reflects not
only the marine pore water composition but also the original
detrital mineralogy. This is well illustrated in marine
sediments containing abundant unstable grains, such as volcani-
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clastic detritus, where chioritic or interstratified chlorite-
smectite clays are reported in place of illite (Galloway,
1979).
At the other extreme of the scheme, are a variety of non-marine
environments. These can be considered in terms of two end
members, one characteristically developed in very wet, coastal,
deltaic or mature fluvial systems in a warm, temperate to
sub-tropical climate, whilst the other is more typical of arid
or semi arid desertic sedimentary environments. In the warm,
wet non-marine environments source area weathering is typically
intense, vegetation is abundant in the depositional basin, and
initial pore waters are often acidic to neutral and anoxic.
The bacterial degradation of the abundant organic matter
largely controls the interstitial pore fluid composition (Cur-
tis, 1977). Aerobic bacteria remove oxygen from the pore
waters and release bicarbonate ions into solution resulting in
a lowering of the pH of the pore waters. Quartz overgrowths,
feldspar dissolution, alteration of muscovite and precipitation
of kaolinite are commonly reported from such settings
(e. g. Hawkins, 1978; Almon and Davies, 1979). Following the
depletion of oxygen, anaerobic bacterial processes commence
and, in the absence of sulphate ions in solution, ferric iron
sesquioxides are reduced. As a result hydroxyl ions are
released into solutions and cause a rise in pH so that siderite
may precipitate (Berner, 1971). This contrasts with the
situation in marine waters with a sulphate supply where
sulphides are commonly produced through the activity of sulpha-
te reducing bacteria.
In hot, dry desertic environments surface depositional waters
are often slightly alkaline and very dilute (Ruiie, 1967; Cooke
and Warren, 1973). Organic matter is rapidly oxidised close to
the sediment-water interface and is, therefore, rapidly removed
from the reacting system. Diagenesis within such highly
oxidising environments is thus largely controlled by the
stability of detrital phases in the initial pore waters (Walker
et al, 1978). Unstable grains will undergo rapid dissolution
and replacement, and the liberated ions may then either be
- 18 -
precipitated as new authigenic phases or remain in solution,
being removed with the groundwater flow.
1.2.4 Depth Related Diagenetic Processes
The sediment is gradually removed from the influence of the
depositional pore waters during burial. There is considerable
evidence to suggest that the nature of diagenetic processes and
the resultant distribution of diagenetic fabrics and mineral
assemblages varies with depth (see Dapples, 1962; Perry and
Rower, 1970; Curtis, 1977 and 1978). Even within the sphere of
influence of the depositional environment, the reaction
products of early diagenetic processes may significantly affect
later modifications. The initial clastic sedimentary deposit
comprises a dynamic system containing variable proportions of
mudrocks, sandstones and pore waters. During burial diagenesis
the constituent inorganic minerals, organic matter and pore
waters interact in a complex manner and cannot therefore be
considered in isolation. Recent integrated ideas on depth
related diagenetic trends and possible interactions between
mudrocks and sandstones are summarised in Fig. 1.2.5. The
detrital mineral assemblage is likely to have a high degree of
instability in the initial diagenetic environment. Although
unstable mineral will interact with the enclosing pore waters
in a shift toward equilibrium, the general preponderance of
metastability of sedimentary mineral assemblages at the earth's
surface is essentially a consequence of the slow rate of
chemical reactions at low temperatures and pressures. Early
diagenetic mineral assemblages will, therefore, tend to be very
specific, dependent upon micro-environments controlled by local
variables which overcome the dominating metastability.
Subsequent to early diagenetic modifications, the original
sedimentary mineral assemblages will comprise a mixture of
those phases that were initially stable in the interstitial
pore waters, and new authigenic phases which have reached
stability (or metastability) through reaction with the pore
waters. To effect a further change in the diagenetic assemb-
lage requires a change in the physicochemical conditions of
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sing depth of burial, both temperature and pressure increase.
At elevated temperatures and pressures many minerals stable
under early diagenetic conditions become unstable and will
breakdown to produce new stable auth—genic minerals. Kineti-
cally, increasing temperature adds energy to the reacting
system. Reaction rates will therefore increase and reaction
barriers can be more easily overcome so that metastable phases
will react more rapidly. For example, in dissociation
reactions, the extent of dissociation increases with tempera-
ture. Thus, as the dissociation of hydrogen ions from water
increases with temperature, the concentration of 11+ (and 0H)
ions available for hydrolysis will also increase. Hence the
value of neutral pH will change with increasing temperature.
At 120°C neutral pH is 6.0 (Blatt et j,, 1972). Thus the
tendency with depth will be for temperature and pressure to
play increasingly important roles in diagenetic reactions.
This is well illustrated by the relationship between clay
mineral transformations and burial temperatures which has been
studied by many workers in various sedimentary basins.
Probably the most extensively documented reaction is the
conversion of smectites to illites through an intermeadiary
mixed—layer illite—smectite with increasing depth and tempe-
rature, well illustrated in a series of papers from the Gulf
Coast of the United States (see Burst, 1959, 1969; Perry and
Bower, 1970; Bower et al, 1976). In detail the reaction is
complex and the smectite does not simply convert to illite by
cation exchange, but also involves aluminium substitution for
silicon (Hower	 1976) or iron and magnesium substitution
for octahedral aluminium (Boles and Franks, 1979).
With very deep burial between 7 km and 10 km, wholescale
recrystallisation begins (Curtis, 1977) . As temperature rises
towards 200°C magnesian and iron rich carbonates react with
kaolinite to produce chlorite, whilst by 300°C illite has been
replaced by muscovite. These reactions probably reach true
thermodynamic equilibrium and have moved from diagenesis into
the realm of low grade metamorphism.
There is also a distinct depth related differentiation of
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biological processes and associated alteration of organic
material. In sediments where organic detritus is present
micro-organisms thrive and the products of their metabolism
become important reagents for diagenetic mineral transfor-
mations. Close to the sediment-water interface a supply of
oxygen is plentiful through diffusion from oxygenated surface
waters. Here, oxidative bacteria are able to degrade organic
matter although the soluble products of the initial destruction
of organic material are lost to the overlying depositional
waters. However, within a few centimeters of the sediment
surface sulphate reducing bacteria thrive and very effectively
remove sulphate from pore waters, further degrading organic
material (Sayles and Manheim, 1975). Through the action of
these bacteria hydrogen suiphide and bicarbonate are liberated
into the pore waters, and iron suiphides (ultimately pyrite)
are precipitated by reaction with the reduced suiphide (Berner,
1970). Microbial degradation of organic material following
sulphate reduction continues with fermentation which liberates
more bicarbonate and methane (Nissenbauin, Presley and Keplan,
1972).
From a study of Tertiary sediments of the United States Gulf
Coast, Laplante (1974) recognised four zones of carbonisation
of organic matter. The sediments are buried to depths in
excess of 5 km. Bacterial fermentation characterises zone 1
and may extend to depths of about 1 kin when either increasing
temperature or the exhaustion of suitable organic material
prevents the activity of bacteria. With continued burial
abiotic reactions dominate. At the elevated temperature in
zone 2 thermal decarboxylation liberates more bicarbonate and
may continue to depths of around 3 km and corresponding
temperatures of 100°C. Above these temperatures much more
hydrogen than oxygen is liberated during decarboxylation and
liquid hydrocarbons are liberated in zone 3. Further increase
in temperature results in the generation of lighter hydro-
carbons until ultimately dry gas is liberated. Similar results
to these field observations are obtained from experimental
studies (Tissot et ji, 1974) and, although specific tempera-
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ture-pressure conditions may be expected to vary depending on
local variables in other settings, throughout burial the
overall trend is for organic matter to be destroyed.
Concomittant with the depth related changes taking place in the
detrital mineralogy and the organic material is the expulsion
and evolution of the interstitial pore waters. Undisturbed
muds when initially deposited may have porosities of up to 80%
whilst well-sorted sands have recorded porosities of 5Th
(Priess, 1968; Burst, 1969). The composition of these initial
pore waters is determined largely by the depositional environ-
ment. During early burial most of the interstitial pore waters
are expelled by mechanical compaction so that by the time
sediments are buried to kilometre depths much of the inter-
stitial pore waters have been excluded. With elevated tempera-
ture many diagenetic reactions involve dehydration and will
liberate water. Hydrous amorphous minerals rapidly dehydrate
and interlayer water held in expandable clay minerals is also
expelled (Power, 1967; Burst, 1969). This clay dehydration is
actually a complex process and probably takes place in at least
two steps, initially associated with the random collapse of
smectite layers and later with the ordering of the smectite
interlayers (Perry and flower, 1972). Other complications arise
when vermiculite is present and the second dehydration may be
delayed until much later in diagenesis (Foscolos and Powell,
1979). The destruction of clay minerals and organic matter
also liberates structurally held water, even to great burial
depths. Throughout burial diagenesis therefore, in addition to
evolution of the initial interstitial pore waters through
diagenetic reactions, potentially large volumes of water may be
added to the reacting system through the breakdown of clay
minerals and organic material.
Combining mineralogical, organic geochemical and pore water
studies during burial diagenesis leads to the concept of burial
zones or 'facies' of diagenesis. In diagenesis total internal
sediment equilibrium is not even approached as only the most
reactive phases partake in diagenetic reactions so that such
facies cannot be equated with metamorphic facies (see Curtis,
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1977). Throughout burial diagenesis pore waters will continu-
ously tend to migrate upwards from high pressure to low
pressure environments. These migrating pore waters can poten-
tially carry high concentrations of dissolved solids and
greatly influence patterns of diagenesis. Water movements will
obviously tend to follow the more permeable channels in a
sedimentary sequence, and the overall net upward movement will
probably include a considerable horizontal component through
interconnected sand bodies associated with structurally
controlled vertical conduits. Water Introduced into sandstones
in this manner has been linked with overpressuring (Mackenzie,
1976), flushing of hydrocarbons (Burst, 1969), sandstone cemen-
tation (Boles and Franks, 1979) and anomalously freshwater,
although Bjorlykke (1979) doubts significant solute transport
on account of the general insolubility of many silicate forming
ions in aqueous solution. Foscolos and Powell (1979) also show
that clay mineral dehydration, cation release and hydrocarbon
generation may not all occur over the same depth-temperature
interval.
Although analysis of formation waters from many deep
sedimentary basins suggests that basinal brines are often
alkaline (White, 1965; Collins, 1975) thermal decarboxylation
of organic matter liberates carbon dioxide and has been widely
advocated as a cause of acidic pore waters at depth (see
Schmidt and MacDonald, 1979 a, and b, for a synopsis). Such
acidic solutions generated in the deep subsurface and migrating
upwards are widely reported as being capable of leaching
carbonate cements from sandstones and generating secondary
porosity (Parker, 1974; McBride, 1977, Schmidt and MacDonald,
1979, and ilutcheon et al, 1980).
That there is a remarkable degree of consistency in deep burial
diagenetic assemblages from a variety of tectonic and environ-
mental settings suggests that depth related physicochemical
conditions conform to a predictable pattern (e.g. North Sea,
Blanche and MacWhittaker, 1978, Bjorlykke ç jj., 1979, Pearson
ii, 1982; Texas Gulf Coast, Bower et al, 1976; Land and
Dutton, 1978, Boles and Franks, 1979; Canadian Arctic, Foscolos
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and Powell, 1979 a, b). Similarly, widespread pore fluid
migration at depth from either compaction of mudrocks, clay
mineral reactions or largescale migration of formation waters
is likely to impart diagenetic changes in sediments on a
regional, rahter than local scale, resulting in a general
uniformity of diagenetic textures and mineral assemblages. An
integrated approach, which includes study of the chemistry of
surface and subsurface waters, fluid dynamics and the petro
graphy and chemistry of the solid minerals that form from, and
by interaction with, pore waters is fundamental in attempting
to model these depth related di.agenetic processes.
1.2.5 The Approach to Diagenetic studies
Historically, diagenesis has been principally investigated in
ancient sedimentary rocks from a mineralogical and petrological
viewpoint. As early as 1880 quartz and feldspar overgrowths
had been described in the literature. With the renewed
interest in diagenesis as a result of hydrocarbon exploration
into deeper and more complex structures there has been an
explosion of studies which accurately record diagenetic tex-
tures and minerals. Many authors have attempted to interpret
these diagenetic events into genetic time sequence, and so
reconstruct the diagenetic history of a particular sedimentary
unit.
More recently, a wealth of data has become available in
adjacent and related fields which can be applied to diagenetic
problems. Results of research into topics as diverse as
oceanography, pedology, hydrology and organic geochemistry
enables a more fuller understanding of diagenetic mechanisms.
Chemical and isotopic studies of interactions between sea water
and recent oceanic sediments, for example, has led to an
appreciation of the complex inorganic and biological processes
which take place within the first few centimetres of marine
sediments (see DSDP; Berner and Krom, 1981). Geomorphologists
and soil scientists have documented in detail the 'weathering'
reactions that take place at the earths surface and these date
are now being applied to the interpretation of ancient
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sediments (e.g. Besley and Turner, 1983). Hydrologists are
attempting to model fluid flow and solute transfer in the
subsurface (Wood and Hewitt, 1983; Stoessel and Moore, 1983).
Measurements of chemical species in solution are routinely
undertaken in the laboratory and can be accomplished dowithole
j situ within boreholes. Only recently habe diagenetic
studies begun to integrate these various studies and apply them
to the sedimentary geochemical cycle.
The development of numerous sophisticated analytical techniques
has been a further factor responsible for the more recent major
advances in diagenesis. Thin section petrography still
constitutes the data base for most diagenetic studies.
However, the sedimentary geochemist must be more than a
petrographer, and utilises techniques with greater and greater
resolving power to solve specific aspects of diagenetic
problems. X-ray diffraction provides structural information on
coarse detrital phases, and more importantly, on fine grained
detrital and authigenic clays. The scanning electron micro-
scope revolutionised the study of sandstone diagenesis. Sample
preparation is easy and the microscope offers magnifications up
to 30 K with an extreme depth of focus. It is widely used to
elucidate the three-dimensional morphology of detrital and
authigenic minerals and the nature of cement-porosity relation-
ships. The electron microprobe provided a convenient method of
obtaining quantitative chemical analyses of microscopic indi-
vidual phases although problems may arise because of sub-micro-
scopic mechanical mixtures. This problem may be overcome by
the use of more refined electron optical systems (such as STEIn)
with a greater resolving power. Stable isotopes of carbon,
oxygen and sulphur can be used to distinguish between marine
and non-marine ionic sources for various cementing minerals and
in some instances, allow the calculation of approximate tempe-
ratures of authigenic mineral formation.
To understand the controlling influences on a particular
diagenetic system ideally requires isolating all the potential
variables which may affect diagenesis. The complexity of
actually isolating a single factor is well discussed by Hayes
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(1979) and is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.6. Not only can the
composition, texture and geometry of the initial sedimentary
deposit be expected to exert a controlling influence but also
the gross chemical and physical environment. For example,
whether the sediment was deposited in an aqueous medium or by
aeolian processes, the chemistry, Eh and p11 of the ambient
medium, the height of water tables, prevailing temperatures and
concentration of organic matter in the environment are just
some of the factors which can be expected to impart some
influence on diagenetic processes. The depositional environ-
nient is, therefore, likely to be an important controlling
factor. This in turn is a function of other variables.
Climate may play a significant role in affecting the degree of
surf icial weathering in a particular environment which will
determine the stability of minerals, and hence the chemistry of
the pore waters. Detrital mineralogy may also be determined by
weathering in the source area, in addition to transport
distance and provenance. On an even larger scale, transport
distance and provenance are largely a function of the overall
tectonic setting (Siever, 1974). Thus, even the initial
starting point of diagenesis has complex interrelationships
with the depositional environment, climate and tectonic
setting.
Unfortunately, the influence of such pre—diagenetic variables
doesnot end with the depositional environment, or even the
initial pore water system. A specific depositional environment
will essentially define sediment texture, sand to mud ratios
and overall sand body geometry. Hence, porosity—permeability
characteristics, resultant fluid flow properties, inter—
connectivity of sand bodies in the sub — surface and general
sediment—interstitial fluid interaction may all be related to
the original depositional system. Furthermore, the style and
rate of burial will also be related to the sedimentation rate,
itself a function of tectonic setting. Clearly therefore,
both depositional environment and structural framework not only
exert a profound influence on initial diagenetic effects, but
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Fig. 1.2.6. Simplified graphic flow chart illustrating sore of the potential
inter-relationships between diagenesis and pre-diagenetic
conditions (modified from Hayes, 1979).
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the subsurface.
The integrated approach to solving diagenetic problems is
therefore, threefold. Initially all the conditions which may
have influenced the composition of the original clastic
sedimentary assemblage and the depositional pore waters must be
established. Secondly, using all relevant analytical tech-
niques to 'dissect the sedimentary rock' and determine whether
the constituents are detrital or authigenic in origin, and in
which order diagenetic modifications occurred. Thirdly, to
evaluate the entire burial history of the sediment under
investigation within the context of the whole sedimentary basin
itself so that the contribution from other sediments within the
basin or basement can be assessed. Only when this type of
approach is undertaken can a full understanding of how and when
the diagenetic modifications took place be appreciated, leading
to an appreciation of the underlying controls on sandstone
diagenes is.
1.2.6 The Rationale to the Study: The Sherwood Sandstone Group
To be able to relate specific diagenetic processes, mineral
assemblages and textures to an individual controlling parameter
or a causal mechanism it therefore requires (1) a method of
isolating a potential controlling variable on the diagenetic
system and being able to compare and contrast the effects of
this variable in differing pre-diagenetic settings, and (2) and
integrated approach to the diagenetic study which encompasses
all relevant aspects of the diagenetic system.
The Sherwood Sandstone comprises a complex of continental
sediments, which were deposited in similar, related environ-
ments across several distinct, rapidly subsiding fault bounded
basins. These depositional basins are characterised by
differing maximum burial depths, ranging from very shallow, in
the order of 1 km, through moderate, to deep, probably in
excess of 3 km. Although there are local variations, the
detrital mineralogy varies within the depositional environment
from proximal to distal settings. The tectonic setting,
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palaeocliinate, depositional environment and detrital mineralogy
are thus known in some detail. In addition, there is also
considerable information available on porosity-permeability
characteristics, groundwater chemistry and regional hydro-
geology. The Sherwood Sandstone also is of considerable
economic importance. Not only is the Sherwood Sandstone an oil
(Wytch Farm) and gas (Morecambe Bay) reservoir but it is also
one of the main aquifers in the United Kingdom, providing good
quality soft waters on a regional scale, whilst, in the deeper
basins with high heat flow, the Sherwood Sandstone is a
potential source of geothermal waters. On a less positive note
the Sherwood Sandstone overlies many of the concealed Carboni-
ferous coalfields of Britain and is a potential source of water
flooding in deep mines. This economic significance has
resulted in the drilling and coring of a large number of wells
and boreholes through the Sherwood Sandstone by Water Autho-
rities, the National Coal Board, the Institute of Geological
Sciences and various oil companies.
For diagenetic investigations it is preferable to sample core
material from the subsurface beneath the effects of recent
pedogenic processes, unless the investigation is specifically
designed to study 'weathering' diagenesis.
The combination of access to a large number of borehole and
well cores from a single stratigraphic unit, of wide lateral
extent and established sedimentological setting, across several
distinct tectonic basins with differing burial histories and
hydrogeological control, makes the Sherwood Sandstone ideal for
tracing the evolution of diagenetic processes and events from
shallow to deep burial, and for studying the controlling
factors on sandstone diagenesis. The rationale for this study
was, therefore, to describe and interpret diagenetic assemb-
lages and textures from those basins that had only undergone
shallow burial, comparing proximal with distal settings, and
then to compare shallow burial assemblages and textures with
those developed in adjacent (similar proximality) deep burial
settings. With suitable control on age, depositional environ-
ment, original mineralogy, tectonic setting and bydrogeology,
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differences and/or similarities between diagenetic assemblages,
textures and sequences of events can be explained in terms of
controlling parameters.
In recent years there has been renewed interest in the Sherwood
Sandstone both from the sedimentological and diagenetic view--
points, partially as a result of the economic significance.
Detailed diagenetic studies have been undertaken by Macchi
(1981), Ali All (1982) and Leonard (1983) on various aspects of
the Triassic outcrop. This thesis is intended to examine the
diagenesis of the Sherwood Sandstone from a more regional
aspect.
1.3 METhODOLOGY
1.3.1 Material Under Investigation
Cores from a numbe of boreholes (Fig. 1.3.1) drilled in several
of the Triassic basins were logged in detail. Many of the
structural basins were effectively separated during the early
Triassj.c due to the fault controlled nature of sedimentation.
The study material falls into three groups;
(1) The Vies sex Basin comprising core material from the March—
wood borehole on the concealed eastern margin of the basin and
from outcrop in Devon on the exposed western basin margin.
(2) The Western Fault Controlled Basins which include the
Central Midlands Basins, the Cheshire Basin and the Irish Sea
Basin and associated basin margin sediments in Cumbria. Core
material from the Stafford Basin, the Lancashire Basin, the
Irish Sea Basin and the Carlisle —Vale of Eden Basin were
studied in conjunction with outcrop samples from Cheshire and
Western Cumbria.
(3) The Southern North Sea Basin and the exposed western basin
margin. A combination of outcrop samples and core material
from the exposed basin margin in Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire
was studied in conjunction with core material from the Southern
North Sea Basin.
Fig. 1.3.1. Location map of studied sections in this thesis (see Append i x I
for locality and sample details) in the context of early
Tn assi c pal aeogeography.
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In addition, one deep well from the Central North Sea was
included in the study to compare the effects of present day
very deep burial with that in the Southern North Sea.
For each of these boreholes a detailed sedimentological log was
produced. To maximise sedimentological information gained from
the boreholes field work was undertaken in areas adjacent to
the study boreholes. On the basis of sedimentological
interpretation and lithological variations within both core and
field sections a total of 580 samples were selected to
encompass all lithologies and sub—environments present.
Details of borehole locations, samples taken and analyses are
given in Appendix I. Samples were carefully labelled and
catalogued. A reference set of all samples is currently stored
at the University of Hull.
1.3.2 Techniques
Sandstone and siltstone samples were routinely impregnated with
blue—dyed araldite and a total of 525 thin sections prepared.
The blue colouration to the impregnated medium enhances visible
porosity observation in transmitted light microscopy and
enables discrimination between true porosity and voids created
in the sample during thin section preparation. Details of the
impregnation technique are presented in Appendix II.
Each thin section was half stained with alizarin red S and
potassium ferricyanide after the method of Dickson (1965) to
help identify carbonate minerals present. Duplicate thin
sections were made of 36 random samples which were etched in
hydroflouric acid and stained for feldspar (Bailey and Stevens,
1960) as a control on optical identification of detrital
feldspar in thin sections.
All thin sections were examined visually to qualitatively
describe sedimentary components, diagenetic textures, porosity
types and porosity distribution, and textural parameters (Table
1.3.1). Modal analysis using a Swift Automatic Point Counter
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Table. 1.3.1. Sedimentary components, diagenetic textures, porosity types
and porosity distribution and textural parameters recorded
from thin section.
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quantify sedimentary and diagenetic components identified from
visual observations. For each analysis 300 counts were under-
taken. Details of point count information are illustrated in
Table 1.3.2 whilst point count data are presented in Appendix
II. Comparison of visual estimates with point count analysis
demonstrated that with practice a remarkable degree of accuracy
could be repeatedly obtained from visual estimates. Quali-
tative and quantitative information gathered from thin section
examination forms the broad data base for selecting samples on
which a range of more specific analytical techniques were
applied to supplement petrographic identification and obser-
vation.
Clay fraction x-ray diffraction was undertaken on all mudrock
samples collected from within the Sherwood Sandstone Group, and
where available, from the underlying Permain. Upper Marls. A
selection of sandstone samples were disaggregated and clay
fraction x-ray diffraction was carried out to identify the main
clay mineral structural group present. Very fine clay frac-
tions were examined with a transmission electron microscope in
an attempt to characterise individual clay phases using
electron-optical diffraction techniques. Details of sample
preparation, running conditions, method of identification of
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Quantitative chemical analysis of detrital grains and diage-
netic phases were determined on highly polished standard
thickness thin sections using a Cambridge Instruments Geoscan
electron inicroprobe fitted with a Link System Model 290 Energy
Dispersive Analyser. Raw elemental analyses were corrected and
processed with a Link System Software ZAF4 package and then
assigned a number of oxygens according to the mineral group
stoichioinetry (Table 1.3.3). Details of running conditions and
detection limits are presented in Appendix IV. Authigenic clay
minerals repeatedly gave low probe totals, ranging from near
ideal totals to as low as 30, whereas detrital inicas typically
gave totals close to tue ideal with natural atomic proportions.
Problems can arise when analysing authigenic clays with the
electron microprobe from several sources. Petrographic and
scanning electron microprobe observation indicates that authi-
genic clays exhibit open, pore—filling or pore—lining habits
and although individual crystal plats may be up to 40 pm in
diameter or length, they tend to be elongated or platy in
morphology and are usually less than 0.5 im in thickness.
Using a microprobe beam diameter of 1 , im, with a penetration
in the order of 4 - 5 ,um is, therefore, likely in the course of
one spot analysis to analyse epoxy resin and any other phases
present in the pore space in addition to the clay mineral
concerned. Extreme care must therefore be taken when analysing
individual authigenic clay plates of very small size. Clay
mineral analyses with low totals frequently show anomalous S
and Cl peaks confirming the presence of an epoxy resin
component in the analysis.
Low totals can also result from loss of volatiles during the
analysis due to heat produced by the electron beam. In
addition to water, the alkalis 120 and Na20 may also be lost
through volatilisation. Slightly enlarging the beam diameter
to around 5 pm may reduce such loss through volatilisation.
Merino and Ranson (1982) also suggest using much lower sample
currents and shorter counting times to reduce volatilisation
(0.0084 pA and 10 seconds respectively). Poor local polishing
and coating may also result in low totals so a highly polished
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surface and even coating are essential.
Other problems arise from the very small nature of the
authigenic clays. It is often very difficult to differentiate
optically between single authigenic crystals and mechanical
mixtures of two ore more phases. Replacement clays for
example, may be intimately associated with the relic host
grain.
Extreme caution needs to be taken therefore, when analysing
small or volatile phases with the microprobe. Each analysis
was assessed critically by inspecting both the percentage of
oxides present and stoichiometry. Those analyses that 'were
considered suitable were recalculated to chemical formules
using a program developed by LM. MIddleton (1982) in the
department of Geology at Hull. Recalculated analyses are
included in Appendix IV whilst various chemical plots appear
in the text.
A Cambridge Instrument Stereoscan 600 was used to study the
three—dimensional nature of cement—porosity relationships in
selected samples. The elemental composition of phases observed
with the SEM was determined with a Link System energy dis-
persive analyser attached to the SEM and used to aid identifi-
cation of phases recognised on the basis of morphology with the
SEM. Preliminary attempts to quantify x—ray spectra peak
intensities for potassium feldspars were found to vary 'with
specimen geometry and take—off angle and were not pursued
further.
Following the establishment of preliminary conclusions, catho-
doluminescence and stable isotope analyses were carried out on
a carefully selected suite of samples to solve specific
problems. Samples with nodular carbonate and extensive quartz
overgrowths were examined on the hot catbodoluminoscope at the
University of Berne. Stable isotope studies on carbon and
oxygen in carbonates considered to represent early (soil)
growth and late (deep burial) cementation were undertaken to
identify possible sources of carbon and oxygen for the carbo-
nate.
Finally, all data gathered were assimilated with water analyses
and hydrogeological data collected by water authorities, the
Institute of Geological Sciences and published literature.
Full details of all raw data and compilations are given in the
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The terminology used throughout sample description and inter-
pretation follows standard nomenclature widely reported in the
literature wherever possible. Details of terminology used and
exceptions to standard usage are explained below.
1.4.2 Sedimentology
Core description and logging is based on the Shell Standard
Legend, modified by Robertson Research sedimentologists.
Sedimentological features are recorded in two columns, one
representing lithology and a second documenting grain size and
sedimentary structures. This scheme employs a series of
standard symbols to denote lithology (widely used by sedimen-
tologists throughout the oil industry), and a graphic art form
to acurately represent sedimentary structures. Ideally, the
representation of sedimentary structures should simply record
features as seen in the core, and involve no interpretation.
This system of recording structures with minimum symbolism
enables other sedimentologists to formulate their own objective
interpretation from the sedimentological log.
Description of field sections and sedimentological features
from outcrop uses standard descriptions used for similar
continental fluvial sequences established by Smith (1970),
Bluck (1976, 1979), Cant and Walker (1978) and Rust (1978).
Fine grained sediments are uniformly categorised as mudrocks
(Spears, 1980).
1.4.3 Diagenetic Regimes
Diagenesis may be conveniently classified according to the
genetic environment in which the diagenetic processes take
place. The system of diagenetic regimes formulated by
Choquette and Pray (1970) for carbonate rocks has been adopted
by Schmidt and Mac Donald (1979a) for application to sandstones
and is used in this study.
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Eogenetic processes are the result of interaction between the
original detrital sediment whilst the interstitial pore waters
are still in contact with the depositional pore waters.
Eogenetic processes take place therefore under the influence of
the depositional environment. Those processes which result
from the changes in temperature, pressure and pore fluid
chemistry associated with increasing burial are referred to as
mesogenetic, whilst the telogenetic regime is characterised by
the re—introduction of surface waters.
1.4.4 Mineralogy and Texture of Sandstones
The mineralogical classification of sandstones adopted is a
combination of the framework proposed by McBride (1963) and
Dott (1964) and is presented in Fig. 1.4.1 for reference. For
petrographic descriptions the components recognised in
sandstones comprise framework grains, detrital matrix, authi-
genic minerals and pore space.
In the classification scheme adopted, the quartz end member
includes monocrystalline, polycrystalline and schistose grains
of quartz together with chert and chalcedonic grains. Rock
fragments comprise all grain or mineral aggregates, including
schistose and polycrystalline quartz, providing a second
mineral phase is present i.e. polycrystalline quartz and
feldspar constitute a 'granitic' rock fragment, whilst
schistose quartz and feldspar constitute a 'gneissose' rock
fragment.
The origin of the fine grained matrix clay is often difficult
to ascertain and therefore difficult to classify. Matrix clay
is used for material less than 30 microns in size, which may be
allogenic (detrital), introducted shortly after deposition or
authigenic in origin (see Wilson and Pittman, 1977). Allogenic
clay particles may be spread throughout the sandstone framework
as a dispersed matrix or concentrated as thin clay laminae.
Bioturbation of sediments may result in the introduction or
homogenisation of clay in sand, whilst some burrows have
distinct clay linings. Mechanical infiltration of clay intro-
ROCK FRAGMENTS











Fig. 1.4.1. Terminology of 
sridstone jneralogil classification used in
this thesis. A. Frfl r4cBride, 
1963; B. Fran Dott, 1964, showing
the extension to mucistones (fliudrocks of this thesis).
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duces clay into sandstones by downward or lateral migration of
water (Crone, 1975). Authigenic clays may also contribute to
the matrix through replacement of unstable silicates (Walker j
1978). Textural relations of matrix clay are often
ambiguous and the origin of such clay cannot be assessed.
The terminology, textural criteria and classification used to
describe and interpret the origin and evolution of porosity in
sandstones is modified from Pittnian (1979) and Schmidt and
MacDonald (1979b). Essentially four basic porosity types are
recognised;
a. Iutergranular porosity may represent the original depositio-
nal porosity, remnant porosity after compaction or secondary
porosity after removal of a pore—filling cement. Enlarged
intergranular porosity results from grain corrosion during
generation of secondary porosity.
b. Grain dissolution porosity is recognisable in thin section
or with the SFM by the presence of either relic grain rims
or oversized pores within the sandstone framework. Grain
dissolution porosity may develop by direct solution of
detrital grains or through replacement by a cement and
subsequent removal of the cement.
c. Microporosity is defined by a pore aperture radii of less
than 0.5 microns, although in petrography for practical
purposes comprises porosity that cannot be resolved with the
optical microscope. Micropores occur among clay minerals
whether the clay is allogenic or authigenic in origin, or at
pore throat restrictions in sandstones. Argillaceous
sandstones frequently possess significant microporosity, and
in a water saturated system it is possible for hydrocarbons
to displace water in micropores.
d. Fracture porosity, whilst quantitatively minor, contributing
only a few percent to the total porosity, can be critical in
sandstones with significant porosity but only low permea-
bilities.
Primary intergranular porosity is only separated from inter-
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granular secondary porosity when there is convincing textural
evidence to distinguish the two genetic porosity types.
Authigenesis is used throughout the thesis as a general term to
describe the formation of new minerals regardless of origin,
and therefore includes direct precipitation, replacement and
alteration. The habit, texture and morphology of authigenic
minerals may vay considerably, and a variety of terms specific
to diagenesis have developed to describe the character of
authigenic minerals (Fig. 1.4.2). An overgrowth is a precipi-
tate of an authigenic mineral on a structurally related, if not
identical, host mineral with a degree of crystallographic
continuity between the two minerals. Overgrowths are typically
also in optical continuity with the host grain although
optically discontinuous overgrowths are often reported. Authi-
genic phases which bind or hold grains together and contribute
to the structural framework of the rock are termed cements.
On the basis of petrographic observations several textural
stages of mesodiagenesis can be recognised (Schmidt and
MacDonald, 1979a);
1. Immature stage characterised by mechanical compaction redu-
cing primary porosity which is accomplished by fracturing
and rotation of brittle grains and deformation of ductile
grains.
2. Semi-mature stage dominated by chemical compaction after
mechanical compaction has effectively ceased. Chemical
compaction results from dissolution of framework grains at
points and interfaces of contact and is not synonymous with
pressure solution. During the process rock volume and pore
space decrease. The dissolved species may be precipitated
within the pore space further reducing porosity. At the
base of this stage primary porosity has reached irreducible
levels.
3. Mature stage characterised by the absence of primary poro-
sity, and often divisible into two substages. The early
mature stage ('A' substage) shows the maximum development of
PASSIVE PORE-FILLING CEMENT






PERIPHERALLY GRAIN REPLACIVE CEMENT
TANGENTIAL GRAIN COATINGS
PORE-FWNG AND GRAIN- REPLACIVE CLAYS
	
MULTIPLE FRACTURE GENERATIONS:
ASSOCIATED WITH OVERSIZED PORES 	 FIRE- AND POST QUARTZ ALTFHKB'ESS
Fig. 1.4.2. Terminology of habit, texture and morphology of authigenic
minerals used in this thesis.
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mesogenetic secondary porosity and is followed by the later
mature stage ('B' substage) during which mesogenetic poro-
sity is gradually reduced by chemical compaction.
4. Super-mature stage marking 'porosity basement' as both
primary porosity and secondary porosity are reduced to
negligible levels, and grade downwards into low grade
me tamorphism.
1.4.5 Authigenic Clay Mineralogy
Textural and morphological description of authigenic clays in
thin section and with the SI1 broadly follows that of Wilson
and Pittman (1977). Authigenic clays may be pore-lining (grain
coating), pore-filling, replacement, neomorphic or fracture
filling (Fig. 1.4.2). Pore-lining clay minerals nucleate on
detrital grains or earlier authigenic phases and need not be
crystallographically related to the host mineral. Clay
coatings often exhibit a preferred orientation normal or
tangential to the host mineral surface. Pore-filling clays
comprise discrete, or aggregates of discrete, crystal precipi-
tates and are not structurally related to the pore walls. The
precipitation of pore-filling crystals may occur direct from
solution and need not require detrital seed crystal as nucleii.
Replacement clays partially or completely occupy the void left
by the dissolution of a pore-existing phase, which may either
have been a detrital grain or earlier authigenic mineral. It
is not always possible to tell whether the dissolution of the
original phase and precipitation of the replacement clay take
place simultaneously or if they are separated in time (see
section 1.2.2, Fig. 1.2.1). Neomorphism differs from replace-
ment in that the alteration takes place .j situ without
dissolution of the original phase and involves the loss and/or
addition of non-structural or mobile cations.
On the basis of x-ray diffraction studies of orientated clay
fractions five groups (s.l.) of clay mineral species are
identified in this thesis;
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(1) Mica structure (including illite) identified by the
presence of an air dried 10	 (001) peak which is unresponsive
to both glycolation and heat treatment.
(2) Kandite structure based on an air dried 7.1 1 (001) peak
which is unresponsive to glycolation and heating to 440°C, but
is destroyed on heating to 550°C due to transformation to very
poorly ordered metakaolin.
(3) Chlorite structure identified on the basis of an air dried
14 1 (001) peak which is unaffected by glycolation but usually
increases in intensity on heating to 550°C because of struc-
tural rearrangements.
(4) Smectite expanding structure characterised by an air dried
(001) peak between 15 1 and 16 1 (depending upon humidity, Mg
or Ca saturation) which expands to 17 1 on glycolation and
collapses to 10 1 on heating above 350°C.
(5) Random and ordered interstratifications of illite and
smectite are identified from peak positions of the glycolated
sample by comparison with the computer calculated profiles of
Reynolds and Rower (1970) and Reynolds (1982). Where pure
phases are present the more detailed techniques of Srodon
(1980, 1981) were used.
This differs from the AIPEA recommendations (Bailey, 1980) in
one fundamental aspect in that the term kandite is preferred as
the group name for the mineral with a basal (001) spacing of 7
I previously referred to the kaolin group. This preference
stems from the confusion which may arise out of using the term
kaolinite to define the group name and a clay mineral species
of the group, particularly when dickite may be the more stable
polymorph of the group under diagenetic conditions and be more
abundant naturally (Hanson et al, 1981). Furthermore, the use
of the term 'kaolins' for describing pseudo-hexagonal plates
should not become synonymous with identification of the mineral
kaolini.te as all other species in the kandite group of minerals
form pseudo-hexagonal plates, in addition to certain varieties
of authiigenic chlorite (Wilson and Pittman, 1977) and haematite
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(Walker ç al, 1981).
Although included within the mica group here, the exact status
of illite still remains in doubt (Bailey, 1980). The original
definition of the term illite as 'clay size micaceous compo-
nents in argillaceous rocks' (Grim, Bray and Bradley, 1937)
does not refer to a single mineral species but rather to a
group of essentially non-swelling, potassium-rich, 2:1 layer
clays often with ancillary amounts of interstratified smectite.
More recently there has been a tendency to use illite as a term
to describe a discrete authigenic clay mineral end member
(Weaver, 1965; Perry and flower, 1970; Wilson and Pittman, 1977;
Hancock and Taylor, 1978). However, x-ray diffraction studies
frequently show illites to possess an expansible component
whilst electron microprobe studies suggest considerable amounts
of structural iron and magnesium may be present. Seliwood and
Parker (1978) suggested that authigenic fibres commonly des-
cribed in the literature as illites contain a small amount of
expansible mixed layer clay. Guven .c.t .gj. (1980) were able to
show that fibrous illites from Texts Gulf Coast Sandstones
contained up to 25% interstratified smectite and were indistin-
guishable morphologically from illites with no expansible
phase. This problem was further emphasised by Mdllardy
(1982) in analysing filamentous illite from the Magnus Field of
the North Sea. X-ray diffraction of these 'illites' demon-
strated the presence of an ordered interstratification of
illite and smectite with 2	 smectite although TEM observations
indicated a dioctahedral illite was present. A possible
explanation proposed by Mdllardy	 j. ( çfl) is that the
'expanding component' is actually the space between stacked
platy illite crystals occupied by water as the crystals pile up
on top of each other in the sedimentation preparation. Unfor-
tunately, such an explanation does not account for the signi-
ficant quantities of iron and magnesium frequently associated
with so called 'illites' and the illite problem remains
unsolved. Routine x-ray methods do not detect interstrati-
fications in amounts less than 5%. Consequently, illite in
this thesis is used to denote an authigenic potassium-bearing
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mica that produces a 10 X (001) i-ray diffraction peak that may
contain up to 1	 interstratified smectite. It is important to
note that illite should not be identified on fibrous or hairy
morphology alone; structural information from i-ray diffraction
or selected area electron diffraction studies together with
chemical analyses are ideally required to identify illite.
Study of oriented clay fractions only provides information on
the basal spacing of clay minerals and allows identification of
clay minerals only at the group level. Unorientated, powdered
clay fractions were analysed of selected samples to refine
identification of various clay mineral species and provide
additional data. The crystallinity of kandites follows the
scheme of flinkley (1963), whilst differentiation between kao-
unite and dickite is attempted using x-ray data of Dna and
Kashaev (1960) and Newham (1961) respectively. Illite
crystallinity is estimated using the methods of Dunoyer de
Segonzac	 (1967), Kublen (1968) and Weber (1972).
Semi-quantification of x-ray diffraction analysis of clay
minerals follows the method oulined by Weir	 .gj. (1975). This
method involves the measurement of peak heights, and is less
affected by mineral crystallinity than methods employing
measurement of peak areas (c.f. Jeans, 1978). Identification
of mixed-layer clays and semi-quantification of relative pro-
portions of mixed-layer components is based on Reynolds (1970)
and flower (1981). A more elaborate scheme, involving measure-
ment of the difference in position of low spacing peaks,
developed by Srodon (1980, 1981), although particularly useful
for almost pure illite-smectite assemblages, is difficult to
apply to polymineralic assemblages encountered in this study.
In view of the numerous errors and inaccuracies introduced
during sample preparation, running and interpretation (Archer,
1970), the resulting calculated quantities are likely to be up
to 5Y'eo in error. Furthermore, comparisons of data collected by
different workers, with different clay mineral suites, using
different diffractometers under differing running conditions
and using different quantification schemes render results of a
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qualitative value. Nevertheless, despite these inherent
problems, semi—quantification of results sill be internally
consistent and allow trends within this and similar studies to
be traced and compared.
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1.5	 LIMITATIONS OF ThIS ThESIS
1.5.1 Limitations inherent in the study
All research suffers from some 'operator bias', largely depen-
dent on the experience and intellectual limitations of the
investigator. It is often useful to the results of the
research to have an appreciation of the various shortcomings
within the study.
This particular study attempts to model diagenetic patterns
within the Sherwood Sandstone into a predictive scheme. The
project, although restricted to one stratigraphical unit,
covers a wide geographical area and includes a large number of
study sections. Due to the shear size of the project and the
number of samples involved, certain generalisations have been
made. The sedimentological framework has been greatly sliapli-
fied and only a broad, working model used. There is still
ample potential for detailed sedimentological research to be
undertaken on the Sherwood Sandstone, particularly in South
Devon, parts of th Midlands and Nottinghamshire. The strati —
graphical coverage of the Sherwood Sandstone was also rather
patchy and incomplete. Ideally, more sections in the upper
Sherwood Sandstone would have largely completed the traverse,
particularly in the Midlands and Irish Sea. In some instances
further core material was generously made available, but due to
limitations of time, had to be excluded from the study. A
complete cored section of the Sherwood Sandstone through the
Cheshire Basin and Irish Sea Basin would be especially useful
for studying in detail the effects of mineralisation and
accomodating the mineralisation into the diagenetic model, a
topic only briefly touched upon here.
Within the diagenetic study some generalisations have also been
made. In detail there are several local variations which
became apparent and really need very specific studies to
determine the underlying control on such variations. This
thesis therefore, attempts to look at the regional picture of
patterns of diagenesis in the Sherwood Sandstone, in order to
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understand the underlying controls on sandstone diagenesis and
will, undoubtedly, be considerably refined with future
research.
One major problem inherent within the study, and indeed
inherent within all studies of diagenesis in ancient sedi-
mentary rocks, is the problem of not knowing what the exact
detrital mineral assemblage or initial geochemical environment
was during the Triassic. We are left with the end result of
complex diagenetic processes, and can only make an intelligent
interpretation as to what the starting point actually was. In
this study the assumption is made that the Triassic geochemical
environment can be considered similar to that of a modern
analogue to the interpreted sedimentary environment, whilst the
original detrital mineralogy is reconstructed assumin g certain
diagenetic processes have taken place. Of course, in reality,
it is possible that the Triassic sedimentary environment was
considerably different to the modern analogue. The role of
plants in the Triassic semi-arid environment, for example,
remains largely unknown, although in this study it is consi-
dered more significant than has been previously recognised.
1.5.2 Retrospect; shortcomings apparent with hindsight
Diagenesis, as a subject, is expanding very rapidly, and
research quickly becomes dated. With hindsight, it is easy to
say that the study would have been undertaken iii a different
way. However, the availability of core material and the order
in which it was aquired, largely dictated the organisation of
the project. Under ideal circumstances the project could have
been designed with considerably less study material, and
probably have achieved the same goals.
What is apparent now, and gradunlly became so throughout the
course of the research, is the need for quantification of data
at all levels in the study. To be able to make any model truly
predictive, it is necessary not only to document which dia-
genetic processes and modifications have taken place and in
what quantity, but also when they took place, absolutely and
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not relatively, and also to document where the reactants came
from, and in what amounts. This is where an integrated
approach to diagenetic problems should really provide results.
The more techniques that can be applied to solving the
diagenetic problems, the greater the possibility of quantifying
the various effects. Since moving to the University of Bern,
where the thesis was completed, the extreme value of hot
cathodoluminescence and fluid inclusion studies have become
apparent. The luminescence microscope, developed by Karl
Ramseyer (see Rainseyer, 1983) at the University of Bern,
produces intense luminescence in quartz and other silicates,
allowing textures and diagenetic minerals not normally visible
in ordinary light, not only to be observed, but also readilly
quantified. For example, the effects of point contact grain
dissolution ('pressure solution') can easily be quantified with
the luminoscope, and zoned quartz overgrowths (often with
individual zones enclosing other authigenic minerals not
visible in ordinary light; see Burley ç al, 1984, Plate 7) are
frequently observed. Fluid inclusion studies, which have been
applied widely to both studies of mineralisation and low grade
metamorphism, have largely been overlooked by workers in
diagenesis (see Roedder, 1979a and Haszeldine et j, 1984).
However, fluid inclusions can reveal unique information regar-
ding the chemical composition of solutions that authigenic
phases precipitated from, and also regarding the temperatures
and pressures of such precipitation. When used in conjunction
with burial histories, fluid inclusion studies can define
timing of diagenetic events.
There are also of course many questions which remain
unanswered. What, for example, are the sources of both calcium
and bicarbonate for the extensive early calcite of caicrete
origin? What is the structural state of iron in the apparently
haematite replaced biotites? How much of the present inter—
granular porosity is actually secondary in origin and what
proportion represents relic primary porosity? These and many
other questions still pose major unsolved problems. There is
almost a cause to start another thesis...
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SECTION TWO: PRE—DIAGENETIC CONTROLS ON SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS:
TECTONI C SETrING, STRATIGRAPRI C AND SEDIMENTOLOGICAL
FRAMEWORK, BURIAL HISTORY AND ORIGINAL MINERALOGY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The pre—diagenetic controls on sandstone diagenesis interact in a
complex manner (see section 1.2.4; and Hayes, 1979). Each of the
potential variables may exert a controlling influence, to varying
degrees, not only on the initial diagenetic assemblage but also
throughout the diagenetic history of the sediment. To identify which
particular variable imparts a determining influence on the stable
diagenetic assemblage at any stage throughout the sediment history
necessitates documenting and then isolating as many of the potential
variables on the sedimentary system as possible.
The purpose of this section is, therefore, to define and describe the
various pre—diagenetic controls that dictate the spatioteniporal
development of the Sherwood Sandstone, the subsequent burial history
of the Triassic basins and the original mineralogical composition of
the sediment. Once defined potential pe—diagenetic controls may be
isolated and the effects of one particular variable on the Sherwood
Sandstone compared under different conditions. Thus, the effect of
original mineralogy, depositional environment, burial history and
structural setting can be assessed on the diagenetic system.
A review of published literature forms the basis for the overall
structural setting of the Triassic depositional basins on a global and
regional scale. Further useful information on structural trends and
basin morphology in Britain is detailed by a study of published
aeromagnetic maps and the Palaeogeographical Map of the Palaeozoic
Floor by the late Professor Wills (1973).
A summary of British Triassic stratigraphy and a precis of the basin
fill sequence provides a reference framework for both the sedimen-
tology of the Sherwood Sandstone and its subsequent burial history.
The considerable volume of published information on sedimentology of
the lower Triassic is integrated with detailed sedimentological
borehole logs described during the course of this study. In selected
areas outcrop sections are described to augment sedinientological
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studies of borehole cores. The reader should bear in mind however,
that the principle aim of this thesis is to develop a diagenetic model
for the Sherwood Sandstone. The sedimentological descriptions and
interpretations should not, therefore, be regarded as definitive, but
should be considered as a basic framework for the diagenetic studies.
The ideal diagenetic investigation would involve following a gradually
buried sedimentory pile, starting with the original sediment in the
eogenetic environment. The evolving response of the sedimentary
system to its ambient environment could then be traced through the
realm of mesogenesis into the telogenetic domain. In this study all
the sediments are of Triassic age. They have been involved in a
variety of diagenetic regimes and the original starting bulk sedimen-
tary system is nowhere preserved. However, combining the recognition,
description and interpretation of the various pre-diagenetic controls
enables the Triassic sedimentary environment to be reconstructed.
This can be used, assuming 'the present is the key to the past' to




The close of the Hercynian Orogeny, culminating in the late Carbonife-
rots and early Permian, resulted in the consolidation of a large
continent, Pangaea, and witnessed the beginning of a major change in
structural style and fabric which was to greatly influence the
development of the Mesozoic basins. Deposition of the Permo-Triassic
post-orogenic molasse took place in a series of essentially fault
controlled troughs separated by discrete horsts. This Mesozoic
tectonic grain resulted from movements along deep seated lines of
weakness in the basement inherited from a combination of newly formed
Hercynian structures and older Caledonian or even Pre-Cambrian
orogeni.c phases.
Intense compressional forces of the Hercynian Orogeny fragmented the
basement and much of the foreland of the Hercynides into an irregular
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network of faults, defining a horst and fault bounded basin structural
style (Read and Watson, 1975). Causal mechanisms for this intense
fracturing remain equivocal. There is considerable controversy re-
garding both the status and significance of the North American-
European Hercynides. A large number of plate tectonic reconstructions
have been made for the Hercynian Orogeny, most workers invoking the
closure of a Palaeozoic Rheic Ocean which separated Gondwanaland and
Laurasia in the lower Palaeozoic (Burnett, 1972; Laurent, 1972;
Johnson, 1973; Dewey and Burke, 1973; Smith et al, 1973; Riding, 1974;
Lorenz, 1976). Other workers prefer oblique strike-slip continental
collision (Badham, 1975; Arthuad and Matte, 1977; Beward and Reading,
1980) in which right lateral movement between an American-European
plate and an African-Arabian plate formed a major shear zone. The
Urals, Mauritanides and Appalachians developed as compressive orogenic
belts at the extremities of this shear zone whilst within the shear
zone small regions of conjugate wrench faults, thrusts, folds and
sedimentary basins are separated by first order dextral strike-slip
systems. Still other workers are sceptical about or even dispute the
applicability of any plate tectonic model to the Hercynides (Krebs and
Wachendorf, 1973; Matthews, 1974).
Whatever the causal mechanism, the complex shattering of the Hercynian
basement into a series of horsts and graben is of paramount importance
in the early development of the Triassic basins and the later burial
history throughout the Mesozoic.
2.2.2 Disintegration of Pangaea
The initial breakup of Pangaea, some 210 million years ago, saw the
development of widespread graben around the newly forming Atlantic
Ocean (Burke, 1976). In total, more than 100 separate graben are
recognised fringing the length of the Atlantic with numerous graben
striking off towards the interior of continents away from the central
rift system (Fig. 2.2.1). The orientation of many of these graben is
partially controlled by pre-existing deep seated Hercynian fractures.
In detail, the evolution of these graben is complex. They were not
all initiated at the same time, and many became inactive before
sufficient spreading could take place to form new oceanic crust.
FIG.2.2.1. Distribution of the major graben fringing the
proto-Atlantic Ocean during the initial disintegration of
Pangaea	 (after Burke, 1976: continental fit after Smith and
Briden, 1973)
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Following the usage of Dickinson (1974) such graben are essentially
aulocogens. That is, elongate sedimentary basins that extend as
narrowing wedges from the margins of cratons towards the interiors of
cratons. Aulocogens are considered to develop at triple junctions.
Classic plate tectonic theory of incipient continental rifting begins
with taphrogenic movements, initiated by mantle upwelling, causing
crustal attenuation. The development of rifts, with a three armed
pattern, results at the trilete foci due to internal tensions
associated with the crustal doming. Subsequently, rifting may
continue so that two of the arms develop oceanic crust and a new
ocean basin is formed. The third arm, and eventually two or all three
of the arms, may fail to develop, and with cooling of the upwelling
mantle, flexing and gradual settling of the now stretched and thinned
crust takes place (Burke and Whiteman, 1973; Kinsman, 1975; Burke,
1977). The flanks of such aulocogens are commonly fault controlled
hinge lines where intermittently active fault scraps serve as local
sediment sources. Activity on the bounding faults is usually most
frequent early in the history of the aulocogen when rapid subsidence
of the floor accompanies initial thermotectonic subsidence, although
vertical tectonic movements may continue on these bounding faults
throughout the younger history of the basin. Aulocogens are fre-
quently asymmetrical with highly active faults forming one of the
bounding margins which contrast with a more passive, gentle slope
constituting the opposite margin (Fig. 2.2.2). Complex fault
patterns may result in the development of smaller horsts within the
assymmetric graben. Subsidence on the highly active margin results in
the 'failed rift valley' rapidly becoming filled with a thick wedge of
continental sediments.
It was in such a tectonic setting that the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone
of the United Kingdom and associated Triassic sediments of the North
Sea were deposited. Similar tectonic settings are described for
Triassic sediments of the Eastern United States (Hubert et ,, 1976,
1978), Africa (Lorenz, 1976; Turner, 1983) and Europe (Zeigler, 1978,
1981; Dons and Larsen, 1978; Pozaryski and Brochowiez-Lewinski, 1978).
Thus, in marked contrast to the compressional forces typical of the
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Atlantic Ocean were initiated by taphrogenic tensional and oblique
stresses. The block faulted basement and foreland was ruptured by a
series of deep graben structures. In addition, although largely a
non—volcanic province, local tectonics were modified by the extrusion
of alkali lavas (Woodhall and Knox, 1979; Dixon et al, 1981).
Particularly in and around the Zechstein North Sea Basin salt
diastrophism further contributed to the overall tectonic setting
(Zeigler, 1975; Bertelsen, 1980).
2.2.3 The Structural Framework in Britain
Examination of published maps illustrating late Palaeozoic and early
Mesozoic trends in Britain shows the presence of several major
structures often meeting to form trilete junctions (see Kent, 1975;
Zeigler, 1975, 1981). However, detailed study of the aeromagnetic map
of England and Wales (Bullerwell, 1965, 1972) and Northern France
(Lorenz, 1980) enables considerable refinement of the published
Triassic structures (Fig. 2.2.3).
Enclosure 1 summarises and simplifies the published aeromagnetic maps.
The interpretation of magnetic maps involves the recognition of
anomalies. An anomaly represents a local disturbance in the earth's
magnetic field which arises from a change in magnetic contrast.
Magnetic anomalies actually result from many factors, including the
net effect of induced and remnant magnetism, inclination of the
earth's magnetic field, depth of the body creating the anomaly,
composition of the material creating the anomaly and the orientation
of the body in relation to the earth's magnetic field (Griffeths and
King, 1981). In general, rocks with a high magnetic susceptibility
will create positive anonialies, whilst rocks with a low magnetic
susceptibility will produce negative anomalies. Furthermore, the
nearer the surface the magnetic contrast the greater the amplitude of
the resulting magnetic anomaly. Thus, shallow magnetic basement will
tend to produce major, high amplitude positive anomalies whilst thick
sedimentary basin will produce major negative anomalies. The
blanketing effect of the sedimentary cover will also tend to smooth
out basement magnetic contrasts. Faulting and major structural
lineaments may produce abrupt changes in the magnetic contrast and
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Fig. 2.2.3. The structural setting of the Triassic depositional basins in
England and Wales and the associated offshore areas.
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result in linear anomalies. To aid interpretation of the simplified
aeromaguetic map major positive anomalies are dashed and major
negative anomalies are stippled. Enclosure 2 is a detailed inter-
pretation of the aeromagnetic map using Wills (1971) as a structural
framework and with additional data from the references cited in the
following account. In general the aeromagnetic map reflects the
Triassic structural basins extremely well. The geomagnetic field at
the latitude of Britain is quite steeply inclined so that there is a
good correlation between the regional geology and the pattern of
magnetic anomalies, providing the magnetic bodies do not have a strong
remnance in a direction different to the geomagnetic field.
In Southern England, to the South of the flercynian Front, major
east-west trending graben are documented from the Bristol Channel with
an extension eastwards into the Glastonbury Syncline and Somerset
Basin (Kammerling, 1979) and from the Western approaches extending
towards the English Channel (Blundell, 1975). These deep graben
typically have negative aeromagnetic anomalies. Furthermore, a
similar tectonic grain is present in the Mesozoic and basement of the
north-eastern Paris Basin (Lorenz, 1980) so it is considered that the
same alignment of east-west orientated fault-controlled basins under-
lies the central English Channel (see Smith and Curry, 1975) and
probably much of Southern England. The association of linear positive
magnetic anomalies with many of the negative anomalies suggests the
graben are accompanied by adjacent, sub-parallel borsts of basement.
The aeromagnetic map is less clear for onshore southern England
(Dorset and East Devon) and the sub-surface geology is known with
little certainty (see Terris and Bullerwell, 1965). Surface
geological mapping reveals a picture of several broadly east-west
trending sharp monoclinal flexures and anticlines with associated
faults, which separate regions of relatively undisturbed or gently
folded structure where dips rarely exceed a few degrees. Although the
surface cover essentially conceals the underlying features, the
overall impression created of the deep structure is of a series of
east-west trending basement blocks separated from each other by lines
of movement. Terris and Bullerwell (Qp cit) attempted to combine
surface geology, deep borehole sections and geophysical data to
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elucidate the deep structure of Southern England. Their maps,
produced by constructing contour lines in the Mesozoic and then
projecting structures downwards to the Pernio—Triassic, were mis-
leading. However, Whittaker (1975) on the basis of structures exposed
in the adjacent basement rocks proposed the presence of a major graben
system in Southern England, connecting with the Severn Basin—Worcester
Graben system to the north and the Bristol Channel system to the west.
Although the Weald Trough, the eastern arm of this trilete junction,
is somewhat hypothetical, the southern margin of the London—Brabant
Massif has recently been demonstrated to be fault controlled by the
pronounced topographical Hog's Back feature and coincides with the
southern boundary of the major positive magnetic anomaly centred west
of London. Fault movement is considered to have been initiated by
either Hercynian thrusting or inherited from older, basement linea-
ments. There is no direct evidence for a graben structure but the
aeromagnetic map suggests that a series of downthrown blocks extend
across the Weald and eastern Channel sub —parallel to the Hercynian
Front.
The Wessex Basin (sensu stricto) still remains largely unknown in
detail from published material. Few boreholes have penetrated the
full Mesozoic succession and basement in the Wes sex Basin. Of the
boreholes that have, the Nettlecomb, Winterbourne Kingston and Wytch
Farm boreholes had thick total Triassic sequences (around 1500 m) and
thick Sherwood Sandstone sequences (in excess of 500') compared with
adjacent boreholes to the west, north and south (Fig. 2.2.4). This
led Stoneley (1982) to postulate a small east—west aligned graben,
parallel and analogous to the Somerset Basin to the north, and bounded
to the south by the Purbeck Monocline. Stoneley (
	
Qj) was also
acutely aware of the importance of vertical, fault—controlled
movements in the early Triassic and clearly considered the Purbeck
Monocline to be the surface expression of a fault lineament separating
the Wessex Basin from a block to the south.
Regional studies by the Deep Geology Unit of the Institute of
Geological Sciences indicate structural similarities between the
Wessex Basin and the deep structure below the Vale of Wardour
























































































1985). Boreholes drilled to the north of the Wessex Basin indicate a
rapid thinning of Triassic sediments (Fig. 2.2.4, Cranbourne Bore-
hole) suggesting a positive feature, the Cranbourne High, which may
extend eastwards as far as Southhampton (Marchwood Borehole). To the
north of this, geophysical and borehole evidence suggests a series of
small fault bounded basins, running parallel with, but to the south
of, the Mendip-Pewsey Line (Chadwick
	 1983; Chadwick, 1985).
These smaller basins may connect westwards with the Central Somerset
Basin and eastwards with the Weald Basin.
To summarise, the general structure of the concealed Triassic Basins
in the south of England and the English Channel is dominated by a
series of east-west orientated deep fault-bounded basins in accordance
with Whittaker's (1975) concept of a post-Hercynian rift valley
system. South of the fault-bounded London-Brabaut Massif a series of
en echelon tilted haif-graben fault blocks, sub-parallel to the
Hercynian Front, probably extend into the Channel. The exact form and
location of these various basins awaits the release of more structural
and geophysical data.
North of the flercynian Front the structural trend changes towards a
more dominant north to south orientation. The correlation between the
aeromagnetic anomalies and Triassic structure is particularly well
developed in the Midlands (Fig. 2.2.5). The Severn Basin - Worcester
Graben system is separated from the east-west trending basins of the
south of England by the Mendip High, clearly visible on the aero-
magnetic map by a linear positive ridge. In the subsurface a similar
feature extends to the east beneath the Vale of Pewsey and also
produces a positive anomaly. This borst was probably a significant
barrier in early Triassic times. At the basin margin, the Sherwood
Sandstone rests unconformably on the folded Palaeozoic rocks of the
Mendips. As the basin margins are approached both north and south of
the Jiendips the Triassic sandstones thin and are overstepped by
younger sediments. The steep, linear form of the margins to the
Mendip magnetic anomaly suggest major faulting is associated 'with the
horst margins. Audley-Charles (1970) and Whittaker (1973) consider
that intra-Triassic faulting may have affected sedimentation. flether





























Fig. 2.2.5. Interpretation of the aeromagnetic map of the
Midlands (reproduction of BuIlerweII1965) showing
correlation between magnetic anomalies and Triassic
basin structure.
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Fig. 2.2.5. Interpretation of the aeromagnetic map of tne
Midlands (reproduction of BulIerweII,1965) showing
correlation between magnetic anomalies and Triassic
basin structure.
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Triassic times is difficult to assess in light of currently available
information. However, in view of the dominant east —west structural
trend in southern England it is unlikely that the Pebble Beds of the
Wessex Basin and South Devon form a sheet, derived from the English
Channel or Northern France, continuous with the pebble beds of the
Midlands (c.f. Wills, 1956, p. 113).
Fault control along the margins of the Severn Basin and Worcester
Graben has been suspected by several workers (Kent, 1949; Fitch et
	 ,
1966; Phipps and Reeve, 1967; Audley—Charles, 1970; Whittaker, 1972,
1975; Wills, 1973) and has recently been documented by Chadwick
(1985). The Worcester Graben is bounded to the west by the Malvern
Ilorst and to the east by the Vale of Moreton Anticline. The Triassic
sediments thicken rapidly across the margins of this basin and at
least 1000 metres of Triassic sediment infill is present (Audley-
Charles, 1970). Inspection of the aeromagnetic map shows the presence
of a negative anomaly extending northwards from the Mendip High, with
closely spaced contours at the basin margin suggesting fault sis to
be present. The deep, smooth negative anomaly of the Worcester Graben
contrasts sharply with the intense, low wavelength, high positive
anomalies on either flank indicative of near surface magnetic basement
rocks in the Malvern Horst and Vale of Moreton Anticline. Whittaker
(1972, 1975) suggested the asymmetric anticlines in Mesozoic sediments
of the Vale of Moreton were surface expressions of deep seated
Triassic faults. Despite the fact that no recent boreholes have
penetrated the Palaeozoic Floor (Wills, 1973), surface structural
features and the aeromagnetic anomaly distributions suggest that the
Worcester Graben is a complex, fault—bounded basin initiated during
early Triassic rifting. This interpretation is supported by the data
becoming available from the EGS Deep Geology seismic reflection
studies (see Chadwick, 1985).
In the central Midlands the Worcester Graben opens out into several
complex basins flanked by Carboniferous and Lower Palaeozoic horsts.
The precise limits of these basins are somewhat speculative, based on
outcrop data, position of faults and data from scattered deep
boreholes. The detailed reproduction of the aeromagnetic map (Fig.
2.2.5) illustrates well the association of Triassic graben and
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adjacent horsts. The Worcester Graben splits into two 'arms', one
extending northwards through a deep, intense negative anomaly into the
more open Stafford Basin, and a second extends to the north—east into
the nowle Basin. A wide ridge of intense positive anomalies to the
east of the Inowle Basin suggests the presence of shallow basement
rocks and although these are not in general exposed, Pre—Cainbrian
rocks are seen south of Birmingham at Nuneaton and in the Lickey
Hills. The main arm of the Worcester Graben, extending northwards to
the Stafford Basin, is interrupted by a series of positive ridges
which extend out into the graben, e.g. Wyre Forest, Coalbrookdale.
These positive anomalies probably represent small horsts up faulted
within the main graben and probably delineate major Triassic valleys
which controlled sediment input. Similarly, the major south—west to
north—east linear positive anomaly marked by the Church Stretton and
Hodnet Fault Systems is the important Longmynd Rorst separating the
Stafford Basin from the Cheshire Basin.
Several other major negative anomalies are present in the Midlands,
representing the Hinckley Basin and the Needwood Basin, suggesting
these basins also have deep Triassic sediment infills, Typical of the
anomalies associated with the Midland Basins and the Cheshire Basin is
a marked asymmetry of the anomaly profile, indicating a half—graben
structure as depicted in Fig. 2.2.2. Borehole data available proves
the presence of Triassic sequences in excess of 1000 metres in these
deep basins (Mitchell, 1961; Warrington et
	
1980). In general,
faulting was initially more active in the western basins, where rapid
fault subsidence in the early Triassic influenced local sedimentation
resulting in thick clastic infills. The Triassic Sandstones gradually
thin and are overstepped by younger sediments to the east, so that
they rest unconformably on tue more stable basement of the London—
Brabant Massif. Within the deep basins horsts of Carboniferous, Lower
Palaeozoic and Pre—Cambrian rocks form a varied topographic and
geological framework for the Triassic sediments.
North—west of the Longmyn.d Horst the intense, asymmetric negative
anomaly of the Cheshire Basin is marked by a linear south—eastern
boundary which smooths out and gradually shallows to the north—west
reflecting the classic half—graben structure. In detail however, the
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Cheshire Basin is a complex of several smaller grabens and horsts.
The bounding ilodnet System swings around to the north in the
north-east of the basin where the basin margin is marked by a series
of sub-parallel faults, downthrown to the west, flanking the Pennine
Highlands. The Manchester Graben is a deep basin which runs sub-
parallel with the bounding basin margin faults and is in turn flanked
on the western side of the Atherton Rorst (Thompson, 1970). On the
western margin of the Cheshire Basin the Triassic sediments uncon-
formably onlap onto older rocks of the Welsh Massif although the
relationship is complicated by local graben-like faulting as encoun-
tered in the Vale of Clwyd.
To the north west the Cheshire Basin is in continuity with the Irish
Sea Basin. These basins, together with the Worcester Graben and
Central Midland Basins have an en echelon relationship with each other
across the series of south-west to north-east trending horsts (Colter,
1978) which reflects the underlying basement structural control on the
overall development of the Triassic basins. In contrast, a series of
superimposed north-west to south-east trending faults cross cut the
basement controlled faulting. Detailed mapping by the Institute of
Geological Sciences in the Wirral area, for example, (Liverpool Bay,
published sheet, 1978) shows that the Triassic is broken into many
narrow sub-parallel fault blocks, averaging 1 to 3 km in width,
delineating a horst and basin structure. In Lancashire the eastern
margin is also known to be strongly fault-controlled (Colter,
	 cit).
The contemporaneous nature of these faults has been documented by
Falcon and Kent (1960) in terms of rapid thickness variations within
Triassic sediments recorded in boreholes on basement blocks and in
adjacent basins. These basin margin faults have large downthrows to
the west, and the Triassic sediments, generally dipping to the east,
onlap onto the Palaeozoic and Pre-Cambrian basement of the eastern
margin. Again there is a strong suggestion that the Irish Sea Basin
also conforms to a half-graben structure, although preliminary mapping
by the Institute of Geological Sciences indicates some fault control
on the western margin (Colter, .
	
cit).
The structure of the Morecambe Bay Gas Field supports this interpreta-
tion of important north-north-west to south-south-east trending faults
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cross-cutting major basement faults. The western margin of the field
is dominated by a major down-to-the-west fault trending north-north-
west with several smaller, sub-parallel, eastern margin faults
defining a series of horsts and grabens which break up the reservoir
(Ebbern, 1981). The overall pattern is then complicated by north-east
to south-west trending faults which further sub-divide the field into
a series of small blocks.
The Ramsey-Whitehaven Ridge is a further example of a north-east to
south-west trending basement horst of Carboniferous sediments visible
on the aeromagnetic map as a broad high extending from the Isle of Man
eastwards towards the Lake District. This major positive basement
high divides the Irish Sea Basin into a southerly Manx-Furness Basin
and a northerly Solway Basin (Fletcher and Ransome, 1978). Triassic
sediments thin considerably over this high and coarse alluvial
sediments flank its steep margins (Arthurton et al, 1978, Fig. 67).
The southern, south-west margin is faulted but Macchi (1981), from
studies of the basal Brockrams onshore in western Cnmbria, considered
the basin margin to largely exhibit an unconformable relationship with
the Triassic Sandstones, faulting only playing a minor role.
The Soiway Firth Basin is the seaward extension of the Carlisle Basin.
A major negative anomaly outlines the Soiway Basin on the aeromagnetic
map but little is known of this Triassic basin. No deep boreholes
have been drilled offshore on the Soiway Basin but those on the
adjacent onshore areas suggest the infill of the basin resembles that
of the Manx-Fnrness Basin (Fletcher and Ransome, Qflcit). Dips are
generally low in the basin, and although faults are present, they are
difficult to correlate on the scanty data available. The main fold
axes are aligned with the elongation of the basin in a north-east to
south-west direction and the structure is essentially synclinal.
The structure of the onshore extension of the Solway Basin into the
Carlisle Basin is also relatively poorly known and is similarly
briefly described as synclinal in the Geological Survey Memoirs (see
Dixon	 , 1926 and Eastward .ç j,., 1968). Dips in the basin are
generally low and little reference has been made to the effect of
faulting. The generally negative, low amplitude aeromagnetic anomaly
is indicative of a significant sedimentary basin. Considerably more
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interest has been directed towards the elongate north-west to south-
east orientated Vale of Eden Basin. The eastern margin of this narrow
basin is bounded by the Pennine Fault system which uplifts Carboni-
ferous and Lower Palaeozoic sediments of the Aiston Block and Cross
Fell Inlier respectively against the Triassic sediments. In contrast,
along the western margin the same Triassic sediments rest uncon-
forinably on the Carboniferous and older rocks of the Cumbrian
Highlands so that, in common with many of the basins already
discussed, the Vale of Eden has a classic half-graben structure. Both
Bott (1974) and Burgess (1979) have presented useful accounts of the
structural development of this basin. Strong westerly downthrown
movements on the Pennine Fault produced a topographic scarp. Accor-
ding to Burgess (Qp j ) movements occurred along both pre-existing
basement faults in addition to newly generated Mesozoic fractures
sub-parallel to the older lines of weakness. Bott (
	
envisaged
a complex history of fault movement initiated by Carboniferons
monoclinal folding with subsequent contemporaneous Permo-Triassic
subsidence on the Pezinine Fault System.
Although outside the area of this present study, it is useful to
briefly review the work of Steel (1973, 1975, 1977) and others (Bruck
et al, 1967; Astin and MacDonald, 1983) on the extensively documented
narrow controlled Permo-Triassic basins of north-western Scotland.
Steel (p .cjt) was able to demonstrate the presence of several
sub-parallel, tectonically controlled basins on the western coast of
Scotland using a combination of outcrop sedimentological and offshore
sub-surface geophysical evidence. The distribution of these basins is
governed by a number of north-east to south-west orientated fault
systems. The major faults, including the Minch, Camasunary and Great
Glen Faults, have a long history of repeated movement. Thick
sedimentary sequences of Permo-Triassic alluvium were rapidly depo-
sited in response to faulting. Along the active margins up to 4000
metres of sediment infill is recorded by Steel (1977) whilst on the
more passive margins sequences 10 to 20 times thinner gradually
accumulated. In the Minch Basin (Steel and Wilson, 1975) the
Stornoway Formation records the retreat of a Triassic fault scarp some
15 km to the west. As with Triassic basins described from England,
the Triassic alluvium of Western Scotland was deposited in classic
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haif—grabens and resulted in the development of elongate, highly
asymmetric basin infills.
In the North Sea Basin, a similar although more variable tectonic
framework appears to be present. The initial emplacement of the
Viking and Central Graben systems in the Perino—Triassic is generally
accepted and well documented (see lent, 1975; Zeigler 1975, 1980; and
Challinor and Outlaw, 1981). However, the Triassic of the North Sea
at the present day lies in several distinct basins, many of which were
only separated by late or post—Triassic events (Brennand, 1975).
Thus, although most of the major tensional tectonics developed in the
Triassic, crustal thinning and regional doming continued and became
more important in the Jurassic. Influence of fault controlled
tectonics on North Sea Triassic sedimentation is therefore often
difficult to demonstrate conclusively. In addition, extensive halo -
kinesis of Permian evaporites, initially mobilised by the Triassic
Hardegsen earth movements (Zeigler, 1975), played an increasing
tectonic influence on sedimentary facies and thicknesses throughout
much of the North Sea during the later Triassic. The Mid —North Sea
High and Ringkobing—Fyn High horsts effectively divide the North Sea
into two major Triassic basins. To the south of these highs is the
vast Southern North Sea Basin, extending into north—western Europe,
whilst to the north of the Central Highs is a complex of basins, fault
graben and positive blocks. This bipartite division of the North Sea
was established in the Permian, and largely inherited by the Triassic,
although during the Triassic the Central Highs were probably covered
with a thin veneer of Triassic sediment (Zeigler, 1975).
To the west and south—west, the Pennine High and London—Brabant Massif
formed the margin to the Southern North Sea Basin. Sediment input
into the basin originated from these highlands and from the Midland
Basins - Worcester Graben System via a narrow depression, south of
Nottingham, separating the Pennine High from the London—Brabant
Massif. Warrington (1974) considered this gap was closed by tectonic
uplift relating to the Hardegsen movements recognised in Northern
Germany, Poland and Holland, effectively separating the Southern North
Sea Basin from the deep fault grabens of Western England. However,
there is remarkably little evidence for fault controlled tectonics in
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these marginal areas of the Southern North Sea Basin. Away from the
basin margin Glennie ç j (1978) show the Dowsing Fault Zone
delineating the development of wadiis during the deposition of the
Rotliegendes, and Triassic sediments were deposited across this zone
with a discernable variation in thickness, suggesting some penecon-
temporaneous fault movement. Despite a considerable total thickness
of Triassic sediments in the Sole Pit Trough, Glennie and Boegner
(1981) do not invoke direct fault control on Triassic sedimentation
but rather fault movement initiating salt diapirism. Zeigler (1975)
considers the marginal sands of the Hewitt Sandstone Member were
derived from faulting along the northern margin of the London-Brabant
Massif, correlating with other fault-related sediment pulses in the
Moray Firth, although details of the fault zone are not given. In
contrast, Cumming and Hewitt (1975) consider the faulting in the.
Hewitt Field structure to be of late Jurassic to Cretaceous age.
In the Central and Northern North Sea Basins regional tectonism can be
demonstrated to have played a more important role during Triassic
sedimentation. The Mid-North Sea Highs are dissected by several
roughly north to south trending graben which were rapidly down faulted
during early Triassic rifting (Zeigler, 1977). Both the Central and
Horn Grabens were developed during this phase, repeated tectonic
movements rejuvenating relief and resulting in the deposition of thick
sequences of continental sediments, totalling 1500 m in the Central
Graben and 2000 m in the Horn Graben. North of the Mid-North Sea
Highs a major, deep fault bounded trough, the North Danish Basin,
extends eastwards towards Sweden and probably connects with the Oslo
Graben (Bertelsen, 1980). Within this basin up to 6000 m of Triassic
sediments are preserved against steep sided fault margins. Seismic
reflection and well data suggest this basin is an asymmetric graben
with a northern fault bounded margin and more passive southern margin
with the Triassic sediments exhibiting unconformable relationships
with largely Lower Palaeozoic sediments (Bertelsen, . cit). The
northern boundary of this basin marks the edge of the Fennoscandian
Shield and is characterised by a stepped border zone due to syn-sedi-
mentary block faulting followed by differential subsidence and rota-
tion of the elongated blocks (Bjelm 	 ., 1977; Norlig, 1977). In
contrast, to the south, sediment thicknesses gradually thin onto and
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over the Ringkobing—Fyn High, the western part of which may have
remained positive throughout the Triassic.
The Viking Graben was the site of deposition of coarse clastics during
the Triassic. Several coarsening upward sedimentary wedges were
deposited as a result of syn—sedimentary faulting along the edge of
the graben (Jakobsson et al, 1980). Aligned sub —parallel with the
Viking Graben to the east in Norwegian waters the relatively poorly
documented deep Egersund Basin contains a thick Triassic sequence
(Brennand, 1975). Seismic reflection studies suggest this basin is
very similar in overall form to the North Danish Basin with a steeply
faulted eastern margin against the Scandinavian Shield. In general
the structure of these northern North Sea Basins is poorly known, and
there is no published information to suggest that complete sequences
of Triassic sediments have been penetrated. However, the rapid and
considerable variations in sediment thickness typical of the North Sea
Graben setting does suggest that fault controlled sedimentation and
differential subsidence were important during the Triassic. Such an
interpretation is supported by the regional conclusions of Zeigler
(1981) and Chailinor and Outlaw (1981) who consider that the dominant
tensional block faulting of the North Sea commenced in the Permo-
Triassic and that faulting continued throughout the Triassic.
2.2.4 Summary of the Structural Style of the Triassic Basins
Throughout the foregoing account of the initiation and evolution of
the Triassic structural basins emphasis has been placed on the
tectonic control of sedimentary basin development. The overall
evidence, both on a regional and local scale, is strongly in favour of
extensional tectonics with the resultant emplacement of a complex
system of grabens and flexure bound troughs (Zeigler, 1980). The late
Carboniferous to early Permian wrench fault system of the north west
European continental shelf and environs intensely shattered the
Variscan basement such that shortly after the consolidation of
Pangaea, it ceased to play a major role as a cohesive tectonic unit.
Instead, the basement was broken into a complex series of fault blocks
and grabens, repeatedly reactivated, imposing a long lasting control
on the development of the north west European Mesozoic basins. This
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control on the later structural evolution of basins is a theme we
shall return to later (section 2.3).
Many of the important Triassic rift faults were developed along lines
of pre—existing Palaeozoic crustal sutures. Thus, major intramontane
basins developed in the Variscan fold belt and foreland in response to
the newly developing regional extension, but also strongly influenced
by the intense shattering of the Jiercynian basement, resulting in the
inception of a complex, interlinted system of rifts. Typically, these
basins repeatedly conform to a similar structural style comprising an
asymmetric haif—graben (Fig. 2.2.2). In such basins, deep, fault—
bounded, highly active margins characterised rapid burial of a thick
sedimentary sequence contrast with a more passive, gently inclined
margin with a much thinner, unconformable sedimentary sequence charac-
tensed by a relatively slow burial rate. These haif—grabens in
detail may have a complex internal structure with retreating fault
scarps and smaller horsts and grabens within the major basin. This
initial Tniassic structural setting has important implications to the
major sediment associations, basin groundwater development and
movement, and long term structural history of the basin, all of which
may potentially exert a controlling influence on diagenesis.
Tectonically therefore, much of the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone
alluvium was deposited in fault controlled, typically asymmetric,
post—orogenetic graben. Penecontemporaneous fault movement in deep
active graben has been documented from many of the basins from western
Britain including the Midlands (Wills, 1956), Cheshire Basin (Thomp-
son, 1970), Lancashire Basin Margin (Falcon and Kent, 1960), Irish Sea
(Colter, 1978) and flebridean Basins (Steel, 1977), whilst ssitnilar
movements are proposed for the Wessex Basin (Whittaker, 1975; Chadwick
et al, 1983) and Worcester Graben (Audley—Charles, 1970; Chadwick,
1985). The North Sea is cliaracterised by a central graben system with
a sub—parallel asymmetric graben flanking the Fenno—Scandian Shield,
whilst the western margin of the North Sea (along the Pennines and
London—Brabant Massif) represents the passive margin of this major
intracratonic basin. Thin marginal sands may locally be fault
controlled, particularly on the flanks of the London—Brabant Massif
and Mid—North Sea Highs.
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2.3	 BURIAL HISTORY OF IRE TRIAS SIC BASINS
2.3.1 Introduction
Diagenetic changes that take place during burial are clearly related
to temperature and pressure in addition to the composition of the
interstitial fluid phase. To evaluate the effect of temperature and
pressure on burial diagenesis requires a knowledge of the prevailing
geothermal gradient, the maximum depth of burial and time of per-
sistence at such depths. This section attempts to reconstruct the
burial histories of the major Triassic basins wider consideration to
estimate maximum temperature and pressure attained in the Sherwood
Sandstone.
2.3.2 Vertical Movements: Inversion tectonics
Considerable emphasis has been placed on the fault controlled vertical
movements which took place during the deposition of the Sherwood
Sandstone Group and largely coutrotled Triasi. 	 ttton,
morphology and the spatiotemporal distribution of depositional
environments.
There is a growing volume of evidence to suggest that in addition to
penecontemporaneous fault movements, large scale vertical movements
took place in these basins throughout the Mesozoic on deep seated
lines of weakness and further controlled basin development. Conse-
quently, many structural basins initiated during the Permo-Triassic
became the sites of thick accumulations of younger Mesozoic sediments,
resulting in up to several kilometres of burial for the Sherwood
Sandstone. Due to several factors, including proximity to active
faults, the original asymmetry of the basins and differential move-
ments on faults during the Triassic and throughout the later tectonic
history, the maximum depth of burial the Sherwood Sandstone reached
varies from basin to basin and within basins. Subsequent to this deep
burial many of these basins have undergone uplift and are now
structurally positive areas, having suffered thousands of metres of
erosion. This process of changing a former basinal area into a
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structural high is termed inversion.
Inversion tectonics is not a new concept, although the widespread
development of inverted Mesozoic basins in Britain is only just being
fully recognised. The idea of differential vertical movements
reversing graben and horst structures in the Permo—Triassic of the
Midlands was, however, fully appreciated by the late Professor Wills
(1956, p . 85 - 89) who coined the term 'block jostling' to describe
the movements. Kingma (1958) seems to have been first to recognise
inversion when describing piercement structures in New Zealand which
he ascribed to a process of eversion tectonics, or 'turning inside
out' of basin fills. In Germany inverted horsts have also been
familiar for some time (see Vogt, 1962). The Weald Basin in
south—eastern England has similarly for many years been recognised as
an inverted basin (although not actually called so (see Gallois and
Edmunds, 1965, p. 52, Fig. 10)). Here a thick Mesozoic sedimentary
basin fill (10,000'+) was uplifted during the late Cretaceous (Danian)
and early Eocene, raising the Wealden area into a broad dome, removing
some 4500' of Cretaceous sediments. Uplift and erosion has continued
to the present day with some estimated 600' of uplift since the
beginning of the Pleistocene (Shepard—Thorn, 1975).
More recently the Wessex Basin (Stoneley, 1982), the Cleveland Basin
(Kent, 1980; Hemingway and Riddler, 1982), the Sole Pit Basin (Marie,
1975; Glennie and Boegner, 1981), the offshore Netherlands (Oele .t
al, 1981), the Northern Irish Sea Basin (Hallam, 1972; Colter, 1978)
and parts of the Ceictic Sea (Colley, 1981) and Fastnet Basins
(Robinson et al, 1981) have all been described as inverted basins.
Uplifts in these inverted basins took place very rapidly during the
late Jurassic (Cimmerian), Mid—Cretaceous (sub—Hercynian) and early
Tertiary (Palaeocene). In. detail the timing of inversion is complex
and may well vary within individual basins (see Glennie and Boegner,
1981) as well as between basins. The amount of uplift is assessed in
thousands of metres (around 2 km for the Irish Sea; 1 km for the
Wessex Basin; 1 km for the Sole Pit Basin) and a causal mechanism for
such uplift is still largely unknown. There is typically a lack of
salt diapiric movements associated with the inverted basins and
geometrical reconstructions do not, in general, allow for significant
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crustal shortening (rent, 1980). The variety of strike in the
inverted basins also argues against a simple model of compression.
Bowever, many workers rather casually relate these inversions to the
Alpine Orogeny (see Gallois and Edmunds, 1965; Lake,1975; Glennie and
Boegner, 1981). In this context it is interesting to note that in
some areas the intensity of inversion deformation generally decreases
with increasing distance from the Alpine Thrust Front (see Pozaryski
and Brochwiclewinski, 1978; and Beybrock, 1975); although 2 km of
postulated uplift in the Irish Sea, some 1000 km from the Alpine
Front, seems rather incompatible with this argument. Zeigler (1981)
gives a little more detail to the idea. Be suggests that during the
late Cretaceous—early Tertiary Alpine deformation a separation between
the crust and upper mantle occurred in the northern Alpine foreland
resulting in crustal shortening and the compression of major sedimen-
tary troughs. Under tangential stresses these basins were 'squeezed
out' and the compressive forces absorbed in these basins nearest the
Alpine Front!
A rather different mechanism is invoked by Hallam (1972) who relates
the late Cretaceous to Tertiary inversion to tectonic uplift and
collapse associated with sea floor sepreading in the North Atlantic.
Contemporary with the Alpine deformation, the North Atlantic underwent
a vigorous phase of sea floor spreading during the early Tertiary and
deprived the northern European craton of a rigid crustal support.
Thus, in Britain the presumed Alpine effects would be limited to
rejuvenation of pre —existing basement faults (such as the Great Glen,
Camasunary, Bala, Mochras, Church Stretton, Sticklepath, etc.) and the
deformation propagated through the Mesozoic cover from movement on
such deep faults (as in the ingsclere—Pewsey—liog's Back line, Vale of
Wadour anticline, etc. in southern England). The major uplifts and
basin inversions would reflect crustal readjustments following the
Palaeocene rifting of Greenland from the North—West European Craton.
In suary, regardless of causal mechanism, there is an association of
highly faultet basement, Permo—Triassic basin development and thick
Mesozoic basin sediment infill with the structural inversions. Many
of the faults associated with the inverted basins haven a long history
of repeated movement, often extending back through the Mesozoic to the
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Palaeozoic. It seems likely, therefore, whatever the driving plate
tectonic control, basin inversion has been propagated through the
Mesozoic cover by reactivation of deep-seated basement faults.
2.3.3 Burial Histories
An appreciation of inversion tectonics is clearly vital to the
unravelling of burial histories of the Triassic structural basins of
the United Kingdom. In basins with no structural inversion the depth
of maximum burial and persistence at such depth can be determined by
relatively straight forward detailed stratigraphical observation.
However, in basins with inversion, estimation of the maximum palaeo-
burial is more difficult and requires several assumptions to be made.
Extrapolating known stratigraphic thickness of adjacent preserved
basin margin sequences to inverted basin centres may give an estI-
mation of the minimum inversion, as basin margins often have condensed
stratigraphic sections. Comparing stratigraphic thickness of an
inverted basin with a similar uninverted basin may also give an
approximation of burial depths. Recently, with the advent of hydro-
carbon exploration in such basins, predicting the maximum palaeoburial
depth has become a refined science, utilising such techniques as sonic
velocities in shales (Marie, 1975), level of organic metamorphism
(Hood, 1975), fluid inclusion studies (Burruss, 1981) and vitrinite
reflectivity-spore colouration measurements (Cooper, 1978).
Figure 2.3.1 represents an attempt to construct burial graphs for some
of the Triassic structural basins based on published studies and
general stratigraphic relationships. The graphs for the Wessex Basin
are based on Stoneley (1982) and show essentially continuous sedi-
mentation (although with variable rates) throughout the Triassic and
Jurassic. In the Wytch Farm and Winterbourne Kingston boreholes the
Upper Cretaceous rests unconformably on Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian
sediments respectfully (Colter and Harvard, 1981) indicating major
inversion took place prior to the Upper Cretaceous. The exact amount
of inversion that actually occurred depends upon how much Purbeck,
Portland and Wealden sediments were deposited north of the Purbeck
Fault Zone. In contrast, south of the Purbeck High in Kimmeridge Bay
the uppermost beds of the Purbeck pass gradually upwards into the
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Wealdon. Here, inversion does not appear to have taken place until
the Tertiary, after the Triassic reached a depth in excess of 3 km.
Assuming a mean geothermal gradient of 27°C per Km (not unreasonable
by present day values which vary from 11°C to 35°C per Km onland and
exceed 40°C per Km offshore in parts of the North Sea; see Oxburgh ç
al, 1977, Oxburgh and Andrews— Speed, 1981, and Scott and Senior, 1982,
for details and discussion) then maximum palaeotemperatures probably
exceeded 100°C and remained at such high temperatures for a signi-
ficant period of time in the Sherwood Sandstone south of the Purbeck
High. Such temperatures are consistent with organic maturation
studies quoted by Stoneley (1982). To the north, the present
surbsurface temperature of the Sherwood Sandstone (around 70°C) is
probably close to its maximum. If a full Wealdon thickness was
present then slightly higher temperatures may have been reached during
the mid—Cretaceous for a short period of time.
The South Devon Basin Margin sequence has undergone a significantly
different burial history. Assuming a full development of Jurassic as
in Dorset and a total of 600 m of Upper Triassic cover, the Sherwood
Sandstone may have been buried to a maximum of 2 km. However, the
Axemouth coastal section shows a sequence of Liassic strata reduced to
about half that of Dorset, and so the Devon basin margin more probably
only had in the order of 1 km of Jurassic and Upper Triassic cover.
Lower Cretaceous sediments unconforinably overlie the Jurassic and
Triassic strata of Devon resting directly on the Permian in the Haldon
Hills so that an early basin inversion took place here prior to the
early Cretaceous. The thickness of the overlying Cretaceous is
considerably reduced from that developed eastwards in Dorset. The
Gault terminates at Seaton, the Upper Greensand reaches some 150' and
the Chalk disappears before Sidmouth. At least some Chalk probably
covered the Devon Basin Margin and has since been removed by erosion.
This was however, probably reduced in thickness and amounted to no
more than a few hundred feet. The Sherwood Sandstone of the South
Devon Basin Margin therefore has not undergone burial of greater than
1 km and has been exposed to surface meteoric waters for considerable
lengths of time.
The burial graphs for the Southern North Sea Basin and its adjacent
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Basin Margin are modified from Kent (1980) and Glennie and Boegner
(1981). The Nottinghamshire Basin Margin graph assumes a reduced
Jurassic and Triassic sequence with probable cover in mid to late
Cretaceous and suggests the basin margin sequence, as in South Devon,
has not undergone significant burial and the sediments have not
experienced large increases in temperature. Again, there is evidence
for long and persistent exposure to the influence of meteoric waters.
The Cleveland Basin, however, underwent differential subsidence
relative to the more stable Basin Margin and East Midlands Shelf to
the south during the Lower and Middle Jurassic, although details of
the Kimmeridgian to Portlandian are not known because of their
erosion. A significant phase of uplift and erosion, removing several
hundred feet of sediment, and culminating over the Market Weighton
Block, preceeded Albian deposition. The main phase of inversion began
in the late Cretaceous and Kent (p cit) estimates between 800 and
1300 metres (c.f. Marie, 1975, who estimates 1200 to 1800 metres) of
end Cretaceous to early Tertiary inversion. The basin is currently at
a depth of around 1 km with temperatures of around 40°C. At maximum
burial during the late Cretaceous maximum temperatures probably
reached between 80°C and 90°C, although such temperatures were not
maintained for long. In contrast to the Basin Margin sequence,
however, the Sherwood Sandstone of the Cleveland Basin has probably
remained a confined aquifer since the Triassic. Meteoric waters could
only enter the aquifer under a hydrological head moving down dip from
the Basin Margin exposed to the west.
Considerably deeper burial is evident in parts of the Sole Pit Basin
(Glennie and Boegner, 	 çj). Rapid subsidence took place during the
Triassic and Lower Jurassic. Due to Cimmerian uplift younger strata
were eroded in the axial zones of the Sole Pit High so there is no
evidence of depositional history in these axial zones from the Liassic
inwards. Present burial depths are around 2.5 km and determination of
sonic velocities in the Bunter Shale (see Marie, 1975) suggest a
maximum burial some 1500 m greater than at present, presumably in the
late Cretaceous. Study of the axial and flanking areas of the Sole
Pit Basin suggest significantly different burial histories in the
various parts of the trough. The northeastern flanks appear to have
undergone early to mid Cretaceous inversion (49/21-1) and contrast
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with the southeast edges of the Sole Pit which underwent much later
inversion towards the end of the Cretaceous. The axial parts of the
trough were affected by both uplift phases, usually more strongly by
the second event, which immediately succeeded maximum burial of the
Bunter Shale. During the end-Cretaceous maximum burial temperature in
the Sherwood Sandstone probably reached up to 1300C.
Data for the Irish sea Basin and its margins are scarce. The youngest
preserved sediments in the Irish Sea are the Mercia Mudstones of late
Tri.assic age. Some of the adjacent basins (Carlisle Basin) contain
outliers of Lower Jurassic sediments but all other Mesozoic cover that
may have once been present has since been removed. Sonic velocities
determined from the Mercia Nudstones, and vitrinite reflectance
studies on the underlying Carboniferous suggest a maximum palaeoburial
some 2 km deeper than at present (Colter, 1978), indicating burial to
around 5 km for the base of the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone. Such
deep burial would result in temperatures approaching 150°C and
certainly indicate that the Sherwood Sandstone has been at greatly
elevated temperatures in the Irish Sea for a considerable period of
time. To accommodate such a vast thickness of sediment cover requires
the development of a thick Mesozoic and possibly Tertiary sequence.
On some blocks in the Irish Sea the Mercia Mudstone Group attains a
thickness of 2300 m and the Sherwood Sandstone in its thickest
development may reach 1400 m, totalling 3.7 km of Triassic sediments
alone (Colter, 1978). Taking possible Jurassic thicknesses from other
sedimentary basins (1300 m of Liassic in the Mochras borehole,
Cardigan Bay; typical development of Middle Jurassic 250 m in
Yorkshire, 850 in in Cardigan Bay; Upper Jurassic in Yorkshire 200 m,
in Dorset 700 in) pre-Cretaceous burial alone may have exceeded 5 km.
However, the end Liassic, Mid-Jurassic and Cimmerian uplifts, wide-
spread across Britain, may have significantly reduced the full
stratigraphical sequence development. Further late Mesozoic burial is
also possible. To the south at Kinsale Head in the Celtic Sea a very
thick sequence (750 m) of Wealdon sediments occur (Colley j jj, 1981)
and thick Chalk developments are also known from the Celtic Sea
(locally up to 700 in of Chalk being preserved). Onshore, in the
United Kingdom, the Chalk reaches 500 in thickness in Yorkshire and 600
in in the Wessex Basin. Chalk boulders which occur on the Island of
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Arran as blocks in a volcanic vent of the Central Ring Complex along
with Liassic, Riiaetic and Tertiary Basalts (Tyrell, 1982) add further
evidence to the suggestion that considerable late—Cretaceous to early
Tertiary inversion has taken place. There is ample stratigraphic
evidence to confirm sonic velocity and vitrinite reflectance data that
very deep Mesozoic burial was possible in the Irish Sea.
The burial history graphs for the Irish Sea can only be drawn as very
crude approximations, and in detail can be expected to show many
intrabasin variations, similar to those developments in the Sole Pit
Trough. To define the timing of inversion is equally difficult. By
comparison with other inverted basins already discussed, uplift could
be initiated by Cimmerian, Cretaceous or even Tertiary movements. It
is worthwile recalling that the Irish Sea lies in line with the major
development of early Tertiary Igneous Centres (Walker, 1975) and
Tertiary sedimentary basins (Rebrides—Irish Sea - St.Georges Channel
Basin - Lundy Basin - Western Approaches Basin) which are associated
with Palaeocene rifting of the Rockall Trough and subsequent emplace-
ment of oceanic crust between Greenland and Rockall (Brooks, 1973).
Such rifting is often associated with an initial phase of doming,
followed by actual rifting and volcanism, culminating with the
emplacement of oceanic crust and the initiation of sea floor spreading
and subsidence of the basin. It is tempting to suggest that the Irish
Sea Basin inversion was related to North Atlantic sea floor spreading
and was therefore late Cretaceous to early Tertiary in age.
The graph drawn for the Carlisle Basin is based on the same
assumptions as used for the Irish Sea Basin, only with a much reduced
thickness of sediment. The total Triassic sequence reaches some 800 m
in the centre of the basin and it is unlikely that the maximum burial
has exceeded 1.5 km. The St.Bees Read Basin margin section with a
thicker Sherwood Sandstone sequence (some 1000 in) presumably occupied
an intermediate position between the shallow Carlisle Basin and the
deep Irish Sea Basin. Temperature at the base of the sequence in
these shallow basins may have reached 60°C from the late Jurassic
onwards.
Even less data is available for the Midland Basins flanking the
Staffordshire, Leicestershire and 'Warwickshire Coalfields and the
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Cheshire Basin. Thick Triassic sequences, totalling up to 1 km are
deposited in these basins, and it seems reasonable to assume compa-
rable burial depths to those of the Irish Sea and adjacent basins were
attained. It is likely that whilst the basin margin sequences were
only buried to 1 km or less, the basin centres underwent burial of 2
to 3 km.
2.3.4 Pressure History
There is no evidence to suggest the development of abnormal pressure
in the Sherwood Sandstone during burial. Water trapped in sediment
without access to a hydrological gradient can develop enormous excess
pressure. Such overpressured zones are characteristic of rapidly
deposited deltaic sediments in which sand bodies become isolated by
enclosing mudrocks (see Burst, 1976; Smith et al, 1980). The large,
laterally extensive sand bodies of the Sherwood Sandstone are typi-
cally interconnected and it seems reasonable to assume a linear
hydrostatic pressure gradient for the Sherwood Sandstone even during
burial to great depths.
2.3.5 Summary
Fault controlled late Palaeozoic to early Mesozoic basins, initiated
during the breakup of Pangaea, underwent rapid fault controlled
subsidence in the Mesozoic (Triassic to Jurassic), which in some
basins, persisted until the Tertiary. As a consequence, thick
sequences of sediment accumulated in the Triassic basins and the
Sherwood Sandstone underwent deep burial. The maximum depth of burial
of the Sherwood Sandstone varies from basin to basin, and also within
basins, largely depending on the proximity to active faults. Subse-
quent to this deep burial large scale inversion tectonics were
initiated, as early as late Jurassic (Cinimerian), which continued
through the Cretaceous into the Tertiary (Palaeocene to Miocene).
Thus, preserved in the Sherwood Sandstone are sediments with a range
of maximum burial depths from very shallow (probably less than 1 kin,
with temperatures not exceeding 60°C) in the basin margins, though
moderate, to deep (in excess of 3 km, with temperatures exceeding
100 0 C) in the basin centres. On the relatively passive basin margins
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sedimentation was interrupted several times and the Sherwood Sandstone
was repeatedly exposed to the ingress of meteoric water. In contrast,
despite considerable inversion, the deep basins have not been in-
fluenced by meteoric waters.
2.4	 BASIN STRATIGRAPHY
2.4.1 Introduction: Stratigraphical Framework
The original stratigraphy used in Britain, established by Hull (1869)










MUSCHELKALK -.--------.--.-- unconformity -..------------------
UPPER MOTTLED SANDS
BUNTER	 BUNTER SANDSTONE PEBBLE BEDS
LOWER MOTTLED SANDS
Table 2.4.1. Triassic Stratigraphy of the English Midlands
developed by Hull (1869)
Hull related his lithostratigraphical divisions to the sequence
developed in Europe, and recognised a major unconformity above the
British 'Bunter', separating it from the overlying Keuper, the gap
representing the 11uschelkalk. Hull therefore clearly implied a
chronostratigraphical significance to his divisions which were, in
essence, purely lithological.
For many years this state of confusion prevailed in the nomenclature
of British Triassic stratigraphy. Difficulties were always inherent
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due to the continental nature of the sediments and the corresponding
general lack of a diagnostic fauna and flora. Many studies simply
refined the general stratigraphical framework proposed by Hull, most
workers accepting the stratigraphical concept and applying local
lithostratigraphical terminology, although considerable debate centred
around the position of the Muschelkalk equivalent and the validity and
magnitude of an intra—Triassic unconformity (see Thompson, 1970; Ager,
1970). However, with the application of palynological studies to the
Triassic it soon became apparent that not only were lithological units
typically diachronous, but also that major lateral facies changes
occur in both the Bunter and [euper sediments, rendering chronostrati-
graphical correlations based on lithology useless (see Warrington,
1967, 1970). Furthermore, the results of palynological studies in the
Southern North Sea (Geiger and Hopping, 1968) suggest that in the
thicker basinal sequences there is no evidence for a major regional
break as invoked by Hull to account for the absence of the Muschelkall
in Britain. In contrast, at basin margins many breaks in the
sedimentary sequence occur but these can be related to local tectonic
or sedimentological controls. As a result of such localised controls,
individual lithological fades may be of different ages in different
basins and, on a more regional scale, sediments of the so—called
British 'Keuper can include some sediments of both Bunter and [euper
age within the Keuper (sensu stricto) of Germany. Such a situation
although far from desirable, is not surprising considering the
localised nature of the Triassic faulting which resulted in the
effective separation of individual basins.
These major shortcomings led Warrington 	 .. (1980) to completely
revise the existing Triassic stratigraphy. The base and top of the
Triassic were redefined, and the structure within the Triassic was
re—organised. To retain the tripartite division, Warrington t j1. (
cit) proposed the establishment of a predominantly arenaceous lower
unit, the Sherwood Sandstone Group, an overlying argillaceous unit,
the Mercia Mudstone Group, and an upper, rather mixed lithological
unit, largely of marine origin, the Penarth Group (see Table 2.4.2).
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Table 2.4.2. Comparison of Traditional Triassic nomenclature and the
recently proposed scheme of Warrington et al (1980)
(1980) adopted in this thesis.
The Sherwood Sandstone Group, on which this study is based, is
therefore a lithostratigraphical unit, dominated by sandstones,
locally divided into units of formation status, which comprises the
lower part of the Triassic throughout Britain. The Sherwood Sandstone
Group broadly includes formations previously ascribed to both the
'Bunter' and the arenaceous lower part of the Keuper. Except for the
sequence at Kingscourt, Ireland (Visscher, 1971). there is no palaeon-
tological evidence for the base of the Sherwood Sandstone, and the
lower boundary is arbitrarily related to a lithostratigraphical
boundary, selected at the top of the Saliferous Mans in basinal
sequences. At the basin margin the Sherwood Sandstone is typically
underlain by horsts of Carboniferous, Lower Palaeozojc and locally
Pre—Cambrium age. The base of the Sherwood Sandstone is thus likely
to be djachronous, and it is probable that the basal part of the group
is locally Perniian in age (Tarrington	 j., 2P
Lithologically the group consists of a sandstone dominated sequence
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with a tendency for coarse conglomeratic sediments to fringe basin
margins and finer sands, siltstones and mudstones to accumulate
towards basin centres, the thickness of the Sherwood Sandstone Group
varies considerably. In deep basin centres or adjacent to highly
active fault margins the Sherwood Sandstone exceeds 1 km in thickness
whilst in passive marginal areas the thickness rarely exceeds 100 ni.
Within the Sherwood Sandstone several local units of Formation status
are recognised which can sometimes be subdivided into member units.
Defining the top of the Sherwood Sandstone suffers from similar
problems as does the lower boundary. The upper boundary may be sharp
at basin margins, but, particularly in basinal sequences, is typically
gradational, and in the absence of palaeontological data, is taken
where niudstones and siltstones dominate over sandstone.
Offshore, particularly in the North Sea, the same difficulties of
correlation and nomenclature still persist. Despite the work of
Geiger and Hopping (.22 j) and regional syntheses by Rliys (1974) and
Deegan and Scull (1977), lithostratigraphical correlation is hindered
because of the general scarcity of diagnostic fossils. Boweve.r, in
the Southern North Sea Basin, where the Triassic sediments have a
remarkable degree of lateral continuity (Geiger and Hopping, Qfl cit)
the succession can be divided into two groups, a lower, typically more
arenaceous Bacton Group, and an upper, dominantly evaporitic mudstone
sequence, the Jlaisborough Group. The Bacton Group is broadly the
distal equivalent of the Sherwood Sandstone Group (Rhys, 1974). The
Triassic sequence in the Southern North Sea is terminated by the
marine transgression of the Winterton Formation which is generally
correlated with the Penarth Group.
In the basins north of the Central Highs the stratigraphical units
typical of the onshore succession and Southern North Sea Basin cannot
be recognised. Deegan and Scull (1977) consider that the currently
available well control is not precise enough to enable correlation of
the Triassjc of the Northern North Sea with other areas. On the basis
of the dominant lithology developed in the Triassic sequence, Deegan
and Scull (
	
cit) erected three units of formation status, which
although in part are time equivalents, interdigitate to a varying
extent. In general terms, as in other fault controlled Triassic
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basins, the basin margins are fringed by coarse —grained sediments
which pass laterally basinwards into distal fine —grained sandstones,
mudstones and evaporites. Marginal sands in. the western Northern
North Sea are referred to as the Cormorant Formation whilst similar
sands on the eastern margin of the Central North Sea Basin are termed
the Skagerrak Formation. The distal equivalents of these marginal
sediments are grouped together into the Smith Bank Formation (Table
2.4.3) which interdigitates both laterally and vertically with
adjacent marginal clastics. Locally, coarse sands occur within the
Smith Bank Formation.
Table 2.4.3. Stratigraphical Terminology of the Triassic Basin
North of the Central Righs (after Deegan and
Scull, 1977)
Throughout this thesis therefore, stratigraphical terminology follows
that recently established bay Warrington	 jj. (
	
jt) for the
onshore successions, Rliys (.Q2 ç.j) for the Southern North Sea and
Deegan and Scull ( ) for the basins north of the Central Righi.
Table 2.4.4 attempts to swmnarise the general stratigraphical inter-
relationships between these Triassic basins within the recognised
framework of Tethyan stage names.	 -
2.4.2 Stratigraphical Details
The material under investigation in this study falls conveniently into
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1. The Wessex Basin
2. The Western Fault Controlled Basin
3. The Southern North Sea Basin
In addition one well from the Central North Sea was included in the
study.
2.4.2(i) The Wessex Basin
The Sherwood Sandstone is well known in southern England from outcrop
in east Devon and Somerset (Fig. 2.4.1) although the detailed
stratigraphy has been continually under discussion (see Laming, 1966;
Benson, 1970, 1972, 1973) since originally devised by Ussher (1875,
1876). In Devon the Sherwood Sandstone comprises a lower conglo-
nieratic unit, the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds which are overlain by
the Otter Sandstones (Benson,
	
cit). On the Devon coast the
sequence is some 150 m thick and a major deflation surface separates
the pebble beds from the Otter Sandstones (Leonard
	 .gj,, 1983).
There is no palaeontological evidence to define the base of the
Triassic in South Devon. Warring ton	 j. (	 j) chose the base of
the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds as the lower boundary of the
Sherwood Sandstone Group, and hence the Triassic (Fig. 2.4.1) on the
basis of the lithological similarity with the Midlands succession.
However, there is a case for including the Littleham Mudstones and
Exmouth Sandstones of the Aylesbeare Group within the Triassic on
sedimentological grounds (Henson, 1970). Both the Pebble Beds and the
overlying Otter Sandstones can be traced northwards into Somerset
(Fig. 2.4.2) although there is a gradual decrease in pebble size and
an increase in the percentage of Devonian calcareous clasts derived
from sources in the Quantock Hills and northern Devon. The strati—
graphical terminology changes northwards (Fig. 2.4.2) the lower
pebble unit being referred to as the Uffculme Conglomerates and the
Upper Sandstone the White Ball Sands. In central Somerset the
sequence is much less well known. The Burton Row (Whittaker, 1972)
and Puriton (McMurtrie, 1911) boreholes both provide the existence of
a similar Triassic Sherwood Sandstone sequence at depth but these
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FIG. 2.4..1.OUTCROp MAP OF THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE GROUP
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The Sherwood Sandstone at outcrop in South Devon is also generally
considered to be in continuity with the Triassic sediments concealed
beneath younger Mesozoic strata to the east in the Wessex Basin (see
Fig. 2.2.4). Eastwards from the outcrop sections, the Sherwood
Sandstone is recorded in the Marshwood (154'), Nettlecomb (920'),
Winterbourne Kingston (550'), Wareham (ca. 400'), Wytch Farm (530'),
Cranbourne (370') and Marchwood (200') boreholes. Few published
details are known about the stratigraphical relationships of the
Sherwood Sandstone in the Wessex Basin. Conglomerates similar to the
Budleigh Salterton. Pebble Beds occur in the Nettlecomb and Marchwood
boreholes (see Rhys et al, 1982) although they are apparen.tly absent
from the Winterbourne Kongston borehole and Wytch Farm boreholes (see
Rhys	 j; and Colter, 1981). Such differences suggest that
considerable lateral variation of the Triassic stratigraphy may be
developed in the Wessex Basin.
2.4.2(U) The Western Fault Basins
These basins, comprising the Worcester Graben, Midland Basins,
Cheshire Basin and Irish Sea Basin, although they effectively acted as
separate structural entities, were throughout much of lower Triassic
time probably in some degree of sedimentological continuity in a south
to north transect (see Wills, 1956; Campbell—Smith, 1963; Fitch et j,
1966, for a discussion). Sediment derived from the Variscan Mountain
Front, London—Brabant Massif, Welsh Massif, Midland Horsts and
adjacent highs flanking the basins was transported northwards and
eventually accumulated in the Irish Sea Basin, the main sedimentary
sink in which an excess of 1 kin of Sherwood Sandstone was deposited.
Consequently, sediments can often be traced across marginal horsts
from one basin into another (Fig. 2.4.4).
a. The Midland Basins
The detailed stratigraphy of the Midland Basins is complex and
relatively poorly known, and can only be briefly dealt with here. The
development of several distinct fault—controlled basins separated by
horsts in which localised fanglomerates developed (Fig.2.4.3 ) has
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FIG. 2.4.3.OUTCROP MAP OF THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
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Sherwood Sandstone in this region. There is no released information
to suggest stratigraphical continuity between the Midland Basins and
the Wessex Basin to the south via the Worcester Graben. North of the
Mendip High-Pewsey Line, information on the deep relationships in the
Worcester Graben is scarce, relying only on a few deep boreholes and
scanty geophysical evidence. Triassic sediments can be demonstrated
to thin against the Mendip High and the Devizes borehole (Ulster) to
the east penetrated a sequence of Mercia Mudstones resting upon
Carboniferous Limestone (U.K. Well Records Centre) suggesting the
positive feature continues eastwards towards the Pewsey Line (see also
Chadwick ç. al, 1983). In the Worcester Graben several deep boreholes
have indicated a thick Triassic sequence (Stowell Park, 2350', still
in the Sherwood Sandstone; Netherton, 3000' Sherwood Sandstone;
Scarborough, 1000', still in the Sherwood Sandstone; details from U.K.
Well Records Centre). Sedimentation was largely controlled by
contemporary fault movements and, as a result, there is rapid and
extreme lateral variation in stratigraphy. Although generally trans-
ported northwards, the available evidence suggests the Sherwood
Sandstone of the Midlands was frequently derived from the flanking
highs.
Many of the basins are asymmetric and fault controlled on their
western margin so that early Triassic sedimentation was concentrated
in the Worcester Graben and Staffordshire Basin., the Sherwood Sand-
stone generally thinning eastwards onto the passive margin of the
London-Brabant Massif (Mitchell et j, 1961; Rains and Horton, 1969;
Warrington, 1974). Thus a virtually continuous sequence can be
demonstrated between the Worcester Graben and Stafford Basin with the
Sherwood Sandstone attaining a thickness of in excess of 3000'.
As in other regions, there is no palaeontological evidence to locate
the Perinian-Triassic boundary. The original stratigraphy of Hull
(1860, 1869) is now superceeded by the scheme recommended by Warring-
ton	 i, (	 Both Wills (1976) and Warrington .ç	 j. (Q .jt)
take the base of the former 'Bunter Pebble Beds', which frequently
rest with marked unconformity on the underlying breccias and sand-
stones of Lower Permian age (Smith ç .gj, 1974), to mark the lowest
unit of the Sherwood Sandstone. Several formations are now recognised
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within the Sherwood Sandstone of the Midlands based on lithology and
proposed unconformable relationships between units (Fig. 2.4.3). The
lowermost division, representing the pebble beds, is present in most
of the western basins although it is not always in demonstrable
lateral continuity, and is given several local formation names of
formal status (Kidderminster Formation, Lower Channock Chase Formation
and Polesworth Formation). This conglomeratic unit spills over the
Longniynd Eorst and is the lateral equivalent of the Chester Pebble
Beds in the Cheshire Basin.
Two distinct types of rudaceous sediment are recognised in these basal
conglomerates. On the western side of the outcrops, particularly
against fault scarps, breccias with distinctive angular clasts of a
local origin are interpreted as alluvial fans or sheets derived from
the adjacent highlands (Warrington et al, 1980). Indeed, the north-
east to south-west trending horsts projecting into the Worcester
Graben - Stafford Basin System delineate major feeder valleys which
influenced sediment input (see Gibson, 1905). In contrast, conglo-
merates with well rounded pebbles of a more mature mineralogy are
considered to have been transported larger distances (see Wills, 1948,
1956; Campbell-Smith, 1965). Palaeocurrent studies (Thompson, pers.
comm. 1981; see Thompson and Steel, 1983) certainly indicate a more
northerly axial flow to these conglomerates which appear to spill over
horst blocks from basin to basin (Fig. 2.4.3).
There are, in addition, several sandstone units which occur beneath
the basal conglomerate formations, and reamin of uncertain age. The
Littleworth Beds, for example, outcrop on the eastern margin of the
Stafford Basin and directly underlie the Channock Chase Formation (see
Fig. 2.4.3). The exact status of these beds is difficult to
ascertain. Wills (1948, p. 69) originally considered them to be
local equivalents to the Permian Lower Mottled Sandstone (now referred
to as the Bridgnorth Sandstone, Smith et al, 1974) and the National
Coal Board, on the basis of extensive core material, similarly treat
the Littleworth Beds as the marginal equivalents of the Bridgnorth
Sandstone (R. bare and K. Whitworth, pers. comm., 1980). Bowever,
in a later work, Wills (1976) refers to the Littleworth Beds as the
Protobunter on account of their closer sedimentological affinity to
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the Triassic sediments than to the Pexmian.
The conglomerate formations of the Midlands pass rather arbitrarily
with a general decrease in pebbles and overall grain size into the
overlying Wildmoor Sandstone Formation (formerly the Bunter Upper
Mottled Sandstone). At basin margins the Wildmoor Sandstone can be
demonstrated to thin on top of the upstanding horsts and 'spill over'
into adjacent basins. The highest unit in the Sherwood Sandstone
Group is termed the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation which is broadly
equivalent to the 'Keuper Sandstone' of earlier nomenclature. In
total the formation may reach 1500 metres thick in the Worcester
Graben. Lithologically it is described as being distinct from the
underlying sediments due to tue reappearence of conglomerates and
coarse sandstones containing fresh perthitic feldspar, and frequently
rests unconforniably on the Wildmoor Sandstone (see Warrington
1980, for a general discussion). This unconformity locally results in
the complete removal of the Wildmoor Sandstone and is widely suggested
to correlate with the Rardegsen Disconformity of Germany (see for
example Wills, 1970).
b. Cheshire Basin
Separating the Midland Basins from the Cheshire Basin are a series of
major north—east to south—west trending blocks, referred to as the
Longmynd llorst (Wills, 1956). The Sherwood Sandstone unconformably
overlies these Lower Palaeozoic fault blocks, spilling over into the
deep asymmetric Cheshire Basin across the flodnet Fault. Several
boreholes have penetrated the thick Triassic sequence in the Cheshire
Basin (see Thompson, 1970a; Colter, 1978). Of these, the Prees No.
1, drilled just north of the southern fault boundary on a Liassic
inlier, showed the presence of some 4000' of Sherwood Sandstone
(Colter and Barr, 1975). The sequence in the Cheshire Basin generally
thins northwards from this deep southern margin and the stratigraphy
exhibits considerable variation both laterally and vertically due to
the presence of several intrabasinal horsts (see Thompson, 1970b).
The original stratigraphy of Bull (1860, 1869) has been refined by
Thompson (1969, 1970a, b) and more recently modified by Warrington
j. (1980) to comply with the nomenclature of the Triassic Working
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Group. The Kinnerton Sandstone at the base of the sequence occupies a
similar position in Cheshire as do the Littleworth Beds in the
Midlands (see Fig. 2.4.3). Pattison j
	
(1973) demonstrated that
the Manchester Mans of northern Cheshire contain a late Permian
fauna. Thompson (pens. comm. 1981) considers the Kinnerton Sand-
stone as the lateral equivalent of the Collyhurst Sandstone which
underlies the Manchester Mans and would therefore be of Permian age.
However, in the south of the basin the Manchester Marls are replaced
by an arenaceous facies which is indistinguishable from the Collyhurst
Sandstone and are together referred to as the Lower Mottled Sandstone.
Warrington .ç. i (1980) used the Kinnerton Sandstone Formation to
encompass the whole of the Lower Mottled Sandstone and include it in
the Sherwood Sandstone Group.
A widespread unconformity is recognised at the base of the overlying
pebble beds, and is inferred to possess considerable relief (Steel and
Thompson, 1983). The Chester Pebble Beds clearly rest unconformably
on Permian breccias and older rocks at the basin margins, but Pattison
.t	 (1973) extend this unconformity to the basin centre. In Prees
No. 1 they reach a thickness of some 500' and persist northwards
throughout the Cheshire Basin, gradually thinning northwards. Consi-
derable lateral variations in thickness are present and can be related
to intrabasin graben tectonics with thick sequences occurring in the
Wirral Graben and Manchester Graben (see Fig. 2.2.5; Thompson 1970 b;
Colter and Barr, 1975). As in the Midland Basins the pebble beds are
overlain by a sandstone sequence, the Wilmslow Sandstone (formerly
Bunter Upper Mottled Sandstone), with the boundary arbitrarily being
taken by the absence of pebbles. Across the whole Cheshire Basin the
Wilmslow Sandstone exhibits widespread lateral persistence reaching
1200' in the western parts of the basin. Marking the top of the
Wilmslow Sandstone Formation is a significant disconformity which, as
in the Midland Basins, is generally correlated with the llardegsen
movements of Germany (see Warrington, 1970; Colter and Barr, 1975).
The highest unit of the Sherwood Sandstone Group in Cheshire is the
Beisby Sandstone which, in northern parts of the basin is divisible
into three units (Thompson, 1969, 1970 a):
1. A lower, largely soft sandstone unit, the Thurstaston
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Member.
2. A middle, pebbly sandstone unit, the Delainere Member.
3. An upper, soft sandstone unit, the Frodsham Member.
Although widespread in the northern parts of the basin, this triple
division cannot be recognised in the south, and, according to Colter
(1978), is not present in Prees No. 1.
c. The Irish Sea Basin and adjacent Margins
Historically, most of the knowledge on the stratigraphy of the
Triassic sediments of the Irish Sea Basin developed from studies on
the fringing marginal sequences exposed in Lancashire and Western
Cumbria. Recently this has been greatly argumented by information
released from offshore wells drilled in the exploration for hydro-
carbons (Fig. 2.4.5).
Northwards from Cheshire the pebble content of the pebble beds
gradually decreases, until in northern Lancashire, southern Cuinbria
and offshore in the Irish Sea, the Chester Pebble Beds and Wilmslow
Sandstone become indistinguishable as fine to mediuin—grained sand-
stones. These fine—grained distal equivalents of the Chester Pebble
Beds and Wilmslow Sandstone are grouped together as the St. Bees
Sandstone Formation (Warrington et al, 1980). Pebbles, however, are
recorded by Kent (1948) from the Formby area of Lancashire and the
division may thus be valid as far north as Formby.
The thickness of the St. Bees Sandstone Formation varies consi -
derably, largely as a result of penecontemporaneous graben and block
faulting. At Formby the effects of this faulting are clearly evident.
On structural highs the St. Bees Sandstone averages around 1300' in
thickness compared with thicknesses in excess of 3000' on the
downthrown side of horsts (Falcon and Kent, 1960). In the centre of
the Irish Sea Basin, in the Morcambe Bay Gas Field, similar rapid
changes in the thickness of the Triassic sediments are recorded by
Colter (1978) but in general exceed 4000'. At outcrop on the Irish
Sea Basin margin in contrast a much reduced thickness is present
(2000' in Furness, Dunham and rose, 1980; 3000' at St. Bees Read,
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FIG. 2.4.5. OUTCROP MAP OF THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE IN
THE IRISH SEA AND ADJACENT AREAS
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Waugh, pers. comm., 1981).
Several workers have extended the triple division of the overlying
Beisby Sandstone in Cheshire northwards into the Irish Sea and
Lancashire (Kent, 1948; Price et al, 1963; Colter and Barr, 1975;
Colter, 1978; Warrington et j, 1980; A. Wilson, pers. comm., 1981)
although the equivalent sandstones have not been formaly assigned
names of formation status. The Kirkham Borehole in Lancashire (part
of this study) exhibits a distinct threefold division strikingly
similar to that recorded by Thompson (1970 b) in northern Cheshire and
it is tempting to suggest a correlation. As in the underlying St.
Bees Sandstone Formation, the 'Reisby Sandstone equivalent' shows
major lateral changes in thickness over block and graben faults (e.g.
Falcon and Kent, 1960; Colter, 1978).
Further northwards still, the St. Bees Sandstone is considered to be
continuous into the Soiway Firth Basin, Carlisle Basin and Vale of
Eden Basin, although these basins are separated from the Irish Sea
Basin by the Ramsey—Whitebaven Ridge (Arthurton et al, 1978, Fig.
67). The Sherwood Sandstone outcrops continuously around the margins
of the Lake District Block, and although no deep boreholes have
penetrated the Soiway Firth Basin, shallow I.G.S. boreholes record
Sherwood Sandstone outcropping on the sea floor and, on the basis of
accompanying geophysical evidence, a thick Permo—Triassic sequence
similar to that of the Irish Sea is inferred (Fletcher and Ransome,
1978). In these northern basins the Sherwood Sandstone Group is
divisible into two formations only, the St. Bees Sandstone and the
Kirklington Sandstone. The latter is poorly known from a few outcrops
and boreholes but appears to generally overly and interdigitate with
the St. Bees Sandstone. Compared with the sequence in the Irish Sea
the Sherwood Sandstone Group thins considerably in the Carlisle Basin
and Vale of Eden Basin. Towards the centre of the Carlisle Basin a
maximum of 1500' is present, which includes up to 300' of Kirklington
Sandstone (Dixonetal, 1926). This gradually thins to only 400'
around Appleby at the southern end of the Vale of Eden.
2.4.2(jij)The Southern North Sea Basin
The Southern North Sea Basin forms the major part of a large
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depositional basin which extended eastwards across the North Sea into
northern mainland Europe and had connections with the marine Tethyian
Province (Zeigler, 1981). The Sherwood Sandstone can be conveniently
considered as a western basin margin sequence and as the Southern
North Sea Basin s.s.
a. Western Basin Margin
Along the Western Basin Margin of the Southern North Sea Basin the
Sherwood Sandstone crops out in a narrow strip from Nottingham in the
south to Middlesborough in the north (Fig. 2.4.6). Throughout the
outcrop it is poorly exposed, being extensively covered by glacial
deposits and the sandstones dip gently to the east, thus rapidly being
covered by younger Mesozoic sediments. Although penetrated by
numerous boreholes, detailed studies have not previously been under-
taken on these Triassic sandstones and they are poorly understood.
The generalised stratigraphic relationships are diagrammatically
represented in Fig. 2.4.7.
In the southern part of the basin margin, small scattered outcrops
extend westwards from Nottingham to the north of Derby. Here a thin
basal breccia, the Moira Breccia, is locally present, deposited high
on the flanking Carboniferous uplands. In its absence, the Lenton
Sandstone Formation (Warrington jt .gj, 1980; formerly the Lower
Mottled Sandstone) forms the basal unit of the Sherwood Sandstone.
This unit can readily be demonstrated to locally interdigitate with
Permian Upper Marls (Smith .ç . j., 1973; Smith, 1974 b; Frost and
Smart, 1979) and is therefore wholly or at least partly, Perinian in
age, a similar situation to that occurring for the Littleworth Beds
and Kinnerton Sandstone Formation. The Lenton Sandstone is dis-
tinguished from the overlying Nottingham Castle Formation (the Bunter
Pebble Beds) by the general absence of pebbles. However, the
Nottingham Castle Formation, coarse-grained, pebbly and locally con-
glomeratic in the south, gradually decreases in grain size northwards,
until, in the vicinity of Doncaster, is essentially pebble free and
fine to medium-grained. It is then not possible to distinguish the
Lenton Sandstone Formation from the Nottingham Castle Formation, and
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Warrington	 J. (1980). This unsatisfactory situation needs to be
resolved, and in this thesis the fine to medium-grained, largely
pebble free sandstone is referred to as the Heck Sandstone Formation,
after the numerous quarries around Reck where it is well exposed. The
Reck Sandstone Formation therefore extends from Doncaster in the south
as far north as Tees ide where it passes offshore into the Bunter
Sandstone of the Bacton Group (Rhys, 1974). North of Ripon the Heck
Sandstone is very poorly exposed, although Smith (1967) describes
exposures from the foreshore at Seaton Carew and Long Scar, Bartle-
pool. Here the sandstones are fine-grained and interbedded with
siltstone and mudstones. Comparable sequences are recorded in bore-
holes at Fordon and in the Southern North Sea where mudstones dominate
and are interbedded with fine grained sandstones
The upper junction of the Sherwood Sandstone is apparently sharp and,
according to Geiger and Hopping (1968), 'unconformable across the whole
of the Southern North Sea Basin. Along the basin margin, particularly
in the southwest, the coarse-grained basal fades of the Woodhope
Formation (Elliot, 1961) and the Coiwick Formation (Warrington et
1980) overly the Nottingham Castle Formation disconformably.
Warrington (1970, 1974, 1980) considers that these sediments over-
lapped onto a barrier developed in the Nottingham-Derby area, which
temporarily separated the Southern North Sea Basin from the Midland
Basins. The generation of this barrier is generally related to the
Hardegsen earth movements which affected the Middle Buntsandstein of
Germany despite the marked absence of evidence for fault controlled
sedimentation along this margin.
The Sherwood Sandstone of the Southern North Sea Basin margin thus
constitutes a sand dominated wedge of sediments decreasing in grain
size and generally thickening northwards and eastwards across a gently
inclined, north-easterly orientated Triassic palaeoslope.
b. The Southern North Sea Basin
The Triassic stratigraphy of the Southern North Sea Basin is described
by Rhys (1974) and is broadly similar, at group level, to the scheme
of Warrington et al (1980) proposed for the onshore sequence.
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Two major groups are recognised. the lower, Bacton Group is equi -
valent to the Sherwood Sandstone Group, whilst the upper, Baisborough
Group, is equivalent to the Mercia Mudstone Group. The sequence is
terminated with the Winterton Formation which is broadly similar to
the Penarth Group.
In the basin centre, great lateral uniformity of sediments prevails
(Geiger and Hopping, 1968; Brennand, 1975). The Bacton Group is
divided into the Bunter Shale Formation overlain by the Bunter
Sandstone Formation. As with the onshore sequence there are no
palaeontoiogical grounds to identify the base of the Triassic in the
Southern North Sea and it is arbitrarily located at the base of the
Bunter Shale Formation which overlies basinal Zechstein carbonates.
The basal Bunter Shale Formation may therefore be partly or wholly
Permian in age and may be a lateral equivalent of the Permian
Saliferous Mans.
The Bunter Shale Formation is divisible into two distinct units. At
the base, the Brockelschiefer Member is essentially an argilaceous
sandstone which becomes more arenaceous towards the basin margins.
The Hewitt Sandstone is considered to be a local coarse—grained sandy
facies of the Brockelscbiefer fringing the London Platform (Cumming
and Wyndham, 1975). Anliydritic, red, calcareous mudstones with
ferruginous ooliths concentrated towards the top and referred to as
the Rogenstein Member constitutes the remainder of the Bunter Shale
Formation.
The succeeding Bunter Sandstone Formation is over 1000' thick in the
type well section (49/21-2) and totals some 2300' in the centre of the
basin (Brennand, 1975). Generally, the lower part of the sequence is
more argillaceous and probably corresponds to the cyclic units of
Smith (1974) described from the Middlesborough coast. In the western
part of the basin the sequence comprises a homogenous coarsening
upward sheet sand complex. In contrast, to the east, four major
cyclic events are recognised which can be correlated with the Triassic
sequence of northern Germany (Voipvichausen, Detfurth, Hardegsen and
Soiling). The Hardegsen earth movements can be recognised in the
eastern basin without difficulty but there is disagreement on the
validity of extending the effects of such movements westwards.
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Brennand (1975) suggests they can only be recognised in marginal areas
(around the Mid North Sea Highs and western basin margin) whilst
Geiger and Hopping (1968) suggest the effects took place basin wide.
2.4.2 (iv) The Central North Sea Basin north of the Mid North Sea Highs.
Triassic stratigraphy north of the Mid North Sea Highs is poorly
known. During the Triassic the Central North Sea formed part of a
vast intracratonic basin, separated from the Southern North Sea Basin
by the Mid North Sea High and extending from the Moray Firth in the
west to northern Denmark in the east (Fig. 2.4.8). This short summary
is based on the lithostratigraphical division of Deegan and Scull
(1977) in which three formations are recognised, in part time
equivalents but interdigitating to an unknown degree:
1. Skagerrak Formation
2. Smith Bank Formation
3. Cormorant Formation
Regional well studies suggest that the major source areas were to the
west (Scotland, Greenland) and to the east and north —east (Scandi-
navian Sheild). However, it is extremely difficult to correlate these
Triassic Formations between individual sub —basins because, as common
with other Triassic sequences, the sediments are highly oxidised and
diagnostic palynological suites are rare. The Skagerrak Formation
represents a thick sequence of marginal sediments comprising a complex
of conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and shales deposited along
the eastern side of the Central North Sea Basin (Iakobsson et .i,
1980). Over 1000 m have been proved in borehole sections (Wells
10/8-1 and 17/10-1, see Fig. 2.4.8) and further east some 3000 m is
suggested on the basis of seismic data. Westwards, the Skagerrak
Formation interdigitates with and progrades over the Smith Bank
Formation, which is considered to represent the basin centre distal
equivalents. The Smith Bank Formation essentially comprises a thick,
monotonous sequence of silty brick red mudstones with thin subordinate
sandstones. In the type well 15/26-1 some 2000' of the Smith Bank
Formation are present, which, according to Deegan and Scull (..p
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thickens towards the Viking Graben. Locally, important sandstone







































Member, for example, is a 70 in sandstone unit occurring in the Central
Graben (30/13-1). A similar sand dominated sequence is present in the
Maureen Field (16/29 block) at the southern end of the Viking Graben.
Here 300 in of sandstone is ascribed to a late Triassic age, and,
although no formal stratigraphic nomenclature has been applied to
these sediments (Taylor, 1978), they appear to be part of the Smith
Bank Formation. To the north, the suggested time equivalent of the
Smith Bank Formation is the Cormorant Formation (Deegan and Scull,
cit). This formation includes a wide variety of tectonically con-
trolled sediments which may reach 2000 in in thickness. Typically, the
Cormorant Pormation comprises fine to medium grained sandstones which
pass into coarser sandstones and conglomerates towards the East
Shetlands Boundary Fault (Iakobsson ç j,, 1980).
2.5	 SEDIMENTOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
2.5.1 Introduction
An interpretation of the depositional environment is an essential
pre-requisite in a diagenetic study to understand the early diagenetic
modifications produced by the influence of the depositional environ-
ment.
There are numerous well documented sedimentological interpretations of
Lower Triassic depositional environments in the sediments that accu-
mulated in those basins fringing the Atlantic margin during the
disintegration of Pangaea. For example, Hubert has worked extensively
on the Triassic Newark Group of the Eastern United States (see Hubert
al, 1978). Turner (1977) has published on the Triassic of South
Africa. In Spain several workers have investigated the Triassic
sediments in both the Central Plains and Cantabrian Mountains (see
Nagtagaal, 1978; Ramos and Sopena, 1983) whilst Lorenz (1976) examined
the Triassic of Morocco. A voluminous amount of literature exists on
the Triassic in both Italy (see Tongiorgi ç.t ],, 1977) and in Germany
(Mader, 1981). Lower Triassic clastics have also been studied in
northern Denmark (Pedersen and Anderson, 1979) and throughout the
North Sea (for example, Hewitt, 1975; Mork et al, 1981). In Britain
the lower Triassic has been studied in detail from a sedimentological
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point of view in Devon (Henson, 1970, 1971), Staffordshire (Steel and
Thompson, 1983), Cheshire (Thompson, 1969, 1970), Cumbria (Waugh,
1981) and in Western Scotland (Steel, 1977) . All these examples
consider fluvial prosses to have been responsible for tue deposition
of most of the Triassic sediments, although subordinate aeolian,
lacustrine, deltaic and marginal marine sediments may locally be
developed.
The intent of this section is not, however, to produce a rigorous
review of uluvial sedimentology. Rather, it briefly outlines several
basic sedimentological concepts on which an interpretation of the
depositional environment of the Sherwood Sandstone, and any variations
therein, can be based. Each of the sections included in the study are
described in detail and a sedimentological interpretation based on
lithologies, sedimentary structures and lithofacies associations is
presented for each study section. Descriptions of lithology and
sedimentary structures are accompanied by a detailed sedimentological
log, included as Enclosures 4 to 28. Detailed sedimentological
interpretations are then developed into a series of vertical profile
models which are used to compare variations in the early diagenetic
mineralogy and textures. Material for the diagenetic investigations
was, where ever possible, collected from boreholes. Interpretation of
sedimentary environments is particularly difficult from borehole
cores, so to maximise sedimentological information obtained from such
cores, in the absence of published detailed sedimentological interpre-
tations, outcrop studies were undertaken on adjacent or related
sections.
2.5.2 Fluvial Sedimentology
The literature on fluvial sedimentology is profuse. Following the
pioneering work of Leopold and Wolman (1957) there ensued and
explosion of research on fluvial systems and their ancient deposits
throughout the 1960's and 1970's. Initial studies concentrated on the
deposition of point bars in meandering rivers with the result that a
very elegant process-response model was developed for such sedimen-
tation (for a precis of the classical point bar model see Collinson,
in Reading, 1978). Braided streams received much less attention and
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were, by comparison to there meandering counterparts, not so well
understood. Studies of proglacial outwash provided most of the early
knowledge of the coarser grained, pebbly braided alluvium (see Jopling
and McDonald, 1975, for a variety of examples) whilst an appreciation
of the importance of sandy, low sinuosity braided rivers has gradually
developed through an accumulation of detailed studies on rivers such
as the Brabmaputa (Coleman, 1969), the Platte (Smith, 1970), the Tana
(Collinson, 1970) and the South Saskatchewan (Cant and Walker, 1978).
Fluvial sediment accumulates in three broad, interrelated environ-
ments, namely alluvial fans, braided rivers and alluvial plains (see
Reading, 1978). On the alluvial plains braided rivers are transi-
tional with meandering rivers. Alluvial fans are essentially
localised features with an acurate morphology centred on an apex,
flanking a mountain front where a drainage system emerges. Braided
rivers are usually confined between distinct valley or channel walls,
and cover most of the valley floor during flood. Alluvial plains
however, are much broader features, developed from drainage of
extensive glacial margins or from distal coalescence of alluvial fans
or braided rivers. Alluvial plains slope in one general direction and
during floods are only partially inundated with water and sediment.
However, during geological time, all parts of the plain become active
within a relatively short period. With the decrease in slope and
coarseness of load, braided systems typically grade into more mature,
meandering systems on the distal alluvial plain.
The classification of river channel development adopted in this thesis
follows that proposed by Rust (1978 a; see Fig. 2.5.1) which
recognises four morphological channel types based on sinuosity and a
measure of braiding intensity, the braiding parameter. Channel
sinuosity is defined as the ratio of thalweg length to valley length.
The braiding parameter is the number of braides per mean meander
wavelength (where the perimeter of the braid is defined by the mid
line of the channels surrounding each bar or island, whether or not
these channels contain water). Using this scheme straight channels
(single, low sinuosity), meandering channels (single, high sinuosity),
braided channels (multi, low sinuosity) and anastomising channels
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Terminology of the larger fluvial bedforms is at present somewhat
confusing. Bar is used in the following sections in the most general
sense as any exposed or slightly submerged positive morphological
element on the rive bed (see Smith, 1978). The type of bar that may
be present in a river channel varies considerably on water depth,
discharge, bed load, etc. Where possible fom field and core data more
specific interpretation of bar types is defined by the preceeding
descriptive term (e.g. point bar, longitudinal bar, transverse bar).
Hierarchy of bar development (bar and channel order) follows the
concepts developed by Williams and Rust (1969; see also Fig. 2.5.1).
2.5.3 Lithology and description of Facies
Sediments of the Sherwood Sandstone comprise gravel (conglomerates),
medium to very coarse pebbly sandstone, fine to medium sandstone,
argillaceous, fine—grained silty sandstones, silty mudrocks/mudrocks
and pedogenic carbonate. These sediments can be grouped into a series
of lithofacies associations on the basis of lithology and sedimentary
structures which are illustrated in plates 2.2 to 2.6.
Description of the various lithofacies is modified from Miall (1977,
1978; see Table 2.5.1).
Lithofacies A; Gravel
This lithofacies is divided into two subfacies, massive gravel (Am)
and stratified gravel (As). Massive gravel generally shows no
internal stratification except for crude horizontal bedding, imbri-
cation and poor grading (Plate 2.1). In contrast, stratified gravel
typically shows well developed trough or planar cross—bedding.
Textures within gravels may vary considerably from matrix support to
clast support, and some gravels exhibit a distinct bimodal grain size
distribution. Gravel beds occur only in the lower Sherwood Sandstone
and are usually concentrated in proximal, basin margin settings of the
Wessex Basin and Midlands.
Lithofacies B; Medium to coarse— g rained, Debblv sandstone
These sediments comprise the bulk of the Sherwood Sandstone in
Lithofacies	 Fades Code Sedimentary Structures 	 Interpretation
Am	 Massive gravel, crude horizontal	 Rapid dumping; lag deposits; longitudinal





Planar or trough cross bedding	 Longitudinal bar modifications channel Fills
Be	 Crude cross-bedding above an erosi- Basal erosive scour fills
y e scour; large pebbles, intraclasts
Medium to coarse
grained pebbly 	 Bp	 Planar cross-bedding	 Various bar forms; lower Flow regime
sandstone	 .
___________________ 
Rt	 Trough cross-bedding	 Dunes; bar modification; channel fills
Ce	 Low angled cross-bedding above an 	 Basal erosive scour fills
erosive scour;mudflake intraclasts
Cp	 Planar cross-bedding	 Various fluvial bar forms and analogous
Fine to medium	 .	 seolian deposits; bar modifications
CtTrough cross-bedding	 ________________________________________________
grained sandstone
Cl	 Horizontal lamination; primary	 Upper flow regime plane bed.
current lineation
Cr	 Asymnetrical current ripples of 	 Lover Flow regime ripp?es unuer want'ng
___________________ ____________ all types	 flow conditions
Dl	 Fine lamination; micaceous
Various waning flow conditions
Argillaceous very
	
Dr	 Current ripples of' all types inclu-
finegrained silty ____________ ding ripple drift; micaceous
	 _______________________________________________
sandstones
Dd	 Varous soft sediment deformation 	 Water escape structures
structures
____________________ Db	 Bioturbation; general mottling 	 Generally insect larvae burrowing activity
Em	 Massive mudrocks; no fissility;	 Basin centre sabkha deposits
abundant mudcracks
Silty mudrocks	
El	 Delicate lamination; fissility 	 Waning flow deposits association with
and mudrocks
interchannel ponds, lakes etc
ErVery small ripples
	 _______________________________________________
Eb	 Bioturbation; general mottling 	 Generally insect larvae burrowing in lake
muds
Fl	 Small scattered nodulaes forming 	 Incipient caicrete development
____________ less than 10 Z of the sediment 	 _____________________________________________
Large nodules forming up to 50 	 of
____________ the sediment
Carbonate
Pp	 Abundant nodules forming greater	 .
Increasing maturity of calcrete profile
____________ than_50__of_the_sediment
Fl	 Laminated and brecciated carbonate
crusts
Table 2.5.1	 Summary of lithofacies with associated Facies codes, sedimentary structures and depositional
interpretation.
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proximal settings. Most of these sandstones occur in cosets exceeding
0.5 m thickness, and locally up to 3 m thick, although the coarser
sands are frequently confined to the basal parts of fluvial wilts.
Three subfacies are distinguished on the basis of cross—bedding type
and intraclast content. At the base of fluvial units erosion surfaces
are commonly observed, above which subfacies Be, crudely cross—bedded
sandstone containing mudflake intrasts, is often present. Subfacies
Bp, dominated by planar cross—beds, is distinguished from subfacies
Bt, characterised by trough cross beds. All three subfacies may
contain extraformational pebbles in varying quantities (rare to
abundant) on forsets or as bed lags, and are therefore gradational
with bimodal grain size gravels with a sandy matrix.
Lithofacies C: fine to medium— g rained sandstone
The fine to medium—grained sandstones are similar in organisation to
their coarse—grained counterparts but characteristically lack extra—
formational pebbles. Sandstones with mudflake intraclasts (Ce) are
again often developed above basal erosion surfaces, and planar
cross—bedded sandstones (Cp) and trough cross —bedded sandstones (Ct)
are usually present. In addition, well developed horizoDtai stratifi-
cation (plane bed) with pimary current lineation (Cl) may be present.
The fine—grained sandstones may exhibit a variety of ripple forms (Cr)
and are frequently micaceous.
Lithofacies D: Ar g illaceous, very fine—g rained silty sandstones
A variety of sedimentary structures are typical of this lithofacies.
Thinly bedded, rippled very fine—grained sandstones (Dr) are typical,
although the sandstones may be finely laminated (Dl). In addition a
variety of soft sediment deformation features are often developed
(subfacies Dd, Plate 2.3). Extensive bioturbation or burrowing may
also be developed in this lithofacies (subfacies Db, Plate 2.4) as
well as in lithofacies E. Many of the thin sandstone beds exhibit
fining upward grain size profiles.
Lithofacies E; Silty mudrocks and mudrocks
Lithofacies E is a relatively minor component of the Sherwood
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Sandstone and occurs most frequently in distal, basin centre areas.
Typically mudrocks occur as thin cappings to the gravel or sand units,
particularly where a fining upward grain size profile is well
developed. More rarely, thick stacked intervals of mudrocks occur and
show considerable variation. Subfacies Em comprises massive mudrocks
without any discernible structure. More usually mudrocks are
laminated or contain small scale ripples (subfacies El, Er) and may
also be extensively bioturbated or burrowed (subfacies Eb). In some
cored sequences inudcracks and desiccation breccias were also
recognised.
Lithofacies F; Carbonate
At outcrop extensive carbonate concentrations are rare in the Sherwood
Sandstone (demonstrated in section 3.8 to be due to surface leaching)
although in contrast, in many cores examined in this study from the
Sherwood Sandstone a variety of carbonate cements and replacements are
common. As a result, the original presence of carbonate in the
Sherwood Sandstone has widely been underestimated.
This is quite surprising, because in Western Scotland, carbonates
interpreted as being of caicrete origin are well documented from the
New Red Sandstones (see Bruck • al, 1967; Steel, 1974 a). The author
was fortunate, however, to be able to examine these excellent
exposures on the Island of Raasay, Western Scotland, during 1979 and
1982. The general Triassic sedimentology of this area is described by
Steel (1974 b, 1975; see also section 2.2.3, page 62). The relevant
exposures occur on the western side of the island at Rudha na Leac (NG
597382) and on the southern tip of the island at Eyre (NG 5883443).
Triassic sediments on Raasay were deposited on the relatively passive
eastern margin of the Sea of Hebrides Basin (Steel, 1975). Essen -
tially the sequence comprises some 50 metres of conglomerate and
coarse sandstones, locally derived from the underlying Torridonian and
Durness Limestone, interpreted as alluvial fan debris flows and
braided stream deposits, which are overlain by a further 50 metres of
interbedded finer grained sandstones and mudrocks (up to 12 m thick)
considered to represent increasingly high sinuosity streams flowing
across a floodplain. In the upper 50 metres, a total of 8 inudrock
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units can be discerned. On close examination the mudrocks are seen to
be intensely bioturbated at several horizons, and on bedding planes an
intense network of interlocking and cross cutting horizontal to
inclined cylindrical burrows can be seen. Burrows vary between 0.5
and 1 cm in diameter and can be followed laterally for several
centimetres. These are interpreted as the burrows of insect larvae
which were able to thrive in the shallow, quiet, low energy pools.
Thin horizons of desiccation cracked and brecciated mudrock also
occur intimately asociated with these burrowed sediments. It appears
the broad floodplain environment was occasionally flooded, producing
ephemeral lakes or playas which remained wet long enough for insect
larvae to complete their life cycle, prior to drying. Towards the top
of each mudrock unit carbonate nodules occur in concentrations up to 2
metres thick, which on initial examination have a random appearance
(Plate 2.5 A). Closer inspection of these nodular horizons, however,
reveals the presence of prominant vertical pipes and nodular tubes,
particularly where the carbonate is well developed (Plate 2.5 B). In
addition distinct laminated and brecciated tops occur to the thicker
carbonate horizons, where local, thin laminar bands of cherty silica
also occur. These carbonate horizons have all the classic characte-
ristics of mature calcrete profiles (Goudie, 1973; Reeves, 1975). The
nodular vertical pipes and tubes are very similar to structures termed
rhizoliths by Kiappa (1980) and interpreted to be fossil root
features. Equally remarkable, is the presence of a coarse, sparry
carbonate cement in the gravels and coarse sandstones which tends to
occur towards the top of the fluvial units. This cement forms a
distinct rim around detrital pebbles and grains in addition to filling
larger pore spaces (Plate 2.5, d, e). Associated with this carbonate
cement are zones of cherty quartz. This carbonate cement in coarse
sandstones and gravels is also interpreted to be an early, calcrete
type development.
Examination of these well developed caicrete profiles in Western
Scotland allows the more poorly preserved carbonate horizons at
outcrop to be better understood and also allows a more detailed
interpretation of the carbonate horizons present In many of the cored
intervals. On the basis of the outcrops on Raasay and observations
made by Steel (1974) lithofacies F is divided into four subfacies
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based on texture and amount of carbonate present (see Plate 2.6):
Fl - incipient scattered small nodules forming less than
10% of the sediment
Fn - abundant larger nodules forming up to 50% of the
sediment
Fp - nodules and pipes forming more than 50% of the
sediment
Fl - laminated and brecciated carboaate crusts
2.5.4 Vertical Profile Models
With the accumulation of many well documented case histories of
fluvial systems, generalised facies models were errected for most
sedimentary environments (e.g. Walker, 1976) as norms against which
specific examples can be compared and as a means of making predictions
from a limited data base. However, increasingly detailed investi-
gations of both meandering and low sinuosity fluvial systems suggest
that the extreme complexity.and variability of fluvial sedimentation
make generalised fades models of limited value (see the introduction
and multitude of papers in Miall, 1978 and Collinson and Lewin, 1983).
The original simple distinction between facies developed from
meandering and low sinuosity braided rivers is no longer so clear.
Variation in facies association of stream deposits appears to
represent a geological continuum, and many studied river systems may
represent individual fluvial types.
A modification of the facies model approach, although based on the
same generalisations, was developed by Miall (1977; and later modi-
fied, 1978) and involved characterising the depositional environment
by distinctive vertical lithofacies associations. The vertical
profile, as illustrated in a classic paper by Visher (1965), is
particularly diagnostic in defining depositional environment. Miall
erected six vertical profile models on the basis of information from
modern sedimentary processes and ancient deposits to encompass all the
variability found in braided rivers as a basis for interpreting the
ancient record (Fig. 2.5.2). Each of the vertical profile models is
based on a particular river system and is intended to be used in a
similar sense to the fades model s,s, of Walker (1976). Gravel
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(90% gravel) and are distinguished from each other by the abundance of
debris flow deposits in the Troliheim type compared with fluvial,
longitudinal conglomerate bar deposits in the Scott type. The Donjek
model represents a mixed gravel—sand braided deposit with a well
organised cyclicity and differs from the South Saskatchewen type (see
Cant and Walker, 1978 for details) largely on the greater proportion
of gravel (typically 10 to 90% in the Donjek, less than 10% in the
South Saskatchewen). In the Platte model the dominant depositional
mode is a series of large transverse bars, contrasting with in channel
dunes and bars of the South Saskatchewen. The Bijou Creek Type model
is interpreted as a proximal, sandy braided river deposit, typified by
high energy flow conditions, developed in areas that lack a gravel
supply. Whilst the vertical profile model provides a useful working
framework, it also suffers from some of the problems of the fades
model approach, although to a lesser degree. For example, the
vertical profile model may only be applicable to a particular reach of
a river. Peter McCabe (pers. comm., 1982) has observed vertical
sectuences more typical of the Donjek or South Saskatchewen rivers in
the higher energy sections of the Platte River. Clearly, it is
important to specify which section of the river is being described
when applying the vertical profile model, and to document any lateral
variations.
In many tectonically active areas, marginal sedimentation is concen-
trated on alluvial fans. Depositional processes on active fan lobes
are dominated by debris stream flows. These fringing fanglomerations
pass laterally onto major alluvial plains where a variety of fluvial
systems may be developed. In turn, alluvial plain deposits gradually
give way to basin centre lacustrine or sabka sediments, or may pass
into coastal deltaic or shallow marine sediments. In a traverse
across an alluvial fan and alluvial plain towards a basin centre there
is usually a lateral (and also vertical, i.e. time) change in stream
type. Internal stratification in such a system is controlled by
proximal to distal changes in depositional processes. There are very
few published studies on lateral variability in individual fluvial
deposits (although see Smith, 1970 and 1971, who demonstrates a
transition from gravel to sand dominated reaches in the Platte River;
Williams and Rust, 1969 and Rust, 1978, who demonstrate similar
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changes in the Donjek River). Miall (1978) however, suggests that the
Scott, Donjek and South Saskatchewen (also perhaps the Platte)
vertical profile models may form a gradational proximal to distal
sequence in some ancient deposits.
Recent palaeogeographical reconstructions of the lower Triassic
sediments of Britain (see Audley—Charles, 1970, and Pattison et .j.,
1973) all illustrate the underlying theme that major rivers flowing
from the south transported larg volumes of coarse alluvium on a
northerly inclined palaeoslope to sedimentary sinks in the north east
and north west. Despite the potential shortcomings of a facies model
approach to a sedimentological investigation (outlined above, see also
Walker, 1976), the generalisations assumed in constructing a facies
model are not considered to undermine the requirements of this study.
In fact, such an approach seems particularly well suited to develop an
understanding of proximal to distal variations in the Sherwood
Sandstone and highlight differences that may play an important role in
the early diagenetic environment.
2.5.5 Sedimentology of the Sherwood Sandstone
Description of the sedimentology of the studied field sections and
cored intervals follows the organisation established in the section
describing the stratigraphy of the Sherwood Sandstone Group.
Continual reference to the relevant Enclosure for each study section
greatly facilitates following the sedimentological descriptions.
2.5.5 (i) The Wessex Basin
Access was gained to the Sherwood Sandstone cores of the }larchwood
borehole, drilled by the Institute of Geological Sciences, on the
eastern side of the Wessex Basin. To aid interpretation of the
sediinentology of this sequence a brief examination of the equivalent
sediments exposed on the western margin of the Wessex Basin in South
Devon was undertaken with Dr. A. Leonard of the University of Exeter.
2.5.5 (i)Section 1: The South Devon Basin margin
(Enclosure 3; Plate 2.7)
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A. Descrip tion of the sediments
Despite good coastal exposures and several large accessible inland
quarries, the lower Triassic sediments of South Devon have received
remarkably little serious attention. Laming (1966, 1969 and 1983)
gives them brief consideration in his studies of the New Red Sandstone
of Devon, whilst Henson (1970), although completing a Ph.D on the
Triassic sediments of South Devon, did little more than ascribe them
to fluvial sediments of a flood plain complex.
The basal contact of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds with tile
underlying Littleham Mudstone is sharp and erosive where exposed on
the coast. Some 20 metres of the pebble beds are exposed in the
vertical sea cliff, of which around 80% is composed of gravel
(Enclosure 4). A similar sequence is exposed in several inland
quarries, the best of which is Foxenlioles Quarry, West Hill, Otter
St.Mary (Plate 2.7). The gravel beds are in general disorganised and
clast supported. Pebble imbrication is common and, locally, low
angled cross—stratification and crude fining upward trends can be
recognised. Thick gravel beds (up to 3 m) are composed of smaller
units, about a metre in thickness, which can be recognised by the
crude grading, scour surfaces and channels (Plate 2.7, A, B). Scour
surfaces are often marked by 'cobble pavements' and large mudstone
blocks over 0.5 metres in size. Channels are most clear where they
cut down into cross—bedded sand units (Plate 2.7, B). Scour surfaces
are usually horizontal and can be traced for considerable distances
laterally, both perpendicular to the palaeoflow direction (Plate 2.7
A) and parallel to it (Plate 2.7, C).
Intercalated with these gravels are several units of medium to
coarse—grained, cross—bedded pebbly sandstones in which the pebble
content varies from very few to abundant. Two broad distinct types of
sandbody can be recognised:
(1) Lens shaped pebbly sand units which vary in thickness
from 0.5 metres to 1 metre and may grade laterally into
beds of crudely cross—bedded gravel (Plate 2.7 C).
Cross—bedding is quite steep and is often at varying
angles to the main northerly palaeoflow direction. These
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sandbodies occur throughout the pebble bed sequence.
(2) Laterally extensive, sheet like units (usually with few
pebbles) up to 2 metres thick. These sandbodies typically
have planar basal surfaces although they also infill
shallow scours. Cross-bedding is low angled and locally
grades laterally into plane bedding with primary current
lineation. These sandbodies tend to occur towards the top
of the pebble beds.
Mudstone is extremely rare in the sequence. A sandbody of type (1)
fines upwards into a thin, laterally impersistent red mudstone up to
20 cm thick in Foxenholes Quarry (Plate 2.7 A). No mudcracking was
observed in this mudstone. Bowever, intraclasts of red and green
mudstone are common throughout the sequence and attest to the fact
that mudrocks were originally much more widespread.
The top of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds is marked by a major
deflation surface (for details see Leonard et al, 1983). This surface
is difficult to examine at Foxeniioles Quarry but is well exposed on
the coast and on the dip slope marking the top of the pebble beds on
Woodbury Common. Wind faceted ventifacts and polished rolled pebbles
are abundant. Overlying this deflation surface the Otter Sandstones
crop out variably along the coast between Budleigh Salterton and
Sidmouth, and inland along the Otter Valley. The thickness is
difficult to measure in these outcrops but Benson (1971) quotes a
figure of 118 m at Otter St.Mary. The sequence drawn in Enclosure 4
is a composite from several localities.
At Budleigh Salterton on the coast the deflation surface is overlain
by 5 metres of medium-grained sandstone, the lower portion of which is
yellow and exhibits large scale, low angled asymptotic cross-bedding.
Two exosively based, fining upwards sand bodies complete the section.
The lower fining upwards unit is capped by rippled mudstones, and the
base of the overlying sand is loaded into these uiudstones. Mudflake
intraclasts are common along foresets. This style of sandbody
characterises much of the Otter Sandstones in the Budleigh Salterton
East Cliff and Otter Valley sections. A distinct cyclicity is
developed, beginning with an erosively based medium to locally coarse
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grained, (rarely pebbly) sandstone, fining to a fine grained, locally
rippled sandstone, and occasionally silty mudstone. Erosive bases are
usually planar to gently widulose with little evidence of channelling.
Cross—bedding is invariably present. Sets are typically 1 to 2 metres
in thickness, and occasional reactivation surfaces can be recognised.
These foresets are frequently crowded with mudflakes, usually concen-
trated towards the base of individual units. Rarely, plane beds with
primary current lineation are developed. One of the most striking
features, particularly in the Otter Valley, is the presence of
vertical and branching tubes of non—ferroan calcite, and patchy
nodular calcite cementation. In some instances the tubes may be up to
1.5 metres long, and when examined in detail have a nodular, almost
intestinal appearance (Plate 2.6). Elsewhere the carbonate cement
occurs in laminae parallel to the cross—bedding foresets or is
concentrated along fractures.
Further to the east, higher in the section, at Ladram Bay and Sidmouth
Bay, the Otter Sandstones exhibit a tendency to develop larger, more
complex sandbodies, often in excess of 5 metres in thickness.
Internal stratification comprises both tabular cross—beds concentrated
at the base of units, separated by undulose bounding surfaces, and
large scale trough cross—bedding. Large channels are typically filled
with trough cross—bedding, the size of individual sets decreasing
upwards. Thick units of plane beds with primary current lineation
occur locally and may pass laterally into tabular bedded units. Thin
mudrock layers are occasionally preserved above the sandstones and
contain small dark nodules up to 10 cm in diameter. In weathered
outcrops observation of structures in mudrocks is difficult, but some
appear to be laminated. At Sidinouth, towards the top of the Otter
Sandstones, mudrock intercalations become more significant and reach 2
metres in thickness, containing thin, erosively based, fine—grained
sandstones. In these eastern outcrops, carbonate cement is common and
tends to be concentrated in the coarser sandstones. The overlying
mudrocks of the Mercia Mudstone Group contain geodes of quartz.
B. Interpretation of the sequence
Benson (1971), on the basis of the coaraness of the Budleigh Salterton
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Pebble Beds and the general lack of 'overbank' strata considered it to
represent the deposit of a low sinuosity, high braided stream
developed on the surface of a piedmont fan. Considerable refinement
can be made to this interpretation. The overall dominance of gravelly
and pebbly sandstones suggests strong affinities with the Scott Type
profile model of Miall (1978). A relatively high angle of slope is
suggsted by the high gravel to sand ratio. The poorly sorted, poorly
organised gravels are interpreted as longitudinal or medial bars
deposited in a major braided channel with a high water discharge and
high sediment concentration in the flows. Braiding parameter is
considered to be high. Unfortunately, insufficient detail was
recorded to recognise any internal structure variations in these bars
(see Bluck, 1976, 1979). The associated pebbly sandbodies of type (1)
are considered to represent falling stage modifications developed in
the lee of the larger, longitudinal bars, or the flow of sand ma
channel around the edge of a bar at low discharge. Sandbodies of
association (2) are interpreted as migration of in—channel sand waves
and dunes in adjacent parts of the river reach during varying water
discharge conditions.
Superimposition of the various sandbodies reflects progradation and
retreat of whole reaches of the river system with time. Mud
accumulated in quiet pools in the lee of the larger bars and became
coherent enough to be eroded and transported as intracaists. It is
difficult to speculate on whether the river system was ephemeral or
only had seasonal variations in discharge. ilenson (1971) records
inudcracks in the thin mudstone units but these were not observed by
the author.
The deflation surface at the top of the pebble beds clearly marks a
major break in sedimentation. The well developed ventifacts suggest a
prolonged period of deflation with little or no sand accumulation,
although it is impossible to estimate the length of time involved.
However, the presence of a lengthy break in sedimentation does
indicate that the overlying Otter Sandstones were deposited from a
different fluvial system to the pebble beds.
There is clearly some variation in the fluvial environment of the
Otter Sandstones. Gravel is absent and the system is dominated by
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sand, organised into small packages in the lower part of the sequence
and more complex units higher in the sequence. Benson (1971) also
recognised a similar two fold division, although based on different
criteria, and suggested a lower, shallow water high braided system
developed on the fan surface of the pebble beds overlain by a larger
channel complex as distal areas of the pebble bed fan aggraded. A
slightly different interpretation is invoked here. The Otter Sand-
stones are considered to represent the deposits of a major fluvial
system developed to the east in the centre of the Wessex Basin,
younger in age and independent of the pebble bed system. The
medimn-grained, fining upward sandstone units of the lower part of the
section are interpreted as being deposited as transverse bars in a
distal, basin edge low sinuosity, braiding river system. Major
channels were not developed and a relatively low braiding parameter is
envisaged. The upper part of the Otter Sandstones exposed at Ladram
Bay saw the development of major channel complexes on a widespread
alluvial plain, probably derived from the southeast. Deeper channels
were filled with dunes during flood stages and are preserved by the
aggradation of major transverse bars during falling stages. Shallow,
high energy, upper flow regime water on the tops of these migrating
transverse bars resulted in the deposition of plane beds until waning
water flow prevented sand movement. Interchannel fine sediments were
largely removed by contemporary channel erosion and were only infre-
quently preserved. The cliffs at the top of the Otter Sandstone at
Sidmouth Bay may represent a more mature river system. Deposits of
fine-grained alluvial flood plain sediment become more abundant and
the overlying Mercia Mudstones contain quartz geodes interpreted as
replacements of nodular anbydrite (Tucker, 1976), suggesting an inland
evaporitic playa environment. No lateral accretion surfaces were
recognised in the sandstones, but the presence of extensive fine
grained flood plain sediment does suggest the river may have had a
higher sinuosity. Sedimentary structures indicate the major depo-
sitional bedform was still large migrating transverse bars, vertically
stacked during channel aggradation. The association of moderately
braiding channels and widespread interchannel flood plain sediments
suggests a landscape of low relief developed in an intra-continental
basin. Playa lake deposits of the Mercia Mudstone Group conformably
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overlie these flood plain sediments.
2.5.5 (i)Section 2: The Marchwood Borehole
(StJ 39911 118; Enclosure 5; Fig. 2.5.3, Plate 2.8 A, B)
A. Description of the sediments
The Marchwood Borehole was drilled by the Institute of Geological
Sciences during 1979 and 1980 as part of a programme to assess the
potential geothermal energy resources of the United Kingdom (see Scott
and Senior, 1980, for background; Downing et al, 1984, for details) on
the eastern side of the Wessex Basin. The borehole penetrated the
Sherwood Sandstone between 5504' (1666 in) and 5649' (1725 in) giving a
total core thickness of 145' (59 metres). A detailed sedimentological
log is included as Enclosure 5 and representative core pieces are
illustrated in Plate 2.8A and 2.8B. The sequence exhibits consi-
derably more variation than the corresponding section at outcrop in
Devon, although the same twofold division into a lower conglomerate
unit and an upper sand dominated unit can be recognised.
The lower unit, between 5559' 6" and 5649', comprises gravel beds and
coarse—grained pebbly sandstones interbedded with medium—grained,
cross—bedded sandstones, fine sandstones, and silty mudstones with
well developed carbonate nodules. Gravel and coarse, pebbly sandstone
are concentrated in the basal part of the lower unit (below 5622'),
constituting around 80% of this cored interval. The gravels are too
coarse to enable bedding structure to be recognised in the core,
although, occasionally, crude imbrication can be discerned. Cobbles
are generally well rounded and exhibit sphaeroidal weathering (Plate
2a). In the core a rapid vertical transition from gravel to
cross—bedded pebbly sandstone is occasionally seen constituting a
crude fining upward cycle, but in general the conglomerate units do
not exhibit uniform variations in grain size. Cobbles and pebbles
comprise a variety of haematite stained siltstones, fine sandstones,
commom cherty limestone, hard mudstones and lesser quantities of
volcanic/metamorphic rock types. Interbedded with these conglomeratic
beds several horizons of pebble free, medium—grained, cross—bedded
sandstones which generally abruptly overlie the conglomerates,
although a sand matrix often percolates down into the underlying
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conglomerate. Thin, fine sandstone and silty mudstones rarely occur
on top of the conglomerate.
Finer grained sediments become much more important in the upper part
of the lower unit (5559' to 5612'). Laminated mudstone, silty
mudstone and fine sandstone comprise some 45% of the sequence. The
fine sandstones typically occur as thin fining upward units, between 4
to 10 inches in thickness, usually with a sharp base. Ripple bed
forms are common, often showing evidence of drift (see Plate 2.4).
The sandstones fine upwards into silty mudstones, or more rarely, dark
red pure mudstones. Characteristic of these mudstones and silty
mudstones is the presence of small, usually cylindrical horizontal and
vertical burrows (see Plate 2.4 and 2.8A) with rounded bases con-
taining structureless or laminated sand infillings. More rarely
horizontal sand filled burrows with a distinct wall structure or
meniscus packing of sediment occur associated with the commoner
burrows. Also associated with these finer grained sediments are
abundant carbonate nodules and cements. Carbonate may occur as
scattered, isolated nodules up to 2' in diameter (lithofacies Fi) or
as concentrations of much larger nodules (lithofacies Fn) the width of
the core diameter. Eventually, with the coalescene of carbonate
nodules, the replacive carbonate becomes so abundant that the develop-
ment of crudely laminated crusts results (lithofacies Fl). Elsewhere
replacive carbonate cements are abundant and completely occlude all
porosity in sandstones. That these carbonate crusts developed pene-
contemporaneously is shown by the presence of large fractures filled
with sand from the overlying unit (Plate 2.8).
In addition to the fine—grained sediments in this interval there are
several coarse—grained sandbodies. Each of these begins with a sharp,
erosive base, and may have a conglomeratic lag along the base.
Mudflake intraclasts are also concentrated along the base but also
occur scattered on foresets. These major sandbodies reach up to 5
feet in thickness and exhibit well developed cross—bedding. In
general, a crude fining upwards profile is developed in that the basal
unit distinctly contains small pebbles and coarse sand, whilst the top
is usually gradational with fine sandstones or silty mudstones.
Carbonate cement is extensive in most of the sandstones.
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The upper part of the cored interval, between 5504' and 5559', forms
an overall coarsening upward unit with coarse grained sandstones
gradually increasing in grain size into a conglomerate dominated
sequence. Sandstone bodies are complex and reach up to 9' in
thickness. Well developed cross-bedding is usually developed above a
basal erosion surface (Plate 2.8B), whilst scattered pebbles and
mudflake intraclasts occur aligned on foresets. Carbonate cement is
abundant throughout these sandstones, frequently occurring in bands
paralleled with the cross-bedding (Plate 2.8B). At several horizons
however, extremely porous and friable sandstones occur where carbonate
cement is absent. Above 5525' to the top of the cored interval,
conglomerate dominates over sandstones. These conglomerates contrast
markedly with the conglomerates of the basal gravel beds. They are
considerably finer grained, better sorted and exhibit grading and well
developed low angled cross-bedding. Although clast supported, coarse
sand usually provides a matrix. Coarse, cross-bedded pebbly sand-
stones are interbedded with, and usually overlie, conglomerate units.
Pebbles comprise a variety of quartz and feldspar-rich rock fragments
with a granitic, metamorphic or vein appearance. Carbonate cement is
again abundant and many conglomerats are totally cemented. In
addition, carbonate nodules frequently occur in these coarse
sandstones and conglomerates, often being concentrated beneath erosive
bases.
At three horizons between the sandbodies and conglomerates thick
developments (2' to 3') of silty mudrock occur, whilst silty mudrocks
also occur above several other sandstone wilts. These finer grained
sediments exhibit well developed lamination and current ripples. Fine
lenses are also common and may preserve ripples too. Locally the
laminations are disrupted and broken into angular fragments suggesting
the presence of desiccation cracks. As in the associated sandstones,
carbonate nodules are common. Isolated nodules typically begin low in
the thicker mudrock intervals, becoming more abundant upwards,
coalescing to form virtually continuous carbonate sheets.
B. Interpretation of the cored intervals
Unfortunately, both the base and top of the Sherwood Sandstone in the
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Marchwood borehole were not cored. however, gamma ray and sonic
wireline logs suggest that the basal conglomerates continue a further
11' to 5660' where they are considered to unconformably overlie
Devonian sediments. The critical interval at the top of these
conglomerates (between 5612' and 5622') was similarly not recovered,
so that the maximum thickness of basal conglomerates could reach 48'.
The basal conglomerates show many features remarkably similar to the
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds. Cross—bedding is apparently absent or
poorly developed. The gravels are poorly sorted and disorganised. A
similar depositional environment to that of the Budleigh Salterton
Pebble Beds is therefore envisaged for this basal unit. The gravels
are interpreted as major longitudinal bars in a large braided channel
reach. Associated cross—bedded sandstones may represent flow of sand
in channels around the edge of the larger gravel bars during falling
stage or migration of sandbodies over subaqueous gravel bars during
falling stage. The thin mudstone preserved between gravel bars could
have been deposited in a variety of sub—environments in the lee of the
larger bars. Accordixig to Knox	 (1984) the dominant cobble
lithologies are similar to the underlying Devonian sediments
suggesting a local source for this coarse alluvium.
A major change in sedimentary processes clearly took place following
deposition of the basal conglomertes. In the overlying unit (5559' to
5612') fine grained sediments constitute 45% of the sequence. The
preservation of thick silty mudstone sequences, with abundant burrows1
and desiccation cracks strongly suggests deposition in ephemeral lakes
on a wide alluvial plain. The burrows are considered to be those of
insect larvae (see Pollard, 1981) and they indicate that lakes (or
inland Playas) were developed long enough for insect larvae to
complete their life cycle. Nodular carbonates and coarse cements are
interpreted as well developed calcretes. At least four caicrete
events can be recognised in this interval and suggest sediment rates
were slow. A wide, low lying alluvial plain with temporary playa
lakes is envisaged as the dominant environment during the upper part
of the lower unit. The interbedded thick sandstone intervals probably
represent isolated channels that migrated across this alluvial plain.
It is difficult to specify the type of channel on the basis of core
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material alone. Two interpretations seem possible.
A. They represent the distal equivalents of the basal conglomerates
as the source area was gradually eroded and the coarse detritus
receeded.
B. They are unrelated to the underlying gravel beds and represent
a mature river developed on the alluvial plain. The preserva-
tion of thick sequences of fines within the inverval suggests
they represent single channels separated by "overbank" or
non-channel areas. Thin, erosively based, fining upward
sandstones overlying these thick sandstone units are considered
to represent crevasse splay type sands deposited in the adjacent
playa lakes.
The upper interval, generally coarsening upwards from 5559' to 5504',
is considered to represent rejuvenation and progradation of a new,
major fluvial system across the wide alluvial plain. The distinct,
feldspathic mineralogy (see section 2.7.2) and dominance of igneous
and metamorphic rock fragments support a different source area to the
underlying locally derived sediments. Mudrocks and fine sandstones
decrease in importance up the sequence and this is paralleled with an
increase in the proportion of conglomerate.
Thick (up to 9') coarse, cross-bedded sandstones in the lower part of
this coarsening upwards unit must represent major channels filled with
large bedforms, presumably bars and dunes. Channels are stacked in
groups of two or three, and show a general fining upwards grain size
profile. Well sorted, cross-bedded gravels of the upper 20' of the
cored interval are typically overlain by cross-bedded pebbly coarse
grained sandstones suggesting a genetic association. This is inter-
preted as fluctuation in discharge in the river channel. The
cross-bedded gravels in such an interpretation would form as sub-
aqueous bars under flood conditions whilst the pebbly sandstones would
represent falling stage modifications to the large gravel bars or in
channel dunes formed under low flow conditions.
Examination of the wireline logs for the Marchwood borehole shows that
sandstone continues to 5467' which is taken as the top of the Sherwood
Sandstone. An overlying interval of interbedded sandstone and mudrock
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persists until 5332' and is termed the 'Waterstones Equivalent' by the
Deep Geology Unit of I.G.S.. The 'Waterstones' is a term strictly
applicable to the Midlands succession and has no apparent equivalent
in South Devon. The thickness of the Sherwood Sandstone may perhaps
therefore be extended to 328' (100 m) instead of the currently
accepted 193' (59 m).
2.5.5 (ii) The Western Fault Basins
a. The Midland Basins
Three cores through the lower Sherwood Sandstone of the Stafford Basin
(Playground No. 9, Allotment No. 1 and Marston No. 1) all drilled by
the National Coal Board, were logged in detail prior to sampling. The
cores include sections through the basal unconformity with underlying
Carboniferous sediments, the Littleworth Beds and the Channock Chase
Formation (formerly Bunter Pebble Beds and Bunter Upper Mottled
Sandstones). There is currently no published sedimentological des-
cription of the Littleworth Beds so in addition these were examined at
the type locality around the village of Littleworth, Rugeley. The
Channock Chase Formation was examined in several Blue Circle Quarries
in the vicinity of Huntington, Rugeley and Market Drayton, although
excellent detailed studies of the same sediments 10 miles to the north
around Stoke—On—Trent have recently been published by Steel and
Thompson (1983) and are used as a basis for interpreting the cores
through the Channock Chase Formation. In addition three I.G.S.
boreholes from the Hinckley Basin were briefly examined as part of the
study.
2.5.5 (ii) a. 1. The Stafford Basin
This deep, elongate basin separates the Worcester Graben from the
Cheshire Basin to the north and is generally considered as the main
axial valley system through which rivers depositing the Sherwood
Sandstone flowed (Audley—Charles, 1970; Pattison et al, 1973; Steel
and Thompson, 1983). The eastern margin of the basin is fault
controlled and the Sherwood Sandstone abuts against the South
Staffordshire Coalfield Horst. Along the western margin the Sherwood
Sandstone spills over several north—east trending basement horsts
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which project into the basin (Fig. 2.4.3).
2.5.5 (ii) a Section 4: The Littleworth Beds: outcro p exposures and_Play-
g round Borehole No. 9
((N.C.B.) SI 397312; Enclosure 6; Fig. 2.5.4; Plates 2.9 and 2.10)
The Littleworth Beds rest everywhere on eroded and folded Carboni-
ferous sediments with a distinct unconformity infilling Carboniferous
topography. They are generally only some 10 metres thick, but
locally, in the vicinity of contemporary faults, amount to 50 metres
in thickness, as in the vicinity of the Playground boreholes. The
Playground Boreholes formed part of a project of shallow drilling to
document the regional base of the Triassic and prove rest water
levels.
A. Description of the outcrop section (Plate 2.9)
Good exposures of the Littleworth Beds occur off the A460 on a minor
road just outside the village of Littleworth (SK 015 121). Here some
8 metres the Littleworth Beds are exposed (Plate 2.9) essentially
perpendicular to the palaeoflow. Palaeocurrent readings on the larger
forests suggest a general flow to the north—west and north—east.
Lithologically, the Littleworth Beds comprise medium to coarse—grai-
ned, pebbly sandstones, buff white in colour. Pebbles vary from being
almost absent to abundant, locally forming matrix supported conglo-
merate. Mudflake intraclasts are also abundant and are concentrated
along foresets.
Two types of cross—bedding appear to be present. Towards the base of
the exposure, tabular cross sets, asymptotic towards the base lie
above sub—planar, gently undulose erosion surfaces. Individual cosets
vary between 1 and 1.5 metres in height, but the tops of the foresets
are invariably eroded. Reactivation surfaces are common in the pebbly
sandstones. In addition, wedge shaped cross—beds, which in sections
perpendicular to the palaeoflow exhibit trough cross bedding, occur
towards the top of the outcrop (Plate 3).
A similar section, but essentially paralleled to palaeoflow, is
exposed 1 km to the north in a quarry cutting behind Littleworth
village (SI 019 123). Here the section is dominated by a sequence of
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four, stacked, laterally persistent cosets (approximately 1 to 5 m
thick) separated by subplanar, gently undulose erosion surface.
Internal cross—beds are tabular with asymptotic bases. Pebbles and
mudflake intraclasts are again commonly concentrated as lags at the
bases of cosets and along foresets.
B. Descrip tion of the cored interval, Playground No. 9 Borehole
(Enclosure 6; Fig. 2.5.4; Plate 2.10)
A very similar section to the outcrop is recorded in the Playground
No. 9 borehole. Unfortunately, after the core had been logged and
sampled, it was discarded prior to representative pieces being
collected for photography. Hence the core pieces in Plate 2.10 were
selected from the discarded core to illustrate lithology and sedi-
mentary structures only. No reliable depths are known.
Coring finished at 56.1 metres due to the presence of large pebbles.
As a result, the basal contact with the underlying Carboniferous was
not cored. The borehole was drilled close to a normal fault and,
according to N.C.B. records (R. Hoare and I. Whitworth, pers. comm.,
1981) the basal contact is here faulted. Indeed several steep
fracture zones cut the core. Samples were taken at 5 feet intervals
during percussion drilling below 56.1 metres and indicate the lower
beds are coarse—grained, pebbly sandstones.
In the cored interval the Littleworth Beds comprise a sequence, some
47 metres in thickness, dominated by buff to white coloured, medium to
coarse—grained, pebbly sandstones (lithofacies B, see Plate 2.9 and
Enclosure 5). True conglomerate is rarely developed, although pebbles
become abundant as basal logs above erosion surfaces and are often
concentrated along foresets. A variety of extraformational pebble
types are present, typically metamorphic or igneous in origin, but
also including fine grained carbonate clasts. Green mudflake intra -
clasts are similarly common. The sequence is well cross—bedded
throughout. Above each basal erosion surface and pebbly lag, planar
cross—bedded sets are well preserved. Occasionally trough cross—beds
can be discerned in the upper part of the unit, and micaceous
horizontally bedded horizons are also present, although primary
current lineation was rarely noted.
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Well developed rhythmic fining upward cycles are not developed. The
planar cross—bedded sandstones are usually medium to coarse—grained
and only rarely is a fining upward profile, culminating with fine
sandstones or green mudrocks, present.
C.Interpretation of the outcro p and Playground Borehole sections
The studies of the outcrop section clearly indicate the Littleworth
Beds represent relatively high energy fluvial deposits. The wedge
shaped cosets of planar and trough cross—stratified sandstone are
interpreted as large migrating sandwaves, whilst the planar cosets
above a gently undulose horizontal erosion surface were probably
deposited as larger, more laterally extensive first order transverse
bars. Common reactivation surfaces and pebble concentrations along
basal surfaces of cosets suggest fluctuations of discharge. The.
development of primary current lineation on the surface of plane beds
probably reflects upper flow regime conditions produced as a result of
shallowing on tops of bar surfaces during falling stage.
A similar interpretation seems valid for the Playground Borehole.
There is no overall grain size, sedimentary or lithological trend
apparent through the cored interval to suggest changes in depositional
environment throughout the sedimentation of the Littleworth Beds.
Thus, the environment of deposition envisaged for the Littleworth Beds
is a proximal braided river flowing down a generally northerly
inclined alluvial palaeoslope. Bedforms in the channel reach were
dominated by migrating sandwaves and cross—channel (transverse) bars.
Variation in discharge rate is recorded by pebbly reactivation
surfaces.
2.5.5 (ii) a. 1. Section 5: Allotment Borehole
((N.C.B.) SI 394326; Enclosure76; Fig. 2.5.5; Plate 2.11)
A. Description of the cored interval
The Channock Chase Formation in the Allotment No. 1 Borehole was
proved to a depth of 154.8 metres, resting unconformably on Carboni-
ferous Keele Beds, although only some 90 metres of core were
recovered. The quality of this, however, was excellent, allowing a
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detailed sedimentological log to be constructed (Enclosure 7).
The lower 87 metres (67.7 m to 154.8 m) is dominated by coarse gravels
(85% lithofacies A) interbedded with coarse—grained, pebbly sandstones
(15% lithofacies B), ascribed to the Conglomerate Member (Bunter
Pebble Beds) of the Channock Chase Formation, and appears to consti-
tute an overall coarsening upwards sequence. At the base of the
Conglomerate Member are some 3.5 metres of pebbly, cross—bedded
coarse—grained red sandstones. Pebbles include a wide variety of
extraformational types and reach up to 1 cm in diameter. These pebbly
sandstones are overlain by a variety of coarse gravels. Describing
sedimentary textures and fabrics from such gravels is particularly
difficult in cores when the cobble diameter approaches the diameter of
the core. However, an attempt has been made to illustrate variation
in clast size and conglomerate texture on the sedimentological log
(Enclosure 7).
In general, the gravels are poorly sorted, typically possessing a
coarse to medium sand matrix, and locally, exhibiting a distinct
bimodal grain size distribution. Coarse gravels, with cobbles up to
13 cm in diameter, appear less well organised than the finer grained
gravels, although this may be a function of studying only core
material. Imbrication and grading can clearly be recognised in the
finer grained gravels (see Plate 2.11) and there is often a suggestion
of crude horizontal bedding. Gravel units are regularly vertically
stacked on top of each other (distinct units being recognised on the
basis of abrupt changes in grain size and the presence of distinct
erosion surfaces) such that up to 10 m of continuous gravel is
developed.
The interbedded, coarse—grained pebbly sandstones may overlie the
gravels with an abrupt, sharp contact (interpreted to be erosional) or
may grade downwards into the underlying gravels, The upper contact
with the overlying gravels is invariably sharp and considered to be
erosional. Typically, these coarse sandstones exhibit planar, rela -
tively high angled, cross—bedding.
More rarely, particularly towards the top of the conglomerate se-
quence, medium to fine—grained, often highly micaceous sandstones are
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interbedded with the gravels (lithofacies C, eg 83.3 m to 82 m and 77
m to 75.8 m). These micaceous sandstones are characterised by
horizontal bedding, which typically shows primary current lineation on
bedding surfaces. Lithofacies D and E are absent throughout the
conglomerates as distinct beds, although mudflake intraclasts are
common as large, angular blocks in the conglomerates and also occur
concentrated along foresets and as lags in the pebbly sandstones.
The upper part of the cored interval in the Allotment borehole (11.0 m
to 67.7 m) is devoid of conglomerate except as thin basal lags above
erosion surfaces, and on this basis is arbitrarily assigned to the
Sandstone Member (Bunter Upper Mottled Sandstones) of the Channock
Chase Formation. The 50 metres of core taken are dominated by medium
to coarse—grained, frequently pebbly, sandstones (lithofacies B and
C). Pebble content gradually decreases up the sequence, until in the
upper 25 metres pebbles are absent and lithofacies C is dominant.
In general, fining upward grain size profiles are not well developed.
Above an erosion surface, often with a basal pebble or mudflake
intraclast lag, planar or trough cross—bedded medium to coarse—grained
sandstones are developed in cosets typically 2 to 3 metres in
thickness, occasionally thicker. Internal minor erosion surfaces are
present which probably represent reactivation. Rarely, the medium to
coarse—grained sandstones do exhibit a fining upward grain size trend,
and horizontally bedded or rippled fine sandstones and silty muds tones
are preserved (see Enclosure 6; 60.5 m, 39 m to 40 m and 25.5 m to 26
m; Plate 2.11). At one horizon (25.8 m) cross—bedding and ripples in
these fine—grained sandstones are contorted and deformed.
Carbonate cement occurs with a rather erratic and patchy distribution
throughout the cored interval. In the conglomerate units there is a
tendency for carbonate to be concentrated in the coarser grained basal
parts of individual units, although several examples of carbonate
occurring elsewhere in units could be cited. Locally carbonate
becomes very abundant and tightly cements the conglomerates or
sandstones.
There is also an interesting colour variation in the core. For the
most part the sandstones and conglomerates are coloured red. Rowever,
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at several intervals, particularly in the uppermost 30 metres of the
core, thin horizons occur which have been leached white in colour.
Similar horizons occur lower in the section, although much more
sporadically.
B. Interpretation of the cored interval
Steel and Thompson (1983) describe, in detail, outcrop sections
through the Channock Chase Formation 10 miles to the north of the
Allotment Borehole. Using the results of their work it is possible to
interpret the sequence in the Allotment borehole.
In summary, Steel and Thompson (
	
çj) envisaged the sediments of the
Channock Chase Formation as being deposited in low sinuosity braided
river channels and interpret thick sequences of horizontally strati-
fied gravel as proximal longitudinal bar deposits. They also recog-
nise upward coarsening sequences in which horizontally bedded conglo-
merates overlie cross-bedded conglomerates, which are interpreted as
two-tier structured longitudinal or mid-channel bars, with a sub-
aqueous bar platform and an upper emergent (at low flow stage) bar
supraplatform. Superimposition of the two fades represents migration
of the supraplatform over the bar platform during flood, the bar
platform itself migrating by downstream accretion into the channel
pool. The interbedded pebbly sandstones and finer sediments, much
more quantitatively subordinate than the gravels, are considered to
represent the migration of in-channel sandwaves and dunes during
conditions of varying discharge and a variety of falling stage
modifications to the larger bedforms.
The rare occurrences of lithofacies D and E (either Steel and
Thompson's nomenclature or this nomenclature) are interpreted in terms
of falling stage and waning current velocities, with deposition
occurring initially as dunes, followed by gradual cessation of flow
and the development of a still water pooi in which suspended material
settled.
In the Allotment borehole, the basal 3.5 metres of cross-bedded pebbly
sandstone are here ascribed to the initiation of the braided river
system across the undulating surface of the Carboniferous. High
energy conditions were then regularly attained as a major gravel
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transporting braided river complex was established on the braid plain.
A series of migrating first order longitudinal on mid-channel bars
were deposited under conditions of varying discharge together with
in-channel dunes and sandwaves. During falling stage lateral modifi-
cation of these bars took place with sand deposition. In the high
energy river system any interchannel fines of lithofaces D or E were
eroded by subsequent flood events.
The upper unit of medium to coarse-grained sandstones of the Sandstone
Member, initially pebbly, and eventually pebble free, are interpreted
as the deposits of a more distal sandy braided river complex with
gradually decreasing energy and discharge. Depositional processes
were probably similar to those envisaged for the Littleworth Beds, and
were dominated by broad, shallow transverse bars with migrating
saudwaves and dunes being deposited during flood stage in the deeper
channels. The upward decrease in pebble content could reflect a
variety of reasons, but either separation from source or gradual
reduction in carrying power are considered most likely.
2.5.5 (ii) a. 1.Section 6: The Marston Borehole
((N.C.B.) Enclosure 8; Plate 2.12)
A. Description of the cored interval
During the course of logging the Playground and Allotment boreholes
the opportunity arose to log and sample a short length of core at the
base of the Sherwood Sandstone (8 m) taken in the N.C.B. Marston
borehole, drilled to the west of the Allotment borehole, further into
the Stafford Basin (see Fig. 2.4.9). Here the base of the Sherwood
Sandstone lies considerably deeper, below 600 metres, and the Sherwood
Sandstone is confined by the overlying Mercia Mudstone Group.
Large, rounded cobbles of red and purplish mudstone, up to 7 cm in
diameter (see Plate 2.12) occur in the basal conglomerate, and have a
very similar appearance to the underlying Carboniferous sediments,
from which they are presumably derived. Due to the coarse, gravelly
nature of the basal sediments, recovery was poor and almost 2 metres
of core were lost during drilling above the basal unconformity. At
618.25 metres finer grained, matrix supported pebbly conglomerate,
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with pebbles averaging 1 cm and comprising a variety of extraformatio-
nal clasts, rested above coarse—grained sandstones. Structures are
difficult to recognise in these gravelly sediments but a general
decrease in grain size and suggestion of cross—bedding appear to be
present. Above the conglomerates at 616 metres is a sequence of
medium to coarse—grained locally pebbly, sandstones, These sandstones
are well cross—bedded and exhibit numerous discontinuities in cross—
beds which are interpreted as reactivation surfaces. Towards the top
of the cored interval (614 metres and 612.5 metres) finer grained
sandstones with well developed plane beds are present.
In general the sequence is well cemented, and typically red in
colour. However, at four horizons (see Plate 2.12) the sediments are
leached to a buff or pale greenish colour.
B. Interpretation of the cored interval
A meaningful sedimentological interpretation based on a short length
of core (with patchy core recovery) is difficult, but utilising
observations made on the nearby Allotment No. 1 borehole and the
studies of Steel and Thompson (1983) a generalised interpretation can
be presented.
The basal conglomerate is significantly coarser than the overlying
extraformationa.l conglomerate and is considered to be a lag deposit,
with many of the clasts derived from the underlying Carboniferous.
Deposition of the matrix supported gravel may have resulted during
high energy flow conditions from avalanching of the coarse gravel
fraction simultaneous with erosion of previously deposited sand and
re—deposition of the mixture as a sediment gravity flow, as described
by Steel and Thompson (.
	
The cross—bedded pebbly sandstones
can be interpreted as sandwave, dune or transverse bar deposits whilst
the fine—grained sandstones with upper flow regime plane beds probably
reflect deposition during shallowing water conditions on dune or bar
tops.
2.5.5 a. 2. The Hinckley Basin
This major Triassic depositional basin is flanked to the west b y the
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fault controlled Warwickshire and Leicestershire coalfield horsts.
The Triassic sequence in the flinckley Basin is thickest and exhibits
its fullest development in the west and centre of the basin, thinning
eastwards as the sediments onlap onto the London Platform (see
Fig. 2.4.3). To the south—west the basin may connect with the Knowle
Basin and Worcester Graben but the deep structure of these basins is
poorly known. Charnian rocks from a major ridge which closes the
basin to the north—east.
Three boreholes cored by tile Institute of Geological Sciences were
examined and sampled as a part of this study, and include the Home
Farm, Twycross and Leicester Forest East Boreholes (Fig. 2.4.3 for
borehole locations). These boreboles were drilled to provide strati—
graphical details of the Triassic, to determine the nature of the
concealed pre—Triassic floor and to provide control for geophysical
data. The boreholes provide a complete sequence through the Sherwood
Sandstone of the Hinckley Basin into the overlying Mercia Mudstone
Group. The general basin stratigraphy is given in section 2.4.2 (ii)
a whilst stratigraphical details of the boreholes is given by Worssam
(1978) and Sumbler (1977) . Unfortunately, not all the cores were
preserved. Only, selected samples from each of the boreholes were
stored at the Institutes London rock store and it was not therefore
possible to produce detailed sedimentological logs and interpretations
of the cored intervals. The following account of those Hinckley Basin
boreholes is therefore rather brief.
2.5.5 (ii) a. 2. Section 3: The Twiycross Borehole
((I.G.S.) SK 338056; Enclosure 9)
A. Descriution of the cored interval
The fullest and thickest development of the Sherwood Sandstone in the
Einckley Basin is present in the Twycross Borehole. In total some 375
in is assigned to tile Sherwood Sandstone Group and comprises the basal
Moira Breccia Formation (3 in), the Polesworth Formation ('Pebble
Beds', 235 in) and the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation (137 in).
At the base of the borehole the purplish brown Moira Breccia (500.03
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to 503.3 in) rests on a weathered, finely crystalline porphyric
dolerite (referred to as a inicrodiorite by I.G.S.; see Worssani, 1978).
The dolerite is strongly fractured towards its top and is distinctly
reddened. Some of the fractures are filled with carbonate which has
also extensively replaced the dolerite. Beneath the dolerite are some
2 metres of interlaminated green an purple silty mudrocks which have a
tectonic dip of approximately 30° to the axis of the core.
The basal Triassic breccia is, strictly speaking, a poorly sorted,
framework supported, breccio-conglomerate. The clasts include both
angular and subrounded types and exhibit a very close packing. A
variety of rock fragment litbologies are present and include sand-
stone, indurated mudrock and fine grained metamorphic types. A sandy
matrix is usually present and locally clay-grade material fills the
intergranular pore space. No bedding nor imbrication is visible in
the core, although a crude vertical grading can occasionally be
discerned suggesting a slight fining upwards trend. The breccio-
conglomerate is invariably hard with low porosity, being well cemented
throughout with carbonate.
Only some 30 in of the total 235 in of the Polesworth Formation were
cored in the Twycross Borehole, and of this core material, only
selected core pieces were preserved. From the samples available the
Polesworth Formation comprises interbedded gravelly conglomerates and
medium to coarse-grained sandstones. The gravels consist of very well
rounded cobbles which attain diameters of up to 6 cm. Cobble
lithologies are extremely variable but are dominated by igneous and
metamorphic quartzitic or granitic types. In the core the conglo-
merates appear massive with no evidence of bedding, grading or
inibrication. In contrast, the interbedded sandstones are characte-
rised by well developed, generally high angled and apparently tabular
cross-bedding. Pebbles are often aligned along foresets or occur as
basal lags above erosion surfaces ore scows. The sand grains are
extremely well rounded, occasionally giving the appearance of millet
seed grains. Mica is generally rare but may be present in some of the
finer grained sandstones.
Although only selected core pieces were preserved, the conglomerates
and sandstones are clearly organised into a series of small scale
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fining upward units, generally in the order of one metre thick.
Erosive bases are not always seen but where critical core pieces are
missing the rapid change in lithology and grain size suggests that at
least sharp contacts are present. Fortunately, at a few horizons
erosive contacts have been preserved and clearly demonstrate the
fining upward nature of the cycles. Particularly towards the top of
the Polesworth Formation thin mudrock horizons form a culmination to
the fining upward units.
Many of the sandstones and conglomerates are quite friable and loosely
cemented in hand specimen, and exhibit a buff to red colour.
Occasionally the sandstones are well cemented with a coarse, often
poikilotopic carbonate cement which may show a concretionary develop-
ment.
Considerably more core was available from the Bromsgrove Sandstoiie
Formation which was cored almost in its entirety. The lower part of
the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation (182 m to 264.42 m) is dominated by
medium to coarse-grained, often pebbly sandstones organised into a
series of generally fining upward grain size cycles. Erosive contacts
are often observed in. the preserved core pieces and are typically
overlain by pebbly and mudflake conglomerate lag deposits of litho-
fades Be. Individual cycles are variable in both thickness and
lithofacies sequence development. Although most cycles vary between 1
and 2 metres in thickness extremes of 0.5 m and almost 3 metres were
recorded. Above the coarse basal lag deposits, the sequence continues
with generally medium-grained, well cross-bedded lithofacies B and C
sandstones. Small pebbles may be present scattered along foresets
whilst large pebbles up to 4 cm in diameter locally occur. The coarse
basal lag may be up to 50 cm thick and may be followed by planar
cross-bedded, trough cross-bedded upper flow regime plane-bedded or
simply massive sandstone.
The top of these cycles fines upwards into micaceous fine-grained
sandstones and silty mudrocks of lithofacies D and E. These finer
grained lithofacies are relatively poorly developed in the lower part
of the Bromsgrove Sandstone but gradually become increasingly pre-
valent higher in the sequence. A variety of sedimentary structures
and textures are developed within these finer grained lithofacies.
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Both the micaceous sandstones and silty inudrocks may exhibit delicate
laminations and current ripples. Locally, indeterminate fragments of
plant debris are preserved on bedding planes. Small cylindrical,
horizontal and vertical burrows are particularly well developed in the
lower part of the Broinsgrove Sandstone fine grained lithofacies whilst
desiccation cracks occur throughout the mudrocks and often penetrate
down into the underlying sandstones.
The sandstones are generally a buff to yellow—grey colour although
occasional red coloured horizons occur. Thick mudrock intervals are
red in colour whilst thinner inudrock intervals and mudrocks adjacent
to sandstones exhibit a characteristic green colour. Many of the
sandstones are very friable and highly porous. However, there is a
distinct tendency for the bases of individual units to be cemented
with calcite and for calcite nodules of lithofacies Fl to be developed
towards the top of individual cycles, particularly being associated
with lithofacies C, D and E. Above 232 metres large, sparry calcite
lined vugs are often present within the mudrock intervals.
The upper part of the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation (132.35 to 182
metres) comprises almost equal proportions of sandstone and mudrock.
The organisation into distinct cycles typical of the lower part of the
Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation is much less well pronounced and the
mudrocks may occur in packages of up to 12 metres in thickness. Two
distinct types of sandstone units are developed:
1. Erosively based, fining upward sandstones typically between 1 and 2
metres in thickness often exhibiting Be/Cc Cp Cr D B lithofacies
sequences, and
2. Erosively based and sharp topped, thin, generally fine—grained
sandstone units (not normally thicker than 0.25 metres) exhibiting
no overall grain size variation nor any particular lithofacies
association. They often contain mudflake intraclasts, but may be
massive, cross—bedded, rippled or horizontally bedded.
Both sandstone types may contain nodules of calcite and anhydrite
which appear to be at least partially replacive. Veins of fibrous
gypsum and red coloured anhydrite cut across sandstones of both
associations.
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Interbedded mudrocks also conveniently fall into two lithofacies
associations. All the mudrocks are usually silty and often contain
very fine or even fine—grained sandstone lenses.
1. Em - essentially massive, structureless niudrocks containing only
occasional silty ripples and a rather vague 'mottled' or variegated
texture. Calcite spar lined vugs are common and calcite and
anhydrite nodules are locally present. Veins of 'satin spar'
fibrous gypsum are common.
2. El - comprising laminated and locally rippled mudrocks characte-
rised by common, well developed desiccation cracks which may
penetrate to depths of several centimetres. Thin horizons of
mudflake breccia are often associated with these intervals of
abundant desiccation cracks.
The mudrocks exhibit considerable colour variation. Thick mudrock
intervals are usually uniformly red. In the proximity of, and
adjacent to, interbedded sandstones however, the mudrocks may be
green, yellow or red - green - yellow colour mottled. Similarly,
mudflakes within the sandstones are typically green or yellow in
colour. The sandstones are characteristically a buff yellow colour
and are variably cemented with calcite and anhydrite.
The topmost 4.38 metres of the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation (127.97
to 132.35 metres) is assiued to the ' tetoue	 e1et' 1a' LGS
(see Worssam, 1978), although, on sedimentological evidence, the
division appears to be rather arbitrary (see Enclosure 9). There is a
marked increase in the proportion of mudrocks at the expense of
sandstones in the upper part of the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation,
and desiccation cracks progressively become more abundant in the
mudrock intervals into the overlying Mercia Mudstone Group. This
increase in the proportion of mudrocks is accompanied by a general
decrease in the overall grain size of the interbedded sandstones which
also become significantly thinner and more sheet—like towards the
Mercia Mudstone Group. The basal Mercia Mudstone Group (Radcliffe
Formation) is in fact characterised by a dominance of reddish—brown,
silty mudrocks with abundant desiccation cracks. Interbedded buff
brown to greenish—grey very fine grained sandstones and siltstones are
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subordinate and comprise only some 2 of the sequence. There is no
evidence to support a major, abrupt break or change in sedimentation
between the Sherwood Sandstone Group and Mercia Mudstone Group; indeed
all the evidence suggests the change from sand to mud dominated
sedimentation was gradual.
B. Interpretation of the cored interval
A detailed interpretation of the sedimentology of the Twycross
Borehole is not possible on the data available. However, combining
the studies on other Midland Basin boreholes, outcrop studies and
published information an interpretation of the overall sedimentologi-
cal variation in the Twycross Borehole can be presented.
In essence the Sherwood Sandstone Group of the Twycross Borehole
records a classic vertical section through a transition from proximal
alluvial fan deposits to distal, basin centre playa deposits. The
Moira Breccia clearly represents deposition with little transport and
is widely interpreted to be a scree or fan breccia deposit (see Frost
and Smart, 1979) although its age is disputed (Frost and Smart,
cit; Warrington et al, 1980). As Wedd (in Gibson 	 ., 1908)
demonstrated, the Moira Breccia exhibits many similarities to the
Permian Basal Breccia. Whether the breccia was deposited by sub-
aqueous processes reworking the upper surface of a scree deposit, or
represents an j situ scree or gravity slide accumulation cannot be
ascertained from one borehole section.
Little can be said with confidence regarding the pebbles of the
Polesworth Formation other than that gained from other boreholes and
outcrop sections in this study. They are clearly deposited from high
energy rivers and are characterised by a different detrital compo-
sition to the underlying Moira Breccia. Core recovery is extremely
patchy and it is difficult to discuss vertical trends in sedimentation
on the material available. Those core pieces that have been preserved
suggest that the Polesworth Formation shows strong similarities to the
Channock Chase Formation of the Stafford Basin.
A more complete sequence was recovered and preserved from the
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Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation. This formation is generally finer
grained than the underlying pebble beds and abs exhibits an overall
fining upward profile in a similar manner to the other sandstones of
South Devon. As in South Devon there is also an upward increase in
proportion of mudrocks associated with the sandstones until mudrocks
dominate in the Mercia Mudstone Group. The lower part of the
Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation displays a well developed cyclicity of
small scale fining upward units. These are interpreted to be the
deposits of a sandy braided river system although it is difficult to
ascertain what the exact depositional unit was. The dominance of
apparently planar cross-bedding suggests that sub-aqueous (trans-
verse?) bars were important. Higher in the sequence thick intervals
of mudrocks (up to 12 metres) are preserved and presumably indicate
the development of extensive, stabilised interchannel floodplain
areas. Mudcracks, carbonate nodules and anhydrite cements and nodules
attest to the regional aridity. The carbonate nodules are considered
to be pedogenic in origin and probably represent incipient calcrete
growth further suggesting both fboodplains and some channel sands were
exposed, stable geomorphic surfaces for considerable lengths of time.
In contrast, burrows and bioturbation, probably of insect larvae,
indicate that some lakes remained wet for sufficient time to allow
insects to complete their aqueous life cycles. Towards the top of the
Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation the sandstones of sheet-flood affini-
ties further suggest that the main fluvial channels were frequently
flooded and spilled out onto the alluvial plain. Gradually the sand
component diminishes in significance and the massive and laminated
mudrocks with anhydrite nodules probably represent the deposits of an
extensive, broad inland sabkha or playa.
2.5.5 (ii) a. 2. Section 5: The Home Farm Borehole
((I.G.S.) SP 4317 7309; Enclosure 10)
A. Description of the cored interval
The Rome Farm Borehole was drilled in the Southern part of the
Rinckley Basin (Fig. 2.4.3) and has a considerably reduced Triassic
sequence compared with the Twycross Borehole. The gradual onlap and
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overstep of the sedimentary fill of the basin is well illustrated by
the fact that only 38 metres of Sherwood Sandstone are developed in
the Home Farm Borehole and are ascribed to the Bromsgrove Sandstone
Formation (Sumbler, 1977)
A thin, basal conglomerate is present which unconformably overlies
Lower Palaeozoic shales. This conglomerate is around 0.75 metres in
thickness and comprises various pebbles of sandstone, quartzite,
volcanic and metamorphic lithologies in addition to intraformational
mudflakes. The conglomerate has an abrupt sharp top and is overlain
by a sequence of interbedded thin sandstones and red coloured silty
mudrocks some 12 metres in thickness. The sandstones are generally
fine to medium-grained although thin coarse, often pebbly horizons
occur at the base of several of these sand units. Erosive bases and
abrupt upper contacts with the succeeding mudrocks are typical, and
little grain size trend within individual sand units can be ascer-
tamed. Interbedded mudrocks are well laminated and are characterised
by common desiccation cracks. Small red anbydrite nodules occur
scattered throughout the mudrocks.
The upper 25 metres of the Bromsgrove Sandstone are dominated by
thicker sandstone units which reach up to 2 metres in thickness. In
each sand unit a basal, medium to coarse-grained, often pebbly
sandstone of lithofacjes Be or Ce overlies an erosion surface.
Sandstone units generally conform to a Be/Ce Cp Cr lithofacies
sequence, with planar-tabular cross-bedding being well developed.
Many of the sandstones are micaceous, particularly in the finer
grained intervals. The interbedded mudrocks exhibit common desicca-
tion cracks and are also characterised by thin lenses and laminae of
very fine grained sandstones and siltstones. Nodules of red anhydrite
occur in both sandstones and mudrock intervals.
The sandstones forming the top of the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation
pass abruptly although apparently conformably into the overlying
mudrock dominated sequence of the Mercia Mudstone Group.
B. Interpretation of the cored interval
The short cored interval of the Rome Farm Borehole is considered to
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represent the distal onlap of the Sherwood Sandstone sequence onto the
London Platform. The basal conglomerate was deposited by fluvial
processes but it is not possible to be definitive about the exact
processes responsible for its deposition and preservation.
The mudrock dominated interval in the lower part of the Bromsgrove
Sandstone Formation exhibits many similarities to the sheet sandstone
association of the lower part of the St. Bees Sandstone in Western
Cumbria (see 2.5.5 (ii) Section 11, page iso) and is considered to
represent the initiation of the distal fluvial system across the
London Platform. Thin sandstones were deposited as unconfined sheet
flow floods and the resultant shallow lakes underwent gradual desicca-
tion. Anliydrite nodules indicate that periods of flooding were
separated by aridity on the playa-like surface.
Channelised sandy rivers were developed on the playa surface during
upper Bromsgrove Sandstone times and persisted until the onset of
Mercia Mudstone Group sedimentation. These rivers are considered to
be low sinuosity systems dominated by transverse sub-aqueous bars.
2.5.5 (ii) .a. 2. Section 17: The Leicester Forest East Borehole
((I.G.S.) SK 5246 0283; Enclosure ii)
A. Descri ption of the cored interval
The Leicester Forest East Borehole is situated on the Southern flanks
of the Charuwood Ridge in the north-eastern part of the Binckley Basin
(Fig. 2.4.3). As with the Home Farm Borehole, the sequence recorded
at Leicester Forest East is ascribed wholly to the Bromsgrove
Sandstone Formation and exhibits well the passive basin margin onlap
and overstep sedimentary fill of the basin. Only some 36 metres of
Sherwood Sandstone are recorded at Leicester Forest East which
contrasts with the 375 metres developed in the Twycross Borehole.
The basal sandstones rest wiconformably on Lower Palaeocoic cleaved
silty mudstones dipping at around 400 in the core. The lower 26
metres comprise a sand-dominated sequence of fine to medium-grained
sandstones. There is no basal breccia or conglomerate developed
although the basal sandstone is pebbly. Sandstones are arranged into
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a series of cycles which are generally overlain by thin mudrocks.
Individual sandstones vary in thickness between 0.25 metres and 2
metres in thickness, with one exceptional unit reaching in excess of 4
metres in thickness. In general the sandstones exhibit many sinil-
larities to the middle and upper part of the Bronisgrove Sandstone
Formation of the Twycross Borehole. Erosive bases are commonly
observed, and are typically overlain by pebbly lag deposits of
lithofacies Be. These rapidly fine upwards into cross-bedded or
plane-bedded sandstones of lithofacies C which are in turn capped by
argillaceous fine-grained sandstones or silty mudrocks of lithofacies
D and E.
The mudrocks are typically laminated and desiccation cracks are
commonly preserved. Indeterminate plant debris was observed at
several horizons on freshly broken bedding plane surfaces. Small
gypsum nodules occur in both the mudrocks and sandstones. In the
uppermost 11 metres of core through the Sherwood Sandstone Group
mudrocks become dominant and account for some 70% of the sediment.
Thin sandstones, up to a metre thick are present but gradually
diminish upwards. This fine-grained interval is assigned to the
'Waterstones Member' by Worssam (1978) and is broadly similar to the
comparable sequence developed in the Twycross Borehole. The sand-
stones are characteristically fine-grained with erosive bases and
abrupt tops, and often exhibit Ce Cp Cl Cr lithofacies sequences
indicating deposition from waning flow. The mudrocks are well
laminated and contain many desiccation cracks. Silty laminae and
ripples of very fine grained sandstone are often present, and locally,
small cylindrical burrows were noted. Indeterminate plant remains are
present in several of the mudrock intervals, and bivalve remains occur
in the top of a mudrock interval at 129.2 metres. Gypsum occurs as
small nodules and as satin-spar veins.
B. Interi,retation of the cored interval
The Bromsgrove Sandstone of the Leicester Forest East Borehole is
interpreted to represent the progradation of a distal fluvial system
across the Einckley Basin onto the Charnian Ridge and northeru edge of
the London Platform. The sandy alluvium in the lower part of the
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sequence was deposited in moderate energy, probably low sinuosity,
sandy rivers. It is not possible to be specific regarding source
areas but the gradual thinning away from the Twycross Borehole
suggests transport from the west or south —west. As in the Twycross
Borehole, during 'Waterstones Member' times a stable alluvial flood-
plain had become established and was periodically drowned by overbank
floods which deposited thin, sheet—like sandstones. Plant coloni -
sation of the interchannel areas was probably quite extensive and
insect larvae thrived in the shallow interchannel lakes, although
regional aridity was sufficient to repeatedly desiccate the flood
waters. Sulphate was probably precipitated as early diagenetic
nodules either as gypsum or anhydrite and suggests inland sabkha or
playa conditions prevailed.
2.5.5 (ii) b. The Northern Cheshire Basin
A. Description of the Outcrop sequence in Northern Cheshire
(Section 7; Enclosure 12)
To retain a degree of continuity between the outcrop sections and
borehole cores of the Midland Basins with those of the Irish Sea and
adjacent onshore sections, exposures of the Sherwood Sandstone in
Northern Cheshire were examined at several localities. Triassic
sedimentology of Northern Cheshire has been likened to that of the
sequence developed in the Irish Sea (Colter, 1978) and it was hoped
that study of the Sherwood Sandstone in Northern Cheshire would help
interpretation of cores from the Irish Sea.
In a study such as this it is impossible to comprehensively investi-
gate and document the whole 800 to 1000 m of Sherwood Sandstone
present in Northern Cheshire. Instead, short, representative
intervals of the succession were examined and logged in some detail.
Triassic sedimentology in Northern Cheshire has been extensively
studied by David Thompson (see Thompson, 1966, 1969, 1970 a and b) who
also provided the author with considerable advice and help during the
early days of field work related to this project.
The base of the succession was examined at Kinnerton, west of Chester,
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where the Kinnerton Sandstone (see Section 2.4.2 (ii) b, and Fig.
2.4.8) rests unconformably on the Upper Carboniferons. Easily access-
ible good exposures of the lower part of the overlying Chester Pebble
Beds (formerly the Bunter Pebble Beds), occur along the River Dee at
Farndon, to the south of Chester, and also along the foreshore at
Hilbre point, on the Wirral. The remainder of the succession, from
the Wilmslow Sandstone (Bunter Upper Mottled Sandstone) through the
Heisby Sandstone (Lower Keuper Sandstone) into the basal Mercia
Mudstone Group is well exposed at several localities along the
mid-Cheshire ridge and to the east, closer to the basin margin, at
Alderley Edge. Enclosure 12 is a composite log drawn to illustrate
specific aspects of the North Cheshire outcrop at selected localities.
The Kinnerton Sandstone is well exposed at the type locality in Dodd's
Sand Pit, Higher Kinnerton (Sheet 117, 330604). Some 9 to 10 metres
of generally medium to coarse-grained, cross-bedded sandstone is
exposed. The base of the succession is not seen in the quarry but can
be examined in the stream section to the west where a thin breccia
overlies Upper Carboniferous sediments.
In the main quarry face a lower sandbody is separated from an upper
sandbody by a major erosion surface and a thin unit of fine-grained,
horizontally bedded, argillaceous sandstone. Foresets in the sand-
bodies are separated by erosion surface dipping to the north east at
up to 25°. Individual cosets reach up to 3 metres in height, and
invariably have an eroded upper surface. On closer inspection,
laminae on the foresets show small fining upward grain size profiles,
and the grains are well rounded, locally millet seeded. Pebbles,
mudflake intraclasts and mudrocks are conspicuous by their absence.
The quarry also exhibits an interesting variation in colouration of
the sediments. The lower and western parts of the quarry are
characterised by red coloured sandstones, whilst elsewhere the sand-
stones are bright yellow coloured. A small area of the quarry,
particularly associated with the fine grained laminated sandstones, is
of a distinct blue-grey colour. All the colour variations are
discordant with sedimentary boundaries.
The Chester Pebble Beds exposed along the River Dee at Farndon (Sheet
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117, 4154, see Enclosure 12) have a prominent southerly dip of around
20 0 so that a total of 80 metres can be examined. The section
comprises a sequence of fining upward cycles, each beginning with an
erosion surface, overlain by medium to coarse, often pebbly, cross —
bedded sandstones and culminating with fine—grained, rippled, mica -
ceous sandstones and silty mudrocks. Pebbles are typically well
rounded and do not normally exceed 5 cm in diameter, although large
niudflake intraclasts may reach 10 cm in size. Concentrations of
pebbles occur as lags above basal erosion surfaces and along foresets.
Cross—bedding is characterised by planar foresets, with cosets usually
around 1 metre in thickness, although particularly towards the base of
the section, cosets may be 2 or 3 metres in height. In cross—section
cosets appear to be lenticular, and persist laterally for up to 15
metres. More rarely, distinct trough cross —bedding can be observed,
usually in the upper part of a fining upward unit. Erosive bases are
generally sub —horizontal and gently undulose. However, a base to one
particularly coarse grained sandstone exhibited a scour of 1 metre
deep. The fine—grained, micaceous sandstones occurring at the top of
the fining upward units are characterised by small scale trough
cross—bedding and frequently display various deformation features.
Associated silty mudrocks occur more frequently toward the higher part
of the exposed section and are usually finely laminated. No ripples
nor desiccation cracks were observed despite an intensive search. On
the east bank of the River Dee, south of the A534, a 16 metre
measured section was taken in a natural river cliff behind the caravan
park and is included on Enclosure 12.
A sequence through the Chester Pebble Beds, at a similar stratigra -
phical horizon, further north at Rulbre Point (SJ 203865), on the
north eastern prominently of the Wirral, shows a somewhat different
style of sedimentary organisation. The Chester Pebble Beds again
comprise medium to coarse—grained sandstones with common, rather
rounded to angular clasts not generally exceeding 5 cm in diameter
(although rare pebbles of up to 12 cm in diameter were noted).
Mudflake intraclasts are common and may be concentrated as basal lags
to cosets or aligned on foresets; they reach 20 cm in long axis
length. In contrast to Farndon, the dominant sedimentary structure
is, however, trough cross—bedding, developed in lenticular cosets up
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to 2 metres in thickness. Bounding erosion surfaces between cosets
are highly undulose and irregular suggesting intense scouring, and
adding to tue lenticular appearance of the sets, making recognition of
individual bed forms extremely difficult.
Along the mid-Cheshire Ridge, between Heisby and Bickerton, there are
several excellent sections which illustrate the capping of coarse-
grained, conglomeratic basal Beisby Sandstone on top of finer grained
Wi.lmslow Sandstone (Beisby Hill, Beeston Hill, Peckforton Bill,
Bulkeley Hill, Raw Head and Maiden Castle). The mid-Cheshire Ridge is
strongly faulted and mineralisation has been concentrated along the
numerous faults, joints and fractures. A typical sequence can be
readily examined on the north facing side of Heisby Hill (SI 492754).
Here the uppermost 18 metres of the Wilmslow Sandstone are exposed
(Enclosure 12) and comprise well sorted, fine to medium-grained
sandstones. Fining upward profiles are generally not developed,
although there is a tendency for finer grained sandstones or, more
rarely, silty mudstones to occur at the top of any individual unit.
Typically, the sandstones are divided into cosets, between 1 and 2
metres in thickness, separated by subhorizontal planar erosion sur-
faces. Planar cross-bedding is dominant, although plane beds (with
primary current lineation) and small trough cross-beds are also
developed. Trough cross-beds occur towards the top of cosets and
usually directly underlie the succeeding erosion surface. Pebbles are
absent but mudflake intraclasts are common and occur both as basal lag
deposits and concentrated on foresets. Mica is often present along
bedding surfaces and, locally, thin laminae of millet seed grains are
present. Two thin mudrock horizons occur near the top of the sequence
and exhibit fine laminations with no evidence of desiccation cracks.
The overlying Helsby Sandstone comprises a sequence of well cross-
bedded, pebbly sandstones. Pebbles are generally small in size,
typically between 2 and 5 cm, and of a variety of types. There is a
crude fining upward grain size profile developed, with pebbles
becoming significantly less common and smaller upwards within indi-
vidual cosets and throughout the whole sequence. Bounding erosion
surfaces are marked by a concentration of pebbles and mndflakes, and
are usually sub-horizontal. However, the erosion surface at the base
of the Ilelsby Sandstone when traced laterally along the hillside for
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200 metres exhibits a relief of some 1.6 metres, and local relief is
developed on other surfaces. Cosets are typically between 1 and 2
metres in thickness but the basal unit is almost 3 metres thick.
Cross—bedding is dominantly planar with asymptotic bases although,
particularly in the upper part of the exposure, trough cross—beds
become apparent.
There is considerable lateral variation in the Belsby Sandstone in
Northern Cheshire (see Thompson, 1966, Fig. 9, and Thompson, 1970 b
Fig. 4 and 5; and Fig. 2.5.6). To the south at Rawbead Point,
Harthill, also on the mid—Cheshire Ridge, a similar sequence to that
at Heisby Hill can be recognised although the basal Ileisby Sandstone
is much coarser grained and contains abundant large mudflake intra-
clasts and extraformational pebbles. However, on the eastern side of
the basin, at Alderley Edge, a thicker sequence of coarse pebbly
sandstones and conglomerates is developed (see Thompson, 1966). The
section can be examined at a number of localities (for a detailed
itinery see Thompson in Broadhurst 	 jj, 1970) but an instructive
sequence, some 20 metres in thickness, is exposed between Stormy Point
and Castle Rocks (SJ 860779).Rere the Wilinslow Sandstone is typified
by fine—grained, often micaceous, planar, cross—bedded sandstones with
lesser horizontally bedded sandstone. Rarer finer grained sandstones
exhibit current ripples and wavy bedding and a thin green micaceous
silty mudstone exhibits well developed mudcracks. The overlying
Heisby Sandstone (here locally referred to as the Engine Vein
Conglomerates) begins with a major erosion surface which exhibits
considerable relief and, when traced laterally, can be seen to cut out
whole sets of the underlying Wilmslow Sandstone.
The basal 'conglomerates' rarely have a pebble supporting framework,
and are more accurately described as pebbly, coarse to very coarse —
grained sandstones. Large pebbles (up to 10 cm in diameter) and
zudflake intraclasts (up to 16 cm in diameter) are concentrated along
erosion surfaces and foresets. Cross—bedding is well displayed,
occurring in large sets up to 2 metres in height, and appears to be
largely planar in type, with asymptotic bases. Pebble concentration
and size decreases upwards both within individual cosets and through -
















































































































slightly undulose. Rarely, overlying the coarse sandstones is a thin
capping of laminated silty, fine sandstone or silty mudrock. The top
of the sequence, exposed along the crest of Alderley Edge and in the
small excavations by the Stormy Point Memorial, is distinctly less
pebbly and comprises medium to coarse —grained, well cross—bedded
sandstones occurring in sets generally about a metre in thickness.
Only a slight fining upward graine size trend can be discerned, the
sandstones being mostly of a uniform grain size. Two units of
deformed cross—bedding were noted.
Throughout the Heisby Sandstone are several horizons of well sorted,
usually friable, fine to medium—grained pebble free sandstones inter -
bedded with the pebbly sandstones, originally referred to as the 'Soft
Sandstone Facies' by Thompson (1970 b). This facies is well developed
around Frodsham (SJ 5283) and here constitutes the Frodsham Member of
the Heisby Sandstone. The sedimentology of the Frodsham Member is
described in detail by Thompson (1969) and only a brief summary of the
facies is provided here. A summary log of some 10 metres measured in
the railway cutting by the footbridge (Thompson, 1969, Fig. 3A) is
included on Enclosure 12. Essentially the fine—grained sandstones
occur in sets commonly less than 1.5 metres in thickness, and also in
much layer sets, up to 15 metres high. Foresets may be straight or
convex up, and extend for up to 50 metres in length. Intraset
cross—bedding is also locally developed. By the footbridge (measured
section) a series of straigth and convex up erosion surfaces sepa-
rating thin beds of parallel laminae of millet seed grains are well
developed.
B. Interpretation of the Outcroi Sections in Northern Cheshire
Much of the following 'interpretation is based on the work of Thompson
(as already quoted).
The pebbly, coarse—grained sandstones, present in both the Chester
(Bunter) Pebble Beds and Helsby (Lower Keuper) Sandstone are consi-
dered to be fluvial in origin. Following Thompson (see 1970 a) the
coarse sandstones were deposited as major cross—channel bars and
in—channel dunes or niega ripples, probably in low sinuosity, high
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braiding streams. Common internal erosion surfaces and scouring
suggests variation in discharge, although there is remarkably little
evidence to indicate second or even third order bar development. The
vertical profile log through both the Chester Pebble Beds and the
lower Heisby Sandstone shows similarities to the vertical profile
model of the South Saskatchewan River of Miall (1978; see Fig.
2.5.2). Thompson (
	
cit) also considers that there is considerable
variation in river type. In Chester Pebble Bed and Helsby Sandstone
times a major low sinuosity, high braiding river system, characterised
by fluctuating high energy conditions channelised a broad alluvial
plain that comprised much of northern Cheshire. However, the finer
grained sandstone of the Wilmslow Formation and upper Heisby Sandstone
show evidence of different river organisation. There is no published
detailed interpretation of the Wilmslow Sandstone but Thompson has
discussed specific areas (see Thompson, 1966) and given general
overviews (see Thompson, 1969, p. 264-268; 1970 a, p 211; 1970 b, p
176). The lower part of the Wilmslow Sandstone is considered to
represent the waning, lower energy deposits of the Chester Pebble Bed
river system and passes upward into increasingly arid conditions
during upper Wilmslow Sandstone times with the deposition of ephemeral
streams and aeolian dunes. At Alderley, for example, the top of the
Wilmslow Sandstone is considered to be largely aeolian in origin
(Thompson, in Broadhurst et al, 1970). The sequences examined in
detail at ileisby Hill arid at Stormy Point, Alderley, however, suggest
deposition from sandy, braided rivers although the presence of laminae
of millet seed grains indicates that fluvial reworking of aeolian
deposits may have been important. Sets of planar cross—beds, bounded
by sub—horizontal erosion surfaces, laterally persistent for up to 200
in, are interpreted as subaqueous bars, probably similar to transverse
bars. The vertical profile log exhibits similarities to the vertical
profile model of the Platte River (Miall, 1978; Fig. 2.5.2) in which
superimposed linguoid bars are the predominant depositional mode. The
change from Saskatchewan type sedimentation in the Chester Pebble Beds
to Platte type sedimentation in the Wilmslow Sandstone may reflect
either climatic or tectonic control (see Thompson, 1970 a). A similar
change is apparent through the Heisby Sandstone. Thompson ( 
..çjt)
considers that the stream type changed to one of increasing sinuosity
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and maturity throughout the Ilelsby Sandstone as evidenced by the
increased preservation of vertical accretion deposits and more pro-
nounced fining upward grain size trend.
The associated fine to medium-grained, usually friable, cross-bedded
sandstones are well documented by Thompson to be aeolian in origin
(Thompson, 1969). By analogy with internal structures of modern dunes
(McKee, 1966) the Frodsham Sandstone represents at least eight
vertically and laterally overlapping, aeolian, dome shaped dunes, with
a tendency to develop steeper leeside faces. The linnerton Sandstone
is also considered to represent aeolian dimes (David Thompson, pers.
comm., 1981). Locally, this aeolian lithofacies is developed in
intimate association with the fluvial pebbly sandstones, usually
occurring at the top of individual cycles. In this setting the
sequence can be interpreted as a fluvial channel, which on. drying of
the sediment becomes susceptible to aeolian deposition or reworking
(see Fig. 7 in Pedersen and Andersen, 1979).
2.5.5 (ii) c. Irish Sea Basin and adjacent margins
In the Irish Sea Basin an excess of 1 km of Sherwood Sandstone Group
sediments accumulated. Cores from the basin margins and basin centre
were studied in conjunction with outcrop sections on the Cumbrian
Coast and comparison made in the Northern Cheshire field sections to
aid interpretation.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 8: The Kirkham Borehole
(SD 43243247; see Fig. 2.5.7, Enclosure 13)
The Kirkham Borehole was drilled in 1970 by British Gas on the Irish
Sea Basin Margin in Lancashire. The borehole was sited some 2 km to
the west of the basin margin faults on the steeper, eastern limb of an
asymmetrical syncline to test for a possible gas seal in the Mercia
('Keuper') Mudstone Group salt. A full sequence through the Mercia
Mudstone Group into the underlying Sherwood Sandstone was cored to a
depth of 1460 (445 metres) which included approximately 250' (80
metres) of Sherwood Sandstone (Fig. 2.5.7).
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Fig. 2.5.7. Composite log of the Sherwood Sandstone interval cored in the
Kirkham Borehole (based on data provided by British Gas).
Environments; Aeo=aeolian; Fluv=fluvial; Int=interdune;
Prox. Lac=proximal lacustrine; Dist. Lac=distal lacustrine.
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A. Description of the cored interval
(Enclosure 13; Plate 2.13 A, B, C, D.)
The core was examined at the Institute of Geological Sciences rock
store at lippax, Leeds. The quality of the 6" diameter core was
superb and when kindly slabbed by the institute staff, provided
excellent material for sedimentological studies (see Plate 2.13).
In detail the sedimentology of the Sherwood Sandstone in the Kirkliam
borehole is very complex (see Enclosure 13), but can be divided into 6
distinct intervals which are described in detail below. The colour of
the sediment is generally red, unless otherwise stated.
Interval 1 1420' to 1460' (Plate 2.13 D)
This interval comprises cross—bedded, medium—grained, well sorted
sandstones (lithofacies C) interbedded with fine—grained, often
argillaceous, rippled or laminated sandstones (lithofacies D) with
subordinate silty niudrocks (lithofacies E).
The mediuni—grained sandstones are typically comprised of very well
rounded, often bimodally sized, millet seeded grains and exhibit two
types of cross—bedding. By far the most abundant is planar cross—
bedding (eg 1447') with varying angles of foreset dip from shallow
(100) to very steep (35°). The second variety is rather irregular and
discontinuous, being characterised by a more wavy appearance, and
exhibiting many small internal erosion surfaces (eg 1450', 1440').
More rarely, asymmetrical ripple forms can be recognised which may
have thin, clay drapes. These two cross—bedded sandstone types are
intimately associated.
The associated fine—grained lithologies show considerable variation.
Ripples and wavy, horizontal lamination are well developed. Ripples
show the development of concave upward surfaces and frequently are
covered by thin clay drapes; laminae are often contorted, disrupted or
broken. Around 1438', vertical sheets of sandstone are 'injected'
into tue overlying very fine —grained, argillaceous sandstone.
Generally, the two main sandstone lithologies are intimately inter-
calated with no apparent regular grain size trends. liowever, the
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upper 10' of the interval have more organisation, and there is a
development of four small fining upward cycles capped by a thin,
coarsening upward unit. These cycles exhibit features of current
activity, including small scale planar and trough cross —bedding and
well developed climbing ripples with a high angle of drift and
preservation of both stoss and lee sides of the ripple form.
Cementation is extremely variable throughout the lower interval. The
millet seed, mediuin—grained sandstones are characteristically loosely
cemented and friable, although intervals with the development of wavy
cross—bedding with internal erosion surfaces exhibit bands of cement
subparallel to the bedding. The finer grained horizons vary from
friable to very hard, tightly cemented.
Interval 2 1340' to 1420' (Plate 2. 13 B, C)
This interval is dominated by coarse to medium—grained, locally
pebbly, cross—bedded sandstones of lithofacies B which gradually fine
upwards into subordinate fine sandstones of lithofacies C and silty
mudrocks of lithofacies E.
These lithofacies are organised into a series of fining upward cycles,
up to 20' (7 metres) in thickness, each cycle beginning with a marked
erosion surface. A pebble and mudflake intraclast lag is usually
present above each erosive base, which is followed by coarse—grained
(locally very coarse grained), planar cross —bedded sandstones. Dip of
the foresets tends to decrease towards the base of individual sets and
minor erosion surfaces are common. Mudflakes occur scattered through -
out the sandstones, usually on foresets, or concentrated along minor
erosion surfaces. Toward the top of the larger fining upward cycles
the cross—bedding takes on a more trough shaped appearance. Rarely,
cosets contain horizons of deformed foresets, with the foresets giving
the impression of sluming down the foreset slope.
The associated finer lithofacies are usually present above a rather
abrupt top to the coarse to medium grained sandstones (see for example
the top to the fining upward cycle 1410' to 1390' depicted in plate
2.13 C). Sedimentary structures include upper flow regime plane bed
with primary current lineation, lower flow regime rippled very fine
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sandstones and silty mudstones and lower flow regime horizontal
lamination. The lower flow regime sediments also exhibit broken and
disrupted laminations and desiccation cracks.
Cementation is again variable in this interval. The sandstones are
usually hard, but visible porosities are high, particularly in the
coarser sandstone lithologies. Several large fractures cut the core
in this interval and these usually are associated with leaching of red
colour and appear, in hand specimen, to be very well cemented (eg
1413', 1348', see plate 2.13, B, C).
Interval 3 1305' to 1340' (Plate 2.13 B; see also Plate 2.3)
This interval comprises two units of well sorted, cross-bedded,
medium-grained sandstones of lithofacies C (almost identical to those
occurring in lithofacies association 1) which are separated by a unit
some 20' in thickness comprising thin, argillaceous medium to fine-
grained silty sandstones (lithofacies D) and silty mudrocks (litho-
facies E).
The cross-bedded, niedium-grained sandstones contain frequent layers of
bimodally sorted, millet seeded grains and are dominated by well
developed planar cross-beds. Locally the foresets are deformed and
contorted. A variety of sedimentary structures are present in the
unit of fine-grained silty sandstones and silty mudstones. Usually
there is an organisation of erosively based, thin, fine-grained
sandstones up to 2" in thickness fining upwards into silty mudstones.
Fine sediments exhibit crude horizontal bedding whilst the mudrocks
are rippled and laminated. These laminations are frequently broken
and contorted (see Plate 2. 13 B, 1327') and mudcracks, desiccation
breccias and injection structures are common. Some nodular textures
are suggestive of caicrete development. In addition, both the fine
sandstones and mudrocks contain cylindrical, three dimensional struc-
tures forming a horizontal and vertical network of tubes typically
around 1 cm in diameter and up to several centimetres in length.
These structures were examined by Dr. M. Brasier of the University of
Hull and Dr. 3. Pollard of the University of Manchester, both acknow-
ledged experts on ichnology and burrow structures, but neither were
prepared to be definitive on these particular structures. The general
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synopsis was that they could represent either insect burrows or soft
sediment deformation features.
Interval 4 1282' to 1305'
This short interval exhibits two fining upward grain size profiles,
each beginning with an erosive base overlain by very coarse—grained
(to granule size) sandstones of lithofacies C. The lower unit
contains common small, well rounded extraformational pebbles in
addition to large intraformational mudflakes, whilst the upper unit
contains only mudflakes. Well developed, large scale, curved cross—
beds axe present throughout and a minor internal erosion surface can
be seen. The top of the interval is capped by a thin, silty mudrock
which contains common desiccation cracks and desiccation breccia
fragments.
Interval 5 1215' to 1282' (see Plate 2. 13A, 3278')
Throughout this interval there is remarkably little variation in grain
size. The whole sequence is dominated by medium to fine—grained
sandstones of lithofacies C with very fine —grained silty sandstones
only being developed at a few horizons. The sandstones are generally
cross—bedded, and foreset laminae frequently have thin, silty drapes.
Laminae are occasionally broken or ruptured, and the foresets are
deformed at two horizons (1243' and 1226'). Foresets generally appear
planar, but at several horizons more wavy, curved foresets are
developed with abundant internal erosion surfaces. Cross—bedding
locally becomes vague and difficult to recognise.
The sandstones are generally loosely cemented and friable, easily
crumbling between rubbing fingers. Thin bands, particularly the finer
grained horizons or those with silt intercalations, are harder and
much tighter cemented. In addition, numerous fractures dissect the
core, resulting in colour reduction to green or buff, and in these
fractured zones cementation is much more extensive.
Interval 6 1198' to 1215' (Plate 2.13A)
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The uppermost 17' of the cored Sherwood Sandstone are significantly
different from the remainder of the sequence, but are difficult to
describe in detail due to the intense boxwork fracturing of the core
between 1200' and 1215'. Fractures are present throughout much of the
core, and are typically associated with zones of secondary colour
reduction (see Plate 2.13B, 1348' and C, 1413'). In the lower part of
the core they tend to be steep and close to vertical, but gradually
reduce in steepness towards this upper interval, where the fractures
cut the core obliquely at around 40 0 and become so numerous as to
produce an interlocking boxwork (see Plate 2.13A, 1214' and 1203').
Associated with this intense fracturing is the almost complete removal
of all red colouration. Shattering is so intense that sedimentary
structures are difficult to recognise.
Bowever, where the fracturing is not so Intense, particularly above
1200', the interval can be seen to comprise a series of thin, fining
upward units between 6" and 10" in thickness each beginning with a
sharp erosive base overlain by coarse-grained, pebbly sandstones which
rapidly fine into a thin laminated silty mudstone. Small scale
cross-bedding is present in the coarse basal part of these fining
upward units and the tops may be rippled. The overlying silty
mudstone exhibits a general horizontal lamination and may preserve the
relief of small asymmetric ripples on the top of the sandstones. The
uppermost two feet of the core are slightly different in appearance
(see Plate 2.13A, 1199'S) in that they lack the coarse, pebbly base,
are greenish in colour, but the same fining upward organisation is
developed. The thin, green mudrocks exhibit wavy and ripple lami-
nation.
B. Interpretation of the cored interval
Despite the considerable variation in lithologies throughout the
Sherwood Sandstone of the Kirkham borehole, the sequence can be
simplified into three lithofacies associations:
1. Cross-bedded, well sorted medium to fine-grained sandstones, often
with millet seed grains (lithofacies C) interbedded with various,
argillaceous or silty very fine sandstones and mudrocks (litho-
facies DE) illustrating desiccation features, possible incipient
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calcrete textures and either bioturbation or water escape struc-
tures (intervals 1420' to 1460', 1305' to 1340' and 1215' to
1282'). No organisation into cycles with grain size trends.
2. Large scale, fining upward cycles, up to 20' thick, composed of
coarse-grained, often pebbly, cross-bedded sandstones of litho-
facies B with mudflake intraclasts passing upward into subordinate
fine sandstones of lithofacies C. The fining upward BC cycle may
be capped by a thin development of rippled or laminated silty
mudrocks (lithofacies E). Typical of intervals 1340' to 1420' and
1282' to 1305'.
3. Thinly bedded fining upward units (6" to 1' in thickness) beginning
with a 'gritty' or pebbly basal coarse-grained sandstone above an
erosion surface which rapidly fines upward into a rippled silty
mudstone. Only development in the upper 17' of the studied core
section.
The well cross-bedded, medium-grained sandstones of litbofacies asso-
ciation 1, with characteristic millet seed grains, are litbologically
very similar to the aeolian facies developed in the Wilmslow Sandstone
and Helsby Sandstone of Cheshire as described by Thompson (1966,
1969). However, the criteria used by Thompson (see 1969, p 271) to
distinguish aeolian from fluvial sediments were based largely on
bedding features and sedimentary structures only visible in outcrop
sections, and relied on the combination of several factors rather than
any one individual characteristic. Within the context of the Kirkham
borehole core samples it is, therefore, impossible to categorically
state that these sandstones are aeolian in origin, or to define the
type of aeolian dune developed. On the basis of the well developed
planar cross-beds with distinct foreset lamination, the large thick-
ness of some of the sets with uniform grain size, the presence of
whole sets of millet seed grains and the general absence of pebbles or
mica flakes together with analogy with the dunes of Thompson (Qfl .cjt)
in the Cheshire Basin, an aeolian interpretation is preferred for this
lithofacies. In addition, the associated sandstones which exhibit
irregular, discontinuous cross-bedding with many small internal ero-
sion surfaces and asymmetrical ripple forms are very similar to the
interdune adhesion ripples described by Glennie and his co-workers in
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Shell from modern deserts and the Rotliegendes (see Glennie, 1970 and
1972; Nagtagaal, 1973). The interbedded rippled and laminated silty
inudrocks show characteristics of sediments deposited in water under
relatively low energy, lower flow regime conditions, and are clearly
similar to the interdune lake or pond sediments of Thompson (1969,
sublithofacies a and b) in the Cheshire Basin.
The large scale fining upward cycles (BC + E) of lithofacies
association 2 are considered to be fluvial channel deposits. The
sharp basal surface suggests relatively high energy conditions.
Coarse sediment, including pebbles and mudflakes, were transported as
bed load. The fining upward grain size profile indicates gradually
waning current flow conditions, although the presence of minor
internal erosion surfaces, possibly representing reactivation sur-
faces, suggests some fluctuation in discharge. Individual cosets vary
in thickness up to 15' to 20' and indicate that large subaqueous bed
forms were developed. It is difficult to speculate on the exact type
of bedform present, but the vertical organisation of the lithofacies
is similar to that described by Thompson (1970) for the Lower Keuper
Sandstone (Heisby Sandstone) in Northern Cheshire. These deposits ar
interpreted as the result of the development of lateral bars, built up
of lunate megaripples which migrated across the surface of these bars,
in a low sinuosity, braided river system. The South Saskatchewan
vertical profile model of Miall (1978; see also Cant and Walker, 1978)
also resembles the organisation of lithofacies in association 2. In
the South Saskatchewan River the dominant depositional bedforms are
large in—channel dunes and transverse bars which develop into large
areas of sand flats. The type of bedform envisaged for the litho-
facies association 2 of the Kirkham Borehole is therefore a major
fluvial channel, probably of low sinuosity and moderate braiding type,
in which large transverse bars and in—channel dunes ('megaripples')
were the dominant bedforms. The regular preservation of fine—grained,
rippled sandstone and silty mudrocks on top of the channel deposits,
together with the interbedded aeolian facies, suggest that large areas
of the river tract were inactive for considerable lengths of time, and
that a mature flood plain was developed.
The distinct lithofacies association developed at the top of the
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studied section, characterised by repeated small scale fining upwards
units from pebbly sandstones to silty mudrock, suggests rapidly
alternating conditions of deposition from traction currents and from
suspension. The size of the fining upward units and association of
rippled fine sandstones and laminated mudrock suggest that currents
were not of high energy. A possible explanation for the coarse,
pebbly sandstones is that they represent reworking of the underlying
sandstones by a large body of shallow water. The closest comparable
published sequence in the Sherwood Sandstone comes from the 'Water-
stones' of northern Cheshire (lithofacies B, Ireland et al, 1978; see
also Tucker, 1980) interpreted as tidal flat deposits, although there
are some differences.
The Kirkham Borehole, therefore, records the interaction of fluvial
and aeolian sedimentation on a broad mature floodplain during late
Sherwood Sandstone times. A lower aeolian dominated sequence (inter-
val 1, 1420' to 1460') probably represents the initiation of aeolian
dunes in dry river tracts. Interdune areas were periodically flooded
(either from flood events in the associated fluvial channel or simply
through heavy seasonal rainfall) resulting in the development of small
pools or lakes which gradually underwent complete drying. Sediment
input into these shallow lakes produced current ripples and thin
coarsening upward 'delta type' deposits (e.g. 1421'). Interval 2
(1340' to 1420') saw the development of major fluvial channels which
were to be replaced by an aeolian dominated event (interval 3, 1305'
to 1340'). Again areas between dunes were periodically flooded and a
variety of lacustrine sediments were deposited (1323' to 1334').
These interdune lakes were ephemeral and remained dry long enough for
incipient caicrete nodules and desiccation cracks to develop. Major
fluvial channels were again developed (interval 4, 1282' to 1305')
only to be succeeded by a major acolian event (interval 5, 1215' to
1282') in which thick cosets are developed, suggesting a major dune
structure. The presence of adhesion type ripples indicates the
environment was, however, still locally wet. The sequence is termi-
nated by a return to subaqueous deposits, of uncertain affinity, but
probably representing reworking of the underlying sediments at the
edge of a large body of shallow water.
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It is tempting to attempt to correlate this succession with that
developed in Cheshire. The tripartite division by Thompson (1970) of
the Helsby Sandstone in north western Cheshire into a lower, aeolian
member (Thurstaston Sandstone), a middle, fluvial unit (Delamere
Sandstone) and upper aeolian unit (Frodsham Sandstone) is remarkably
similar to the development recorded here from the Kirkliam Borehole
(and was indeed noted by Albert Wilson of the Institute of Geological
Sciences, pers. comm., 1980). However, when logged in detail there
does appear to be more variation at Kirkham, with a separation into
three distinct units being less clear. It is probably worth recalling
that considerable lateral variation in lithofacies occurs in Northern
Cheshire too, so in the east of the basin for example, the Thurstaston
Sandstone is replaced by a fluvially deposited sandstone, the Alderley
Conglomerate Member (Thompson, 1970). Furthermore, examination of the
Wilmslow Sandstone to Thurstaston Sandstone sequence exposed at
Thurstaston on the Wirral (field trip with David Thompson, BSRG, 1982)
highlights the problems of interpreting interbedded aeolian and
fluvial sequences even in the field. The Wilmslow Sandstone at this
locality is tentatively interpreted as being a largely fluvial, sandy
braided river deposit with interbedded, small aeoliau dunes in dried
river channels (half—hearted, group decision, BSRI3 field trip). The
overlying Thurstaston Sandstone begins with the Thurstaston Hard
Sandstone, interpreted as an ephemeral fluvial channel fill, before
passing into aeolian (barchanoid?) dune deposits of the Thurstaston
Soft Sandstone Member characterised by large scale cross—bedding and
abundant aeolian millet seed grains. Perhaps, in detail, the se-
quences are not dissimilar at all!
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 11: The outcrop section on the West Cumbrian Coast
(Enclosure 14; Fig. 2.5.8; Plate 2.14)
This outcrop section is described before the core material from the
Irish Sea, Carlisle Plain and Vale of Eden because the sedimentary
structures, lateral lithofacies relationships and vertical organi-
sation of lithofacies observed from this field section are used to aid
interpretation of the cored intervals from the studied boreholes.
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A. Description of the West Cumbrian outcrop section
At outcrop in Western Cumbria the Sherwood Sandstone is at least 975
metres in thickness (proved in a borehole at Seascale, Gregory, 1915),
but this comprises only the St. Bees Sandstone Formation as younger
sediments are not preserved (see section 2.4.2 (ii) for full strati-
graphical details). The St. Bees Sandstone Formation is exposed In
several sea cliff and cliff top quarry sections around St. Bees Read,
which, providing one is in excellent healthy condition, allow repre-
sentative sections of the whole sequence to be examined (Fig. 2.5.8).
The sedimentology of the St. Bees Sandstone has been studied in detail
by Dr. Brian Waugh and Dr. Peter Turner, but, as yet, remains
unpublished. The following account is based on field work undertaken
with Dr. Brian Waugh and the Excursion Guide (Waugh, 1981) produced
for Poroperm Laboratories Limited. Enclosure 14 presents a composite
measured section for selected representative parts of the 975 metres
of the sequence, based on, and modified from, data of Brian Waugh.
The transition from the late Permian St. Bees Shales into the St. Bees
Sandstone is exposed in Hutbank Quarry (locality 1). Here the
St. Bees Shales comprise red, laminated micaceous siltstones and
mudrocks, which if examined closely, can be seen to be extensively
rippled. Desiccation cracks are well developed and local nodular
textures may be present. A rather arbitrary junction between the
St. Bees Shales and the St. Bees Sandstone is taken at the incoming of
the first fine to medium-grained sandstone. There then follows a
sequence of interbedded, silty mudrocks and fine to medium-grained
sandstone (typical of lithofacies C, D and E) with the mudrocks and
silty mudrocks constituting around 40% of the section. Each of the
sandstone units is characteristically parallel sided having an overall
sheet-like geometry, and is between 0.2 and 2 metres in thickness. A
general fining upwards grain size profile is usually developed,
beginning with a basal erosion surface, frequently with flute marks,
and typically fines through planar cross-bedded or massive, fine to
medium-grained sandstone, into plane bedded fine-grained sandstone,
finally culminating with current rippled or parallel laminated, very
fine-grained, often silty, sandstones. The basal sandstone is fre-
quently crowded with angular mudflake intraclasts. Thin horizons of
Fig. 2.5.8. Location map of the outcrop sections at St.
Bees Head, Cumbria (modified from Wau9h, 1981).
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coarse-grained, rather gritty sandstones occur near the base of the
St. Bees Sandstone interbedded with the more typical fine-grained
sandstones.
Interbedded mudrocks usually occur in wilts between 0.2 and 1.5 metres
in thickness, although occasionally thicker intervals are developed.
For the most parth they appear massive or horizontally laminated, but
climbing ripple lamination and desiccation cracks are locally present.
Walking along the cliff top path to the southwest successively higher
sections in the St. Bees Sandstone are exposed. As one moves up the
sequence there is a gradual increase in the percentage of sand at the
expense of mudrocks in the succession, and the sheet geometry is
replaced as the sandstones are stacked, one on top of another, forming
a sand dominated, multistorey sandbody. In the cliff sections below
Aikbank Quarry and Birkhams Quarry (locality 2) this increase in sand
content is evidenced as the sandstone units become significantly
thicker, typically averaging 2 metres in thickness. Bounding erosion
surfaces exhibit considerable relief compared with the flat scour
surfaces of the thinner, sheet sandstones. Mudflake intraclasts are
crowded along these basal erosion surfaces and along foresets. When
traced laterally these sandbodies show considerable thickness varia-
tions, and sand infilling of channel features can be recognised. The
organisation of sedimentary structures also shows considerable varia-
tion in detail, with some sandbodies being characterised by a sequence
of planar cross-bedding followed by trough cross-bedding and rippling,
whilst others are dominated by plane beds with primary current
lineation. Palaeocurrent readings takes on planar foresets usually
suggest flow directions to the north or north west.
At the stratigraphic level represented by McKay's Quarry (locality 3)
less than 1Y of the section now comprises mudrocks (Enclosure 14).
In the main ESE to WSW face several major sandbodies up to 4 metres in
thickness can be seen, each bounded by a major, undulose, laterally
extensive erosion surface above which a lag of mudflake intraclasts is
invariably present. The fine to medium-grained sandstones are typical
of lithofacies C and exhibit no significant fining upward grain size
profile. The dominant sedimentary structure is planar cross-bedding,
with angular based, asymptotic foresets, occurring in cosets typically
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1 to 2 metres in thickness. Internal erosion surfaces are common and
also crowded with mudflake intraclasts, but these erosion surfaces are
laterally impersistent. In addition, trough cross-bedding and plane
beds (with PCL) are common but are subordinate associations of the
planar cross-beds, and tend to occur in the upper part of a particular
sand body.
A small quarry 200 m to the south west of McKay's Quarry (locality 4)
exposes some 17 m of sandstone and is also dominated by thick,
erosively based, largely medium-grained sandstones, but the predomi.-
nant sedimentary structure is upper flow regime plane bed which occurs
in cosets up to 4 metres in thickness. Both planar and trough
cross-bedding are also developed, and may occur at any level in the
units of plane bed. The associated thin mudrocks exhibit a blocky,
almost nodular texture, and are interbedded with fine grained mica-
ceous sandstones.
The higher parts of the St.Bees Sandstone are well exposed southwards
from North Head to South Head in the cliff base sections (Plate 2.14).
A summary log for a typical vertical sequence below St.Bees lighthouse
(locality 5) is characterised by stacked fine to medium-grained,
erosively based, micaceous sandstones. Mudrocks are conspicuous by
their absence, and the whole section is composed of sandstones of
lithofacies C. There is no discernible fining upwards grain size
profile to individual sandbodies, and no apparent regular organisation
of sedimentary structures. However, upper flow regime plane beds and
tabular planar cross-beds are predominant with subordinate trough
cross-bedding tending to occur in the upper parts of any particular
sandbody. A variety of soft sediment deformation features are present
in these fine-grained sandstones including water escape structures,
oversteepening of foreset effects and slumping at channel margins.
These outcrop sections have the great advantage over borehole cores in
the the lateral variation in sedimentary organisation and sand body
geometry can be readily studied in three dimensions. In sections
parallel to the palaeoflow individual sand bodies can be traced
laterally for in excess of 200 m, but considerably less in sections at
right angles to palaeoflow. The overall geometry of individual
sandbodies therefore appears to be elongate and wedge shaped, being
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largely controlled by the bounding erosion surfaces, which can be
traced laterally for considerable distances. There is also con-
siderable variation in internal sedimentary structure of individual
sandbodies when traced downeurrent. Internal erosion surfaces, al-
though laterally impersistent, are common. Planar cross-beds may be
replaced laterally, within the same sandbody, by upper flow regime
plane beds which may in turn be replaced by trough cross-beds.
B. Interpretation of the West Cumbrian outcrop section
In general terms the St.Bees Bead sequence can be divided into two
major facies accociations:
(1) A lower sheet sandstone association comprising interbedded fine
grained, rippled sandstones and silty, laminated or rippled
mudrocks forming fining upward lithofacies Cp, Cr, D, E sequences.
(2) An upper, stacked, niultistorey sandbody complex dominated by fine
to medium-grained sandstones in which no general fining upward
grain size profile can be recognised but there is a tendency for
lithofacies C dominated, Ce, Cl, Cp, Cr lithofacies sequences to
be developed.
The lower association suggests that the sandstones were deposited as
unconfined sheet floods on an essentially flat, alluvial flood plain.
The exact environment of deposition is difficult to categorise but can
probably be restricted to three possibilities:
1. The sheetfloods represent broad areas of very shallow, unconfined
flow of flood waters across the alluvial plain as a river system
was gradually initiated across the arid Perniian Basin from * major
fluvial system already established to the south in the Midlands or
Cheshire.
2. The sheetfloods may be associated with over flooding or crevassing
of major fluvial channels, already established in the more was-
terly, central parts of the Irish Sea Basin, during periods of
seasonal peak discharge.
3. The sheetfloods may be distal parts of major alluvial fans
developed on the eastern margin of the basin fringing the Lake
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District Massif.
Coarse grains of derived volcanic material (identified by petrography,
see section 2.7.2), sourced from the Borrowdale Volcanic suite may
indicate that at least some lateral input into the basin was taking
place. Alternatively, as Waugh suggests (1984, pers. conim), coarse
grains of volcanic detritus may be incorporated into the sheetflood
association as a result of reworking the distal brockram fans that
flanked the basin margin.
Sheetflood sandstones of the lower association gradually diminish in
importance and are replaced by the sandbody complex of the upper
association. The incoming of thick sandstones,, with erosive bases,
planar cross-beds and upper flow regime plane beds indicates a more
constant subaqueous supply of sand and the establishment of a more
permanent river system. The repeated developments of tabular, planar
cross-beds bounded by sub-horizontal erosion surfaces are considered
to represent successive downstream migration of subaqueous bedforms,
which from the overall geometry, were similar to transverse (Smith,
1970) or linguoid bars. Commonly preserved upper flow regime plane
beds represent high energy deposition either during flood stages or
during falling stage conditions when water depth in channels or over
bars shallowed. Further evidence for fluctuation in discharge is
provided by the abundant internal erosion surfaces which suggest
repeated reactivation and bar modification. Associated trough cross-
bedding may represent the deposits of in-channel dunes or megaripples
which migrated on the channel floor as lower flow regime bed forms.
The presence of large subaqueous bedfoxms in this upper association
suggests that channels were developed. Bowever, the overall lack of
sedimentary organisation, suggesting rapid drifting of channel po-
sition and fluctuation in river discharge, argues against the presence
of single channel, high sinuosity rivers and indicates that a low
sinuosity, highly braided river tract was established.
The St.Bees Sandstone, therefore, records initial flooding of a wide
alluvial plain by a series of sheetfloods. The presence of desic-
cation cracks and incipient nodular carbonates indicates that flood
events were separated by periods of aridity and non-deposition.
Flooding however, although intermittent, was frequent enough to
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prevent the development of mature caicrete profiles. Gradually, a
more mature, channellised braided river complex was established in
which transverse bars or linguoid bars were tile major depositional
bedform, although upper flow regime plane beds are common. Tunbridge
(1981) considers thick sequences of plane beds to indicate ephemeral
flow, but here, rapidly fluctuating discharge conditions, resulting in
shallowing during waning stage is considered responsible for much of
the beds. Indeed, the typically preserved lithofacies sequence of Ce,
Cl, Cp, Cr is that which would be expected from waning flow
conditions.
Although there is considerable variation in vertical sequences mea-
sured at the same stratigraphic horizon downstream or upstream, the
measured section (Enclosure 14) exhibits many similarities to both the
South Saskatchewan, and particularly, the Platte vertical profile
models of Miall (1978; see also Fig. 2.5.2). The St.Bees Sandstone
can thus be interpreted as the deposits of a similar low sinuosity,
high braiding, sandy braided river.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Morecambe Bay Gas Field, Irisil Sea
The Morecambe Bay Gas Field was discovered in 1974 in the first Irish
Sea offshore test well, 110/2-1, drilled by Hydrocarbons Great Britain
Ltd (a subsidiary company of the Gas Council). The Sherwood Sandstone
forms the reservoir for the gas field at an average depth of around 1
km subsea, and is sealed by the overlying Mercia Mudstone. In this
study only the St.Bees Sandstone is reported from wells 110/2-1 and
110/3-3. Although the St.Bees Sandstone totals a thickness of in
excess of 1 km, only 180 m of St.Bees Sandstone were covered in
110/3-3 and only 20 m in 110/2-1. In each of these wells the St.Bees
Sandstone was logged in detail and compared with the outcrop sequence
at St.Bees Head to make environmental interpretation and comparison.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 9 and 10: Wells 110/3-3 and 110/2-1
(British Gas) Irish Sea
A. Description of the cored Interval in 110/3-3
(Enclosure 15; Fig. 2.5.9; Plate 2.15 A, B)
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A total of 200 metres of the Sherwood Sandstone Group, assigned to the
St. Bees Sandstone Formation, was cored in the 110/3-3 well.
Recovery was excellent in all cores except core 22, where some 50' was
lost (Fig.2.5.9). The whole sequence is dominated by fine to
medium-grained sandstones of litbofacies C. From the 180 metres of
recovered core only 35 metres of fine-grained sediments (less than
2L), mostly very fine-grained, argillaceous sandstones, siltstones
and silty mudrocks of lithofacies D and E, were present. These finer
grained sediments are concentrated in eight distinct intervals sepa-
rated by intervals in which the dominant lithofacies, fine to
medium-grained sandstone, is interbedded with very minor units of the
finer grained sediments (less than 5%).
The fine to medium-grained sandstones typically occur in units
averaging around 6' in thickness, although occasionally units up to 9'
in thickness are recorded, and between 3710' and 3695' one parti-
cularly large unit is some 15' thick. Individual sand units are
separated by distinct erosion surfaces, often crowded with mudflakes.
Evidence of minor relief on basal erosion surfaces is common and
loading is locally developed. At one horizon pebbly sandstones of
lithofacies B, with small extra-formational pebbles are present (3446'
to 3447'). Pebbles occur as a basal lag and aligned on foresets.
There is usually no well defined fining upward grain size profile
developed although individual units can often be divided into a lower,
mediuin-grained sandstone overlain abruptly by a fine-grained sand-
stone, and occasionally culminating 'with a thin development of silty
sandstone or silty mudrock. The medium-grained sandstones are usually
well cross-bedded, which in the core, appears to be tabular planar
(see Plate 2.15 A). Minor erosion surfaces are common and are
recorded by changes in direction and inclination of foreset dip.
Intense soft sediment deformation of foresets is common producing
extremely attractive fold patterns (eg 3362', 3426', 3532', see Plate
2.15 B). More rarely, and particularly in the upper part of
individual units, trough cross-bedding is developed. Curvature on
these foresets suggests that this trough cross-bedding is quite small
scale. Within the fine-grained sandstones of lithofacies C trough
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Fig. 2.5.9. Composite log of the Sherwood Sandstone interval in the
110/3-3 well, Irish Sea Basin (courtesy of British Gas)
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abundant. These fine-grained sandstones typically overlie the medium-
grained sandstones above a sharp, often visibly erosive surface (Plate
2.15 A). More rarely this division is gradational and low angled
foresets of medium grained sandstone pass upwards into fine-grained
sandstone plane beds. There is a tendency to develop a degree of
sedimentary organisation. Beginning with the erosion surface, an
individual unit ideally exhibits a sequence of tabular cross-beds,
upper flow regime plane beds, trough cross-beds and is capped by a
thin development of silty mudrocks, producing a lithofacies Ce, Cp,
Cl, Ct, E sequence.
Within lithofacies C sediments a few units are distinctly different
and not only exhibit no vertical grain size trend but also exhibit no
sedimentary structure organisation. These units are consistently
bimodally sorted, exhibiting a fine-to medium grain size variation on
a laminae scale, and contain abundant millet seed grains. Well
developed planar cross-bedding is invariably present (Plate 2.15 A)
and the inclination of foresets typically increases upwards in. any one
unit suggesting foresets are asymptotic. Also characteristic of this
cross-bedding is the development of wedge shaped cosets between minor
erosion surfaces of centimetre separation. Mudflakes are conspicu-
ously absent.
The intervals dominated by lithofacies D and E exhibit considerable
variation (see Plate 2.15 B). Very fine-grained argillaceous sand-
stones and silty mudrocks invariably show evidence of some current
activity. Asymmetrical ripples and climbing ripples are common and
the bases of thin sandstones frequently exhibit loading. Interbedded
sandstones are usually 6" to 1' in thickness, but fine sandstones up
to 3' in thickness are developed. These thicker sandstones are
typically planar cross-bedded or plane bedded. They exhibit a sharp
erosive base and the tops rapidly fine into the overlying mudrocks. A
variety of water escape structures and deformation features are also
present. Sandstone may be injected into the overlying mudrocks
producing vertical pipe structures whilst classic dish and pillar
structures are also occasionally observed (Plate 2.15 B). Complete
liquefaction of the sediment results in the formation of intricate
deformation patterns (Plate 2.15 B).
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Also typical of these finer grained lithofacies is the presence of
both distinct burrows and rather mottled horizons which are considered
to represent more intense bioturbation. Burrows tend to be cylindri-
cal and of varying diameter, but usually do not exceed 1 cm. They may
be horizontal, inclined or vertical, only showing a tendency to assume
a vertical orientation when overlain by thin sand deposits. Desic-
cation cracks occur in most of the mudrock intervals and are
associated with broken and disrupted laminae, angular mudflakes and
mudflake breccias.
One final feature worthy of note is the widespread presence of a pink
coloured poikilotopic dolomite cement which occurs as discrete crys-
tals and gives the sediment a 'Shap granite' appearance (see Plate
2.15 A). This dolomite cement is frequently concentrated in the
coarse member part of any individual unit, particularly near the base,
and is conspicuously absent in the finer grained lithofacies. Dolo-
mite cement is also present as much smaller rhombic crystals in the
highly porous sandstones where it occurs in thin bands parallel to the
foreset bedding. Where dolomite cement is abundant and in a few very
hard horizons, the sandstones exhibit a pinkish, or more rarely, red
colouration. Similarly, thick mudrock intervals are red in colour.
However, more typically porous sandstones are characteristically buff
white or creamish yellow in colour and the mudrocks are greenish brown
or green in colour.
Throughout the cored interval there is no apparent regular trend in
grain size or organisation of sedimentary structures. The lowermost
core (core 23) is too small to make generalisations about sedimento-
logy. A lower interval (3824' to 3766') is of rather mixed character
and contains sandbodies of fine to medium grain size overlain in the
lower part by 2' of very fine-grained argillaceous sandstone and silty
mudrocks. Within this interval mudrocks are largely absent in the
uppermost 30'. The interval between 3766' and 3715' in contrast is
dominated by mudrocks and very fine-grained argillaceous sandstones
with interbedded thicker, medium-grained sandstones. One particularly
distinct medium-grained sandstone is some 13' thick (3739' to 3726')
and exhibiths the distinctive wedge shaped bedding already described.
The short overlying interval (3726' to 3695') comprises two major
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sandbodies, the uppermost one being a compound unit some 15' thick,
and is in turn overlain by a short mudrock dominated interval (3695'
to 3685'). Plane bedded niedium—grained sandstones dominate the next
interval (3685' to 3663') which is overlain by 6' of silty mudrocks
(3663' to 3657'). The following 172' (to 3485') comprise, almost
exclusively, fine to medium—grained sandstones (a short mudrock
interval is present between 3585' and 3578'). These sandstones
display well the cyclical development of erosion surface, planar
cross—bedded sandstone and plane bedded sandstone. Plane beds locally
become very abundant and dominate any one individual unit. Generally
each unit is in the order of 3' to 6' thick, but considerably thicker
compound units are developed (eg 18' thick unit between 3572' to 3554'
comprising stacked planar cross—bedded cosets capped by a plane bedded
sandstone). A short interval (3485' to 3463') of silty mudrocks
interbedded with thin fine —grained sandstones (up to 2' thick)
separates this sand dominated interval from the overlying sand
dominated sequence which persists until 3329'. Again this interval
exhibits well the cyclical stacking of sandbodies separated by erosion
surfaces and of particular note, is the intricate soft sediment
deformation characteristic of the compound bars (eg 3364'). Some 30'
of interbedded silty mudrocks and fine—grained sandstones occur above
the thick sandstone interval and exhibit abundant desiccation cracks)
with associated mudflake breccias) and superb water escape structures.
The top of the cored interval (between 3300' and 3263') sees a return
to a typical sand dominated sequence.
2.5.5 (ii) c. B. Descrip tion of the cored Interval 110/2-1
(Enclosure 16; Fig. 2.5.10)
Only some 20 metres of the St.Bees Sandstone formation were cored in
the Irish Sea 110/2-1 well. The complete cored interval is sand
dominated, less than 1G of the sediments comprising very fine—grained
argillaceous sandstones or silty mudrocks of lithofacies D and E.
The sediments are again organised into units, typically between 3' and
9' in thickness, beginning with a basal erosion surface and comprising
medium—grained sandstone of lithofacies C as the major component.
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upwards increase in foreset inclination in any one coset suggests some
foresets may be asymptotic. Thicker units are complex and comprise
two or three cosets separated by internal erosion surfaces. The upper
parts of foresets are frequently deformed and suggest slippage or
slumping of sediment down foreset slopes. There is no marked fining
upward grain size profile developed although fine sandstone or thin
horizons of lithofacies D or E may cap the medium grained sandstones.
Asymmetric current ripples, small trough cross-beds and broken or
disrupted laminae are typical of these fine-grained argillaceous
sandstones and silty mudrocks.
The thick complex sandbodies between 4091' to 4081' and between 4060'
to 4047' are also characterised by very delicate foreset lamination,
abundant millet seed grains, a tendency toward bimodal grain size
sorting and a general lack of mudflake intraclasts and dolomite
cement.
As in the 110/3-3 well the dominant colour of the sandstones of the
St. Bees Sandstone in 110/2-1 is buff or creamish white, particularly
where the sandstones are porous. Only thin horizons of pinkish or
rarely red coloured sandstone are present, and these are usually finer
grained, argillaceous or cemented sandstones in close juxtaposition
with the more porous sandstones. Interbedded mudrocks may be red or
green in colour.
2.5.5 (ii) c. C. Interpretation of the cored Intervals in
110/3-3 and 110/2-1
Even a cursory examination of the sedimentological logs for the
St.Bees Sandstone at outcrop in western Cumbria and the cores from the
Irish Sea wells 110/3-3 and 110/2-1 is sufficient for the similarities
to become apparent. As at outcrop, two distinct lithofacies associa-
tions (summarised in Fig. 2.5.11) can be recognised in the cores from
the Irish Sea:
1. A dominant lithofacies association comprising vertically stacked
fine to medium-grained sandstones separated by distinct erosion
surfaces in which there is no pronounced fining upward grain size
profile developed but there is a tendency for lithofacies Ce, Cp,
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Cl, Cr (thin), E sequences to be developed. This lithofacies
association corresponds closely to the upper multistorey sandbody
complex at outcrop at St. Bees.
2. A variable lithofacies association of very fine—grained, often
argillaceous, sandstones, siltstones and silty niudstones with
interbedded fine to medium—grained sandstones. Most sediments
exhibit evidence of deposition from currents and are characterised
by asymmetrical ripples, climbing ripples, water escape structures,
fine parallel laminations and minor scour surfaces. Bioturbation
and burrowing is locally intense and the tops of mudrock intervals
frequently show evidence of desiccation by the presence of mud—
cracks, broken laminae and mudflake breccias. The thin interbedded
sandstones possess erosive bases and generally fine upward through
cross—bedded fine to mediunr-grained sandstones into the associated
mudrocks resulting in lithofacies Ce, Cr, DE sequence. This
association shows some similarities to the lower, sheet sandstone
association present at St.Bees.
Lithofacies association 1 is considered to represent a major fluvial
complex. The vertical lithofacies sequence is very similar to that
developed at outcrop and by analogy was developed as subaqueous bars
and in channel dunes in a high sinuosity, high braiding, braided
river. Common minor erosion surfaces, probably representing reactiva-
tion surfaces, attest to the repeated and rapid fluctuations in river
discharge. High energy, upper flow regime conditions were frequently
attained and preserved as plane beds. Thick sequences of vertically
stacked sandbodies (up to 130') in thickness) indice.te that maot
channel complexes were established.
A variant of lithofacies association 1 is present in both 110/3-3 and
110/2-1. This comprises well cross —bedded, medium—grained sandstones
containing abundant millet seed grains and exhibiting a tendency
towards bimodal grain size sorting. Cross —bedding is usually planar
becoming asymptotic at the base of individual cosets. This variation
is strongly suggestive of either aeolian deposition or fluvial
reworking of aeolian dunes. The sedimentary structures and millet
seed grains are reminiscent of the aeolian dunes seen at outcrop in
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Fig. 2.5.11. Summary of the sedimentological lithofacies associations
developed in the St. Bees Sandstone of the Irish Sea
Basin and St. Bees Head outcrop section.
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ilowever, the same cautionary comments expressed for the interpretation
of aeolian deposits apply equally well here. The criteria used by
Thompson (1969) to distinguish aeolian from fluvial sediments were
based largely on structures visible only in outcrop, and therefore, in
the absence of diagnostic features it is not possible to dogmatically
state whether these deposits are true aeolian sediments or are the
result of fluvial reworking of aeolian sediments. In any case, there
is evidence to indicate that aeolian dunes were developed in the upper
part of the St. Bees Sandstone in the Irish Sea. These sediments of
aeolian affinity may occur anywhere within either lithofacies associa-
tion 1 or 2 so that aeolian dune probably developed in both dried
river courses and on the desiccated floodplain.
Lithofacies association 2 also tends to occur in distinct packages, up
to 30' thick, in addition to the thin development associated with the
top of the sandstone units of association 1. The development and
preservation of such considerable thicknesses of fine-grained sedi-
ments in a braided river environment, bearing in mind this section is
near the top of the St.Bees Sandstone suggest that large laterally
extensive interchannel floodplains were developed on the mature braid
plain. These wide floodplains were periodically flooded, either by
major crevassing of braided channels or simply by flooding levees
during periods of peak discharge. Sheet-like sandbodies were depo-
sited between the channelised areas and as current velocities waned
with increasing distance from channels mud settled out of suspension
in shallow lakes. Such lakes were ephemeral but allowed insect larvae
to thrive prior to undergoing desiccation.
As with the sequence at St.Bees Read the vertical section through the
St.Bees Sandstone in the Irish Sea is comparable with the South
Saskatchewan and Platte River vertical profile models of Xiall (1978).
The St.Bees Sandstone may be envisaged as the deposit of a major,
sandy braided river of considerable lateral extent. The Triassic
outcrop is some 120 km wide in the Irish Sea and it seems reasonable
to assume a similar development of fades across this basin. The
Morecambe Bay Gas Field wells are 80 km south of the outcrop section
at St. Bees ilead and similar facies can be traced for a further 100
km to the south in northern Cheshire. Deep fluvial chan"els Incised
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the braid plain and deposited in excess of 1 kin of sediment during
Sherwood Sandstone times. On the inactive parts of the braid plain
and in dried channels wind blown dunes developed, some of which were
periodically reworked by succeeding flood events. During times of
peak discharge sediment laden waters flooded the braid plain and
deposited fine sandstones and mudrocks in the interchannel areas.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Sections 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16: The shallow
boreholes of the- Carlisle Plain and Vale of Eden
During the period of 1976 to 1978 the North West Water Authority
(N.W.W.A.) Rivers Division drilled a series of shallow observation
boreholes in the Carlisle Basin and Vale of Eden, to around depths of
100 metres, several of which penetrated and cored the Sherwood
Sandstone. The foresight of Xen Vines at the N.W.W.A. prompted him
to contact the supervisor of this project, Dr. Brian Waugh, in the
chance that some of these cores may have been of teaching or research
value. It was the approach of Ken Vines and the ready access he made
available to several cores which provided the initial impetus for this
project.
The N.W.W.A. cores were stored in wooden boxes at Leigh, near
Warrington and unfortunately had not been slabbed. Many of the cores
were heavily caked in drilling mud and had to be carefully cleared
prior to examination and sampling. Although the cores were continuous
and complete, they proved to be very difficult to examine and the
resulting sedimentological logs were not as detailed as they could
have been under ideal conditions.
Considerably later in the evolution of the project, Dr. Dennis Smith
of the Institute of Geological Siences, kindly brought to our
attention the presence of a borehole drilled by British Gypsum during
1981 close to Kirkby Thore, in the Vale of Eden. This borehole
penetrated and cored the lower 130' (39.3 in) of Sherwood Sandstone
present at Kirkby Thore and was freely available close at hand in the
Institute rock store at Kippax. Once again the invaluable services of
the Institute's rock store staff were made available and the whole
Sherwood Sandstone interval was duly slabbed. As a result, a superb
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sedimentological log was constructed for this borehole. In the
following account therefore, the Kirkby fore borehole is described in
detail first and more brief descriptions of the N.W.W.A. boreholes
follow afterwards.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 15: Kirkb y Thore (KT909) Borehole, Milburn,
Vale of Eden (NY365528) British Gypsum (Enclosure 17, Plate 2.16)
A. Descri ption of the cored Interval
This borehole was particularly valuable because the gradation between
the St.Bees Shales and St.Bees Sandstone was cored allowing a detailed
vertical section through this boundary to be examined.
In actual fact, no specific boundary between the St.Bees Shales and
St.Bees Sandstone can be recognised. Below 405' the core is dominated
by red, silty mudstones and argillaceous, silty, very fine-grained
sandstones of litbofacies D and E with abundant mudcracks and highly
disturbed or disrupted laminae (see Plate 2.15). Mudcracks can be up
to 10" in length and completely disrupt the sedimentary lamInations in
the core. Mudflake breccias are common and presumably originate from
fragmentation during desiccation. The thin, interbedded sandstones
typically possess sharp bases and exhibit ripple or wavy lamination.
Between 405' and 380' siltstones become dominant with distinct,
interbedded medium-grained, micaceous sandstones. Again the argil-
laceous siltstones and silty mudrocks are characterised by abundant
mudcracks and 'mu.dflake breccias, whilst the associated sandstones, up
to 2' in thickness, exhibit planar cross-stratification and often have
rippled tops giving the rise to Ce, Cp, Cr, E vertical sequences.
There then follows a rather mixed sequence between 380' and 335'
comprising almost equal proportions of medium grained sandstone and
silty mudrock. Mudcracks gradually decrease in abundance throughout
this interval and the broken and disrupted laminations are replaced by
well preserved delicate horizontal bedding. Several small gypsum
nodules occur at 344'. The medium-grained sandstones are typically
micaceous and show the same vertical Ce, Cp. Cr, E lithofacies
sequence already established lover in the core. Above 335' to the top
of the cored interval medium grained, cross-bedded sandstones become
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dominant and interbedded silty niudrocks are considerably thinner and
reduced in significance. In this upper interval less than 10% of the
sediments comprise finer grained lithofacies D and E, and mudcracks
appear to be abundant. The sandstones exhibit organisation into
distinct units, some 6' to 9' in thickness beginning with an erosive
base and culminating with a thin capping of fine—grained often silty
or argillaceous sandstone, although no recognisable fining upward
grain size profiles are developed. Planar cross — stratification is
usually well developed in the lower part of individual units and gives
way to trough cross —bedding in the upper parts of the units.
Generally the sandstones are red coloured and well cemented. The
cement is not calcite as the cores do not effervesce when dilute
hydrochloric acid drops are applied. Occasional horizons of white or
buff white sandstones and green mudrocks occur, usually associated
with lithological boundaries.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 12: N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15, New
Mill Farm, Lee g ate, Wig ton, Carlisle Basin
(NY20074601; Enclosure 18, Plate 2.17)
B. Description of the cored Interval
The St.Bees Sandstone in Observation Borehole 15 is a sand—dominated
sequence with only approximately 10% of interbedded silty mudrocks.
Fine to medium—grained sandstone occurs in units typically between 1
and 2 metres in thickness (although units up to 4 metres were
recorded) each unit being separated by an erosion surface. Mudflake
intraclasts are frequently concentrated along such erosion surfaces.
Planar cross—bedding is the most obvious sedimentary structure al-
though trough cross—beds occur towards the top of several of the
individual units. The interbedded mudrocks are well laminated and no
desiccation features were observed.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 13: N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, Rockcliffe,
Carlisle Basin
(NY3697627l; Enclosure 19, Plate 2.17)
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C, Descrip tion of the cored Interval
This borehole was drilled near the centre of the Carlisle Basin and
cored the upper 100 metres of the Sherwood Sandstone. The cored
interval is rather arbitrarily divided into two units based on
lithology. A lower micaceous fine to medium-grained sandstone inter-
val (111 m to 48 in) as assigned to the St.Bees Sandstone Formation is
overlain by a similar fine to medium-grained sandstone sequence (48 m
to 11 m) characterised by a general absence of mica and presence of
well rounded grains, which is assigned to the Kirklinton Sandstone
Formation.
The St.Bees Sandstone displays its usual appearance, comprising fine
to medium-grained sandstone with approximately 10 to 15% of associated
finer grained lithofacies D and E. The sandstones are organised 'into
units between 1 and 2 metres in thickness separated by erosion
surfaces. In addition to planar cross-bedding both upper flow regime
plane-beds and trough cross-beds are present. No desiccation features
were observed in the associated silty mudrocks.
The overlying Iirklinton Sandstone does exhibit subtle variation from
the St.Bees sandstone. In general, the fine to medium sandstones are
mica-free and mudrock interbeds are rarer. When examined closely sand
grains are well rounded, and occasional laminae of millet seed grains
are present. A bimodal grain size sorting is often developed on a
centimetre scale. Planar cross-bedding is usually present in sets up
to 3 metres in thickness.
Although there is considerable colour variation in the borehole, the
Kirklinton Sandstone tends to be a lighter brick red than the
underlying St.Bees Sandstone (see Plate 2.17). Small greenish or buff
white reduction spots are also typically developed in the Kirklinton
Sandstone.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 14: N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 14, Tarraby
carlisle, Carlisle Basin
(NY 41725847; Enclosure 20, Plate 2.17)
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D. Description of the cored Interval
Observation Borehole 14 was also drilled near the central axis of the
Carlisle Basin and penetrated the upper part of the Sherwood Sand-
stone. Beneath the drift, between 12 metres and 20 metres interbedded
silty mudrocks and agrillaceous, very fine-grained sandstones occur
and are considered to be the Stanwix Shales of Mercia Mudstone age.
The St.Bees Sandstone was cored to a depth of 112 metres and is a fine
to meditun-grained sandstone dominated sequence. Except for the
interval between 105 metres and 111 metres, silty mudrocks and
associated fine-grained lithofacies comprise less than 5% of the cored
interval examined. This short section at the base of the cored
sequence comprises laminated and rippled mudrocks interbedded with
thin argillaceous, very fine-grained sandstones and siltstones. Asym-
metric current ripples, climbing ripples and small scale planar
cross-bedding structures are profuse but there is no evidence of
desiccation. The overlying fine to medium-grained. sandstones (Utbo-
facies C) are organised into typical St. Bees Sandstone units with
lithofacies Ce, Cp, Cl, Cr sequences repeatedly occurring. Litho-
facies E cappings are only rarely developed. A coarse-grained
variation is present between 60 and 56 metres where the sandstones
become distinctly pebbly (see BH14, 59.2 metres, Plate 2.17) and
contain abundant small pebbles (up to 8 mm in diameter) of igneous and
sedimentary origin. These pebbly horizons occur as thin lag deposits,
generally not more than 30 cm thick, at the base of more typical-
medium grained sandstone units. Elsewhere mudflake intraclasts occur
concentrated at the base of sandstone units or aligned on foresets.
Cross-bedding is sporadically developed throughout the cored sequence
and is generally planar-tabular although trough cross-beds are deve-
loped at the top of sandstone units.
2.5.5 (ii) c. Section 16: N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18. Skirwith Abbey,,
Penrith, Vale of Eden
(NY61303250; Enclosure 21; Plate 2.17)
E. Description of the cored Interval
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Almost 90 metres of St.Bees Sandstone were cored in Observation
Borehole No 18, drilled some 10 km to the east of Penrith, close to
the British Gypsum Iirkby fore 909 Borehole. In contrast to the
Kirkby fore Borehole, which cored the lower 126 metres of Sherwood
Sandstone, a sequence near the top of the St. Bees Sandstone was
recovered from Observation Borehole 18.
As in other parts of the Basin and in the upper part of the Kirkby
fore Borehole, the St.Bees Sandstone in the N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 18 is a sand—dominated sequence. Of the sequence examined,
fine—grained lithofacies D and B comprise around only ItWo of the
sediment, with sandstones of lithofacies C comprising the rest. The
fine to medium—grained sandstones are organised into units between two
and three metres in thickness, characterised by a basal erosion
surface with planar cross—bedding and trough cross—bedding. upper
flow regime plane beds are frequently well developed and primary
current lineation is often visible on bedding plane surfaces (see
Plate 2.2 and Plate 2.16). Mudflake intraclasts are abundant as lag
deposits at the base of sandstone units (Plate 2.16, B1118 75 a)
forming 'mudflake conglomerates' and also occur on foresets and minor
internal erosion surfaces.
The lower part of the cored sequence (below 40 metres) contains
considerably more of the finer grained lithofacies than the upper
part. Fine—grained argillaceous sandstone, siltatone and silty
mudrocks comprise some 25% of the sequence and exhibit a variety of
ripple types and horizontal lamination. Evidence of desiccation was
not observed.
2.5.5 (ii) c. F. Interpretation of the Cored Intervals of the
Shallow Boreholes of the Carlisle Plain and Vale of Eden
The five studied boreholes in the Carlisle Basin and Vale of Eden
provide an almost complete representative section from the Permian
Eden Shales through the St. Bees Sandstone into the Kirklinton
Sandstone. There appears to be a gradual transition from the audrock
dominated Eden Shales into the sandstone—dominated St. Bees Sandstone,
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and in general terms the sequence can be envisaged as single
coarsening upwards cycle.
The lower part of the sequence, as seen in the Kirkby Thore Borehole,
shows many similarities to the lower sheet sandstone association
exposed on the West Cumbrian coast. The uppermost Eden Shales are
interpreted by Burgess and Holliday (1974) in the Bulton Beck borehole
(NY 728205) as being of fluviatile deposits washed onto an inland
sabkha or ephemeral desert playa during a regional climatic change at
the end of Permian times (see also Arthurton et g, 1978, for a more
regional summary). The basin into which the sediments of the St. Bees
Sandstone accumulated can therefore be envisaged as a very flat,
featureless plain flanked to the west by the Lake District Massif and
to the east by the fault bounded Cross Fell and Pennine Blocks. A
similar interpretation for the Carlisle Basin and Vale of Eden
sequence can be postulated as invoked for the West Cumbrian coasted
section. Sheetflood sandstones spread out across the basin, and
although no palaeocurrent data is available, these are presumed to be
sourced from the south. That narrow elongate form of the Vale of Eden
Basin argues against an origin from crevassing of major laterally
equivalent contemporary uluvial channels but suggests that the sheet-
floods represent initiation of a river system across the Vale of Eden
Basin sourced from the southern end of the basin and flanking
Palaeozoic kighs. Separating sheetflood events the basin was subjec-
ted to aridity, with the development of desiccation features. Shallow
lakes, formed during flood events, evaporated to dryness producing
abundant mudrocks and desiccation breccias, and gypsum (or anhydrite
was precipitated diagenetically in the silty muds. Thicker
sandstones with repeated sedimentary organisation represent the deve-
lopment of a major channelised river with all the characteristics of a
sandy, low sinuosity and highly braiding system. Carrying power was
frequently high as witnessed by upper flow regime bedforms and
localised pebbly horizons around Carlisle (a pebbly layer has also
been noted by Arthurton et al, 1978, in the banks of the river Caldew,
near Daiston south of Carlisle). These thicker sandstone units
graduallj increase in importance up the sequence, until in the upper
70 to 80 metres, the sequence comprises approximately 90% of sand-
stone, suggesting the whole basin was repeatedly combed by active
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river tracts. The associated finer grained sediments do not exhibit
desiccation features either suggesting reduced aridity or sufficiently
increased sedimentation rate preventing extensive desiccation.
The Kirklinton Sandstone at the top of the Sherwood Sandstone Group in
the Carlisle and Vale of Eden Basins exhibits some features typical of
aeolian deposition. Indeed, it has been suggested to record a general
increase of aeolian sedimentation at the expense of fluviatile
sedimentation in the uppermost Sherwood Sandstone by Arthurton it it
(1978, pp. 202 - 203) in a manner analogous to that invoked for the
top part of the Wilmslow Sandstone in Northern Cheshire. Similarly,
considerable evidence to suggest that aeolian sedimentation was
locally developed in the upper part of the St. Bees Sandstone was
noted in both 110/3-3 and 110/2-1. The general lack of mica,
argillaceous matrix and mudflake intraclasts together with the pre-
sence of well rounded, locally millet seed grains, bimodal sorting and
pronounced cross—bedding with large set size recorded from the
Kirklinton Sandstone are characteristic of aeolian sediments. How -
ever, the cautionary remarks of Thompson (1969; see also 2.5.5 (ii)
section 7, page 140) are again recalled. Distinction between aeolian
and fluviatile sediments is best based on structures visible in
outcrop, and although the evidence strongly suggests and increased
aeolian influence in late St. Bees Sandstone - Kirklinton Sandstone
times, it is not possible to deduce dune types or even categorically
identify aeolian events. It is equally possible that any aeolian
deposits were rapidly reworked by the active river channels and that
true aeolian sediments are since removed. It is certainly considered
unlikely that an aeolian complex on the scale of the Frodshain Member
was ever established in Western Cumbria and the Carlisle Basin.
2.5.5 (iii) The Southern North Sea Basin
2.5.5 (iii) a. Western Basin Margin
Despite being penetrated by inumerable boreholes in the exploration
for Carboniferous coal and oil and delineating the Triassic 'Bunter'
aquifer, no detailed sedimentological studies have been published on
the Sherwood Sandstone outcrop and subcrop occurring along the eastern
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flank of the Pennine ridge in northern England. Several outcrop
sections and boreholes along this western margin to the Southern North
Sea Basin have therefore been logged in detail and are presented in
the following account. Scattered outcrop sections in the vicinity of
Nottingham and westwards towards Derby were examined, and selected
sequences logged through these sections are included in Enclosure 22
as a composite section for comparison with the Gamston Borehole.
Outcrop sections further north, around Doncaster, Selby and Ripon, are
used as a basis for interpreting vertical sequences recorded in the
Canton and Riccall boreholes and, eventually, the offshore 41/20—i
and 43/15-1 Southern North Sea Wells.
2.5.5 (iii) a. The Sherwood Sandstone in the Derb y - Nottingham -
Worksop Area
Section 18: The outcrop sections in the vicinity of Nottingham
westwards towards Derby
(Enclosure 22; Fig. 2.5.12 to 2.5.14; Plates 2.18 to 2.21)
A. Descrip tion of the sections
There are several exposures of the base of the Sherwood Sandstone in
and around Nottingham occurring as far west as Derby and as far north
as Worksop (Fig. 2.5.12). The Lenton Sandstone Formation (Lower
Mottled Sandstones) can be seen resting unconformably on Lower Coal
Measures of the Carboniferous at Swancar Quarry, Trowell (SK 491393))
to the west of Nottingham, close to the basin margin (see Taylor and
Houldsworth, 1973 for locality details and the original description of
the section). Here, up to 13 metres of fine to medium—grained
sandstones occurring in planar cross—bedded and plane—bedded sets of
up to 1.8 metres in thickness, typical of the Lenton Sandstone, are
well exposed overlying the Carboniferous. No basal conglomerate is
developed although the lower 0.3 metres is significantly coarser
grained, and mudflake intraclasts are commonly present as basal lag
deposits. Palaeocurrent directions indicate flow in a generally
eastward direction.
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approximately one mile to the east at Bramcote Quarry (SI 504387).
Unfortunately, the friable Lenton Sandstone in this deep, working
quarry is not ideal for sedimentological studies because of the
extensive surface run off producing a covering of recent sand, but the
junction with the overlying pebble beds is exposed in the upper part
of the quarry. Some 20 metres of the Lenton Sandstone (approximately
30 metres thick in this area) is seen in this quarry and comprises
planar and, more rarely, trough cross-bedded fine to medium-grained,
locally micaceous, sandstones typical of lithofacies C. Towards the
top of the sequence a thin mudrock horizon occurs and is considered to
underlie the pebble beds of the Nottingham Castle Formation.
These pebble beds comprise lithofacies B medium to coarse grained
sandstones with scattered, rare pebbles reaching up to 8 mm in
diameter. Foresets are typically planar-tabular with asymptotic •bases
and occur in cosets averaging 1.5 to 2 metres in thickness. Bounding
erosion surfaces are essentially sub-horizontal and exhibit little
erosive relief. In the uppermost few metres of the quarry the
sandstone is hard and well cemented with coarse, poikilotopic baryte
crystals (see Taylor and Houldsworth, 1972).
Almost all of the pebble bed sequence, which is some 100 , thick in
this area, is visible in the craggy exposures of Stapleford Hill (SI
498387; 332' high) and the Hemlock Stone (SI 499386). The pebble beds
of the Nottingham Castle Formation are typically organised into cosets
of between 1.5 and 2 metres in thickness with planar-tabular foresets
as seen in Bramcote Quarry. Although bounding erosion surfaces are
generally sub-horizontal, internal erosion surfaces may also be
developed producing lenticular, wedge shaped sets (see for example the
three-dimensional exposures of the Hemlock Stone). Palaeocurrent
readings taken on these planar foresets are generally aligned towards
the east, although there is a spread across south east to the north,
especially if measurements are taken on smaller bedforms.
A particularly instructive section of the pebble beds occurs at the
type locality, around the cliffs of Nottingham Castle Rock (SI
569394). A total of some 25 metres is exposed in the cliffs around
the castle but only 12 metres are readily accessible to be logged in
detail (Enclosure 22). The distribution of the outcrops is illu-
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strated in Fig. 2.5.13. Approaching the Castle from the south-east
via the Brewhouse Yard impressive sections at the base of the crags
can be readily examined and the cave-like excavations in the sandstone
provide excellent three-dimensional exposure. The pebble beds are
buff coloured, medium to coarse-grained lithofacies B sandstones with
common scattered pebbles and mudflake intraclasts. Pebbles and
mudflakes occur as lags at the base of individual sets and are also
concentrated along foresets, with pebbles up to 2 cm in diameter being
noted. Despite the fact that pebbles are locally abundant, no true
conglomerates are developed and the pebbles always occur in a sand
framework matrix. Sets are typically between 1 and 2 metres in
thickness, and although major bounding surfaces are planar sub-hori-
zontal, numerous internal erosion surfaces are common which produce
lenticular wedge shaped cosets. Palaeocurrent readings taken on.
several major set foresets where three-dimensional exposures were
available, yielded directions between 60 0 and 100°N indicating a
dominant palaeoflow direction to the north-east and east. Along
Peveril Street at the southern end of the Castle crags the section
exposed is closer to parallelling the palaeoflow direction and the
cliffs comprise a series of vertically stacked sets reaching 2 metres
in thickness. These sets are separated by planar sub-horizontal
bounding erosion surfaces and the upper set surface is often characte-
rised by small trough sets around 0.5 m in depth.
Walking back through the Brewhouse Yard, sporadic exposures also occur
along Castle Road adjacent to the 'Trip to Jerusalem' pub sub-parallel
to the palaeo-flow. A further section higher in the sequence is
exposed along Lenton Road close to the brow of the hill (see Plate
2.18). This exposure includes a section sub-parallel to the palaeo-
flow at the western end of Lenton Road and a section oblique to the
palaeoflow as the road swings around to the north-east towards the
brow of the hill. A total of six sets can be examined which exhibit
complex interrelationships. At the western end of the exposure a
sequence of four vertically stacked sets with asymptotic planar
foresets can be traced laterally for almost 40 metres. To the east,
walking up the hill, the two lowermost sets pass laterally into plane
beds as the road swings around to the north-east. The third set
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itself eroded by a pebbly, trough—shaped set which developed prior to
the bounding erosion surface separating sets 3 and 4. Smaller
trough— shaped sets are also developed in set 3 below this bounding
erosion surface. The overlying uppermost sets 5 and 6 exhibit similar
west to east lateral changes from planar foresets to trough cross—
bedded units. Again, although pebbles may be locally abundant,
particularly as basal lag deposits and infilling the major trough
cosets, no true conglomerates are developed. However, pebble and
mudflake imbrication is commonly observed.
The top of the Nottingham Castle Formation can be readily examined in
Nottingham along the Coiwick Road (B 686) on the east side of the
city. Small exposures occur along the roadside in Sneinton (SI
585394) which expose typical buff coloured, medium to coarse—grained,
pebbly sandstones of the Nottingham Castle Formation (Plate 2.17,
Enclosure 22). Approximately half a mile to the east towards Coiwick
the junction between the Nottingham Castle Formation and the overlying
Mercia Mudstone Group is exposed in a 4 metre cliff section at the
site of the now demolished Colwick railway bridge (SI 592397,
Enclosure 22). Two cosets of buff coloured, planar cross—bedded
pebbly sandstones with abundant large mudflakes form the lower part of
the exposure and are typical of the Nottingham Castle Formation. The
junction between the Nottingham Castle Formation sandstones and the
basal sediments of the Mercia Mudstone Group is sharp and marked by a
thin layer of argillaceous 'gritty' sandstone containing large, well
rounded pebbles up to 2 cm in diameter. These large, well rounded,
almost millet seed pebbles when examined with a hand lens or binocular
microscope have a highly polished, glazed surface giving them the
appearance of glass. At the top of the exposure fine—grained rippled
and wavy laminatd sandstones characteristic of lithofacies D alternate
with thin, laminated silty mudrocks of the Woodthorpe Formation which
Taylor and Houldsworth (1973) ascribed to the 'leuper Basement Beds'.
There are many other exposures in the Nottingham area which illustrate
a similar overall vertical sequence. Instructive sections through
pebbly sandstones can be examined at Cloud Hill, Sandiacre (SK 475377,
Plate 2.19) and the uppermost pebble beds are well exposed along the
treacherous Chilwell Lane (SI 507373). Locality details for these,
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and other exposures, are given in Taylor (1964, 1965a, b), Taylor and
Houldsworth (1973a, b and c) and in Frost and Smart (1979). In the
Nottingham area the Nottingham Castle Formation is dominated by pebbly
sandstones of lithofacies B, with only minor conglomerate. Pebbles
are recorded as commonly occurring as far north as Doncaster (see
Warrington, 1974). Gravelly sandstones, for example are exposed just
north of 0].lerton in the roadside cuttings at Coruna Hill Plantation
(5K 590722). liere the gravel occurs in two horizontally bedded sets,
separated by an erosion surface (Plate 2.20) and has a matrix support
of coarse sand. Laterally, this gravelly sandstone passes into a
large planar-tabular cross-bedded set almost 2 metres high. Large
pebbles are also present in several exposures around Worksop, particu-
larly well seen at Blyth in a series of road cuttings (SK 624879).
Typical pebbly sandstones of medium to coarse grain size occur in sets
between 1 and 1.5 metres in thickness and are separated by sub-hori-
zontal, essentially planar, erosion surfaces in sections parallel to
the palaeoflow. The pebbles form concentrations above these erosion
surfaces and also occur scattered throughout the sandstones on
foresets. Sections at right angles to the palaeoflow exhibit sets
with a broad, shallow trough or lenticular shape which can be traced
laterally for 30 metres. The basal erosion surface can clearly be
seen to cut down into the underlying set. Similar features can be
examined in the excellent quarry faces of Canton Forest Quarry (SK
608828) and Broom Covert Quarry (SK 609832) just to the north of
Works op.
Two other sections relevant to an overall sedimentological interpre-
tation of the Sherwood Sandstone in the Nottingham area are also
described here. These are the conglomerates and pebbly sandstones of
the Nottingham Castle Formation outcropping between Mercaston and
Mugginton, north-west of Derby, and the quarries around Shepshed,
Loughborough, to the south of Nottingham which expose the basal Mercia
Mudstone Group sediments resting on a variety of Charnian rocks.
The large sand and gravel quarries of the Mercaston - Mugginton area
provide representative sections of the Nottingham Castle Formation in
the area to the north-west of Derby. The pebble beds in this area
attain a maximum thickness of around 40 metres, rapidly thinning to
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the north on a rising surface of Carboniferous sediments (Frost and
Smart, 1979). Most of the sequence could be examined in the quarries
owned by ARC along Black Brook north of Mercaston (SI 280454) although
these quarries were scheduled for filling by the council in 1982.
The base of the Sherwood Sandstone Group lying on the Carboniferous is
not seen, but the pebble beds appear to form a coarsening upward
sequence. The lower part of the section comprises pebbly, medium to
coarse-grained sandstones (lithofacies B) which contain extremely
large pebbles concentrated in basal lag deposits (Plate 2.20). Many
of these clasts are angular fragments of Carboniferous sandstone and
limestone probably of quite local origin. In addition, smaller
quartzose pebbles are common and also occur aligned on foresets.
Palaeocurrent measurements taken on foresets suggest a source to the
north-west (Fig. 2.5.14). In the upper part of the quarry the pebble
beds consist of gravelly, coarse sandstones and conglomerates sepa-
rated by medium to coarse-grained, pebbly sandstones (Plate 2.20).
Grain size profiles are difficult to recognise because individual sets
frequently cannot be ascertained. In general, the conglomerates
exhibit only a crude horizontal bedding and are typical of lithofacies
Am, although pebble imbrication is common. Where underlain by pebbly
sandstone considerable relief can be seen on basal erosion surfaces.
Quarry faces aligned east-west exhibit a well developed trough shaped
morphology to individual conglomerate sets which are often flanked by,
and pass laterally into, pebbly sandstones. These interbedded pebbly
sandstones show planar-tabular, asymptotic cross-bedding.
The second series of exposures relevant to the overall sedimentologi-
cal interpretation occur in the large ARC quarries around Charnwood,
near Loughborough. These quarries are used to provide aggregate from
the Charnian volcanic and intrusive rocks. During Triassic times, the
pre-Cambrian rocks of the Charuwood area were already a positive range
of north-west to south-east trending uplands which effectively sepa-
rated the Needwood and Binckley Basins of the Midlands from the
Southern North Sea Basin. The Sherwood Sandstone sediments onlap onto
this positive ridge and are overstepped by Mercia Mudstone Group
sediments. The surface of the Charnian rocks exhibits considerable







































































is partly infilled by these Triassic sediments. Several small troughs
or valleys cutting the Charnian rocks can be seen in each of the
quarry sections visited and these valleys typically trend north-west
through north to north-east, at right angles to the Charnian trend.
Relief on these erosive features may be considerable. Bosworth (1912)
describes deep 'hollows' in Groby Quarry (SI 524082) with a relief of
20 metres. Spectacular erosion gullies visible in Whitwick Quarry (SI
156457) exhibit a relief of up to 25 metres and several have steep,
locally overhanging sides. These deep gullies are filled with a
variety of marginal, basal Mercia Mudstone Group sediments (Plate
2.21). In all the erosive gully fills examined in Newhurst (SK
487180), Longcliffe (SI 493170), Whitwick (SI 156457) and Groby (SI
524082) Quarries a basal breccio-conglomerate was present directly
overlying the smooth surface of the underlying Charnian rocks. In
Longcliffe Quarry these basal conglomerates are composed almost
entirely of pebbles derived from the underlying Charnian Blackbrook
Series or intrusive syenite and are tightly cemented with calcite.
The thickness of these coarse-grained basal facies varies consider-
ably, but they invariably thin against the 'fossil valley' sides. In
Longcliffe and Newhurst Quarries the conglomerates are thin and
restricted to the lowermost parts of the depressions, attaining
thickness of less than one metre. However, at the western extremity
of Whitwick Quarry a particularly deep erosional feature contains a
fill of 2 metres of breccio-conglomerate set in a clay matrix (Plate
2.21). No grading is visible, and the whole deposit is very poorly
sorted, with both grain and matrix support. This coarse basal facies
is then overlain by a single coset of well cross-bedded, extremely
argillaceous, very coarse-grained sandstone. This is a somewhat
misleading description, because in hand specimen the sandstone exhi-
bits matrix support and contains imbricated clasts of a finely
crystalline micaceous schist and a variety of very fine-grained
volcanic rock types, so that cross-bedded graywacke would perhaps be a
more appropriate term. These pebbles reach up to 2 cm in diameter and
are typically sheet-like in morphology, exhibiting excellent imbri-
cation along foresets.
The sediments infilling the various depressions on the Triassic
surface are overlain by a variety of mudrocks typical of lithofacies E
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interbedded with thin, erosively based, fine grained lithofacies D
sandstones.
These sandstones exhibit delicate cross—bedding, and usually display a
fining upward grain size passing into argillaceous or silty, very fine
grained sandstones and eventually the overlying silty mudrocks.
Asymmetric current ripples are often developed on the upper surface of
these sandstones, and low angled climbing ripples are common, the
basal erosion surface of these thin sandstones frequently shows the
presence of upper flow regime parting lineation and a variety of sole
structures (see Liewellyn, 1969, for the original description).
Occasionally, large pebbles (up to 2 cm in size) also occur with
mudflakes as basal lag deposits. When traced laterally across the
erosional depressions these thin, often laterally persistent sandstone
horizons exhibit catanary bedding, almost parallelling the underlying
Charnian topography.
The interbedded mudrocks and silty mudrocks are difficult to examine
in the field because of recent weathering effects but they can readily
be seen to be finely laminated. Cut and polished hand specimens show
these silty mudrocks contain common ripple bedding, desiccation cracks
and mudflake breccias. Liewellyn (1968) also describes the presence
of dendritic halite pseudoinorphs from this locality but these were not
observed by the author.
2.5.5 (iii) a. Section 19: The Gamston Borehole
(S 70337655; Enclosure 23)
The Gamston Borehole, drilled in 1969 between East Retford and
011erton, some 25 miles north of Nottingham, cored some 200 metres of
Sherwood Sandstone. The borehole was financed by N.E.R.C., with the
co—operation of the Severn—Trent Water Authority, who eventually took
charge of the borehole on completion for observation purposes. Cores
from the borehole are now stored at Loughborough University under the
care of Bill Moffat who supervised several engineering orientated
investigations and porosity—permeability studies on the borehole (see
Brown, 1970). The borehole was situated on the confined part of the
aquifer close to the outcrop of the Sherwood Sandstone and thus
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records the full thickness of the Sherwood Sandstone. According to
Brown (.
	
j) the total depth of the borehole is 705.5' , coring
started at 105', and the uppermost 96 feet are interpreted as
comprising the basal Mercia Mudstone Group sandstones and maria.
Brown (p 2j) places the base of the Sherwood Sandstone at 685.5' and
the lowermost 19' he considers to be Permian in age.
B. Description of the cored Interval
The Sherwood Sandstone recovered from the Gamston Borehole, as with
the outcrop sequence around Nottingham, is a sand-dominated sequence.
From the total of 585' of core (178 metres), only 6' (2 metres) of
mudrock are present, amounting to less than 2% of the sequence.
Medium to coarse-grained, pebbly sandstones are the dominant litho-
fades, but grade into fine to medium-grained sandstones of litho-
facies C with the disappearance of pebbles. Although beds of true
conglomerates are rare, pebbles are locally abundant, and conglome-
ratic sandstones are developed at a few horizons. The cored sequence
can be divided on the basis of the dominant lithofacies into three
interval s:
1. A lower interval from 705' to 590' comprising fine to medium-grai-
ned sandstones largely without pebbles (lithofacies C). However,
pebbles rarely occur as basal lag deposits, and one unit (652' to
647') contains abundant pebbles aligned on foresets. Mudflake
intraclasts are common throughout. Fine-grained sandstones predo-
minate in the lower 50', gradually coarsening upwards into medium
and, locally, coarse-grained sandstones. Sandstones are organised
into units of between 2.' and 6' in thickness, each unit being
separated by a marked erosion surface. Within individual units no
grain size trend can be ascertained except for the presence of a
slightly coarser grained basal lag. Cross-bedding is well deve-
loped and is typically dominated by tabular-planar foresets. More
rarely, towards the top of individual units, distinct trough
cross-beds can be recognised. In the lower part of this interval,
near the base of the core, approximately 5' of laminated red
mudrock occurs with thin interbedded, erosively based fine-grained
sandstones. No desiccation features were observed in these mud-
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rocks.
2. An interval between 590' and 292', generally coarser grained than
the preceeding lower interval, and comprising medium to coarse—
grained, pebbly sandstones of lithofacies B. Beds of conglomerate
are developed between 490' and 465'. Pebbles are present through-
out the interval, generally occurring associated with mudflake
intraclasts as both basal lag deposits and concentrated along
foresets. Typically the pebbles are less than 1" in diameter, but
in the beds of conglomerate pebbles up to 2" in diameter occur.
The sandstones are again organised into distinct units of average 3
and 5' in thickness, although exceptionally, units 12' thick occur.
Although no pronounced grain size trend is developed within
individual units, there is a tendency for each unit to be
characterised by a basal surface overlain by planar cross—beds
which may pass upwards into trough cross—beds or, more rarely,
wavy, horizontal bedding and upper flow regime plane beds. The
conglomerates are too coarse—grained and friable to recognise any
internal structure or sedimentary organisation within the core.
Only two mudrock horizons occur within this interval as very thin
cappings to two individual sandstone units. There is no evidence
of desiccation textures in the mudrocks.
3. An uppermost interval, from 292' to the top of the cored section at
105', in which the sandstones are distinctly less pebbly, and, more
typically, medium—grained. Pebbles do occur however, concentrated
as thin basal lag deposits and scattered on foresets. Individual
sandstone units range from around 3' to 15' in thickness and
frequently display complex sedimentary organisation. Beginning
with a basal erosion surface, sandstone units typically comprise
several stacked planar cross—bedded sets separated by minor scour
surfaces. These are succeeded in any individual unit by trough
cross—bedded sets and upper flow regime plane beds, giving rise to
Be, Cp, Ct, Cl type lithofacies sequences. There is a tendency for
set size to decrease upwards within sandstone units, and the upper
trough cross—beds and plane beds may be slightly finer grained.
Mica and heavy minerals become particularly concentrated in the
plane bedded units.
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The Sherwood Sandstone throughout the cored interval is pinkish red in
colour, and in general, weakly cemented and friable. Only between
570' and 585' does a non-calcareous carbonate cement become signi-
ficant and tightly cement the sandstone.
C. Interpretation of the Nottin gham outcrop sections and the
Gamston Borehole
Utilising the combination of field exposures in the Nottingham area
and continuous core from the Gamston Borehole, a detailed sedimentolo-
gical interpretation can be advanced for the Lenton Sandstone and
Nottingham Castle Formation. Field exposures provide information
relating to lateral relationships and morphology of depositional units
whilst the core sections provide a detailed record of vertical
lithofacies associations and changes in depositional associations with
time.
The Lenton Sandstone, in all exposures examined in the area around
Nottingham, is clearly a fluviatile deposit. In the basin margin
areas it appears to rest unconformably on a variety of Carboniferous
sediments, although further north and eastwards recognition of the
Lenton Sandstone Formation and understanding the possible lateral
relationsships between the Lenton Sandstone and Perinian sediments
becomes increasingly difficult. The sedimentary structures developed
in the Lenton Sandstone indicate deposition as large (up to 2 metres)
subaqueous bedforms. Morphologically, these bedforms are characteri-
sed by sub-horizontal, gently undulose but essentially planar, basal
surfaces. In both sections parallel to and at right angles to the
palaeoflow individual sets can be traced for considerable lateral
distances, suggesting, broad, elongate bars similar to the cross-chan-
nel bars of Cant and Walker (1978) described from the South Saskatche-
wan River or large linguoid bars typical of the Platte River (Smith,
1971). The sequence is sand-dominated and contains only thin lenses
of laterally impersistent niudrocks in addition to mudflake intra-
clasts. Rare trough cross-bedded sets occurring towards the top of
the sequence may represent in-channel dunes or falling stage modifica-
tions to the first order bars, perhaps as a result of second order
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channel generation (see Collinson, 1970; Smith, 1971). The overall
pattern of sedimentation suggests deposition took place in a sandy,
low sinuosity, high braiding river complex. Palaeocurrent measure-
ments, taken on the larger foresets, suggest an overall sediment
transport direction to the east and north-east.
The overlying pebble bed sequence of the Nottingham Castle Formation,
approximately 30 to 40 metres thick in the Nottingham area, is also
considered to be a result of deposition in a sandy, braided river
complex. River discharge and carrying power was higher, as witnessed
by the abundant pebbles and increased erosional relief to channel bed
forms. The dominant bedform was again a planar-tabular cross-bedded
unit of considerable lateral extent, and reaching some 2 metres in
height. These slipface-bounded migrating bars are considered to have
been deposited during flood stage in a pebbly, braided river complex.
The section exposed at Nottingham Crags represents vertical stacking
of these cross-channel bars due to downstream migration. Lenticular
or wedge-shaped cosets with undulose bounding surfaces are probably
lower flow regime sand waves or dimes in the deeper channel waters in
front of migrating bars. Lenticular cosets with internal erosion
surfaces and sub-horizontal, planar bounding surfaces are considered
to be falling stage modifications of flood generated bedforms (see
Collinson, 1970; Smith, 1971; Blodgett and Stanley, 1980). Local
gravelly sandstones with matrix support (as at Coruna Plantation) were
deposited by rapid sediment dumping from waters with a high sediment
concentration and probably formed a nucleus for further bar growth.
Smith (1970) records gravelly, horizontally stratified, longitudinal
bars in high slope, near source reaches of the Platte River which is
dominantly a sandy braided complex. Such longitudinal bars act as
baffles and trap sediment, resulting in bar growth.
Complex relationships visible in Lenton Road suggest extensive modi-
fication of flood stage bedfornis (mostly cross-channel bars with
asymptotic tabular-planar foresets) during falling stage. The major,
highly erosive, trough-shaped cosets filled with coarse-grained pebbly
sandstone and abundant mudflakes are initiated from the upper surface
of the first order bars, and are eroded by the first order bars of the
succeeding flood event. They were therefore produced during low water
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stage conditions and modify first order bars. The pebbly infilling
was probably deposited as small transverse, longitudinal or side bars
during lower flow regime discharge, resulting in dissection of major
first order bars. Second order channels and bars are also modified by
smaller, trough-shaped erosive events which presumably represent third
order channel development.
Brown (1970, pages 69 to 80) in a largely unknown Ph.D. study,
somewhat ahead of its time for sedimentological understanding, recog-
nised that the 'Bunter' Sherwood Sandstone of the Nottingham area was
deposited by a braided river complex, and was well aware of the rapid
discharge variations that took place in stream flow during deposition.
The repeated stacking of transverse bars and subsequent falling stage
modifications can be recognised throughout the Nottingham Castle.
Formation. Similar organisation is also developed in the uppermost
beds of the formation along Colwick Road, but here, the additional
presence of stacked cross-channel bars with an upward decrease in set
size accompanied with trough cross-bedding, suggests more complex bar
forms were locally developed, probably through bar aggradation (see
Smith, 1970; Cant and Walker, 1978). Although variable, palaeocurrent
measurements taken on foresets of the first order bedforms indicate a
transport direction generally to the north-east. Readings on foresets
of smaller bedforms (in-channel dunes) and second or third order
channel orientations provide a much wider spread of palaeocurrent
directions.
Such vertical organisation can be recognised in the Gamston Borehole.
Here the combined Nottingham Castle and Lenton Sandstone Formation are
around 200 metres in total thickness. There is a tendency to preserve
Be, Bp, Bt and Ce, Cp, Cr, Cl lithofacies sequences, whilst litho-
facies D is essentially absent and lithofacies E limited to a few
occurrences in the whole of the interval examined. Coarse conglome-
rates of lithofacies Am are, as at outcrop, only locally developed.
The preserved lithofacies sequences are typical of the organisation
developed from waning flow conditions (see Smith, 1971). Repeated
stacking of lithofacies units is a result of downstream migration of
subaqueous bedforms as a response to large discharge variations.
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Thickness of bar forms is typically around 2 metres and gives a
minimum value for channel water depths. Thicker units represent
compound bar development due to aggradation of bars and repeated
falling stage modifications. The general lack of finer grained
lithofacies is due to their widespread removal by successive erosive
flood events, whilst the abundant mudflakes attest to their former
widespread presence. Vertical profiles are dominated by planar-tabu-
lar foresets which comprise almost 70% of the sequence, with both
trough cross-beds (25%) and plane beds (5%) being subordinate. There
is considerable similarity between this vertical sequence with the
Platte River vertical profile model (see Miall, 1978; and Fig. 2.5.2)
although trough cross-bedding does seem more common in the Sherwood
Sandstone (c.f. Blodgett and Stanley, 1980, Fig. 9). It may be that
such differences reflect variation in preservation of high, inter-
mediate and low bed forms within the river system. As Blodgett and
Stanley (. ..cJ) point out, bed form preservation depends not only
upon discharge variations, but also channel aggradation, channel
avulsion and bar stabilisation, and those factors may have been
influenced by human modification to the Platte system. Another
possibility, is that other bedforms (in-channel dunes, sand waves,
etc.) may be more widespread in the Sherwood Sandstone and thus
suggest a vertical profile type transitional to the South Saskatchewan
type (see Fig. 2.5.2; Cant and Walker, 1978).
Time trends in deposition show a lower, largely pebble free interval
(705' to 590') which gradually coarsens upwards into a medium to
coarse-grained pebbly sandstone interval (590' to 292') with local
conglomeratic sandstone. The upper 200' of sandstone examined are
typically uniformly medium-grained with fewer pebbles. The cause of
such trends is not known but is presumably related to one of, or a
combination of, tectonic, climatic or sedimentological (see 'Time
trends' in Steel and Thompson, 1983) controls. As noted previously,
there is little direct evidence for tectonic influence on the Southern
North Sea Basin Margin (see section 2.3.3) and progradation of the
braided river plain is a probable influence.
The actual source area of the Triassic alluvium of South Nottingham
has been debated for a considerable length of time, with surprising
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variation in ideas. Boaney (1906), although convinced the Bunter was
deposited by mountain fed streams, drawing analogy with the Alpine
Molasse and Pleistocene Alpine river gravels, was also convinced it
was derived from the north-west, hinting at the Scottish Highlands as
a potential source. Swinnerton (1948, p. 56) whilst very accurately
describing the field appearance of the cross-bedded sandstones also
envisaged a source from the north-west. It was Wills (1929, later
updated in 1951 and 1956) who championed the concept of derivation
from the south and he envisaged the birfurcation of a northerly
flowing river in the Central Midlands, with one arm of the river
system draining into Cheshire, and the second into Nottinghamshire and
Yorkshire. Wills also considered that the whole deposit was water
laid, but suggested the pebbly sediments were produced by river
gravels deposited on a delta flowing into a standing body of water.
Even more recently this concept of deltaic deposition, sourced from
the south, has still been advocated (Taylor, 1974).
The exposures of pebble beds west of Nottingham towards Derby help to
clarify the situation. This sequence of pebbly sandstones and
conglomerates also shows an overall coarsening upwards profile. The
lower, pebbly sandstones were deposited as pebbly bars similar to the
bedforms in the Nottingham Castle Formation around Nottingham. How-
ever, much of the detritus was derived from the Carboniferous exposed
during Triassic times to the north-west on the Pennine uplands. The
generally massive, crudely bedded poorly sorted conglomerates (litho-
facies Am) forming the upper part of the sequence are interpreted to
represent longitudinal or medial bars deposited in. a major braided
channel, characterised by high energy, high water discharge and a high
sediment concentration being transported as bed load. The conglome-
rates exhibit many similarities to the sequences described from the
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Bed in South Devon (see section 2.5.5 (i))
and from the Stafford Basin (see section 2.5.5 (ii) and Steel and
Thompson, 1983). Interbedded pebbly sandstones represent either
falling stage, lower flow regime modifications to the gravel bars or
may be separate sandy bars developed in channels during low water
stage. Palaeocurrent measurements again imply a source on the Pennine
uplands. The sequence is comparable with the Scott vertical profile
model (see Fig. 2.5.2).
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Thickness variations in these pebbly sandstones and conglomerate
sequences around Derby (see the sections in Frost and Smart, 1979)
suggest the presence of major feeder channels or 'fossil Triassic
valleys' along which sediment was transported. The Nottingham Castle
Formation generally thins westwards from between 30 and 40 metres at
Nottingham to around 20 metres at Derby, but in the area between
Mercaston and Turnditch north-west of Derby, some 40 metres is
present. This thick wedge of Nottingham Castle Formation sandstones
and conglomerates is delineated by important north-west to south-east
trending faults and a partially buried basement ridge of Carboniferous
sediments, piercing the Mercia Mudstone Group at Kirk Langley. It is
interesting to note that this ridge of basement rocks extends to the
south-east where Precambrian rocks of Charnwood Forest outcrop, and
also marks the division between the buried Precambrian Massif of the
Central Midlands and the East Midlands Shelf (see Kent, 1968, 1975).
The suggestion is therefore, that the pebbly sandstones and conglome-
rates developed around Mercaston, north-west of Derby, are the lateral
time equivalents of the Lenton Sandstone and Nottingham Castle
Formation developed around Nottingham. Pebbly sandstones of the lower
Mercaston sequence would thus be the proximal equivalents of the
Lenton Sandstone.
Taylor (1968) in fact notes the Lenton Sandstone becomes pebbly and
increases in grain size to the south of the river Trent. In addition,
the conglomerates developed in the upper part of the Mercaston
coarsening upward sequence are considered to be the proximal equi-
valents of the Nottingham Castle Formation. Presumably, these coarse
marginal sediments were shed off the Pennines into the valley system
lying to the north of the Leicester Coalfield and Charuwood Norsts
which joined the Needwood Basin with the Southern North Sea Basin.
The erosional gullies and hollows present in the basal Mercia Mudstone
Group on the northern edge of this basement ridge of Charnian rocks
are also reminiscent of feeder valleys, and indeed, are referred to as
wadis by several workers (see for example Watts, 1910; Bosworth, 1912;
Taylor, 1968). The alignment of these wadis on the northern edge of
the Charnwood Ridge strongly implies that they were contributing
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sediment into the Triassic basin to the north-east. Breccio-congloine-
rates and matrix supported pebbly sandstones infilling these wadis are
composed almost exclusively of locally derived material from the
Charnian uplands themselves. The poorly sorted breccio-conglomerates
are probably j situ scree deposits or local debris flows, whilst the
cross-bedded pebbly sandstones were deposited by fluvial processes.
The clay matrix is at least in part, diagenetic in origin, and is
discussed later (see section 3.2.2.(ii)l., pages323 to325). How-
ever, the angular nature of the clasts and local mineralogy indicate
little transport distance was involved. The associated overlying fine
grained sandstones and silty mudrocks document alternating deposition
in shallow water and desiccation on exposed mudflats under evaporitic
conditions. The preservation of halite pseudomorphs suggests residual
brines in surface groundwaters from the evaporation of shallow pools
were sufficiently concentrated to precipitate halite. The environment
of deposition during early Mercia Mudstone Group times is considered
to have been a vast marginal Sabkha-like playa (see Tucker, 1977,
1978, for an analogy in the Mercia Mudstone of South Wales). Thin,
rippled sandstones represent fluvial sheet floods washed onto the
playa surface from surface run off the adjacent uplands. The catanary
bedding is probably a result of compaction. During periods of
increased precipitation the playa lake swelled and deposited onlapping
silty mudstones.
Although these marginal deposits are demonstrably of younger age than
the Sherwood Sandstone it seems likely that similar, but probably
significantly larger, feeder channels or wadis were developed along
the Charnian Ridge and Mercian uplands during Sherwood Sandstone
times. Thus, the source of much of the detritus constituting the
Lenton Sandstone and Nottingham Castle Formation is envisaged as being
from flanking uplands. To the north, the Pennines provided Carboni-
ferous detritus whilst to the south the Mercian uplands provided
Precambrian igneous and metamorphic detritus. Transport of more
distantly derived material from the Central Midlands cannot be ruled
out, but is not yet possible to demonstrate sedimentolgically.
The top of the Nottingham Castle Formation where examined at Colwick
is abrupt and sharp, and marked by a thin horizon of well rounded,
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highly polished pebbles, suggestive of a deflation surface. Elsewhere
in the Nottingham district, where the junction has been described from
temporary exposures (see Swinnerton, 1948; Taylor, 1968) a layer of
gravelly sandstone containing wind faceted and abundant cracked
pebbles above an erosion surface has been present. The uppermost part
of the pebble beds is also recorded as being tightly cemented with
calcite and containing nodules, suggestive of caicrete or duricrust
development. The similarity with the deflation surface present above
the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds of South Devon is striking and it
seems likely that this junction in Nottinghamshire represents a major
erosive event. Warrington (1970, 1974) considers this unconformity
the result of tectonic movements, and suggests a correlation with the
liardegsen Disconformity which affects the Middle Bunter of Germany.
However, whilst possible tectonic influence cannot be ignored, direct
evidence is lacking, and sedimentological controls are equally plau-
sible.
The sandy and pebbly alluvium of the Lenton Sandstone and Nottingham
Castle Formation must therefore, be envisaged as the deposits of high
energy, low sinuosity, high braiding, braided rivers. Sedimentologi-
cally, planar-tabular cross-bedded sets are the dominant component,
and were deposited by major slip-face bounded sub-aqueous bars which,
in morphology, resemble the linguoid bars of Smith in the Platte River
or the cross-channel bars in the Saskatchewan River described by Cant
and Walker. Stream power was sufficiently high to transport gravelly
sediment and discharge conditions were highly variable. The general
lack of preservation of finer grained sediments of lithofacies D and E
is also a function of high energy of the depositional system.
Mudrocks, constituting less than 2% of the sediments, clearly were
deposited, as evidenced by their occasional preservation and the
abundant angular mudflake intraclasts occurring as basal lags and
aligned on foresets. Presumably, these mudrocks were deposited in
shallow pools in the lee of large subaerial bars during low water
stage, only to be eroded by the succeeding flood event. No desic-
cation features were observed in the preserved mudrocks either at
outcrop or in the Gamston borehole suggesting flooding of fluvial
channels was frequent, not allowing time for insolation of exposed mud
surface.
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Stratigraphically, the Nottingham Castle Formation and Lenton Sand-
stone Formation are arbitrarily divided on the basis of absence or
presence of extraformational pebbles, although sedimentologically the
two formations were deposited under similar conditions. Furthermore,
in the Gamston Borehole, there is no obvious change to delineate a
distinction between the Upper Permian and the Sherwood Sandstone. In
contrast to Brown (1970) who places the Permian boundary at 685' in
the Gamston Borehole, the dominance of sandstone in the sequence and
lack of desiccation features suggest the litholo g ical boundary between
the Sherwood Sandstone and Permian should be considerably lower in the
section. When taken together, the sediments of the arenaceous
Sherwood Sandstone in the Nottingham area constitute a single coar-
sening upwards cycle, thickening to the north, and sourced from the
Charnian and Mercian uplands to the south and south-west, with perhaps
additional supply from the flanking Pennine uplands. Indeed, there is
positive evidence to support the concept of local fan sources directly
to the west. Taylor (1965) and Smith (1974) quote the presence of
thin breccia horizons in the Lenton Sandstone both around Nottingham
and Worksop. Brown (1967) also considered the Pennines a source for
the 'Bunter' north of Nottingham and envisaged an area of piedmount
alluvial fans to the west of the Sherwood Sandstone outcrop.
2.5.5 (iii) a. The Sherwood Sandstone in the Doncaster-Selby Area:
Outcrop sections with adjacent Carlton and Riccall Borehole
There are several superb quarry exposures of the Sherwood Sandstone in
the area around Doncaster which have not previously been described in
detail and provide three-dimensional sections ideal for interpreting
the vertical sequences cored from the adjacent Canton and Riccall
Boreholes. In total thickness the Sherwood Sandstone reaches some 300
to 350 metres in this area.
2.5.5 (iii) a. Section 20: Outcrop Sections in the Doncaster-Selby Area
(Fig. 2.5.15, 2.5.16; Plates 2.22 to 2.25)
2.5.5 (iii) a. A. Descrip tion of the Sections
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Approximately 15 km to the south of Doncaster, near the village of
Bawtry, two quarries provide representative sections through the
Sherwood Sandstone. The most spectacular sections occur in Scrooby
Top Quarry (5K 653889), an extensive working quarry, exposing some 20
metres of Sherwood Sandstone. The lower face at the northern end of
the quarry is cut essentially parallel to palaeoflow and the lateral
interrelationships between several stacked sandstone units can be
easily examined for some 110 metres laterally (Plate 2.22, Fig.
2.5.15). The most obvious feature in the quarry face is the presence
of several, sub-horizontal, gently undulose major bounding erosion
surfaces which separate individual sandstone units, usually between 1
and 2 metres in thickness. These erosion surfaces, although generally
essentially planar, occasionally exhibit considerable relief and
clearly erode deeply into the underlying set, so that some sets are
locally completely removed (for example, bar 5 eroded by bar 6, 40
metres from northern end of section, Plate 2.22). Cross-bedding is
quite variable, both laterally within individual cosets, and vertical-
ly between different sets. The lower set (bar 1) is only sporadically
exposed between fallen loose sand but exhibits planar-tabular cross-
bedding in the southern end of the face which passes laterally into
low-angled cross-bedding and horizontal bedding to the north. The
overlying set (bar 2) is also dominated by very low-angled foresets
which gently dip to the north. In contrast, well developed planar-
tabular foresets are characteristic of sets 3 and 6, although in set 3
the cross-bedding becomes low angled to the north. A well developed
erosion surface truncates foresets 40 metres from the section end of
the face, and 40 metres from the northern end, the planar-tabular
foresest drastically reduce in angle and pass into plane beds with
primary current lineation, the lateral change apparently associated
with the erosive topography on the underlying bouding erosion surface.
Set 4 is remarkable for the apparent preservation of bed form
slipfaces within upper flow regime plane beds (northern end of face)
and the development of trough cross-bedding which erodes down into the
coset from the upper bounding erosion surface (c.f. Plate 2.18).
Although the sandstones are generally-medium grained with pebbles
occurring as a basal lag and also aligned on foresets, these trough
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of pebbles and mudflakes.
Sections at right angles to the palaeoflow can be examined on several
faces in Scrooby Top Quarry, but these are particularly well displayed
in Styrrup Quarry (SK 605902) some 5 km to the west. The main quarry
face is approximately 80 metres long and orientated NNW to SSE and is
effectively at right angles to the dominant palaeoflow (Plate 2.23,
Fig. 2.5.16). Again, bounding erosion surfaces can be readily recog-
nised, but instead of the gently undulose, sub-horizontal morphology
they are distinctly trough shaped. Several orders of trough shaped
sets can be recognised. The largest type are very broad (in excess of
40 metres wide) and shallow (only 1 to 2 metres thick). Intermediate
troughs average 5 to 8 metres in length and are typically less than 1
metre in height. Small trough cross-beds are characteristically in
the order 1 to 2 metres wide and less than a metre in height. A
genetic sequence of trough sizes appears to be developed with the
larger troughs being eroded by succeeding progressively smaller
troughs. Within sets cross-bedding may parallel the bounding erosion
surfaces or be strongly discordant. In addition to trough cross-bed-
ding, quite large areas of the face are occupied by plane beds, many
of which exhibit upper flow regime primary current lineation.
There are many other instructive exposures of the Sherwood Sandstone
in the area south of Doncaster which effectively only duplicate
sedimentary structures already described. One interesting variation
occurs in Seriby Sand Quarry (SK 628904) which, at the time of visit
during the suer of 1981, was being used as a waste disposal site and
rapidly being filled with refuse. In the old part of the quarry at
the northern end a large cut face curves from an east-west orientation
to a north-south orientation and provides a unique three-dimensional
view from effectively within the set down the slipface. The basal
erosion surface is markedly erosional and forms a broad trough, 20
metres wide and 2.5 metres deep. The sides of the trough are
characterised by planar-tabular foresets whilst the trough centre is
filled with plane beds and smaller troughs towards the top.
North of Doncaster several quarries are axcavated in the Sherwood
Sandstone around Snaith. A deep quarry at Pollington (SE 643235)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 2.5.17). An idealised vertical sequence through the full quarry
illustrates the dominance of lithofacies C medium-grained sandstones
with associated fine-grained micaceous sandstones typical of litbo-
fades D. In the lower quarry section two fine-grained sandstones
fine upwards through plane-bedded and trough cross-bedded sandstones
into rippled and climbing ripple laminated silty mudrocks. Pebbles
are restricted to basal lags and one pebbly coset, although mudflake
intraclasts are abundant. The upper quarry section shows a complex of
medium grained sandstone sets which persist laterally for a minimum of
150 metres. Palaeocurrent measurements indicate a dominance of flow
directions to the north-east. Individual cosets are bounded by
sub-horizontal, gently undulose bounding erosion surface and can be
traced laterally around the quarry face. Faces with a trend NNE to
SSW, essentially parallel to the palaeoflow, are characterised by
planar-tabular foresets and contrast with faces essentially at right
angles to the palaeoflow which exhibit a combination of stacked plane
beds and trough cross-beds (Plate 2.25).
Two quarries owned by the Slater Brothers at fleck (SK 598228) expose
similar sequences. There is again a distinct organisation of cross-
bedding structures according to orientation in relation to the
palaeoflow. Average bar size is between 1 and 2 metres in height, but
a remarkable single set occurs in the Old Beck Quarry which reaches 4
metres in height and is characterised by large, asymptotically based
planar foresets (Plate 2.24).
Throughout all the exposures in the Doncaster-Selby area the outcrops
are dominated by fine to medium-grained sandstones. Pebbles are
significantly reduced in abundance and size when compared with the
pebbles of the Nottingham area, and are generally restricted to thin
basal lag deposits. Fine-grained lithofacies D and mudrocks are still
rare, but niudflake intraclasts are common, reaching up to 0.5 metres
in length. The dominant planar-tabular cross-bedded forms are typi-
cally up to 2 me'tres in height and in excess of 40 metres wide and 110
metres long. A large number of palaeocurrent measurements taken on
the foresets of these bed forms in the Doncaster area indicate a
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2.5.5 (iii) a. Section 21: The NYØ2 Borehole, Canton
(I.G.S. SE654246; Enclosure 24)
The NYØ2 Borehole was one of several boreholes drilled in the Canton
area, some 10 miles west of Goole, as part of a groundwater nitrate
pollution programme undertaken by the Institute of Geological Sciences
Hydrogeological Unit. The NYO2 Borehole was drilled on the eastern
part of the Sherwood Sandstone outcrop and provided 120 metres of
continuous core from the upper and middle part of the sequence, here
some estimated total 300 metres thick.
2.5.5 (iii) a. B. Descri ption of the cored Interval
Fine to mediunr-grained sandstones of lithofacies C dominate the whole
cored interval with less than 5% of the core comprising silty mudrocks
or mudrocks. Pebbles do occur but are small and restricted to basal
lag horizons. Frequently the sandstones are micaceous, and in the
finer grated sandstones high concentrations of mica occur on bedding
planes.
The sequence is organised into a series of distinct stacked units,
typically around 2 metres in thickness, although thicker units do
occur and reach up to 4 metres. Each unit begins with a basal erosion
surface, ovenlain by a medium, or locally coarse —grained basal lag
deposit which usually contains mudflake intraclasts (lithofacies Ce)
or more rarely, extraformational pebbles usually less than 1 cm in
diameter (lithofacies Be). An unusually coarse basal lag is developed
in a unit between 102 and 99 metres depth and contains larger pebbles
up to 2 cm in diameter. Above the basal lag individual units
typically exhibit planar—tabular cross—bedding, which constitutes 80%
of the cored interval and is by far the dominant sedimentary
structure. Minor internal scours are present within individual units
and these may have small inudflake concentrations. Several units have
an upper set of either trough cross—bedded or plane bedded sandstone
which may be slightly finer grained than the underlying planar—tabular
cross—bedded sandstone. Most units, therefore, comprise Ce (Be), Cp
or Ce (Be) Cp, Ct, Cl lithofacies sequences. More rarely fine—grained
lithofacies D or E may be present as a culmination to the sequence,
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and include rippled or horizontally laminated, micaceous very fine—
grained sandstones and silty mudrocks. No desiccation features were
observed in any of the mudrocks.
Most of the sandstones are extremely friable, which sometimes makes
cross—bedding difficult to observe. There is a tendency for the
coarser basal lithofacies to be better cemented with carbonate.
2.5.5 (iii) a. Section 22: The Riccall Borehole
(N.C.B. SE646368; Enclosure 25)
The lower 200 metres of the Sherwood Sandstone were cored in the
Riccall Rydrogeological Borehole drilled in 1976 some 10 miles south
of York by the National Coal Board as a site test for the main Selby
Mine Project Shaft. The cores were stored in partly dismantled pit
head showers at St. John's Colliery, Normanton, and were covered in a
thick deposit of coal dust. Although not slabbed for examination,
after a good wash in clean water the cores provided an excellent
section through the upper Permian sediments and the transition into
the Sherwood Sandstone.
2.5.5 (iii) a. C. Descri p tion of the cored Interval
The lowermost 10 metres of core examined (238 to 227.75 metres)
comprises a sequence of alternating red and green micaceous mudrocks
interbedded with thin, rippled and laminated very fine grained
sandstones and siltstones characteristic of lithofacies D. The
mudrocks exhibit a variety of desiccation features, including deep
mudcracks, broken and disrupted laminae and mudflake breccias. Some
of the larger mudcracks are filled with fine sand and abruptly
overlain by mudrock suggesting the presence of minor erosion or
deflation surfaces. Rip—up mudflake intraclasts also occur in the
associated fine grained sandstones. Typically, these sandstones are
less than 0.25 at in thickness and are characterised by a sharp erosive
base. Sedimentary structures include small scale planar and trough
cross—bedding, asymmetrical current ripples and plane laminations.
The rest of the sequence is sand—dominated. Out of the remaining 203
metres of studied core only 7 metres of silty mudrocks and associated
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very fine-grained sandstones are present, totalling less than 5% of
the sequence. Fine to inedium-grained sandstones of lithofacies C are
the predominant lithology and planar-tabular cross-bedding constitutes
61YYo of the sequence with subordinate plane beds (20%) trough cross-
bedding (10%) and massive sand (7%). It is difficult to subdivide the
sequence into meaningful intervals. A lower interval between 227.75
and 194.5 metres is characterised by the development of cosets of
fine-grained sandstones up to 3 metres in thickness interbedded with
finer grained sediments of lithofacies D and E. At the base of this
interval a 3 m coset of fine sandstone directly overlies the basal
mudrocks, the contact being sharp and erosive and marked by a
concentration of mudflakes. The cosets of fine sandstone typically
comprise two or three sets of planar-tabular, trough or plane bedded
sandstones, with a tendency to develop Ce, Cp, Cl or Ce, Cp, Ct
lithofacies sequences. Interbedded mudrocks exhibit evidence of
desiccation and are associated with lithofacies D sandstones.
Above this lower sand dominated interval the sequence gradually
coarsens to medium grain size and cosets are vertically stacked
without the intervening mudrocks. Lithofacies Ce, Cp, Cl, Ct sequen-
ces are characteristically developed although there are many varia-
tions on this theme. Some sandstone units, particularly where
slightly finer grained, are highly micaceous. Pebbles occur at two
horizons (191 and 188 metres) as basal lag concentrations. Between
137 and 125 metres a slightly different lithofacies is developed which
is detrital clay matrix and mica free and is characterised by rapid
laminae-scale alternations of fine and coarse grained sand. Scattered
small pebbles (4 mm) occur concentrated on the coarse laminae. At
several horizons, particularly between 88 and 62 metres, thick units
of upper flow regime plane beds with well developed primary current
lineation are developed above planar-tabular cross-bedded sets. The
thicker of these plane bedded units exceed 2 metres in thickness. The
upper 60 metres of the study interval exhibit a return to the more
typical lithofacies sequence development. At 60 metres and 35 metres
thin mudrock horizons are preserved but these mudrocks exhibit no
desiccation features.
Throughout the cored interval the sandstones are generally porous and
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friable, and red in colour. However, at lithological boundaries,
particularly with mudrocks, or where mudflake intraclasts are abun-
dant, the sandstones become buff or pale greenish-white in colour and
the associated mudrocks may also be green in colour.
2.5.5 (iii) a. D. Interpretation of the Doncaster-Selb y outcrop sections
in conjunction with the Canton NYØ2 and Riccall Boreholes
The excellent three dimensional exposures visible in the quarry
sections around Doncaster allow a reconstruction of the major depo-
sitional bedforms present in the Sherwood Sandstone.
Parallel to the palaeoflow the bedforms produce sub-horizontal,
essentially planar erosion surfaces which can be traced for consider-
able distances, and individual sets are charactenised by planar-tabu-
lar foresets, low-angled cross-bedding or upper flow regime plane
beds. Set height is typically 2 metres, whilst set length can reach
in excess of 110 metres. In sections at right angles the palaeoflow
trough shaped sets up to 40 metres in width are dominant, although in
some sections upper flow regime plane beds are perpendicular equi-
valent to planar-tabular cross-beds.
These three dimensional relations suggest two major bed forms are
developed. The morphology of the dominant bed form must be an
elongate, curved crested structure with a relatively high length to
width ratio and very high length to height ratio, and appear therefore
to resemble the linguoid bars of Collinson (1970) or Smith (1970, 1971
a and b). In the Platte River such linguoid bars occur in both 'en
echelon' and 'out of phase' arrays up to four bars abreast which
migrate down stream during flood events within individual channels
(Smith, Q2 çj; Blodgett and Stanley, 1980). The plane bedded
cross-sections observed at outcrop suggest that a second bar type,
with a more linear crest, was also developed.
8y analogy with modern sandy braided rivers, in which large areas of
the flood stage bars become emergent during falling stage (Tana River,
Collinson, 1970; Brahmaputra River, Coleman, 1970; Saskatchewan River,
Cant and Walker, 1978; Platte River, Smith 1971), complex modifica-
tions may take place to the first order bars during either flood stage
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or falling and low water stage. Under flood conditions the large bars
are subaqueous and various smaller 'parasitic' bedforms may develop on
their surface. As the water level drops these various bars become
emergent and give the river its braided appearance. Small channels
may dissect the bar surface and produce second order bar deposits. On
exposure, insolation rapidly dries the upper bar surface which becomes
deflated and small aeolian dunes may develop. The preservation
potential of these features high on the emergent portions
of the bars is low and they are largely removed by the succeeding flood events.
The small scale trough cross—beds present in the upper part of
planar—tabular cross—bedded sets as seen in Scrooby Top Quarry are
considered to form during falling stage when the first order bars are
dissected by small channels. Sections which are entirely dominated by
small scale trough cross—beds as in parts of the upper face at
Pollington Quarry probably result from a different depositional bed
form, similar to the in—channel saudwaves or dunes of Cant and Walker
(1978). Development of extensive plane beds may also occur during
falling stage. In the Platte River, as water depth becomes very
shallow on bar tops during falling stage (less than 25 mm) the bars
become eroded and planed, the upper surface being covered with primary
current lineation (Smith, 1970, p. 2995; Blodgett and Stanley, 1980,
p. 143). Such a process may also explain the preservation of
planar—tabular cross—beds passing laterally into, and being overlain
by, upper flow regime plane beds.
The vertical sequences recorded in the Carlton and Riccall Boreholes
illustrate well the initiation of the fluvial system on the Permian
mudflats. In the Riccall Borehole the lowermost 10 metres of
desiccation cracked mudrocks are ascribed on lithology to the Permian.
The first major sandstone at 227.75 metres is considered to represent
the litholog ical base of the Sherwood Sandstone, and heralds the
incoming of a channelised fluvial system. The sequence gradually
coarsens upwards through an interval remarkably similar to the sheet
sandstone association observed in the St. Bees Sandstone at outcrop
(see 2.5.5 (ii) section 11, pages 150 to 151' and Enclosure 14).
Comparison of the Canton and Riccall Borehole lithofacies suggest
that planar—tabular cross—bedded sets increase in dominance upwards
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through the Sherwood Sandstone indicating linguoid bar development
increases in importance with time. Complex cosets with common
internal scour surfaces occur throughout the sequence suggesting
repeated fluctuations in discharge and continuous modification of
first order bar forms. Evidence of desiccation gradually decreases in
the sequence, paralleled by a decrease in the preservation of finer
grained lithofacies. Coupled with the general lack of organisation of
lithofacies sequences, these observations suggest a complex of rapidly
migrating and changing, active river channels continually incising the
braid plain.
Palaeocurrents, generally demonstrating a north—easterly regional
palaeoflow, indicate that these sections are more distal equivalents
of the Nottingham Sherwood Sandstone. There is little evidence to
suggest a source from the Pennine Basin margins, and the main
palaeoflow now appears to be directed towards the Southern North Sea
Bas in.
The Sherwood Sandstone in the Doncaster—Selby area must therefore be
envisaged as the deposits of a broad (at least 80 km wide in the
Doncaster area) alluvial braid plain covered by a complex of sandy,
low sinuosity, high braiding river channels, with depositional bed
forms similar to those developed in the modern Platte River. There is
no evidence in the Doncaster area to warrant a division of the
Sherwood Sandstone on lithological or sedimentological grounds into
two separate formations. The sequence exhibits remarkable sedimento-
logical similarity to both the St. Bees Sandstone Formation in
north—western Cumbria and the Irish Sea, and to the Wilmslow Sandstone
Formation in Northern Cheshire.
2.5.5 (iii) a. Section 23: The outcrop sections north of York towards Ripon
A. Descri ption of the outcrop sections
For the sake of completeness, several exposures between York and Ripon
were examined. The Sherwood Sandstone in the northern Vale of York is
very poorly exposed and invaluable help was provided by Dr. AR.
Cooper of the British Geological Survey who kindly provided a list of
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the sections examined during the re-survey of the Rarrogate and Thirsk
geological maps.
Of the several exposures examined, only three are worthy of comment.
The 'Old Quarry' in the grounds of the Roman Town Museum, Aldborough
(SK 403662) near Boroughbridge, provides three-dimensional exposure of
some 8 metres of the Sherwood Sandstone. The entire section is
composed of thin units of fine-grained sandstone, typically between
0.5 and 0.75 metres in thickness. rest and easterly striking faces
are dominated by planar-tabular cross-bedded units whilst both north-
erly and southerly faces exhibit broad, lenticular trough cross-bed-
ding. Palaeocurrents are uniformly to the north-north-west (Fig.
2.5.18).
Ure Bank Quarry (SK 321724) adjacent to the main A61 road leaving
Ripon, exposes 8 metres of very similar fine-grained, often argilla-
ceous planar-tabular cross-bedded sandstones. Set size ranges up to I
metre, and individual sets are marked by a basal erosion surface
crowded with mudflakes. One coset near the base of the section is
dissected by two small trough cross-beds in its upper part. This
small quarry does not provide particularly good three-dimensional
exposure but palaeocurrents were generally to the north. One final
quarry at Ripon (SK364744) is interesting because it provides expo-
sures of a relatively large set, almost 2 metres in thickness. Again
the sandstones are fine-grained, argillaceous towards the top of
individual sets and suggest directions to the north-east.
2.5.5 (iii) a. B. Inter pretation of the outcro p sections
These exposures north of York enable refinement of the sedimentologi-
cal interpretation of the basin margin sequence. Grain size and set
size are both significantly reduced. The sandstones are dominantly
fine-grained, and set size is typically less than 1 metre in
thickness, although thicker sets do occur. The depositional bed form
is still a sinuous crested bar, but certainly reduced in width as well
as height, although it was not possible to deduce bar length. It is
interesting to note that, in the exposures examined, this northern
sequence still appears sand-dominated.
FIG. 2.5.18. PALAEOCURRENT DIRECTIONS AND THICKNESS OF THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
ALONG THE WESTERN MARGIN OF THE SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
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Warrington (1974) records a similar northwards decrease in grain size.
Further north still, the Sherwood Sandstone is only known from
boreholes (and is recorded as reaching 210 metres in thickness,
Raymond, 1953) except for exposures in the Tees near Darlington
(Smith, 1980). Here the Sherwood Sandstone coarsens upwards from the
Permian Upper Mans through a sheetflood association of interbedded
fine sandstones and desiccation cracked mudstones into a fine to
medium-grained sandstone-dominated sequence. According to Smith (
Qj) set size is here reduced to around 0.25 metres.
2.5.5.(iii) b. The Southern North Sea Basin Centre
The offshore equivalent of the Sherwood Sandstone Group in the
Southern. North Sea is termed the Bacton Group, in which the Bunter
Sandstone Formation totals 300 metres in the type well (49/21-2) and
some 700 metres in the basin centre (see section 2.4.2 (iii) for
details). Cored intervals of Bunter Sandstone Formation from two
offshore wells were examined as part of the study. Although only 7
metres of core was available from 41/20-1 and approximately 40 metres
from 43/15-1 they do provide some sedimentological control on the
offshore facies development.
2.5.5 (iii) b. Section 24: The 41/20-1 Well, Southern North Sea
((Signal) Enclosure 26)
A. Description of the cored Interval
This short section of core (21 feet) is dominated by fine-grained,
typically micaceous sandstones of lithofacies C and D. Although the
preserved core is rather discontinuous, individual sets appear to
average between 0.75 and 1 m in thickness, being marked by erosion
surfaces. Above the basal erosion surface individual sets typically
begin with a thin development of medium-grained sandstone containing
small mudflake intraclasts. Cross-bedding is well developed and is
mostly rather delicate, planar-tabular, although both upper and lower
flow regime plane beds are also developed.
The sandstones are in general an orange-red in colour and poorly
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cemented, exhibiting high porosity. Only locally is a calcareous
cement present, and appears to be concentrated in the more porous,
slightly coarser grained sandstones at the base of individual units.
2.5.5 (iii) b. Section 25: The 43/15-1 Well, Southern North Sea
((Hamilton)Enclosure 27)
B. Description of the cored Interval
From the total 118 feet of recovered core from the Hamilton 43/15-1
well approximately 5O comprises lithofacies E silty mudrocks and
mudrocks. The sand component is dominantly fine-grained and typically
micaceous, with set size averaging around 0.75 metre, although cosets
may be significantly thicker. It is convenient to divide the cored
interval into 4 intervals depending upon the dominant lithofacies
developed.
1. Interval 5496' to 5472', at the base of the cored section, is
characterised by an alternation of similar proportions of fine-
(locally medium-) grained micaceous sandstones and rippled, lami-
nated silty mudrocks and mudrocks. The sandstones vary in thick-
ness from around 15 cm to as much as 1 metre and are typical of
lithofacies C. Each unit begins with a sharp, erosive base above
which small mudflake intraclasts may be concentrated. Low angled
tabular-planar cross-bedding is the main sedimentary structure,
although upper flow regime plane beds are also developed. No
discernable grain size variation can be recognised with individual
sandstone units which typically are abruptly overlain by the
interbedded mudrocks. These mudrocks, typical of lithofacies E,
are well laminated and contain abundant desiccation cracks, often
filled with silt and fine sand, and mudflake breccias are commonly
developed. Thin, erosively based, very fine-grained argillaceous
lithofacies D sandstones occur intimately associated with these
mudrocks, and exhibit small scale cross-bedding and asymmetric
current ripple lamination.
2. Interval 5472' to 5431' is a sand dominated sequence comprising 90%
of fine-grained, often micaceous sandstone. Individual sandstone
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units may reach up to almost 10 cm in thickness, but these are
usually compound cosets with two or more component sets more
typically 0.25 to 0.75 metres in thickness. The sandstones are
typical of lithofacies C except for thin developments of pebbly
sandstone at the base of two sandstone units between 5445' and
5440'. Pebble size is actually very small, and only reaches 2 to 3
mm in diameter. Above a basal erosion surface tabular-planar
cross-bedding is typically developed and overlain by upper flow
regime plane beds, with only rare development of trough cross-bed-
ding. This gives rise to Ce, Ct, Cp lithofacies sequences although
plane beds may in some instances be developed directly above the
basal erosion surface. The interbedded thin mudrocks are well
laminated and exhibit abundant, although small, desiccation cracks.
3. Interval 5431' to 5397' is characterised by sediments of litho-
facies E, and comprises two distinct types which are intimately
interbedded:
a. Laminated mudrocks (lithofacies El and Er) 'with a variety of
features indicative of deposition from currents, including
ripples, wavy lamination, thin silt lenses and occasional
scouring. Asymmetrical and symmetrical ripple forms are pre-
served, both with a wavelength of around 2 cm, and may grade
vertically into either type. Desiccation cracks are abundant
and often penetrate several inches into the underlying mudrocks.
The lamination is typically upturned against such fractures, and
broken angular fragments of mudrocks occur in some fractures
associated with the silt of fine sand infillings. Elsewhere
laminations may simply appear broken and disrupted, occasionally
being distorted into very gentle, undulose, open folds. Mud-
flake breccias are often associated with broken laminae. Inter-
bedded with the laminated mudrocks are a variety of siltstones
and very fine sandstones typical of lithofacies D which are
erosively based and exhibit small scale cross-bedding and
asymmetrical ripple-lamination, fining upwards into the over-
lying mudrocks. Load structures are frequently developed on the
bases of these fine-grained sandstones.
b. Massive silty mudrocks (lithofacies Em) are distinct from the
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laminated facies in being devoid of lamination or fissility.
There are no recognisable siltstones or fine-grained sandstone
alternations although the mudrocks are generally silty and
contain irregular patches of siltstone, appearing slightly
coarser grained than the associated laminated mudrocks. Relic
contorted bedding can occasionally be recognised, and more
rarely, angular fragments of laminated mudrock are preserved
within the homogenous silty mudrocks. The relic bedding some-
times appears vertical and exhibits 'ghosts' of complex distor-
tions.
Throughout both subfacies small anhydrite nodules and fibrous
gypsum veins are developed. Both the laminated mudrocks and
massive silty mudrocks a generally a dull brownish-red in colour
except for local patches of pale green colouring which are often
associated with small black specs of presumed organic material.
The two subfacies appear to be arranged in a cyclic organisation
with alternations of laminated and massive mudrocks occurring on a
0.75 metre scale, although at the top of the interval a thick
massive unit in excess of 3 metres in thickness is present.
4. Interval 5397' to 5378' sees a return to a sand-dominated sequence
which gradually coarsens upwards from the underlying mudrocks
through very fine-grained silty sandstones into fine grained
sandstones. The sandstones are interbedded with thin laminated and
rippled silty mudrocks which occasionally exhibit desiccation
cracks. Individual sandstones are only 0.25 to 0.75 metres in
thickness, and beginning with a basal erosion surface exhibit small
scale planar-tabular cross-bedding, trough cross-bedding and rip-
pling giving rise to Ce, Cp, Ct, Cr lithofacies sequences.
Locally, plane beds are being developed, and the upper, finer
grained sandstones within individual units occasionally exhibit
contorted bedding.
Sandstones throughout the whole cored interval are generally red in
colour, although several of the thin sandstones interbedded with
mudrocks are pale green or buff coloured. Similar green colou-
ration is locally developed within thicker sandstones at lithologi-
cal boundaries, particularly those with a permeability barrier.
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The more porous units are invariably leached of their red colour.
Cementation is rather variable. A calcareous cement is often
developed, particularly in the coarser grained sandstones, and
anhydrite cement is often recognised in hand specimen.
2.5.5 (iii) b. C. Interpretation of the cored Intervals
from 41/20-1 and 43/15-1
Although separated by a considerable distance (80 miles) these two
cored sections may be considered together for interpretation. The
short, discontinuous nature of the core from 41/20-1 in any case makes
interpretation difficult and rather limited.
Thickness of sandstone units in these two boreholes averages less than
1 metre and the grain size is dominantly fine, with only restricted
development of medium grain size. The short interval of fine to•
medium-grained sandstone in 41/20-1 is considered to represent part of
a sand-dominated interval as present in 43/15-1 and is probably
interbedded with mudrock sequences. In 43/15-1 mudrocks are an
important component of the sequence, constituting 5Y of the cored
interval and occur as thick units (up to 10 metres thick) as well as
thin cappings to the sandstone intervals.
The reduction in overall set size and grain size together with
increased preservation of mudrocks indicates a lower energy, more
distal environment than that of the onshore basin margin sequence.
Sandstones exhibit Ce, Cp, Cl ± Ct lithofacies organisation (with
minor variations) suggesting deposition from waning flow. The domi-
nance of planar-tabular cross-bedding suggests that small transverse
(probably linguoid) bars were the main depositional unit, whilst plane
beds with primary current lineation indicate that upper flow regime
conditions were repeatedly developed.
The mudrock sequences exhibit many similarities to those described
from the Mercia Mudstone Group of Cheshire (Arthurton, 1980) in which
interbedded laminated and 'blocky' niudstone facies are developed.
Arthurton (
	
cit) considers the laminated niudrock facies to be
developed in a shallow water lacustrine environment in which low
energy conditions prevailed with occasional flood generated currents
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dumping clastic material or storms bringing in the fine sediment as
wind blown dust. Desiccation cracks are a clear indication of periods
of subaerial exposure as this shallow ephemeral lake dried up, an
interpretation further supported by the recognition of abundant small
scours and erosion surfaces. Abrupt tops to silt filled desiccation
cracks by mudstone also suggest that deflation may have been impor-
tant. Nodular suiphates (probably after gypsum, see section 3.3.2.
(ii)) are considered to have developed diagenetically in the manner
described by Shearman (1966). Blocky (or in this description,
massive) mudrocks probably originated in a similar manner to the
laminated fades as evidenced by the relic laminations and structures1
but remained subaerial for prolonged periods of time, probably as
exposed flats flanking the shallow lake. In these extensive mud flats
in situ fragmentation, due to repeated desiccation and growth of
evaporite minerals, rapidly destroys internal structure (Arthurton,
1980). When damp this surface forms a very effective trap for wind
blown dust.
Thus, the mudrock sequences are envisaged as representing a wide, very
flat and extensive distal plain on which ephemeral lakes or playas
developed. Thick packages of alternating mudrocks and fine grained
fluvial sandstones suggest the development of restricted fluvial
channels which incised this inland plain. It is difficult to
speculate on the exact type of fluvial. channels developed, but the
general association is similar to the basal sheetflood association
observed both at St. Bees liead in Western Cumbria and in the lower
part of the Riccall Borehole in Yorkshire. A basal erosion surface,
internal erosive scours, the lithofacies sequences developed and the
general lack of mudrocks throughout the sand-dominated intervals does
suggest these channels were of low sinuosity. Moreover, trough
cross-beds occurring in the upper part of some cosets further suggest
that first order bars may have been modified. It thus seems likely
that variation in discharge took place resulting in braiding of the
channel, so that a channelised, low sinuosity, braiding river system
is the most probable interpretation.
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2.5.5 (iv) The Central North Sea Basin
Section 27: The Phillips Petroleum 16/29-2 Well
(Enclosure 28; Fig. 2.5.19; Plate 2.26)
The 16/29-2 well, located at the southern end of the Viking Graben,
north of the Mid-North Sea High, is essentially a deviated hole, with
an average deviation around 350 from vertical in the studied interval.
Dips on surfaces observed in the core assumed to be deposited
horizontally vary between 41° (see Plate 2.26, 10700', basal surface
or ripple marks and laminations) and 76° (Plate 2.26, 10538', basal
erosion surface overlain by mudflake intraclasts). The deviation of
the hole varied continuously (Table 2.5.2) and there was no infor-
mation available on tectonic dip so that sand body thickness was
effectively impossible to calculate. The sedimentological log (Enclo-
sure 28) is therefore constructed (with an element of interpretation
built-in) on real core depths. To add further confusion, from the
total 250 feet of studied section, only 120 feet of core were
recovered, and core depths on core boxes did not match with logger's
depths on the composite log (Fig. 2.5.19). No information on core
adjustments was provided. To minimise confusion in the following
account all depths referred to are true core depths and not logger's
depths. Only one well from the Central North Sea Basin was included
in this study, and this fact, coupled with the shortcomings outlined
above, severely restricts the sedimentological interpretation that can
be produced from this core.
The designation of this cored interval as Triassic appears in fact, to
be based upon little more than circumstantial evidence. The sediments
are unfossiliferous, and this, together with earlier interpretations
of sedimentary environment (see Taylor, 1978) and regional considera-
tions (Phillips Petroleum geological staff) has been taken as suffi-
cient evidence to assign the sediments to the 'catch-all' category of
the Smith Bank Group (Warwick, pers. comm., 1981). Regardless of
these problems, the availability of the 16/29-2 core did allow
diagenetic study of samples from present burial depths in excess of
10,000 feet (3 km).
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Table 2.5.2. Deviation record for the
Phillips 16/29-2 well.
(Courtesy of Phillips Petroleum)
2.5.5 (iv) a. A.Descri ption of the cored Interval
The studied section is divided into four intervals based on the
availability of core (Fig. 2.5.19) separated by gaps of non—recovery.
The lower 20 feet of core (10715' to 10694', top of core 18) comprise
hard, red coloured mudstones which pass upwards into a sequence of
green to greenish—white interbedded siltstones and laminated inudrocks.
The red mudstones in essence exhibit no sedimentary structures. A
few vague (I) inclined bedding (7) surfaces (28° - 34°) may be
present. Small fractures, steeply inclined to the core axis, are
however, abundant and slickensides are present on all fracture
surfaces. Green colouration gradually replaces the red colour with
Fig. 2.5.19. Composite log of the Triassic cored interval in the
16/29-2 well, Central North Sea (courtesy of Phillips
Petroleum Ltd.).
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the incoming of silt lenses in the mudrocks, the colour change
initially appearing as mottling and later as distinct interdigitation,
until as the siltstones become intimately interbedded and alternate,
all the red colour is lost (Plate 2.26). Between 10702 and 10694 feet
the interbedding is on a centimetre scale and is only diagrammatically
represented on the summary sedintentological log. Asymmetrical current
ripples with a wave length around 2,5 cm and a fine lamination are
commonly observed (Plate 2.26). Individual laminations may be highly
contorted or disturbed, and small vertical syn-sedimentary fractures
are possible desiccation cracks.
Unfortunately, the transition with the overlying sandstones was not
recovered, and the remainder of the cored intervals are dominated by
fine to medium-grained sandstone of lithofacies C. From the 120 feet
of core in this sand dominated section, less than 1% is composed of
mudrock, fine-grained lithofacies E. Examination of the wireline logs
(Fig. 2.5.19) indicates that the intervals of non-recovery are also
sand dominated, continuing so to the top of the proposed Triassic at
around 10466 feet (driller's depth). According to the wireline logs
therefore, approximately 220 feet of sandstone were penetrated in the
well.
The lowermost core in the sandstone sequence (core 17, 10657' to
10640') comprises fine-grained, buff to yellow brown coloured sand-
stones. Two distinct units of sandstone can be recognised by slight
variation in grain size and the presence of small discordant erosion
surfaces, overlain by green coloured silty inudflake intraclasts. The
deviation of the borehole makes accurate description of bedding
difficult, but the lower unit contains beds with primary current
lineation (which are presumably horizontal plane beds) and is dis-
cordantly overlain by a unit with tabular (?) cross-bedding. Fol-
lowing a gap in recovery of 36' (10640' to 10604') cores 16 and 15
include 45' of core (10595' to 10550') in which only vague, inclined
bedding can be recognised, with occasional bedding discordances.
There is no evidence to enable recognition of individual cycles, and
observation of sedimentary structures is hindered by numerous steeply
inclined fractures which cut the core. However, a return to cyclicity
appears in the interval 10550' to 10530', in which three sandstone
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units are developed, each beginning with a basal erosion surface,
crowded with mudflakes and overlain by coarse sandstones which fine
upwards into more typical fine-grained sandstones. The uppermost
cored section (core 14, 10504' to 10472') comprises fine to medium
grained sandstones in which a distinct organisation is developed.
Although dips are still steep in the core, erosive bases are readily
recognisable (Plate 2.26, 10496' 6"). Thin, coarse-grained basal
sandstones, with a lag of green coloured silty mudflakes rapidly fine
upwards into cross-bedded mediunr-grained sandstones, which are in turn
overlain by slightly argillaceous, frequently plane-bedded, fine-
grained sandstones.
Throughout the 16/29-2 cored sections the sandstones exhibit a buff to
pale creamish brown colour, which becomes a distinct yellowish brown
where oil staining is present. In addition, some of the larger
fractures contain traces of heavy residual oil. Cementation is
variable, with both very friable and hard sandstones being present.
Coarse, sparry non-calcareous carbonate cements occur in many of the
coarser grained sandstones, whilst finer sandstones, thin mudrock
intercalations and mudflake intraclasts contain small spheruliths of
siderite, red in colour. A carbonate filled fracture at 10594'
contained crystals of sphalerite.
2.5.5 (iv) B. Interpretation of the cored Interval
A detailed interpretation of the Phillips 16129-2 well is difficult in
view of the core material available and the paucity of published
literature of Triassic sandstones from this area.
The sequence coarsens upwards from red mudrocks into a sand-dominated
interval some 210' thick in the deviated well. Assuming an average
deviation value from the vertical of 350 and no tectonic dip, then the
actual sand thickness is reduced to 172 feet. Excluding the poorly
bedded sequence between 10595' and 10550', the average thickness of
individual units is 11', which, assuming the average deviation, is
reduced to 9'. The presence of abundant mudflakes, organised units
with cross-bedding and plane bedding together with the scarcity of
interbedded mudstone units suggests a fluvial system of low sinuosity
rivers similar to those developed in the onshore Triassic. Evidence
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of braiding and variation of discharge is, however, lacking, but may
be due to the preservation of the core.
Taylor (1978), in a study of a similar Triassic sequence in a nearby
well (16/29-3), came to a comparable conclusion. The sandstones of
16/29-3 exhibit essentially the same characteristics as the sequence
described above, varying between 1 and 5 metres in thickness, and
being typically fine to mediuin-grained sandstones comprising a se-
quence of some 200 metres of sandstone. In the absence o further
control Taylor (
	
j) assigns the sandstones to a low sinuosity,
fluvial environment, acknowledging that distinction into 'meandering'
or 'braided' is difficult in core studies.
2.5.6 Summary: Sedimentary Models
2.5.6 (i) Application of Vertical Profile Models to the Sherwood Sandstone
The detailed study of numerous boreholes and field sections described
in the previous section together with integration of published
literature on the Sherwood Sandstone demonstrate that there are
distinct proximal to distal lateral changes in river type in addition
to vertical time changes throughout the Sherwood Sandstone. These
variations may considerably affect early diagenetic processes whilst
the interstitial pore waters are still under the influence of the
depositional environment. To be able to consider such variations in a
diagenetic scheme necessitates simplifying the variations into a
working model. In the following account an attempt is made to
encompass the significant variations in lateral fades development and
facies evolution with time by establishing a series of vertical
profile models which can be used to characterise the sedimentary
environment of the Sherwood Sandstone. For this purpose the Sherwood
Sandstone is divided geographically into the Western Basins and the
Southern North Sea Basin, and chronostratigraphically into a lower and
upper unit based on the position of the widespread erosion surface at
the base of the former 'Keuper Sandstone' (see Table 4, in: Warrington
1980). Thus, three sequences of vertical profile models are
presented:
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a. The lower Sherwood Sandstone Group of Western England in the
traverse from the Wessex Basin through the Western Fault Basins
into tue Irish Sea.
b. The upper Sherwood Sandstone Group in the same traverse.
c. The lower Sherwood Sandstone Group of the Southern North Sea Basin
in a traverse from the south—west basin margin towards the basin
centre.
The Phillips Petroleum 16/29-2 well of the Central North Sea cannot be
accommodated into this scheme, and the cored sequence of this well is
not considered suitable to generate a vertical profile model for the
Central North Sea Basin.
There are however serious shortcomings to this type of approach from
a stratigraphical and sedimentological point of view (see section
2.5.4 for a full discussion). For example, in many cases there is no
demonstrable lateral continuity between the Sherwood Sandstone of
individual basins (discussed in section 2.2.3) and deposition was
often localised within such basins. Moreover, the lack of diagnostic
fossils and the nature of the fluvial sediments themselves does not
allow lateral correlation of many sandstone units at not only member
level, but also at formation level. There is, for instance, no
concensus as to whether the conglomerates of the Budleigh Salterton
Pebble Beds in South Devon are the time equivalents of the Channock
Chase Formation in the Midlands. It is certainly unlikely that they
represent continuous deposition on a single gravel sheet. Similarly,
the exact relationships between the Sherwood Sandstone of the Western
Basins and the Southern North Sea Basin is not fully understood.
However, assuming that the depositional environment can be accurately
reconstructed from a combination of lithofacies studies from outcrop
and core sections, then establishing vertical profile models can be
used to place meaningful constraints on variations of depositional
environment in the Sherwood Sandstone.
2.5.6 (i) a. The lower Sherwood Sandstone Group of Western England
Figure 2.5.20)
In both The South Devon Basin Margin sequence and the Marchwood
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Borehole, the lower Sherwood Sandstone Group comprises a series of
gravelly sediments interpreted as superimposed longitudinal bars
modified under falling stage conditions. In the vertical profile
model (Fig. 2.5.20) gravel dominates the sequence with interbedded
subordinate pebbly sandstone, suggesting a high energy, low sinuosity
proximal river system flowing down a relatively high angle of slope.
Modification of the major bedforms indicates that there were fluctua-
tions in discharge and further suggests the river system was highly
braided during low flow stage. A similar sequence is seen in cores
from the eastern margin of the Wessex Basin at Marchwood, although it
is unlikely that a gravel sheet persists continuously across the
basin. Indeed, in the Winterbourne Kingston (Lott and Strong, 1982)
and Wytch Farm (Colter and Harvard, 1981) Boreholes no extraforma-
tional conglomerates have been penetrated. Intraformational sandstone
clasts, 'cornstone' fragments and mudflake conglomerates occur in a
sequence dominated by coarse to medium-grained sandstones which
probably represent basin centre equivalents to the flanking basin
margin conglomerates.
It is unlikely that the coarse-grained marginal deposits of the Wessex
Basin are continuous with the pebble beds of the Midlands. Northwards
across the Mendip High and other related basement highs north of the
Wessex Basin (see section 2.2.3 for a detailed description; and
Chadwick	 , 1983) the Sherwood Sandstone is very variable in
thickness and fades, being absent or very thin on top of the major
highs (eg Devizes Borehole; Bruton Borehole; Holloway, 1982). Never-
theless, gravels can be traced from the Worcester Graben northwards
through the Midland Basins into Staffordshire and Southern Cheshire.
In the vertical profile model for South Staffordshire, based on
outcrop sections (Steel and Thompson, 1983) and on the Allotment
Borehole sequence (section 5), the lower Sherwood Sandstone comprises
gravel beds and cross-bedded, pebbly sandstones with a distinct
organisation of sedimentary structures, forming an overall coarsening
upward sequence which Steel and Thompson (.Qp jt) relate to basin
tectonism. Gravels are organised in graded and stratified units
deposited as structured longitudinal or mid-channel bars which mi-
grated downstreams. Interbedded pebbly sandstones and finer sediments






























































































































































































































and subaqueous transverse bars or in-channel dunes accreted in the
deeper channels during falling stage. Thus, although there is no
evidence to indicate lateral continuity between the coarse alluvium of
the Wessex Basin and the Midland Basins, they were deposited in
similar, gravelly, proximal braided streams which show affinities to
the Scott Type Vertical Profile Model of Miall (1978; see Fig. 2.5.2).
A similar sequence of coarse gravels and pebbly sandstones is
developed in the Twycross Borehole of the Riuckley Basin which were
probably deposited by similar processes. Presumably, the Triassic
gravels of the Worcester Graben and Midlands were sourced from the
rising thrust sheets of the Ilercynian Basement in southern England
with additional input from the flanking London-Brabant and Welsh
Mas si fs.
In northern Cheshire, major channel complexes are developed in the
lower Sherwood Sandstone which show similarities to the Donjek Type
vertical profile model (Miall, 1978). Bowever, although these sand-
stones are pebbly, beds of gravel are rare, and the channels are
filled with coarse to medium-grained, tabular and trough cross-bedded
sandstones as a result of large transverse bar and in-channel dune
development, and may be transitional with the South Saskatchewan Iype.
Occasional conglonieratic sandstones represent either channel lags or
small longitudinal side bars developed during flood events. Cosets
are typically three metres in thickness, occasionally reaching five
metres, suggesting deep flood channels. Common internal erosion
surfaces, reactivation surfaces and scouring suggest variation in
discharge, although there is remarkably little evidence to indicate
second or third bar development. The vertical profile model of
Fig. 2.5.20 for Cheshire is an idealised sequence based on exposures
of the Chester Pebble Beds at Farndon and in the Wirral.
North of Cheshire, the rather confined basins of the Midlands and the
Worcester Graben dramatically open out into the expanse of the Irish
Sea Basin. Although the lower Sherwood Sandstone has not been cored
in the Irish Sea, the distal equivalents to the proximal alluvium of
Cheshire and the Midlands are exposed on the Cumbrian coast and
comprise thin, fine-grained sandstones with small scale, tabular
cross-bedding, plane beds and ripples. The vertical profile model for
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St. Bees Head represents the base of the section as sheet sandstone
gradually appear in the Upper Permian Maria. These sheet sandstones
were deposited from unconfined flow as the Triassic fiuvial system
gradually prograded across the broad, distal alluvial plain. With the
development of channelling as the distal river system became estab-
lished, fine to niedium-grained sandstones characterised by tabular
foresets and plane beds above a sub-horizontal erosion surface were
deposited. In the central part of the Irish Sea Basin this sequence
reaches over 100 metres in thickness and appears to represent
continuous fluvial sedimentation in fine-grained, sandy braided rivers
characterised by linguoid transverse bars, producing vertical sequen-
ces similar to the Platte Type profile model of Miall (1978;
Fig. 2.5.2).
Thus, there is a distinct lateral fades change recognisable in the
lower Sherwood Sandstone from coarse-grained, gravel dominated high
energy, low sinuosity streams in the proximal basins and basin margins
(Scott Type), through mixed gravel and sand fluvial systems in which
major low sinuosity channel complexes developed (Donjek Type or South
Saskatchewan Type), into a distal fiuvial plain plain where fine-
grained sediment was initially deposited in sheet floods, and then
channeilised sandy braided rivers as the river system prograded
(Platte Type). There are also time changes recognisable in the lower
Sherwood Sandstone, not demonstrated in the vertical profile models,
largely because of insufficient data. In the Wessex basin, the basin
margin sequence in Devon is overlain by a deflation surface, but there
is insufficient detail published on other boreholes from the basin
centre to enable reliable predictions to be made about the extent of
the deflation event or how much of the sequence has been removed.
However, in the Midlands, the conglomerates of the Channock Chase
Formation coarsen upwards in response to initial basin tectonism,
before fining into the sandstones of the Wildmoor Sandstone (and
Wilmslow Sandstone of Cheshire) representing the waning, lower energy
deposits of the pebble bed river system. During this later stage
there is evidence of increasing aridity with the deposition of aeoiian
dunes in ephemeral stream channels.
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2.5.6 (1) b. The upper Sherwood Sandstone Group of Western England
(Figure 2.5.21)
Unfortunately, the core material available in this study is not as
comprehensive in the upper Sherwood Sandstone as in the lower Sherwood
Sandstone, and it is not possible to document in detail the proximal
to distal variation in stream type. For the upper Sherwood Sandstone
the situation is further complicated because of uncertain strati—
graphical relationships between the Wessex Basin and the basins to the
north of the Mendip High. There is also confusion over the correla-
tion of the upper Sherwood Sandstone in Cumbria. Although the
cyclical development of the Relsby Sandstone established in Northern
Cheshire (Thompson, 1970) can be recognised in the Irish Sea (Colter,
1978) and in the Lancashire Basin Margin (Kirkhiam Borehole, this
thesis, section 13, and see Warrington et al, 1980, p. 32), there is
no such development preserved in Western Cumbria or the Carlisle Basin
where the lower Sherwood Sandstone (St. Bees Sandstone) interdigitates
with the Kirklinton Sandstone and is overlain by the Mercia Mudstone
Group.
The vertical profile models illustrated in Fig. 2.5.21 therefore show
specific lateral variation in the upper Sherwood Sandstone of the
Wessex basin and on the margins of the Irish Sea Basin in northern
Cheshire and Lancashire.
At outcrop in the Wessex Basin the Otter Sandstones of the upper
Sherwood Sandstone exhibit considerable variation but are generally
organised into major channel complexes. The sequence illustrated in
the vertical profile model of Fig. 2.5.21 is a composite section drawn
from Ladram Bay and Sidmouth east cliff.
Above the major deflation surface at the top of the lower Sherwood
Sandstone Pebble Beds the Otter Sandstones coarsen upwards into a
sand—dominated section typical of the sequence. Deeper channels were
filled with migrating dunes during flood stage which were preserved by
the aggradation of transverse bars. The sequence represents the
deposits of a major low sinuosity river system which was probably
braided at low stage, and was sourced from the south. It is difficult















































































































































































































organisation into channel fill complexes is reminiscent of the Donjek
and South Saskatchewan Type of Miall (1978). Fining upwards units at
the base of the Otter Sandstones record the initiation of this fluvial
system at the basin margin and are probably contemporaneous with the
thick Sherwood Sandstone of the Winterbourne Kingston (Lott and
Strong, 1981) and the Wytch Farm Boreholes (Colter and Harvard, 1981).
Sections higher in the sequence, where the Sherwood Sandstone passes
into the overlying Mercia Mudstone Group (as at Sidmouth Bay), are
characterised by distinct packages of sandstone separated by mudrock
intervals. These appear to represent the deposits of a more mature,
moderate sinuosity, distal fluvial system migrating across the wide
braid plain at the edge of the Wessex Basin.
On the eastern margin of the Wessex Basin the upper Sherwood Sandstone
in the Marchwood Borehole (vertical profile drawn from between depths
5559'6" and 5504') exhibits the same, although more pronounced,
generally coarsening upward sequence reflecting the rejuvenation and
progradation of a major fluvial system. Channel deposits in the lower
part are similarly dominated by dunes and transverse bars and
presumably represent a similar low sinuosity river system to that
developed in Devon. The presence of common internal erosion surfaces
indicates variation in discharge and suggests braiding occured at low
stage. Inactive tracts were subaerially exposed for considerable
periods of time allowing extensive calcretes to develop and interchan-
nel areas were repeatedly flooded producing ephemeral lakes in which
insect larvae thrived prior to desiccation. The coarsening upward
trend culminates with a sequence of intimately associated congloine-
rates and pebbly sandstones interpreted to document discharge fluctua-
tions in a high energy fluvial system. Cross-bedded conglomerates
were presumably sub-aqueous gravelly bars which were modified during
falling stage, depositing pebbly sandstones. Unfortunately, the
uppermost part of the upper Sherwood Sandstone was not cored in the
March'wood Borehole, but it seems likely, from wireline log evidence,
that a similar transition into the overlying playa deposits of the
Mercia Mudstone Group occurs as at outcrop in South Devon.
The upper Sherwood Sandstone in the Wessex Basin is, sedinientologi-
cally, clearly a distinct deposit from the lower Sherwood Sandstone.
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This interpretation is not only supported by the presence of the
deflation surface in Devon, but also by mineralogical differences (see
section 2 .7). The conglomerates of the lower Sherwood Sandstone are
proximal deposits, appear to be relatively locally derived, and show
affinities to an alluvial fan setting. In contrast, the sandstones of
the upper Sherwood Sandstone seem to be more distantly derived and may
be the deposits of an axially flowing mature braided river system.
The sequence in the Sherwood Sandstone is apparently more complex in
detail than is suggested in the available literature (c.f. Benson,
1970; Lott and Strong, 1981; Knox et
	 in press) although, in
summary, the fluvial system of the Sherwood Sandstone in the basin
margin sequences records two essentially coarsening upwards sequences,
probably initiated in response to basin tectonism.
It is not possible to demonstrate in this study any lateral variation
in stream type in the upper Sherwood Sandstone between the Wessex
Basin and the basins to the north of the Mendip fligh. ilowever,
flanking the Irish Sea Basin, there is evidence to suggest that the
three fold division of the Heisby Sandstone established in northern
Cheshire (Thompson, 1970) extends not only northwards into the Irish
Sea (Colter, 1978) but is also present along the western basin margin
as far as Lancashire, where it can be recognised in the Kirkliam
Borehole. Two distinct fades are widely recognised and are illus-
trated on the vertical profile models, one of fluvial origin and one
of aeolian origin, which interdigitate and are intimately associated.
In addition, finer grained lithofacies of inter-channel or inter-dune
environments become more apparent than in the underlying lower
Sherwood Sandstone, and suggest a slightly different fluvial regime
became established. The fluvial channel deposits are again dominated
by transverse bars ('lunate mega-ripples' of Thompson, 1970) and
perhaps also in channel dunes so that the vertical profile models show
similarities to the South Saskatchewan Type. Fining upward profiles
are developed in some fluvial units, and the associated fine grained
lithofacies contain a variety of small sand bodies and mudrock
sequences. Sedimentary structures suggest periodic standing bodies of
water were developed between major bars into which seet floods and
small deltas accumulated.
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The associated aeolian lithofacies occur both in thick units up to 20
metres thick and as smaller units often forming single, isolated sets.
The former, as described in northern Cheshire (Thompson, 1969), are
the deposits of an inland sand sea dominated by dome shaped barchanoid
dunes, which appears to have had a minimum areal extent of 1500 square
miles between Cheshire, the Morecambe Bay Gas Field and the Lancashire
Basin margin. If the aeolian Iirklinton Sandstone of the Carlisle
Plain can be correlated with this sand sea, then its minimum extent
potentially trebles, and it becomes worthy of the description 'sand
sea'. Isolated sets of aeolian strata occurring within dominantly
fluvial sequences can be best interpreted as small barchanoid dunes
developed in ephemeral river channels. Their repeated occurrence is
further evidence for considerable discharge variations in water flow
in the river system.
The vertical profile models for the upper Sherwood Sandstone in
Cheshire and the Irish Sea show considerable differences to those of
the lower Sherwood Sandstone. As in the Wessex Basin, sedimentologi-
cal differences are further emphasised by the distinct mineralogies of
the two units (see section 2.7.). Despite that both mudrock Jitho -
facies and aeolian deposits do occur in the lower Sherwood Sandstone
of the Cheshire Basin and Irish Sea Basin, there is a distinct
tendency for more segregation and better organisation of the facies in
upper Sherwood Sandstone times. Overall, although in detail the
sedimentological evolution is complex, the upper Sherwood Sandstone in
northern Cheshire and the Irish Sea appears to record the deposits of
generally low sinuosity, probably ephemeral, mature braided rivers
which dissected a broad alluvial plain.
The proximal to distal variations so evident in the lower Sherwood
Sandstone are clearly not developed in the deposits of the upper
Sherwood Sandstone. Instead, there is a remarkable conformity of
river type present, showing similarities to the Donjek and South
Saskatchewan Types of vertical profile models of Miall (Q .2 j ) in all
sections studied. The implications of this must be considered with
caution because of the lack of control available on the studied
sections. With the exception of Cheshire there are no published
sedimentological studies of the upper Sherwood Sandstone, and there
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may therefore be intrabasin variation in river type. However,
assuming the conformity is real, a more stable mature river system
appears to have been developed during upper Sherwood Sandstone times.
This may reflect a levelling of palaeoslope as the flanking mountains
were gradually eroded throughout Triassic times. The alluvial plain
was very broad and flat, and interchannel areas were wide, only being
periodically flooded. River channels were of low to moderate sinuo-
sity and did not totally dissect the alluvial plain resulting in an
increased preservation of mudrock lithofacies. Extensive aeolian
deposits developed in the dry interchannel areas.
2.5.6 (i) c. The lower Sherwood Sandstone Group of the Southern North Sea
Basin Margin and the offshore equivalent of the basin centre
(Figure 2.5.22)
This traverse along the western basin margin of the Southern North Sea
towards the basin centre is particularly well suited to the appli-
cation of the vertical profile model approach because an almost
continuous section can be studied from Mercaston, west of Nottingham,
into the Southern North Sea.
The deposits west of Nottingham are clearly derived from the flanking
Pennines and lie within Triassic fossil feeder valleys, generally
aligned by Carboniferous and older Palaeozoic fault blocks. The
vertical profile model for the Mercaston area (Fig. 2.5.22) is based
on the outcrop section and illustrates the coarsening upward trend
from basal pebbly sandstones to crudely bedded conglomerates. Pebbly
sandstones are interpreted to be transverse bars and falling stage
modifications to the large first order gravel bars deposited under
flood conditions. The sequence shows many similarities to the pebble
beds of the South Devon and the Midlands, and is comparable with the
Scott and Donjek Types of vertical profile models of Miall (1978).
Although the morphological elements of an alluvial fan cannot be
discerned from the outcrops examined, these sediments on the extreme
western edge of the outcrop are clearly deposits of a proximal fluvial
system.
In the vicinity of Nottingham and northwards through Mansfield and
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few thin horizons and the sequence is composed largely of medium-
grained sandstone of lithofacies B and C. The vertical profile model
representing this area is drawn from the Gamston Borehole and
illustrates the dominance of planar-tabular cross-beds resulting from
transverse bar development. Pebbly sandstones occur in the upper part
of the sequence, and trough cross-beds often dissect the top of
planar-tabular sets indicating falling stage modifications to the
first order bed forms. There is little preservation of fine-grained
lithofacies and the observed lithofacies sequences rarely exhibit the
full development expected from waning flow conditions, suggesting
successive flood events removed the upper part of each preceeding
event. The sequence exhibits remarkable similarities to the Platte
River vertical profile model which represents deposition in a sandy,
low sinuosity, high braided river system.
Further northwards, along the outcrop in the Selby-York area, the
Sherwood Sandstone is essentially similar to that developed at Gainston
except that pebbles are now largely absent so that lithofacies C is
dominant, the grain size is fine to-medium grained, and there is
generally more preservation of lithofacies sequences representing
waning flow conditions. Planar-tabular cross stratification still
remains the main sedimentary structure but is typically associated
with upper flow regime plane beds and trough cross-beds giving rise to
Ce, Cp, C]., Ct lithofacies sequences. Although still a sand-dominated
sequence, siltstones and mudrocks of lithofacies D and E are occa-
sionally preserved and emphasise the litbofacies sequence development.
The vertical profile model for the Selby-York area is taken from the
Riccall Borehole and again is interpreted to represent the deposits of
a low sinuosity, sandy braided river system as developed in the modern
Platte River.
Sediments of the Bunter Sandstone Formation recorded in the 43/15-1
well of the Southern North Sea represent the most distal deposits
studied in this traverse. The vertical profile model in Fig. 2.5.22
is compiled from a typical sequence in the well and shows the
development of approximately equal proportions of sandstone and
interbedded siltstone I mudstone lithofacies. Sandstones are fine to
medium-grained, forming sets of generally around 1 metre in thickness
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and occur in distinct packages separated by the mudrock lithofacies.
Two distinct mudrock lithofacies are developed, occurring intimately
associated together and occurring in similar proportions. A laminated
mudrock facies is characterised by abundant vertical fissures inter-
preted as desiccation cracks and is considered to represent a shallow,
ephemeral playa lake deposit. This laminated facies contrasts with a
massive or 'blocky' silty mudrock facies which is considered to
represent subaerial accumulation of wind blown dust on the damp mud
flats adjacent to the playa. Relic laminations also suggest that
parts of the massive lithofacies were subaqueously deposited, but upon
subsequent subaerial exposure were modified by disruption as a result
of desiccation and precipitation of evaporitic minerals. The separa-
tion of sandstone and mudstone lithofacies clearly suggests an
interdigitation of distal fluviatile processes with an intrabasin
centre lake system. Although fine-grained and often silty, the
sandstones are characterised by planar-tabular cross-beds with sub-
ordinate plane beds, and the fluvial system appears to have been
dominated by transverse bars, and is, in that sense, still comparable
with the Platte Type vertical profile model.
In summary, the traverse along the western margin of the Southern
North Sea Basin towards the Basin centre illustrates a good example of
lateral variations on a wide alluvial braid plain. Proximal gravelly
sandstones, in which the main depositional units are longitudinal and
transverse bars, pass laterally downstream into a sandy, braided river
complex which eventually opens out into, and interdigitates with, a
basin centre, ephemeral lake deposit.
2.S .6.(jj)Facies Models
All the variability exhibited in the sediments of the Sherwood
Sandstone Group cannot be realistically represented in a simple facies
model. Bowever, throughout the Sherwood Sandstone fluvial processes
dominate the depositional mode, and all the other associated facies,
although locally important, are generally subordinate. When con-
sidered in the tectonic framework of early Triassic times (see section
2.2.3) the relationships of the various fluvial facies can be
expressed in terms of their spatiotemporal position in the evolving
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sedimentary basin fill.
There are in essence, two contrasting, but interdigitating, fluvial
systems evident from the vertical profile models, both of which
exhibit proximal to distal variations in stream type. A coarse-grain-
ed, gravelly system is largely associated with the proximal basins and
major feeder valleys from the uplands and contrasts with a dominantly
sandy, low sinuosity, axially flowing system developed within the
major fault delineated basins. Fig. 2.5.23 is a highly schematic
attempt to place these two contrasting systems within the context of
the general Triassic structural framework.
Fault controlled, flanking uplands supplied sediment to the depositio-
nal basins during early Triassic times. This close relationship can
be demonstrated in the Wessex Basin (South Devon and Marchwood
Borehole), in several of the Midland Basins (see Warrington .c.t ii'
1981, p. 38), in Staffordshire (see Gibson, 1905, Fig. 12; and Steel
and Thompson, 1983), in western Cumbria (Waugh, 1981) and in Notting-
hamshire (Mercaston outcrop section; see also Brown, 1970). Although
it is not usually possible to demonstrate alluvial fan morphology,
much of this proximal sediment was deposited in major feeder channels
or 'fossil valleys' which extended high into the uplands. The main
depositional process which took place in these proximal valleys was
the accumulation of large valley bars, which from outcrop studies,
appear to have been elongate and aligned longitudinally within the
major active channels. According to Steel and T]wmpson (1983) these
gravelly medial bars in Staffordshire had a complex internal struc-
ture. This is illustrated in the fluvial model (Fig. 2.5.24) and
comprises a large, cross-bedded gravelly basal platform overlain by a
crudely horizontally stratified supra-platform. Coarse gravel is
initially deposited fo form the bar platform during flood stage, and
is covered by the migrating gravelly supra-platforni tail which grades
downstream into a fine gravel head. The evidence is not as convincing
for the development of such complex bar structure in other proximal
deposits, but a similar, longitudinal, gravelly bed form was un-
doubtedly present. In the deep pools in front of, and adjacent to,
these large first order bed forms small in-channel pebbly dunes
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Extensive modifications occur to the first order bedforms during
falling stage when the river assumed a braided appearance, during
subsequent flood events. The bar shape and bar height suggests the
river channels were confined, so the high energy flood waters would
have been capable of scouring deep into the underlying, previous flood
deposits. Water tables in the adjacent sediments would therefore have
been lowered, and the emergent channel sites, and during falling
stage, bar tops, would have been subject to insolation and eventual
desiccation. Dry sand could have been wind blown forming small
aeolian dunes, although such surface features probably had low
preservation potential. Second order channels incised the first order
bars during falling stage and are filled with a variety of small
bedforms. When these channels became cut off due to continued
lowering of water levels, quiet, low energy pools persisted for
considerable lengths of time allowing insect larvae to thrive. Bar
tops and bar sides were modified during low stage water conditions by
erosion and the aggradation of pebbly side bars, dunes and ripples.
These gravelly sediments are largely confined to the proximal feeder
valleys and basins in southern England and the Midlands. They spill
over basin edge horsts into adjacent basins, and within intramontane
basins may pass laterally into pebbly and finer grained sandstones
more typical of the sandy axial fluvial system. Northwards, away from
the proximal Hercynian uplands the gravelly sediments do give way to a
dominantly sandy fluvial system which flows axially towards either the
Irish Sea Basin or the Southern North Sea Basin, both of which appear
to have been major depositional sinks during Triassic times. A local
model for this sandy alluvium is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.24, which
attempts to encompass the salient features of the fluvial system
accounting for the vast majority of the Sherwood Sandstone sediments.
Away from the influence of the local sediment sources, the sandy
alluvium was generally transported down a shallow, northerly inclined
palaeoslope. Close to the proximal sediments this sandy system was
largely confined within narrow fault controlled grabens or half—
grabens, but to the north, in the Irish Sea and Southern North Sea,
these grabens open out into wide braid plains. It is not clear from
the sedimentology of these deposits how confined river channels were,
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but the overall evidence suggests that channels became more organised
and better developed with time. In the lower Sherwood Sandstone the
local model for sandy alluvium is, therefore, envisaged as a partially
confined, low sinuosity river system which migrated across a broad
braid plain. Inactive interchannel areas were largely sandy and may
have been characterised by aeolian dunes, abandoned channels or stony
desert. Upper Sherwood Sandstone times in contrast, saw tue develop-
ment of a more channelised system with wide, inactive interchannel
areas characterised by aeolian dunes, flood plain muds or large
ephemeral playa lakes.
Major bedforms within this low sinuosity, sandy river system appear to
have been transverse bars. The morphology of these bars, although
variable in detail and size, generally conforms to an elongate, gently
curved-crested structure with a relatively high length to width ratio
and a very high length to height ratio. An indication of the size
these bars may reach is given by the field relationships observed
along the outcrop of the Southern North Sea Basin Margin. In the
Scrooby Top Quarry for example, one bar was traced laterally for 110
metres without evidence of ending, whilst bar width may exceed 40
metres and bar height 3 metres in similar exposures. At St.Bees Bead
however, bar size is generally smaller. All these transverse bars
appear similar to the cross-channel bars of Cant and Walker (1978) or
the linguoid bars of Collinson (1970) or Smith (1970, 1971). In the
Platte River such transverse bars occur in arrays up to 4 bars abreast
within individual channels (Smith,	 Blodgett and Stanley,
1980). Where thick cosets are present in the Sherwood Sandstone sandy
alluvium this is thought to represent development of compound bars
(the 'sand flats' of Cant and Walker,	 ) formed by the
aggradation and coalescence of first order transverse bars.
Although transverse bars are the dominant depositional bedform in this
study fluvial system, other depositional bedforms were locally impor-
tant. Wedge shaped planar-tabular foresets probably represent the
migration of small in-channel dunes. Upper flow regime plane beds are
locally abundant (as for example at St.Bees Bead and in parts of the
Nottinghainshire sections) and probably result from falling water depth
over the tops of the broad, first order bars. As water depths
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continue to fall, the first order bars become emergent, and the river
system takes on a highly braided appearance. Extensive modification
to the first order bedforins may take place as second order channels
incise down into them. As the water stage rises again, the larger
bars may be reactivated whilst the second order channels may become
major channels, resulting in preserved relationships being very
complex.
There is a considerable amount of evidence to suggest that the
fluctuations in water velocity varied considerably both with place and
time. There is generally less evidence for major fluctuations and
prolonged periods of dryness in the sandy systems than in the
proximal, gravelly systems. However, in the uppermost part of the
lower Sherwood Sandstone, particularly in Cheshire, the Irish Sea and
in parts of Nottinghamshire, the presence of abundant millet—seed
grains and possible aeolian foresets suggests that the emergent bars
had sufficient time during subaerial exposure to dry and undergo
deflation. Generally though, the sandy fluvial systems appear to have
been wet, particularly during the upper Sherwood Sandstone times, and
appear to represent more continuous sedimentation.
In the most distal fluvial environments, shallow ephemeral lakes
developed adjacent to and between the major river channels. Some of
these lakes may have been true playas, others were simply the result
of local ponding developed between channels following flooding of the
river channels. The depositional processes in these shallow lakes
were probably quite varied and rather dependent upon their size and
duration. Small interchannel ponds were subject to repeated flooding
and influxes of sand as thin sheet floods and small deltas. Insect
larvae were able to thrive and desiccation was rare. In contrast, the
large, basin centre playas were flanked by wide subaerial mud flats
and were subjected to repeated desiccation. Gypsum nodules are
frequently present and these lakes seem to have been too saline for
insect larvae. As illustrated in the vertical profile models, the
proportion of interbedded mudrock facies associated with the sandstone
fades gradually increases in the traverse from proximal to distal
settings, until the mudrocks amount to around 5( of the sequence.
This observation has extremely important implications for burial
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diagenesis, for under a compactional drive, water expelled from
mudrock diagenesis will have ready access to the highly porous
sandstones over a large surface area.
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2.6. ThE EARLY TRIAS SIC SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENT
2.6.1 Climate
Raving established the tectonic and sedimentological framework for the
Sherwood Sandstone, it remains only to interpret the palaeoclinatic
setting before a reconstruction of the early Triassic sedimentary
environment can be attempted.
Throughout the lower Triassic, Britain was situated in low latitudes,
just north of the equator, and formed part of the Pangaea super-
continent (see Fig. 2.2.1; and Smith and Briden, 1977, for details).
Palaeomagnetic evidence suggests that by Middle Triassic times Britain
had drifted to between 15° and 20°N of the equator. The deep
graben—like basins in which the Sherwood Sandstone accumulated formed
part of the relatively low lying foreland to the Rercynian Mountain
Chain. This belt of highlands extended across Northern and Central
Europe west—south—westwards into the Eastern United States and would
have formed a major barrier to any moving air system. To the north of
the low lying foreland basins the Boreal Ocean extended between East
Greenland and Scandinavia (Clemmenson et .g.j, 1980) whilst to the south
and east of the Rercynian Mountains lay the developing Tethyan Ocean.
In comparable modern equatorial regions the climate may either be
desertic (arid to semi—arid) or tropical (monsoonal). Desertic areas,
characterised by low precipitation, low relative humidity and high
temperatures, form an equatorial zone interrupted only in South East
Asia by the development of a tropical monsoonal zone in which the
climate is distinctly wet and seasonal (Rare, 1961). The general
distribution of surface winds and pressure patterns which control
these climatic zones develop as a result of a strong upper air system
generated by the spin of the earth and by the unequal heating of the
earth by the sun (the equator receives more than twice the amount of
heat as do the polar areas). If the earth were stationary then a
simple convection system would develop in the atmosphere with hot air
rising at the equator and cold air descending as high pressure cells
over the poles, subsequently blowing over the surface back towards the
equator. Due to the earth's rotation the equatorial winds become left
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behind and are deflected westwards, forming the westerlies. High
pressure cells also develop around the 300 north and south latitudes
as hot air passes into shorter latitudes and the outflowing surface
air flow forms the 'trade winds'.
The desert zone is concentrated between latitudes of about 10 0 and 300
both north and south of the equator in areas associated with
atmospheric stability, divergent air flows and the high pressure cells
near the 30° latitudes (Cooke and Warren, 1973). Within this zone,
deserts tend to occur close to the tropics on the larger continents
where descending air from the high pressure cells is compressed
adiabatically. As a result the relative humidity in these trade winds
decreases correspondingly, producing clear, dry, cloudless skies. No
rain falls on the landscape across which this air flows, and indeed
the air heats rapidly as it moves towards the equator and further
desiccates the land. In true deserts rainfall rarely exceeds 25 cm
annually and the rate of evaporation greatly exceeds the precipita-
t ion.
The tropical equatorial climate appears to develop as a result of
penetration of rain—bearing atmospheric wave disturbances and conver-
gent zones of moist air streams deflected by the high pressure cells
(Hare, 1961). This convergent zone, the Intertropical Front (I.T.F.)
is strongly associated with the heat equator and may move north and
south of the global equator as the overhead sun shifts position.
Consequently, the I.T.F. may migrate as far as 30°N of the equator and
carries with it the 'wet monsoon', characterised by intense convection
and torrential rain storms. The exact extent and limit to the
movement of the I.T.F. is controlled by local topographical features
(such as high mountain ranges), the distribution of continental and
ocean masses (producing a shorter traverse over dy land) and by the
influence of adjacent weather patterns (continental summer lows will
also retard the migration). Moist air must be cooled to produce rain,
and this is often achieved by an increase in altitude as hot air flows
across mountain ranges. The dry seasons typical of the tropical zone
form as the subtropical high pressures, developed during the summer
over oceanic areas, extend inland across the adjacent continents as
shallow masses of warm tropical air. These winter trade winds may
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then flow outwards over large distances as the dry winter monsoon.
There is considerable controversy as to whether the early Triassic
climate in Britain and its surrounding terrains was arid (i.e.
desertic) or wet (tropical or subtropical). Indeed, there is con-
siderable evidence to suggest both extremes. Thompson (1966, see
pp. 316 to 333) applies the climatic concepts outlined above to the
palaeogeographical framework of the New Red Sandstone Continent,
assuming a Triassic hydrosphere, atmosphere and heat budget approxi-
mately of equal size, volume and nature to that of the present day,
and argues that the Triassic climate was tropical hot-wet, hot-dry.
According to Thompson (.p j ) a major I.T.F. was present in New Red
Sandstone times which during the late Permian, had its northwards
migration effectively halted by the Variscan Mountains, forming a rain
shadow in the area of Britain. Lower Sherwood Sandstone ('Bunter')
times were initiated by regional tectonic uplift in the Variscan
Mountains and Thompson (.
	
p. 321) suggests that the climatic
effect of this was to increase precipitation in the uplands, producing
greater run off, higher water tables and deeper lateritic weathering.
The deluge of surface water contributed to the flow of the Orthis
budleighensis river which deposited the coarse-grained proximal Sher-
wood Sandstone alluvium. During' later lower Sherwood Sandstone (late
'Upper Mottled Sandstone') times there is evidence of increased
aridity (millet seed grains, driekanter, etc.) which Thompson ascribes
to the predominance of a dry trade wind air flow blowing across the
eastern European continental mass. A major change took place during
upper Sherwood Sandstone ('Lower Keuper Sandstone) times which is
related by Thompson to renewed uplift in the Amorican Mountains and
the northwards expansion and invasion of the Muschelkalk Sea into
western Europe. Throughout the deposition of the Upper Sherwood
Sandstone the European continent south of the Variscan Mountains
formed a southerly directed palaeoslope much of which was covered with
a warm shelf sea. The increased humidity of the southerly winds
migrating with the I.T.F. would result in a further increase in
precipitation and account for the rejuvenation of a major coarse-
grained fluvial system which developed in the upper Sherwood Sand-
stone. liowever, the repeated development of acolian facies (three
such events can be recognised in Cheshire, the latter Frodsham Member
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apparently constituting a true 'sand sea') do indicate that periods of
aridity were developed. Wind can essentially only transport dry sand
(Bagnold, 1941) so that interspersed with the wet fluvial conditions
there must habe been prolonged periods of dry, aeolian conditions.
The recognition of such aeolian events and other features suggestive
of aridity led to the opposing school of thought which invokes a
desert environment for the early Triassic of Britain (see for example
Waugh, 1973). In actual fact, the idea of a desert setting for the
Triassic has been entrenched in the literature for many years (see
Lomas, 1907; and Wills, 1956 for earlier ideas). The general
association of aeolian dune, fluviatile and evaporitic facies for the
Permo-Triassic of north-west Europe has been taken as evidence for an
extensive desert environment. Palaeomagnetic data support this inter-
pretation by confirming low palaeolatitudes for north-west Europe
during the Triassic. Undoubtedly, the lower Permian. sediments of
north-western Europe did accumulate in a desert sedimentary basin.
The "Rotliegendes" is an extremely well documented example of an
aeolian, fluviatile and evaporite desert sedimentary association (see
Glennie, 1972; Glennie et al, 1978) and the "Rotliegendes Facies" is
widely recognised in England (Shotton, 1947), the North Sea (Glennie,
p çj), the Rhine Graben (Harrasowitz, 1920) and Central Germany
(Gagel, 1926). However, when the Sherwood Sandstone is examined in
detail the evidence for an arid environment persisting into the early
Triassic is often very conflicting.
Firstly, the thickness of the Sherwood Sandstone varies considerably.
In passive marginal areas (such as South Devon and South Nottingham-
shire, for example) the Sherwood Sandstone rarely exceeds 100 metres
in total thickness, and is often much less. In contrast, basin
centres witness the accumulation of vast thickness of sediment
deposited within the same time interval (in excess of 1 km of lower
Sherwood Sandstone deposited in the Cheshire and Irish Sea Basins).
Assuming this sediment accumulated within the Scythian (the strati-
graphical control is not sufficient to state this categorically) and
assuming the Scythian represents a period of some 5 million years
(B.P. geologists' geological time scale; reliability unknown) then
the annual sedimentation rate varies between 0.005 cm and 28 cm in the
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South Devon Basin Margin and Irish Sea Basin centre respectively.
These rates compare with a sedimentation rate estimated at between 7.6
and 15.2 cm per 1,000 years for the Milner Creek alluvial fan in the
White Mountains of California (Beaty, 1970). On this alluvial fan the
surface streams are ephemeral and sedimentation is not in equilibrium
with erosion and suggests, by analogy, that in the Sherwood Sandstone
basin margin areas, periods of non-deposition, aridity and even
subsequent erosion were frequently developed. Estimated depositional
rates for ephemeral fluvial tributary channel sandstones of the Rio
Grande River in New Mexico (Leopold .
	
j,, 1966) average around 3 cm
per year further supporting the ephemeral interpretation for the
Sherwood Sandstone basin margin sequences. Identifying erosional
events of prolonged time is very difficult in the Sherwood Sandstone
in the absence of stratigraphical control. The deflation surface
present in South Devon (Leonard
	
al, 1983), parts of southern
Nottinghamshire (see section 2.5.5. (iii)) and northern Cheshire
(Thompson, 1966) at the disconformity between the lower and upper
Sherwood Sandstone clearly indicates a widespread phase of non-depo-
sition and subaerial erosion. However, the length of time represented
by the disconformity is not known and other extensive deflation
surfaces have not been recognqual signNot enough memory to run
programNote: Structure is being dismountedlll USRNo deviceDirec been
more permanent, suggesting a much more continuous supply of sediment.
Secondly, the dominance of fluvial sediments throughout the Sherwood
Sandstone conflicts with the sediment associations of a true arid
desert environment. Rain does fall in modern deserts but usually
precipitates during infrequent, torrential storms producing high
surface run off and flash floods. Thick fluvial sequences in modern
deserts are often associated with Pleistocene "pluvial" periods
(Glennie, 1970) whilst normal, more typical, desert fluvial systems
are ephemeral and the fluvial deposits are intimately interbedded with
aeolian deposits produced during long periods of inactivity and
insolation in the channels. However, to partially resolve this
paradox, there is extensive evidence for variation in discharge in the
fluvial sandstones of the Sherwood Sandstone (falling stage modifica-
tions, reactivation surfaces, rapid variation in grain size, etc.) and
although many of the rivers may not have been ephemeral, there were
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significant seasonal fluctuations in discharge and carrying power of
the rivers. The preservation potential for aeolian dunes in dried
river courses would, in any case, have been low. It is likely
therefore, that much of the evidence for ephemeral conditions, if they
were developed, may have been removed by successive flood events
(c.f. Glennie, 1970, p. 39; Tunbridge, 1981). Only at a few horizons,
notably in the upper lower Sherwood Sandstone ("Upper Mottled Sand-
stone" as observed by Thompson, 1966) in Cheshire and the Irish Sea,
is there evidence for an intimate association of fluvial channel
deposits and interbedded aeolian sediments.
The development of extensive, mature calcretes in the thin, marginal
coarse-grained deposits (South Devon, Leonard, 1982; Marchwood Bore-
hole, this thesis, section 2.5.5. (i); Cumbria, Macchi, 1981;
North-west Scotland, Steel, 1975 and this thesis, section 2.5.3) lends
considerable support for the suggestion from sedimentation rate and
discharge variation that the marginal streams were at least partially
ephemeral, with low sedimentation rates, long periods of subaerial
exposure and inactivity. At the present time caicretes apparently
exhibit a close relationship with climate and only form in arid or
semi-arid environments characterised by an annual rainfall of less
than 50 cm and stable geomorphic surfaces which allow time for
caicrete to develop (Rulie, 1967; Reeves, 1976; Goudie, 1973). The
actual mechanism for the formation of caicrete is somewhat problemati-
cal in many cases and several mechanisms have been proposed (see
section 3.6 for a fuller discussion). According to Goudie (
	
.çj.j)
calcrete forms by the	 descensum mechanism in which carbonate is
leached from surface horizons to be precipitated at depth as high
magnesium calcite by downward percolating surface waters. Other
workers have invoked an upward capilliary rise of groundwaters or
alteration of a pre-existing carbonate host as possible methods of
calcrete formation. The source of the calcium carbonate is often
equally problematical (see Reeves, 1976, pp. 98 to 110 for a concise
review, and section 3.6 for a fuller discussion). A favourite source
of some authors is aeolian desert dust (Reeves, 	 cit), whilst
precipitation from evaporating carbonate saturated groundwaters has
also been popular (Chilingar 	 aj,, 1967; Strakliov, 1970). In some
settings vegetation may contribute calcium carbonate to the calcrete
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profile and detrital carbonate clasts in alluvial sediments derived
from areas rich in limestone may also provide a local source.
As the evaporation rate is very high in deserts, cementation of
sediments can take place immediately after deposition (Glennie, 1970).
Evaporation of the interstitial waters results in. cements precipitat-
ing at the contact points between detrital grains in both coarse
gravels and finer sands. The type of cement depends upon ionic
species in the pore waters, but is often calcite in fluvial sediments
and gypsum in aeolian dunes. Glennie (
	
for example, notes from
observations in the Oman Mountains that early calcite cementation is
often concentrated in the lower part of the main fluvial channel
sandstones in wadis where the flow of underground water may continue
for many months subsequent to the seasonal flash floods. Here
cementation takes place at the air-water interface in the interstitial
pores as the water table gradually falls. The associated sediments in
the fluvial cycle which remain above the water table in the vadose
zone are usually poorly cemented. Such early calcite cements in
coarse clastics, although somewhat different from the classic 'nodular
calcrete' developed in fine-grained alluvial deposits, are nonethe-
less, still caicretes. This type of mechanism for the formation of
calcrete growth is given by Nagtegaal (1969) for Permian and Triassic
early carbonate cements of the Central Pyrenees of Spain and also by
Steel (1975) for the Triassic 'cornstones' of North-West Scotland. A
similar process may have played a significant role in the development
of the extensive calcretes in the marginal coarse-grained clastics of
the Sherwood Sandstone although the exact interplay between the
classic	 descensuin mechanism, evaporation precipitation and organic
influence is difficult to assess (see section 3.6 for a more complete
discussion).
In the basin where the sedimentation rate was much higher, the fluvial
system was more permanent and vast thickness of sediment accumulated.
Inland drainage would result in a water table closer to the sediment
surface, and ephemeral playas developed between the active channels.
The high sedimentation rate did not allow sufficient time for
calcretes to develop on exposed surfaces, whilst the high water tables
reduced the extent to which the sediment was able to dry. Consequent-
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ly, carbonate is restricted to incipient nodular horizons and poikilo-
topic cements in both channel sandstones and associated fine-grained
sediments. Most of the early carbonate cement in these distal
settings is dolomite, and is often associated with suiphates. Inland
drainage systems and flow of groundwaters through the surf icial
sediments would concentrate ions in pore water solutions. Thus,
although the fluvial channels were largely active all the year round,
during the dryer season water tables were temporarily lowered and
subaerial exposure took place. During insolation the upper surface of
channels locally became wind blown, and incipient carbonate precipi-
tated as a result of evaporation. Aeolian dunes were rapidly cemented
with a sulphate crust. Fine-grained flood plains, interchannel areas
and playas also underwent temporary drying and both carbonate and
sulphates were precipitated within the sediment.
The sedimentary and biogenic structures of these interbedded fine-
grained lithofacies also provide some indication of the palaeoclimate.
Throughout the Sherwood Sandstone there is evidence for aridity in the
mudrock facies E in the form of desiccation cracks, mudflake breccias
and disrupted laminations. The distribution of such desiccation
features is, not however, uniform in space or time and may be related
to intrabasin topography in addition to climatic variation. Desic-
cation textures are developed throughout the fine-grained lithofacies
in the Marchwood Borehole of the Wessex Basin Margin and are
associated with calcrete horizons indicating aridity. However, the
fine-grained lithofacies also exhibit a variety of burrows and
bioturbation textures largely considered to be the result of insect
activity. Although the lakes were clearly ephemeral, they did
apparently persist long enough for insect larvae to complete their
short life cycle, and perhaps more importantly, demonstrate that these
interchannel lakes were not excessively saline. Similar associations
of desiccation and bioturbation textures occur in the fine-grained
lithofacies of the lower and upper Sherwood Sandstone of the Irish Sea
and Carlisle Basin suggesting that such freshwater interchannel lakes
were widespread. It is interesting to note that both desiccation and
bioturbation textures were not observed by the author (and indeed, are
only very rarely recorded by other workers) from outcrop sequences in
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South Devon and northern Cheshire. It seems likely that such features
are present but are simply not usually preserved in the outcrop
weathering profile. A slightly different picture emerges in the
traverse along the margin of the Southern North Sea Basin towards the
basin centre. Desiccation features are abundant in the Upper Permian
Mans and gradually become less important upwards through the Sherwood
Sandstone in the basin margin sequence, but in the distal basin centre
sequence, are present throughout. Here the lack of associated
bioturbation and presence of sulphate nodules indicates the presence
of an extensive inland saline playa.
The fauna and flora recorded from the Sherwood Sandstone are both
scarce, and at first sight, support the general interpretation of
regional aridity during the early Triassic (see Pattison j
	
, 1973,
for a concise summary of the fossil evidence discovered in the
Sherwood Sandstone together with a typical assessment of the palaeo-
climatic implications of the finds). However, when examined a little
more carefully, in light of the preservation potential of organic
remains in a fluvially dominated system, and when the fossil finds are
compared with similar modern species, there is, as Thompson (1966)
points out, a strong suggestion of a persistent wet or humid influence
in the ambient palaeoclimate.
There is a general increase in abundance and diversity of fossil
remains upward through the Sherwood Sandstone. The lower Sherwood
Sandstone (formerly the 'Bunter') is palynologically barren, and the
fauna is restricted to invertebrate burrow systems (this thesis),
vertebrate footprints (Demathieu and Raubold, 1972; Wills and Sar-
geant, 1970) a few reptile remains (Benson, 1970), a perleidid fish
(White, 1950) and the water flea Enestheria cf. minuta (Wilson,
1962). Wills and Sargeant (p cit) in actual fact took extreme care
in examining freshly obtained borehole cores from the Sherwood
Sandstone of Worcestershire and found quite a remarkable suite of
trace fossils from the finer grained lithofacies. Footprints of eight
different types of small reptiles were observed as shallow impressions
in silty mudrocks and fine sandstones (comprising pseudosuchians,
coelurosaurs, rhynchocephalians and cotylosaurs) and were associated
with invertebrate running tracks. Such a careful study suggests that
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fossils may be much more abundant than has been previously recognised
in the lower Sherwood Sandstone but are so delicately preserved that
they are readily destroyed at outcrop.
In contrast, during upper Sherwood Sandstone (Lower Keuper Sandstone)
times there is considerably more diversity of fossil remains, and
fossils are locally abundant. Plant remains are locally well pre-
served (eg. Wills, 1910) and include E guisitites, Schizoneura and
Coniferopsids (Voltzia and Yuccites). Some leaves of Schizoneura had
attached to them the calcareous tubes of the freshwater polychaete
worm S p irorbis (Ball, 1980). Indeterminate plant remains actually
occur throughout the upper Sherwood Sandstone, and miospores indicate
the presence of pteridophytes (Lycopsids) and gymnosperms (Cycadop-
sids; see Pattison et al, and references therein for a multitude of
palynological discoveries). The fauna includes bivalves (Modiolus?,
Wills, 1910), arachnids and scorpians (Meso phonus, Wills, 1910 and
1947), lung—fish (Ceratodus, Pattison et al, 1973), amphibians (C yclo-
stosaurus and Mastodonsaurus, Romer, 1947; Wills, 1947) and reptiles
(Rli'vnchosaurus, popasaurids, nothosaurs, lepidosaurs and a thecodont,
Walker, 1969). In addition, the branchiopod Euestheria and an
euplecopteran insect wing were obtained from the lower Mercia Mudstone
in Cheshire (Thompson, 1966).
Although many of these fossil discoveries imply a strong arid climatic
influence (lang—fish, terrestrial reptiles, scorpians etc.) many also
require a persistent input of water. Indeed, few of the fossils
present in the Sherwood Sandstone by analogy with their present day
equivalents are exclusively indigenous to arid deserts. Modern
lung—fish (Dipnoi, Proto p terus) for example, are characteristic of
tropical monsoon and savanna grasslands. Of the six modern species
presently surviving, four thrive in the ephemeral swamps of the
African savanna flood plains, whilst the comparable savanna plains in
Australia and South America each support one species. $ phenodon, the
modern equivalent of the terrestrial reptile Rhvnchosaurus, lives now
in warm temperate New Zealand. According to Walker (1969) two of the
Triassic reptilian forms, the nothosaurs and lepidosaurs, were in any
case, semi—aquatic forms. The very presence of such advanced verte-
brates also implies the presence of complex food chains and ecological
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niches with smaller animals (such as arthropods, worms, insects etc.)
and a substantial vegetative cover (Fraser and 'Walkden, 1983). Modern
deserts are far from devoid of life and do, surprisingly, provide a
variety of food webs. Some 53 species of animals are recorded from
the Sahara Desert for example, whilst the North American 'Desert
Grasslands' (savanna) support 44 species of grasses alone. It seems
highly likely that the fauna and flora of the Sherwood Sandstone were
both much more abundant than is generally accepted. At least part of
the scarcity of life is apparent and results from the poor preserva-
tion potential of many of the fossils in the Triassic fluvial
environment together with a lack of careful study of fresh borehole
material. Given the evidence suggesting affiliations 'with wet and
humid conditions for some of the fossil discoveries and accepting that
life was considerably more abundant than these discoveries suggest,
then the fossil evidence for persistent aridity during the early
Triassic is less convincing.
In Summary, the overall palaeomagnetic, tectonic, sedimentological,
faunal and floral evidence therefore suggests strong affinities with a
moderate to low latitude, hot palaeoclimate characterised by a
distinct regular wet and dry season for the early Triassic in Britain
and its immediate surroundings. The dominance of a fluvial input from
flanking mountainous upland areas argues against a true arid desert
setting, whilst the presence of aeolian dunes, desiccation features
and extensive calcretes argues against a tropical wet, monsoonal
climate. The solution appears to be a good 'geological compromise' in
which characteristics of both climatic extremes can be accommodated,
and would approximate to a modern semi—arid desert or desert grassland
(savanna). Such a transitional climatic zone would result, for
example, as the tropical monsoon climate degenerates polewards into
desert beyond the limits of the equatorial rainfall belt but retains
its summer rainfall. Modern low latitude deserts pass rapidly into a
semi—arid desert or desert grassland zone either due to such global
climate effects or due to the presence of major topographic features.
In North Africa for example, a major semi—arid zone is developed to
the north of the Sahara Desert. This results from the encroachment of
winter cyclonic storms which migrate equatorward. Similar semi—arid
deserts fringe the major deserts of southern Australia, southern Iran,
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New Mexico and the adjacent parts of the south-western United States.
Major mountain ranges, as present along the Pacific margin of the
south-western United States, also contribute to the desert climatic
zones by providing a barrier for the migrating wind systems. Semi-
arid zones also occur on the equatorward side of the major deserts as
the I.T.F. migrates poleward with the heat equator and are also
influenced by major topographical features. These semi-arid deserts
are all characterised by a dry season when they are dominated by a
trade wind system, and a distinct wet season when either tropical or
temperate rain bearing winds and associated storms migrate towards the
deserts.
Thus, the palaeoclimate envisaged for the Sherwood Sandstone is
considered to be a moderate to low latitude (15° to 20° N) semi-arid
desert (the equivalent of a modern desert grassland or 'savanna'), and
has attributes of both the wet tropical climate zone and the dry arid
desert climatic zone. It is difficult to decide whether the rain-
bearing influence advanced from the winter cyclonic belts to the north
or from the poleward migration of the I.T.F. In either case,
rain-bearing wind systems moved towards the ilercynian Mountain Chain
which created an effective topographical barrier. As a result of a
rise in altitude, the moist air cooled and torrential rains flooded
the uplands. Surface rim-off from the mountain flash floods contri-
buted large quantities of coarse detritus which was deposited in the
basin to the south of the mountain chain (France, Germany, Spain and
Italy) and to the basins north of the mountain chain (Western
Approaches, Britain, North Sea). The detritus washed into these
northern basins constitutes the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone.
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2.6.2 A modern analogue
Such semi—arid climates are not uncommon today. Although definitions
of deserts are legion, quantitative constraints can be placed on the
distribution of deserts by employing a moisture index which considers
the balance between evaporation and precipitation (see for example,
McGuinnies et al, 1968). Using such schemes it is generally accepted
that deserts cover in excess of one third of the earth's land surface,
some 15% being semi—arid desert (Cooke and Warren, 1973).
Finding a semi—arid desert region which closely approximates to the
latitudinal, tectonic, sedimentological and climatic characteristics
interpreted to have typified the early Triassic of Britain is, in
actual fact, remarkably difficult. There are numerous attempts in the
literature to accommodate the early Triassic environment of Britain
into a modern analogue in. both the hot, dry, arid desert and the hot,
wet, monsoonal schools. Lomas, who originally coined the idea of a
desert environment for the Triassic (1896, 1907) drew comparisons with
the Algerian and Namib deserts. Bonney, keen on a fluvial origin for
much of the British Triassic sediments, questioned the evidence for
desert conditions in the Triassic and suggested an analogy with the
inland basins of Turkestan (1906, 1908). Subsequent authors have
invoked a wide variety of modern parallels, including north—west
Australia (Walther, 1912), the Oxis River Basin of Central Asia
(Kendall and Wroot, 1924), the Seyistan Basin of Persia (Wills, 1929)
and the Kalahari Desert of south Central Africa (Brown, 1967).
Although considering that no modern environment provides a close
analogy with the early Triassic of Britain, Thompson (1966) suggests
that the physiography and meteorology of the west African and
north—west Australian savanna bore significant resemblance to that of
the British Triassic.
The diversity of potential modern analogues is further widened in this
thesis. The transition from semi—arid desert grasslands to arid
deserts of the southwestern United States and northern Mexico is used
here as an analogue because of the overall tectonic, sedlinentological
and climatic similarities between this modern area to the interpreted
early Triassic setting of Britain. Furthermore, the extensive litera-
ture available on the recent vegetation, soils hydrology and early
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diagenesis which characterise this region enable the present geochemi-
cal environment to be accurately defined, and makes the area excep-
tionally suitable for modelling ancient diagenetic assemblages and
textures.
The regional geology of this vast area, which includes southern
California, southern Arizona, north-western New Mexico and the Sonoran
region of Mexico, is diverse and comprises several physiographic-tec-
tonic regimes (Bretz, 1939). The main part of the area falls within
the Basin and Range Province, and is flanked to the west by the Sierra
Nevada Cordilleran Range and to the east by the Colorado and Mexican
Plateaux. To the south the mountains and semi-arid desert grasslands
pass into the Sonoran Desert, southern Californian Coastal Range, Baja
California Peninsula and Gulf of California.
In detail the Basin and Range Province has a complex geological
structure, with some tectonic elements extending back into the
Pre-Cambrjan and Lower Palaeozoic. However, the present tectonic
framework is largely a result of intense block faulting of the
post-Cordilleran orogenic foreland (Drewes, 1978, 1981). Many of the
present topographic features can be related to Oligocene and Miocene
fault movements concentrated along older, deep seated basement weak-
nesses. Active faulting continues today and the areas characterised
by a series of essentially northerly trending sub-parallel graben
(eg. Santa Cruz Graben, San Pedro Graben, Rio Grande Graben) separated
by homoclinal basement blocks. This pattern of graben and blocks
largely controls the present fluvial drainage system.
The Californian coastal ranges to the west and south of the Cordil-
leran Mountains are characterised by a rather different pattern of
extensional fault basins. Essentially two types of sedimentary basins
are produced as a result of the complex transform strike-slip
collision between the Pacific-Farallion Plate and the North American
Plate (Crowell, 1974; Howell etal, 1980). Strike-slip faults which
develop a double bend may be the sites of pull-apart basins (eg.
Salton Trough) whilst in terrains where anastomising sub-parallel
shear faults converge 'fault-wedge basins' may develop (eg. Ridge
Basin). Amazing thickness of Tertiary sediments accumulates in these
highly active fault basins. The Salton Trough contains over 6 km of
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largely continental fluvial and lacustrine sediments, and an excess of
12 km of similar sediments infill the Ridge Basin.
A complex pattern results through the combination of low to moderate
latitude and the development of north-south oriented mountain ranges
separated by intervening sedimentary lowland basins (Sellers, 1960).
The lowlands have a semi-arid climate with two rainy seasons, one from
December to March, and a second from July to September. The former
winter rainfall results from the invasion of cyclonic storms from the
Pacific Ocean whilst the summer rainfall is convective and results
from the establishment of a mousoonal flow drawing moist and unstable
air from the Gulf of Mexico. Although the rainfall is highly variable
from year to year, it averages between 30 and 49 cm annually. The
southern part of the Basin and Range Province, passing into the
Southern Californian Coastal Range, Baja and Mexico is distinguished
as the Sonoran Desert, comprising several desert basins with eleva-
tions decreasing from around 1000 m in the east to sea level at the
Gulf of California. The Sonoran Desert is a true arid desert and lies
in the rain shadow of the Peninsular Ranges of Baja California and has
present annual rainfall of around 7 cm.
In the mountainous areas to the north and forming the north-south
orientated ranges, the rainfall is significantly higher, with 85 cm
per annum recorded at 2,400 in in the Santa Catalina Mountains.
Although evenly spread throughout the suer and winter seasons, much
of this rain falls in storms producing torrential flash floods.
During the summer mean monthly temperatures maintain 30°C and do not
drop below 10° during the winter.
The area is drained to the south-west by the Colorado River and its
many tributaries, and to the south-east by the Rio Grande River. The
spatial distribution of these two great fluvial systems is largely
governed by the modern fault controlled valleys. Together they
transport vast quantities of sediment, derived from the distant and
flanking highlands, to sedimentary sinks in the Gulf of California and
Mexico respectively. Alluvial fans from the crystalline highlands of
the Basin and Range Province, Plateaux and Peninsular Ranges are
aligned along all the fault controlled basins and coalesce to form
piedmont bajadas. The main fluvial system flows axially along each
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graben, eventually giving way to distal basin centre playas or coastal
plains. A broad intertidal mud and salt flat separates the alluvial
plain from the basin centre or coastal plain deposits. Particularly
in the lower reaches of the alluvial plain and coastal flats acolian
dunes are common.
Sedimentation is dominated by fluvial processes and subsequent modi-
fication to these sediments during periods of non-deposition (see for
example Leopold	 ,, 1966 and Ruhe, 1967). Interchannel areas
comprise a complex of drainage basins which contribute sediment to the
alluvial fans and fluvial plains. During periods of seasonal run-off
on the alluvial fans vast quantities of sediment is derived and
transported from the local country rock or from alluvium adjacent to
the fluvial channels deposited during earlier run-off events. Excep-
tional rainstorms may affect an entire drainage basin and carry coarse
alluvium to the axially flowing perennial fluvial system. Recent
alluvium is initially transported as sheet flood, depositing a thin
veneer of sediments on the active fans. Where flood events have cut
down into the surface of older fans the run-off becomes channelised
and gravelly and sandy fluvial bedforms develop. A wide variety of
sediment types are deposited on the alluvial fans and plains ranging
from gravels to fine sand, silt and even clay, depending upon several
factors (slope, run-off, source material, etc). Towards the basin
centres and axial Systems the gravel content decreases and grades into
finer alluvium, and finally playa-lacustrine or coastal marine sedi-
ments that are often associated with bedded evaporites and aeolian
dunes. Geomorphic surfaces are generally stable and increase in
stability towards the basin margins.
The vegetation is extremely variable and shows a strong correlation
with rainfall and altitude. Lower slopes and alluvial fans are
dominated by shrubs such as creosote bush, tarbush and Mexican tea
(Ruhe, 1967) whilst a sparse but diverse flora of grasses colonises
the fluvial plains (Leopold, 1950; Shreve, 1951). However, higher
slopes and mountainous terrains with moderate rainfall support rich
mixed and coniferous sub-Alpine forests which include various species
of oak, conifer, pine and juniper (Whittaker and Niering, 1964).
Recent alluvium is rarely more than a few metres thick and is largely
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unconsolidated, exhibiting poor soil development. There is a syste-
matic gradation from red desert soils on the alluvial fans and fluvial
grasslands through brown soils in the mixed forests to grey-brown
podsols in the high coniferous forests. This change in soil colour
and type is associated with an increase in organic matter content in
the soils and a concomittant rise in pH.
Soils on the alluvial fans are typically coarse and porous. This
results in very low water tables on the alluvial fans, particularly in
the upper reaches where they may be tens of metres below the ground
surface. Owing to the high permeability of these marginal sediments,
the ephemeral, influent run-off flows into the alluvium. Here the
gronudwaters are highly oxidative and alkaline with a pH which is
always above 8 (Walker, 1967; pers. comm., 1984). As the gravel and
sand content of the aluvium decreases in the fluvial plain and towards
the basin centres, impermeable, argillaceous soils develop, capillary
water increases and the availability of water to plants decreases
correspondingly (Yang and Lowe, 1956). The groundwater flow becomes
effluent, so that the water tables lie nearer the surface and
groundwater is lost to the atmosphere by evapo-transpiration. As a
result the concentration of soluble salts greatly increases in the
oxygenated groundwaters.
Under these surface conditions in the semi-arid desert basin there are
several important consequences, which are largely a function of the
geochemistry of the depositional environment, that lead to very
clearly diagenetic modifications of the Recent and Pleistocene sedi-
ments (see Ruhe, 1967; Walker, 1967 and 1976; Walker et 	 1978, and
references therein).
Firstly, due to the regional aridity, very little chemical weathering
occurs in the source area uplands, laterites are certainly not
developed (c.f. Thompson, 1966, p. 320), and the bedrock of the
mountainous areas flanking the depositional basins is usually fresh
(Ruhe, 1967; Walker, 1976). That very little chemical weathering took
place during the Triassic of the United Kingdom is suggested by the
fresh, unaltered bedrock preserved under the basal Keuper Marl around
Charnwood which contrasts with the altered Charnian bedrock exposed to
Tertiary and Recent weathering. Consequently, wherever the source
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area contains rock with minerals that are relatively unstable at low
temperatures and pressures and in surface geochemical environments,
these metastable minerals will survive erosion and be transported into
the depositional basin. The first cycle detritus from suitable
semi—arid uplands (igneous or metamorphic source rocks) will therefore
contain significant quantities of unstable grains. Weathering in the
uplands is dominated by physical processes (diurnal extremes of
temperature, wind, etc). This does not mean however, that all the
first cycle alluvium with short transport distances consists of
angular gravels or sands. Certain lithologies, particularly when
jointed, undergo exfoliation (sphaeroidal 'onion skin' weathering)
when exposed to extremes of temperature and can produce j situ
rounded detritus. Waugh ( pers. comm., 1980) observed such weathering
in granitic source rocks of the western fault controlled flank of the
Cocopah Mountains in Baja California which was directly supplying
highly rounded fresh boulders of granitic detritus to the flanking
alluvial fan fluvial system.
Secondly, the low water tables and prolonged stability of geomorphic
surfaces at the basin margin exposes the surficial sediments to
prolonged vadose weathering. Although the thin veneer of Recent
alluvium exhibits only poor soil development, the underlying slightly
older Pleistocene sediments which have undergone longer weathering,
exhibit several phases of soil profile development. In each soil
profile a thin, powdery and often patchy A horizon overlies a well
developed, usually firmer, B horizon which in turn is usually
underlain by a carbonate rich C or K horizon. The B horizon of the
youngest soils are typically a yellowish colour, but with a distinct
reddish hue (2..5YR to 5YR), and sucessively older soils become
progressively more red (Rube, 1967; Walker, 1967) . The increase in
the red colour of the soils is due to two fundamental processes:
1. The influent surface water carries suspended clay particles into
the highly porous and permeable alluvium which is deposited in the
interstitial pore spaces due to the rapid decrease in water flow
velocity. This mechanically infiltrated clay is usually not red
when initially deposited but reacts with the oxygenated, alkaline
pore waters and reddens diagenetically.
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2. Iron bearing detrital minerals, sourced from the flanking uplands,
are unstable in the oxygenating, alkaline geochemical environment
and react with soil moisture, surface waters and migrating inter-
stitial groundwaters liberating iron which precipitates as ferric
hydrates in the soil B horizon. These iron compounds eventually
turn to haematite, reddening with age, and lightly cement the
subsurface soil.
The mechanically infiltrated clay, iron hydrates and oxide minerals
and new authigenic clay minerals concentrate in the B horizon with
time. The clay mineralogy of the soil profile is strikingly uniform
across the whole semi-arid desert basin, being dominated by a mixture
of smectite, randomly interstratified mixed-layer illite-smectite and
smectite-vermiculite, and illite. Kaolinite and chlorite only occur
as minor constituents in a few areas where they may be detrital in
Origin.
Thirdly, partially as a function of the aridity of the depositional
basin, carbonate precipitates low in the soil profile, often forming a
thick and laterally persistent K horizon (Gile
	
, 1965). In
detail the distribution and formation of carbonate horizons in these
desert soils is complex and may actually involve several processes
(Ruiie, 1967). Essentially, however, carbonate in the A and B horizons
is leached by the small amount of surface run-off and soil moisture to
be precipitated lower in the soil profile. In parts of the Sonoran
desert the climate is so arid that carbonate also remains throughout
the upper part of the soil profile.
These carbonate accumulations are generally referred to as caliche, or
if the profile is intensely indurated, caicretes. Virtually all the
geomorphic surfaces throughout most of the semi-arid and arid desert
are from Baja California to Arizona, New Mexico and western Texas
exhibit some kind of carbonate accumulation, varying from patchy
nodular development or cement to thick, laterally persistent crusts
(Walker, pers. comm., 1984). In some profiles which occur on the
coastal plain of San Felipe, Baja California, gypsum is also present
associated with the carbonate (Walker, 1967). The carbonate occurs in
soils of widely diverse composition from gravels composed entirely of
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igneous detritus to arkosic sandstones and mudrocks (Rube, 1967) . In
most instances there is insufficient calcium or carbonate available in
the detrital framework to source all the ions necessary for the
development of calcite in the calicbe profiles, so that an external
source is commonly invoked. Aeolian dust accumulating in the A
horizon is demonstrated to be a major contributor of calcium carbonate
to the soil profile in the High Plains of western Texas (Brown, 1956;
Reeves, 1976), where thick caicrete occurs. Although Rube (1967)
accepts that aeolian carbonate dust contributes to the soil profile be
also suggests that other pedogenic processes (dissolution from cal-
cium—bearing grains) and precipitation from saturated surface waters
and groundwaters (see also Glennie, 1970, and section 2.6.5, p.64
also add significant carbonate to the caicrete accumulation.
Regardless of origin or process these early carbonate accumulations
are extremely important for the later textural diagenetic evolution of
the sediment. Although in fine—grained lithofacies the carbonate
tends to occur as nodules, it also forms a pervasive, pore filling
cement in the sandstones and gravels, tightly binding the sediment
together. Such well cemented sandstones are extremely resistant to
compaction and the original open detrital framework texture is largely
preserved in the carbonate cement.
The above described pattern of sedimentary fades, groundwater dis -
tribution, and early soil forming processes in such fault controlled,
semi—arid to arid desert basins generally conforms to a predictable
pattern regardless of size and shape of the structural basin (Walker,
1976) and can, therefore, be applied to the Sherwood Sandstone Group
sediments to define the early Triassic environment. Under conditions
of regional aridity with seasonal run —off, the system of influent
seepage at the basin margins passing to effluent seepage towards the
basin centres along more permeable saudbody conduits will persist
throughout the early diagenetic regime allowing prolonged contact of
the shallow oxygenating and alkaline groundwaters with the detrital
sediments. This regional model of semi—arid desert basin development




2.7.1 Calculation of the original Mineralogy
The final pre-diagenetic factor that may have exerted a controlling
influence on sandstone diagenesis in the Sherwood Sandstone Group is
the composition of the detrital mineralogy. Clearly, in reactions
where the detrital minerals interact with the pore fluids, the
potential ions that can be added to the reacting system depends upon
those that are initially available. Also of potential importance are
the original porosity-permeability characteristics of the sediments
which will have influenced how pore fluids moved in the subsurface
both during the early diagenetic environment and also during subse-
quent deep burial.
This section therefore, attempts to recalculate the approximate
original detrital composition of the sandstones under study. In a
sense this is "putting the cart before the horse" as the recalcula-
tions are based on several diagenetic assumptions which only became
apparent with hindsight. Details of the recalculations and the
inherent shortcomings are given below.
The recalculated original mineralogy is based on thin section point
count data and is tabulated in full in Appendix II. Quartz is
generally stable throughout the diagenetic environment and the total
of quartz is simply obtained by addition of quartz types recognised.
In a few samples where silica dissolution at grain contacts is
important, this dissolution proved to be very difficult to quantify
with ordinary petrographical optical techniques and is ignored, thus
constituting one source of error. Similarly, modifications to micas,
opaques, heavy minerals and detrital clay matrix are considered
quantitatively minor, partially because these constituents are usually
relatively minor components of the total rock in any case, and are
also ignored. Totals of these minerals are simply taken from thin
section point count modal analyses. Feldspar however, is a signifi-
cant detrital component and undergoes a variety of diagenetic modi-
fications including dissolution, replacement by illite and replacement
by carbonate (see section 3.4.2). Throughout all the samples studied
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potassium feldspar is the most abundant feldspar phase present, almost
to the exclusion of plagioclase feldspar. The total feldspar count is
therefore, a summation of all potassium feldspar, plagioclase feld-
spar, grain dissolution porosity, and replacement illite and carbo-
nate. In some instances this results in a slight over estimate of
feldspar content as in samples with abundant rock fragments, grain
dissolution and grain replacement textures may also occur to a limited
extent in some of these grains, particularly if these include feldspar
and unstable volcanic rock fragments. However, the detailed petro-
graphic observations indicate that potassium feldspar is the single
detrital phase which undergoes by far the most frequent 
.j situ
dissolution and replacement (see section 3.4) so that the error is
minimal. Total of rock fragments is the summation of sedimentary,
igneous and metamorphic rock fragments in. addition to those replaced
or altered grains considered to represent former ferromagnesian
grains. Replacement chlorite is also included in this category as
basic volcanic grains are the most susceptible grains to such
alteration. This is not an ideal solution and an attempt was
initially made to recalculate the percentage of ferromagnesian grains
originally present but the potential complexity of alteration to such
grains, including total dissolution, made such a distinction impracti-
cal.
Recalculation of the minus-cement porosity (terms used after Rosen-
field, 1949) allows a semi-quantitative estimation of porosity loss
due to compaction assuming the simple relationship:
porosity loss	 present observed porosity
through	 initial porosity - + total authigenic
compaction	 cements
Where the initial porosity is the porosity at time of deposition and
present porosity and total authigenic cements are determined in thin
section by point count analysis. Several assumptions are included in
this relationship which introduces slight error that cannot be
avoided. Firstly, the formula assumes that compaction preceded
cementation which is not always the case. Secondly, the minus-cement
porosity is based on the summation of the present intergranular
porosity and total of authigenic cements (but not including authigenic
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replacements) and is therefore subject to all the problems inherent in
estimating visual porosity from thin sections (see Bailey, 1978).
Slight error is further introduced here because not all the present
intergranular porosity is considered to be primary. In many of the
sandstones which have undergone deep burial, the present intergranular
porosity system is interpreted to be secondary, largely through the
removal of pervasive pore— filling carbonate and, to a lesser extent,
sulphate cements. These cements locally corroded the stable quartz
framework and therefore slightly enlarged the primary porosity system.
In general however, the observed increase in porosity due to corrosion
is typically small and is ignored in the recalculations, usually being
outside the limits of accuracy of determining porosity by thin section
modal analysis. A few samples have undergone extensive corrosion of
the silicate framework such that totals of recalculated minus—cement
porosity greatly exceed the theoretical maximum porosity for a grain
texture. In these cases, usually sandstones from caicrete horizons,
the percentage compaction cannot be determined. The third source of
error lies in the necessity to assume, rather arbitrarily, the initial
porosity of the sandstones, although a reasonable approximation can be
made by comparing the values of porosity measured in similar uncement-
ed and uncompacted sands. The quantification of pore space in
unconsolidated clastic sediments has been the subject of considerable
amounts of research and a voluminous literature exists on the subject.
An up to date appraisal of the subject suggests that the fundamental
control on the maximum porosity development in, wet, unconsolidated
sands is the textural sorting of the sands, and to a lesser extent,
grain shape (Beard and Weyl, 1973). It can readily be shown that
porosity is essentially not a functio±a of grain size, as a sand
composed of spheres of coarse sand has identical porosity to a fine
sand provided the grain shape and packing density are the same.
However, in practice, it is commonly observed that coarser sandstones
exhibit greater porosities than fine—grained textural equivalents (see
Fuechtbauer, 1974) which is probably due to the fact that fine—grained
sandstones are often composed of a high proportion of platy and
angular framework grains and therefore subject to greater packing
densities. Original porosity is, therefore, estimated using the
experimental data of Beard and Weyl (
	 .ç.jj) according to textural
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sorting observed in thin section and the grain size effect is ignored.
Sorting is based on measurement of grain diameter ratio in thin























Table 2.7.1: Sorting classes and assumed original porosities
used for calculating percentage compaction (after
Folk, 1968; Beard and Weyl, 1973)
This scheme is slightly modified for bimodal sandstones which develop
a more compact packing density during compaction and the original
porosity estimate is reduced by 2% in each sorting class for bimodally
sorted sandstones.
Despite the slight errors in the recalculations, the reconstruction of
the original detrital mineralogy is an extremely useful aid in
selecting areas with comparable mineralogies for comparison of diage-
netic evolution and is considered more reliable than simply using the
present, often extremely altered, mineralogy. Furthermore, the ori-
ginal mineralogy provides a more realistic idea of the quantity of
ions available for the initial diagenetic reacting system. Calcula-
tion of minus-cement porosities additionally provides a semi-quanti-
tative estimation of porosity loss through compaction which, when
compared with estimated original porosities, provides additional
evidence for the presence of secondary porosity discussed in more
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detail in section 3.8.1.
2.7.2 Variation in Original Mineralogy of the Sherwood Sandstone
Concomittant with the south to north change in sedimentary fades
through the Sherwood Sandstone (section 2.5.5.) a gradual decrease in
grain size and associated change in original mineralogy can clearly be
demonstrated. In the southern, more proximal regions feldspar and
rock fragments are abundant and the sandstones generally classify as
lithic arkoses to sub—litharenites, and contrast with the dominantly
fine—grained sub—arkoses, sub—litharenites and quartz arenites of the
northern distal regions (see Fig. 2.7.1. and 2.7.2; Plates 2.27 and
2.28).
On the western margin of the Wessex Basin, the basal Triassic pebble
beds originally contained between 15% and 35% potassium feldspar, and
a rather variable proportion of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic
rock fragments amounting to as much as 37% of the total sediment, and
are therefore lithic—arkoses (Plate 2.27 b). Many of the rock
fragments are granitic in character and also contain some feldspar so
that the actual quantity of feldspar available for replacement or
dissolution was slightly higher than the feldspar total suggests. The
total for rock fragments is however, an underestimate for the pebble
beds due to the obvious difficulties in cutting thin sections
representative of coarse conglomerates. Most of the thin sections
examined from the pebble beds were of relatively fine—grained con-
glomerates or the associated interbedded coarse grained sandstones.
The overlying Otter Sandstones were also distinctly feldspathic,
containing around 2O to 25% of potassium feldspar, although the
fine—grained sandstones occurring at the top of the Sherwood Sandstone
Group and base of the Mercia Mudstone Group contain significantly less
feldspar. Rock fragments in the Otter Sandstone are also concentrated
in the coarser sandstones typical of the lower part of fluvial units
and are dominated by intraformational sedimentary rock types, mostly
comprising mudflakes and rounded pebbles of indurated microcrystalline
calcite assumed to be caicrete in origin, which locally amount to 3Th
of the sandstones (Plate 2.27 a). Simple and polycrystalline quartz

































































































































































minerals and opaque minerals generally occur in minor or trace amounts
throughout the south Devon sequence, occasionally becoming important
constituents in the fine-grained sandstones that are developed at the
top of individual fluvial units and also towards the top of the
sequence. Here mica reaches up to 7% of the sandstones whilst opaque
and heavy minerals may constitute up to 3% of the mineralogy. To the
east, in the concealed Wessex Basin, the basal pebble beds are
relatively poor in feldspar, containing less than 15%, but extremely
rich in rock fragments which constitute between 40 to 6IPk of the
conglomerates (Plate 2.27 c). Many of these rock fragments are of
extraformational origin and include sandstone, siltstone, mudrock and
siliceous limestone lithologies (see knox ç
	 , 1984). These
conglomerates contrast markedly with the overlying sandstones which
are characterised by abundant potassium feldspar (as much as 38%) and
are therefore arkoses (Plate 2.27 d). Rock fragments are correspon-
dingly less abundant, and average between 10 and 25% although some
fluvial units contain sandstones with up to 45% of rock fragments. In
this upper unit the rock fragments are more varied and include igneous
and metamorphic types in addition to sedimentary lithologies. Again
quartz is the remaining dominant detrital mineral, although minor
mica, heavy minerals and opaque grains usually occur.
The Channock Chase Formation pebble beds of the Allotment No. 1
borehole in the Midlands are more uniform in composition, and are
typically sub-arkosic litharenites or sub-arkosic sub-litharenites.
Conglomerate litbologies comprise approximately 20 to 30o of quartz, 5
to 15% of feldspar and 40 to 6cfo rock fragments, the latter being
dominated by igneous and metamorphic types together with lesser
amounts of extraformational sedimentary rock fragments (Plate 2.27 e,
f). Interbedded sandstone lothologies are characterised by generally
more quartz and feldspar (up to 54% and 2YYo respectively) and less
rock fragments (Plate 2.27 g). Again the feldspar is almost inva-
riably a potassian variety and is also present in rock fragments of a
granitic affinity, therefore being a little more abundant than the
recalculations suggest. Nearby cored sequences in the Marston Bore-
hole (also through the Channock Chase Formation pebble beds) and the
Playground No. 9 Borehole (through the underlying Littleworth Beds)
show similar totals for quartz, feldspar and rock fragments, although
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the composition of the rock fragments is somewhat variable. The
conglomerates of the Marston Borehole are dominated by a suite of
igneous and sedimentary rock fragments which includes common basic
volcanics, granitic and extraformational mudstone lithologies. The
Playground Borehole also includes abundant igneous rock fragments, but
from a more varied source. Interbedded sandstones tend to be very
micaceous, with chlorite, biotite and muscovite locally constituting
up to 11% of the sediment.
All these proximal clastics are characterised by variable sorting.
The conglomerates are typically poorly or very poorly sorted and are
associated with relatively low original porosities. In addition to
the pebble content a variable proportion of fine to coarse—grained
sand matrix occurs between the pebbles and hence reduces intergranular
porosity. Textural evidence suggests that some of this matrix has
filtered into the sediments post —depositionally. In Foxenholes Quar-
ry, South Devon, there is even a suggestion from the extremely angular
nature of this sand matrix and very poorly sorted nature of the
conglomerates that some of the matrix may be recent and have
infiltrated during the present quarrying operations! The interbedded
sandstones exhibit better sorting characteristics, and are often well
sorted, particularly those with low rock fragment contents.
Data for northern Cheshire indicates that there are slight differences
in the original mineralogy of sandstones interpreted to be of fluvial
origin and those of aeolian origin. The Chester Pebble Beds, which
include pebbly sandstones and sandstones rather than conglomerates,
are essentially moderate to well sorted sub—arkosic sub—litharenites.
Quartz is the dominant detrital mineral accounting for between 46 and
56% of the original mineralogy and is accompanied by some 10% of
feldspar and 10 to 20% of rock fragments in the fluvial sediments. As
before, feldspar is almost exclusively a potassian variety. Rock
fragments are rather variable, and include a diverse suite of igneous
and metamorphic types. Sedimentary lithologies are sometimes common
and usually comprise mudstone intraclasts, although occasionally
quartz sandstone extraclasts are present. Mica, opaques and heavy
minerals are almost ubiquitous in trace amounts. The overlying
Wilmslow Sandstone is characterised by similar sorting characteristics
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and a comparable original detrital mineralogy except that in many of
the fluvial units, mudstone intraclasts are abundant so that the rock
fragment total is correspondingly high. Fluvial sandstones of the
Heisby Sandstone are also similar to the Chester Pebble Beds
(c.f. Thompson, 1966, Table 13; see Plate 2.28 c)
	
The aeolian
sandstones in contrast, tend to be very well sorted, often with a
bimodal grain size distribution, and are more quartz rich, containing
slightly less feldspar and rock fragments (see Plate 2.28 d, c, f).
Mica is virtually absent in these aeolian sandstones, although opaque
and heavy minerals are often concentrated in laminae. The sorting
characteristics result in excellent original porosity estimates.
Similar relationships are apparent in the flelsby Sandstone equivalent
of the Kirkham Borehole, on the Lancashire Basin Margin. The original
mineralogy recalculations show that the sandstones were deposited as
sub—arkosic sub—litharenites, being dominated by quartz (typically
between 50 and 65%) with subordinate feldspar (6 to 13%) and rock
fragments (3 to 14%). Fluvially deposited sandstones tend to be
slightly less well sorted and contain slightly more feldspar, rock
fragments and mica than the associated aeolian sandstones (Plate 2.28
c, d).
The fine to medium grained sandstones of the St.Bees Sandstone in the
Irish Sea, in western Cumbria at St.Bees Head 1 in the Carlisle Basin
and in the Vale of Eden were all very similar in composition when
deposited. Quartz is the dominant detrital component averaging 50% to
611* of the sandstones. Feldspar, still almost exclusively a potassian
variety, averages around 10%, although a few horizons in the Irish Sea
contain as much as 20% whilst some sandstones in the Vale of Eden
contain as little as 4%. Rock fragments also average around 10%
except where intraformational mudflakes are present, and these distal
sediments therefore classify as sub—arkosic sub—litharenites to quartz
arenites (Plate 2.28 b). Despite the relative scarcity of rock
fragments and general fine grained nature of the sandstones there is a
remarkable diversity in the types of rock fragments present. Igneous
and metamorphic rock fragments dominate in the absence of intrafornia-
tional mudflakes and include volcanic, basic granitic, mica schist and
phyllitic lithologies. Mica becomes a significant constituent in some
of the finer grained sandstones often totalling 5 to 10% of the
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original mineralogy, whilst opaque and heavy minerals are again a
ubiquitous minor component. Although dominantly fine to medium-grain-
ed, most of these distal sandstones are well sorted and essentially
free of detrital clay. Only those sandstones with abundant mudflake
intraclasts are poorly sorted, and only those occurring at the top of
fluvial units or as thin sheet sandstones contain appreciable detrital
clay.
Throughout the traverse from the proximal Wessex Basin to the distal
depositional sinks of the Irish Sea and western Cuinbria the opaque and
heavy mineral suite is dominated by rutile, zircon, tourmaline and
finely crystalline haematite grains. All these minerals appear
unaltered in the sediments examined and appear to have been stable in
the diagenetic environment. In the South Devon Basin Margin and the
Marchwood Borehole both staurolite and garnet were observed frequent-
ly, although both exhibited signs of dissolution. More rarely
staurolite was observed in the Midlands sequence and in northern
Cheshire, but appears to be absent from the Irish Sea sections. Very
rare occurrences of apatite, spinel, penninite, ilmenite and niagnetite
were also recorded at scattered localities.
A similar lateral variation in original mineralogy is also apparent in
the traverse from the western margin of the Southern North Sea Basin
towards the basin centre, although the highly feldspathic proximal
sandstones typical of south Devon and Marchwood are not present
(Fig. 2.7.2). The Sherwood Sandstone around Nottingham and in the
Gainston Borehole was essentially a sub-arkosic litharenite or sub-
litharenite (Plate 2.28 h). Quartz averages around 35 to 43% in the
original mineralogy, whilst feldspar and rock fragments each average
between 15 to 2O. Most of these sandstones are well or very well
sorted, and were characterised by high initial porosities. Rock
fragments are again rather variable, comprising extraformational
sedimentary lithologies (including distinctive ferroan dolomites and
dolomftjc mudstones), igneous and metamorphic types in addition to
intraformational mudflakes. Sandstones examined from the Riccall and
Canton Boreholes in the Doncaster to Selby area also conform to this
general original mineralogical composition and no variation was
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tains a fairly constant proportion of between 35 and 45% of the
mineralogy with feldspar generally totalling between 10 and 20%. Rock
fragments are slightly less abundant, averaging only 7 to 15%. In the
finer grained sandstones mica and heavy minerals locally become
abundant and reach 7% and 9% respectively. Sorting is generally good,
usually only being reduced by the presence of intraformational
mudflakes.
Fine-grained distal equivalents in the Southern North Sea Well 41/20-1
and 43115-1 were originally sub-arkosic arenites. Feldspar is main-
tained at between 5 and 15%, but rock fragments generally constituted
less than 10% of the original sediments, except where mudflake
intraclasts were locally present. In fine-grained sandstones mica and
heavy minerals are a persistent common component. Although generally
well sorted, detrital clay matrix is often present as laminae and as
matrix in the fine sandstones at the top of the fluvial units.
Sandstones of the 16/29-2 Well in the Central North Sea do not fit
readily into this scheme. In the first instance, the sandstones have
undergone intense diagenesis and the silicate framework has suffered
extensive corrosion by iron-rich carbonate, whilst feldspars have also
been widely replaced by kaolinite. The grain framework has been so
altered that even sorting cannot be accurately estimated. A brown
coloured (presumably oil stained) kaolinite clay matrix may be either
detrital or authigenic in origin adding to the problems of identifying
the original sorting characteristics. Secondly, the shear distance of
the 16/29-2 well from the studied wells of the Southern North Sea
Basin precludes the likelihood of the sediments iii. the 16129-2 being
related to the same depositional unit. However, the original minera-
logy as far as it can be reconstituted was essentially a sub-arkosic
sub-litbarenite with between 45 and 60% of quartz, around 10% of
feldspar and between 5 and 20% of rock fragments (c.f. Taylor, 1978).
Superimposed on this regional variation in original mineralogy there
are local variations depending upon the source of the detritus. Local
alluvial fans derived from the flanking uplands exhibit considerably
more variation in mineralogy than the main, axial, south to north
transported sediment. Such variations not only help to reconstruct
the early Triassic palaeogeography (Fig. 2.7.3) but also may exert an
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extreme influence on the subsequent diagenetic development, and
therefore need to be documented. In the Wessex Basin for example, the
pebble beds from the Marchwood Borehole are characterised by abundant
rock fragments of sedimentary origin that include sandstone, silt—
stone, niudrock and siliceous limestone lithologies that are identical
to the underlying Devonian sediments and similar to those at outcrop
in Devon. These lithic sandstones contrast with the overlying
feldspathic sandstones (see also Knox 	 j,, 1984) and are considered
to be derived from flanking uplands at the margins of the Wes sex Basin
(Plate 2.27 c, d). Sherril (1970) describes the equivalent of the
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds in Somerset, the Milverton conglome-
rates, which contain abundant Devonian calcareous clasts derived from
local sources in the Quantock Hills and northern Devon. In the
Midlands Wills (1948, Fig. 18; 1956, Fig. 17) was able to document
several distinct alluvial fans on the basis of their characteristic
detrital mineralogy (see Warrington et al, 1980, p. 38). The Poles—
worth Fan, for example, was derived from the Mercian uplands around
Nuneaton, whilst a Bridgenorth Fan developed at the foot of the Welsh
Bighl ands.
In this study the purple mudrock intraclasts of the basal Triassic
from the marston Borehole are similar to the underlying Carboniferous
Keele Beds and may be locally derived. Thompson (1966) was able to
recognise local sediment sources in the Weish—Mercian plateau in
Staffordshire and Cheshire which provided detritus for local alluvial
fans (e.g. the Hilbre Island Breccia on the Wirral). Even in the
distal depositional sinks of the Irish Sea and its margins where much
of the sediment has been distantly derived, local sources can still be
identified. Thin, coarse—grained volcaniclastic sandstones at outcrop
in western Cumbria contain as much as 45% of volcanic rock fragments
(Plate 2.28 a). The litbic sandstones occur close to the base of the
Sherwood Sandstone sequence and may be the distal toes of marginal
alluvial fan sediments derived from Ordovician Borrowdale Volcanics in
the adjacent Lake District uplands (see Waugh, 1981). Along the
Southern North Sea Basin Margin detritus was also clearly sourced from
the flanking Pennine and Mercian—Charnian uplands. West of Nottingham
Carboniferous sandstones, mudstones and limestones occur in the




Lithic sandstones in the basal marginal sediments of the Mercia
Mudstone Group around the Charnwood Horsts are composed almost
exclusively of volcanic rock fragments (amounting to 58% of the
original mineralogy, see Plate 2.28, g) presumably derived from the
adjacent Blackbrook Series of Precambrian age. Dolomitic mudstones
and ferroan dolomite clasts in the Gamstone Borehole and at outcrop
between Nottingham and York are presumably derived from exposures to
the west of Permian reefal doloniites during the early Triassic (Plate
2.28, h). In the basin centre ooliths present in the fine-grained
sandstones of the 43/15-i well must be derived from the underlying
Rogenstein Member of the Bunter Shale Formation and suggest erosion of
the basin centre flood plain.
2.7.3 Perspective
the Orthis Budleighensis river was initiated and fed, not
only with distant clastic debris .......but also by local tributa-
ries from the Welsh-Mercian dissected plateau ... . Local debris
from the flanks of the Ciwydian Dome was contributed to the streams
depositing sediments in the Wirral. Not least of its load, though
less frequently commented upon, must have been its swirling red, or
more probably brown, suspended load of iron-clad clay tossing mica,
both as much witness of its origin, as the rattling, roaring elastic
bed load.....After an upland route of circa 200 miles, the river
emerged from the marginal plateau to construct a vast alluvial fan as
much as 200 miles long from Bridgenorth to beyond Preston and 100
miles wide from the Wirral to Nottingham."
David Thompson, 1966, waxing eloquent
on the lower Sherwood Sandstone River.
Figure 2.7.3 is a schematic palaeogeographieal map intended to bring
together sedimentological, tectonic and mineralogical information
presented throughout section 2 into a framework on which the diageno-
tic studies are based. Despite the wealth of information currently
available for the early Triassic Sherwood Sandstone in addition to the
new data presented in this thesis, the palaeogeographical reconstruc-
tion is full of uncertainties and large areas remain essentially
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FIG. 2.7.3. SCHEMATIC PALAEOGEOGRAPHICAL MAP OF THE SHERWOOD
SANDSTONE DEPOSITIONAL BASINS DURING EARLY TRIASSIC TIMES
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However, the map illustrates the probable basin distribution and
differentiation into locally sourced alluvial fans and axial fluvial
systems. Coarse-grained margin facies were shed off the major
highlands flanking all the depositional basins. In the Wessex Basin
conglomerates were sourced from the Cornubian, Purbeck and Cranbourne
Highs. Structural evidence suggests the main axial flow was east-
west, and the drainage system, on present evidence, appears to have
been intramontane. Highly feldspathic sandstones suggest a source
from Hercynian granites which presumably pierced the Carboniferons and
Devonian basement somewhere in concealed southern England.
Similarly in the Somerset basin, the main axial flow appears to have
been east-west, with a connection westwards into the Bristol Channel
Basin. Detritus may have been sourced from the southern flanks of the
London-Brabant High, but such an interpretation is highly speculative.
The Welsh uplands, Mendips and Quantocks however, all supplied
sediment into this major sedimentary sink. The evidence currently
available suggests that most of the detritus from these southern
basins was not transported northwards into the Worcester Graben
System, but accumulated to the south of a major watershed and either
remained within narrow, relatively confined basins or was transported
westwards.
The Worcester Graben was certainly a major valley system in which
sediment was contributed from the adjacent fault margins. North of
the Hercynian deformation front the axial fluvial flow was orientated
generally north-south, and vast quantities of sediment were transport-
ed northwards into the Midland Basins, Cheshire and the Irish Sea.
Sediment was contributed from the Welsh Borderlands, the Wenlock
Horst, the Berwyn Horst, the Longmynd Horst and each of the upstanding
Carboniferous blocks separating the Midland Basins. The evidence also
suggests that the Needwood Basin was topographically higher than the
Stafford Basin, so as a result, the main axial flow was directed to
the north-west into Cheshire. Where the fluvial system opened out
from the confined grabens of the Midlands, much of the braid plain
became inactive, rivers matured and barchanoid dunes developed in the
wide interchannel areas. The Irish Sea Basin appears to have been the
major depositional sink for most of the detritus sourced from the
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Midlands and Worcester Graben. Although the flanking uplands to the
Irish Sea also supplied some detritus (Vale of Ciwyd Basin, The
Wirral, Lancashire Margins, Lake District Massif) this was quanti -
tatively minor compared with the vast influx from the south.
North—east of the Midland Basins sediment was also supplied into the
Southern North Sea Basin. The Charnwood—Brailsford Ridge may have
been a significant barrier and effectively have prevented sediment
from the Knowle and Einkley Basin reaching the North Sea during the
early Triassic, also a connection may have developed with the Needwood
Basin. Some detritus was certainly supplied to the Nottingham area
from the southern Pennines west of Derby, and there may also have been
other small basement blocks in the Charnian Ridge which supplied
sediment. In any case it seems unnecessary to invoke uplift related
to the liardegsen earth movements of Germany to create an effective
barrier closing the North Sea Basin from the Midlands during later
Triassic times. Sedimentary infilling of a constricted fluvial valley
system, already topographically higher than the axial flow to the
Irish Sea Basin to the north—west, may well explain cessation of
fluvial input to the North Sea Basin. The 'exotic" pebbles recorded
from the Sherwood Sandstone around Nottingham and along the western
margin of the southern North Sea Basin must therefore be derived from
the concealed Mercian Uplands to the south, with a minor contribution
from the Pennine Axis. A major alluvial braid fan spread out to the
north—east from the Nottingham area and passed basinwards into distal
braid plain and playa sediments characteristic of the Southern North
Sea.
In this vast semi—arid continental drainage system, fluvial processes
were dominant. Rainfall in the flanking uplands supplied run off to
the surface streams. Regional aridity prevented intense weathering in
these uplands. Marginal upland valleys and large parts of the
subaerial alluvial fans were probably ephemeral, only the main river
courses and axial systems being characterised by perennial flow.
Vegetation was sparse, but probably quite diverse, and certainly zoned
according to altitude. Coarse—grained marginal alluvium was highly
permeable and water tables were low. The ephemeral nature of the
fans, stable geomorphic surfaces, influent seepage and low water
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tables allowed extensive development of caliche in these marginal
sediments. In the highly oxidative, alkaline geochemical environment
many detrital grains were unstable and underwent dissolution and
replacement, liberating a variety of ions. Some of these ions
remained in solution and migrated with the ground waters, whilst
others precipitated under the ambient geochemical environment. Nearer
the basin centre where water tables were higher, evapo—transpiration
was important and early carbonate and sulphate cements were pre-
cipitated from chemically enriched porewaters.
Diagenetic Modelling in the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Group
of England and its offshore equivalents,
United Kingdom Continental Shelf
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Appendix Ia: Tell and field sections in the study
Key: 1. South Devon Basin Margin Field Section (outcrop).
2. Marchwood Borehole. 511 399111 (B.G.S.). 3. Twycross
Borehole, SK 338056 (B.G.S.). 4. Playground Borehole. Staf-
ford Basin (N.C.B.). 5. Marston Borehole. Stafford Basin
(N.C.B.). 6. Allotment Borehole. Stafford Basin (N.C.B.).
7. Northern Cheshire Field Section (outcrop). 8. Kirkham
Borehole, SD 432247 (B. Gas). 9. 110/3-3. Irish Sea
(B. Gas). 10. 110/2-1. Irish Sea (B. Gas). 11. St. Bees
Bead Field Section (outcrop). 12. Observation Borehole 15,
NY 200401 (N.W.W.A.). 13. Observation Borehole 13. NY 369627
(N.V.LA.). 14. Observation Borehole 14, NY 417584
(N.W.W.A.). 15. Milburn Borehole. IT 909, NY 365528
(B. Gypsus). 16. Observation Borehole 18. NY 613325
(N.LW.A.). 17. Leicester Forest East Borehole, SI 524028
(B.G.S.). 18. Nottingham Field Section (outcrop). 19. Ga-
ston Borehole, SI 703766 (N.E.R.C.). 20. Doncaster Field
Section (outcrop). 21. Carlton Borehole, SE 246655 (B.G.S.).
22. Ricall Borehole (N.C.B.). 23. North Yorkshire Field
Section (outcrop). 24. 41/20-1. Southern North Sea
(Signal). 25. 43/15-1, Southern North Sea (Hamilton).
26. 16/29-2, Central North Sea (Phillips).
Appendix I b: Sample distribution and details of
analyses undertaken
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART





z Z E-4	 z	 u	 Z	 •




1438'	 X X X X	 X X	 X	 _______
1440'3" X




1452'6" X X X	 X X	 X	 _______
1456'	 X
1459'	 X
SANPLH ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
BRITISH GAS 110/3-3, MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA BASIN
z
	
OH	 H	 •	 C)
	
HZ	 Z	 •H	 •	 •	 H
	
00	 0	 •	 •	  0 tt
	
0 Z	 0	 •
	
H	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •
	
H	 H	 H	 0
	
Z H	 Z	 •	 •	 z	 •	 •	 •	 '-'
	
H H rI	 H r	 a	 • H	 HSAMPLE	 0	 0	 •	 • 0 C'I 0
	
)	 •	 I	 1	 NOTES
	
______ H p.. 00 p.s rj ci c.i v
	 H









	 X X X X X
	 X
3467'll" X X







3580'2" X X X X X X X
	 X X
3583'1O" X	 X X
	 X
3586'lO" X	 X	 X X
	 X	 x	 _______
3587'lO" X	 X







	 X X X X X	 X X
3720'4" X
3723'lO" X X X X
	 X X
3732'6" X X








379903	 X X X X
	 X X
	 X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
BRITISH GAS 110/2-1, MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA BASIN




Cl) Cs) ('4 '	 .	 0 El	 X	 -
4050'	 X X X	 X	 X	 -	 _______
4058'9" X X X
	 X X
	 _______
4073'5" X X X	 X X	 X
4075'	 X x x	 x
4077'6" x x x
	
X	 x x
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
ST. BEES HEAD OUTCIOP SECTION
	 _________
	
0 H	 .	 .
	
HZ	 Z	 0	 •	 zH	 C
H	 .	 •	 •	 •	 •	
0	 Q.i	 rxLl
	
H	 H	 Z	 4	 H	 114	 0 -i





______ E-4 Pi 00 P. u cn c'i v V	
HO >	 _____
	STB1 X X	 X X	 X	 ________
	STB2 X X	 ________
	
STB3 X X	 x X	 ________
	
STB4 X X	 X	 ________
	
STB5 X X	 X	 ________
	
STB6 X X	 _________
	
STB7	 X X	 +Iinea1_______	 analysis
	
STB8	 X	 X X	 X	 X X	 ________
	STB9	 X	 X X	 X	 x X
__EEE_
SANPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
NORTH WEST WATER AUTHORITY OBSERVATION BOREHOLE 13, CUMBRIA
.	 •	 .	 .	 .
	
E-4	 .
SAMPLEm	 o c	 ;	 - NOTES




20.0	 X X X	 X X	 X	 X X	 X
	










	 X X	 X	 x x	 x	 _______
	46.0	 X
	
54.0	 X X X
	
56.0	 X X	 X X	 X	 X X	 _______
	
57.0	 X X X
	
58.0	 X X






101.0	 X X X	 X X
	 X	 x
	108.0	 X X	 X X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMNARY CHART
NORTH WEST WATER AUTHORITY OBSERVATION BOREHOLE 14, CUMBRIA
o E-i	 E-'	 •	 0
HZ	 Z	 . .
	 Z
	
0 Z	 0	 •	 I-
Ci	 H	 .	 .	 •	 •	 •	 •	 Ø.i	 Fx
	Z 	 H	 0 i-
SAMPLEm	 H H 
C)	
o c d	 NOTES
	




	50.0	 x x x	 x x	 x	 x	 +F STAIN
	
51.0	 X X	 x x
	
58.0	 X X	 X X
	
59.0	 X X	 X X	 X
	
















102.0	 X X	 X	 -i-F STAIN
	
106.0	 X X X	 X X	 X	 x
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMNARY CHART




E-'	 E-'	 Z	 <	 O
	SAMPLE	 r9	 o	 NOTES
	
32.0	 X X X	 X X	 X	 X	 +F STAIN
	35.0	 X.	 XX
	37.0	 X X X
	49.0	 XX X	 X X
	57.0	 x	 X	 X X	 X
	




69.0	 X X X	 X X	 X	
-'-F STAIN
	73.0	 X
78.0 X X X -_____
	
89.0	 XX	 XX	 X
-
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
NORTH WEST WATER AUTHORITY OBSERVATION BOREHOLE 18, VALE OF EDEN
o H	 H	 .	 0
z	 z	 •	 z
0 Z	 0	 •-
	
H	 .	 .	 •H	 H	 X	 H Z	 0 ,-
SAMPLE m 	 NOTES
	7.0	 X X X	 XX	 X X	 X X X	 X	 4-FSTAIN
	
8.0	 XX	 XX	 X	 XX	 X
	
12.0	 X	 X X
	
17.0	 X	 XX	 X
	
19.0	 X	 x
	37.0	 XXX	 XX	 X	 X X
	




51.0	 X XX	 XX	 XX	 X XX
	
52.0	 XXX	 XX	 X X
	 X XX
	
71.0 X x x	 x x	 - - - - - 3 tiQ
	




83.0	 X X X	 X X	 X	 x
	
84.0	 X X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
BRITISH STEEL KIRKBY THORE (KT909), MILBURN BECK, VALE OF EDEN
.1	 J
E-	 E-'	 Z Z	 >	 Z	 0
Z Z El	 Z	 .	 Lfl Z	 •
SAMPLE	 0	 NOTES
______	 p.. 00 P.. C/] CI C'J	 0 El	 _____
	311'	 X X
	








379'	 X X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
NOTTINGHAM AREA OUTCROP SECTION
	 _________
•	
.jI	 .	 .	 .	 .H	 4	 H	 Z X
	
•4: rz4	 oZ Z H	 Z	 ul Z	 •
SAMPLE	 o	 NOTES
	
______ H P4 00 P4 Cl) Cl) c'J v	 0 H	 Z	 _____
BSQ1	 X X
BSQ2	 X X	 X
BSQ3	 X X	 X
SH1	 X X	 X X	 X	 X
SH2	 X





NQ3X X	 X X	 ________
LQ1	 X XX	 X X
	 X	 X	 ____
WQ1	 X X
WQ2	 X




MCQ4	 X X X
MCQ5X-	 -	 ___
MCQ6	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART




1-4 Z	 Z	 .	 •	 Z	 z)
0	 .	 .	 .
H	 H Z Z	 H Z	 0 ,
Z Z H	 Z	 . .	 in Z	 •
SAMPLE	 '9 0 c c	 '9	 NOTES
	
______ H 
P.i C.) C.) P.i CI Ci Cl	 v	 H	 Z Cl)	 _____
105.0	 X X
160.0	 X X X	 X
221.0 X XX X	 XX	 X •	 X X
	 ____
276.0 X X X	 X	 _______
336.0	 X X
389.0	 X X	 X





578.0 X XX X	 XX	 X	 x X	 ____
620.0	 x X
682.0	 X X X	 X X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART





H Z	 ° 4
Z Z E-	 Z	 •	 L1	 Z	 •
SAMPLE	
rj r2	 NOTES
______	 p. o c. p ci o	 c, E-4	 Z	 _____
7.0 X X X	 X X	 X	 _______
11.0	 X	 X	 _______
12.6	 X	 X X




35.3 X X X	 X	 X X
	 _______











63.1 X X x	 _______
67.8	 X	 ________
67.9	 X	 ________






80.0 X X X	 X X	 X	 _______
80.6 x
	 ________
85.2 X X X	 x	 _______
87.0 X	 ________
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
I.G.S. CARLTON NYØ2 HYDROGEOLOGICAL BOREHOLE continued
	 - - - ________
U	 •
E-	 E-i	 Z Z	 >4	 0 '-
z z
	
z	 . .	 u- Z	 •
	SAMPLE	 NOTES




















118.5 X X x	 x x	 x	 _______
	119.7	 X	 X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
N.CB. RICCALL BOREHOLE, SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN MARGIN
z	 .
H(	 . . .
	
E-4 	.	 4	 i-	 Z
Z Z E-4	 Z	 .	 Lfl Z	 •	 I'
SAMPLE	 o	 d	 I	 NOTES
______ £-' P.. C. Ci P.. ci v	 v	 E-'	 _____






71.2	 X X X
	
75.7	 X X	 X	 X
	




150.2	 X X X	 X
	
179.2	 X X	 X	 X	 X
	




221 .0 X X	 x x	 _______
	
224.0	 X X XX	 XX	 X	 x x
	




SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
41/20-i_(SIGNAL), SOUTHERN' NORTH SEA BASIN
	
Z ZE-i	 Z	 .	 in Z
	
•
	SAMPLE	 r9 o	 r	 NOTES
--	 ------- ___
	




1461'l" X X X
	1466'	 X X X
	 x
	1471'	 X X X
	 XX	 X
	1479'	 X X X
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
43/15-1 (HAMILToN), SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
SAMPLE	 d	 NOTES
5379'	 X
53838" X . X X	 x





5433'6" X X X
	 X X
5439'B" X X
5456'lO" X X	 X X
5468'lO" X X	 X X	 X	 ________
5471'S" X X X	 X X	 X	 x	 _______
5477'	 X	 X X	 X
5479'6" X X X
5481'	 X XX	 XX	 X	 ____
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY CHART
16/29-2 (PHILLIPS), CENTRAL NORTH SEA
o	 E-4	 E-1	 •	 CHZ	 Z	 •	 •	 Z
0 Z	 0	 •H	 •	 •	 •
H	 E- Z Z	 H Z	 0 —1Z Z	 E-	 Z	 •	 •	 z	 •	 •	 •	 I-.
SAMPLE	 •	 NOTES
_______	
0 0	 C/) Cs) cJ	 U H	 Z C/)	 ______
	10474'	 X X	 X X	 X	 X
	
10478'	 X X X	 X
10483'	 X	 X	 X
10495'	 X X X	 x X XX	 X
10496'6" X
10501'	 X	 X	 X	 x
10512'	 X
10538'	 X X X	 x x
10550'	 X X X	 X	 X
10553'	 X X	 X	 X
10554'	 X
10562'	 X
10568'	 X X X	 X X
10570'	 X X X	 X X	 x
10580'9" x
10583'	 X	 X	 X
10587'6" X
10594'	 X X X	 X X	 X	 x x
10596'	 X
10602'	 X
10640'3' X X X	 X X	 X	 x	 ________
10645'6" x x x
	
X	 x	 x x
	 ________
10647'	 X	 X
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Appendix ha: Thin section impregnation technique
All thin sections prepared were impregnated with a blue-dYed
epoxy araldite resin to facilitate observation of visible
porosity in thin section. If prepared carefully, coloured
araldite enables true porosity to be distinguished from
artificial porosity developed during thin sectioning, pro
vided a fresh, well impregnated face is cut and polished for
thin section mounting.
A piece of the rock to be thin sectioned is broken or cut
from the sample, and should ideally measure about 3x2x1 cm.
Argillaceous specimens with a low permeability can be cut
slightly thinner. The slice is then heated to 60°C overnight
in an oven to remove moisture and expand air in the pore
space (Note: specimens with gypsum cement should not be
heated above 40°C to avoid formation of 'plaster of Paris').
The epoxy used for the impregnation is a 50:50 mixture of
Ciba-Geigy resin (Araldite 7B) and the hardener Versamid
which has excellent elastic properties on hardening, reduc-
ing fracturing of silicate grains during grinding. "Orasol
Blue" dye is added to the epoxy mix, dissolved in a small
quantity of acetone. The epoxy mix, which is actually
rather viscous, can be diluted by addition of up to 50%
acetone for samples with low permeability.
The hot rock slices are then placed into the epoxy-acetone
mix and left under vacuum for up to 2 hours in a vacuum
desiccator. This is usually sufficient time to allow good
impregnation of even low permeability samples. Drying time
is around 6 hours at room temperature.
On drying, a surface should be freshly cut or polished
through the sample to ensure a perfect thin section with no
grain plucking. Thin sections can then be made in the normal
manner.
Appendix lib: Summary table of thin sections studied
Thickness of	 Total no.	 No. of thin
cored interval/	 of thin	 sections
BOREBOLE/SECrION	 field section	 sections	 point counted
1. South Devon Basin Margin	 Ca. 50 m	 32	 18
2. Marchwood No. 1, Wessex
Basin	 59 m	 24	 20
3. Allotment No. 1, Stafford
Basin	 154 m	 56	 22
4. Playground No. 9, Stafford
Basin	 45 m	 34	 10
5. Marston Borehole, Stafford
Basin	 8m	 16	 6
6. Twycross Borehole, Riuckley
Basin	 180 in	 18	 10
7. Home Farm Borehole,
Hinckley Basin	 38 in	 8	 4
8. Northern Cheshire Basin 	 Ca. 75 in	 40	 22
9. Kirkham Borehole,
Lancashire	 80 in	 60	 20
10. 110/2-i, Irish Sea	 61 in	 5	 5
11. 110/3-3, Irish Sea	 190 in	 30	 17
12. St. Bees Read Basin Margin 	 121 in	 9	 5
13. Observation B/H 13, Cumbria	 101 in	 17	 13
14. Observation B/H 14, Cumbria	 80 in	 17	 8
15. Observation B/H 15, Cumbria	 80 in	 11	 5
16. Observation B/H 18, Cumbria	 90 in	 14	 8
17. Milburn Borehole, Cumbria 	 38 in	 5	 5
18. Nottingham Yorkshire Basin
Margin	 ca. 40 in	 15	 12
19. Leicester Forest East Bore-
hole, Hinckley Basin	 37 in	 10	 8
20. Gainston Borehole, Notting-
hamshire	 195 in	 12	 12
21. Carlton Borehole, Yorkshire 	 121 in	 38	 12
22. Riccall Borehole, Yorkshire	 218 in	 12	 12
23. 41/20-1, Southern North Sea 	 8 in	 5	 5
24. 43/15-1, Southern North Sea 	 40 in	 12	 10
25. 16/29-2, Central North Sea 	 75 in	 25	 15
Appendix lic: Original mineralogy recalculations
Details of the mineral recalculations are given in the text (section
2.7.1). Mineral totals are based on modal analysis point count data tabu-
lated in Appendix lid. Sorting classes are estimated from thin section
observations using the grain diameter ratio to establish 5 classes:
VW - very well sorted
W - well sorted
M - moderately sorted
P - poorly sorted
VP - very poorly sorted
Original porosity is estimated for each sorting class following the ex-
perimental data of Beard and Weyl (1973). Each class is qualified if bi-
modally sorted (B) which results in a reduction of the estimated original
porosity of 2%. A semi-quantified estimate of the porosity loss through
compaction is given by subtracting the calculated minus-cement porosity
from the original porosity estimate. In a few cases where intense corro-
sion of the silicate grain framework has occured (usually through replace-
ment by carbonate cement) the percentage compaction cannot be calculated
and C is used to denote grain corrosion.
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Appendix II d: Modal analysis point count data
Modal analysis were carried out on 250 thin sections and these
analysis are presented in full in this appendix. For each thin section
analysed 300 points were counted using a Swift Automatic Point Counter
and the raw data was collected on a point count data sheet, designed
to meet the requirements of the analyses.
The data is divided into detrital, authigenic and porosity components
which are defined and described in the text (section 1.4.4). Totals
of each of these three categories are also given which comprise
the whole rock and should therefore amount to 100%. In the tables
tr is used to denote trace amount (less than 2 counts per analysis
or observed in the thin section but not counted) and nd refers to
not detected.
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APPENDIX III: X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
III a. X-ray diffraction sample preparation, techniques
and running conditions
III b. X-ray diffraction quantification
Appendix lila: X-ray diffraction sample preparation, techniques and
running conditions.
On the basis of thin section observations, samples were selected from
porous sandstones, argillaceous sandstones and interbedded mudrocks for
X-ray analysis of the clay fraction. Each sample was gently disaggregated
using a coarse mechanical crusher and the remaining larger particles
ground with a pestle to a powder size approximately equal to the grain
size of the sample. Crushing to a fine powder was avoided to minimise
production of artificial quartz and feldspar fines and to prevent damage
to clay mineral particles.
The resulting disaggregated sediment was then mixed with distilled water.
The sediment-water mixture was then agitated for 1 hour in an industrial
food mixer to obtain separation of clay particles from detrital sand
grains. The resulting clay suspension was decanted away and thoroughly
homogenised using a sonic stirrer to ensure good dispersion. In a few
cases where flocculation of clays occurred a small quantity of dispers-
ing agent was added and the pH of the suspension adjusted towards neutra-
lity. The colour of the wet clay and pH at which dispersion occurred were
recorded.
The crystal size of detrital and authigenic clays and also of different
clay mineral groups varies considerably. Authigenic crystals of kandites
are commonly visible with the optical microscope and individual crystals
may be up to 20 pm in diameter whereas authigeiiic smectites axe cha-
racteristically very finely crystalline, typically being less than 1 pm
in size. The suspension of dispersed clay was therefore allowed to settle
under gravity and Stokes Law applied to collect clay fractions of less
than 0.5 pm, 2 pm and 20 pm were collected. Analysis of different
size fractions should provide a more accurate indication of the clay mine-
ralogy than a single size fraction.
Concentrated clay fraction slurries were pipetted onto a glass slide and
allowed to air dry at room temperature and humidity. Each preparation
was analysed using a Philips PW1729 constant potential X-ray diffracto-
meter under air dried, glycolated at 80°C and heated to 375°C and 550°C
conditions. Generator running conditions were standardised at 25mA and
30kV with a monochromatic Co K radiation source using a nickel K filter.
Selected samples with almost monomineralic compositions were purified
using sedimentation techniques. The fine fraction was removed from the
20 pm sample to produce a kandite-rich assemblage for structural studies
and a less than 0.5 jim fraction was prepared to separate illite-rich
assemblages for i-Ar age dating. lJnorientated powder mounts were pre-
pared of these single phase samples for analysis with the diffractometer
and a Guinier powder camera. A combination of these two techniques allows
a more refined analysis of the various clay mineral group species or poiy-
type varieties. Mica group species can be identified by an assessment of
crystallinity, peak ratios and position of b-parameter (hkl) reflections.
Distinction between kaolinite and dickite in the kandite group is easily
accomplished in samples with a large proportion of the kandite group mi-
nerals using the Guinier camera technique whilst a semi-quantitative
measurement of disorder - order relations in kaolinite can be made using
the crystallinity index of Hinckley (1963).
Appendix Ilib: X—ray quantification
Semi—quantification of clay mineral species in the <2 jim clay mineral
concentrates is presented in this appendix using the method of Weir
et jj, (1975). This method employs the 71 kandite reflection as an in-
ternal standard. From the replicate air dried, glycolated and heated
traces the reflection intensities of illite, I (101 reflection, air dry
and glycolated specimens), kandite, I (7A reflection from all three
traces), illite + expanding minerals 11+ Ex (101 reflection heated 375°C
trace) and chlorite, 'ch (141 reflection, heated 550°C trace) are all
measured. The resulting intensities are then adjusted by simple propor-
tion to equalise that of the sum of kandite from the three traces.
Quantities by weight of the clay mineral species present are then
calculated using the assumptions that, on a weight for weight basis,
a) expanding minerals collapse to iol to give the same reflection
intensity as illite,
b) chlorite gives twice the intensity of illite,
c) kandite gives 2.5 times the intensity of illite.
From the normalised intensities i gives the proportion of illite,
11+ Ex - I gives that of the expanding minerals, I / 2.5 that of kandite
and ch / 2 that of chlorite. The method produces internally consistent
results accurate to within ± 20% of the individual clay mineral species
being considered. Problems inherent with the X—ray diffraction technique
do not allow a more realistically accurate quantification to be attempted
(Archer, 1970).
Type of expanding minerals and amount and type of ordering with non —ex-
panding minerals are quantified by comparison with the computer calculated
X—ray traces of Reynolds and flower (1970) and Reynolds (1980). Where
smectite minerals are abundant the more detailed techniques of Srodon
(1980, 1981) were used.
appendix flub: X-ray diffraction quantification
SOUTH DEVON BASIN MARGIN
MUDROCKS	 CLAY MINERALOGY _________ _____
SAMPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 Kaolinite Illite Chlorite MLC*
1. LM3	 5GY 7/1
	
7.9	 10	 85	 5
2. LM4	 2.5YR 5/8 7.9	 6	 92	 2
3. LM5	 2.5YR 4/8 7.5	 2	 97	 1
4. BSPB4	 2.YR 4/6
	 5.5	 4	 96	 tr
5. BSEC2	 1OYR 4/8
	
8.3	 4	 93	 3
6. FHQ4	 2.5YR 5/8 4.9	 6	 94	
-	 ±10
7. SB3	 2.5YR 4/6 7.5	 8	 92	 4
8. SB7	 5YR 5/8
	
7.7	 12	 80	 8
9. SB8	 7.5YR 5/4 7.8	 10	 83	 7
10.5139	 5YR 4/6
	 7.8	 9	 85	 6
SANDSTONES
1. LM2	 5YR 7/1
	
7.4	 14	 80	 6
2. BSPB1	 2.5YR 3/6 6.7	 33	 67	 -
3. BSOS1	 2.5Y 7/8
	
5.9	 23	 77	 -
4. BSOS2	 2.5Y 4/8
	 7.2	 28	 72	 -
5. FHQ1	 5Y 8/2	 5.6	 17	 83	
-
6. FHQ2	 5Y 8/8	 5.6	 26	 74	 -	 ±10
7. FHQ6	 2.YR 6/8	 6.5	 26	 74	
-	 tr
8. BSEC1	 2.5YR 4/6 5.0	 4	 95	 1
9. RO'i4	 5YR 4/6
	
7.2	 9	 83	 8
].O.LB2	 5YR 5/6
	
8.2	 8	 87	 5
11.LB3	 5YR 3/4
	
7.7	 5	 91	 4
12.SB1	 2.5Y 4/4
	
7.8	 20	 74	 6
13.S132	 5YR 4/6
	
7.2	 19	 73	 8
14.SB4	 5Y 7/1	 8.1	 7	 89	 4	 ±10
15.S!35	 5Y 6/1	 7.8	 6	 90	 4
* Mixed-layer clays (expanding component) associated with asymmetric
(001) illite peak.
appendix 11Th: continued
ALLOTMEUTMo. 1. IIOREIIOLE 	 ________________________________________________ ______________________
_____________- ___________ _______ 	
CLAY MINERALOGY	 TYPE OF EXPAUDABLES
RAUI'LE	 COLOUR	 p11	 lilite	 Expandables Xaolinite Chlorite MLC	 %Sm	 Dis Sm
1. 12.0	 5YD 6/4	 8.6	 36	 33	 28	 3	 IS Ord 40	 16.81
2. 19.8	 2.5YR 3/6 8.2	 30	 38	 28	 4	 Is Ord 50	 16.51
3. 25.5 II	 fl/A (mix)	 7.5	 51	 34	 11	 4	 Is Ord 10
4. 25.8	 2.5YR 4/6 7.9	 27	 44	 24	 5	 IS Ord 30
5. 30.5	 2.5YR 4/6 8.9	 39	 35	 2].	 5	 Is Ord 40	 16.61
6. 38.1	 2.5YR 4/8 8.9	 30	 56	 ii	 3	 Is Ord 40	 16.81
7. 44.0	 2.5YR 5/6 9.2	 27	 54	 17	 2	 IS Ord 30	 16.51
8. 51.3	 2.5YR 4/6 8.5	 38	 36	 22	 4	 Is Ord 40	 16.81
9. 60.5	 2.5YR 3/6 8.1	 39	 48	 11	 2	 IS Ord 20
10.62.5	 2.5YR 3/4 7.9	 23	 49	 23	 5	 Is Ord 40	 Broad
11.76.0	 2.5YR 5/6 8.4	 38	 39	 20	 3	 Is Ord 30	 Broad
12.82.8	 2.5YR 4/6 7.8	 58	 26	 13	 3	 IS Ord 20
13.86.5	 2.5YR 3/6 9.1	 30	 57	 10	 3	 IS Ord 50	 16.81
14.94.2	 2.5YR 4/6 8.2	 23	 38	 38	 1	 IS Ord 40	 16.91
15.131.5	 2.5YR 416 8.5	 12	 58	 29	 1	 IS Ord 40	 16.81
16.137.].	 5Y8 6/3	 8.5	 12	 55	 27	 6	 IS Ord 40	 16.81
17.15.4.6	 2.5YR 3/4 8.7	 1].	 53	 32	 4	 IS Ord 40	 16.81
14 denotea mudroks
U/A - not applicable; colour mix due to mottling
rL.ATUNuuUu [O. . nvn.I1uL.r.
	CLAY HIMEI1ALOGY	 TYPE OF EXPAUDARLES
SAIPLE	 COLOUR	 p11	 Illite	 Expandables	 Kaolinite	 Chlorite	 MLC	 %Sm	 Dis	 Sm
1. 58.0	 5Y 8/2	 6.5	 28	 41	 27	 4	 IS Ord 40	 -
2. 98.0	 2.SY 4/8	 6.2	 54	 22	 20	 4	 IS Ord 40	 -
3. 106.0	 5Y 8/2	 5.6	 28	 33	 33	 6	 IS Ord 40
4. 124.0	 2.5GY 7/1.	 6.5	 56	 12	 26	 6	 IS Ord 10	 -
5. 158.0	 5Y 8/2	 6.5	 39	 32	 26	 3	 IS Ord 30	 -
6. 175.0	 5Y 8/2	 5.6	 21	 55	 18	 6	 IS Ord 50	 -
Appendix ilib: continued
	MidlandBaeine	 _________________________________________________________ ____________________________
________________ __________ ________ ____________ CIA? IAL0 rW	 ___________
- - SAMPLE	 C0L0UT	 pI	 ILLITS	 CXPAIDAnLIS	 lAfl0ITE	 C!L00ITE	 OF. EXPA:;DM1LrS




8.9	 49	 22	 29	 -	 IS Ord; 40% Soctite
	
016.1	 5YR 3/4	 8.7	 69	 16	 11	 4	 15 Ord; 21% Sriectite
	
617.0	 5YR 4/6	 8.7	 47	 23	 15	 15	 IS Ord; 40% Zncctite
	
220.0	 2.5YR 4/6	 0.6	 65a	 12	 15	 8	 (001) illite noyrrietrlc
	
244.0)1	 2.5YR 3/4	 0.2	 73a	 13	 0	 0	 (001) flUte anyrimotric
	
245.0	 2.SYR 4/6	 8.8	 42a	 12	 24	 22	 thstint low 6 chouldor
	
210.0	 2.5YR 4/6	 8.6	 70a	 21	 5	 4	 (031) illite asy.-irutric
	
211.0)1	 5YR 3/4	 7.3	 71a	 14	 10	 5	 (0)1) illite ayrnctric
	




7.9	 39	 20	 32	 9	 IS Ord; 40% Sncctitc
	
- 471.0	 5YR 3/4	 8.4	 59	 21	 17	 3	 IS Ord; 40% Snoctite
I.) 153.00	 2.5YR 3/4	 0.0	 76a	 10	 10	 4	 IS Ord: 15% Erectite
	
155.0	 2.5YR 4/6	 8.0	 53a	 11	 20	 10	 IS Ord; 10% Smoctito
NorthernCheshire	 _________________________________________________ _____________________________________
____________ ___________ _______ ________ CLAY MINERALGY
	
_________ TYPE OF EXPANDAB 1 S
	
SAMPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 ILLITE	 EXPANDABLES	 KANDITE	 CHLORITE MLC
	 % Sm	 NOTES
	
KT2	 2.SY 4/8
	 6.8	 64a	 11	 16	 9	 IISI Ord calO
	
KT4	 5YR 4/6
	 7.2	 73a	 6	 . 21.	 -	 IISI Ord	 10
	
1(76	 2.1Y 8/2	 R.R	 8dm	 - 12	 18	 A	 1181 ()rrl -dO	 _______________
	
FN3	 2.5YR 3/	 7.6	 71a	 13	 12	 4	 IISI Ord 10-15
	




7.4	 88a	 5	 7	 -	 1151 Ord	 10
	
HH4	 2.5YR 4/8	 7.5	 89a	 8	 3	 -	 lIST Ord	 10
	
HH5	 2.5YR 4/8	 8.6	 78a	 10	 12	 -	 IISI Ord	 10
	




7.B	 60	 15	 14	 11	 ISOrd	 20	 12.8A-.15R
	
FR2	 5YR 5/6
	 6.9	 77	 18	 5	 -	 IS Ord	 20	 12.8-i15
	
AE1	 5Y	 8/8	 9.0	 86	 -	 14	 Ti'	 -	 -
	
- AE3	 5Y 4/8	 9.3	 97	
-	 3	 -	 -	 -
	




8.6	 76a	 6	 6	 12	 lIST Ord	 10	 _______________
Ippendix 11Th: continued
WCSTERtI CUIII3RIA
____________ ___________ _______ ________	 CLAY HINERAL'Y	 ___________	 TYPE OFEXARDA8LES
- SM.IPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 Illite	 Expandablea	 Kaolinite	 Chlorite	 fILC	 .Sm Cia S Asserthlap.-
STB1	 5YR 4/6	 8.5	 57a	 40	 3	 -	 IS Rand 90	 -	 19
STB2	 5YR 4/6	 8.9	 62a	 36	 2	 -	 IS Rand 90	 -	 lB
STB3	 SW 416	 7.8	 69a	 31	 -	 -	 IS Rand 90	 -	 13
X15m	 2.SYR 5/4	 8.2	 55	 34	 5	 5	 IS Ord 20	 iA	 2
K20m	 2.5 5/4	 8.4	 584	 35	 4	 3	 IS Ord 20	 18.5A 2
2.6Th 5/4	 9.2	 643A	 22	 6	 II	 Is Ord 20	 184	 2
K34m	 2.5YR 5/4	 7.9	 58A	 36	 3	 3	 IS Rand 90	 -	 LB
S543m	 SYR 4/3	 8.2	 624	 28	 4	 6	 IS Ord 20	 13.5A 2
SB56m	 2.5YR 416	 8.4	 674	 23	 4	 6	 IS Ord 20	 ].8	 2
SB58m	 5YR 4/4	 8.6	 594	 35	 2	 4	 IS Ord 20	 iSA	 2
.' SB64m	 5YR 4/6	 8.5	 564	 30	 4	 4	 Is Ord 20	 iOA	 2
SB1O1a	 5Th 4/6	 9.5	 524	 37	 4	 7	 IS Ord 20	 iSA	 2
5010Cm	 5YR 4/6	 8.6	 51A	 41	 4	 4	 IS Ord 20	 ia.sA 2
SB28m	 5YR 4/6	 8.2	 46	 51	 3	 tr	 IS Ord 50	 -	 3
5350m	 2.5YR 4/4	 7.6	 18	 75	 3	 4	 Is Rand 80	 -	 lA
S359m	 5YR 4/6
	
8.].	 18	 80	 2	 -	 IS Rand 60-00 -	 1*
S980m	 5YR 4/6
	
7.5	 42	 52	 3	 3	 IS Rand 60-00 -	 14
S8106m	 5YR 4/6	 8.2	 544	 33	 6	 7	 IS Rand 80	 -	 10
WESTERNCURBRIA	 _______________________________________ ________ ____________________________________
_____________ _________ ______ __________	
CL/I? TIIRERALOCY	 TYPE OF RxDAIDnP.LEs
SAMPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 Illite	 Expandables	 Eaolinite	 Chlorite IILC	 On	 Din On	 /Insen5lao
SB32m	 2.5YR 4/6 8.6	 464	 51	 3	 -	 p 
8ad 28	 -	 1C
S849n	 2.5YR 4/ 8.7	 GSA	 31	 4	 -	 j 8nd 28	 -	 1C
SBG9m	 2.5YR 4/a 0.2	 54A	 42	 4	 -	 P 
8and 28?	 -	 19/iC
Sfl89m	 2.5YR 4/6 8.9	 524	 45	 -	 8aid 28?	 -	 lC
SB7m	 2.5Th 4/6 7.6	 27	 71	 2	 -	 IS Rand 80	 -	 14
SB8m	 2.5YR 5/4 8.8	 47	 52	 1	 -	 IS Rar,d 90	 -	 1%
S837m	 5Th 4/6 9.2	 12A	 36	 2	 -	 i! 8a4 98?	 -	 lA/iC
SB4OmH	 2.5YR 4/8 7.5	 60	 31	 5	 4	 IS Rand 03	 -	 15
SBS1m	 2.5YR 4/4 7.6	 46	 39	 10	 5	 IS Rand oo	 -	 lB
S852m	 2.5YR 4/6 8.3	 48a	 42	 7	 3	 IS Rand 70	 -	 in
SB72in	 2.5YR 4/6 8.9	 dla	 53	 4	 2	 }	 Dd 98?	 -	 13/iC
SBB3m	 2.5YR 4/6 8.2	 Ole	 33	 3	 3	 IS Rand CO	 -	 10
- 5334mM	 5?	 4/6 7.3	 Ole	 23	 0	 5	 10 Rand 70	 -	 10
S8356M	 5Th 4/6 7.4	 GGa	 25	 6	 3	 IS Ord	 10	 Diffuse	 2 7
S5379	 2.5Th 5/6 0.6	 48a	 39	 0	 4	 IS nra	 10	 17.1	 2
N denotea mudroek
a 10.01 A (001) illit. peak is slightly asymmetrical
A 10.01	 (001) illite peak Is highly asyimeetrical
Appendix ilib: continued
SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN NARIGU
- __________ CLAY HITICRALOCY	 _____________	 TYPE OF EXPAfIDABLES ___________
	
- SA!PLE	 COLOUR	 P11	 Illite	 Expandahies	 ;ao1inte	 Chlorite	 LC	 Sri	 Ris rn	 Acser.hlora
BSQ2	 2.5? 6/8 6.5	 28	 46	 24	 2	 IS Ord	 -	 2
SH1	 7.5YR 2/6 7.8	 42	 24	 34	
-	 IS Rand 70	 -	 1
	
_________ 2.5YR 6/4 6.2
	
22	 35	 39	 4	 IS Ord	 50	 -	 2
6160	 2.5YR 4/6 7.5	 40	 27	 27	 6	 I Ord	 40	 -	 2
6389	 2.5YR 4/6 74	 18	 60	 22	
-	 IS Ord	 50	 lG.5	 2
0540)1	 5YR 5/4 7.1	 68	 16	 10	 6	 16 Rand 10	 -	 3
06532	 2.SYR 4/6 7.3	 24	 61	 12	 3	 It', OrcI 	 50	 -	 2
C7.O	 2.5YR 6/3 7.2	 15	 78	 5	 2	 IS Rand 90	 -
C13.6	 2.SYR 4/4 8.3
	
21	 67	 9	 3	 IS iand 80	
-	 i
C35.3	 2.5YR 4/4 7.6	 23	 68	 6	 3	 16 6nncl Or)	
-
C36.O	 2.SYR 4/6 8.5	 34	 51	 12	 3	 IS Hand 70
	
-	 1
C67.8H	 5YR 3/4 7.2	 56	 23	 9	 13	
-
C67.9;I	 50? 2/6 7.2	 54	 30	 7	 9	 16 Rand 30	
-	 3




g C80.0	 2.5YR 4/6 8.6	 28	 62	 7	 3	 IS Rand 90	
-	 1




C102.711	 5YR 4/4 7.5	 69	 13	 11	 7	 IS Rand 20	
-	 3
	
.) C103.5	 2.5YR 4/6 7.9	 31	 42	 2.	 5	 IS Rand	 70	
-	 1
C110.5	 2.5YR 4/6 8.3	 21	 66	 10	 3	 IS Rand	 ')	 -
R43.4	 2.SYR 4/6 8.2	 27	 55	 14	 4	 IS Rrnd Or)	
-
5357.00	 5YR 3/4 7•j	 60	 20	 13	 7	 16 Rand 20
	
-	 3
975.7	 2.5YR 4/4 8.2
	
21	 75	
-	 IS Rand 90+	 Oroztd ?	 1
R150.2	 2.5YR 4/4 7.6	 43	 50	 7	
-	 IS Rand 90	
-0
9109.6	 2.SYR 4/6 8.3
	
31	 64	 5	
-	 IS Rand	 )	
-	 1
R207.711	 5YR	 7.6	 7	 10	 6	 2	 IS Rand	 20	
-	 3
ft227.0	 2.5YR 4/4 7.9	 47	 31	 12	 IS 53and 70	 -
R236.0)l	 7.5YR 4/6 7.5	 3u	 U	 6	 i Rnrid	 33	 -
Ippendix 11Th: continued
1ARCFJOODNol. BOREHOLE 	 _____________________________________________________________ _____________________________
CLAY tIUERAL0GY	 TYPE OF EXPANDABLES
SA?.IPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 Illite	 Expandables	 Kaolinite	 Chlorite
1. 5511'6'	 SYR 4/2	 5.7	 70A	 11	 13	 5	 I Ord; i4° Sn
2. 5523'3'1	 5YR 4/4	 9.1	 79a	 4	 12	 5	 (001) illite asymmetric
3. 5543'3"l 5YR 3/4	 8.8	 80a	 S	 10	 5	 (001) illite asymmetric
4. 5550'O'	 SYR 4/6	 8.6	 69A	 14	 11	 6	 IS Ord; 16% Sn
5. 5559'3"	 7.5YR 6/4 9.0	 75A	 12	 8	 5	 IS Ord; 14% Sm
6. 55730'	 2.5YR 5/4 8.9	 71a	 10	 13	 6	 (001) illite asymmetric
7. 5574'G':l 5YR 4/4	 8.7	 78a	 8	 10	 4	 (001) illite asymmetric
8. 5589'6'fl 5YR 3/4	 9.4	 82a	 5	 7	 6	 (001) illite asymmetric
9. 5597'6"	 5YR 4/3	 8.6	 69A	 12	 13	 6	 IS Ord; 15 Sm
10. 5GO9'2"	 5YR 4/4	 9.0	 73a	 6	 7	 9	 (ooi) illite asymmetric
11. 5032'O"	 5YR 6/3	 8.7	 71a	 11	 5	 13	 (001) illite asymmetric
12. 5638'2"i 5YR 3/4	 9.1	 75a	 6	 9	 7	 (001) illite asymmetric
13. 5541'O"	 1OYR 5/4	 '3.8	 7a	 7	 12	 7	 (001) illite asynetrtc
denotes riudrocks
a denotcs very slight asynnetry to (031) illite peak







WELL	 SAMPLE	 COLOUR	 pH	 Illite	 Exp	 Kandite	 Chior
4050	 2.5Y 8/2 8.2	 100	 -	 -	 -
110/2-1 4075	 2.5Y 8/2 7.8	 100	 -	 -	 -
3350	 25Y 4/8 7.7	 100	 -	 -	 -
3465M	 2.5YR 4/6 7.0	 100	 -	 -	 -
3568	 2.5Y 4/8 8.2	 100	 -	 -	 -
3587M	 2.5YR 4/4 8.4	 100	 -	 -	 -
110/3-3 3654	 2.5Y 4/6 8.4	 100	 -	 -	 -
3661M	 2.5YR 4/6 7.8	 100	 -	 -	 -
3799	 2.5Y 4/8 8.0
	 100	 -	 -	 -
3810M	 2.5YR 4/6 8.4	 100	 -	 -	 -
All samples 100% illite with no detectable expandability upon glycolation.
Appendix 11Th: continued
$OUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
Bacton Group sediments
_____________ ___________ _______	 CIA? IIIIIF.RALOCY ________ ____________
SA!PLF	 COLOUR	 pH	 ILLITE	 EXPAYflLES	 KArIDITE	 CULORTTC	 UoTr
	
1460'6"R 2.5Y8 4/6
	 7.6	 83	 -	 8	 4
1471'O"	 2.5YP 4/6
	 7.8	 78	 -	 16	 6
	
5379'ORM 2.5Y8 4/4
	 8.1	 87	 -	 9	 4
5383'R"W	 5? 5/1	 7.8	 77	 -	 15	 8	 lb expandables present; iflite
5385'B"R	 5YR 3/4	 7.1	 74	 -	 20	 6	 (001) l0.OIA peak sharp and




-	 21	 -	 shape after glycolation nor
	
547l'O"R 2.5YR 4/6	 8.1	 69	 -	 31	 -	 increase in intensity after 440°C
	
5477'O"RIb 2.5YR 4/8	 8.2	 92	 -	 8	 -	 heating.
H denotes mudrock sample
R denotes red coloured sample
W denotes white coloured sample
CENTRAL NORTH SEA BASIN
16/29-2 PHILLIPS	 ________________________________________ ___________________________________________________
CLAY MINERALOGY
SAPPLC	 COLOUR	 p11	 ILLITE EXPMIOMLES KAN)ITE CHLORITr HOTF5
10474'	 1OYR 7/2	 7.8	 5	 -	 95	 -
10478'	 1OYR 7/1	 7.7	 4	 -	 95	 -
10550'	 1OYR 7/1	 8.8	 25	 tr	 75	 -	 ;ir dried illite (001) peak shows oli;ht
10553'	 1OYR 8/2	 8.5	 8	 -	 92	 -	 asyr'netry and produces a 10 nnled sho,Lrr
10583'	 1OYR 8/1	 8.3	 21	 tr	 79	 -	 upon glycolation suggesting a minor
10645'6" 2.5YR 7/2	 8.6	 39	 tr	 61	 -	 expr'ndable component, a1thoh this h;
10700'H	 56? 7/1	 8.7	 65	 tr	 32	 3	 present in too small an amount to be
10703'rl	 5Y 7/1	 8.7	 73	 tr	 23	 4	 qunitified with accuracy.
10713'Tl	 5YR 4/4	 8.6	 83	 tr	 14	 3
N denotes mudrock sample
APPENDIX IV: ELECTRON MICROPROBE DATA
IV a. Electron microprobe technique and running
conditions
IV b. Electron microprobe data
Appendix VIa: Electron niicroprobe techniques and running conditions
Quantitative chemical data were obtained on a variety of detrital grains
(feldspars, micas, altered basic grains) and authigenic minerals (carbo-
nates, feldspar overgrowths, clays, alteration products) using a Cambridge
Instruments Geoscan electron microprobe fitted with a Link Systems model
290 energy dispersive analyser.
For good analytical results a high quality polished thin section is re-
quired. Standard thickness thin sections were separately prepared for
each sample to be analysed after initial petrographic study, but with a
polish on both sides of the rock chip. To prepare a high quality polish
the required rock chip is first embedded in an epoxy resin to produce a
block. The top surface of this block is then polished using successively
finer diamond pastes (to <0.5 tim). The surface is examined in reflected
light to ensure it is scratch-free after the finest polish. Once the re-
quired polish is achieved the polished surface is fixed to a glass slide
with a temperature dependent resin (such as Canada balsam) and the back-
surf ace of the block ground away until the rock chip is some 35 - 40 tim
in thickness. The back-surface is then polished using ordinary carborundum
or aluminium pastes until the chip attains the thickness of some 30 pm.
The back-surface of the polished chip is now firmly attached to a glass
slide using an araldite epoxy resin and the high quality polished surface
revealed by removing the top glass slide.
The thin section is now ready for microprobe analysis. A thin coating of
carbon is evaporated onto the thin section surface to dissipate away
charge from the electron beam. It is often advisable to observe and pho-
tograph areas of interest in a microscope with good optics prior to it-
sertion in the microprobe because the quality of the microprobe optical
system is often very poor and locating minerals of specific interest is
notoriously difficult. Normal operating conditions for the microprobe
during analysis were 15kV beam voltage, a sample current of 2.5nA and a
beam diameter of around 1 pm, broadened to 10 pm for carbonates to
reduce volatilisation. Standards used were pure metals where possible,
except for Na and K (feldspar), Al, ( Al203
 ), Si (wollastonite), Ca
(diopside) and Mg (periclase). Detection limits, precision and accuracy
of the Geoscan with a Link Systems E-D analyser are detailed by Dunham and
Wilkinson (1978). The detection limits depend upon the element being
analysed and the mineral in which it occurs (in addition to the counting
time), but providing there is around l.Owt% of the elements of interest
present, accurate and reliable analyses can be produced. Lowermost de-
tection limits for 100 liveseconds counting time are in the range 0.50 -
0.26 wt% of element.
Raw elemental analyses were corrected and processed with a Link Systems
software ZAF4 package and then assigned a nuniber of oxygens according to
the mineral group stoichiometry. Mineral formula were recalculated using
the MIDAS programme developed by Middleton (1982) at the University of
Hull. A discussion of problems inherent in microprobe analyses of clay
minerals and fine—grained material is given in Volume I, section 1.3.2,
pages 32 to 33.
Appendix IV b: Electron microprobe data
This appendix lists all the microprobe analyses for detrital and authige-
nic feldspars, detrital micas and their alteration products, detrital and
authigenic clay minerals, authigenic carbonates, heavy minerals and opaque
cements. For each analysis the sample number (location and depth) code
and analysis spot is given. Sample location is explained in Appendix Table
IV 1 and an explanation for the code system is given in Appendix Table IV
2. The analysis spot serves to link related analyses; sequential numbers
refer to analyses on the same grain.
The weight percent of analysed oxides is given for each analysis and the
summation of analysed oxides is given as a total; theoretical totals of
ideal minerals are given in Table 1.3.3. Low totals may result from a
variety of reasons; loss of volatiles; poor polish; analysis of inter-
crystalline "pores" in finely crystalline materials, etc. The recal-
culated chemical formation based on the number of oxygens present in the




































































3 1113 101 3 1(1408
44	 4141428	 41(1391
5 115 4	 5 1414 50	 5 1(1376
6 1414 60	 6 1(1342
7 1414 106 7 1(1306
8 1415 57	 8 1(1284
9 1115 78	 9 1(1256




12 1418 17 12 1(1199
13 1118 19
14 1118 83












1 11224	 1 51466	 1 115396









Appendix Table 1V 1. Listing of samples analysed with the electron microprobe
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APPENDIX V: RYDROGEOCUEMI STRY
V a. Rydrogeochemistry of the Sherwood Sandstone aquifers
V b. WATEOF - Distribution of aqueous species and molality ratios
Appendix V a: Hydrogeochemistry of the Sherwood Sandstone aquifers
This appendix simply collates together published and previously
unreleased geochemical water analyses of the main Sherwood Sandstone
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Drilling Mud, _________ - _____ TEST SAMPLES
Depth in Chloride	 pH	 TDS Ca	 Mg	 SO	 CL	 Alk'
metres ).eve.	 Make up









































































metres	 7.2 330 40	 18	 34 38	 236
7th Test
at
131 . 5 .-
.-153.92





metres	 783 420 40	 22	 49 54	 244
Hydrogeoc'hemistry of the shallow groundwaters from the Allotment Borehole,
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Appendix V b: WATEQF - Distribution of aqueous species and molality ratios
Thermodynamic speciation and chemical equilibrium of inorganic ions and
complexes in selected shallow and deep groundwaters from the Sherwood
Sandstone water analyses presented in Appendix Va have been modelled using
the WATEQF FORTRAN IV programme. The computations were carried out by
Willy Burgess and Adrian Bath of British Geological Survey and the
analyses discussed in section 3.8.5 are included in this Appendix.
Minerals considered in the WATEQF equilibrium modelling (assuming input of
all relevant analytical data) are all carbonate, sulphate, oxide,
chloride, fluoride and silicate (including clay) phases where sufficient
thermodynamic data exists. Sources of thermodata are listed in Plummer
et al (1976). Iteration of the speciation model is continued until the
ionic species (total carbonate alkalinity, SO42 , F, total phosphate, C1)
converge to 0.1% deviation on mass balance.







I + Ba. I
for the ions Ca2 , Mg2 , Na4, I, Cl, SO 2 , 11CO3 , CO3 , and by the
Debye—Huckel formula for all other species:
—A z. 2 I
log10
 71 =
I + Ba. I
The activity coefficient calculations using the extended Debye—Huckel
formula in WATEQF have a correction term (b) for ion proximity and are
considered to be satisfactory for moderately saline waters (at least
to I = 0.5M; seawater is 0.7M) although the reliability limit may be
extended to I = 1M with confidence. The WATEQF calculations for the
deeper Sherwood Sandstone brines with high total mineralisation (the
Marchwood brine, for example, has around lOOg/l NaCl and is, there-
fore, in the order of 2 molal) should be used with extreme caution.
0For the species E2 CO3 , the activity coefficient is computed by the
formula:
log10 vco =[17o.ol - 0.8798 + 0.0013935T1 I
LT	 J
+[28.8i. - 0.2108 + 0.000364T1 i2
LT	 J
The activity of water (relevant to hydration equilibria) is obtained by
the expression:
a 0
= 1 - O.011mt
2
where Zm is the summation of all anionic, cationic and uncharged species
as molalities (i.e. moles/kg). This gives reasonable values if ^mL is less
than unity.
WATEQF also carries out computations on the redox system of the ground-
water sample. Options are available for calculating a pH value ( - log10
ae, where ae is expressed in volts) from
(i) the input field measurement of Eh (input in millivolts).
(ii) the input field measurement of dissolved oxygen (in ppm DO)
according to the redox equilibrium expression:
pE = - log K - pH - 0.5 log a 0 + 0.25 log aDOX
where aDOX = BOX (ppm)/32000
log K is for the reaction H20 = 2H + J/2 02 + 2e
and is obtained for the relevant temperature by the
v'ant Hoff relationship using log K (25°C) =
21.495 and H° = 33.457 K cal mole;
(iii) the input DOX value according to the empirical Eh-pH relation
for waters in contact with the atmosphere which is as above
except that the value of -11.385 is used for log K(T) whatever
the value of T.
(iv) the input analytical values of S 2
 and SO42 according to the
redox equilibrium:
112S + 41120 = SO42 + 10H + 8e
giving:
pE = [los K + log aSO42 - log a115 - lOp11 - 4 log a110] /8
where log K is obtained by the v'ant Hoff equation operating
on log K (25°C)	 -6.994 when11b = 5.30 K cal mole.
Although WATEQF has no inherent pressure correction the influence of pres-
sure changes is really significant only when gases are involved on either
side of the reaction. 'When that is the case, the pressure influence
depends on what changes occur between j situ conditions and the
measurements of chemical parameters. When gases are not involved in any
part of an equilibrium, the pressure coefficient ofG, the free energy
of reaction which determines the equilibrium constant K, is very small and
generally negligible up to the sorts of pressures normally encountered in
the Sherwood Sandstone deep aquifers; this is because:
óEo	 =
where .óV is the molar volume change.
The EQ3 programme has sets of thermodata for 1 bar and 500 bars. Selection
of either set of thermodata makes little difference to calculate satura-
tion indices. An example of a case where a gas phase could be involved is
carbonate equilibria:
CO2 (g) + 1120 = CO2 (aq) = 112CO3
112 CO3 = 11CO3 +
11CO3 = CO32
 + 11
At solid carbonate equilibrium, CO32 (aq), 11CO3 (aq) and CO2
 (aq) are
buffered. Equilibration between these dissolved species occurs very
quickly. In shallow groundwaters, CO2
 (aq) is in equilibrium with CO2
 (g)
which is usually CO2
 in the soil zone (and is normally termed 'open
system'), but as the water goes deeper, contact 'with a discrete phase is
lost and all CO2
 is truly dissolved. A discrete gas phase may be present
in special cases only (such as addition from a deep source, CO2
 springs or
a dramatic lowering of pH which drives the carbonate equilibria towards
CO2 ). Therefore, the deep groundwaters in the Sherwood Sandstone will have
a dissolved carbonate system which is probably in equilibrium with a very
low partial pressure of CO2 although there is no discrete gas phase and
all CO2
 is dissolved (i.e. as CO2 (aq)). If the water is pumped to the
surface and depressurises, the dissolved gases will exsolve and form a gas
phase only if their partial pressures exceed their individual solubili -
ties at that hydrostatic pressure (i.e. a 'bubble' of gas would have to
exert a pressure equal to hydrostatic pressure). In the Marchwood
Borehole, for example, gases did exsolve at the well head, and this
created problems in obtaining a representative sample in which to analyse
total dissolved gases in the reservoir (Adrian Bath, pers. comm., 1984).
As CO2
 exsolves, the carbonate equilibria are pushed towards CO 2 (g) and,
as a result, pH must rise. A water sample which looses CO2
 before analysis
could, therefore, be shifted from saturation towards apparent super—
saturation with respect to calcite when calculations are made using such
well—head data. Extreme caution is thus required when deep brines with
potentially high partial pressures of dissolved gases are used for WATEQF.
The output from WATEQF as presented in this appendix comprises a list of
analytical data (expressed in molalities and mg/l) and the solution of the
speciation model (i.e. molalities, ppm, activities and the activity coef-
ficient values for each species), followed by the equilibrium testing
results, where the column headed "log IAP/KT" represents the respective
saturation index values. Computed partial pressures for CO2, 02 and CR4
are also given if sufficient data is available in the original analysis.
Blackhill Quarry, South Devon.
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds.
INITIAL SOLUTION




OISSOLV:D OXYGEN • 0.	 M./L
CORRECTD Er	 O.400c1 VOLTS
PE COMPUTED FXOM CORRECTED EN = 	 7.074











CA	 2	 0.2120981-03	 -3.735
	
0.dS0000E 31
MG	 2	 O.1b'.545E-33	 -3.7337
	
3.4003001 31
NA	 1	 0.09029E-03	 -3.2154
	
0.1603001 02
K	 1	 0.1227o91-03	 -3.9109
	
0.4300301 01
CL	 -1	 3.67702 SE-33	 -3.1696
	
0.2400001 32
504	 -2	 0. 2498oE-O3	 -3.o023
	
0.2400001 32
11C33	 -1	 J.963430E-04	 -4.0073
	
O.o00000E 01
S102 TOT 0	 O.103250e-03	 -3.V801
	
0.020310: 01





-3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 3.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 .3.
ANAL .i2S 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
C33	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nn6	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.15331E-O5	 -5.7321
	
0.5000301-31
LI	 1	 O.350320E-36	 o.4433
	
0.25 O000.02
NOT	 -1	 0.13553E-03	 -3.7132
	
O.120300E 02






64	 -1	 0.1251551-35	 -5.02o
	
U.13C000E 00









*.* C3NVERGENCE ITERATiONS ***
S1ANALCO3	 S2-SD4TOT	 S3-FTOT	 S4-PTOT
0.3099571-Oo	 3.1114401-04	 0.	 0.
O.155,70E-Uo	 0.5o1O53E-05	 0.	 3.
0.7792 Q 1 1-07	 O.?s1 317E-05	 0.	 0.
3.3"3364E-07	 0.141051E-05	 0.	 0.
0.1Q5541E-37	 0.707219E-0	 0.	 0.
0.7?,2oEO8	 0.3545901-06	 0.	 0.









* . **OESCRIPTICN OF SOLUTION ****
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUT!)	 Pu	 ACTIVITY i120 = 1.0030
EPMCAT	 1.500	 1.431	 5.400	 PCO2 = 3.2'3c35E-31
	
1.470	 1.449	 Lu0 PCO2	 1.6654
TEMPERATURE	 P02	 0.
E.i • 0.4300 P6 =	 7.074	 11.80 016 C	 PCuI4 a 0.
P1 CALC £ a 0.100330! 03	 CO2 TOT = 0.1140141-02
PE CMLC OOX 0.1300001 03	 IONIC STRENGTH	 OENSITV	 1.0000
PE SAID DOA= 0.l0000uE 03
	 0.1971)01-02
IN COMPUTING THE DISIRISUT'ION OF SPECIES, P1 •
	 7.374	 EQUIVALENT En a O.400VOLTS
DISTRI3UTION OF SP€CI€S
















23 .4CO4 AQ	 I)
22 HG1IC3
21 IGCO3 AQ 0
29
32 CASO4 AQ 4)
so C4ICO3
31 CACO3 A2 0
4' t. A S C 4
	
-1
09 lS. 2534	 U
43 sAilCJ3	 Ii
42 N AC 0 3	 -1









































130 .'l 10 .4
107 $41 1 On 33 -1
111 '441CO3
I 39 MN 104	 U
ilu M. . .j 332	 0
1 3 MIICL
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LOG CA/H2 =	 7.0311
LOG MG/r12 =	 o.9230
LOG NA/MI =	 2.1635
LOG K/Hi =	 1.4675
LOG AL/MS	 9.3517
LOG FE/,i2 =	 4.1346
LOG CA/MG =	 0.1071
LOG NA/K	 0.6961
MOL6 RATIOS RJM ANALYTICAL 'IOLALITY
CL/CA	 u.3192 01
















CL/504 = 3.28307 31
CL/HCOS = 0.o93o7 01
CA/MG	 0.12547 01
NA/K	 = 0.49657 01

























































































































0.17*..E-0	 0. 05 43 7-03
0.13327-32	 3.10 72 7-34
0.3441 E-24	 0.1 *b0E2
0.1)347-27	 3.1003E 01
0.00557-10	 3. 1747601












3 • *0 79 7-04
0.1734E-1 5
	 3.42757-10
0. 103 3 7-03
	
0. *79*7)3
0. *o576-1 3	 3.o0255 00














0.*S8?E 0..	 3.12337 19






























































































































































































































































































































































































Colaton Raleigh 2A BH, South Devon.
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds.
INITIAL SLUTION
1 .853TMPERATURE	 11.53 3EGREES C	 P1	 5.500
CXIOATIUN - EDUCTI3I
DISSOLVED OXYGEN	 0.	 MG/L
C3RECTED EN	 0.3500 VOLTS
P COMPUTED FROM CORECTEO EM = 	 6.197
ANALYTICAL 5PMC.T • 	 1.ôSS	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN
CATION-ANION AALANCE =







CA	 2	 0.2994435-03	 -3.5237
	
0.1203301 02
MG	 2	 0.lSlOOoE-03	 -3.7423
	
0.4400001 01
NM	 1	 0.00O5dE-03	 -3.1574
	 0.1600301 02
V.	 1	 0.1500245-03	 -3.80o
	 0.ol0300E 01
CL	 -1	 O.62002?E03	 -3.2072
	 0.2?3033E 02
504	 -?	 0.235229E-03	 -3.o515
	 0.0U000E 0?
NCO3	 -1	 0.370995E-33	 -3.4237
	
0.2300005 02
5132 TOT 0	 0.9969311-04	 -4.0013
	 0.59o9205 01
FE	 2	 0.20773E-04	 -4.o925
	
0.11o000E 31
PO4	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.




C33	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nra.	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.111203E-0b	 b.9539
	 3. 3033001-02
LI	 1	 0.3o03335-Oo	 0.4433
	 0. b00305-32
N33	 -1	 0.4677705-33	 -3.3300
	
0.20333E 02
S ToT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.




MM	 2	 0.1153275-05	 -5.92*9
	





S1-ANALC rI3	 S2-SO4TJT	 $3-FTOT	 S4PTOT
0.135JE-05	 0.113S7AE-04	 0.	 0.




0.1710S7E0o	 O.13U21E-)S	 0.	 0.
0.55703)E37	 0.75213750o	 0.	 0.
D.4.931E0?	 O.377135€0o	 0.	 0.
0.215J77E-07	 0.1091E-00	 0.	 0.
S5 -C LI CT
C.1434S2E07
0. 713 SoS 5-OS
0.359432105




•.DESCAIPTION OF SOLUTION •-"
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 Pp.1	 ACTIVITY P120 = 1.0003
EP4CAT	 1.555	 1.53'	 5.500	 PCOZ = 3.o237o3E-01
P1AN	 1.s63	 1.'s0	 LOG ?C32	 -1.2050
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
EM	 0.3503 PS	 o.197	 11.50 DIG C	 PCr'. = 0.
P E CALC 5	 0.1003005 03	 2 TOT = 0.355o75E02
PS CALC 03X 0.100)005 03 	 IONIC STR!NGTPI	 DENSITY	 1.0000
PS 5413 O0X= 0.1000005 03	 0.2299205-02
IN COMPUTING TIE DISTAIAUTIJN OF SPECIES, PS •
















23 1V3$04 AG 0
22 MGrIC33
21 100O3 AG 0
29 CAOiI
32 CASh. AG	 .3
33 CArICO3
31 CuCO3 ..j 0
'4 N4504	 -1



















75 P1 131)	 I)
79 FE :3n1).. 	 -1








1 )o :1 3.1	 1
1)7 M.C3ri]3	 -1
111 IN iC) 3









54 AL C 0 '1)4	 -1
.tLSO4
ALl S J432 -1


































































































































































































































0. 35 7 001-03



















0. 2 2o 58 1-08
0.341 831-07
O.1o0598-15


















0. 945 20 1-Go













0. S ol 27 1-09























































































































































































































































































































































CA/MG	 = O.1o511 01
NA/K	 3.44631 01






























































































































































































































































































0 • 11 22E-05
0.1205112




































































































-9. 6 9 241
-3.97512






















































































-28. 4 68 74
-23. 7 73 22
-21 • 35967
-19.00384
Foxeriholes Spring, South Devon.
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TSMPERATLJRE	 12.20 DEGREES C	 PH	 4.400
OXIL)ATIJN - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OJ(YGEN = 0.	 HG/L
CORRECTED Eli = 0.3750 VOLTS
PS COMPUTED FROM CORRECTED RH • 	 6.e23
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT	 1.73b	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN =	 1.557
CATIONANI3N SALANCE	 -1.95







CA	 2	 O.1C7150E-03	 -3.727o
	
0.7500005 01
MG	 2	 0.308530E03	 -3.5107
	
O.753000E 01






CL	 1	 0.31 6091 5-)3	 -3.0372
	
0.190300E 02
504	 -2	 0.1501705-03	 -3.50o4
	
0.150000E 02
vICO3	 -1	 O.103909E-04	 -4.7554
	
0.1000005 01
S132 TOT 0	 O.925712E-04	 -4.0335
	
0.55b140E 31
FE	 2	 0.179034E-Oo	 -6.7660
	
3.1000035-01
PO4	 -3	 0.	 a.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 a.
F	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL 1125 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nh.	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 Q.222404E05	 5.o52V
	
0. oO 3 000 5-3 1
11	 1	 O.3o0329E3e	 -6.4433
	
O.0000E-02
N33	 -1	 0.70714E-33	 -3.14A9
	
0.440000E 02
B TOT	 0	 0.	 3.	 0.
BA	 2	 O.123797E-05	 -5.9073
	
0.1700005 00
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 0.9102025-36	 -o.0409
	
0. 50 0000 E-01
*** CONVIGENCE ITSRATI0NS ***
ITEkATI0N	 S1-ANALCO3	 S2-S34TOT	 S3-FTOT	 S4-PT3T
1	 0.6733lE-07	 0.936520E-05	 0.	 0.
2	 0.33975.E-07	 fl.4092345-05	 0.	 0.
3	 0.170130E-0?	 0.23513o5-05	 0.	 3.
4	 0.,1.9E-O3	 0.117320535	 0.	 0.
5	 0.42b21E-0d	 3.5VO42'.E-0o	 0.	 0.
a	 0.213o13E-Oo	 0.295559E00	 0.	 0.









k.**DESCRIPTION OF SOLUTION ****
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 P11	 ACTIVITY 120	 1.0000
EPHCAT	 1.766	 1.310	 4.400	 PC32 = 0.3446o°E-01
EPHAN	 1.357	 1.a39	 LOG PC32	 -1.4626
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
Eli	 3.3750 PE	 o.23	 12.20 DEG C	 PCH4 = 0.
PE CALC S = 0.100300E 03 	 CO2 TOT = 3.173392E-02
PE CALC 03X 0.100300E 03 	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DEN5:TY =	 1.0000 -
PE 54T3 0:x= 0.100000E 03
	
0.2105?8E02

















23 MGSJ4 ND I]
IsCO3
21 HC33 A	 'I
CA 0.1
34 CA$04 NO U
'U CA .IC 03
31 CAC3. 43 0
44 NSO4	 -1
'9 NA2 534	 I)



























10 FE 0 II
	
2
























37 MN C 3:,] 3 -1
11 MN n C 03
U IN S 34
	
0



















































































3. 222 38 1-03
3.o2287E-O7
0. 2'41',-1O
























































































































































































0. 6004 2 1-14




























0 .123 31 8-05










































































































































































































































NA/K	 • 0.4015E 01









CA/MG	 = O.o0522 JO
NA/K	 O.4017E 01
LOG ACTIVITY RATIOS
LOG CA/i12 •	 4.9792
LOG MG/h? =	 5.1980
LOG NA/Mi •
	 1.1753
LOG K/Mi =	 0.5711
LOG AL/MS =	 7.2910
LOG FE/ri? =	 1.9621
LOG CA/MG •	 -0.2185
LOG NA/K •	 0.6042
P,IASE





































129 L A ii MO
14.3 LA





110 H INT C
117 H ON 14 3
'3 MOROEN
o7 4IRACI
































































































































































































































































































0. 29 75 2-31


















































-5. 2 31 93
-23.11455




















































































































-9. 5 75 03
-1.13064
























Grange Farm BH, South Devon.
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE • 11.00 DEGREES C	 PH • 5.800
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 3.	 MG/I.
CORRECTED EM	 0.4000 VOLTS
FE C0MPUT0 FROM CORRECTED EM 	 7.094
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT •	 1.891	 ANALYTICAL EPHAN •	 1.958
CATION-ANION 8ALANCE
	 -1.70











1	 O.55o852E-03	 -3.2545	 •3.12S000E 02
vs	 1	 O.173930E-03	 -3.75.a	 0.6500003 01
CL	 -1	 O.592422E-03	 -3.2274	 0.2100303 32
SO4	 -2	 0.2498??E03	 -3.6023	 O.40000E 02
HCO3	 -1	 0.590035E-03	 -3.2291	 0.30300E 02
S102 TOT 0
	
0.17d025E-03	 -3.7495	 0.10o9503 02
FE	 2	 O.3,8175E-06	 -6.4459	 0.Z00000E-01
PO4	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL i12S 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nr14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 O.370o80E05	 -5.4310	 0.100030E 00
LI	 1	 0.720ø?2E-06	 -b.1423	 0. 50 3330 E-02
NO3	 -1	 O.274213E-03	 -3.581	 O.1?0000E 02
B TOT	 0	 0.231302E-05	 5.o358
	 0.25 00003-01
BA	 2	 0.14564oEO5	 -5.8367	 0.2000003 00
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 0.?28176E-07	 -7.1378	 0.'.00000E-02
*** CONVERGENCE ITERATIONS ***
ITERATION	 S1-ANALCO3	 S2-SO4TOT	 S3-FTOT	 S4PTUT
1	 0.23572E-05	 O.1oO5?4E-0	 0.	 0.
2	 O.118545E-05	 O.811091E-05	 0.	 0.
3	 Q.5.41SE-0o	 0.407028E05	 0.	 0.
0.29763E0c	 0.2U42'.7E-05	 0.	 0.
O.149295106	 0.1O2490E-05	 0.	 0.
o	 0.748332E-fl7	 0.51..233E-Oo	 0.	 0.
7	 G.37514oE07	 0.25E0b0E36	 0.	 0.
3	 0.1SU11E-07	 ).12Q'.Q0E-0b	 0.	 0.
55 -C I T .3 T







0. 800 355 3-10
**.*DESCRIPTION OF SCLUTIDN
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE)	 PH	 ACTIVITY H23	 1.0000
EPMCAT	 1.81	 1.355	 5.800	 PCO2	 O.485188E01
EPMAN	 1 .956	 1 .924	 LOG PCO2 = -1.3141
TEMPERATURE	 P02 • 0.
3,1 • 0.4000 FE =	 7.394	 11.30 DEG C	 PC.14	 0.
FE CALC S • 0.100000E 03	 CO^ TOT • 0.3103983-02
PE CALC 00X D.100030E 03
	
IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY •	 1.0000
FE SATO Dox. 0.1000003 03
	
0.2543653-02













































































































































































































































































































































































































































0. 165 22 5-06































0 .455 35 1-14
0.129551-09
0.197375-13



















































































































































































































































































LOG CA/H2 =	 o.1217
LaO MG/H2	 7.66e2
LOG NA/Hi =	 2.5220




LOG NA/K =	 0.5059









CA/MG	 = 0.23ô62 01
NA/K	 0.32021 01
MOLE RATIOS FROM COMPUTED MOLALITY
CL/CA	 = 0.14392 01
CL/MG	 0.411o.3 31




























































































































































































































































































































































0. 2 4 74 1 -12
0.15 231-Oo
0 .13 00 1-0 1






































































































































































































































Dotton No. 3 BFI, South Devon.
Otter Sandstones.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE	 11.90 DEGREES C	 PM ' 7.300	 ANALYTICAL EPHCAT	 4.81;	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN
	
5.72 1
CATION-ANION BALANCE = -8.56
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 0.	 MG/L
CORRECTED EM • 0.2550 VOLTS
FE COMPUTED FROM CORRECTED EM • 	 4.508
*** TOTAL CONCENTRATIONS OF INPUT SPECIES ***




CA	 2	 0.1b2245E-02	 -2.7898
	
0.6500J0E 02
MG	 2	 0.399151E-03	 -3.399
	
0.9733001 01
NA	 1	 0.o35337E-03	 -3.1970
	
0.1403001 02
K	 1	 0.125357E-03	 -3.9018
	
O.490000E 01







HCO3	 -1	 O.3935)OE-02	 -2.4051	 0.240000E 03




FE	 2	 0.179137E06	 -6.74o8
	
0. 10 0000 E01
PO4	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 o.	 0.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL M2S 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
	
-Z	 0.	 0.	 3.

















AA	 2	 0.14568oE-05	 -5.d3bo	 0.2003001 00
BR	 -f	 0.	 0.	 0.




















0. 87 3115 E10
0.4365571-10
.**.3E5CRIPTIN OF SOLUTION ***.
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTEO	 PH	 ACTIVITY 120 = 0.9999
EPMCAT	 4.S1	 4.Sob	 7.303	 PCO2	 0.9937551-32
	
5.721	 5.580	 LOG ?CO2 =	 2.0040
TEMPERATURE	 P02	 0.
EM • 0.250 PE •	 4.SOd	 11.90 DIG C	 PCH4 = 0.
FE CALC S = 0.1OD000E 03
	 CO2 TOT'	 0.4422301-02
P1 CALC DOX= 0.1003001 03	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DEISITY	 1.0000
P1 SATO 30X 0..100000E 03	 0.708047E-02












80 12CC 3	 0
27 oil	 -1
19 MG0P1
23 4GSO4 AQ a
MGr.0O3
21 MC.0O3 Al] a
29 CA 3 II
32 CASO4 A] 0
30 CA PlC 03




42 MACC 3	 -1
4? N IC 03
	
0




















	 8 C3'l]'.	 -1















3) MMCL 3	 -1
1, II 'INC 2	 -1
AL	 3
ALCII	 2
53 AL C 0i1
5' AL COl] 4 -1
59 uLSO4





























































































0. 3 875 2 5-02





















































































































































































































-7. 3 0 '33
-3 .2 07o
-3 .7 2 30






























































-9. 5 6 26
-5.947


































































































































































































0.13531 08	 3.5S881 19
0.23621 05	 3.60 311 17
0.23o21 Os	 0.12331 19









MOLE RATI3S FROM ANALYTICAL MULALITY
CL/CA	 0.41741 00
CL/MG	 • 0.lo9lE 01
CL/NA	 • 0.lOboE 01
CL/K	 0.54026 01





NA/K	 • 0.5008E 01



























































































































































































































































































































0 .7 60 6 1-01
0.2923E 00
0.12141-02





























0. 3 617 6-0 5
0.97o3EOS
0.5703E-10





















































































-10. 0 3 39
-12.30374









































































































Dotton No. 4 BH, South Devon.
Otter Sandstones.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEHPEATURE • 11.70 DEGREES C	 P • 7.200	 ANALYTICAL EPMCAT •
	
5.229	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN -
	
5.412
CATION-ANION BALANCE = -1.72
OXIDATIJN - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN = 0.
	 MGIL
CORRECTED EM • 0.2803 VOLTS
? COMPUTED FROM CORRECTED EN	 4.954







CA	 2	 0.182212E-02	 -2.7394
	
0.7300008 02
MG	 2	 O.3So02E-03	 S.4125
	
0.9400001 01







CL	 -1	 O.o7723o1-03	 -3.1693
	
O.24000E 02
504	 -2	 0.354038E-03	 -3.4509
	
O.340000E 02








FE	 2	 0.1O7431-05	 -5.9687
	 0. eli 0300 1-01
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
P	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL P$2S 0
	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nu14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.2906241-Oo	 -o.5273	 0. 8003001-02
LI	 1	 0.7208o08-06	 -6.1421	 0.500000E-02
U3	 -1	 0.550842E-03	 -3.2359	 3.350000E 02
ATOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.145685E05	 -5.83o
	
0.2000006 00
BR	 1	 0.2503891-05	 5.o014
	
0.200000E 00




ITERATION	 S1ANALCO3	 S2SO4TOT	 S3-FTDT	 54-PlOT
1	 0.So',21E04	 0.b7bE0k	 0.	 0.
2	 O.23739TE-04	 0.!362A21-34	 0.	 0.
3	 0.1165111-34	 0.1695B4E-O4	 0.	 0.
O.58bo20E-05	 3.B5959E05	 0.	 0.
S	 0.?95354E-05	 0.43038E05	 0.	 0.
*	 0.1487121-35	 3.217253E-OS	 0.	 0.
7	 0.?872.SE-0o	 0.lfj9illE-05	 0.	 0.
8	 0.3770111-00	 0.552301!0e	 0.	 0.











aa**OESCRIPTION OP SOLUTION ****
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE3
	 PH	 ACTIVITY 1123	 0.9999
cPMCAT	 5.229	 5.070	 7.200	 PCO = 0.108349E01
EPMAII	 5.412	 5.255	 LOG ?CO2	 -1.9032
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.




	 CO2 TOT	 0.398631E-02
P1 CMLC OOX= 0.100000E 03	 IDhIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY •	 1.0000
PE SAID 00X 0.100000E 03
	 0.7281088-02





















23 HG$04 AQ 0
22 MG IC 03




32 CA534 AL .3
30 CAICJ3
31 CACO3 u	 U






























12 E CCi)3 -1
7, .ion] 2




































































































































































































































































































































0. 5 304 71-03




0. 213 22 E-12
LOG ACT




















































































































































































































-0. 0 3 75
0.1499
-0.0375





















l/ HG Oil 1
MGS]4 *0 0
HnCO3




12 CASO4 AQ I)
SD CA1C33 1







































2 FE C On] 3 -1
77 FE.0M] 2	 1
6 FE C 01) 3	 0
79 P0(011)4 -1
53 FE (0 II) 2	 U
















MN [On) 3 -1
Ii MtirlC 03























































































































































0.1 9 234E-1 6
0.104435-15



































































































0. 202 70 0-03
0.613000-03
0.121530-03


























































































































































































































00	 -0. 03 08
00	 -0. 0 341
30	 -0 .0 3558
00	 -0.15 02





00	 -0 .03 39
00	 -0. 0 3 84
































































































00	 -0. 0 375









30	 -0. 3 3 79
DO	 -0.0394
























































LOG CA/h12 =	 11.4928
LOG M&/112 -
	 10.5195
LOG NA/Hi =	 3.9875























































































































































3 • 1 3321-11
3.00551-04


















































































































































































0. 10 77 1-03
0.8412E-02

















































































































































































2. 9 34 81
13.71 7o5
-11 .29239
9. 4 71 79
-1.72613
15. 01703













































0.81?48 06	 3.??38E 17
0.81241 06	 3.12331 19



















Harpford No.5 BH, South Devon.
Otter Sandstones.
INITIAL SOLUTION
6.072TEMPERATURE	 11.40 DEGREES C	 PH	 7.200
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN = 0.
	
M/L
CORRECTED Eu	 0.3150 VOLTS
PE CDIPuTED FROM CORRECTED EM =
	 5.579
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT = 	 5.954	 ANALYTICAL YPMAN =
CATION-ANION BALANCE = -0.99
**. TCfAL CONCENTRATIONS OF INPUT SPECIES *.*
TOTAL	 LOG TOTAL	 TOTAL
SPECIES	 MOLALITY	 MCLALITY	 MG/LITRE







NA	 1	 0.02e650E-03	 -3.2030
	
0.1440008 02
K	 1	 O.133046E-03	 -3.8760
	
0.5200008 01
CL	 -1	 0.b20822EO3	 -3.2070
	
O.220000E 02
$04	 -2	 0.10o23OE-02	 -2.9733	 O.1O2OUOE 03
NCU3	 -1	 0.338250E-02	 -2.5111
	
0.1850008 03
S102 TOT 0	 O.191641E-03	 -3.7406
	 0.1090898 02
FE	 2	 0.179142E-O6	 -6.7468
	
0.1000008-01
PO4	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL H2S 0
	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
1494	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 O.741536E-07	 -7.1298
	
0. 200000E-02
LI	 1	 0.14417E-05	 -5.8411
	
0.1000301-01
1403	 -1	 O.242026E-33	 -3.6161
	
0.1500008 02









S1-ANALCO3	 S2-SO4TOT	 S3-FTOT	 54-PlOT
0.43047E-04	 0.204435E-03	 0.	 0.
O.225107E-04	 0.107359E-03	 0.	 0.
0.1145428-04	 O.54ts170E-04	 0.	 0.
O.5ts2o47835	 0.279.77EO4	 0.	 0.
O.29e39o805	 0.142450E04	 0.	 0.
0.1S0?d'E-05	 0.7260598-05	 0.	 0.
0.7o7119E0o	 O.370032E-0,	 0.	 0.
O.390311E-Oo	 0.118551E-05	 0.	 0.











.** . DESCRIPTION OF SOLUTION
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 PH	 ACTIVITY H20	 0.9999
EPMCAT	 3.9)4	 5.55	 7.200	 ?CD = 0.9332938-02
EP44AN	 6.072	 5.076	 LOG PCO2 = -2.0162
TEMPERATURE	 POE = 0.
	
0.3150 FE =	 5.579	 11.40 DEG C	 PCuI4 = 0.
PE CALC S = 0.1000001 03 	 CO2 TOT = 0.35o955E-32
PE CRLC OOX= O.1U0000E 03
	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY =	 1.0000
FE SATO U0X= 0.1000008 03
	 0.875249E-02







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOG MG/r$2 a	 10.3521
LOG NA/Hi a	 3.9550
LOG K/ill	 3.2304
LOG AL/113 a	 9.2131
LOG P2/112 a	 0.8321
LOG CA/MG =	 0.6808
































































































































































































































































































































































































































-1. 3 44 09



























-10. 4 57 40
-4.32535
-2.13018































-0. 8 32 44
































































-13. 2 41 07














-23. 20 75 5
-20.73679
Tipton No. 5A BH, South Devon.
Otter Sandstones.
INITIAL SOLuTION
TMPEAATURE • 11.60 DEGREES C	 PH a 6.600	 ANALYTICAL EPHCAT a	3.345	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN a
	
3.451
CATION-ANION 8ALANCE a -1.57
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 0.
	
M/L
CORRECTED Eu - 0.0150 VOLTS
FE COMPUTED PROM CORRECTED EM a







C -2	 0.11726E-02	 -2.9307
	
0.4700008 02
MG	 2	 0.135771E-03	 -3.672
	
0.3300008 01







CL	 -1	 0.4?9633E-03	 -3.3191
	
0.1703308 02
534	 -2	 0.249905E-03	 -3.6022
	
0.240000E 02
HCO3	 -1	 0.24589oE-02	 -2.0092
	
0.150000! 03
5102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.591054E-04	 -4.2284
	
0.330000! 01
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL '125 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
N14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 O.11l2loE-06	 ø.9533
	
0. 300300 E-02
LI	 1	 0.720753E-Oo	 -6.1422
	
0.5000008-02
N33	 -1	 0.129050E-04	 -4.6592
	
0.d030(JOE 00
8 TOT	 3	 U.115664E-05	 -5.9363
	
0.1250008-01
BA	 2	 0.145662E05	 -5.ssi
	
0.200000! 30
BR	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 0.2013038-05	 -5.535?
	
O.lo0030E GO
.. CONVERGENCE ITERATIONS a..
ITR.TIDN	 S1ANALCO3	 S2-SO4TOT	 S3-FTDT	 S4-PTOT
1	 9.1S95øOE-O4	 0.32d78'.E-04	 0.	 0.
2	 0.9549358-05	 0.1b739E04	 0.	 0.
3	 0.1.795358-05	 0.53839$E-05	 0.	 0.
4	 0.2403058-05	 O.4149âEO5	 0.	 0.
5	 C.12092..E-05	 0.2118978-05	 0.	 0.
O	 0.037193E0o	 O.1Oo26E05	 0.	 0.
F	 0.3O421E-0o	 3.53553uE-O6	 0.	 3.
o	 3.15314..E0o	 0.2o0196E0o	 0.









3.8 367 35 E-1O
0. 4365 57 8-10
...*O!SCRIPTION OF SOLUTION a...
	
ANALYTICAL C3MPUTEO	 PM	 ACTIVITY H23 • 0.9999
EPMCAT	 3.3.5	 3.27	 6.800	 DCO2	 O.19951oE-01
EPMAN	 3.451	 3.314	 LOG ?C32 = -1.7000
TEMPERATURE	 P02 a 0.
EN a 0.0150 PE a	0.255	 11.80 OEG C	 PCuI4 a 0.530975E-33
FE CALC S	 0.100300! 03	 CO2 TOT	 0.3434238-02
FE CALC OOX 0.1300008 03 	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY a	1.0000
P8 SATO 3OX 0.100000! 03 	 0.4852758-02






















3 HGO4 i.Q I)
u MGnICO3
fl M3CO3 A.J 0
9 CAGPI
























































































































0.75 7 30 1-04
0.185581-03
0.407201-13

















































0. 10065 1-0 2
0.240511-07

































0. 2 64 35 1-05
























































































































































0 .105 6* 5-07
0.5*3711-07


































































































































































































































































MOLE RATIOS FROM COMPUTED MOLALITY
CL/CA	 = 3.42345 00
CL/MG	 = 0.36735 01
CL/NA	 3.95175 00
CL/K	 0.50725 01
CL/AL	 = 0.13615 08
CL/FE	 = 0.82755 01
CL/SO4	 0.21745 01
CL/i1CO3 a 0.19075 00
CA/MG	 a O.6o74! 01
NA/A	 = 0.53305 31
LOG ACTIVITY RATIOS
LOG CA/H2 =	 10.5297
LOG MG/M2 a	9.5930
LOG NA/Mi a	3.4708
LOG K/Mi a	 2.7435
LOG AL/MS	 9.8865





























































































































































































0.5 41 9 5-31
0 .4 009 5-39
0.10045 31
3.14046 01
3. 397 7 5-08
0.9 574 5-0 1

































































-22 .4 6 203
-21 .85563
-22.74042





























-13. 9 4 802














































N.C.B. A]Jomerit No.1 BH., 44.95 - 54.66m, 1st test. Canriock Chase Formation.
INITIAL SCLuTI34
4.705TEMPATUAE •	 3.	 OREES C	 Pfl	 0.733
OAIDATI3N -	 3UCTIN
3SS0LVEO OXYIN	 3.	 H./L
CuPILTEO El	 0.	 VILTS
P C3.4P,jTO FROM CECTEO H •	 0.
AIIALYTICAL EPMCAT =	 2.J2	 AN.IL.VTICAL EPMA =
	
CATION-ANIJN cIALAC1	 bi .94
**. TOTAL. CONC1'ITR.ITICNS OF INPJT SP1C13
TOTAl.	 LD0 TOTL
SP!CIS	 MILALITY	 MOLALITY
CA	 2	 0.1323211-02	 -2.1704
2	 0.24o951103	 -3.0374
NA	 1	 3.loo33OE-01	 -1.7724
K	 1	 0.	 0.
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CO3	 -2	 0.	 2.
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LI	 1	 0.	 0.
NO3	 -1	 3.	 3.
b TOT	 0	 0.	 0.
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***3 ! SCRIPTION OP SOLUTIJN **==
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N.C.B. Allotment No.1 BH, 69.33 - 89.94m, 5th test.
Cannock Chase Formation.
INITIAL S:LuII3N
TEMPERATURE	 0.	 0ERE5S C	 eli = 6.730
OXIDATION - RE3UCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN	 0.	 MilL
CIRRECT!U EM	 0.	 VOLTS
PE C0MPjTD FROM CORRECTED EM	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT	 12.711	 ANALYTICAL EPHAN =	 1.852
CATION-ANION EALANCE
	 74.56







CA	 2	 0.1)43271-02	 -2.9795
	 0.4203331 0?





K	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
CL	 -1	 3.790053E03	 -3.1323
	
0.23303)1 C2
5)4	 -2	 0.5310.141-03	 -3.2743
	 0.jlCjOJ3E 02
HCO3	 -1	 0.	 0.
	 a.
5102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.	 3.	 0.
P0 g.	 3	 0.	 0.	 U.
SR	 2	 (s.	 3.	 U.
F	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL 125 0	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
NI'.	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.
	 0.
LI	 1	 0.	 0.
	 i.
N33	 -1	 0.	 0.
BIUT	 0	 0.	 3.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.

































ANALYTICAL COM P .JTE)	 PH	 ACTIVITY 1120 =
PICAT	 12.711	 12.53o	 e.700	 PCO2 = 0.
EPMAN	 1.852	 1.727	 LOG PCO2 =	 1.0003
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
EM	 0.	 PE •	 0.	 3.	 DIG C	 PC1I4	 3.
P1 CALC S • 0.10303)! 33	 CO2 TuT = 0.
P1 CALC 30X 0.1003)OE 33
	
IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY =	 1.0000
FE SATO DOx= 0.100000! 03	 0.9397E-02
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N.C.B. Allotment No.]. BH., 110.33 - 132m., 6th test.
Cannock Chase Formation.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TE'I?EAATURE •	 0.	 OEGRES C	 Fri	 7.230
OXIOATIOI - RE3UCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 3.	 MG/L
CORRECT:U E1 = 0.	 VLTS
FE CO;IP.JTED PROM CORP.ãCTEO Eli	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT	 13.74	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN	 1.780
	
CATION-ANION AALANCE	 77.07




SPECIES	 MOL.ALITY	 MOLALITY	 NG/L1TE
CA	 2	 0. 9939!-O3	 -3.0007
	
3..30300E 02




1	 0.	 0.	 0.
CL	 -1	 0.137223E02	 -2.o97
	
O.330300E 02
504	 -2	 0.354.3091-03	 -3.4,39
	
3.3430005 02
1C33	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
5132 TOT 0	 3.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.	 0.	 3.
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 a.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 3.
ANAL n25 0
	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 3.	 0.	 '3.
N?14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
LI	 1	 i.	 0.	 I.).
N33	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
TaT	 0	 0.	 3.	 3.
2	 0.	 0.	 3.
BR	 1	 0.	 0.	 3.
































•.**D!SCRIPTION OF SOLUTION ****
	
ANALYTICAL CDM°UTEO	 Pui	 ACTIVITY ,l3	 3•99Q
P.ICAT	 13.747	 13.ro	 7.203	 PC3 = 0.
EP,U.N	 l.7E0	 1.733	 Lu; CO2 =	 1.3000
TEMPERATURE	 P32 • 0.
• 0.	 PE •	 0.	 0.	 QEG C	 PCI14	 U.
FE CALC S • O.100003E 33	 CO2 TOT	 0.
FE CALC 03X 0.1UO303E 03	 IONIC STRENCTII	 DENSITY =	 1.3300
FE SAID DOX 0.1J0003E 03
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Cannock Chase Formation.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE •	 0.	 DEGREES C	 Pri • 7.300
DXIOATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 0.	 MG/L
CJRRYCT:D El • 0.	 VOLTS
P COMPuTED FROM CORRECTED !H = 	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPHCAT •
	 1...425	 ANALYTICAL E,'MAN	 2.544
CATION-ANION BALANCE
	 70.01









MG	 2	 0.R)5273E-03	 -3.0432
	
O.223000E 02
NA	 1	 0.1301771-01	 -1.97..3
	
O.2.'.J30E 03
A	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
CL	 -1	 0.1523771-02	 -2.111
	
0.5433002 02
504	 -2	 O.51O2E-03	 3a2922
	
3.4900301 32
ICO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
SIO2 TOT 0
	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
PO4	
-3	 0.	 0.	 .3.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AN..L 112S 0
	 3.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
NI".	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
LI	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
N33	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
BTUT	 0	 0.	 3.	 0.
8'.	 2	 U.	 0.	 0.
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
































**.DESC I jpTI3N OF SOLUTION
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 PH	 ACTiVITY H23 =
EDMCAT
	
14.425	 14.334	 7.303	 PCD2 = 0.
:PMAN	 2..,4	 2.424	 LOG PCO2	 1.0000
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
EM • 0.	 P1 •	 0.	 0.	 DEG C
	
PCH..	 0.
PB CALC S • 0.100030E 03	 CO2 TCT	 0.
PB CALC DOX 0.1)03301 03	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY •	 1.0000
PB SATO D0X= 3.l0000uE 03	 0.1305891-31
IN CO.4PUTING THE DISTRIEUTION OF SPECIES, PE =
	 0.	 EQUIVALENT EM = 0.	 VOLTS
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Lizard Mill BH No.2, Stafford Basin (SJ 785095).
Cannock Chase Formation.
INITIAL. SOLUTION
2.811TEM.'ERATUAE	 10.o0 DE.R8ES C	 P11	 7.800
3.I3ATI3N - RUCTI0N
OISSOLVEO OxYGEN a 0.	 M..,/L
C3RR8CTO rI • 0.3050 VDLTS
E CCJMPUTO	 0I4 CORRCTI3 811 •	 5.411
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT a	2.37	 ANALYTICAL !?MAN =
CATI3NANION ÔAL4NCE =







CA	 2	 0.V9fl5E-O3	 -3.0306
	
0.4000008 02
113	 2	 0.2879828-04	 -4.540b
	
0.730030E 33






CL	 -1	 0.2621208-03	 -3.5496
	
0.1000008 02
534	 -2	 0.41o4d3E-03	 -3.3604
	
0...00030E 02
IICOS	 -1	 O.1b555OE-02	 -2.7810
	
0.1010008 03
5102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.6236'.5E0o	 .0842
	
0. 4,3000 8-01
PO4	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.251135E-O6	 o.6001
	
0.2203008-01





C33	 -2	 0.	 0.
	 0.
Nd4	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 3.
LI	 1	 0.4324268-06	 -b.341
	
0.3000008-32
N33	 -1	 0.433275E-04	 4.3944
	
0.2500038 31
BTUT	 0	 0.	 0.	 3.
2	 0.	 0.
	 0.
SR	 -1	 0.	 0.
	 0.







•.* C3NVE1G!NCE ITERATIONS ***
Si -ANALCO3	 SSO4TOT	 S3-FTOT	 S6-PTT
0.140069E04	 0.42q7548-0.,	 0.	 0.
O.7121E-05	 0.2184738-34	 0.	 0.
0.33o60E-35	 0.1101188-04	 0.	 0.
3.1A0455E-05	 ).55424E-J5	 0.	 3.
0.90752E-0o	 3..?9o348-05	 0.	 0.
0.45D143O	 0.14039E-05	 0.	 0.
0.91E-3o	 0.710039E-3	 0.	 0.
O.11530E-0b	 0.35778E-0o	 0.	 0.
S 5-C L. TO T
0.13 5173 EOA





0. 21 33E-1 3
0. 1455 19 8-13
a.**3ESCRIPTICN OF SOLUTION "*.
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE3	 P11	 ACTIVITY 1123 = 0.9999
EDMCAT	 2.37	 2.2s2	 7.800	 PCO = Q.13278E-02
EPIAN	 2.811	 2.?1	 LOG PCO2 =	 2.7S
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0...63220835
	
= 3.3353 P8 a	5.417	 10.sO DEG C	 PCfl4 = 0.
P8 CALC $ a 0.100000E 03	 CO2 TOT	 0.1713428-02
RE CALC OOxa 0.100000E 03	 IONIC STRENGIM	 DENSITY •	 1.0000
P8 SATO DOXa 0.1000308 03	 0.3828778-02
IN COMPuTIh. TM6 DISTRIAUTION OF SPECIES, P8 a	5.17	 EQUIVALENT 811 = O.3O5VOLTS
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Helibank BH, Stafford Basin (SJ 783054).
Wildmoor Sandstone Formation.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE	 lO.0 DEt;RIES C
	 PM • 7.530
OXIDATION - REDUCTION *****
OISSDLVIO OXYt;!N • 0.	 Mt;/L
CORRECT3 Iii • 0.33?i) VCLTS
P1 C0I4PjT1D F3M CORRECTED 1,1 -	 5.981
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CL	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
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0.0033001 02
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0.1460031 33
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ANAl. 425 0
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N.14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.







B TOT	 3	 U.	 -.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 3.	 0.
-1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
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o	 0.1230yI-0,	 0.5472922-3	 0.	 0.
7	 0.ô?5o1.lo	 0.7312E0	 8.	 0.
o	 O.3177,eE-Qo	 3.11335-35	 0.	 3.
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Roughton BH, Stafford Basin (SO 751945).
Cannock Chase Formation.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE • 10.90 JEt,REES C	 P	 7.430
IAIDATION - REJUCTI3N
0ISSOLV3 OXYGEN = 0.	 MIL
CORRECTED EN	 0.3aE0 VOLTS
PE C 4PjTED FROM CORRECTEO En •	 6.529
ANALYTICAL EPHCAT	 5.49	 ANALYTICAL EPHAN =	 5.7o3
CATION-ANION BALANCE = -2.62













lA	 1	 0.4917321-03	 -3.3)3
	
0.113300! 3?
K	 1	 O.ob211!-O4	 -4.1773
	
0.260000! 31
















PO4	 3	 0.	 0.	 3.
SR	 2	 0.4507111-06	 -0.3404
	
0. '.00 030 E-01
P	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL 1125 0
	 .3.	 3.	 0.
C33	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
NM'.	 1	 0.	 3.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 3.
LI	 I	 0.37o63E-O6
	





B TOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
64	 2	 0.	 0.	 3.
-1	 0.	 3.	 0.
2	 3.	 0.
CONVERGENCE 1TERATI3S
ITERAT1O	 S1-ANALCO3	 S2-O'.T3T	 53-FTOT	 54PT0T
1	 0.05947E-Oi.	 0.1'.211E-33	 0.	 0.
2	 0.?O41oE-04	 0.755211E-Oi.	 0.	 0.





6	 3.1373291-05	 3.cOl.olE-3)	 0.	 0.
7	 0.656C,E-Q6	 0.S444E-OS	 0.	 0.
O.35273QE-3	 O.1115E-0	 0.	 0.
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	 IONIC STRENGTh	 DENSITY =	 1.0000
?€ SATJ D0Z= 0.100300! 03
	 0.778027E-OZ
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INITIAL SOLUTION




DISSOLVED OXYGEN = 0. 	 MG/L
c:ER!cTEo El	 O.2?oO VILTS
P COMPUTED FAOM CORRECTE3 lii •	 6.931
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT =
	 10.293	 A.SALYTICAL EPMAN •	 10.699
CATION-ANION ÔALANCE = -1.95
•*a TDTAL CONCENTRATIONS OF INPUT SPECIES ***
TOTAL	 LOG TOTAL	 TOTAL
SPICIES	 MOLALITY	 MCLALITY	 MG/LITRE
CA	 2	 0.177271E-02	 -2.7514
	
0.7103301 02
MG	 2	 0.7820611-03	 3.1Oo	 0.1900331 02
NA	 1	 0.5005701-02	 -2.3005
	
0.1150001 03
P.	 1	 0.1433171-03	 -3.d437
	
O.,o0300E 01
CL	 -1	 0.504527E02	 -2.2483
	
0.200330! 03
SO4	 -2	 0.4791901-03	 -3.3195
	
0.403)301 02




	 0.	 0.	 0.
F!	 2	 O.35d375E-Ob	 -6.4457
	
0. 200 000 131
P34	
-3	 0.	 0.	 0.








CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 3.
N14	 1	 0.	 0.	 3.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 :1.




	 -1	 0.2905051-03	 -3.53o
	
3.180000! 32
BlOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 0.	 0.	 3.
*=* CONVERGENCE ITERATIONS ***
ITERATION	 S1-ANALCD3	 S2-SO4TOT	 S3-FTOT	 S6PTOT
1	 0.o0030?E-04	 0.B481o!-O..	 0.	 0.
2	 0.33c1999134	 0.43203E-04	 0.	 0.
3	 0.1708191-04	 O.2182)8E-04	 0.	 0.
4	 9.)6°1105	 *3.1103371-)..	 0.	 0.
5	 O.421bpE-0,	 O.556540E-)5	 0.	 0.
O.21750S1-05	 0.2795291-05	 0.	 0.
7	 0.1O9o2!-05	 0.1409)91-05	 0.	 3.
**	 0.5509361-08	 OalO2lOE-Oo	 0.	 0.
9	 0.277243!-Oo	 0.3579311-00	 3.	 0.




3. 7253 501 -07
0. 36 3793 :07
0.1:21901-37
0. 913 830 8-36
0.435601 1-08
0.2323311-03




PH	 ACTIVITY P123	 0.997
BP,ICAT	 10.290	 10.079	 7.500	 PCO2 = 0.5300901-02
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Ridge Hall BH, Stafford Basin (So 812975).
Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation.
INITIAL SOLUTION




CATION-ANION BALANCE =	 1.48
OXIOATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN	 0.	 HIL
COPRECTD EM	 0.3110 VOLTS
FE COMPUTO FROM CORPECTEO EM •	 5.549







CA	 2	 0.244073502	 -2.6114
	
O.v30000E 02
HG	 2	 0.135525E-02	 -2.3*70
	
0.333000! 02
NA	 1	 0.1392i4E02	 -Z.85o1
	
0.320000E u2
K	 1	 0.453403E-03	 3.34p4
	
0.17*000! 32
CL	 -1	 0.1975758-02	 -?.7043
	
0.700030E 02
SO4	 -2	 0.1135448-02	 -2.94
	
3.10030! 03






FE	 2	 0.2503518-05	 5.600o
	 0.14000)! 00
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 3.201030E35	 -S.e963
	
0.17oO0! 00




C33	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
N14	 1	 0.	 0.	 3.




N33	 -1	 O.530?64E-03	 -3.2358
	
0.3*0000! 02
BlOT	 0	 3.	 3.	 0.
84	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.






























Ph	 ACTIVITY 120	 0.9993
!PMCAT	 9.4*5	 3.921	 7.303	 PC32 = 0.1333768-01
!P'AN	 9.190	 3.5,1	 LUG PCO2 =
TE'nPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
EM • 0.3110 P8 •	 5.49	 9.30 DEG C	 PCM4	 3.
FE CALC S = 0.10000OE 03	 CO2 TOT • 0.4918878-02
FE CALC DOX 0.1003308 03
	
IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY	 1.3000
FE SATO 00X	 .100000E 03
	
0.129057t-01
IN COMPUTIN. THE DISTRI8UTI34 OF SOECIES, FE •	 5.549	 EQUIVALENT El • 0.311VDLTS
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Winterbourne Kingston Borehole, 2316m, Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE = 85.40 DEGREES C
	 PM • 6.600
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 0.	 MG/L
C3RRECTO Eu
	 0.	 VOLTS
P COMPUTED PROM CORRECTED EM
	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT = 7029.652	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN • 7142.0o2
CATION-ANION AALANCE
	 -0.79



























SO4	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
MCO3	




FE	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SP	 2	 0.	 3.	 0.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL H25 0
	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
NH4	 1	 0.	 3.	 0.





ND3	 1	 0.	 3.	 0.
B TOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
5*	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
	

































****DESCRIPTION OF SOLUTION *=**
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE)
	
P11	 ACTIVTY 1123 = 0.781
EPMCAT 7029.652	 6285.220	 6.000	 PCo2	 0.
PMAN	 71'.2.O2	 0430.511	 LOG PCO2	 -1.7000
TEMPERATURE	 P02	 0.
EM • 0.	 FE	 0.	 85.40 DEG C	 PCpi4 = 0.
P8 CALC S
	 0.1000005 03
	 CO2 TOT	 0.
PS CALC DOX= 0.100003E 03
	
IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY	 1.0000
PS SATO OOX= 0.1000005 03
	
0.o4SOSSE 01




































































































































































































































4CLE RATIOS PROM ANALYTICAL 'IDLALITY
CL/CA	 0.35751 02
CL/MG	 = 0.29941 03
CL/NA	 0.1055! 01
CL/K	 = 0.15191 03
CL/AL	 3.71421 31
CL/FE	 = 0.71421 31
CL/SO.	 3.71421 31
CL/11CO3	 0.71421 31
CA/IG	 = 3.34v21 31
NA/K	 = 0.14391 03
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O.392y !-0 g	0.i5321 05
0.24251-38	 0.71771 05
	
LOG IMP	 LOG KI	 tAP/Kr	 LOG IAP/KT	 D!LGR
	
-13.0o31	 -10.7750	 0.51511-02	 -2.20637	 -3.75394
	
1.4726	 1.0953	 0.59871 0)	 -0.22210	 -0.36553
	
3.3223	 14.#ilo	 3.70911-11	 -11.14928	 -18.29211
	
-5.4056	 12.2531	 0.21551-17	 -17.00663	 -23.93.52
	
-5.4050	 18.3910	 U.31o5-23	 -23.4996	 -35.54b4
	
-S.0ô	 17.5040	 0.12231-22	 -22.91250	 -37.59155
	
-23.91 2o	 -2.4933	 0.38051-21	 -21.61928	 -35.14102
	
24.5024	 -15.5741	 60.13049	 05.55003
	
-20.9827	 -12.4058	 0.204EJ5	 -3.57oQ7	 -14.07134
	
-49.1031	 -33.1034	 -10.00040	 -2o.25112
	
-12.0380	 -0.2380	 0.16961-11	 -11.77056	 -19.31141
	
-8.1967	 6.5842	 0.105o114	 -14.78008	 -24.25031
	
-P.3012	 4.0361	 0.11551-12	 -12.93730	 -21.22563
	
-1.4057	 4.18)1	 0.^5o55-12	 -i2.5908o	 -20.05724
	
-8.0147	 4.35o0	 0.33331-13	 -13.47003	 -22.10072
Wiriterbourne Kingston Borehole, 2322m, Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE	 35.60 DEGREES C	 PH * 6.400
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVD OXYGEN	 0.	 MG/L
C0PRECTD Eli	 0.	 VOLTS
P1 COMPUTED FROM CORRECTED Eli •	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT	 7299.S70	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN = 7331.023
CATION-ANION BALANCE	 -0.21
a *







CA	 2	 0.13653E-01	 -1.7130
	
O.545303E 03
MG	 2	 0.197093E 00	 -0.7033
	
0.338)001 04
NA	 1	 0.6814101 01	 0.3334
	
0.1100)01 06
K	 1	 O.5D9b98E-01	 -1.2925
	
3.1400001 04
CL	 -1	 0.7331021 01	 0.3652
	
0.1326001 05
SO4	 -2	 0.	 0.
	 0.
MCO3	 -1	 0.	 0.
	 3.
$102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.	 0.
	 0.
PO4	 -3	 0.	 0.
	 0.









CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.
	 0.
1114	 1	 0.	 0.
	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.
	 0.
LI	 1	 0.5007311-05	 -5.3034
	
0. 244 000 1-01
NO3	 -1	 0.	 0.
	 0.
B TOT	 0	 0.	 0.
	 0.





MN	 2	 0.o739o3!07	 -7.1714
	





























***DESCRIPTI3N OF SOLUTION ****
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 PH	 ACTIVITY 120 = 0.7320
EPMCAT 72 09.370	 o5J1.31	 6.400	 PCD2 = 0.
IPHAN	 7331.023	 o35.34	 LDo PCO2	 1.7000
TEMPERATURE	 P02	 0.
Eu • 0.	 P1	 0.	 35.00 DIG C	 PCH4 = 0.
P1 CALC S
	
O.100000E 03	 CO2 TOT	 0.
P1 CALC DOX 0.1000001 03	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY •	 1.3300
PE SATO D0X O.130000E 03	 0.73bo9E 01
















































































































































































































































MOLE RATIOS FROM ANALYTICAL '4OLALITY
CL/CA	 0.37806 03
CL/MG	 = 0.3703E 02
CL/NA	 8 0.i0?E 31
CL/K	 = 0.14336 03
CL/AL	 0.7331E 31
CL/FE	 • 0.73315 31
CL/SO4	 0.73316 31
CL/11C33 = 0.73316 31
CA/MG	 = 0.97316-01
NA/K	 = 0.133oE 03
MOLE RATIOS FROM COMPUTED MOLALITY
CL/CA	 = 0.3375E 03
CL/MA	 = 0.33015 02
CL/NA	 = 0.1086E 01
CL/K	 = 0.13466 03
CL/AL	 0.05366 31
CL/FE = 0.653o6 31
CL/304 = 0.o53o1 31
C../hCD3 = 0.o5366 31
CA/MG	 = 0.97505-31
NA/K	 = 0.123! 03
LOG ACTIVITY RATIOS
LOG CAI,12 =	 1i.O14
LOG MG/H? 8	 12.4184
LOG NA/ill 8	 7. 3534
LOG Kill =	 4.3204
LOG AL/H3 =	 19.2000
LOG PE/n2	 12.8030
LOG CA/MG =	 -1.3290
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	 LOG 1(1	 IAP!KT	 LOG IAP/KT	 DELGR
	
12.4Aø6	 -13.7748	 0.19426-01	 -1.71131	 -2.51006
	
1.5030	 1.57	 0.64175 00	 -0.19270	 -0.31033
	
3.59	 1.Qo3	 0.345:-i1	 -11.43399	 -13.72043
	
0.0o49	 12.2482	 O.4503E-13	 -18.31310	 -30.06221
	
6.0o49	 15.0910	 0.69835-24	 -24.15594	 -39.65364
	
8.0049	 17.040	 0.28936-23	 -23.50394	 -35.69004
	








-12.4044	 0.14046-OS	 -6.83443	 -14.50232
	
49. 0089	 -33.156o	 -10 • 45228	 27 • 00753
	
-12.449	 -0.2353	 0.39306-12	 -12.22694	 -23.07137
	
-3.0343	 0.5752	 0.2433E-1	 -14.61290	 -23.91312
	
-8.1410	 4.033o	 0.16736-12	 -12.77520	 -20.97137
	
8.2483	 4.1857	 0.30815-12	 -12.43404	 -20.41134
	
-8.4019	 4.3619	 0.47456-13	 -13.32373	 -21.87182
Winterbourne Kingston Borehole, 2328m, Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPEKATURS	 bS.90 DEGREES C	 PM	 6.803
OXIDATION - REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN	 0.	 MG/L
CORRECTED EM • 0.	 VOLTS
PS COMPUTED FROM CORRECTED El •
	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT • 6d72.480	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN • evC7.48b
CATION-ANION SALANCE = -0.25







CA	 2	 0.9273575-01	 -1.0328
	
0.2b533OE 04
140	 2	 O.2i.8071E-01	 -1.b054
	
0.4330005 33





V.	 1	 0.484243E-01	 -1.3149
	
0.1353002 04
CL	 -1	 0.6907492 01	 0.2393
	
0.1746002 06
504	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.




FE	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
PO4	
-3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	
-1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL illS 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
C33	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
N-14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
LI	 1	 0.347664E-05	 -5.4588
	
3.1720032-01
NO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
BTOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.































** . DESCRIPTION 3F SOLUTION =*=*
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE)	 PH	 ACTIVITY rilO	 0.7912
EPMCAT 0872.460	 6181.550	 o.830	 PCQ2 = 0.
EPIIAN	 6937.436	 6219.239	 LOG PCO2 = -1.7000
TYMPERATURE	 P02	 0.
EM • 0.	 P5 •	 0.	 85.90 DcG C	 PCM4 = 0.
FE CALC S • 0.1000005 03	 Cal TOT • 3.
PS CALC 00X 0.10000JE 03	 IONIC STRENGIM	 DENSITY =	 1.0330
PS SATO D0X 0.1000002 03
	
0.6318712 01















































































































0 • 1 58498-00
0.334498 01






















































































LOG CA/Hi =	 12.50o7
LOG MG/Mi	 12.2379
LOG NA/Mi =	 7.7157
LOG 8./ill	 =	 5.1057
LOG AL/93	 20.4000
LOG FE/i2 =	 13.o030
LOG CA/MG =	 0.2683























MOLE RATIOS FROM COMPUTED MOLALITY




CL/NA	 ° 0.10541 01




CL/PS 0. o2 196 31
CL/SO4 = 0.62195 31
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LOG lAP	 LOG KT	 IAP/KT	 LOG IAP/KT	 DELSR
	
-12.o.35	 -13.773	 0.13528-01	 1.9c915	 3.37090
	
1.4401	 1.001	 0.55455 00	 -0.25o0o	 -0.42009
	
4.1o90	 14.9512	 j.105i8-lO	 -13.78217	 -17.71447
	
-4.o372	 12.2333	 0.15478-10	 -i6.&7051	 27.7172o
	
-4.0372	 13.0910	 3.18708-22	 -22.72821	 -37.34111
	
-4.6372	 17.5040	 J.7224122	 -22.14121	 -3o.37o71
	
-22.7727	 2.503	 0.54158-20	 -20.2o040	 -33.20550
	
2o.0053	 -15.57o6	 41.53130	 od.31o5o
	
-20.10	 -12.4023	 0.o193E-J8	 -3.23031	 -13.43577
	
43.5557	 -33.14o4	 -15.40935	 -25.3167
	
-11.4572	 -0.2380	 0.03218-11	 -11.19921	 -18.399o4
	
-8.2805	 0.5o02	 0.14145-14	 -14.84970	 -24.39719
	
3.3s22	 4.o300	 3.97221-13	 -13.01223	 21.37833
	
-8.4340	 4.13o0	 3.21355-12	 -12.67050	 -20.31o99
	















Winterbourne Kingston Borehole, 2332m, Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
1MPERATURE	 86.10 DEGREES C	 °I	 o.600
OXIOATION	 REDUCTION
DISSOLVED OXYGEN = 0.
	
MG/L
CI)RRECTCD ElI	 0.	 VOLTS
PS COMPIJTED FROM CORRECTED Eli =	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPMCAT	 7420.830	 ANALYTICAL EPMAN = 749O.86
CATION-ANION BALANCE = -0.47
TOTAL CONCENTRATICNS OF INPUT SPECIES =..
TOTAL	 LOG TCTAL	 TOTAL
SPECIES	 MOLALITY	 MOLALITY	 MG/LITRE
CA	 2	 0.1189115 00
	 -0.9248	 0.3320008 04
MG	 2	 O.3b903E-01	
-1 .4329	 0.625000E 03
NA	 1	 0.7355975 01
	 0.848o	 0.1130008 Ob
	
1	 0.5323328-01	 -1.2738	 0.1450005 04
CL	 -1	 O.7.9087E 01
	 0.8745	 0.1850008 00
534	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
iCO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
5102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.1285248-05	
-5.5910	 0. 500 030 8-01
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.




Ct)3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
Nr14	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 3.	 0.
LI	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
NO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
B TOT	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.






























ANALYTICAL COMPUTE3 	 PH	 ACTIVITY H20	 0.7777
EPMCAT 7420.530	 o57?.65	 b.bOO	 PCO2	 P.
SPMAN	 7490.869	 660.Q72	 LOG PCD2 = -1.7000
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.
SM • 0.	 PE	 0.	 Bo.10 DEG C	 PC,4 = 0.
PB CALC S • 0.1U0000E 03	 COZ TOT	 0.
PB CALC DOX O.100000E 03	 IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY =	 1.0000
PE SAID D0x= 0.130000E 03
	
0.6771018 01













LOG CA/M2 =	 12.2817
LOG MG/H2	 12.0943
LOG NA/Hi =	 7.,695
LOG VS/ill =	 5.0387
LOG AL/113 =	 19.3000
LOG FE/r12 =	 6.3480
LOG CA/MG	 3.1874












































78 FE CCH 3
	
0
79 FE C C ii) 4 -1




























105 MMCL 3	 -1
	












































































































0.4 3 P. 20 1-09
0.611611-05
0.840591 00






























































































-0. 2 6 60
-0. 3676
-0. 2 231
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LOG lAP	 LOG KT	 IAP!KT	 LOG IAP/KT	 DELGR
	
-12.7929	 -10.7740	 O.957oE-32	 -2.01832	 -3.31865
	
0.8167	 4.3850	 0.85451-34	 -4.00830	 -o.o8771
	
-30.0774	 -33.0143	 1.93695	 3.15406
	
1.5266	 1.6o4	 0.o73E 00	 -0.10988	 -0.27922
	
1.9809	 -7.8521	 O.o5O2E 10	 0.31305	 lo.13124
	
1.9009	 6.3700	 0.33991-04	 -4.40910	 -7.24792
	
-3.6041	 -14.6337	 0.1071112	 11.02963	 18.13112
	
3.9452	 14.0430	 0.10051-10	 -10.99736	 -18.07891
	
-5.2597	 12.2234	 0.32871-17	 -17.48316	 -23.73931
	
-5.2597	 18.0910	 0.44591-23	 -23.35075	 -38.33525
	
-5.2597	 17.5040	 0.17231-22	 -22.7ô375	 -37.42034
	
-23.6103	 -2.5114	 0.79641-21	 -21.09883	 -34.68353
	
24.9284	 -15.5775	 40.50389	 56.58253
	
-20.8328	 -12.4009	 O.3o91-03	 -3.43192	 -13.36057
	
-48.9721	 -33.1396	 -15.83257	 2o.02o47
	
-11.5597	 -0.2380	 0.23891-11	 -11.62175	 -19.10449
	
-8.0315	 6.5632	 0.2542E-14	 -14.59478	 -23.99173
	
-8.1407	 4.o27o	 0.1705E-12	 -i2.7o828	 -20.98922
	
-8.2499	 4.1872	 U.3o55E-12	 -12.43706	 -20.44474
	
-8. 4o82	 4.8706	 0.45201-13	 -13.34432	 -21 .93696
Winterbourne Kingston Borehole, 2430in, Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE	 0.	 DEGREES C	 Pr	 6.900
OXIOATI,JN - REDUCTION
OISSOLVED OXYGEN	 0.	 MGIL
C3RRCTED EM
	 0.	 V3LTS
PE COMPUTED PROM CORRECTED EM	 0.
ANALYTICAL EPHCAT	 7321.306	 ANALYTICAL !PMAN	 0.
CATION-ANION BALANCE = 100.00







CA	 2	 0.758024E-01	 -1.1203
	
0.2600008 34
MG	 2	 O.19123E-01	 -1.7183
	
3.3960008 03
NA	 1	 0.70050?! 01	 0.8491
	
0.139000! 00
K	 1	 0.a63424E-01	 -1.1782
	
0.222000E 04
CL	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
504	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
11CO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
S102 TOT 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
FE	 2	 0.lO4blSE-O4	 -4.9804
	
0.5000008 00
P34	 -3	 0.	 0.	 0.
SR	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
F	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
ANAL n2S 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
CO3	 -2	 0.	 0.	 0.
NH4	 1	 0.	 0.	 0.
AL	 3	 0.	 0.	 0.
LI	 1	 0.4799388-05	 -5.3188
	
O.35330E-01
NO3	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
B TOT	 0	 0.	 0.	 0.
BA	 2	 0.	 0.	 0.
BR	 -1	 0.	 0.	 0.
MN	 2	 3.	 0.	 0.
*** CDNVERGENCE ITERATIONS ***
ITRATI3N	 S1-ANALCOS	 52-504101	 S3-FTOT	 54-PlOT
1	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
2	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
3	 3.	 0.	 0.	 0.






.DESCRIPTIDN OF SOLUTION **=
	
ANALYTICAL COMPUTED	 PH	 ACTIVITY H23	 3.3772
EPHCAT 7321.30	 7321.3Do	 6.900	 PC32 = 0.
EPHAN	 0.	 0.030	 LOG PCD2 = -1.7003
TEMPERATURE	 P02 = 0.





CO2 TOT = 0.
P8 C4LC 00X 0.100000! 33
	
IONIC STRENGTH	 DENSITY	 1.0000
P8 SAID DOX 0.1000008 03 	 0.375560! 01























12 FE C 3,133 -1
77 FE COII)2
75 FECOrI]3	 U
79 F! C3 II] 4 -1

























































































































































N.y / F. 	0.iOo5E 03










NA/K	 = 0.1005! 03
LOG ACTIVITY RATIOS
LOG CA/H?	 12.3502
LOG MG/HZ =	 11.9785
LOG NA/Hi	 7.7599
LOG F./Ii1	 5.4806
LOG ALIrI3 =	 20.7000
LOG FE/r$2	 5.3216
LOG CA/MG =	 0.4017










0.1222E 02	 ).7o74E 05
0.2.1i€ 33
	 3.115.E-01
0.2313! 33	 3.23446 07
0.44241-u3	 0.14548-00



























































Marchwood No.1 Borehole, 1660m, 1981 Production Test.
Wessex Basin.
INITIAL SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE. a 72.50 DEGREES C	 P11 a 6.830	 ANALYTICAL EPMCAT • 1894.176	 ANALYTICAL EPHAN a 2041.15
CATION-ANION BALANCE a 
-375
***a* OXIDATION - REDUCTION **..*
DISSOLVED OXYGEN • 3.	 HG/L
COPRECTED 111 • -0.3000 VOLTS
P1 COMPuTED FROM CORRECTED Eli •	 4.374



























































































































0.112 65 3 1-04
****DE5CRIPTION OF SOLUTION ****
ANALYTICAL COMPUTE)	 PH	 ACTIVITY e120 = 0.9373
EPMCAT 1894.176	 1338.453	 6.300	 PC3 = 0.7144901-02
EPMAN	 2041.751	 195o.000	 LOG PCO2 a -2.1460
TEMPERATURE	 P02 a
3M = -.3030 PE	 -4.374	 72.50 DIG C	 PCHA = 0.02921E-04
P1 CALC $ - 0.1000001 03	 CO2 TOT a 0.1403971-02
P1 CALC 00X 0.1000001 33	 IONIC STRENGTH	 OEI$ITY a	 1.0000
P1 SATO DOX 0.100000! 03	 0.2044391 01























19 MG 3 II
	
1
23 MGSO4 AU 0
22 ll,riCO3
21 MICL3 AU I)
29 CAUpI
32 CA34 AU U
33 CA IC 0 3
































12 FE CCI) 3 -1
77 P3 COii] 2
7s FECr$J3	 0
79	 -1



















107 P111 Z OH] .5 -i
111 MNPICO3
139 MN S 04
	
0




105 MN CL 3	 -1










































































0. 27 ,7ø 3-10


















































































































































































































0. 453 So 5-04
0.24390E-03
O.^272o5-07
0. 901 7o 5-18


























0. 0 8 54 3 39
0.8s97QE-23
0.545 91 E-1 3
0.113115-14



































































































































































































































































































MOLALITY	 MOLE RATIOS PROM COMPUTED MOL4LITY
CL/CA	 - 0.19951 02
CL/HG	 0.o7535 02
CL/NA	 = 0.12o3E 01




CL/MCO3 = 0.3970! 04
CA/HG	 0.3384E 01







LOG AL/H3 -	 2.1371
LOG PE/H2	 6.6849
LOG CA/MG -	 0.3959










































































































































































































































































































































































7. 703 5 2
-7.33552
0 .0 58 38
-3.5 6094











































































































-3. 0 07 57
-0. 02 064
-9. 8930b
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Department of Geology, University off-full, Coltingham Road, Hull, Humberside HU6 7RX
(Received 4 July 1983; revised 21 November 1983)
A B ST R ACT: The Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Group comprises a complex of continental
red beds deposited by a major fluvial system flowing dominantly down a northerly inclined
palaeoslope. Sedimentation took place in several distinct, tectonically active basins with varying
maximum burial depths, ranging from shallow (<1 km) to deep (>3 km). Despite proximal to
distal variations in stream type, a distinct suite of early diagenetic events can be recognized
throughout all the depositional basins, which is related to the depositional environment. These
events are best preserved in those basins with shallow burial histories, and show many similarities
to the processes recorded from modern red beds of the Sonoran Desert, Baja California,
although a more advanced grade of diagenesis has been reached in the Sherwood Sandstone. On
the margins of the Irish Sea Basin in Cumbria, where burial was shallow, these early diagenetic
textures are well preserved. The detrital grains underwent changes aimed at reaching equilibrium
with the near-surface chemical environment. Unstable silicates were dissolved or replaced and the
released ions were capable of precipitating authigenic phases, typically mixed-layer illite-smectite,
K-feldspar, non-ferroan carbonates and hematite. Lateral variations in the early diagnetic
assemblages reflect chemical and spatiotemporal changes of interbasin depositional and diagenetic
environments. Deeply buried equivalents in the Irish Sea reached a maximum burial depth in
excess of 3 km towards the end of the Mesozoic. Superimposed on the early diagenetic fabric
are a series of depth-related changes. In the absence of early cements, compaction reduced
porosity to low levels. Mixed-layer ihite-smectites were converted to highly crystalline illites
with low Fe and Mg contents. Early framework-preserving non-ferroan carbonates were
extensively dissolved, generating widespread secondary porosity. Late pore-filling carbonate
cements comprise ferroan dolomites and ankerites with compositions up to
Ca(Ca0.02Mg043Fe053Mn002). Following late Mesozoic burial, inversion of the Triassic basins
resiiited in the re-exposure of basin margin sequences and shallow burial basins. Modern
groundwaters are typically very dilute, with essentially neutral pH. and are capable of dissolving
carbonate, sulphate and halite cements. In the Wessex Basin, however, the Triassic sandstones of
the South Devon aquifer have been extensively modified by the percolation of post-inversion
acidic groundwaters. These low-p H waters have resulted in the in situ breakdown of feldspar to
produce abundant authigenic kandite, widespread dissolution of carbonate cements and removal
of early-formed iron oxide cements. In contrast, the concealed, deeply buried eastern margin of
the Wessex Basin exhibits a diagenetic evolution resultant of deep burial and has no development
of authigenic kandite.
* Present address: Geologisehes Institut. Universität Bern, Baltzerstrasse I, 3012 Bern. Switzerland.
© 1984 The Mineralogical Society
Reproduced from
SEDIMENTOLOGY
Recent developments and applied aspects
Edited by
P.J. Brenchley & B.P.J. Williams
Clastic diagenesis
S. D. Burley, J. D. Kantorowicz & B. Waugh
SUM MARY: Diagenesis is the sum of those processes by which originally sedimentary clastic
assemblages attempt to reach equilibrium with their environments. The subject has rapidly
evolved, over the last 20 years, after several decades of routine petrographical analysis, to become
a discipline of sophisticated analytical geochemistry. This progression may be traced through the
evolution of depositional facies models, the growth of theoretical geochemistry, and the
development and application of quantitative analytical techniques. Consequently, the study of
diagenesis today involves the integration of data gathered from a range of interrelated disciplines.
The publication in recent years of such integrated studies, particularly from the Texas Gulf
Coast of the U.S.A.. has led to a number of wide ranging models being established. These models
allow an interpretation of the sequence of authigenic minerals in terms of their relationship to the
depositional environment or surface chemistry (eogenesis), burial or subsurface conditions
(rnesogenesis) and weathering or reexposure to surface conditions (telogenesis).
More specifically, once the pre-depositional controls on diagenesis have been established, it is
possible to relate the inferred eogenetic mineral assemblages to exact geochemical sedimentary
environments. Sedimentary mineral assemblages chemically are characterized by relative
instability and so tend to interact with interstitial pore waters. Thus, in non-marine environments,
mineral authigenesis may reflect arid-oxidizing, or wet-reducing pore-water conditions, and in the
marine environment, either oxidizing or reducing pore waters.
During mesogenesis different processes become important. Elevated temperatures add energy to
the reacting system, lowering reaction barriers and increasing reaction rates. Furthermore,
widespread pore fluid migration at depth, transporting large quantities of solute, is likely to
impart major, regional diagenetic changes to sediments. That there is a remarkable degree of
consistency in deep burial settings suggests that depth-related processes conform to a predictable
pattern.
Additional geochemical instability is introduced into the diagenetic system during uplift and
exposure to the telogenetic realm. Minerals formed during burial, at elevated temperatures and
pressures, and from concentrated formation waters. may become unstable in oxidizing, meteoric
waters.
Diagenetic research requires the complete dissection of sedimentary rocks and, subsequently,
the quantitative chemical and mineralogical analysis of their individual components. Such an
approach to diagenetic studies, when related to an assessment of their paragenesis. may eventually
lead to a predictive, integrated model for the eolution of sedimentary clastic rocks.
Published for The Geological Society
by Blackwell Scientific Publications
1985
Sediiieiitologi (1986) 33, 587 -604
Thin section and S.E.M. textural criteria for the recognition of cement-dissolution
porosity in sandstones
S. D. BURLEY* 011(1 J. D. KANTOROWICZt
Department of Geolog;. The Unirersity, 1-lull HU6 7RX, U.K.
ABSTRACT
Cement-porosity relationships are described from the Lower Triassic Sherwood Sandstone Group and the
Middle Jurassic Ravenscar Group in the United Kingdom. Calcite cemented sandstones display a variety
of replacement textures, with preferential replacement of grains and of overgrowth faces with high free-
surface energy. Dolomite and siderite cemented sandstones display similar textures but replacement is less
specific and euhedral overgrowth surfaces are commonly embayed by carbonates. Examination of the more
porous sandstones with the scanning electron microscope reveals a range of pitting and embayment
textures in authigenic overgrowths and in detrital grains. These range from small v'-shaped notches and
pits, through regular and irregular shaped embayments, into large depressions. These textures appear to be
morphologically similar to the quartz surfaces seen in thin sections of carbonate cemented sandstones, and
are interpreted to have been formed by the dissolution of pore-filling and grain replacive authigenic
carbonates. This is confirmed by examination of experimentally exhumed overgrowth surfaces from
carbonate cemented sandstones. These textures indicate that part of the intergranular porosity in these
sediments is secondary in origin, and has been generated by the dissolution of carbonate cements. The
identification of such textures may lead to a more confident interpretation of the nature of intergranular
porosity in the subsurface.
Present addresses: * Geologisches Institut, Universitit
Bern, Baltzerstrasse I, CH-30l2, Berne, Switzerland.
tKoninkliike/Shell Exploratic en Produktie Laboratorie,
Volmerlaan 6, Rijswijk ZH, The Netherlands.
Sedimentology (1986) 33.
DISCUSSION
Thin section and SEii textural criteria for the recognition of cement-dissolution
porosity in sandstones
ANDREW HURST
Statoil. Forus, Postboks 300.4001 Staianger, Norway
PER ARNE BJØRKUM
Rogaland Research Institute, Department ofPetroleum Geology, Posthoks 2503 Ullandhaug, N-4001 Szaranger,
Norway
Identification of dissolution textures in sandstones,
for example etch pits, provides a basis for comparing
experimentally-derived dissolution textures and pos-
sibly, for relating those textures to experimentally-
derived dissolution rates. Burley & Kantorowicz
(1986) state correctly that textures developed on the
surfaces zf quartz grains and their overgrowths should
reflect the conditions (pore water chemistry and fluid
flow) in which quartz dissolution was produced during
carbonate d.ottition. In addition, they note that
calcite rcplacernent of quartz involves the selective
disoution of surfaces with high free energy but that
both dolomite and siderite cements appear to be non-
selective, corroding both (assumed) high and low free
energy surfaces.
To explain these fundamentally different textural
relationships bet'. ccii quartz and the different carbon-
ate cements, two different styles of dissolution are
invoked, transport-controlled dissolution and surface-
reaction controlled dissolution. These two styles of
mineral dissolution have been proved for some
minerals by dissolution experiments (e.g. Berrier,
1978) and the surface textures they produce are readily
characterized by SEM.
Transport-controlled dissolution is typical of disso-
lution in strong solvents, where the rate of removal of
ions from the dissolving surface is dependent on the
supply and flow of solvent to and from the surface.
Textures produced are rounded, and the dissolving
minerals rarely preserve any morphological character-
istics typical of their crystalline form. Surface-reaction
controlled dissolution is typical of dissolution in weak
solvents, where removal of loris from mineral surfaces
is dependent on the surface energy characteristics of
the dissolving mineral. Thus, surface-reaction con-
trolled dissolution may be interpreted to be 'selective'
as dissolution occurs at the most favourable sites on a
crystal surface. Two objections are raised to the
interpretations made by Burley & Kantorowicz.
Firstly, we do not believe that transport-controlled
dissolution of quartz is likely to occur in thag,ni
Secondly, we do not believe that their conclusions
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We thank Hurst & Bjorkum (1986) for their stimulat-
ing comments on our paper (Burley & Kantorowicz,
1986). In our paper we described carbonate replace-
rnent of authigenic quartz overgrowths and detrital
quartz grains in carbonate cemented sandstones
together with the thin section and SEM appearance
of corroded and modified quartz overgrowths in
porous sandstones. The similarity between the ob-
'served replacement and corrosion textures led us to
interpret the Iatte to indicate the former presence of
a replacive mineral in the porous sandstones. These
features were thus considered to represent reliable
criteria for the recognition of intergranular secondary
porosity produced through the removal of replacive
authigenic carbonates. Additionally, we noted that
different styles of corrosion and replacement were
developed depending upon the nature of the carbonate
minerals present or inferred to have been removed.
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Calcite replacement was observed to be very specific
in its choice of replacement sites, whilst dolomite and
siderite appeared to be non-specific. This we inferred
may reflect the chemistry of the fluids responsible for
carbonate precipitation and quartz dissolution. Spe-
cific replacement was suggested to be the result of
surface reaction controlled dissolution and non-
specific replacement the result of transport controlled
dissolution. Hurst & Bjerkum (1986) raise two main
objections to our inferences. Firstly they believe
transport-controlled dissolution of quartz is unlikely
tc, occur "in diagenesis" (our italics). Secondly, they
question our interpretation of the replacement textures
and propose an alternative method of producing
apparently non-specific corrosion. We reply to these
two objections, first, by clarifying some of the
petrographical observations in question and, second,
by addressing the relevant parts of Hurst & Bjørkum's
theoretical arguments against transport-controlled
dissolution.
THE ROLE OF HYDRODYNAMIC SYSTEMS IN SEDIMENTARY BASIN
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ABSTRACT
Three major hydrodynamic systems may be developed in sedimentary
basins, comprising meteoric groundwater flow, cross-formational flow and
thermocompactional flow. Immature basins are dominated by thermocom-
pactional flow with the successive products of clay mineral and biotic
organic matter diagenesis preceeding hydrocarbon generation from the
basin centre. Mature sedimentary basins are characterised by hydrocarbon
migration and entrapment with subsequent cross-formational flow of basin
fluids along porous conduits. Supermature basins in contrast suffer
extensive ground water penetration following cessation of active subsi-
dence or structural inversion.
The U.K. North Sea Basin and adjacent continental shelf is a classic
example of a mature sedimentary basin with a diverse and complex se-
quence of sedimentary infilling. The products of both inorganic and
organic diagenetic processes have drastically affected these sediments and
have had the effect of both improving and reducing the reservoir quality
of porous media. Mudrocks, evaporites and carbonate sediments have
acted as widespread donors of a variety of solutes which have migrated
into the more porous conduits and solute sinks. The resulting reservoir
quality of porous sandstones is influenced not only by these diagenetic
processes but also by the order which they occur and the relative timing
of hydrocarbon emplacement.
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PLATE 2 .1
COARSE-GRAINED LITBOFACIES; GRAVEL AND MEDIUM TO COARSE SAND
a. Coarse-grained cross-bedded sandstone, lithofacies Bp. Marchwood
Borehole, 5556'8".
b. Basal conglomerate, with rounded and weathered cobbles, lithofacies Am.
Marchwood Borehole, 5632'2" to 5630'6".
c. Delicately cross-bedded, fine to medium-grained sandstone, lithofacies
Cp. Note leaching along fracture. Kirkham Borehole, 1348'9".
d. Coarse, basal channel scour deposit, lithofacies Be. Kirkham Borehole,
1305' to 1303'.
e. Coarse, pebbly channel fill deposit above erosive base with abundant
mndflake intraclasts, lithofacies Be, Bp and Cl. Kirkham Borehole,
1413', 1404'6", 1393'6" and 1392'.
f. Well sorted, well cross-bedded, inedium-grained sandstones of possible
aeolian origin; note curvature of foresets. Lithofacies Cp. 110/3-3,
3736'.
g. Planar cross-bedded, medium-grained sandstone with internal planar
erosion surfaces of probable fluvial origin. Lithofacies Cp.
110/3-3, 3546'.
h. Coarse, pebbly lag deposit with abundant mudflake rip-up intraclasts
above sharp erosive surface. Lithofacies Be/Ce. 110/3-3, 3398'.
i. Parallel laminated and adhesion rippled, medium-grained "millet seed"
sandstone of aeolian origin. Lithofacies Cl and Cr. Kirkham Borehole,
1450' and 1447'.
j. Basal erosion surface (dipping at 750 in the core) with medium-grained
sandstone containing abundant mudflake intraclasts. Lithofacies Be.
16/29-2, 10538'.
k. Well developed planar cross-bedded medium-grained sandstone. Litho-
facies Cp. Black spots are sphaerosiderite. 16129-2, 10496'6".

PLATE 2.2
FINE-GRA1NED LITHOFACIES; SEDiMENTARY STRIJCTIJRES IN FINE SAND
a. Current ripples and fine laminations in core with steep tectonic dip
(4ØO)• Lithofacies Dl and Dr. 16/29-2, 10700'.
b. Trough-shaped ripples with highly erosive internal bounding surfaces
interbedded with silty mudrocks. Extensive colour mottling. Marchwood
Borehole, 5593'3".
c. Parallel laminated fine-grained sandstone with colour mottling. Litho-
facies Dl. Marchwood Borehole, 5550'9".
d. Cross-bedded and rippled, erosively based fine-grained sandstones
interbedded with rippled silty mudrocks of sheet flood association.
Lithofacies Cp, Dl, Dr and Er. Marchwood Borehole, 5564'4".
e. Interbedded rippled and laminated fine sandstones and silty mudrocks.
Ljthofacies Dr, Dl and El. Fracture dissects the core. Kirkham Bore-
hole, 1345'.
f. Erosively based, rippled fine-grained sandstones interbedded with la-
minated mudrocks. Lithofacies Dr and El. Kirkham Borehole, 1199'S".
g. Delicately current rippled and wavy laminated fine-grained sandstone.
Lithofacies Dl and Dr. Kirkham Borehole, 1434'.
Ii. Alternating parallel laminae of rippled fine sandstone and laminated
silty mudrocks. Lithofacies Dr and El. Kirkham Borehole, 1278'.
i. Parallel laminated fine-grained sandstone. Lithofacies Dl. 110/3-3,
3501'.
j. Parallel laminated fine-grained sandstone with PCL visible on bedding
plane surfaces. Lithofacies Dl. N.W.VI.A. Observation Borehole 18, 19m.

PLATE 2.3
FINE-GRAINED LITHOFACIES; SOFT SEDIMENT DEFORMATION STRUCTURES AND
PROBABLE BIOTURBATION TEXTURES
a. Interbedded silty sandstones and laminated silty mudrocks with abundant
disruption of mudrock laminae producing angular chips. Possible blo-
turbation and horizontal burrows in sandier layers. Lithofacies Dl and
El, possibly Eb. Kirkhain Borehole, 1327'.
b. Erosively based "sheet sandstones" showing basal loading and injection
structures. Tops of sandstones bioturbated with short vertical burrows
extending down from overlying silty mudrocks. Lithofacies Cr and Eb.
Kirkham Borehole, 1322'.
c. Homogenised, argillaceous, fine-grained sandstone as a result of flui-
disation or bioturbation. Relic mudrock lamination locally preserved.
Lithofacies Dd/Db? Kiriham Borehole, 1328'6".
d. Dish-shaped water escape structures in a horizontally bedded fine-
grained sandstone. Lithofacies Db. 110/3-3, 3471'.
e. Intensely "mixed" sheet sandstone association. Mixing a result of
fluidisation or bioturbation? Lithofacies Dd/Db? 110/3-3, 3472'.
f. Complex association of sediment loading, water escape and bioturbation
in sandstone-mudrock couplets. Note possible vertical escape-type
burrows. 110/3-3, 3475'.
g. Intense fluidisation of laminated (and rippled?) fine-grained argil-
laceous sandstone. Lithofacies Dd. Capped by erosively based channel
sandstone, 110/3-3, 3638'4".
h. Mottled, silty mudrock with largely homogenised lamination due to
fluidisation, bioturbation or root disruption? Lithofacies Dd/Db?
Marchwood Borehole, 5510'.
i. Laminated, fine-grained argillaceous sandstone with interbedded mud-
rock laminae. Extensive disruption of laminae into angular chips due to



















FINE-GRAINED LITBOFACIES; BURROWS AND BIOTURBATION STRUCTURES
a. Fine-grained argillaceous sandstone with bedding largely destroyed by
vertical/oblique protrusive-retrusive burrowing. Degree of bioturbation
increases vertically. Channel base at top. Lithofacies Dd. Marchwood
Borehole, 5559t311
b. Sheet flood association of very fine-grained sandstone-siltstone
couplets largely destroyed by retrusive burrowing. Burrows established
on siltstone surface and penetrate both downwards into soft underlying
sand of previous "flood" and escape upwards when subsequently buried
by the succeeding flood sand. Burrows of Cyclindricum and
Planolites types (Pollard and Lovell, 1976). Lithofacies Dd.
Marchwood Borehole, 5570'6".
c. Rippled, argillaceous sandstone with abundant oblique-horizontal sand-
filled cylindrical burrows of Planolites. Some burrows have a dark
lining similar to Si phonites (Pollard and Lovell, 1976). Lithofacies
Dd. Marchwood Borehole, 5604'.
d. Highly bioturbated fine-grained sandstone with relics of former mudrock
laminations, extensively destroyed by protrusive and retrusive burrows
and intense bioturbation. Common angular mudflake chips towards top of
core piece. Litliofacies Ce and Dd. Marchwood Borehole, 5609'.
e. Laminated and rippled fine-grained sandstone with small, cylindrical
retrusive-protrusive vertical burrows. Lithofacies Dl, Dr and Db.
110/3-3, 3662'.
f. Alternating layers of rippled and bioturbated fine-grained argillaceous
sandstones. Long vertical-oblique "escape-type" burrow. Lithofacies
Dl, Dr and Db. 110/3-3, 3688'.
g. Rippled and laminated fine-grained sandstone with distinct horizons of
intense bioturbation. Common vertical escape-type burrows. Lithofacies
Dl, Dr and Db. 110/3-3, 3694'6".
h. Intensely bioturbated argillaceous siltstone with almost all traces of
bedding destroyed. Fine-grained sandstone at top of the core piece may
be loaded. Lithofacies Dd. Kirkham Borehole, 1324'.

PLATE 2.5
CALCRETES FROM THE 1RIASSIC OF RAASAY, NORTH—WEST SCOTLAND
a. General view of mudrock lithology with abundant calcite nodular aggre-
gates, coalescing in the upper cliff to form a crude carbonate crust.
Lithofacies Fn, Fp and Fl.
b. Similar exposure showing development of rhizoliths formed of stacked
nodules. Crust present at top of profile. Lithofacies Fp and Fl.
c. Detail of nodules and vertical pipe—type rhizoliths. Lithofacies Fp.
d. Pervasive intergranular calcite cement of calcrete origin in conglome-
rate overlying mudrock lithologies. Litbofacies Am.
e. Detail of intragranular calcite cement; note meniscus rim cement
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PLATE 2.6
CARBONATE LITHOFACIES; PEDOGENIC CARBONATE AND CARBONATE CEMENTS
a. Fractured carbonate crust, capping calcrete profile. Lithofacies Fl.
Marc]iwood Borehole, 5579'8".
b. Large, coalesced calcrete nodules culminating in a thin crust. Litho
facies Fp and Fl. Marchwood Borehole, 5607'.
c. Isolated, small caicrete nodules set in argillaceous very fine—grained
sandstone. Lithofacies Fu. Marchwood Borehole, 5544'.
d. Nobbly, branching elongate carbonate nodules probably representing
rhizo—concretjon. River Otter outcrop section, Otter Sandstones
Formation, south Devon.
e. Poikilotopic, late calcite cement forming a pervasive but irregular
pore—filling and extensively cementing coarse sandstone. Marchwood
Borehole, 5540'.
f. Laminated cement paralleling sedimentary bedding (adhesion ripple),
probably early pedogenic—type dolomite formed in sabkha environment.
Lithofacies Cr. Kirkham Borehole, 1426'6", 14408.
g. Small isolated calcite nodules in mudrock of caicrete origin. Litho-
facies Fn. St. Bees Shales, British Steel shallow core, St. Bees Head,
western Cumbria.
b. Calcite nodules deformed during water escape. Lithofacies Fi. St. Bees
Shales, British Steel shallow core, St. Bees Head, western Cumbria.
j. Coarse, poikilotopic rhombic dolomite cement overprinting sedimentary
bedding, of probable pedogenic origin. 110/3-3, 3306'.
j. Rhombic ankerite cement parallel and aligned along sedimentary bedding
in mediunr-grained sandstone. 16/29-2, 10647'.

PLATE 2.7
THE BUDLEIGH SALTERTON PEBBLE BEDS IN FOXENBOLES QUARRY, WEST HILL,
OUER ST. MARY, SOUTH DEVON
a. General view of the eastern quarry face showing the dominance of pebbly
lithologies interbedded with subordinate pebbly sandstones. Large
trough-shaped gravelly channel-fill is visible in the upper centre of
the lower quarry face. Note the impersistent lateral extent of the
sandstone lithologies. Palaeoflow into the plane of the photograph.
b. Detail of gravel-filled channel which erodes down into a bank of cross-
bedded, pebbly sandstone. Note the cobble lag to the channel and the
pebble imbrication developed towards the top of the channel fill.
c. General view of the uppermost part of the northern quarry face essen-
tially at right-angles to the palaeoflow. The face is dominated by
gravelly sediments with around 20% of interbedded pebbly sandstone.
Little or no internal structure can be discerned in the gravels, but
the pebbly sandstones are well cross-bedded and indicate a palaeoflow
to the right (east). Note the lower pebbly sandstone bar grades up-
stream into gravel deposits suggesting the sandstones represent down-
stream and lateral, falling-stage modifications to gravel bars.
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REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE MARCIIWOOD No. 1 BOREHOLE
(B.G.S./DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY), SOUTHAMPTON, WESSEX BASIN
55593" Bioturbated silty mudrock (lithofacies Eb) overlain by erosively
based channel sandstone. Note relief on base of channel.
5556'8" Cross-bedded, coarse-grained pebbly channel siltstone. Litho-
fades Bp. Carbonate cement aligned along foresets.
5540'	 Channel sandstone with extensive cementation by poikilotopic
calcite.
5564'4" Sheet sandstone association comprising thin, erosively based
cross-bedded sandstones (lithofacies Ce, Cp, Cr) interbedded
with rippled and laminated silty mudrocks (lithofacies El, Er).
5582'	 Intensely bioturbated, very fine-grained argillaceous sandstones
and silty mudrocks. Lithofacies Dl, Dr, Db, Em and Eb.
5593'3" Fine-grained sandstones with ripple drift (lithofacies Cr) inter-
bedded with bioturbated silty mudrocks (lithofacies Eb).
5570'6" Intensely bioturbated distal sheet sandstone association compris-
jug very fine-grained argillaceous sandstones and silty niudrocks.
Litbofacies Dr, Db, El and Eb.
5609'	 Bomogenised, argillaceous sandstone with abundant burrows. Litho-
facies Db.
5604'	 Fine-grained sandstone with ripple drift and abundant horizontal
burrows. Lithofacies Dr and Db.
5630'6" Basal conglomerate with well rounded cobbles above a sharp
erosion surface at 5632'2". Note the peripheral weathering rim
around the cobbles. Lithofacies Am.
5625'lO" Sheet sandstone association showing development of loading.
Lithofacies Ce, Cr, Dr and Dd.

PLATE 2.8B
REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM TEE MARCBOOD No. 1 BOREHOLE (B. G. SI
DEPAR11tENT OF ENERGY), SOUThAMPTON, WESSEX BASIN (continued)
5510'	 Bomogenised, argillaceous very fine—grained sandstone and silty
mudstone. Lithofacies Db/Db?
5550'9" Horizontally laminated fine—grained sandstone with primary
current lineation. Lithofacies Cl.
5544'	 Isolated calcite calcrete nodules in an argillaceous very fine—
grained sandstone. Lithofacies Fn.
5531'6" Large calcrete nodules coalescing to form calcite aggregates
that replace and displace much of the host sediment. Litho-
facies Fp.
5607'	 Aggregate calcrete nodules forming a laminar crust. Lithofacies
Pp and Fl.
5573'3" Large caicrete nodule displaying evidence of vertical growth,
possibly root related? Lithofacies Fp.
5572'3" Large calcrete nodule beneath a laminar crust with extensive
late fracture filling calcite. Lithofacies Fp and Fl.




EXPOSURES OF TEE LITLEWORTB BEDS AT TEE TYPE LOCALITY, LITI'LEWORTH,
RUG ELEY, STAFFORDSHIRE
a. Roadside exposure (A460) in Littleworth showing the typical, pebbly
nature of the Littleworth Beds. Note complex internal stratification
and tendency for pebbly sandstones to pass upstream into conglomeratic
sandstones suggesting reactivation of bars. Palaeoflow directions va-
riable, but generally to right of photograph (north). Height of outcrop
Ca. 20'. Location SK 014 119.
b. Detail of buff in left foreground of (a) showing pebbles aligned on
foresets and erosive bounding surface between two bed forms.
c. Detail of foreset surface (top of exposure (a)) showing development of
primary current lineation.
d. Sand-dominated sequence in the Littleworth Basin with very few pebbles.
Note the essentially horizontal, gently undulose bounding erosion sur-
faces separating individual bars. Palaeoflow directions variable but
generally to the northwest (to the right and into the plane of the
photograph). Exposure behind terraced houses in Littleworth village


































REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE PLAYGROUND BOREBOLE (N. C. B.)
STAFFORDSHIRE
When this core was photographed no reliable depths were available for the
cores so this photograph simply provides a visual record of the type of
sediments penetrated in the Playground Borehole. The cores are arranged
(bottom left to top right) to represent an idealised fluvial sequence in
the Littleworth Beds. Note the well rounded extraforniational pebbles in
coarse, well developed planar cross—bedded channel sandstones and the
micaceous laminations in the finer grained sandstones (with PCL) developed
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NO RELIABLE DEPTHS KNOWN
PLATE 2.11
REPRESENTATIVE PIECES FROM THE ALLOTMENT No. 1 BOREHOLE (N. C. B),
STAFFORD BASIN
130-129in Coarse, largely clast supported conglomerate with a variety of
extra-formational pebbles. Note the generally upwards decreasing
pebble size. Bedding extremely difficult to recognise in such
coarse deposits in cores, but except for the graded bedding,
there is no obvious imbrication or alignment of clasts to
suggest organisation into foresets. Lithofacies Am.
124 m	 Abrupt top of gravel deposits overlain by horizontally bedded
medium sand. Lithofacies B.
94-86 m	 Pebbly, well cross-bedded, coarse sandstone with planar-tabular
foresets. •Note also presence of mudflake intraclasts on fore-
sets. Lithofacies Bp.
77-76 m	 Largely pebble-free, coarse to medium-grained cross-bedded sand-
stone above a pebbly channel lag deposit and basal erosion sur-
face. Lithofacies sequence Be, Bp.
26-25 m Pebble-free coarse to inedium-grained sandstones with planar
foresets at base of set passing upwards into deformed fore-
sets. Lithofacies Bp.
40-39 m Low angled cross-bedded and upper flow regime plane bedded,











REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE MARSTON BOREHOLE, (N. C • B.),
STAFFORD BASIN
620 m	 Conglonieratic rubble recovered from above the basal Triassic un-
conformity. Note the large pebbles and purple mudstone
fragments.
618-617 ni Matrix supported, conglomeratic sandstone with poorly developed
horizontal bedding and pebble imbrication. Lithofacies Am/As.
616-615 ni Pebbly, cross-bedded medium to coarse-grained sandstones. Note
the abundant internal erosion surfaces. Lithofacies Bp and Bt.
614-613 m Fine to medium-grained, well cross-bedded and locally rippled,
largely pebble-free sandstones of lithofacies Cp, Ct, Cl and
Cr.




REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM TEE KIRKEAM BOREHOLE (BRITISH GAS),
LANCASHIRE BASIN MARGIN
1199'5" Sheet sand association comprising "gritty", rippled sandstones
interbedded with green inudstones. Lithofacies Er and Dl. Open
vertical fractures at base of core piece.
1200'6" Finely cross-bedded and rippled sandstones with small pebbles
(2-5mm) above erosive base. Lithofacies Ce, Ct and Cr.
1203'	 Colour-leached sandstone fragmented by box-work fractures
cemented with dolomite.
1214'9" Horizontally laminated "gritty" sandstone with extensive colour
leaching associated with oblique inclined fractures.
1215'8" Laminated, fine-grained sandstone (lithofacies Cl) overlain by
sharp erosive base and sandstone containing sandstone pebbly
intraclasts (lithofacies Ce). Oblique inclined fractures dissect
the core.
1278'	 Alternating parallel laminae of rippled fine sandstone and lami-
nated silty mudrocks. Lithofacies Dr and El. Bealed fracture,
almost vertical, cuts the core piece.

PLATE 2.13B
REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE KIRKIIAM BOREHOLE, (BRITISH GAS),
LANCASHIRE BASIN MARGIN (continued)
1327'	 Interbedded silty sandstones and laminated silty mudrocks with
abundant disruption of mudrock laminae producing angular chips.
Sandstone layers may display bioturbation. Lithofacies Dl and El,
with Eb.
1328'6" Extensively homogenised, fine-grained sandstone with relic mud-
rock laminae probably originally typical of the sheet sandstone
association. Water escape fluidisation or bioturbation respon-
sible for the homogenisation. Lithofacies Dd/Db?
1322'	 Alteration of erosively-based sheet sandstones with frequent
development of load structures. Lithofacies Ce and Cr. Possible
bioturbation of sandstone tops.
1348'9" Delicately cross-bedded, medium to fine-grained micaceous sand-
stones above a basal erosion surface. Note the gradual decrease




REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE KIRKBAM BOREHOLE (BRITISH GAS),
LANCASHIRE BASIN MARGIN (continued): Representative core pieces from a
fluvial channel fill sequence.
1413'	 Erosive channel base (masked by oblique fracture with associated
colour leaching).
1404'6-1393'6"Typical core pieces from some 21' of coarse, pebbly sand-
stones (lithofacies Cp) displaying well developed planar—tabular
cross—bedding. Angular, elongate mudflake intraclasts, aligned
along foresets, common.
1392'	 Micaceous, strongly laminated fine—grained sandstone with PCL di-




REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM TEE KIRKIIAM BOREHOLE (BRITISH GAS),
L.ANCASIIIR.E BASIN MARGIN (continued): Aeolian and aeolian-related facies
1421'3" Apparently structurless fine to medium-grained sandstone deposited
above a sharp basal erosion surface. Lithofacies C.
1426'6" Low angled cross-bedded, coarse-grained, friable sandstone with
millet seed grains typical of aeolian dune deposits. Litho-
facies C.
1434'	 Very fine-grained, rippled and often argillaceous sandstones
delicately interbedded with silty laminated mudrocks, probably
representing waterlain interdune deposits. Lithofacies Dl, Dr
and El.
1440'	 Medium to coarse-grained, friable sandstones displaying an ir-
regular, wavy lamination of probable adhesion ripple origin.
Note patchy carbonate cement that parallels bedding. Lithofacies
Cr.
1447'	 Finely cross-bedded, medium-grained friable sandstone characte-
rised by millet seed grains. Typical aeolian fades, Cp.
1450'	 Wavy laminated and asymmetrically rippled medium to coarse-




THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE EXPOSED IN THE CLIFF SECTIONS AT ST BEES BEAD,
WESTERN CUMBRIA
a. Complex of stacked, erosively based trough and planar—tabular cross—
bedded sandstones of low sinuosity fluvial deposits. Sedimentologists
Alan Mitchell and Jim Strachan for scale.
b. Complex of planar—tabular cross—bedded and plane bedded sandstones of
low sinuosity fluvial deposits. Note the lateral change in sedimentary
structures between individual bounding erosion surfaces. Sedimeutolo-
gists Kevin Dean (front right), John Berry (back right) and Dick Fowler
(back centre, balding head, partially obscured) for scale.
c. Penecontemporary soft sediment deformation along inclined foresets
(water escape?). Compare with Plate 2.15B, 3638'4". Bammer for scale.
d. Asymmetric current ripples developed at top of fluvial cycle; waning































REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM TIlE 110/3-3 WELL (BRITISH GAS), MORECAMBE
BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA BASIN; Coarse —grained fluvial and aeolian facies.
3736' Strongly cross—bedded, medium— grained friable sandstones with well
rounded grains. Note dolomite cement aligned along foresets.
Lithofacies Cp of probable aeolian origin.
3398' Coarse—grained, pebbly sandstone directly overlying mudrock litho—
logy with a sharp, erosive contact. Note mudflake intraclasts and
clasts of dolomite cemented sandstone. Lithofacies Be.
3546' Well cross—bedded, medium—grained sandstone with dolomite cement
aligned along foresets and pink, poikilotopic rhombic dolomite
cement. Lithofacies Cp.
3306' Cross—bedded, medium—grained sandstone with coarsely crystalline
pink poikilotopic rhombic dolomite cement. Lithofacies Cp.
3298' Fine—grained, argillaceous sandstone with asymmetric current
ripples (lithofacies Dr) sharply and abruptly overlying medium—
grained cross—bedded sandstone (lithofacies Cp).




REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE 110/3-3 WELL (BRITISH GAS), MORECAMBE
BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA BASIN (continued): Fine-grained fluvial facies.
3688'	 Alternating layers of ripples and bioturbated, fine-grained ar-
gillaceous sandstones of typical sheet sandstone association.
Note the long oblique-vertical escape-type insect burrow. Litho-
facies Dl, Dr and Db.
3662'	 Laminated and rippled sheet sandstone association. Note the
climbing ripples and "gritty" lag deposits. Common small retru-
sive-protrusive insect burrows. Lithofacies Dl, Dr and Db.
3694'6" Well developed alternation of fine-grained rippled sandstones
and laminated mudrocks typical of the sheet sandstone associa-
tion. Mudrocks highly mixed by bioturbation and retrusive
burrows often extend down into the underlying sandstones. Litho-
facies Dl, Dr and El,.
3475'	 Complex association of sediment loading, water escape and biotur-
bation in saudstone-mudrock couplets. Large retrusive burrow
penetrates from sandstone into mudrock. Lithofacies Cr, Dl, Dr
and Eb.
3472'	 Intensely mixed sheet sandstones association. Mixing a result of
fluidisation or bioturbation?
3638'4" Intense fluidisation of laminated (and rippled?) fine-grained
argillaceous sandstone of lithofacies Dd (compare with Plate
2.14C).
3471'	 Dish-shaped water escape structures in a horizontally bedded
fine-grained sandstone of lithofacies Dd.

PLATE 2.16
REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM THE KIRKBY THORE (KT909) BOREHOLE (BRITISH
GYPSUM), MILBURN, VALE OF EDEN.
A sequence of core pieces representing the transition through the Eden
Shales into the increasingly sand-dominated, generally coarsening upwards
St. Bees Sandstone.
418'-389' Dessication cracked, laminated mudstones and very fine-grained
sandstones. Lithofacies El, Er.
379'-359' Low angled cross-bedded and plane-bedded fine to medium-grained
sandstone. Lithofacies Cp, Cl.
363'-359' Sheet sandstone association comprising flat, erosively based,
cross-bedded and rippled fine-grained sandstones interbedded
with rippled, laminated and dessication cracked mudrocks.
Lithofacies Ce, Cp, Cr and El, Er.
335'-332' Migrating sand bar/channel fill sequence beginning with sharp
erosive base above which inudflake intraclasts are concentrated
in planar-tabular cross-bedded, medium-grained sandstone.
Bounding erosion surfaces then separate subsequent horizontally
bedded and cross-bedded sandstone sets. Lithofacies Ce, Cp, Cl,
Ct.
328'-326' Top of cross-bedded bar deposit fining upwards into laminated
very fine-grained, silty sandstones. Base of succeeding erosive
set complete with mudflake intraclasts caps the core piece.
320'-318' Sequence of complex cross-bedded sets, gradually decreasing in
grain size and set thickness upwards. Lithofacies Cp, Cl, Ct.
317'-314' Trough cross-bedding with curved foresets developed in medium-
grained sandstones. Lithofacies Ct.
311'-308' Large set of low-angled planar cross-bedding in medium-grained
sandstone. Lithofacies Cp.
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REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM TEE NORTH WEST WATER AUThORITY VALE OF
EDEN AND CARLISLE PLAIN OBSERVATION BOREHOLE
KIRKLINGTON SANDSTONE
BH 13 19.5 m Structureless fine-grained sandstone. Lithofacies C.
BR 13 38.0 m Low angled, cross-bedded fine-grained sandstone with small
pedogenic dolomite nodules. Lithofacies Cp.
BR 13 46.0 m Small scale, wedge-shaped cross-bedding in fine to medium-
grained sandstone. Lithofacies Ct ?.
ST. BEES SANDSTONE
Selected core pieces, slabbed and polished to illustrate the typical facies
developed within an idealised St. Bees Sandstone fluvial sequence.
BR 14 54.2 m Pebbly, coarse-grained channel lag deposit. Lithofacies Be.
BH 18 75.0 m Mudflake "conglomerate". Lithofacies Ce.
BR 15 58.5 m Small scale cross-bedded sandstone with mudflake intra-
clasts aligned along foresets. Lithofacies Cp/Ct.
BH 14 45.0 m Fine-grained sandstone with trough cross-bedding. Litho-
facies Ct.
BR 18	 7.0 m Colour leached, horizontally bedded, fine-grained sand-
stone. Lithofacies Cl.
BR 14 96.0 m Horizontally bedded, fine-grained sandstone. Lithofacies
Cl.
BH 14 102.0 m Low angled, cross-bedded, fine-grained sandstone. Litho-
facies Cp.
BH 18 19.0 m Plane bedded, micaceous, fine-grained sandstone with PCL.
BIT 18 85.0 vi Micaceous, very fine-grained argillaceous sandstone with
mud drapes. Lithofacies Dl.
BR 18 84.0 m Thin, very fine-grained rippled sandstones with erosive,
loaded bases interbedded with laminated silty mudrocks.
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REPRESENTATIVE CORE PIECES FROM ThE 16/29-2 WELL (PHILLIPS), CENTRAL
NORTH SEA
Inclined bedding in core pieces results from a combination of tectonic dip
and deviation of the well.
10700'	 Interbedded current rippled, very fine-grained sandstones and
silty mudrocks (lithofacies Dr, Er and El) overlain by coarse-
grained sandstones which penetrates scoured and fractured
surface of mudrocks.
10538'	 Mudflake intraclast conglomerate above a sharp, abrupt erosion
surface. Lithofacies Ce. Black spots concentrated in green mud-
flakes are sphaerosiderite.
10647'	 Cross-bedded, medium-grained sandstone with ankerite cement
aligned along foresets. Lithofacies Cp.
10554'	 Structureless medium-grained sandstones. Oblique included frac-
tures, cemented with ankerite cut the core pieces from top left
to centre right. Lithofacies C.
10496'6" Finely laminated (probably horizontal originally) fine-grained
sandstone of lithofacies Cl overlain by medium to coarse-grained











PHOTOMICROGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING ThXTURE AND MINERALOGY OF ThE PROXIMAL
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Pocr1y sorted feldspathic sandstones from the base of a fluvial unit in
the Otter Sandstones, south Devon. The large rounded grain (centre) is
a microcrystalline calcite fragment presumably derived from intraforma-
tional calcrete. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. Well sorted feldspathic sandstones from the Budleigh Salterton Pebble
Beds. All the illitic clay 'clots' (dark speckled areas) were original-
ly potassium feldspar which probably totalled as much as 35% of the
original mineralogy. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
c. A pebbly sandstone comprising abundant clasts of silty mudstone,
siltstone and fine sandstone (left and centre) together with lesser
quantities of quartz (right centre) and feldspar (top left). Marchwood
Borehole, 5597', Wessex Basin. Scale bar = 3 mm.
d. Abundant detrital potassium feldspar grains (cloudy, turbid grains with
clear overgrowths) in an arkose from the upper sandstone unit of the
Marchwood Borehole (5554'). When partially dissolved grains are includ-
ed in the modal analysis total feldspar in this sample amounts to 37%.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
e. Clay replaced grains containing abundant opaque ores considered to be
altered ferromagnesian basic igneous rock fragments, Allotment Borehole,
137.1 m, Stafford Basin. Scale bar = 1 mm.
f. Conglomerate from the Allotment Borehole (136.4 m) illustrating the
variety of rock fragment types. Extraformational sandstone (bottom
left), basic volcanic rock (bottom right) and coarsely crystalline
plutonic quartz (top centre). Scale bar = 1 mm.
g. Graded sorting in a sub-arkosic sandstone also from the Allotment
Borehole (30.5 m). Note the nodular carbonate cements (bottom left,
left centre) and extensive intergranular porosity (dark areas). Scale
bar	 1.2 mm.
h. Fine grained micaceous sandstone from the Allotment Borehole (60.8 in).
Such fine grained facies constitute only a minor component of the






















PHOTOMICROGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING TEXTURE AND MINERALOGY OF TUE DISTAL SIIERWOOD
SANDSTONE
a. Coarse grained, pebbly volcaniclastic sandstone occurring in the lower
St. Bees Sandstone, St. Bees Head, Cumbria. The volcanic rock
fragments are highly altered and clay replaced, although porphyroblasts
of feldspar and quartz can still be recognised. These volcaniclastic
sandstones are probably derived from the Lower Palaeozoic volcanics of
the flanking Lake District Massif. Scale bar = 3 mm.
b. A typical fine grained sandstone from the St.Bees Sandstone of the
Carlisle Plain. Simple monocrystalline quartz is the dominant detrital
component with feldspar and rock fragments being subordinate components.
Clay replaced grains (dark) probably result from alteration of various
ferromagnesian grains, including biotite. Intense compaction has de-
stroyed the original primary porosity. North West Water Authority
Observation Borehole 15, 49 m. Scale bar = 250 .
c. A well sorted fine to medium grained sandstone from the Eelsby Sandstone
in the Kirkham Borehole, Lancashire. The excellent intergranular
porosity (32% by thin section modal analysis) is interpreted to be
secondary in origin after removal of a pore filling cement but largely
exhumes and mimics the original porosity system.
	 irkham Borehole,
1444'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
d. Very well sorted, quartz-rich sandstone with well rounded, millet seed
grains; considered to be aeolian in origin. The excellent intergranular
porosity is again interpreted to be secondary in origin and exhumes the
original porosity system. Kirkham Borehole, 1451'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
e. Also typical of aeolian sandstones is this bimodal sorting texture which
allows a more compact packing density and results in reduced porosity.
Quartz-rich sandstone with detrital dolomite clasts (dark grains).
Kirklington Sandstone, North West Water Authority Borehole 13, 20 m.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
f. A similar bimodal texture from the upper St. Bees Sandstone of the
Irish Sea suggesting an aeolian influence in the St. Bees Sandstone.
The detrital mineralogy of these bimodal sandstones Is very similar to
the interbedded fluvial sandstones indicating a common source and
suggesting they may be isolated wind blown dunes developed in dry river
courses. 3732', 110/3-3 British Gas Well, Irish Sea. Scale barl.2 mm.
g. A very poorly sorted lithic sandstone from the basal conglomerates
flanking the Charuwood Forest ridge. Many of the clasts are highly
altered volcanic and tuffaceous rock fragments which contribute authi-
genic clay to the porosity system and hence increase the textural
immaturity. Whitwick Quarry, Charnwood, Leics. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
h. Medium to coarse grained moderately well sorted porous sandstone with
common feldspar and ferroan dolomite rock fragments. This well sorted
texture and excellent intergranular porosity system is typical of much
of the sandy Sherwood Sandstone alluvium of the western margin of the
Southern North Sea Basin from Nottingham northwards to Doncaster.













DIAGENETJC TEXTIJRES AND MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES IN ThE BUDLEIGH SALTERTON
PEBBLE BEDS, SOUTH DEVON
a. Poorly sorted conglomeratic sandstone with large rounded granitic rock
fragments (RF), clay replaced grains (A, dark) and intergranular, porefil-
hug kandite (K). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Budleigh Salter—
ton Coastal Section, Devon. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. Well sorted sandstone interbedded within conglomerate units illustrating
extensive grain dissolution porosity (d) and abundant clay replaced grains
(r). Foxenholes Quarry, Devon. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light.
Scale bar = 900 p.
c. Extensive j situ clay replacement of detrital grains (r). Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light. Foxenholes Quarry, Devon. Scale bar750 p.
d. Detail of clay replacement showing progressive alteration of detrital
potassium feldspar. Original grain outlines are highlighted in black ink.
Feldspar grain (F, bottom left) is partially replaced along cleavage by
ilhite—kandite mixture whilst grains centre and bottom right have been
totally replaced (r). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Foxenholes
Quarry, Devon. Scale bar = 120 p.
e. situ clay replaced grain. Scanning electron micrograph, Foxenholes
Quarry, Devon. Scale bar = 100 p.
f. Detail of authigenic replacement clay seen in Plate 3.1.e illustrating
intimate intergrowth of illite and kandite. Scanning electron micrograph,
Foxenholes Quarry, Devon. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Margin of a replaced K—feldspar grain (RG) enclosed in authigenic K—feld-
spar overgrowth (og) which, although not clay replaced, has suffered some
dissolution. Scanning electron inicrograph, Foxenholes Quarry, Devon.
Scale bar = 20 p.
Ii. Detail of intimate authigenic replacement texture comprising euhedral
adularia habit K—feldspar crystals, kandite aggregates and illite flakes.
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PLATE 3.2
POROSITY SYSTEM AND CLAY MINERALOGY OF TEE OTrER SANDSTONES
a. Well developed connected intergranular porosity system in medium to
coarse— grained sandstone. The open grain framework indicates little
compaction has taken place and thin section modal analysis shows some 26%
of porosity to be present. Cementing phases include feldspar overgrowths
and thin red stained clay rims. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Otter Sandstones, Lower Otter Valley, Devon. Scale bar
	
1.2 mm.
b. Surface textures of sand grains in the same sample as illustrated in Plate
3.2.a are covered with a thin anastomising network of upstanding ridges of
silica. These are considered to represent corrosion features produced by
solutions which precipitated calcite cements. The corrosion textures have
been exhumed following the subsequent removal of the carbonate cement.
Such an interpretation implies that the present porosity system is
secondary in origin. See section 3.8. for a fuller description and
discussion. Scanning electron micrograph, Otter Sandstones, Lower Otter
Valley, Devon. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Rounded detrital quartz grains from the basal Otter Sandstones coated with
thickened, diffuse rim of red stained clay. Such diffuse coatings are
typically developed when clay pellicles are enclosed in pore—filling
carbonate or sulphate cements. Photomicrograph. plane polarised light,
Basal Otter Sandstones, Budleigh Salterton West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar =
300 ji.
d. Surface of detrital quartz grain from sample illustrated in Plate 3.2.c.
Radially orientated haematite crystals are coated with tangentially arrang-
ed clay platelets on which radial box—work textured clay has nucleated.
Scanning electron micrograph, Basal Otter Sandstones, Budleigh Salterton
West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Grain replacing authigenic illitic clays exhibiting platy development.
Scanning electron micrograph, Basal Otter Sandstones, Budleigh Salterton
West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Transmission electron micrograph of the <2 p clay fraction from the
same sample as illustrated in Plate 3.2.e is dominated by irregular
aggregates of platy minerals. Occasional euhedral crystals of kandite are
visible (e.g., top centre). Basal Otter Sandstones, Budleigh Salterton
West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 2 p.
g. Detrital muscovite (N) showing expansion parallel to basal cleavage at
grain extremities. Optical and chemical characteristics of the splayed
ends () indicate the replacement authigenic clay is a kandite. Dark areas
(r) are replacement illite—smectite clays after unstable detrital silicate
grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Basal Otter Sandstones,
Budleigh Salterton East Cliff, Devon. Scale bar	 250 p.
b. Scanning electron micrograph illustrating a comparable texture as shown in
Plate 3.2 g. Aggregates of authigenic kandite (K) are interleaved between
splayed and illitised muscovite cleavage flakes. Basal Otter Sandstones,












CARBONATE CEMENTS IN TEE OTTER SANDS)NES
a. Relics of oxidised dolomite rhoinb (r) in porous sandstone. Electron
microprobe analysis indicates the relic is on iron oxides. Note partially
dissolved rock fragment, lower left corner. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, Otter Sandstones, lower Otter Valley, Devon. Scale bar
= 900 p.
b. Detail of partially dissolved and clay replaced dolomite rhomb. In thin
section the replacement clay is green and fibrous with a chemistry
approximating to a sinectitic or magnesian chlorite species. Photoinicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Otter Sandstones, Ladram Bay, Devon. Scale
bar = 250 p.
c. Finely crystalline non-ferroan calcite cement of caicrete origin which
extensively replaces the silicate framework. Vertical pipe of non-ferroan
calcite encloses oxidised dolomite rhombs (r). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Otter Sandstones, River Otter East Cliff, Devon. Scale
bar = 900 ii.
d. Detail of corrosive, finely crystalline, non-ferroan calcite with "float-
ing" detrital silicate framework. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Otter Sandstones, River Otter East Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 300 p.
e. Texture of laminated carbonate accumulation illustrating internal struc-
ture. Laminated crusts are cut by calcite spar filled fractures (F). Note
"floating" grain framework. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, Otter
Sandstones, River Otter East Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
f. Radially orientated non-ferroan calcite sparry rim cement nucleated around
detrital carbonate clast. Crystal size increases away from detrital grain
nucleus into the adjacent pore space. Photoinicrograph, crossed polars,
Otter Sandstones, Ladram Bay, Devon. Scale bar
	 1 mm.
g. Detail of sparry calcite cement enclosing and corroding (c) early authi-
genic quartz overgrowths. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Otter
Sandstones, River Otter East Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 120 p.
h. Large, optically discontinuous overgrowths on potassium (k) and plagioclase
feldspar (p) enclosed in non-ferroan sparry calcite cement of calcrete
origin. Photoinicrograph, crossed polars, Otter Sandstones, River Otter






















DIAGENETIC TEXTURES AND MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES TYPICAL OF
THE FINE-GRAINED SHEET SANDSTONE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH DEVON.
a. Large poililotopic crystal of ferroan calcite in fine-grained niicaceous
sandstone. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Upper Otter Sandstones,
Sidmouth Bay East, Devon. Scale bar = 300 p.
b. Zoned dolomite rhomb replacing detrital clay matrix in an argillaceous fine
grained sandstone. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, sheet sand-
stone, basal Mercia Mudstone Group, Sidmouth Bay East, Devon. Scale bar =
80 p.
c. Well developed intergranular porosity in a fine-grained, feldspathic
sandstone. Note the oversized pores (o) and relic non-ferroan calcite
cement (C). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Upper Otter Sand-
stones, Sidmouth Bay East, Devon. Scale bar = 200 p.
d. Detail of the same sample illustrated in Plate 3.4 c showing abundant
detrital potassium feldspar with ubiquitous overgrowth development. Dc-
trital cores may be leached (L), replaced by calcite (c) or apparently
stable (S) in the diagenetic environment. Note the silicate grain
replacive dolomite rhomb (d). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Upper Otter Sandstones, Sidinouth Bay East, Devon. Scale bar = 120 t.
e. Fine-grained sandstone cemented by copper-rich suiphides (black inter-
granular areas) and later non-ferroan manganiferous calcite (c). Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, sheet sandstone from the uppermost
Littleham Mudstones, Budleigh Salterton West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar
900 p.
f. Same sample as in Plate 3.4e, illustrating bornite-chalcopyrite cement (bc)
enclosed in calcite cement (c). Scanning electron inicrograph, uppermost
Littleham Mudstones, Budleigh Salterton West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar
20 p.
g. Fibrous pore-lining growths of chrysocolla. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, sheet sandstone from uppermost Littleham Mudstones, Budleigh
Salterton West Cliff, Devon. Scale bar = 60 p.
b. Detail of fibrous chrysocolla forming pore-lining authigenic cements.
Scanning electron micrograph, sheet sandstone, uppermost Littleham Mud-













DIAGENETIC TEXTURES AND POROSITY TYPES IN TEE CHANNOCK
CHASE FOR1ATION I ALLOTMENT BOREHOLE.
a. Well developed, interconnected, intergranular porosity system in well
sorted sandstone with large oversized pores. Note the irregular and
embayed outlines to many of the detrital quartz grains and overgrowths.
Relics of non
—ferroan calcite (c) are occasionally noted. Feldspar (F)
is partially dissolved. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, 151 m
Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. Corresponding view of the same porosity system illustrated in Plate
3.5. a observed with the S.E.M. Several large intergranular pores are
obvious and the lack of compaction is clearly evident. Scanning
electron micrograph, 151 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 200 i.
c. Dissolution of detrital silicate grain significantly enhances the
intergranular porosity system. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
135.2 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 200 i.
d. Partially dissolved and clay replaced silicate grain exhibiting no
evidence of post—dissolution compaction. Scanning electron inicrograph,
30.5 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 20 t.
e. Compaction effects in grain framework supported conglomerate. Competent
quartz—rich detrital grains deform ductile argillaceous detrital grains.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 149.6 m, Allotment Borehole.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
f. Intense compaction in a fine — grained micaceous sandstone. Grain con-
tacts are typically long to concavo—convex and occasionally sutured.
Micas are bent and fractured and the grain packing density is high.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 66.8 m, Allotment Borehole.
Scale bar = 300 ji.
g. Partial dissolution of volcanic rock fragments is an important process
for increasing micro—porosity and volcanic grains are also susceptible
to ductile deformation. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 34.1 m,
Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 900 p.
h. Intense dissolution of detrital K—feldspar associated with smectite clay
replacement. Surrounding the insoluble grain coating clay rim are
overgrowths of authigenic feldspar. Note the quartz overgrowths, bottom
left. Scanning electron micrograph, 135.2 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale
bar = 20 p.
___ 
-- -	 - 






REPLACEMENT TEXTURES IN THE ALLOThENT AND PLAYGROUND
BOREHOLES
a. Two altered potassium feldspar grains. Left, a partially compacted
dissolution void after potassium feldspar has been filled with authi-
genic illite. Right, authigenic potassium feldspar crystals have
precipitated in the dissolution void. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, 27.7 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 300 i.
b. Authigenic illite fibres associated with partially dissolved and corrod-
ed detrital potassium feldspar. Illite is the usual clay mineral phase
associated with feldspar alteration in these sandstones. Scanning
electron micrograph, 131.5 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 40 ji.
c. Discrete crystals of authigenic potassium feldspar occupying the site of
a former detrital feldspar grain. The original grain coating clay
pellicle (p) is clearly visible. Scanning electron micrograph, 27.7 m,
Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Large vermicular aggregates of kandite crystals enclosed in authigenic
potassium feldspar overgrowth. Typically, authigenic kandite is not
associated with potassium feldspar alteration and this example repre-
sents an exception. Scanning electron micrograph, 106 m, Playground
Borehole. Scale bar	 10 p.
e. Totally clay replaced detrital grain (r) such that the original grain
type cannot be identified. Replacive dolomite rhomb (d) is associated
with the replacement clay. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
76.0 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 300 p.
f. Texture of grain replacement illite—smectite clays characterised by
short, fibrous laths. Scanning electron micrograph, 44.0 m, Allotment
Borehole. Scale bar = 20 p.
g. Large detrital rock fragment containing phenocrysts of ferromagnesium
mineral replaced by authigenic chlorite (c). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, 90.6 m, Allotment Borehole. Scale bar = 900 p.
h. Examination of the rock fragment illustrated in Plate 3.6. g with the
S.E.M. shows the presence of small crystals of authigenic chlorite
forming aggregates and a lining to intergranular pores. Scanning




























REPLACEMENT TEXTURES AND AUTHIGENIC CLAYS IN THE CHANNOCK
CHASE FORMATION OF THE ALLOTMENT BOREHOLE
a. Intense splaying of detrital muscovite grain parallel to the basal
cleavage accompanied by a loss in birefringence (white areas). Electron
microprobe analysis indicates a reduction in potassium contents concomi-
tant with the decrease in birefringence and suggests the replacement
phase is a kandite. Photomicrograph, crossed polars, Allotment Borehole
16.0 m. Scale bar	 300 p.
b. End-on view of an expanded detrital muscovite which, according to
E.D.S. analysis contains no potassium. Note associated vermicular
kandite aggregate. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole,
30.5. m. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Replacement of detrital biotite grains by opaque (black areas) authi-
genic haematite. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment
Borehole, 66.8 m. Scale bar 	 300 p.
d. Examination of altered biotites with the S.E.M. shows the presence of
minute haematite crystals (B) between biotite cleavage flakes. Note the
fibrous smectitic clays which nucleate on splayed cleavage flakes.
Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 76.0 m.
Scale bar = 2 p.
e. Highly porous sandstone and conglomerate horizons are typically devoid
of radially orientated pore-lining clays and usually contain rather
amorphous grain-coating and pore-bridging clay types which may be of
mechanical infiltration origin. Scanning electron inicrograph, Allotment
Borehole, 94.2 m. Scale bar = 40 i.
f. Detail of detrital grain surface showing development of platy tangential
grain coating clay and authigenic haeinatite crystals. Scanning electron
micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 92.2 rn. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Box-work textured grain coating mixed-layer illite-smectite clay pre-
cipitated on detrital grain. Note the patchy coating of tangentially
arranged clay (T) on which the box-work clay nucleates. Scanning
electron inicrograph, Allotment Borehole, 154.6 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Detail of box-work textured clay illustrating "grain localisatlon
effect" in which the clay is specific to detrital host phases capable of
supplying ions for the daughter clay. Scanning electron micrograph,
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PLATE 3.8
AUTMIGENIC KANDITE IN TEE CRANNOCK CHASE FORMATION OF TEE
ALLOTMENT AND PLAYGROUND BOREHOLES
a. Pore—filling blocky kandite occupying the site of a dissolved silicate
grain, the former presence of which can be recognised by the insoluble
clay rim. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment Borehole,
90.6 m. Scale bar - 1 mm.
b. Aggregates of authigenic kandite (K) enclosed in non—ferroan calcite
cement which is also highly replacive with respect to the detrital
quartz framework (R). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment
Borehole, 94.2 m. Scale bar = 250 t.
c. Large, vermiform aggregate of pore—filling kandite coiled into worm—like
growths. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment Borehole,
30.5 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
d. Coiled vermiform aggregate of pore—filling authigenic kandite. Note
feldspar overgrowths forming a pore—lining to the right of the micro -
graph. Scanning electron micrograph, Playground Borehole, 158.0 m.
Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Elongate aggregate of stacked authigenic kandite crystals. Scanning
electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
f. Enormous aggregate of authigenic kandite some 200 p in diameter.
Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar =
40 p.
g. Large, coiled aggregate of kandite crystals. Scanning electron micro-
graph, Allotment Borehole, 131.5 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
Ii. Detail of kandite aggregate illustrated in Plate 3.8 g. The cross — sec-
tional area is composed of many small kandite crystals around 4 ii in
diameter. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 131.5 m.
Scale bar = 4 p.
i. Fibrous illitic laths associated with pore—filling kandite. Scanning
electron micrograph. Allotment Borehole, 19.8 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
j. Chioritised authigenic kandite (c) adjacent to altered ferromagnesian
(F) grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Playground Bore-

















TRANSISSION ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF < 2 M CLAY FRACTIONS
FROM THE CHANNOCK CHASE FORMATION OF THE ALLOTMENT BOREHOLE
a. General view of the clay mineral assemblage showing mixture of laths,
plates and aggregates. Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 2 i.
b. Large stellate aggregate comprising a dense, electron—opaque core and a
series of radiating elongate laths arranged at 600 intervals. Allotment
Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 1.25 t.
c. Detail of clay assemblage illustrating electron—transparent nature of
elongate laths indicating their extreme thinness. Allotment Borehole,
44.0 m. Scale bar = 0.7 t.
ci. Small hexagonal crystals averaging < 0.5 x in diameter admixed with
the clay assemblage and probably representing authigenic haematite.
Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 0.5 i.
e. Detail of elongate lath showing Moire patterns resulting from electron
interference due to either overlapping laths or curvature of the lath.
Allotment Borehole, 44.0 m. Scale bar = 0.2 IL.
f. Selected area diffraction pattern taken on laths in Plate 3.9.e.
produces the characteristic ring pattern typical of 10
	 mica struc-
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PLATE 3.10
CARBONATE CEMENTS IN TEE CHANNOCK CEASE FORMATION OF
THE ALLOTEENT AND PLAYGROUND BOREHOLES
a. Zoned dolomite rhombs replacing clay altered ferromagnesian grain. Note
the dolomite rhomb has been partially leached. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Allotment Borehole, 62.5 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
b. Comparable dolomite rhomb viewed with the S.E.M. clearly displaying the
leached zone which is associated with fibrous and platy authigenic clay.
E.D.S. and electron microprobe analysis suggests these clays have a
smectitic or chlorite composition. Scanning electron micrograph, Allot-
ment Borehole, 62.5 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
c. Nodular development of non—ferroan calcite. The calcite has grown both
by displacement and replacement of the detrital silicate framework.
Note the concentration of detrital grains peripheral to the nodule and
skeletal outlines of replaced grains. Photornicrograph. plane polarised
light, Allotment Borehole, 43.0 m. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
d. Detail of silicate grain replacement. The original grain outline is
preserved by the insoluble grain—coating clay pellicle (P) and only
relics of quartz (Q) remain in the site of the replaced grain.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment Borehole, 27.7 m.
Scale bar = 300 p.
e. Detail of an individual nodule illustrating central core of replaced
grain and successive alternating rings of clay and carbonate. At least
five clay rims can be recognised in this nodule and the calcite crystal
increases away from the outer clay rim. Photomicrograph, plane pole-
rised light, Allotment Borehole, 23.2 rn. Scale bar = 300 p..
f. Plane polarised light— cathodoluminescence pair illustrating concentric
ring growth of the calcite nodules which contrasts with the sperry
pore—filling cement present in adjacent intergranular pores. Photo -
micrograph, plane polarised light, (left) cathodoluminescence (right),
Allotment Borehole, 23.2 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
g. Geopetal fabric formed by clay partially filling an oversized pore (of a
replaced grain 7) with subsequent cementation and replacement by
non—ferroan calcite. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment
Borehole, 66.8 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
h. Large vermiform aggregates of pore—filling kandite enclosed in ferroan
calcite cement. Pbotomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allotment




















NON—CARBONATE AUThIGE14IC CEMENTS IN TEE CHANNOCK CHASE FORMATION
a. Small quartz overgrowths occuring in typical habit. Note authigenic
potassium feldspar, upper left. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment
Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
b. Authigenic quartz crystals lining a grain dissolution cavity. Scanning
electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 38.1 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
c. Potassium feldspar overgrowth with typical adularia habit development.
Note the sporadic quartz overgrowths on detrital quartz grains. Scan-
ning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 44.0 m. Scale bar
= 20 p.
d. Elongate, lath—shaped authigenic potassium feldspar crystal dominated by
prism faces coating potassium feldspar—bearing rock fragment. Scanning
electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 44.0 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
e. Very finely crystalline authigenic haematite crystals lining a grain
dissolution void. Scanning electron inicrograph, Allotment Borehole,
30.5 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
f. Coarsely crystalline specularite habit haematite coating detrital quartz
grain. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 94.0 m. Scale
bar = 4 p.
g. Rosettes of authigenic haematite developed within a dissolution void
after a ferromagnesian grain. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment
Borehole, 30.5 m. Scale bar = 2 p.
h. Orientated multiple overgrowths of authigenic haematite precipitated on
the surface of an altered detrital ilmenite grain. Scanning electron









DISSOLUTION AND REPLACEMENT TEXTURES FROM TEE ST. BEES
SANDSTONE FORMATION OF TEE CUMBRIAN-CARLISLE PLAIN
BASIN MARGIN
a. Large oversized pore indicative of grain dissolution. Thickened clay
pellicle suggests the dissolved grain was a ferromagnesian phase.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.'W.A. Observation Borehole,
13, 20 m. Scale bar = 250 p.
b. Partially dissolved feldspar grain associated with illitic authigenic
clay. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole, 18,
7 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
c. Dissolved detrital rutile grain with the resulting dissolution void
partially filled by authigenic anatase. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 14, 31 m. Scale bar =
100 i.
d. Comparable view to that illustrated on Plate 3.12 c. observed with the
S.E.M. clearly showing the authigenic nature of the pore-lining anatase
crystals. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole
13, 101 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Authigenic in situ replacement illite-smectite mixed-layer clay totally
replacing unstable ferromagnesian silicate grain. Subsequent compaction
has modified the original grain shape. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, N.'W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 12 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
f. Scanning electron micrograph showing the rather irregular flaky, box-
work texture typical of illite-smectite replacement clays. N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 13, 58 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. End-on view of an altered biotite with illite-smectite fibres projecting
from exposed cleavage flake extremities. Note the associated dolomite
rhombs. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole
13, 56.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
h. Plan view of haematitised biotite showing hexagonal crystals of haema-
tite concentrated on exposed cleavage surfaces. Scanning electron micro-












AUTHIGENIC QUARTZ AND FELDSPAR CEMENTS FROM THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE
FORMATION OF THE CUMBRI AN-CARLISLE PLAIN BASIN MARGIN
a. Patchy, localised heterogenous development of quartz overgrowths on
detrital quartz grains adjacent to an oversized pore after the result of
grain dissolution. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 18, 51.0 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
b. Incipient early quartz overgrowth pre-dating illite-smectite precipi-
tation. Scanning electron niicrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15,
32.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
c. Large adularia-habit authigenic potassium feldspar overgrowth enclosing
detrital grain and authigenic illite-smectite grain coating clay.
Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 37.0 m.
Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Cluster of discrete crystals of pore-filling authigenic potassium
feldspar precipitated within intergranular pore space apparently without
a crystal seed nucleus. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observa-
tion Borehole 13, 23 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Authigenic potassium feldspar overgrowth crystals (arrowed) nucleated on
partially altered clay replaced basic volcanic grain (V) containing
relic feldspar laths. Note also partially dissolved potassium feldspar
grain (K). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 18, 37.0 m. Scale bar = 120 p.
f. Randomly orientated authigenic potassium feldspar overgrowth crystals on
a rock fragment probably similar to that illustrated in Plate 3.13 e.
Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 81.0 m.
Scale bar	 10 p.
g. Randomly orientated crystals of potassium feldspar cement on detrital
quartz grains. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Bore-
hole 18, 37.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
h. Elongate prismatic crystals of authigenic potassium feldspar precipi-
tated on a detrital rock fragment. Scanning electron micrograph,
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PLATE 3.114
AUThIGENIC CLAY TEXTURES AND DISTRIBUTION IN THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE
FORMATION OF THE CUMBRIAN—CARLISLE BASIN MARGIN
a. Detail of red haematite—stajned clay coating detrital grain and early
quartz overgrowths. This clay coats virtually all detrital grains and
may be either of mechanical infiltration origin or a by—product of j
jj unstable silicate alteration. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, N.W.V?.A. Observation Borehole 15, 21.0 in. Scale bar = 60 ji.
b. Grain—coating and pore—bridging smectite—rich illite
— smectite mixed—
layer clay forming a pervasive grain covering. This rather irregular,
generally visually structurless clay is typical of early mechanically
infiltrated clay. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 18, 72.0 at. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Unstable ferromagnesian silicate grains (FM) are characteristically
coated with a well developed radial growth of fibrous authigenic clay
which contrasts with the thin red—stained pellicle coating quartz (Q)
and feldspar (F) grains illustrating the "grain localisation effect".
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole
18, 51.0 in. Scale bar = 120 p.
d. Scanning electron micrograph illustrating the grain localisation effect.
The central ferromagnesian grain is coated with a box—work textured clay
whilst adjacent quartz grains exhibit only a patchy authigenic clay
development. E.D.S. analysis indicates the presence of K, Fe and Mg in
addition to Si and Al in the box—work textured clay. N.W.W.A. Observa-
tion Borehole 18, 52.0 in. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Bladed to lath—shaped, radially orientated authigenic illitic (?) clay
sparsely precipitated on a detrital quartz grain. Scanning electron
micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 58.0 m. Scale bar =
10 p.
f. Fibrous, more elongate, lath—shaped (c.f. Plate 3.14 e) authigenic
illitic (?) clay associated with a feldspar dissolution void. E.D.S.
analysis indicates the clay contains dominantly K, Al and Si with only
very minor amounts of Mg and Fe. Scanning electron micrograph,
N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 80.0 at. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Irregular clump of honeycomb—textured smectitic (?) authigenic clay.
E.D.S. analysis indicates the presence of significant quantities of Fe,
Mg and K cations. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 13, 64.0 at. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Pervasive grain—coating, radially orientated box—work mixed—layer il-
lite—smectite clay in a sandstone with abundant volcanic detritus.
Scanning electron micrograph, basal St. Bees Head outcrop (Sm 1).



























CARBONATE CEMENTS DEVELOPED WIThIN ThE ST. BEES SANDSTONE AND KIRIC-
LINGTON SANDSTONE FORMATI ONS OF ThE CUMB RIAN— CARL ISLE PLAI N BAS IN MARGIN
a. Nodular dolomite cement developed within the probable aeolian Kirkling-
ton Sandstone Formation. Note both displacive and replacive textures
with respect to the silicate grain framework. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 17.0 m. Scale bar =
1.2 mm.
b. Detail of dolomite nodule comprising alternating concentric rings of
dolomite rhombs and red stained clay asymmetrically arranged around a
central nucleus of a clay replaced silicate grain. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 30.0 m. Scale
bar = 300 ii.
c. When examined with the S.E.M. the dolomite nodules can be seen to be
intimately associated with wispy or fibrous, occasionally honeycomb
textured smectitic clay. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Ob-
servation Borehole 15, 49.0 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
d. Detail of an individual dolomite rhomb showing development of a distinct
outer zone. Note authigenic clay fibres enclosed within the dolomite.
Scanning electron micrograph, N.'W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15, 40.0 m.
Scale bar = 4 t.
e. Clasts of detrital nodular dolomite included within the St. Bees
Sandstone indicating their early, penecontemporaneous time of formation
and supporting their pedogenetic origin. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, io8.o m. Scale bar = 1.2
mm.
f. Relic nodular structure in which the dolomite has been dissolved and
only the insoluble clay rings that coated the dolomite rhomb remain.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole
13, 51.0 m. Scale bar = 300 t.
g. Dolomite rhomb present as a replacive phase in an argillaceous fine—
grained sandstone. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Ob-
servation Borehole 14, 80.0 m. Scale bar = 250 p.
h. Pore—filling late stage ferroan calcite phase that encloses small
euhedral dolomite rhombs. Note that the dolomite rhombs are typically
zoned with a turbid core and clear outer rim. Photomicrograph, plane

























AUTBIGENIC IIAEMATITE AND ANATASE CEMENTS IN THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE
(PLATES 3.16 a to 3.16 f) AND THXTLJRE OF THE VERY FINE-GRAINED
ARGILLACEOUS SANDSTONES IN THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE (Plates 3.16g to 3.16h)
OF THE CLJMBRIAN-CARLISLE PLAIN BASIN MARGIN
a. Crystalline authigenic haematite admixed with grain coating smectite
clay. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13,
34.0 m. Scale bar = 10 i.
b. Multiple haematite overgrowths precipitated on a detrital haematite,
magnetite or ilmenite grain. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.'W.A. Ob-
servation Borehole 18, 51.0 m. Scale bar = 20 i.
c. Finely crystalline a'uthigenic baematite lining a grain dissolution void.
Scanning electron uiicrograph, N.W.'W.A. Observation Borehole 15, 40.0 m.
Scale bar = 4 IL.
d. Specular haematite cement coating detrital grain. Note the subsequent
phase of pore-filling dolomite cement. Scanning electron inicrograph,
N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 83.0 m. Scale bar = 10 .t.
e. Flattened, bladed crystals of authigenic anatase precipitated within a
dissolution void, presumably after rutile. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 83.0 m. Scale bar = 10 ji.
f. Tetragonal crystals typical of authigenic anatase. Scanning electron




g. Very fine grained argillaceous sandstone characterised by straight to
concavo-convex grain contacts indicative of considerable compaction,
largely achieved through an increase in grain packing density. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, N.'W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15,
57.0 m. Scale bar = 300 i.
h. Detail of compacted micaceous sandstone illustrating bent micas and high
grain packing density. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observa-











AUTHIGENIC MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AND TEXTURES OF ThE BASAL SANDSTONES
(UPPER SHERWOOD SANDSTONE GROUP ? LOWER MERC1A MUDSTONE GROUP)
OVERLYING RORSTS OF CHARNIAN AGE, NORTH LEICESTERSHIRE
a. Poorly sorted, lithic pebbly sandstone. Most lithic grains have
undergone extensive clay replacement which was followed by compaction
resulting in an almost complete loss of porosity. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Whitwick Quarry. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. Detail of a clay replaced lithic grain. The thin dark rim surrounding
the detrital grain has a greenish colour in thin section. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Whitwick Quarry. Scale bar = 300 p.
c. Detail of grain coating clay with a box-work texture comprising a
network of interlocking curved platy crystals. X-ray diffraction
suggests this is a mixed-layer chiorite-smectite. Scanning electron
micrograph, Whitwick Quarry. Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Magnesium-rich authigenic chlorite lining vuggy porosity within partial-
ly dissolved lithic rock fragment. Scanning electron micrograph,
Whitwick Quarry. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Goethite relics of rhombic dolomite preserved within a finely crystal-
line xenotopic dolomite cement. The vague outline of a former ferromag-
nesian silicate grain is highlighted by the concentration of goethite
relics and the pellicle of insoluble clay. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Longcliffe Quarry. Scale bar = 900 p.
f. Extensive dolomite cementation and replacement of lithic grains in a
coarse, pebbly sandstone. The lithic grains have undergone intense j
situ clay replacement in addition to the peripheral dolomite corrosion.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Longcliffe Quarry. Scale bar
3 mm.
g. Vuggy intracrystalline porosity developed within dolomite cemented
sandstone. Scanning electron micrograph, Longcliffe Quarry. Scale bar
= 10 it.
h. Late stage calcite cement filling vuggy porosity in dolomite replaced
sandstone. Note the iron-rich initial calcite phase and the later
non-ferroan pore-filling phase. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
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PLATE 3.18
POROSITY SYSTEM, DISSOLUTiON AND REPLACEMENT TEXTURES TYPICAL OF TEE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF TEE WESTERN EDGE OF TEE SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Well developed intergranular porosity system typical of the well sorted,
medium to coarse grained sandy alluvium of the basin margin sequence.
Note the angular, often deeply embayed outline of detrital silicate
grains and the sporadic development of quartz overgrowths. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Gamston Borehole, 105.0 m. Scale bar =
1.2 mm.
b. Detail of intergranular porosity illustrating the general sparsity of
authigenic cements. Scanning electron micrograph, Gamston Borehole,
105.0 m. Scale bar	 200 p.
c. Relic of potassium feldspar grain after almost complete dissolution.
The detrital grain outline is preserved by a pellicle of insoluble
autbigenic clay. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Gamston Bore-
hole, 559.0 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
d. Comparable view of dissolved potassium feldspar grain as illustrated in
plate 3.18 c observed with the S.E.M. The grain outline is clearly
preserved by the thin coating of authigenic clay and relic needles of
undissolved feldspar are visible within the grain. Scanning electron
micrograph, Riccall Borehole, 12.6 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Large lithic rock fragment with extensive clay replacement and accom-
panying development of microporosity. Photoniicrograph, plane polarised
light, Gamston Borehole, 578.0 m. Scale bar = 3 mm.
f. Detail of partially clay replaced detrital lithic grain (?) with
associated development of microporosity. Scanning electron micrograph,
Canton Borehole, 53.1 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Relic after completely dissolved detnital silicate grain. The thin
pellicle of tangentially orientated clay is coated with a box-work
textured smectitic authigenic clay which exhibits a radial orienta-
tion. Scanning electron micrograph, Canton Borehole, 7.0 m. Scale bar
20 t.	 -
h. Dolomite rhomb occuring as a replacement of red stained smectitic clay,
the latter in turn being considered to have replaced an unstable
ferromagnesian silicate grain. This localisation of dolomite with
smectitic clay suggests that some of the magnesium necessary for the
growth of dolomite is at least in part derived from the host clay.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Canton Borehole, 39.2 m. Scale
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PLATE 3.19
AIJTRIGENIC QUARfl, FELDSPAR AND CLAY MINERAL CEMENTS IN TEE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE SOUTHERN
NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Localised development of authigenic quartz overgrowths around both detrital
quartz (Q) and feldspar (F) grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Riccall Borehole, 224.0 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
b. Discrete crystals of authigenic potassium feldspar precipitated within a
dissolution void presumably after a dissolved feldspar grain. Photomicro-
graph, plane polaised light, Gamston Borehole, 105.0 m. Scale bar =
300 p.
c. Elongate crystals of authigenic potassium feldspar overgrowths precipitated
around a volcanic detrital grain of acidic composition. Potassium feldspar
phenocryst laths can be seen within the detrital lithic grain. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Riccall Borehole, 224.0 m. Scale bar =
200 p.
d. Scanning electron micrograph showing elongate development of authigenic
potassium feldspar crystals presumably precipitated on a detrital volcanic
grain comparable to that illustrated in Plate 3.19 c. Gamston Borehole,
682.0 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Pervasive, grain-coating, pore-lining box-work structured authigenic clay
which X.R.D. indicates is a smectite-rich mixed-layer illite-smectite
phase. Scanning electron micrograph, Carlton Borehole, 13.6 m. Scale bar
= 20 p.
f. Detail of smectitic authigenic clay showing the coalescence of curved
plates to produce the box-work texture. Scanning electron micrograph,
Canton Borehole, 13.6 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Authigenic smectite-rich illite-smectite clay coating detnital feldspar
grain but pre-dating feldspar overgrowth precipitation. Scanning electron
micrograph, Carlton Borehole, 53.1 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Sporadic patchy cover of illite-smectite box-work textured clay. Scanning
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TEXTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUThIGENIC KANDITE IN THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
OF THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN MARGIN
a. Large cluster of pore-filling vermicular authigenic kandite within inter-
granular porosity. Pore-filling kandite typically forms as concentrated
aggregates whilst adjacent pores are largely free of kandite suggesting
localised nucleation. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Riccall
Borehole, 43.5 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
b. Scanning electron inicrograph showing the dense packing of coiled vermiform
kandite aggregates. Riccall Borehole, 136.0 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Pore-filling authigenic kandite associated with fresh, unaltered potassium
feldspar (F) enclosed in overgrowths. Relic calcite cement (C, arrowed) is
present on the right hand edge. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light,
Canton Borehole, 13.6 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
d. Vermiform pore-filling kandite invariably post-dates the pore-lining ra-
dially orientated box-work textured authigenic illite-smectite clay. Scan-
ning electron micrograph, Gamston Borehole, 578.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Large cluster of coiled kandite crystals. Each aggregate comprises many
smaller kandite crystals which reach up to 10 p in diameter. Scanning
electron micrograph, Gamston Borehole, 682.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Detail of authigenic kandite illustrated in Plate 3.20 e showing cross-sec-
tional shape of the individual crystals. The crystals do not exhibit
euhedral hexagonal shapes and the cross-sectional view suggests each
"kandite plate" may be a composite of more than one crystal. Scanning
electron micrograph, Ganston Borehole, 682.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Aggregate of pore-filling kandite choking a pore lined with authigenic
box-work textured illite-smectite. The cross-sectional shape of the
kandite aggregate is again irregular and short fibres are beginning to
develop at the edges of individual kandite plates. Scanning electron
micrograph, Riccall Borehole, 136.0 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Detail of pore-filling kandite with extremely irregular cross-sectional
shape and pronounced fibrous projections from kandite edges. Although
these fibres proved to be too small to analyse with E.D.S. they are
considered to represent j situ illitisation of the kandite. Scanning

















AUTH 1GENIC ANATASE, RAEMATITE AND CARBONATE CEMENTS IN THE SHERWOOD
SANDSTONE OF THE WESTERN MARGIN OF THE SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Well developed, euhedral crystals of authigenic anatase within a dissolu-
tion void (after a detrital rutile grain 7) exhibiting their typical
tetragonal habit. Scanning electron micrograph. Gamston Borehole,
682.0 m. Scale bar = 4 i.
b. Crystals of authigenic specular haematite lining a dissolution void.
Scanning electron micrograph, Canton Borehole, 13.6 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
c. Radially orientated grain coating haematite cement associated with authi-
genic illite-smectite. In thin section this haematite is seen to consti-
tute a grain binding cement which amounts up to 6% of the sandstone.
Scanning electron micrograph, outcrop sample, Stapleford Bill, Nottingham.
Scale bar = 4 p.
d. Associated with the pore-lining haematite cement are abundant rosettes of
specular haematite which occur as a pore-filling phase. Scanning electron
micrograph, outcrop sample, Stapleford Bill, Nottingham. Scale bar =
4 p.
e. Authigenic dolomite nodule forming a grain-replacive and displacive
cement. The dolomite nodule has nucleated around a clay replaced detrital
grain and is characterised by alternating concentric rings of dolomite and
iron-stained clay in a similar manner to the dolomite nodules of western
Cumbria (see Plate 3.15 a - b). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Gamston Borehole, 160.0 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
f. Silicate grain framework supporting, pervasive pore-filling dolomite rim
cement. The dolomite is highly replacive (r) with respect to the detnital
grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Gamston Borehole, 578.0 m.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
g. Rounded aggregates of detnital dolomite (d) which have provided a local
nucleus for a grain-coating rhombic dolomite cement. Photomicrograph,
plane polanised light, Riccall Borehole, 150.0 m. Scale bar = 900 p.
ii. Large rhombs of zoned non-ferroan dolomite (d) enclosed in poikilotopic
calcite cement. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Canton Borehole,









EARLY CARBONATE CEMENTS (CALCRETES) AND COMPACIION TEXTURES IN ThE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF TUE MARCW,VOOD BOREHOLE
a. Large. displacive non-ferroan calcite nodule in calcite cemented,
coarse-grained sandstone. "Floating" silicate grain relics are preserv-
ed within the calcite nodule. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Marchwood Borehole, 5529'. Scale bar
	 3 mm.
b. Coarse, sparry non-ferroan calcite fracture-filling cement developed
between two caicrete calcite nodules. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Marchwood Borehole, 5529'. Scale bar = 3 mm.
c. Radially oriented, elongate, sparry calcite crystals nucleated on and
enclosing detrital carbonate clasts. Photomicrograph, crossed-polars1
Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar 	 1.2 mis.
d. Sparry non-ferroan calcite cement effectively occluding all inter-
granular porosity and displaying peripheral silicate grain-replacement.
Note the extensive replacement of detrital feldspar grains (F). Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood, Borehole, 5542'. Scale
bar = 300 i.
e. Almost complete replacement of a detrital rock fragment by non-ferroan
calcite. Original grain outline is enhanced with a dashed ink line.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5523'.
Scale bar = 960 i.
f. Intense silicate grain-replacement resulting in almost total destruction
of the silicate grain framework. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Marchwood Borehole, 5601'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
g. Strongly compacted lithic sandstone with only minor early carbonate.
Compaction has taken effect by adjustments in grain packing density,
squashing of ductile grains and some grain contact dissolution. Photo-
inicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5597'. Scale bar
= 3 mm.
h. Detail of a highly fractured grain as a result of mechanical compaction.
Numerous fractures crowded with fluid inclusions dissect the sand grain
and originate from grain contact stress points. Note the grain contact
dissolution contacts. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
Borehole, 5521'. Scale bar = 1.5 mm.
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QUARTZ CEMENTS AND GRAIN DISSOLUTION TEXTURES IN TEE SHERWOOD
SANDSTONE OF THE MARCIIWOOD BOREIIOLE
a. Compacted lithic sandstone with relic primary intergranular porosity.
Many quartz grains have straight edges suggesting common development of
quartz overgrowths, although such overgrowths are extremely difficult to
quantify. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole,
5592'. Scale bar = 1.2. mm.
b. Same field of fiew as in Plate 3.23 a exposed under luminescence
conditions shows clearly the extent of quartz overgrowth cementation and
grain compaction. Quartz grains, rook fragments and overgrowths ringed
in ink to enhance outlines. Cathodoluminescence photomicrograph, March-
wood Borehole, 5592'. Print from colour transparency 400 ASA film
processed to 800 ASA, 2'30" exposure. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
c. The same sample illustrated in Plates 3.23 a - b when viewed with the
S.E.M. exhibits common, well developed quartz overgrowths which enclose
grain-coating authigenic clays. Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood
Borehole, 5592'. Scale bar = 40 t.
d. Small euhedral authigenic SiO2
 crystals (quartz?) filling a grain
dissolution void. Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole,
5550'. Scale bar = 10 ii.
e. Dissolution textures of detrital potassium feldspar (rigth centre,
dissolution voids parallel to cleavage) and garnet (g, lower centre,
high relief, dissolution voids irregular). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5511'. Scale bar = 300 i.
f. Intense dissolution of detrital potassium feldspar cores with stable
authigenic i-feldspar overgrowths. Note also some detrital feldspars
are stable. Grain dissolution porosity totals 7% of this sample.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5550'.
Scale bar = 300 i.
g. Autbigenic potassium feldspar crystals and overgrowth enclosing and
partially infilling dissolution void after detrital feldspar grain.
Scanning electron micrograph, Marcliwood Borehole, 5550'. Scale bar =
20 1.
h. Partially dissolved plagioclase feldspar grain associated with authi-
genic barytes crystals and fibrous illitic clays (see also Plate 3.25
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AUTHIGENIC ILLITES IN lEE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF THE MARCHWOOD
BOREHOLE
a. General view of grain— coating illitic clay illustrating its widespread
distribution in sandstones with relic primary intergranular porosity.
Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5521'. Scale bar =
20 i.
b. Detail of platy grain—coating authigenic illitic clay. Rather irregular
plates appear to be tangentially orientated on grain surfaces and
possess short, radiating, fibrous projections. Scanning electron micro-
graph, Marchwood Borehole, 5521'. Scale bar = 10 p.
c. Similar platy illitic clay with projecting fibrous laths associated with
partially dissolved detrital feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph,
Marchwood Borehole, 5521'. Scale bar 	 10 p.
d. Transmission electron micrograph of the < 2 p clay fraction from the
sandstone illustrated in Plates 3.24 a - c. The assemblage comprises a
mixture of elongate laths (up to 4 p in length) often associated with
an electron opaque core and electron transparent plates up to 5 p in
diameter. Marchwood Borehole, 5511'. Scale bar = 0.6 p.
e. Platy grain coating and pore—lining authigenic illitic clay. Scanning
electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5592'. Sclae bar = 20 p.
f. Detail of illitic clay (from top centre of Plate 3.24 e) illustrating
the distinct platy habit and associated projecting laths. Scanning
electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5529'. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Similar view of a more fibrous development of authigenic illite.
Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5592'. Scale bar =
4 p.
h. Transmission electron micrograph of the < 2 p clay fraction from the
sandstones illustrated in Plates 3.2.4 e - g. The assemblage is
dominated by electron transparent plates and laths typically exhibiting
euhedral crystal faces. Laths reach lengths of 5 p whilst plates
average 2 - 5 p in diameter. Small stellate structures composed of













ThXT[JRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY POROSITY DEVELOPMENT AND
SUBSEQUENT PORE—FILLING CEMENTS IN ThE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
OF ThE MARCBWOOD BOREHOLE
a. Low magnification photomicrograph of a typical highly porous sandstone
with 25% visible thin section porosity. Large, oversized pores are
abundant and pore—throats are generally open and unrestricted. Quartz
overgrowths are sporadically developed and detrital grains have highly
irregular outlines. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
Borehole, 5554'. Scale bar = 3 mm.
b. Porous sandstone (20% visible thin section porosity) with well developed
intergranular porosity system enhanced by grain dissolution porosity as
a result of feldspar corrosion (F). Quartz grains display highly
corroded outlines. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
c. Corroded quartz grain and overgrowth surface texture from sample
illustrated in Plate 3.25 a. Scanning electron nicrograph, Marchwood
Borehole, 5554'. Scale bar = 20 ji.
d. Similar view to Plate 3.25 c showing large depression penetrating
through quartz overgrowth into underlying detrital grain. Scanning
electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Aut]iigenic pyrite cement (P) enclosed in poikilotopic ferroan calcite
cement (C) which exhibits euhedral crystal terminations. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5538'. Scale bar
1 mm.
f. Grain—coating, opaque non—reflective material (hydrocarbon?, h, arrowed)
that covers corroded detrital grains and both quartz and feldspar
overgrowths but is enclosed in late, pore—filling ferroan calcite
cement. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole,
5521'. Scale bar = 600 p.
g. Partially dissolved plagioclase feldspar grain associated with cementing
and replacive euhedral barytes crystals in and around the site of
feldspar dissolution. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
Borehole, 5554'. Scale bar 	 120 p.
b. Pore—filling and grain—replacive euhedral barytes crystal laths enclosed
in late ferroan calcite cement which post—dates quartz (Q) and feldspar
(F) overgrowth authigenesis. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,















AUTHIGENIC CEMENTS AND TEXTURES IN THE BASAL SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF
THE MAR STON BOREHOLE
a. Basal conglomerate member with abundant rounded granitic and metamorphic
rock fragments. Note the heterogenous distribution of sutured grain
contacts and the abundance of fractured grains. Intergranular cementing
phase is non—ferroan calcite stained with alizarin red S. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Marston Borehole, 620.0 m. Scale bar =
1 mm.
b. S.E.M. observations of the same sample indicate that where intergranular
porosity remains, all grains are coated with a tangentially orientated
clay which locally exhibits radial fibrous projections. Small quartz
overgrowths enclose this grain coating clay. Scanning electron micro-
graph, Marston Borehole, 620.0 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
c. Poikilotopic gypsum cement (g) enclosing rounded detrital grains, small
quartz overgrowths (q) and large vermicular kandite (K). The gypsum
cement appears opaque with a pronounced lamellar cleavage due to
dehydration during thin section preparation. Note the expanded, tangen-
tially orientated, grain—coating clay (tc). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Marston Borehole, 618.2 m. Scale bar = 220 p.
d. Coarsely crystalline, pore—filling kandite crystals with flaky extrenii-
ties suggestive of incipient illitisation. Grain coating illitic clays
exhibit local development of box—work texture. Scanning electron
micrograph, Marston Borehole, 618.2 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Blocky kandite aggregate occluding an oversized grain dissolution pore.
Enclosing intergranular cementing phase is gypsum. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Marston Borehole, 612.4 m. Scale bar = 350 p.
f. Detail of dense pore—filling aggregates of blocky kandite. Note
anhedral appearance of individual crystals. Scanning electron micro-
graph, Marston Borehole, 612.4 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
g. Diagenetic assemblage typical of buff—white coloured sandstones in the
Marston Borehole comprising colourless grain coating illite (i, ar-
rowed), ferroan dolomjte—ankerite rhombs (D), pore—filling, grain re-
placive pyrite (p) and blocky ferroan calcite (c). Note the highly
replacive aspect of the calcite cement with respect to the silicate
framework. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marston Borehole,
612.0 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
Ii. Cubic, euhedral shape of the pore
— filling pyrite cement clearly demon-
strates its authigenic nature. Small quartz overgrowths have nucleated
on detrital grains and grain coating illitic clays (left) are locally
present. Scanning electron micrograph, Marston Borehole, 612.0 m.
















COMPACTION FABRICS AND CEMENTING PHASES CHARACTERISTIC OF TEE SHERWOOD
SANDSTONE IN THE TWYCROSS, HOME FARM AND LEICESTER FOREST EAST BOREHOLES
OF THE HINKLEY BASIN
a. Carbonate cemented Moira Broccia developed at the base of the Twycross
Borehole. Lithic clasts of volcanic and sedimentary origin occur
"floating" in a non-ferrosn calcite cement which is highly peripherally
corrosive to the detrital grain framework and occludes all intergranular
porosity. Photomicrograph. plane polarised light, Twycross Borehole,
501.0 m. Scale bar	 2.4 mm.
b. Adjacent sample of the Moira Breccia (1 metre below Plate 3.27 a) lacks
carbonate cement and has suffered intense compaction which effectively
destroys all primary porosity despite a comparable detrital composition
to the carbonate cemented Moira Breccia. Note the deformation of
ductile grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Twycross Bore-
hole, 502 m. Scale bar	 2.4 mm.
c. Highly compacted, bimodally sorted sandstone from the upper Polesworth
Formation. Ductile grains have suffered strong deformation whilst grain
contacts between competent quartz grains are straight, concavo-convex or
sutured. Intergranular porosity effectively totally destroyed as a
result of compaction. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Twycross
Borehole. 266.1 m. Scale bar	 1 mm.
d. Mj scent lsmina from the same sample as illustrated in Plate 3.27 c with
comparable detrital mineralogy, grain size and bimodal sorting is
characterised by a well developed. intergranular porosity system with
enlarged pore-throats (e). Detrital grains exhibit highly irregular,
embayed outlines suggestive of corrosion (c). Such porosity is con-
sidered to be secondary in origin after the removal of a pore-filling.
grain-replacive framework supporting carbonate cement. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Twycross Borehole, 266.1 m. Scale bar = 1 mm.
e. Early, framework supporting non-ferroan calcite (caicrete ?) cemented
lithic sandstone from the basal Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation. Note
the large siltstone intraclasts. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Twycross Borehole, 264.3 m. Scale bar 	 2.2 m.
f. Carbonate types present within the Bromagrove Sandstone Formation.
Dark-blue staining ferroan detrital dolomite (d) is enclosed by non-fez -
roan rim cement (n; calcrete?) on which later ferroan calcite (f) has
precipitated. Feroan calcite also occurs as large poikilotopic plates.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, T'wycross Borehole, 261.5 m.
Scale bar = 900 p.
g. Gypsum cemented sandstone typical of the Leicester Forest East Borehole.
The sandstone exhibits little or no evidence of compaction so that the
gypsum can be interpreted as either a very early, framework supporting
cement or a late secondary porosity-filling cement. Note the replaced
grains. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Leicester Forest East
Borehole, 142.5 m. Scale bar 1 mm.
h. Elongate poikilotopic lath shaped crystal of barytes cement (b) enclosed
within very coarsely crystalline, poikilotopic gypsum cement (g) dis-
playing lamellsr cleavage. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Home
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THE POROSITY SYSTEM DEVELOPED IN THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF THE V*YCROSS
AND LEICESTER FOREST EAST BOREHOLES
a. Well connected, intergranular porosity system typical of the Polesworth
Formation. Detrital grains are generally well rounded although many
exhibit corrosion pits. Note the pore-bridging clay textures and
otherwise complete absence of cementing phases. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Twycross Borehole, 383.1 m. Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. Same sample viewed with the S.E.M. shows the presence of a tangentially
orientated clay coating detrital grains and forming distinct pore-
bridging textures. Scanning electron inicrograph, Twycross Borehole,
383.1 m. Scale bar	 40 p.
c. Cementing phases are almost completely lacking in these highly porous
sandstones except for small, sporadic quartz overgrowths and tangential
clay coats. Scanning electron micrograph, Twycross Borehole, 383.1 m.
Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detrital feldspar grains are invariably enclosed in authigenic potassium
feldspar overgrowths. Note the partial dissolution of the host feldspar
grain. Scanning electron micrograph, Twycross Borehole, 383.1 m. Scale
bar = 40 p.
e. Extremely porous sandstone with abundant oversized pores and enlarged
pore throats developed at the base of the Bromsgrove Sandstone Forma-
tion. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Twycross Borehole, 264.3
m. Scale bar = 2.2 mm.
f. When viewed with the S.E.M. the porous sandstone in Plate 3.28 e is
characterised by large, open pore throats and an almost complete absence
of cementing phases. Scanning electron micrograph, Twycross Borehole,
264.3 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
g. Comparable highly porous sandstone in the Leicester Forest East Borehole
interbedded with gypsum cemented sandstones (see Plate 3.27 e). Note
the general lack of compaction and corroded grain outlines. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Leicester Forest East Borehole,
139.0 m. Scale bar = 1 mm.
h. S.E.M. observation of the porous sandstone illustrated in Plate 3.28 g
shows the well connected intergranular porosity system with only minor
quartz and feldspar overgrowth cements. Scanning electron micrograph,
















ThE POROSITY SYSTEJt AND GRAIN SURFACE TEXTURES CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
BASAL KINNERTON SANDSTONE, NORTHERN CIIESB IRE
a. Well rounded detrital grains typical of the basal Kinnerton Sandstone.
Note the dominantly point grain contacts and well developed intergranu-
lar porosity system. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Kinnerton
Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 1 	 .
b. Examination of the same sample with the S.E.M. demonstrates clearly the
open intergranular porosity system and general lack of pore-filling
authigenic cements or clays. Scanning electron micrograph, Kinnerton
Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 200 p.
c. Intragranular porosity (d) developed as the result of almost complete
dissolution of detrital grains. Eaematite grain coatings testify to the
former grain presence and occasionally relics of undissolved feldspar
(r) are observed suggesting many of the grains susceptible to disso-
lution were feldspars. Some partially dissolved feldspars are asso-
ciated with authigenic illite (iF). Note the post-dissolution compac-
tion associated with the intragranular porosity. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 300 p.
d. Detail of illite developed within dissolution void after feldspar grain
illustrated in Plate 3.29 c. Note the coarse illite laths that show no
preferred orientation within the dissolution void. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar =
110 p.
e. Expanded clay coat (ec, arrowed) around detrital grains with characte-
ristic diffuse appearance. Compare thickness of expanded clay coat with
the ordinary haematitic clay rims (hr). Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 250 p.
f. Surface texture of quartz grains in sandstone containing expanded clay
rims. Many detrital grains are coated with small euhedral crystals of
haematite (h). Scanning electron micrograph, Kinnerton Sandstone out-
crop. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. General view of grain coating clay. Although radial clay fabrics are
rarely developed, this rather poorly defined box-work textured clay is
occasionally observed with the S.E.M. in the Kinnerton Sandstone.
Scanning electron micrograph, Kiunerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar =
20 p.
h. Detail of box-work clay texture enclosed in small authigenic feldspar
(af) and quartz (q) overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, Kin-


























AUThIGENIC CLAYS AND "LIESEGANG RING" CEMENTS CHARACTERISTIC OF ThE
BASAL KINNERTON SANDSTONES, NORThERN CHESHIRE
a. Authigenic kandite precipitated within site of former detrital potassium
feldspar in addition to occuring as a pore-filling cementing phase (1).
Note the relics of potassium feldspar in the dissolution void. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale
bar	 320 ii.
b. Similar view to Plate 3.30a with the S.E.M. showing authigenic kandite
filling an oversized pore presumably related to grain dissolution.
Scanning electron micrograph, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar =
250 p.
c. Coarsely crystalline kandite partially occluding intergranular porosity.
Despite its large crystal size the pore-filling kandite does not display
euhedral crystal morphologies and individual kandite plates appear
ragged and are composed of many smaller crystals. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 40 p.
d. Detail of kandite aggregates illustrating crystal morphology. Note that
individual kandite plates comprise many smaller, micron-sized, hexagonal
crystals visible in both cross-section and plan view. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Low magnification view of an individual laminae of limonitic cement
constituting a "Liesegang ring". Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
f. Abundant limonite grain-coating forming a pore-filling cement within a
Liesegang ring. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Kinnerton
Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 390 p.
g. Scanning electron micrograph of a "Liesegang ring" showing the develop-
ment of grain coating iron oxide cements, including a spherulitic
variety of haematite. Tetragonal crystal is authigenic anatase. Xin
nerton Sandstone outcrop. Scale bar = 40 p.
h. Authigenic haematite crystals associated with a grain dissolution void
developed within a "Liesegang ring". Scanning electron micrograph,
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PLATE 3.31
DIAGENETIC TEXTURE, AUTEIGENIC CEMENTS AND POROSITY SYSTEM CUARACIERISTIC
OF TEE CHESTER PEBBLE BEDS FORMATION AT OUTCROP, FARNDON, NORThERN CHESHIRE
a. Partial dissolution of a sedimentary rock fragment with an argillaceous
matrix from a mudflake lag deposit. Distribution of opaque clay demarks
the former rock fragment outline. The shape of some dissolution voids
within the rock fragment suggests that the argillaceous sedimentary rock
fragment was partially replaced by carbonate (dolomite?) which has
subsequently been leached. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon outcrop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. Large oversized pores (op) indicative of extensive grain dissolution.
Original grain type is not possible to ascertain in this instance.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon
outcrop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
c. Intense dissolution of a vitric volcanic rock fragment producing
intragranular microporosity. Note the compaction of the volcanic rock
fragment. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds,
Farudon outcrop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
d. General view showing the open, well connected nature of the intergranu-
lar porosity system. Feldspar grains have suffered extensive disso-
lution resulting in the development of intragranular porosity. Note the
development of quartz overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, Ches-
ter Pebble Beds, Farndon outcrop. Scale bar = 500 p.
e. Feterogenous distribution of large euhedral quartz overgrowths. Note
the oversized pores and enlarged pore-throat geometry. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon outcrop. Scale bar
= 1 mm.
f. Detail of a large quartz overgrowth that almost entirely encloses the
detrital grain. Where haematite stained clay rims are enclosed within
the quartz overgrowth note how they appear very diffuse and expanded in
comparison to grain coating clays adjacent to pore space. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon outcrop.
Scale bar	 280 p.
g. Extreme heterogeneity of grain packing density commonly developed within
the Chester Pebble Beds. Oversized pores and enlarged pore throats are
associated with grain-to-grain contact "pressure" dissolution contacts
(example arrowed). Note the fractured grain (lower left) with open
fracture and apparent "floating" contact relationships. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon outcrop.
Scale bar = 1 mm.
h. Intense deformation of ductile intraformational mudflake grain in same
sample as illustrated in Plate 3.31 g. Such compaction fabrics
associated 'with oversized pores further emphasises the extreme hetero-
geneity of grain packing density. Photomicrograph, plane polarised


















THE POROSITY SYSTEM AND CEMENTING PHASES DEVELOPED WITHIN THE DELAMERE
PEBBLY SANDSTONE MEMBER (PLATES 3 .32 a TO f) AND FRODSUAM SANDSTONE
MEMBER
(PLATES 3.32 g TO h) OF THE HELSBY SANDSTONE FORMATION, NORTHERN
CHESHIRE
a. Grain replacive, non-ferroan calcite cemented sandstone. The replacive
grain outline can be recognised by the presence of a thin haematite
stained clay rim enclosed within the calcite. The calcite cement
displays a distinct nodular growth form similar to that observed in
calcretes of the South Devon Basin Margin and Midland Basins (see Plates
3.3 and 3.10). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Delamere Pebbly
Sandstone, Rawhead Hill. Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. Extensive replacement of a sedimentary rock fragment by non-ferroan
calcite cement. Adjacent quartz grains have also suffered peripheral
grain corrosion. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Delamere
Pebbly Sandstone, Rawhead Bill. Scale bar
	 1 mm.
c. Porous sandstone typical of the Delamere Pebbly Sandstones at outcrop
along Helsby Hill. Note the open intergranular porosity system cha-
racterised by enlarged pore throats (e) and the elongate nature of many
pores. Grain outlines are highly irregular suggestive of corrosion and
fractured grains are common. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light.
Delamere Pebbly Sandstone, Heisby Hill. Scale bar 	 1 mm.
d. Examination of the same sample with the S.E.M. clearly demonstrates the
open, intergranular porosity system. Note the surface of detrital
grains and sporadic development of quartz overgrowths. Scanning elec-
tron micrograph. Delamere Pebbly Sandstone, Helsby Hill. Scale bar
300 p.
e. Detail of embayed and corroded authigenic quartz overgrowth (c) from the
same sample illustrated in Plate 3.32 c - d. Corrosion has completely
stripped the quartz overgrowth from the left side of the grain and has
affected the mder1yiug grain. The large, spherical depression (pd) is
probably a result of grain-to-grain contact dissolution and has been
exposed through sample preparation. Scanning electron micrograph,
Delamere Pebbly Sandstone, Belsby Hill. Scale bar = 20 p.
f. Coarsely crystalline pore-filling barytes cement which encloses both
quartz overgrowths (q, arrowed) and feldspar overgrowths Cf. arrowed).
Compare the extent of the pore-filling barytes with the intergranular
porosity system developed in the sandstone illustrated in Plate 3.32 c.
Photomicrograph. plane polarised light, Delamere Pebbly Sandstone,
Rawbead Hill. Scale bar	 900 p.
g. Fine-grained sandstone with well rounded detrital quartz grains typical
of the Frodsham Sandstone. The intergranular porosity is enhanced by
grain dissolution porosity (g) which totals up to 2% according to thin
section modal analysis. Note the local grain-to-grain contact disso-
lution fabric and squashing of partially dissolved feldapars. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Frodsham Sandstone, Frodsham Main
Railway Cutting. Scale bar
	
420 p.
h. Superbly well rounded detrital grains constituting the fine-grained
Frodsbam Sandstone. Scanning electron micrograph, Frodsham Sandstone.


























THE POROSITY SYSTEM AND AUTHIGENIC CEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SULPUIDE-
SULPHATE MINERALISATION DEVELOPED AT ALDERLEY EDGE, NORTHERN CHESHIRE
a. Highly porous buff-white coloured sandstone adjacent to a mineralised
zone. Red stained, grain coating illitic clays are absent and the
intergranular porosity system is open. Pore throats appear enlarged (e)
and the pores are characteristically elongate. Quartz overgrowths (q,
arrowed) are commonly developed but both overgrowths and detrital grain
outlines are highly irregular indicative of peripheral corrosion. Note
the partially dissolved feldspar grain (lower centre). Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Heisby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale barl mm.
b. Examination of the same sample with the S.E.M. illustrates particularly
well the open nature of the intergranular porosity and corrosion pattern
developed on the surface of detrital silicate grains. Feldspar disso-
lution is extensive but authigenic feldspar occurs as overgrowths on
relic feldspar grains and as a cement in quartz grains. Scanning
electron micrograph, Heisby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale bar =
300 p.
c. Opaque, poikilotopic crustals of galena that are replacive with respect
to the silicate grain framework. Note that the galena clearly post-
dates quartz overgrowth authigenesis. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Beisby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale bar = 450 p.
d. Dense, microcrystalline pore-filling and peripherally grain replacive
malachite cement. This copper carbonate cement is considered to
represent a replacement of a former copper sulphide phase. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Heisby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale
bar = 450 p.
e. Radiating acicular aggregates of authigenic chrysocholla coating quartz
overgrowths and projecting into intergranular porosity. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Helsby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale
bar	 100 p.
f. Scanning electron micrograph of the same sample as illustrated in Plate
3.33 e showing the distribution and habit of the authigenic chryso-
cholla. Detrital grain surfaces are covered with corrosion features
whilst quartz overgrowths are sporadically developed. Helsby Sandstone,
Alderley Edge. Scale bar = 100 p.
g. Detail of an acicular radiating aggregate of chrysocholla. Scanning
electron micrograph, Helsby Sandstone, Alderley Edge. Scale bar =
20 p.
h. Sphaerosiderite aggregate replacing detrital mudflake clast and nniden-
tified copper-manganese silicate/carbonate cement. Photomicrograph,
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PLATE 3.34
COMPACTION ThXTURES AND GRAIN FRAMEWORK SUPPORTING CEMENTS IN ThE
ST. BEES SANDSTONE OF ThE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA BASIN
a. Grain compaction fabric resulting in complete destruction of primary
intergranular porosity. Grain contacts vary from straight to sutured
and interpenetrative. Note grain coating clays and replacement clay
textures. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3637'.
Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. S.E.M. examination of the same sample illustrated in Plate 3.34 a
clearly shows the close grain packing and concavo-convex grain contacts.
All grains are coated with a thin film of tangentially orientated
illitic clay characterised by wispy fibrous projections. Scanning
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3647'. Scale bar = 40 p.
c. Early non-ferroan dolomite cements pre-date the main phase of quartz
authigenesis and provide grain framework support. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3356'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
d. Spatial distribution of early dolomite and subsequent quartz overgrowth
cement. Poikilotopic non-ferroan dolomite provides a grain framework
support as indicated by the abundant "floating" grain contacts. Where
dolomite is absent the sandstone is effectively completely cemented with
quartz. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3580'. Scale
bar = 2 mm.
e. Extensive replacement of detrital silicate grains by early non-ferroan
dolomite cement. Replaced grains are only recognisable by the presence
of diffuse insoluble clay rims (r). Photomicrograpb, plane polarised
light, 110/3-3, 3499'. Scale bar = 900 p.
f. Detrital mudclast (red stained in thin section, outline now obscured)
enclosed in and extensively replaced by non-ferroan dolomite rhombs.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3367'.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
g. Sandstone completely cemented by authigenic quartz overgrowths (see also
Plate 3.35). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3580'.
Scale bar	 920 p.
b. S.E.M. of the same sample illustrated in Plate 3.34 g shows the complete
occlusion of porosity by quartz overgrowth cement. Scanning electron
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF AUTHIGENIC ILLITIC CLAYS IN THE
ST. BEES SANDSTONE OF THE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA
a. General view of sandstone with abundant authigenic pore-lining illite
cement illustrating pervasive grain-coating. Quartz overgrowths clearly
post-date illite authigenesis. Scanning electron inicrograph, 110/3-3,
3368'. Scale bar = 100 p.
b. Detail of the same sample as in Plate 3.36 a showing the platy
morphology of the illitic clay. Note the radially orientated plates
have nucleated on a tangentially arranged grain-coating illitic phase.
Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3368'. Scale bar = 10 p.
c. A more irregular, lath shaped, fibrous variation of the platy illite
projecting radially from the detrital grain surface. Scanning electron
micrograph, 110/3-3, 3799'. Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detail of illitic laths projecting from a platy illite tangentially
orientated grain coating (T) and pore-filling phase. Projecting laths
attain lengths of 15 to 20 p. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3802'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Ramifying network of pore-filling fibrous illite which post-dates quartz
overgrowth authigenesis. The quartz overgrowth exhibits a stepped
growth form which may correspond to colour zones observed with catho-
doluininescence. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'. Scale
bar = 20 p.
f. Detail of the fibrous illite network illustrating tendency for the
illite to develop a honeycomb fabric. Scanning electron micrograph,
110/3-3, 3802'. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. High magnification micrograph showing the illitic laths. Note the
electron transparent nature of individual laths and the overlapping mesh
that constitutes the walls of the honeycomb structure. Scanning
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'. Scale bar = 4 p.
h. Similar high magnification view to Plate 3.36 g showing an end on view
of the wall of the honeycomb texture composed of many overlapping and
interlocking laths. This texture may either represent a growth form or
be a partial collapse structure as a result of sample drying and
























TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF ILLITIC CLAYS FROM TEE
ST. BEES SANDSTONE OF TEE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA.
a. Dense, electron opaque aggregate from the platy illite assemblage
surrounded by radiating elongate illite laths which exhibit euhedral
crystal faces. Transmission electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3368'. Scale
bar = 1.2 i.
b. Similar aggregate with projecting elongate laths which reach lengths in
excess of 6 p. Note the associated electron transparent euhedral
hexagonal illitic plates. Transmission electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3368'. Scale bar = 2.5 p.
c. Illitic clay assemblage from the fibrous illite dominated by short,
euhedral laths and electron transparent plates. The coarse, electron
opaque material probably represents detrital material. Transmission
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'. Scale bar = 8 p.
d. Detail of the fibrous illite assemblage. Individual laths vary between
2 and around 10 p in length, averaging around 4 p. Transmission
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. High magnification micrograph showing the electron transparent nature
and euhedral crystal faces of individual laths. Transmission electron
micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'. Scale bar	 0.6 p.
f. Selected area diffraction pattern taken on laths shown in Plate 3.37 e
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PLATE 3.38
DISSOLUTION OF DETRITAL GRAINS AND ASSOCIATED REPLACEMENT ILLITIC CLAYS
DEVELOPED WITHIN TEE ST. BEES SANDSTONE OF THE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD,
IRISH SEA
a. Alteration of feldspar within the St. Bees Sandstone. Grain top left
has undergone severe dissolution whilst feldspar overgrowth top right is
also etched. Feldspar grain centre has suffered dissolution along
cleavage planes and is associated with illitisation of the remaining
feldspar relics. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3732'. Scale
bar = 20 p.
b. Detail of altered feldspar shown in centre of Plate 3.38 a. Relic
cleavage plates are coated with illitic fibres. Scanning electron
micrograph, 110/3-3, 3732'. Scale bar = 4 p.
c. Partially dissolved feldspar associated with replacement clays. Scan-
fling electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3723'. Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Detail of feldspar illustrated in Plate 3.38 c showing replacement
association of illitic clays. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3723'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Grain dissolution void bounded by illitic clay rim and now partially
infilled with fibrous illitic clays. Scanning electron micrograph,
110/2-1, 4073'. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Detail of fibrous radiating illitic clay partially occluding intragranu-
lar porosity depicted in Plate 3.38 e. Note the crystal perfection of
the radiating laths. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/2-1, 4073'.
Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Surface of a detrital muscovite flake covered with wispy illitic fibres
projecting from the cleavage flake surface. Scanning electron micro-
graph, 110/3-3, 3793'. Scale bar = 4 p.
h. End on view of a partially illitised detrital muscovite showing the
development of illitic fibres bridging between expanded cleavage plates.



















TEXTURE AND CIIARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY POROSITY AND SUBSEQUENT CEMENTING
PHASES IN THE ST. BEES SANDSTONE OF THE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD, IRISH SEA.
a. Well developed intergranular porosity system developed within a typical
moderately sorted medium to coarse-grained fluvial sandstone. Note the
sporadic development of quartz overgrowths (Q) oversized pores (P) and
the inhomogeneity of grain packing. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, 110/3-3, 3368'. Scale bar = 900 p.
b. Bimodally sorted aeolian sandstone characterised by rapid alternations
of fine and coarse-grained laminae. The coarse-grained laminae exhibit
a well developed intergranular porosity system enhanced by minor grain
dissolution porosity. In contrast, the fine-grained laminae are con-
siderably compacted and possess significantly less intergranular poro-
sity. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3732'. Scale
bar = 1.2 =.
c. Embayed and corroded detrital quartz grains and authigenic overgrowth
(C) in a partially quartz cemented sandstone suggesting the iutergranu-
lar porosity is secondary in origin resulting from the removal of a
pore-filling and grain-replacive phase. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, 110/3-3, 3467'. Scale bar = 900 p.
d. Examination of sandstone with embayed grain and overgrowth outlines
using the S.E.M. reveals the presence of highly corroded detrital grain
surfaces and relic overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3467'. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Pore-filling and grain-replacive euhedral rhombs of ankerite which
post-date quartz overgrowths partially occluding secondary intergranular
porosity. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3801'.
Scale bar = 100 p.
f. Scanning electron micrograph of the same sample as in Plate 3.39 e
showing the pore-filling and grain-replacive nature of ankerite.
110/3-3, 3810'. Scale bar = 100 p.
g. Authigenic pore-filling and grain-coating pyrite cement in secondary
porosity. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/2-1, 4050'.
Scale bar = 120 p.
h. Examination of the same sample with the S.E.M. clearly shows the
authigenic nature and octahedral habit of the pyrlte. 110/2-1, 4050'.
Scale bar = 20 p.
QrQ'5













POROSITY SYSTEM AND AIJTEIGENIC CEMENTING PHASES CHARACTERISTIC OF TEE
"FRODSHAM FAdES" AEOLIAN SANDSTONES, KIRKIIAM BOREHOLE, LANCASHIRE BASIN.
a. Well developed intergranular porosity system in well sorted aeollan
sandstone. Grains are typically in only point contact. Note the
general absence of cementing phases. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Kirkham Borehole, 1425'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. Scanning electron micrograph of the same sample shown in Plate 3.41 a
illustrating the well rounded nature of the detrital grains, open
porosity system and lack of intergranular cementing phases. Scale bar =
100 p.
c. Nodular aggregate of dolomite in a well compacted sandstone. The origin
of these dolomite aggregates probably variable; some may represent
incipient pedogenic growth whilst others are probably . j situ replace-
ments of detrital mudflakes or argillaceous clasts. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Kirkliam Borehole, 1313'. Scale bar = 300 p.
d. Pervasive pore-filling and peripherally grain-replacive dolomite cement
which provides framework support. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Kirkham Borehole, 1322'. Scale bar = 920 p.
e. Well rounded detrital grains in porous sandstone coated with diffuse
expanded clay rims (ec). Note grain-to-grain contact pressure disso-
lution. Pliotomicrograph, plane polarised light, Kirkham Borehole,
1452'. Scale bar = 420 p.
f. Detail of grain surface texture from sandstone illustrated in Plate
3.40 e characterised by expanded clay rims. Detrital grains are coated
with an amorphous appearing illitic clay coat. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kirkham Borehole, 1452'. Scale bar = 20 p.
g. Dissolution void after detrital feldspar grain developed within a
quartz-rich aeolian sandstone. Note the preservation of a thin clay rim
around the former feldspar grain boundary. Scanning electron micro-
graph, Kirkliain Borehole, 1444'. Scale bar = 100 p.
b. n jtu illitised detrital grain, presumably a former detrital feld-
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PLATE 3.41
COMPACTION FABRICS, CLAY COATINGS AND GRAIN DISSOLUTION TEXTURES DEVELOPED
WITHIN THE "DELAMERE PEBBLY SANDSTONE FACIES" FLUVIAL SANDSTONE OF THE
KIRKHAM BOREHOLE, LANCASHIRE BASIN.
a. Coarse sandstone developed at the base of a fluvial unit overlying
highly compacted fine-grained sandstones. Despite the open intergranu-
lar porosity system in the coarse sandstone note the development of
straight, concavo-convex and interpenetrative grain contacts. Photo-
micrograph. plane polarised light, Iirkham Borehole, 1363'. Scale bar =
2.5 mm.
b. Highly compacted fine-grained sandstone forming the upper part of a
fluvial unit. All primary intergranular porosity has been destroyed by
the effects of intense compaction resulting in sutured grain contacts.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Eirkham Borehole, 1283'. Scale
bar	 1 n.
c. Scanning electron micrograph of a highly compacted sandstone with
intensely sutured grain contacts. Kirkham Borehole, 1360'. Scale bar =
40 p.
d. Detail of sutured grain contact from Plate 3.41c. Note the concentra-
tion of insoluble clay along the grain dissolution contact. Scanning
electron micrograph, Kirkham Borehole, 1360'. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Authigenic haematite crystals associated with grain coating illitic
clay. Scanning electron micrograph, flrkham Borehole, 1360'. Scale bar
= 10 p.
f. Cluster of authigenic haematite crystals associated with grain dissolu-
tion void. Scanning electron micrograph, Rirkham Borehole, 1424'.
Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Almost complete dissolution of a detrital potassium feldspar grain.
Note the tangentially arranged grain coating clay and later platy
authigenic illiteforming a pore-lining phase. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kjrkham Borehole, 1360'. Scale bar 	 20 p.
Ii. Partial dissolution of feldspar within a quartz feldspathic rock







AUTHIGENIC QUARTZ CEMENTS DEVELOPED WITHIN THE "DELAMERE PEBBLY SANDSTONE
FAdES" FLUVIAL SANDSTONES OF THE KiRKBAM BOREIIOLE, LANCASHIRE BASIN
a. Large, euhedral quartz overgrowths tightly cement a medium-grained
fluvial sandstone effectively occluding virtually all intergranular
porosity. Detrital grain outlines defined by thin haematite stained
clay coats. Photomicrograph, crossed polars, Kirkiham Borehole, 1424'.
Scale bar = 200 i.
b. Cathodoluminescence photomicrograph of the same field of view as in
Plate 3.42 a clearly shows the extent of quartz cementation. Note how
the quartz overgrowths are zoned and that detrital grains are essential-
ly in point contact. Dot cathode luminoscope photomicrograph, Kirkliam
Borehole, 1424', 400 ASA film processed to 800 ASA, 2'30" exposure.
Scale bar = 200 p.
c. Abundant large quartz overgrowths on well rounded detrital grains.
Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkham Borehole, 1424'. Scale bar
= 100 p.
d. Euhedral authigenic quartz overgrowth with almost perfect hexagonal
bipyramidal form. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkham Borehole,
1424'. Scale bar = 40 p.
e. Complete occlusion of intergranular porosity as a result of quartz
overgrowth cementation. Broken overgrowth surfaces have a stepped
appearance which may correspond to the colour zones observed in
cathodoluminescence. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkbam Borehole,
1424'. Scale bar = 40 p.
f. Detail of the edge of a quartz overgrowth showing the "stepped" or
"terraced" appearance. Individual zones are less than 1 p in width
and if they correspond to the colour zoning observed with cathodo-
luminescence suggest quartz precipitation took place repeatedly from
fluids of slightly differing composition. Scanning electron micrograph,
Kirkiiam Borehole, 1424'. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Complex intergrowths of small hexagonal bipyramids of authigenic quartz
on a polycrystalline quartz (?) rock fragment. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kirkham Borehole, 1424'. Scale bar	 40 p.
Ii. Small euhedral quartz crystals associated with authigenic illite laths
lining a grain dissolution void. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkhazn








LATE PORE-FILLING ANKERITE CEMENTS AND ILLITIC AUTHIGENIC CLAYS DEVELOPED
WITHIN THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF THE KIRKBAM BOREHOLE, LANCASHIRE BASIN
a. Enhedral ankerite rhombs (a) developed within open intergranular poro-
sity of secondary origin. Note the compaction fabric developed in the
lower part of the field of view. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, flrkham Borehole, 1386'. Scale bar = 1 mm.
b. Ankerite rhombs clearly post-date quartz overgrowth development. Scan-
ning electron micrograph, Kirkbam Borehole, 1209'. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Lath-shaped fibrous illite bridging between two detrital quartz grains
coated with tangentially arranged illitic clay. Scanning electron
micrograph, Kirk]iam Borehole, 1231'. Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detail of lath-sahped fibrous illites illustrated in plate 3.43 c.
Laths appear to have nucleated or grown from upturned plates and curled
edges of the grain coating illitic phase. Note the electron-transparent
nature of the lath illites. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkliam
Borehole, 1231'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Pore-filling aggregate of authigenic illitic clay that effectively
chokes pore throats. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkham Borehole,
1388'. Scale bar = 40 p.
f. Detail of Plate 3.43 e showing the platy morphology of the authigenic
illite with characteristic wispy, lath-like projections. Scanning
electron micrograph, Kirkliam Borehole, 1388'. Scale bar = 20 p.
g. Pore-throat choked with authigenic platy illite. Note the development
of fibrous projections at the extremities of illite plates. Scanning
electron micrograph, Kirkham Borehole, 1300'. Scale bar = 10 p.
h. Rare development of radial fibrous illitic clay nucleated on tangen-
tially orientated grain coating illitic clay. Scanning electron micro-
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PLATE 3.44
TEXTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE SECONDARY POROSITY SYSTEM IN TEE
"DELAMERE PEBBLY SANDSTONE FACIES" FLUVIAL SANDSTONES (PLATES 3.44 a to f)
AND DOLOMITE CEMENTS IN TIlE "LAKE MARGIN FAdES" SANDSTONES (PLATES 3 .44
g to h) OF TEE KIRKHAM BOREHOLE, LANCASHIRE BASIN.
a. Open, intergranular porosity system with large, oversized pores (0) and
enlarged pore throats (T). Note the irregular, embayed detrital grain
outlines, lack of quartz overgrowth cement and heterogeneity of grain
contacts. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Kirkham Borehole,
1284'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. The intergranular porosity system illustrated in Plates 3.44 a. Anthi-
genic pore—filling phases are essentially absent except for minor quartz
overgrowth development. Note the grain to grain contact ("pressure")
dissolution pits. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkhain Borehole,
1284'. Scale bar = 100 p.
c. Extremely heterogenous distribution of porosity and quartz overgrowths.
Oversized pores (o) and an open, intergranular porosity system are
associated with sporadic large quartz overgrowths which display irregu-
lar embaymeuts (e). Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, Kirkham
Borehole, 1364'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
d. Scanning electron microscopy reveals the presence of deep depressions
corroded within quartz overgrowths. Kirkham Borehole, 1364'. Scale bar
= 20 p.
e. In severe cases virtually all the quartz overgrowth has been stripped
from the grain leaving behind irregular upstanding ridges. Scanning
electron micrograph, Kirkhani Borehole, 1364'. Scale bar = 20 p.
f. Detail of detrital grain surface from sandstone with abundant corrosion
textures. Irregular surface pits are considered to represent an exhumed
carbonate dissolution surface. Scanning electron micrograph, Kirkham
Borehole, 1284'. Scale bar = 10 Li.
g. Extensive rhombic dolomite cement which is highly replacive to the
detrital grain framework. Thin section modal analysis indicates 24% of
dolomite cement in this sandstone. Note the zoned dolomite crystals
with a turbid core and clear outer rim. Photoinicrograph, plane
polarised light, Kirkham Borehole, 1199'. Scale bar = 1 mm.
h. Scanning electron microscopy readily shows the euhedral pore—filling and
grain replacive nature of the ferroan dolomite rhonibs that extensively




























TEXTURE AND DIAGENESIS OF BIOCLASTIC AND OOLITIC DETRITUS PRESENT
IN TEE LOWER PART OF ThE 43/15-1 WELL, SOUThERN NORTH SEA BASIN
a. General view of a typical sandstone containing abundant oolitic and
associated bioclastic debris. Note the highly iron stained, clay
replaced nature of much the oolitic detritus. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, 43/15-1, 5439'. Scale bar = 1.1 mm.
b. Oolitic detritus showing preservation of concentric ring structure
within dolomitised ooliths. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
43/15-1, 5439'. Scale bar = 300 p.
c. Detail of coated bioclastic debris displaying varying degrees of clay
replacement. Bioclastic material includes echinoderm plates (c), bi-
valve fragments (b) and indeterminate micritised grains (m). Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, 43/15-1, 5468'. Scale bar = 30 p.
d. Compound oolitic grain (cg) with abraded ooliths clearly demonstrating
the derived nature of the oolitic detritus. Despite extensive dolomiti-
sation and clay replacement of individual ooliths the concentric
internal structure can still be ascertained. Note the quartz grain
nuclei to many ooliths. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
43/15-1, 5481'. Scale bar = 300 p.
e. Scanning electron micrograph of oolith enclosed within anhydrite cement.
43/15-1, 5468'. Scale bar = 40 p.
f. Detail of surface texture of oolith illustrated in Plate 3.45 e. Matrix
material is calcite (c) which is partially replaced by euhedral rhombs
(d). Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5468'. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Surface of oolitic grain displaying extensive dolomite replacement.
Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5468'. Scale bar = 10 p.
h. Oolitic grain with intense authigenic clay and dolomite replacement.
Note the development of radial illitic clays which have nucleated on the
replacement clay. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5468'. Scale











NODULAR ANHYDRITE DEVELOPED WITHIN SILTY MUDROCKS (PLATE 3 .46 a) AND SUL-
PHATE, CARBONATE AND HALITE CEMENTS CHARACTERISTIC OF RED COLOURED BACTON
GROUP SANDSTONES IN ThE 41/20-1 AND 43/15-1 WELLS, SOUTHERN NORTH SEA
a. Matrix replacive and displacive anhydrite nodule developed within silty
mudrock. Coarsely crystalline subhedral plates and laths of anhydrite
have replaced a finely crystalline anhydrite core. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 43/15-1, 5383'. Scale bar = 1.1 mm.
b. Coarsely crystalline, poikilotopic anhydrite cement showing well deve-
loped cleavage. Note the highly expanded clay rims (cc) coating
detrital grains enclosed within the anhydrite cement. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 43/15-1, 5434'. Scale bar = 300 p.
c. Poikilotopic pore-filling gypsum cement which encloses overgrowths on
both quartz (q, arrowed) and feldspar (f, arrowed) grains. Photoinicro-
graph, plane polarised light, 41/20-1, 1479'. Scale bar = 900 p.
d. Detail of poikilotopic gypsum enclosing quartz overgrowths (q, arrowed),
grain replacive authigenic clay (c) and euhedral dolomite rhombs (d).
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 41/20-1, 1466'. Scale bar
= 250 p.
e. Fine-grained sandstone extensively cemented with pore-filling and grain
replacive euhedral dolomite. Note the common development of turbid
cores and clear outer rims to the dolomite rhombs. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 43/15-1, 5471'. Scale bar = 960 .
f. Detail of a large, euhedral dolomite rhonib. E.D.S. spot analysis
indicates the core to be non-ferroan whilst the outer 10 p rim is
ferroan. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5471'. Scale bar
= 20 p.
g. Halite cemented sandstone. Intergranular halite cement completely
occludes all porosity. Note the open grain framework. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 43/15-1, 5385'. Scale bar = 1 mm.
h. Examination of the same sample with the S.E.M. readily confirms the
presence of halite cement with a pronounced cubic cleavage. Euhedral
ferroan dolomite rhombs are enclosed within the halite cement. Scanning



























POROSITY SYSTEM AND CEMENTING PHASES DEVELOPED WITHIN THE RED COLOURED
BACTON GROUP SANDSTONES IN ThE 41/20-1 WELLS, SOUTHERN NORTH SEA
a. Tangentially arranged, grain coating and grain-replacive authigenic
clays (red-stained in thin section). Note the highly expanded appear-
ance of the graincoating clay rims. Photomicrograph. plane polarised
light, 43/15-1, 5456'. Scale bar = 400 p.
b. Examination of the same sample as shown in Plate 3.47 a with the
S.E.M. illustrates the pervasive, tangentially orientated grain coating
authigenic clay. Wispy fibres of radial clay project from the grain
coating phase. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5456'. Scale bar
= 20 i.
c. Aggregate of replacement clay with box work-fibrous texture associated
with partial grain dissolution. Scanning electron micrograph, 41/20-1,
1460'. Scale bar = 40 i.
d. Complete dissolution of detrital grain. Former grain outline can be
recognised by the rim of clay. Small euhedral dolomite rhombs are
associated with the clay rim. Scanning electron micrograph, 41/20-1,
1460'. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Intense partial dissolution of detrital feldspar with associated wispy
illitic fibres. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5456'. Scale
bar = 20 ii.
f. Dissolution void after detrital grain of unknown mineralogy lined with
euhedral authigenic anatase crystals. Scanning electron micrograph,
41/20-i, 1471'. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Cementation sequence typical of red coloured sandstones. Grain coating
tangential clay is overlain by quartz overgrowths which are replaced by
ferroan dolomite. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5481'. Scale
bar = 10 p.
Ii. Pore-filling kaolinite enclosed within calcite cement. Scanning dcc-
tron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5468'. Scale bar = 4 p.









DIAGENETIC TEXTURE AND MINERALOGY OF B1JFF —WHITE COLOURED SANDSTONES PRESENT
IN THE BACTON GROUP OF THE 43/15-1 WELL, SOUTHERN NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Typical development of colourless, tangentially arranged, grain coating
illitic clay. Photomicrograph, crossed polars, 43/15-1, 5396'. Scale
bar = 300 p.
b. Grain coating, tangential illitic clay with local development of
associated radial illitic fibres. Scanning electron micrograph,
43/15-1, 5396'. Scale bar = 20 p.
c. Detrital muscovite displaying almost complete replacement by authigenic
kandite. Note the distinct orientation of kandite crystals parallel to
the basal cleavage of the muscovite. Scanning electron micrograph,
43/15-1, 5433'. Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detail of Plate 3.48 c showing the perfect euhedral hexagonal morphology
of the authigenic kandite. Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1,
5433'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Unusual development of tangentially arranged, grain—coating kandite.
Scanning electron micrograph, 43/15-1, 5433'. Scale bar = 4 p.
f. Euhedral intergranular pore—filling kandite partially enclosed within
quartz overgrowths. Scanning electron micrgraph, 43/15-1, 5433'. Scale
bar	 10 p.
g. Coarsely crystalline euhedral rhombs of ankerite partially cementing
enlarged intergranular porosity. The ankerite cement locally replaces
the silicate grain framework. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
43/15-1, 5481'. Scale bar = 300 p.
h. Well rounded grains in a porous sandstone partially cemented by








PLATE 3 . 49
SIDERITE CEMENTS IN ThE SMITH BANK GROUP OF ThE 16/29-2 WELL,
CENTRAL NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Sphaerosiderite replacement of detrital clay. The sphaerosiderite has a
dark pyrite-rich core enclosed in a thin rim of clear siderite.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10580'.
Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
h. Simple type A sphaerosiderite characterised by a small dark pyrite-rich
core and broad, clear outer rim occuring as a replacement of detrital
clay. The siderite is highly replacive with respect to the silicate
grains and has suffered post-growth compaction. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, 16/29-2, 10538'. Scale bar = 900 p.
c. Extensive siderite replacement of argillaceous sandstone. Siderite
occurs as both sub-spherical type A sphaerosiderite aggregates (dark
with pyrite inclusions) and as rhombic replacement of matrix clay.
Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10474'.
Scale bar	 1.2 aim.
d. Detail of sub-spherical type A sphaerosiderite showing the dense, almost
opaque pyrite-rich core enclosed within a thin rim of clear euhedral
siderite crystals. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2,
10474'. Scale bar = 300 p.
e. Single sphaerosiderite crystal of type B growth form with a core of
disseminated pyrite around which inclusion-free siderite has precipitat-
ed. Large pyrite crystals have grown at the edge of the dark core and
the sphaerosiderite is enclosed in a thin rim of pyrite. Photoinicro-
graph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10495'. Scale bar = 300 p.
f. Type B sphaerosiderite growth which has extensively replaced silicate
grains and has further siderite growth following the outer rim.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10538'.
Scale bar = 300 p.
g. Compound sphaerosiderite aggregates replacing matrix detrital clay.
Sphaerosiderite comprises a large, central spherulith enclosed within a
peripheral ring of smaller spheruliths that nucleated around the
original spherulith. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2,
10501'. Scale bar = 1 mm.
h. Large compound spheruliths displaying development of septarian-like
cracks that are filled with a highly niagnesian siderite. Photomicro-























PISTOMESITE AND ANKERITE CEMENTS (PLATES 3.50 a to d) AND KANDITE
REPLACEMENT TEXTURES (PLATES 3.50 e to b) IN TEE SMITH BANK GROUP
SANDSTONES OF ThE 16/29-2 WELL, CENTRAL NORTH SEA BASIN.
a. Euhedral crystal of pistomesite (p) occuring as a replacement of partially
dissolved feldspar grain (outlined) and authigenic kandite. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10568'. Scale bar = 250 t.
b. Coarsely crystalline poikilotopic ankerite cement which totally occludes all
porosity and produces "floating" grain fabric. Note the intense replacement
of both quartz and feldspar grains and quartz overgrowths (arrowed).
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10594'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
c. Detail of ankerite cement enclosing vermicular kandite aggregates. Both the
kandite and ankerite cement are filling an enlarged porosity system with
oversized pores and pore-throats. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
16/29-2, 10594'. Scale bar = 300 pi.
d. Extensive replacement of detrital feldspar by ankerite. Replacement has
partially proceeded along perthite exsolution lamellae rather than twin
lamellae. Photomicrograph, crossed polars, 16/29-2, 10550'. Scale bar =
300 i.
e. Pervasive kandite replacement fabric (k). Oversized pores and pore-throats
are filled with intergranular kandite cement. Occasionally, silt sized
detrital silicate fragments can be discerned within the kandite filling
oversized pores (ringed). Note the grain-to-grain contact "pressure" disso-
lution and corroded detrital grain outlines. Photomicrograph, plane polaris-
ed light, 16/29-2, 10483'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
f. Detail of kandite replacement texture (k). Detrital grains and quartz
overgrowths (arrowed) exhibit a highly embayed and corroded outline which is
infilled with authigenic pore-filling kandite. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, 16/29-2, 10501'. Scale bar = 300 i.
g. In jj replacement of detrital silicate grains by authigenic kandite.
Replaced grain lower left (d) has been replaced by a finely crystalline,
densely packed, brown coloured blocky kandite aggregate whilst replaced grain
upper right (v) has been replaced by a more open, coarser vermiform textured
landite which spills out into the adjacent intergranular pore space.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10478'. Scale bar300 p.
h. Detail of rock fragment with a schistose fabric partially replaced by kandite
(original approximate grain boundary outlined). Selective replacement leaves
behind silt-sized silicate fragments which, together with the abundant matrix
clay, results in an overall increase in textural immaturity of the sandstone.
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TEXTURE AND MORPHOLOGY OF AUTHIGENIC KANDITES FROM THE SMITH BANK GROUP
SANDSTONES IN THE 16/29-2 WELL, CENTRAL NORTH SEA BASIN.
a. Intergranular porosity is effectively destroyed as a result of a
pervasive pore—filling kandite phase. Scanning electron micrograph,
16/29-2, 10474'. Scale bar
	
20 i.
b. Higher magnification view of the intergranular kandite illustrated in
Plate 3.51 a indicates the rather anhedral appearance of the kandite
species. Both thin section and S.E.M. textures commonly do not enable a
firm distinction between detrital and authigenic clay. Compare with the
intergranular clay in Plate 3.50 f. Note the intercrystalline micro —
porosity. Scanning electron niicrograph, 16/29-2, 10494'. Scale bar4IuI.
c. Complete replacement of a former detrital grain by finely crystalline,
dense, blocky kandite. Compare with Plate 3.50 g. Scanning electron
niicrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale bar = 40 p.
d. Detail of the grain— replacive kandite depicted in Plate 3.51 c.
Individual kandite crystals are anhedral to subhedral and show the
development of platy edges and wispy projections. Scanning electron
niicrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Kandite aggregate with a tendency to develop verniiform growth habit.
Kandite crystals are characterised by an extremely anhedral shape and
abundant wispy, fibrous projections. Scanning electron micrograph,
16/29-2, 10495'. Scale bar = 4 p.
f. Detail of fibrous projections emanating from kandite crystals. E.D.S.
analysis of these projections indicates the presence of potassium in
addition to silicon and aluminium suggesting them to be illitic in
nature. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2, 10495'. Scale
bar2 p.
g. Vermiform, intergranular pore — filling kandite species. Note the adja-
cent, more finely crystalline, dense, blocky grain— replacive kandite.
Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Detail of euhedral, well crystallised pore — filling kandite. Note the
cross— sectional shape and thickness of individual crystals. Despite the
abundance of the pore — filling kandite there is considerable inter—
crystalline microporosity. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2,

















POROSITY SYSTEM AND MINOR CEMENTING PHASES PRESENT IN TEE SMITE BANK
GROUP SANDSTONES OF ThE 16/29-2 WELL, CENTRAL NORTH SEA BASIN
a. Texture of typical intergranular porosity. Pore distribution is ex-
tremely irregular with oversized pores (p) and enlarged pore throats
being associated with strong compaction fabrics. Note the extremely
corroded appearance of detrital quartz grains (c, arrowed). Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2, 10568'. Scale bar
	
1.2 mm.
b. Examination of the same sample as illustrated in Plate 3.52 a showing
the development of large oversized pores in sandstone with a highly
compacted fabric. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2, 10568'. Scale
bar	 200 i.
c. Local development of grain coating radial fibrous illite associated with




d. Detail of radial illite associated with tangential grain coating phase.
Note the electron transparent nature and extreme thinness of the illite
laths. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale bar=41u1.
e. Intense dissolution of detrital potassium feldspar leaving delicate
relic needles of undissolved feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph,
16/29-2, 10652'. Scale bar = 20 i.
f. Dissolution void lined with authigenic quartz. Scanning electron
micrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale bar = 10 i.
g. Grain—coating authigenic potassium feldspar needles enclosed in authi-
genic quartz overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2,
10652'. Scale bar = 10 i.
Ii. Detail of authigenic feldspar crystals shown in Plate 3.52 g. Note the
development of both elongate lath shaped crystals and small discrete
crystals with the adularia habit. Scanning electron micrograph,


















DISSOLUTION TEXTURES IN DETRITAL FELDSPARS
a. Typical texture of dissolution in detrital K-feldspar. Partially
dissolved core is enclosed in autbigenic K-feldspar overgrowth. Note
fracturing of overgrowth post-dates dissolution. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, N.LLA. Observation Borehole 18, 51 m. Scale bar =
50 p.
b. End-product of intense dissolution in detrital K-feldspar leaves a
dissolution void with only relics of the former detrital core. Note the
original grain outline and euhedral K-feldspar overgrowths. Scanning
electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 58 m. Scale bar
= 10 p.
c. Extensive dissolution of detrital K-feldspar creating dissolution void
with authigenic K-feldspar and authigenic clay. Scanning electron
micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 51 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Detail of Plate 3.53c ilitistrating the adularia habit authigenic
K-feldspar rhombs within dissolution void. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 51 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Partial dissolution of detrital clay feldspar. Note "skin" of grain-
coating clay around grain surface. Scanning electron micrograph,
N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15, 49 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Detail of Plate 3.53e showing selective dissolution fabric. Do smooth
faces and upstanding feldspar needles represent dissolution or precipi-
tation surfaces? Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 15, 49 m. Scale bar	 4 p.
g. Orientated dissolution fabric in detrital K-feldspar associated with
precipitation of euhedral authigenic K-feldspar crystals. Scanning
electron niicrograph, Allotment Borehole, 19.8 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
h. Detail of Plate 3.53g showing development of euhedral K-feldspar faces
within dissolution void. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Bore-



















DETAILS OF SURFACE DISSOLUTION TEXTURES ON DETRITAL FELDSPAR
a-d. Scanning electron micrograph showing surface texture of detrital K-feld--
spar grain from carbonate cemented sandstone from the Marchwood Bore-
hole, 5523', after carbonate cement has been removed in dilute acid.
a. General view of detrital grain showing regular network of depressions
covering grain surface. Scale bar = 100 p.
b. Detail of regular depression interpreted to represent the exhumed
expression of the advancing growth of a grain replacive calcite
crystal. Growth inferred to have taken place from bottom to top. Scale
bar = 40 p.
c. Detail of surface corrosion. Note the differential degree of peripheral
replacement. Scale bar = 40 p.
d. Enlargement of the edge of the inferred carbonate replacement front.
Depth of peripheral replacement is approximately 3 p. Scale bar =
10 p.
e. Similar surface dissolution fabric from a porous sandstone. The grain
surface is covered with a regular network of upstanding ridges perpendi-
cular to the grain surface. Scanning electron micrograph, Budleigh
Salterton Pebble Beds, South Devon, BSOS1. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Detail of surface dissolution fabric showing development of orientated
relics. Scanning electron micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds,
South Devon, BSOS1. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Intense surface dissolution fabric which penetrates into the grain
interior. Scanning electron niicrograph, N.W.LA. Observation Borehole
18, 7 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
h. Detail of Plate 3.54g showing regular orientation of dissolution fabric
parallel to intersecting cleavage expressions. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.LA. Observation Borehole 18, 7 m. Scale bar	 10 p.
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PLATE 3.55
DETAILS OF SURFACE DISSOLUTION FEATURES ON AUThIGENIC K-FELDSPAR
OVERGROWTh S
a. Large K-feldspar overgrowth with extensive surface pitting. Scanning
electron micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, South Devon, BSPB1.
Scale bar = 40 p.
b. Detail of above showing the development of orientated dissolution pits
in the overgrowth surface. Note the expression of the (010) and (110)
cleavage directions in the dissolution fabric. Scanning electron
micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, South Devon. BSPB1. Scale
bar = 10 p.
c. Highly altered detrital core of detrital K-feldspar enclosed in over-
growth exhibiting dissolution features. Scanning electron micrograph,
Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, South Devon, FBQ2. Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Detail of the junction between detrital core and overgrowth from Plate
3.55 c. Note the discrete crystals of authigenic K-feldspar which also
display dissolution features in addition to the overgrowth. Scanning
electron micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, South Devon, F1102.
Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Highly orientated linear dissolution fabric in K-feldspar overgrowth.
Kinnerton Sandstone outcrop, KTI. Scale bar = 20 p.
f. Differential development of dissolution fabric on adjacent K-feldspar
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PLATE 3.56
REPLACEMENT CLAY MINERALS ASSOCIATED WITh FELDSPAR ALTERATION
a. Illitic-type clay (illite-smectite of unknown composition) intimately
associated with extensively dissolved K-feldspar detrital grain. Scan-
ning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 8 m. Scale
bar = 20 ji.
b. Enlargement of Plate 3.56a illustrating detail of illitic-type clay and
relic K-feldspar association. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 18, 8 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
C. Illitic clay preferentially developed within dissolution voids of
partially dissolved K-feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph, Riccall
Borehole, 136 m. Sclae bar = 40 p.
d. Detail of Plate 3.56c showing illitic clay coating surface of relic
detrital K-feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph, Riccall Borehole,
136 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Complex dissolution-precipitation (?) fabric in detrital K-feldspar
associated with illite. Scanning electron inicrograph, 110/3-3, 3368'.
Scale bar = 20 p..
f. Detail of Plate 3.56c showing illite laths precipitated and bridging
between detrital K-feldspar relics. Scanning electron micrograph,
110/3-3, 3368'. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Authigenic vermiform kandite aggregates replacing feldspar overgrowth
which in turn encloses an illitic grain-coating clay. Scanning electron
micrograph, Playground Borehole, 106 m. Scale bar = 40 p.
Ii. Authigenic kandites associated with autbigenic illite and K-feldspar
crystals forming an j situ replacement assemblage after detrital
K-feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble





















HABIT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTh IGENIC FELDSPAR IN ThE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Incipient development of (010) dominated adularia habit authigenic
K-feldspar overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, Helsby Sandstone,
Alderly Edge, Cheshire, AE1. Scale bar
	 10 i.
b. Large authigenic K-feldspar overgrowth approaching a euhedral form,
which according to Waugh (1978) results from the coalescence of
incipient overgrowth crystals shown in Plate 3.57a (see text for
discussion). Scanning electron micrograph, Playground Borehole, 106 m.
Scale bar = 40 i.
c. Unusual development of randomly orientated authigenic K-feldspar
crystals forming a cement on detrital quartz grains. Scanning electron
micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13. 58 m. Scale bar = 10 ii.
ci. Classic development of "hacksaw" terminations on an authigenic K-feld-
spar overgrowth. Scanning electron micrograph, St. Bees Head outcrop,
STh1. Scale bar 20 t.
e. Growth form of authigenic K-feldspar overgrowths elongated perpendicular
to (100). Note the random but generally radial growth direction of the
authigenic feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 18, 51 m. Scale bar = 20 i.
f. Detail of elongate authigenic K-feldspar as shown above. Scanning
electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 51 m. Scale bar
= 10 ii.
g. Discrete crystals of authigenic K-feldspar forming an intergranular
pore-filling. Photomicrograph. Allotment Borehole, 27.7 m. Scale bar
= 30 t.
h. Cluster of discrete authigenic K-feldspar crystals. N.W.W.A. Observa-



















CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF M1JSCOVITE ALTERATION IN TEE
SHERWOOD SANI)STONE
a. Detrital muscovite showing major expansion, particularly at grain
extremities, parallel to the basal cleavage and associated precipitation
of authigenic kandite. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Allot-
ment Borehole, 16.0 m. Scale bar = 300 p.
b. End-on view of partially altered detrital muscovite showing authigenic
kandite precipitated between splayed cleavage flakes. Scanning electron
micrograph, Playground No. 9 Borehole, 98.Om. Scale bar = 10 p.
c. Surface of cleavage flake showing concentration of authigenic kandite
within fractures in the cleavage sheet. Note that the newly formed
kandite displays no preferred orientation with respect to the altered
muscovite sheet. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole,
154.6 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detail of the above muscovite sheet with authigenic kandite crystals
growing in the altered cleavage flake, apparently replacing the musco-
vite. Scanning electron niicrograph, Allotment Borehole, 154.6 m. Scale
bar = 4 p.
e. Broken edge of muscovite sheet associated with plates of illitic clay
projecting from cleavage flake extremities. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 56.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
f. Detail of authigenic illitic clay associated with extremities of splayed
muscovite sheet. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3799'. Scale
bar = 2 p.
g. Intensely illitised detrital muscovite. Note the wavy, undulose ap-
pearance of cleavage flakes and the lath-shaped illitic projections from
cleavage flake extremities. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment
Borehole, 19.8 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
b. In situ break up of the muscovite sheet resulting in blistering and
fragmentation. E.D.S. analysis indicates pseudohexagonal crystals on
the altered mica surface contain K, Al and Si, but their mineralogy
remains unknown. Scanning electron micrograph, Playground No. 9 Bore-












CHARACTERISTiC FEATURES OF BJOTITE ALTERATION DURING EARLY DIAGENESIS
IN TEE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. I)etrital biotite flake showing partial peripheral and interlayer re-
placement by opaque authigenic iron oxides. Fibrous, radially orien-
tated clays projecting into pore-space are illite-smectite. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 12 m.
Scale bar	 60 ji.
b. Total pseudomorphous replacement of a detrital biotite grain by opaque
iron oxides. Note the expanded extremities of the grain suggesting
structural expansion was associated with expulsion of iron. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Allotment Borehole, 66.8. Scale bar =
120 p.
c. Splayed end of detrital biotite grain showing concentration of authi-
genic haematite crystals between biotite cleavage flakes. Scanning
electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 45 m. Scale bar
= 10 p.
d. Detail of splayed end of biotite grain illustrating 
.j situ localisation
of authigenic haematite. Note wispy laths of illite-smectite clay
associated with cleavage flake extremities. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 45 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Surface view of biotite cleavage flake showing initial development of
haematite replacement. Small blisters appearing on biotite surface (b)
are concentrations of iron according to E.D.S. Scanning electron
micrograph, Budleigh Saiterton Pebble Beds, South Devon. Scale bar =
10 p.
f. Extreme development of coarsely crystalline euliedral haematite crystals
replacing detrital biotite cleavage fragment. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 14, 91.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Detail of surface of intensely haematite replaced detrital biotite
grain. Note the abundant small pseudohexagonal haematite crystals.
Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 154.6 m. Scale bar =
4 p.
h. Detail of specularite-type growth of authigenic haematite within inter-
cleavage sites in haematised biotite. Scanning electron micrograph,
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PETROGRAPRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EARLY CALCITE CEMENTS INFERRED TO BE
OF CAL CRETE ORIGIN
a. Microcrystalline, non-ferroan calcite from a laminated caicrete sheet
which extensively replaces detrital quartz and silicate grain framework.
Laminations highlighted in thin section by variation in crystal size and
turbidity of crystals. Abundant spar-filled fractures cut laminations.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Otter Sandstones. Lower Otter
valley, South Devon. Scale bar = 900 tm.
b. Almost complete replacement of detrital quartz and silicate grain
framework by pervasive microcrystalline non-ferroan calcite. Note
relics of quartz which "float" in microcrystalline calcite. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5601'. Scale bar =
1.2 mm.
c. Sparry non-ferroan calcite cement that fills fracture cavity between two
adjacent caicrete nodules. Quartz grains within nodules are highly
corroded. Marchwood Borehole, plane polarised light, 5529'. Scale bar
= 3 mm.
d. Sparry calcite fabric infilling fracture between calcrete nodules and
partially invading periphery of nodules. Crystal size of fracture-
filling increases away from fracture walls. Note laminar texture with
concentric growth form around detrital grains within caicrete nodules.
Marchwood Borehole, plane polarised light, 5529'. Scale bar = 3 mm.
e. Grain displacive and replacive non-ferroan calcite with characteristic
growth form typical of incipient calcrete development in porous sand-
stone lithologies. Replaced grain outline preserved by haematite
stained relic rim within calcite crystals (arrowed). Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, Delamere Pebbly Sandstone, Rawhead Bill, Northern
Cheshire outcrop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
f. Non-ferroan calcite cement with radial orientation around detrital
microcrystalline ferroan calcite clast. The crystal size of the calcite
spar cement increases away from the detrital grain nucleus. Photomicro-
graph, crossed polars, Otter Sandstones, Ladram Bay, South Devon. Scale
bar = 1.2	 .
g. Almost complete occlusion of primary intergranular porosity by sparry
non-ferroan calcite cement. Grain shapes are typically highly irregular
and grains often "float" in the calcite cement due to the extensive
peripheral grain replacement. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar = 1.2 	 .
h. Detail of sample shown in Plate 3.61 g illustrating the replacive nature
of the calcite cement to both detrital quartz grains (g) and quartz
overgrowths (o). Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
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PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EARLY DOLOMITE CEMENTS IN TEE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Nodular dolomite aggregate typical of the distal Sherwood Sandstone
alluvium. Note the quartz grain nucleus and concentric rings of rhombic
dolomite crystals that constitute the nodule. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, N.Vi.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 30.0 m. Scale bar =
300 tm.
b. Characteristic form of the dolomite nodules and intimate association
with box-work textured smectitic clay is readily apparent with the
S.E.M. N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 58.0 m. Scale bar = 10 urn.
c. Early, non-ferroan dolomite replacing detrital mudflake (red in thin
section, outline now obscurred) and forming pervasive intergranular
cement that occludes much of the porosity. Note the floating grain
textures and peripheral replacement of detrital quartz (arrowed).
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3499'. Scale bar =
900 urn.
d. Nodular and rhombic dolomite forming a pervasive framework supporting
and grain replacive cement. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
Kirkham Borehole, 1322'. Scale bar	 920 uim.
e-f. Transmitted light-cathodoluminescence pair showing poikilotopic fer-
roan dolomite with both displacive and grain replacive fabric. The
dolomite is highly replacive with respect to the host detrital framework
(arrowed) and under luminescence is clearly seen to tend towards a
rhombic habit with a zoned, outer rim (arrowed). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light (e) and cathodolumjnescence (f) modes, 110/3-3, 3368'.
Scale bar
	 240 uim.
g. Rhombic dolomite forming nodular aggregate replacing iron-rich rnudflake
clast within an argillaceous siltstone. Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, Otter Sandstones, South Devon. Scale bar = 300 urn.
Ii. Relics of a zoned dolomite rhomb which replaced a clay altered
ferromagnesian grain. Subsequent to dolomite replacement selective
zones within the dolomite suffered leaching. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Allotment Borehole, 62.5 m. Scine bar
	 300 pm.

















PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE LATE MESOGENETIC
CARBONATES FROM THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Coarse, poikilotopic crystals of ferroan calcite post-dating quartz and
feldspar overgrowths, enclosing an opaque hydrocarbon residue and
largely occluding all available secondary intergranular porosity. Pho-
tomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5521'. Scale
bar = 600 jun.
b. Isolated, poikolotopic ferroan calcite crystal occuring within inter-
granular porosity. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, Gamston
Borehole, 105.0 m. Scale bar = 960 jim.
c. Late stage fracture-filling ankerite that cuts across quartz cemented
sandstone. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3580'.
Scale bar = 1.2
	 .
d. Euhedral, pore-filling and grain-replacive ankerite rhombs which post-
date quartz cementation. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
110/3-3, 3801'. Scale bar = 100 jim.
e. Pervasive, coarsely crystalline poikilotopic ankerite cement that effec-
tively occludes all porosity and is extensively replacive to detrital
quartz and feldspar. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 16/29-2,
10594'. Scale bar = 1.2	 .
f. Selective replacement along perthite lamellae of detrital plagioclase
grain by ankerite. Photomicrograph, crossed polars, 16/29-2, 10550'.
Scale bar = 300 pm.
g. Extensive poikilotopic dolomite cement that occludes all intergranular
porosity and is peripherally replacive to the detrital grain framework.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 41/20-1, 1466'. Scale bar =
480 pm.
h. Coarse, subhedral rhonibs of aukerite displaying a tendency towards a
poikilotopic development. Photoniicrograph, plane polarised light,
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CHARACTERISTIC TEXTURES AND MORPHOLOGY OF TANGENTIAL GRAIN-COATING AND
EARLY SMECTITE-RICH AUTBIGENIC CLAYS IN IRE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
(All clays identified with X.R.D.)
a. Pore-bridging and grain-coating tangentially arranged clay of prob-
able mechanical infiltration origin. Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Allotment Borehole, 131.5 m. Scale bar = 200 p.
b. Texture of pore-bridging clay. Note tangentially orientated clay
coating detrital grains. Scanning electron micrograph, Twycross
Borehole, 383.1 m. Scale bar
	 40 p.
c. Detail of tangential grain-coating clay from which lath shaped, pore-
bridging illite fibres project. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 13, 23.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
d. Detail of irregular, honey-combed textured smectite clay forming a
grain-coating (c.f. Plate 3.14g). Scanning electron micrograph,
N.W.W.A. Borehole 14, 106.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Fibrous, smectite clay displaying a tendency towards a "hairy" pore-
bridging habit. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 18, 83.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
f. Smectite-rich authigenic clay formating an irregular, stellate to box-
work grain-coating and pore-filling morphological form. Note the
tendency to form "clots" within open pores. Scanning electron micro-
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 52.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
g. Irregular pore-filling "clump" of honey-combed smectitic clay
associated with dolomite rhombs (D, arrowed). Scanning electron micro
graph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 3, 64.0 m. Scale bar = 10 p.
h. Detail of irregular, flaky, poorly developed, boxwork texture of highly
smectitic replacement clays. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A.
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MORPHOLOGY AND HABIT OF EARLY, SHALLOW BURIAL AUTIIIGENIC ILLITE AND
MIXED-LAYER ILLITE SMECITES IN TEE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
(All clays identified with X.R.D.)
a. Local development of radially orientated I-S clay-coating altered
ferro-magnesian detrital grain (FM) illustrating the "grain locali-
sation effect". Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 18, 51.0 m. Scale bar = 120 p.
b. "Grain localisation effect" observed with the S.E.M. Basic grain in
foreground coated with I-S clay contrasts with quartz grains in
background which lack boxwork-textured clay. N.W.W.A. Observation
Borehole 14, 60.0 m. Scale bar 	 20 p.
c. Bladed, locally lath-shaped, radially orientated illite-rich I-S clay
forming sparse coating to detrital quartz grains. Scanning electron
micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 58.9 m.
Scale bar = 20 p.
d. Unusual development of "hairy" illite projections to lath-shaped
illite associated with authigenic haematite and lining a dissolution
void. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13,
io8.o m. Scale bar = 10 p.
e. Lath-shaped illite-rich ordered I-S clay forming a radially orientated
grain coating. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Bore-
hole 18, 72.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
f. Detail of visually poorly structured, ordered I-S clay showing a ten-
dency to develop a bonwork texture. Scanning electron micrograph,
N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 14, 59.0 m. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Thick, radially orientated ordered I-S clay coating displaying a well
developed boxwork texture. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A.
Observation Borehole 18, 51.0 m. Scale bar
	
20 p.
Ii. Detail of typical ordered I-S clay boiwork texture. Scanning electron
micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 52.0 m.





































VARIATION IN MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DEEP BURIAL AUTHIGENIC
ILLITES FROM THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE OF THE MORECANBE BAY GAS FIELD,
IRISH SEA BASIN
(All clays identified with X.R.D.)
a. Pervasive platy illite forming pore-lining that pre-dates quartz
authigenesis. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3356'.
Scale bar = 20 p.
b. Detail of platy illite morphology. Note tangential and radially orien-
tated growth. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3356'.
Scale bar = 4 p.
c. Lath-shaped, fibrous development of platy illite nucleated on and pro-
jecting radially from the detrital grain surface. Scanning electron
micrograph, 110/3-3, 3799'. Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Detail of fibrous platy illite. Note elongate lath shaped "fibrous"
projections to illite "plates". Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3799'. Scale bar = 4 p.
e. Ramifying network of pore-filling fibrous illite, which can be demons-
trated to post-date quartz authigenesis (see Plate 3.36e). Scanning
electron micrograph, 110/3-3. Scale bar 	 10 p.
f. Detail of fibrous illite fabric. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3,
3802'. Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Detail of lath shaped, electron transparent pore-filling and pore-
bridging illite fibres. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3802'.
Scale bar = 4 p.
h. Detail of short fibrous projections developed around perimeter of box-



















MORPHOLOGY AND HABIT OF AUThIGENIC KANDITES IN ThE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
(All clays identified with X.R.D.)
a. Grain—replacive authigenic kandite associated with illite and authige-
nic K—feldspar. Scanning electron micrograph, Budleigh Salterton Pebble
Beds, Foxenholes Quarry, South Devon. Scale bar = 10 p.
b. Early, intergranular pore—filling anhedral kandite. Scanning electron
micrograph, 16/29-2, 10474'. Scale bar = 10 ji.
c. Coiled, coarse vermiform aggregate of coarsely crystalline kandite.
Scanning electron micrograph, Nottingham Castle Formation BSQ3.
Scale bar = 10 p.
d. Dense cluster of coiled vermiform kandites. Scanning electron micro -
graph, Playground Borehole, 106.0 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Elongate aggregate of stacked verniiform kandites. Scanning electron
micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m. Scale bar = 100 p.
f. Detail of typical veriniform kandite aggregate showing development of
many small individual kandite crystals around 0.5 p in thickness.
Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 137.1 m.
Scale bar = 4 p.
g. Typical development of blocky, euhedral kandites forming a dense pore —
filling. Scanning electron niicrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'. Scale
bar	 10 p.
h. Detail of euhedral kandite showing hexagonal cross — sectional shape and
thickness (up to 2 p). Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2, 10583'.
Scale bar = 4 p.
i. Vermiform kandite aggregate with lath—shaped illite projections from
individual kandite crystals. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2,
10495'. Scale bar = 2 p.
j. Detail of fibrous illite projections associated with incipient illiti-
sation of authigenic kandite. Scanning electron micrograph, 16/29-2,
10495'. Scale bar = 2 p.
it.1 frk.
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MORPHOLOGY AND HABIT OF ATJTHIGENIC CHLORITE AND CHLORITE-TYPE CLAYS IN
THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
(All clays identified with X.R.D.)
a. Intimate intergrowth of chlorite-type clay and authigenic haematite.
Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 83.0 m.
Scale bar = 4 i.
b. Detail of potassium deficient Fe Mg-rich clay of probable chlorite-
type. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 15,
69.0 m. Scale bar = 2 i.
c. Fe-Mg-Al-silicate forming a pore-lining to a dissolution void, probably
a chlorite type clay. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observa-
tion Borehole 15, 49.0 m. Scale bar = 2 t.
d. Rossettes of authigenic chlorite developed within altered basic rock
fragment. Scanning electron micrograph, Allotment Borehole, 90.6 m.
Scale bar = 2
e. Chlorite pore-lining clay associated with altered basic detrital grain.
Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 14, 59.0 m.
Scale bar = 4 t.
f. Potassium-deficient authigenic clay of probable chlorite-type. Scanning
electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 13, 34.0 m.
Scale bar = 4 t.
g. Pre-quartz overgrowth boxwork textured chiorite-smectite mixed-layer
clay. Scanning electron micrograph, Whitwick Quarry, Southern North
Sea Basin margin outcrop. Scale bar = 20 t.
h. Detail of boxwork textured chlorite-smectite showing the interlocking
network of curved platy crystals. Scanning electron mjcrograph, Whit-







TYPES AND OCCURRENCE OF GRAIN—DISSOLUTION SECONDARY POROSITY IN ThE
SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Complete dissolution of detrital grains (gd), the former presence of
which is defined only by the insoluble clay residues that coated the
original detrital grain. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 12.0 m. Scale bar = 60 p.
b. Entirely dissolved detrital grain leaving only insoluble clay rim.
Note the illite— smectite clay lining the dissolution void. Scanning
electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observation Borehole 18, 8.0 m.
Scale bar = 10 p.
c. Intense partial dissolution of a detrital K—feldspar grain identified
by the presence of undissolved relics within the dissolution site.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Gamston Borehole, 509.0 m.
Scale bar	 120 p.
d. Relic of K— feldspar showing extensive dissolution fabric. Note authige -
nic "ingrowth" with adularia habit inside the dissolution void and the
grain—coating I—S clay. Scanning electron micrograph, Riccall Borehole,
12.6 m. Scale bar = 20 p.
e. Secondary intragranular porosity (d) in a very fine—grained sandstone
as a result of dissolution of detrital rutile grains. Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, N.W.W.A. Borehole 14, 31.0 m. Scale
bar = 60 p.
f. Authigenic anatase precipitated within the site of a dissolution void
after detrital rutile. Scanning electron micrograph, N.W.W.A. Observa-
















TEXTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT DISSOLUTION SECONDARY POROSITY AND
THIN SECTION CRITERIA FOR ITS RECOGNITION IN THE SHERWOOD SANDSTONE
a. Expanded clay rims (ec) around detrital grains enclosed within pore-
filling anhydrite cement. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light,
43/15-1, 5434'. Scale bar = 300 t.
b. Expanded clay rims (cc) coating detrital grains within a porous sand-
stone suggesting the former presence of a pore-filling cement (carbo-
nate, sulphate or halite), now dissolved, that resulted in the clay rim
expansion (see text for full explanation). Photomicrograph, plane pola-
rised light, Kirkham Borehole, 1452'. Scale bar = 420 ii.
c. Heterogenous intergranular porosity distribution with large oversized
pores (P), enlarged pore-throats and corroded grain outlines. Note the
brittle grain fracturing (b) and sporadic development of quartz over-
growths (arrowed). Photoniicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood
Borehole, 5554'. Scale bar = 3 mm.
d. Large, open pores and corroded detrital grains with irregular outlines
associated with compacted bimodally sorted sandstone laniinae. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Twycross Borehole, 266.1 in.
Scale bar = 1 mm.
e. Highly embayed and corroded detrital quartz grains and their respective
overgrowths (c, arrowed) indicative of dissolution of a peripherally
replacive,post quartz authigenesis pore-filling cement.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3467'. Scale
bar = 900 .
f. Very porous, coarse-grained sandstone with large open, well connected
intergranular porosity further enhanced by grain dissolution porosity
(GD). Note the peripheral grain corrosion (c, arrowed) and relic quartz
overgrowths. Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Helsby Sandstone.
Alderly Edge. Scale bar = 1 	 .
g. Selective dissolution of a sedimentary rock fragment, probably origi-
nally an argillaceous siltstone of a mudflake lag deposit. The shape
of the dissolution voids suggests that the rock fragment was partially
replaced by carbonate which has subsequently been leached. Photomicro-
graph, plane polarised light, Chester Pebble Beds, Farndon.
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PLATE 3.73
ARTIFICIALLY EXHUMED CORROSION TEXTURES ON THE SURFACE OF QUARTZ AND
FELDSPAR GRAINS FROM CARBONATE CEMENTED SANDSTONES.
a. Detrital quartz grain after calcite cement removal. Surface of grain is
covered with an interlocking, anastomosing network of upstanding ridges
which form a prismatic, box-work texture. Scanning electron micrograph,
Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar = 25 t.
b. Detail of grain surface showing the upstanding ridges. Note the
straight edges to many of the ridges. Scanning electron uiicrograph,
Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar = 10 i.
c. Similar pattern of upstanding ridges as illustrated in (a) developed
on a quartz grain after calcite cement removal from the Otter Sand-
stones. Scanning electron micrograph, ROE1, River Otter East Cliff
outcrop section, south Devon. Scale bar = 25 i.
d. Detail of ridge network and grain surface. Note the pitted and corru-
gated appearance of parts of the grain surface. Scanning electron
micrograph, ROE1, River Otter East Cliff outcrop section, south
Devon. Scale bar = 10 t.
e. Detrital feldspar grain with partial overgrowth covering (og, and lower
left, arrowed) and intense surface corrosion observed after calcite
cement removal (see also Plate 3.54 a - d). Scanning electron micro-
graph, Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar = 60 .t.
f. Enlargement of surface corrosion features from (e). Calcite crystals
are interpreted to have been precipitated on the lower part of the
grain, corroding the grain surface (gs) and have grown towards the top
via a corrosion front (cf) dissolving the overgrowth (og) by a "thin
film" mechanism. Upstanding ridges (u) of relic overgrowth are present
only where crystals did not coalesce. Scanning electron micrograph,
Marchwood Borehole, 5523'. Scale bar = 10 j.
g. Righly corroded quartz grain after dolomite cement removal showing
angular, irregular corrosion texture. Note the stepped appearance of
the dissolution features indicating extensive peripheral corrosion.
Scanning electron niicrograph, 110/3-3, 3633. Scale bar 	 25 .
h. Detail of surface corrosion by dolomite cement. Quartz grain surface is
covered with irregular dissolution pits and relic ridges, but no
distinct dolomite crystal outlines can be ascertained. Scanning












DETAILS OF ThIN SECTION AND S. E. M. TEXTURAL CHARACTERI STI CS OF INTER—
GRANULAR SECONDARY POROSITY FROM TEE MARCIIWOOD BOREHOLE, WESSEX BASIN
a. Extensive pore-filling and grain-replacing non-ferroan calcite cement
that effectively occludes all visible intergranular porosity and is in-
ferred to be the precursor of the secondary intergranular porosity in
the Marchwood Borehole. Peripheral replacement of quartz grains (R)
has enlarged the intergranular areas. Detrital feldspar grains have
undergone almost complete replacement (RF). Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5542'. Scale bar
	
1.2 mm.
b. Detail of detrital quartz grain enclosed within non-ferroan calcite
cement showing peripheral replacement of both grains (R) and relics of
early quartz overgrowths (OQ) enclosed within non-ferroan calcite.
Photomicrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5542'.
Scale bar = 625 p.
c. Open grain framework with a well connected, enlarged intergranular
porosity system (P) containing relic non-ferroan calcite cement (c).
Pore throats are unusually large and some detrital grains are
apparently floating (FG). Abraded detrital grain margins appear highly
corroded (A) and contain deep embayments whilst authigenic overgrowth
faces (OG) of low surface energy are stable. Partially dissolved rock
fragments (RF) have been dissolved and suffered compaction. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, Marchwood Borehole, 5535'. Scale
bar	 1.2 mm.
d. Sandstone with large, oversized pores (OP) and common floating grain
textures. Dark insoluble residue indicates the former calcite crystal
boundaries. Fractured grain (F) was probably replaced along the high
surface energy fracture by calcite prior to cement dissolution. Note
the peripheral corrosion of detrital grain surfaces (C) and contrast-
ing stable overgrowth faces (OG). Photomicrograph, plane polarised
light, Marchwood Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
e. Typical surface texture of detrital quartz grain from the above sample
as viewed with the S.E.M. Relic quartz overgrowth is clearly visible
with corrosion edge (c) where former calcite crystal has replaced the
overgrowth and detrital grain. Where corrosion has been more extensive
only thin upstanding ridges (u) of the overgrowth remain. Scanning
electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar 	 20 p.
f. Corroded texture of the detrital grain surface. Embayments and depres-
sions are irregular with no apparent crystal shape visible. Scanning
electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar	 10 p.
g. More regular pattern of upstanding ridges developed on surface of
corroded detrital grain. Compare with artificially exhumed surfaces in
Plate 3.73 a - d. Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood Borehole,
5535'. Scale bar = 40 p.
h. Detail of orientated "V" shaped notches covering the surface of authi-
genic quartz overgrowths. Scanning electron micrograph, Marchwood
Borehole, 5535'. Scale bar = 4 p.
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DETAILS OF ThIN SECTION AND S.E.M. TEXTuRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INTER—
GRANULAR SECONDARY POROSITY FROM THE MORECAMBE BAY GAS FIELD,
IRISH SEA BASIN
a. Sandstone tightly cemented with dolomite. Note the presence of quartz
overgrowths (og) enclosed within the dolomite cement and the enlarged
intergranular areas. Photoinicrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3,
3499'. Scale bar = 1.2 mm.
b. Detail of quartz grains with overgrowths enclosed in dolomite cement.
Both the overgrowths and detrital grains have suffered extensive pen-
pheral replacement (R) by the dolomite cement. Photomicrograph, plane
polarised light, 110/3-3, 3499'. Scale bar = 625 p..
c. Thin section photomicrograph illustrating heterogenous grain packing
density with oversized pores (P), enlarged pore throats (T) and irregu-
lan distribution of quartz overgrowth cements (og). Photomicrograph,
plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3368'. Scale bar = 900 p..
d. Interconnected intergranular cement—dissolution porosity with enlarged
pore throats (T). Detnital grains commonly exhibit floating textures
and have extremely angular outlines. The distribution of quartz over-
growths (og) is extremely heterogenous and although individual over -
growths are locally quite large, they are generally lacking. Photo-
micrograph, plane polarised light, 110/3-3, 3467'. Scale bar = 300 p..
e. Irregularly shaped embayment penetrating quartz overgrowth. Scanning
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3467'. Scale bar = 20 p..
f. Deep corrosion embayment in quartz overgrowth showing irregular corro-
sion fabric. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3499'.
Scale bar = 20 p..
g. Detail of corrosion surface showing development of exhumed rhombohedral
pits in detrital quartz grain and overgrowth after dolomite dissolu-
tion. Note the irregular pitting of the grain surface. Scanning
electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3467'. Scale bar = 10 p..
h. Detail of overgrowth corrosion texture with a more regular development
of small notches. Scanning electron micrograph, 110/3-3, 3467'.
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ENCLOSURES
1. Simplified Aeromagnetic Map of Great Britain.
2. Structural Interpretation of the Triassic Depositional
Basins.
3. Legend for Sedimentological Logs.
4. South Devon Basin Margin.
5. Marchwood Borehole, Wessex Basin.
6. Playground Borehole, Stafford Basin.
7. Allotment Borehole, Stafford Basin.
8. Marston Borehole, Stafford Basin.
9. Twycross Borehole, Hinckley Basin.
10. Home Farm Borehole, Hinckley Basin.
11. Leicester Forest East Borehole, Hinckley Basin.
12. Northern Cheshire Outcrop.
13. Kjrkham Borehole, Lancashire Basin Margin.
14. St.Bees Head Outcrop, Cumbria.
15. 110/3-3 Well, Irish Sea.
16. 110/2-1 Well, Irish Sea.
17. IT 909 Borehole, Vale of Eden.
18. NWWA., Observation Borehole No. 15, Carlisle Basin.
19. NWWA., Observation Borehole No. 13, Carlisle Basin.
20. NWWA., Observation Borehole No. 14, Carlisle Basin.
21. NWWA., Observation Borehole No. 18, Vale of Eden.
22. Nottingham Area, Outcrop.
23. Gamston Borehole, Nottingham.
24. Carlton Borehole, Yorkshire.
25. Riccall Borehole, Yorkshire.
26. 41/20-1 Well, Southern North Sea.
27. 43/15-1 Well, Southern North Sea.


























































































































































































































Sand/sandstone, very fine to medium grained .......
Sand/sandstone. coarse grained to granules ........
Conglomerate (with sand matrix) ...............











Urn. rnudstone (Dunham Classification) ..........
w
Wackestane (Dunham Classification) ............
Packatone (Dunham Classification) .............E E
EGEGrainston. (Dunham Classification) ............












Igneous rocks, undifferentiated ...............I V 	V
Basement, undifferentiated .................


























Sample gap..................[i>"<] [ J






I1Wood fragments - large branches, trunks, etc.......













Current ripples and current rippled bedding........
Wave ripples and wave rippled bedding...........
Adhesion ripples .......................






Water escape structures (dishes and pillars) ....... . I___________
Mudcrack ...........................














Meniscus-filled burrow and Dip/ocracerion U tube - . J
	I
Iu*IBurrows - vertical, diagonal and horizontal........
uuu
l'eichichnus, crustacean and amphipod-type burrown -	 LI
Bioturbation...............................
S
Collapse/solution/fault brsccia ................	 '
Fracture (outside grain sir. column) ................Irac
Joint (outtide grain siz, column) ..................it
aik




















































































!:.;..:: ;::	 Primary current lineation.
ENCLOSURE 4 (contd)











base and fines upwards





averages 1-2 metres in
thickness although tends






















































grain size profiles not
normally developed 	 -
54
Basal pebbly ormudflake
conglerate lag deposits 	 -	 •..•	 ......
common. Plane beds with	 GAP OF UNCERTAIN THICKNESS
heavy mineral concentra-
56 tions locally developed.	 i.,










upward grain size units
comprising dominantly
medium grained sandstones
that pass upwards into
laminated niudrocks.
65 Sandstones characterised
by sharp erosive bases
marked by a concentratio
of mudflakes and load
casts.
Millet seed grains












75 ed gravelly conglomerate
interbedded with pebbly,
cross-bedded sandstones.





















































































































































to medium grained cross-
bedded pebbly sandstones.
Grouped into organisat-








8	 local cementation by
mixed haematite-limonite
hard-pan. Extensive





clearly visible at right
angles to palaeoflow.
I-


















































































Marchwood No 1 Borehole (I.G.S,/D,O.E.), Wessex Basin SU 399 11
*	 GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY
_____ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
—I








_______	 FEET	 I iI I
______________ ______________ ______________ 	 ____________________________________________	
ii tiiil
	*SEENOTES	
-	 TOP OF CORE 12, 5504'
Overall coarsening upward






5515 units separated by sharp










Good preservation of fine
sandstone and laminated
mudrock lithologies on


















Pebble size .1" diamet
Starved ripples
Cal iche







—555	 -	 No PCL visible
-
NOTES:	 Drilled by I.G.S. under commission from D. of. E., February 1982. Core now stored with B.G.5.
SCALE: 1:50
ENCLOSURE 5 (contd,)
Marchwood No. 1 Borehole I.GS./D.O.E,) Wessex Basin SU 399 111 ______ - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES	 H
—1	 I>C)	 C	 (J)C/)C)DESCRIPTION	 COMMENTS
C	 0 -<
____ ____ ____	 ____________	 iH ...	 _____________
_5c
	







—5560	 —	 '-	 .	 Bioturbation? Burrows.
-----
-	 Interbedded medium to
	
Weathered zon: on pebbles.
coarse grained, often
	 _______
C/)	 -	 pebbly sandstones and
	 Y--
W	 variously laminated or
I	 C	 —5565 rippled mudrock silty 	 —-










—0	 Cl)	 -	 Coarse sandstones form
-	 fining upward units with
	
—'' •±:
Q	 —	 well defined erosive	 -	 Loaded base
r	 bases and common mud-	
--------- ..


















IT1	 —	 fine sandstones typi- 	 - i
W	 cally rippled; biotur-
-	 bation and burrowing0	 W	 c	 —	 common.
—5585 Associated with abundant 	 -	 Water escape structure?
C/)	 ITI	 Z	 caliche nodules and
-	 brecciated carbonate











- :. ;,.• •-
-	 .	
-	 .e:.••.
—	 -	 1r- •
m-	 q. —







:	 Brecciated caliche crust











0	 m	 DESCRIPTION	 1	 COMMENTS












Q	 :	 Sand dominated sequence 	 -_	 • °i'' -
- 20 comprising buff to white 	 Moderately well cemented




-	 coarse grained, pebbly
D	 -	 sandstones.	 ______
-	 :.-Y::.: -	 Green mudrock laminae.
D C)	 Conglomeratic basal lags	 fff
C/)	 -	 commonly developed with	 ---
>	
-	 pebble size attaining
In Z	 -	 5 in diameter.	 -
Z zz	 :	 F
ci 00 = -
CD	 _,,,.	 :
- "
	 1 - 25	 ••
-	
-	 E
o 	 --	 ____
Z	 C) m
m	 Co	 -	 Cross-bedded throughout 	 ::•
with planar-tabular
-	 foresets dominating.
0	 Plane beds rare but	 ..•.
Z C/)	 trough cross-bedding lo-
1J	 cally developed. No ob- 	 -
O	 —I	 :	
vious fining upward	 ._--
C/)	 -	 grain size profiles but	
-
C	 I	
—30 above coarse basal lag
deposits.Sand5tones ge- 	 ::.: -





-	 of greenish white	 __-
0	 :	 micaceous, fine grained	 -C/)	
-	 sandstones	 -2-	 -
	
-	
.:.::: - Large green mudclasts.
fl1	



















Playground No. 9 Borehole (N.C.B.), Stafford SJ 91 SE 397312 	 _______ - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
'	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS2	 >
>	 Iii	 m
0
Z THE __________________ _______________ ______	 ____________________
-	 All sandstones and con-	 -
Cl)	
:	 glomeratres loosely cc-	 —I	 -	 mented and friable	 rn!!1). .
	 Primary current lineation
Ill	 ..	 throughout. Local cal-	 in greenish micaceous







C) r	 ......_-	 -
-	
-
C')	 Z Z	 ._ •i.j: .	 Particularly coarse basal
>	 Oz	 :	 : lag.Z 0Q I-
D	 C)	 :
o Cl)0 m —50















> Z	 - _______________	 Io
i •.)	 :	 END OF CORE	 Coring stopped at 56.1
metres due to presence ofIii	 Q	 -	 Pebbly and conglomeratic 	 large pebbles.Z	 :	 buff-white coloured 	
I.
..)	 -	 sandstones.	 GRAB	 I °a=	 .	 Percussion drilling to
-	 SAMPLES	 base of borehole at
-	 Pebble size exceeds	 75.3 metres. Grab samples
z	 6" diameter. Only grab	 taken at ca. 2 metre




-	 Dark purple to brown
HALESOVVEN	 -	 laminated mudrocks.	
__.__	 Faulted base of Little-
BEDS	 :	 I	 worth. Beds at 62.25 metresWESTPHALIAN 0
UPPER	 65CARBOMFEROUS —




ALLOTMENT No. 1 BOREHOLE (N.C.B.), Stafford Basin, SJ 394326 - _________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 c w
______ ______ ______	
STRUCTURES
0	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 I	 COMMENTS
0	 >	 z-1> .<c)







15 grained, generally red
-	 coloured sandstones.	 ..:•:•:
z	 :
o	 Organised into units be- 	
-
O	 -	 tween 3 and 6 metres inthickness, defined by
i	
-	 erosive bases and slight 	
_______
-	 increase in grain size.
	 i	 -C)	
-	 Mudflake lag deposits	 Rm	
:	 often associated with	 White colouration.Z	 -	 erosive base	 Trough cross-bedding
Cross-bedded throughout,
- 20 although sometimes diffi-
o	
(0	




Q	 Generally planar-tabular	 -
-	 with occasional trough






m =25	 I	 •.........W	
-	 L—	 :;.::,..::.::C	 :
CI)	 z	 -	
_1=......-
-'	 03	 -	 .	 i -'---
-	 Friable and loose, with 	 i.-Ill	
,.	
no obvious calcite ce-	 /—	 -






--' •:i.	 ..:'	 -
m - 30	 ___
-	




— : ;:. :.::
-	 =------.




- __________	 I:;:.:;' __________



























































































11 cemented with calcite.
caceous mudrock.

















to medium grained sand-
40	 stones organised into
fining upward cycles
between Ca. 3 and 5
metres in thickness.
Each unit defined by cr0-
sive base, coarse, pebb-
ly sandstone and concen-





faces. Tendency to dis-
play waning flow bedding
sequences.
50
Rare mudrock and silt-
stone cappings to indivi
dual cycles.
Red coloured except for


















































ALLOTMENT No. 1 BOREHOLE (N.C.B.), Stafford Basin, SJ 394326 	 -
GRAIN SIZE AND






C) I "	 C)	 0-u -UI I-I 0	 m	 DESCRIPTION	 o	 m0	 C)	 Cl)CI
m	 m	 I











-	 Gravel and coarse pebble
•fl	
-	 red coloured conglome-
o	 -	 rates interbedded withsubordinate medium toC)	
...	 coarse sandstones, often
- pebbly. Tendency for
conglomerates to be
arranged into more dis-









rn	 -	 Pebble size and type
highly variable, locally
-	 attaining up to 5 in
diameter. Pebble imbri-










'''	 I Sandstones typically
=	
I pebbly, although locally
—85 I highly micaceous with








































































o 0 o o o 00













•	 0 0 O.0.00 .0



















0 II	 Z	 I	 RATEL	 :cI 1II I
COMMENTS
Loose gravel.
Well cemented with calcite
Imbrication.
Well cemented with calcite
Gap of 23 metres.
Rock bit drilling.
Well calcite cemented.





90 begin with distinct,
sharp erosive base.
Sandstone either inter-










cement is present throug
out interval.
125 Coarse to very coarse,





variation in pebble size
and lithology. Larger
pebble exceed 6' in dia-






























































































ALLOTMENT No. 1 BOREHOLE (N.C.B.), Stafford Basin, SJ 394326
	 -
GRAIN SIZE AND
STIRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 c	 cn
___________	
- >m	 STRUCTURES__ __ __ _ _ __ -u
	 ______________
C)	 m	 I	 (I)CJ)C)	 0	 -I	 I-mI	 I m	 DESCRIPTION
I	 I W	
rn
I	 I	 QIflu1I	 Z	 i	 IIrII
COMMENTS
Bedding usually difficul
to discern in coarser
conglomerates but in
finer grained units




140 begins with sharp base,
probably erosive and
often highlighted by a
lag deposit of mudflake
intraclasts. No obvious







friable, except for thin
horizons of intense cal-
cite cementation, al-
though small patches of



















0	 '	 DESCRIPTION	 P 8	 COMMENTS
0	 > Z> 0





z___________ _________ ____ -
612 -	
Buff-whitish green
-	 - coloured sandstones.
Predominantly red,	
•.• ....
—613 medium to coarse grained 	
-	 -
C)	 :	 sandstones with common	 :	
Reactivation surface?
-	 pebbles and thin hori-
zons of conglomerate.	 • ....-
w	 z	 C)	 -	 ___..•...•,...
I	 z	 —614 :tme	 - Primary current lineation.I•fl	 Z	 :	 beds. Some sandstones
C)	 C)	 -	 coloured buff-white and
mudrocks pale greenish.	 •.
L615




Z	 ri	 m	 :	
brownish-red conglome-
-	 rates with coarse to ver
0	
- 
617 coarse sandstone matrix
-	 interbedded with green, 	 ?
	
m	 -	 coarse grained sand-	 L	 e




w	 :	 Vague large scale cross	 I O,Pe. 0 :O o O• —
Z	 m	 .-618 bedding and pebble im-










_622 Possible bioturbation	 1, _=-
textures. Rare plant	
-
CARBONIFEROUS - 	 debris.
- 623
_624	 --..—. -




Twycross Borehole, Hinckley Basin (B.G.S.) SK 338056
	 _______
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 C C) U)
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
I	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS





2	 METRES	 Z It
_________________________________________________	
I	 Ilti	 ________________ —
-
	




Anh drite nodulesC	 rocks interbedded with
D m	 -	 thin, buff-brown to grey-






m	 Proportion of sandstone 	
-: ..
IT1	 Cl)	 -	 gradually decreases up
through the interval. 	
:i	 Common angular mudflakes.
—	 Mudrocks all well
	 --
laminated and contain	 Abundant mudflakes.
- 130 abundant desiccation	 Plant debris.
Cl)	 cracks throughout. Rare
m	 -	 preservation of plant
debris
________	 Sandstones typically 	 _-----	
.-
W	 :	 display small scale cross	 it-








G)	 Z	 ......135 A major interval compris-
	
_.-_
o	 :	 ing almost equal	 -
-	 proportions of fine to
0	 medium grained sandstones
:	




CO	 Sandstones occur as thick
	
a	 :	 units up to 5 metres in	 Heavy mineral concentration
-	 thickness and displaying 	 along foresets.
Z	 waning flow stratificat-	 '::-.
	
()	
-	 ion. Additionally, thin
.._140 sheet-like sandstone
-	 units less than 1 metre 	 -
	
Z	 ...	 m	 -	 in thicknesc are also 	 --	







:	 The thicker sandstone	 —
-n	 -	 units are well cross-
	
Q	 -	 bedded with planar-	 -
_	 Cl)
tabular and trough shaped	





—145 Thin sheet sandstones are	 _____
C	 :	 typified by low angled,








































































































165 silty mudrocks and









170 laminae and both calcite
and anhydrite nodules.













































































































-	 and siltstones vastly
subordinate to mudrock
-	 lithologies. Sharp
-	 erosive bases and abrupt











into cyclical units up t






by sharp erosive bases













with upper flow regime
plane beds, horizontal
bedding, and more rarely,
trough cross-dedding.

































































































packages up to 2 metres











210 structures observed in
thicker mudrock units.
Sandstones generally




15 scattered throughout the
sequence and calcite
cement locally present.
Thick mudstone units red
coloured and hard but




























STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 o cn
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES




___ Z ___ METRES __________ ________ ___ __________






-	 Mudrock dominated inter-
val comprising silty mud- 	 Calcite filled geode.
-	 rocks and mudrocks
interbedded with fine to 	 - -	 Calcite nodules
	
o	
-	 medium grained sandstones
andsiltst ones.	 ______	 ________
(1)	 Z	 -
-r	 C/)	 0	 -
-	 :::-.::	 Large mudcracks penetrate
iII	 235 Mudrocks well laminated 	 into underying sandstone
-TI	 .	 .
-	 Desiccation cracks
0	 Increase towards top of
-	 interval and associated
with caicrete nodules.
	
m	 -	 Leaf and woody debris








:	 well defined fining
	
CI)	 - 240 upward cycles character-
C,,	
.	
ised by a sharp erosive	 :	 Pebbly sandstone.
>	
-	 basA. Pebbles occasion-	 -
	
o	 m	 all) present and mud-
z	 z	
-	 flakes common. Typically
•	 buff to pale green in 	 ---	 ________
	
m	










Predominantly buff to 	 .- ________
	
-	





-	 medium to coarse grained
	
Z	
-	 pebbly sandstones in	
___




_25o into sets 1 to 4 metres	 --
-	 in thickness separated by 	
_________ -
erosion surfaces. Some 	 ________
preservation of fines











































Small scale fining up-
ward grain size cycles
comprising a coarse,
locally pebbly, basal lag

















with well rounded pebbles
interbedded with various













stacked series of distin-
ct units separated by
erosion surfaces.
(contd)
GRAIN SIZE AND	 I
SEDIMENTARY	 c I c'
STRUCTURES	 II>
0 -	 IC)	 i i
>F	 oIm



























STRATIGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 w
	













—	 Sandstones well cross-
	 .	
.	 Green micaceous sandstone
-	 bedded with dominant	 .iE-
-	 planar-tabular foresets.
-	 Some presevation of
fine grained sandstone	 --






-	 sandstone units.	 :;:
o	 :
m	 m
-	 All sandstones typically 	 ::2
m	 :	 friable and very porous.	 -
> =28
NO CORES






Red coloured, generally	 -
medium grained porous 	 i_—	 -	 Gritty basal lag
-	 sandstones. Well cross-
-	
-	 bedded throughout and	 -Ti---0	 0	 :	 poorly cemented.
zz	
—1	 -	 -
c :fli _384 __________
NO CORES




-	 Pebbles on foresets.
-	 Gravelly conglomerates 	 -• -
-	 interbedded with medium
to coarse grained pebbly 	
Rounded cobbles up to
-	 sandstones.	





TwycrossBorehole	 _________________ _______	 ______________________
GRAIN SIZE AND






C)	 (f)(/)C)	 O	 -0C	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '









________ ________ ________ ..__500
Purplish-brown, poorly
I	 W	 O	 sorted, frameworke	 - Extensive carbonate
2	 o	 con lo erate with closely	
cement.




v----,-v	 Reddened top with
IGNEOUS SILL OF	 -	 v v v	 carbonate filled fractures
•	 Finely crystalline	 /	 32L V
- 505 porphyritic microdiorite 	 v






PRESUMED	 Laminated green and irp1e
-	 silty mudrocks dipping at
CAMBRIAN	 •	 30° in the core.





















































































_____ _____ _____ -U	 _____________
-I
C)	 C/)0)C)0	 1	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '0C	 >	 Z-1><	 oI-<
m	 m	 II--




















size units, each beginn-
ing with a sharp erosive
base.
Planar-tabular cross-







mudrocks and silty mud-
rocks caiinonly cap
sandstone Units in
addition to occurring as
thicker packages up to

















































































































































dipping at 20-25° to
vertical axis of core.
Overlyinq sandstone
matrix infills joints
dan to a depth of 245.8
250 metres. Red staining of
mudrocks adjacent to
loints.





















































LEICESTER FOREST EAST BOREHOLE (B.G.S.) SK 5246 0283
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 C	 SEDIMENTARY	 0 (1)m
—Ix >
	








Z	 I III I
—117	 ii iiil I	 __________
Dominantly red mudstones
C	
-	 with abundant mudcracks
C)m	 rn 
D	
—..118 interbedded with greenis
-	 grey rippled siltstones.
-n	 -	 Common anhydrite nodules









urillea oy b.L,.. to proviae local stratigraphic details of thëfriassiC and toNuii,. pre-Triassic floor. Selected core pieces now stored with B.G.S.
SCALE: 1:80
OO 30685
21 Fine to medium grained,
white or red and green
22 mottled, anhydrite cemen
ted sandstones inter-
bedded with red, silty,
23 occasionally micaceous
mudstones.
24 Sandstones have distinct
sharp bases and typical-
25 ly cross-bedded. Rare
burrows in mudstones,
with associated occasio-










33 fine grained sandstones,
typically white where
porous or red and green

































































LEICESTER FOREST EAST BOREHOLE (B.G.S.) SK 5246 0283
GRAIN SIZE AND




_________ I>I	 I	 C)	 (flC/)C) I	 I-
>	 Z->	 Cl)C	 I	 <	 QI-<	 -<








Fine and medium grained,
locally coarse grained
•144 and pebbly, red to
greenish white sandstones
.145 interbedded with domi-
nantly red, silty mud-
stones and argillaceous
.146 siltstones.
147 Sandstones with sharp
erosive bases and typi-
cally cross-bedded. Mud-















157 Dark grey, cleaved mud-




































organised into units of
around 2 metres in thick-
ness. Planar-tabular cros
-beds cut by abundant
re-activation surfaces.
No pronounced fining
upward grain size profile
developed within
individual units.
Local baryte and sulphide
cements.












C)	 -I,	 0)0 In	 z
o	 C)	 m
C	 C)	 Cl)






















































fining upward grain size
sequences separated by
marked erosion surfaces.
10 Large scale tabular
foresets typically devel-
oped and crowded with
mudflakes.
Some preservation of
silty mudrocks at the top










-irtg is dominant. Set
size in the order of 1 m.
Common mudflakes as lags
and aligned on foresets.
20
Large angular mudflakes
and rounded pebbles above




Cl)	 Q	 Foxy red coloured, soft 	 ___	
..:-•.
	





C 1 -	 medium grained porous 	 surfaces.
sandstones
	
-	 Extremely well cross-bed-
0)	 C) >	 ded with concave-upwards
	
F -	 bounding erosion surfaces 	 ::.:.; —
	
-	 separating sets of up to
	
—	 2 metres in thickness
________	 ________	 5	 (contd)	 ________	 __________________________
NOTES: Sections are compiled from different localities; no continuity is implied between subsequent measured sections.




















































































Fine to coarse grained,
commonly pebbly sandstone
organised into generally
fining upward grain size
units separated by
erosive contacts. Pebble











throughout, a few thin
m
	






Fine to medium grained,
i	 —	 sand-dominated sequence.
-	 :	
Sandstones organised
-	 into distinct units
—	 separated by sub-horizon
-	 tel, gently undulose
-	 erosion surfaces. No
-	 significant variation in
-	 grain size profile of
individual units nor the
whole logged interval.
—15 Low angled tabular cross
bedding and horizontal






























I	 I	 I	 201



























Mudfakes up to 10 cm















































Large Leisgang rings in
yellow coloured sandstone.





Northern Cheshire Outcrop Section
-1STRATIGRAPHY
G	










to medium grained, well
sorted sandstones.
Organised into distinct
units up to 2 metres in
thickness and separated





is the dominant structure
Red coloured, medium to
coarse grained, often
pebbly sandstones locally
capped with thin horizons
of red-green mottled
















to yellow and locally	
quarry
altered to blue grey),
well cross-bedded, pe-
dominantly medium grained 	 ______
well sorted sandstones.
Organised into large
sets up to 3 metres in
height and separated by




Unconformit y not seen





































0	 fl	 I	 0	 (J)c/)0








T 0 P	 0 F	 C 0 R E	 1197'
Pebbly, fine to medium
1201 grained, vaguely hori-
zontally bedded, buff
coloured sandstones over







































rn	 :	 Fine to medium grained
— 1221 cross-bedded and cross-
(I)	 :	 laminated red coloured 	 F
W	 fl	 -	 sandstones. Cross-beds
-<	 :	 commonly have a drape of	 .:::;: -
Q	 silt or clay, which is
	
-	 sometimes micaceous.	 -
Ci)	 :	 _:-
_ -1
Z	 rn	 -	 Laminae often broken or 	
_21 •:•.
rn	 :	 ruptured, and frequently
.,,	
-	 discontinuous. Some bro-	 -
O	
Wken laminae may be asso-	 -
m	 -	 ciated with mudcracks
-
-	
- 124	 •:.: -
o 
C
Z	 :	 Extremely variable cemen-	 _- / .:::;'.
tation rapid alterna-	 Frn	 :	 tions of well cemented	 _-_J
m	 -	 laminae and porous lami- 	 -C	 :	 nae; cementation paral-	 '•: -
-	
:	



























































































Pebbles up to 8 mm diamet
Slumped bedding?


















Numerous small faults and
fractures with secondary
green colouration cut the
core throughout this in-
terval.
Very coarse grained, of-
ten conglomeratic at base
of units, strongly cross-
1290 bedded sandstones with
large intraformational
mudflakes and pebbles
fining upwards into me-
dium and fine grained de-
licately cross-bedded
sandstones. Abruptly





Red coloured, well cross-
bedded medium grained
sandstones often with bi-
1310 modally sorted millet
seed grains. Interbedded
with hard, well cemented,
rippled and laminated
fine grained, green and
red mottled sandstones.
1320



































































Broken and disrupted lami-
nae.
Desiccation cracks.











C)	 m	 C)	 C/)Wr)








unit of fine to medium
grained red sandstones
interbedded with red sil-
ty mudrocks. Ripples and
laminations often broken
and ruptured creating




medium to fine grained,
well cemented micaceous
sandstones. Overall fi-
fling upward grain size
trend.
Prominant, tightly cemen-
ted fracture cuts core.










medium to coarse grained
sandstones.
Each unit begins with a
sharp erosive base, ofte
marked by a concentratio














































































































































lop of sandstone units
often abruptly capped
with fine to very fine
grained sandstones, silt
stones and silty mud-
rocks, which are charac-
teristically micaceous




Fine to medium grained,
green and red mottled,
typically tightly cemen-
ted, variously cross-





erosive bases and exhibit
fining upward grain size
profile.
Red, predominantly fine
to medium grained, fria-
ble sandstones interbed-
ded with subordinate
green and red rippled
and laminated very fine
grained sandstones.
Clay laminae broken or
contorted and rare 'con-
cave upwards' ripples.
Well developed cross-bed







































































St. Bees Head Composite Outcro p Section
STRATIGRAPHY I
Gl_nIc/)
	I 0 I m	 m	 DESCRIPTION:r,	 C)
-oIo
































5 with a sharp erosive
base and apparently
attaining thicknesses in
excess of 4 meters.
:..:
(contd)





















































































St. Bees Head Outcrop Section
STRATIGRAPHY	 -





Predomi nant sedi mentary
structure is upper flow
regime plane beds with
primary current lineation
altough both planar and
trough cross-bedding are
also developed and may

















which account for less
than 10% of the interval.
5
(contd)


































































0 I m	 m	 DESCRIPTIONo	 I	 C)	 cn
ci	 I	 —I	 CI)
METRESzi
Sandstones organised into
distinct units, up to
4 metres thick, defined
by the presence of an
erosive base and often a
thin capping of mudrock
10 or slightly finer grained
sandstone. Well developed










ly 1 to 2 metres in
thickness. Internal
erosion surfaces common.
















rocks but with sandstones
generally organised into
5 distinct units up to 2 rn
in thickness
Sandstone units defined
by sharp erosive bases








St . Bees Head Outcrop Section	 ________________ _______ - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 -1	 SEDIMENTARY	 C) Cl)
rmi ar'-ri IrjIc,	
—I Z1	 >
________ ________ ________	 0 I ri u I
0	 rn	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 I	 COMMENTSo	 C)	 m	 >	 zH> 0C) U)
	—I	 Cl)	 <	 -<
Q
____ ____ ____ 




:	 by upper flow regime	 :	 Rippled sheet sandstones.
-	
plane beds and tabular
cross-beds.	 Internal	
.z..---i---...
-	 erosion surfaces within




Interbedded mudrocks are	 _______
	
>	 well laminated and	 ::.L:.:,:
'	 :	 commonly rippled. Often	 ________
ii,	 associated with very thin,
I	 rippled sheet sandstone	 -














-	 Interbedded silty mUurOciS
Z	
-	
and fine tomediurn	 ?
11	 o	 grained sandstones that
	
-	
-	 display an overall gener-
C/)	 Cl)	 ...	 ally coarsening upward 	 -
	
—i	 :	 grain size trend through-
-	 out the interval.
1t	 0	 I -
—	
:	 -	
—	 Pronounced erosion surfaceZ	 -	 -	 with mudflake conglomerate.
	
m	 Sandstones display a	
_- _______
sheet-like" appearance
—	 but gradually thicken
	
o	 :	 upwards through unit.
-	 Above a basal erosive
	
C	
—50 contact tabular cross-	 _______.
	
>	
-	 bedding common and often






-	 Interbedded mudrocks well
—	 laminated and rippled.








-	 Two stacked, medium
grained sandbodies





















































silty mudrocks with rip-
pling, desiccation cracks
and carbonate nodules.
Calcite nodules of caliche
origin.
ENCLOSURE 14 (contd)










-	 bases and separated by
thin mudrock horizons.
Dominated by planar-
-	 tabular cross-beds and










-	 Sandstone units display
m	 :	 a sheet-like geometry
D	
,,	 :	 with sharp erosive bases
Fining upward grain size
- 12 profiles commonly
-	 developed, beginning with
— -
	 a fluted basal erosion
- 0 surface and typically
-	 fining upward through
planar cross-bedding,
-	 plane beds into trough
beds and current rippling
Interbedded mudrocks
-	 occur in units between
I	
:	 0.2 and 1.5 metres in
C	













rocks and fine to
medium grained sandstones
























































































TOP	 OF	 CORE	 10
Brown oil stain?
Sandstone interval donii-





Z	 [	 fining upwards grain si
packages and displaying















have sharp erosive base
and commonly contain mud
















______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
-n	 c	 O	 -o











Sand dominated interval	 -
-	 comprising buff-white to	 _______
pale brown, generally me-
dium grained sandstones	 •Z...
organised into distinct,
—3350 broadly fining upward
grain size packages 	 Deformed bedding
Z
-	 .:. ..O	 :•	 :	 Pink coloured poikilotopic
	






fli	 -	 _.,"	 .	 Intense deformation of









-	 package begins with an
erosive base above which
rn	 -	 a basal mudflake lag de-
O	 -	 posit is usually present.Vi	






Loose and friable sand-
Z
••• -i • - •	 stones.0	 •'3380	 ______	 :.::... :	 Possible aeolian influence.0	 CI)	 TOP CORE 12	 -
(J)	 ITI	 -	 Small vertical burrows.
•	 Large planar-tabular
—1 	 :	 foresets commonly deve-
O	 -	 loped and associatedwith plane beds, trough 	 ,.
z	
cross-beds, and towards 	 Deformed bedding.









- - .	 .. -.-	 Cemented fracture.
-	 Some foresets display 	 F	 - --=.---..
.-	
3395 complex deformation 	 ::..:T;
fabrics, usually con- 	 - ..





-	 interbedded thin horizons	 .
—3410 of rippled and laminated
-	 silty sandstones and
•	 siltstones often show
	
-
-	 evidence of bioturbation.
-	 _
_-____- .. ___















110/3-3 (B. Gas), Irish Sea





























































with both dolomite and








ci)	 Red and green coloured
•__	
silty mudrocks inter-
bedded with very fine
grained silty sandstones
usually showing a buff-
47 white colour.
C	 Intense deformation of
bedding in sandstones
Cl)	 indicative of liquefac-
tion and/or water escape.
Sand dykes inject into
mudrocks. Burrows in
lower part of unit give























































































comprising a stacked se-
quence of fine to medium,
locally coarse, grained
sandstones organised in-
to broadly fining upward
grain size units.




plane beds and trough
cross-beds with occasio-
nal cappings of rippled,





















































































Rippled and plane bedded












359 comprising fine to mediui
grained, variably cemen-
ted sandstones organised
into a series of broadly
fining upward grain size
units.
Cross-bedded throughout,
360 with variable proportions
of plane beds. Trough
cross-beds and ripples
sometimes developed to-
wards tops of individual






















	______ ______ ______ -o










,	 ::;.:.;:.	 Iery tightly quartz cemen-
________________________	 _____	 _______ - :ation.
-	 Laminated and rippled	 ________
very fine sandstones and
	
Black detrital material.
-	 silty mudrocks.	 - - .	 Organic matter?
Q	
:	 Lithofacies association 2 	 -	 •.':':. - Starved ripples.
-	
.	 ?j:.:	 ;ontorted laminae.
—366!
C/)	 :	 Dominantly medium grained
I	
CD	 -	 parallel laminated sand-








erosion surfaces	 rimary current lineation
rn	 -	 Thin interbedded rippled















:	 Delicately laminated and
o	 w	
-	 rippled very fine grained
	 TJ1
C/)	 sandstones and silty mud-	 . ...=-....	 er ice burrow.
C/)	 m	 :	 rocks.
Common burrows.	
TOP CORE
Z	 —3695 Lithofacies association 2 	 :	
lorizontal burrowing.
White to buff-brown,
-	 dominantly medium grained
friable and porous, well
-	 cross-bedded sandstones.
Set size decreases up-
	
orous sandstones








sandstones interbedded 	 _______ .
-	 with laminated greenish
-	 coloured silty mudrocks. 	 -
Ruptured and broken lami-
	 ::...
-	 nae abundant




























with well rounded millet
5eed grains.
Generally porous and


































































































Generally porous and	 I
friable except for local I
dolomite(?) cemented	











C	 <	 0	 -<	
-<
-D
ZFEET _______________________	 ________ —
TOP OF CORE 4







Z	 -	 Deformed foresets.
m	
Dominantly well cross-	
::::'	 Very porous sandstone.
bedded, fine to medium	
—-
-405 grained buff-white	 Possible aeolian or
coloured sandstones in-	
m	 aeolian0	 •	 terbedded with subordi-	 _.__
W	 -	 nate very fine grained 	 —
Q	 rn	 •	 argillaceous sandstones







Cl)	 Z	 -	 II	 Banded cement
D	 .-407( Medium grained sandstones 	
- __
Co	 :	 typically very porous; 	
_.
Z	 carbonate cement restric-
ted to specific horizons 	 Burrowing.D	 Co	
-	 and commonly parallels
•.•l	
.._	 bedding. Foresets oftenZ	
-	 deformed.	
___. ;:.:ii.
-I	 C	 -	 Silty mudrocks displayO	 delicate current rippling





-r•	 Millet seed grains.
-	
Relics of red colouration 	 Aeolian or aeolian re-throughout argillaceous	
worked'
sandstones typically red






—410L ______________________ ___________________ .,. 	 ________________________
BASE OF CORE 4










I	 DESCRIPTION	 F	 5 1	 COMMENTS
-o	 p
z	 FEET	 II
______________ ______________ ______________ 	 _____________________________________________ ______________________________________ 	
-
	
TOPOF CORE 1	 _____ _____
-	 _
- 293	 ::
Red coloured, well cross
-	 bedded medium grained 	 Trough cross-beds.
sandstones organised in-
-	 to distinct sand domina- 	
-
ted cycles (around 6' in
-	 thickness) with sharp 	 -'
erosive bases and thin 	 _______
mudrock cappings.
Z —305
-	 Well developed planar
foresets at base of each
Cl)	 -	 cycle commonly pass into 	 -"---'- :•.
small scale trough cross 	 -
I	
,.	
-	 beds. Occasional mud-	 •_---



















-I	 __	 -I	 -	 Approximately equal pro- 	 -.--.-..	 lamination.
-	
:	 portions of red silty
Q	 -	 mudrocks and thin, fine 	 -.--
to medium grained sheet
Z	 :	 sandstones.	
.•:__..:	 Anhydrite nodules.




- 350	 ___ ____
Sandstones all have shar
-	 erosive bases and typi-
cally display waning





-	 Sheet flood association.	 _______










DESCRIPTION	 >	 COMMENTS0	 >	 Z1> GC)C	 ci -<
rn
_____ _____ _____ FEET ________________	 I?TH
	 ______ _________________
_______________________________	
I liii	 _ ______ _	 _ _ ______ _ _ ______ _ _ _______
C/)
	Cl) Sand dominated interval	 :::
Z	 ••	 -	 e0m5 
of
	
D	 :	 grained sandstone.CDQ)W	 Z -	 —
o	 -	 0	 -	 Tabular cross-beds pass0	 Q	 into trough cross-beds.	
:	
Deformed foresets.
rn D	 -	 Well cemented.	
Primary current ).ineation.
, •. j - Waning flow bedding se-
0	 - 380	 •-=--	 quence.
Red, silty mudrocks and
-	 mudrocks displaying 	 ::.
abundant evidence of
desiccation including	 - -.
C	 broken and disturbed
laminations and mudcracks
-	 Occasional gypsum nodules 	 -
and 'satin spar' veins.	 -- -
ni	
-	 Thin siltstone lenses in-
m	 m	
variably rippled.	 -
-	 .	 .	 -. -. 
•. :	 Satin spar' veins.
•O	 -	 Subordinate fine to me-
nfl	 Z	 .395 dium grained red coloured	 _______
W	 -	 cross-bedded sandstones
interbedded with mudrock
Cl)	 m	 -	 lithologies. Sandstones	 -..,,. .:.. . .	 -
all have sharp erosive	 .
I	 -	 bases.
z	
-	 :	 Occasional green reduction









--_...- :	 Disturbed laminations.
-	 Playa deposits.
—419 ________________________ _____________________ ________ — __________________________
BASE OF CORE




Observation Borehole 15 (N.W.W.A.), Carlisle Basin NY 20074601 ______ - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND










___ z ___ _________ _____ ___ ___ - __________
—35	 rT
Red to red brown coloured
-	 fine to medium grained,	 -
micaceous sandstones in-
-	 terbedded with subordi-
-40 nate dark reddish brown 	 :	 Reactivation surfaces?
-	 silty mudrocks and mud-	
_r




..flL.	 Loose and friable
	
0	 :	 Sandstones organised into	 -
W	 -	 distinct units although
	
0	 ...	 :	 fining upward grain size 	 -
—
55 profile not obvious.
Ill	
-	 Each unit begins with	 !iim	 Well developed trough
Cl)	 :	 sharp erosive base often 	 .	 cross-beds.
-	 marked by concentration 	 •j_1_______J
of mudflake clasts.	 Micaceous mudrock.
	
2	 ni	 :	 Typically cross-bedded	 -EE
-	 with small troughs deve-	 - -
2	 -	 loped towards top of	 ...	 ..	 -
	






:	 Silty mudrocks generally 	 :	 Trough cross-beds.
	
C	 CO	 -	 laminated and occasional- 	 -
__	










. ::.. •:. ••::::. -
—90
B A S E	 0 F
	
C 0 R E	 90.21 m
___ ___ ___ I	 - _________




Observation Borehole 13 (N.W.W.A.), Carlisle Basin NY 36976271	 ______	 ___________________
GRAINSIZE AND	 — ___________________
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 w
______ ______ ______	
STRUCTURES
C)	 m	 i	 C)	 (J)(fl()	 0'	 -0	 m	 DESCRIPTION	 I-	 1	 COMMENTSC)Ccf)
-u	 -<
O
___ Z ___ IvETFES _________	 Iti' ___ __________





-	 .	 .	 .	 -	 .. . .
	 Rare mudflakes.
-	 fine to medium grained,









-	 throughout, with low	 -
angled tabular foresets




I	 C)	 -	 I
m-
O	 --	 Thin clay laminae
z	 -
O	
— 30 Occasional millet seed 	 .
-	 .	 .	 missing





- 35 Generally loosely cemen- 	 __________________
ted and porous.
co	 Z	 -	 Buff-white reduction
m	 - 
40 spots towards top of











0	 rn	 :	 :	 Trough cross-bedding.
C	
_ 60 foxy-red to reddish
brown coloured micaceous
Cl)	 -	 sandstones. Cross-bedded 	 missing
throughout, typically	 core
z	
-	 with planar-tabular	 —
D	
- 65 foresets, although	 Micaceous mudrock
-	 thinner bedded sand-
stones also show deve-	 T—
"I	 -	 lopment of trough cross-	
missin







Observation Borehole 13 CN.W.W.A.), Carlisle Basin NY 36976271
	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 G	 C/)





o	 >	 z->	 cu
C	 cij	 <	 0	 -<	
-<
0





80 Mudflake clasts common,	 :	 Deformed foresets.
Co	 :	 particularly as lag depo-
I	 -	 sits and sand5tones
rn	 z	 :	 generally micaceous	 missing




90 Thin micaceous siltstones 	
—	 ft	 ..
C/)	 :	 and silty mudrocks often	 I..
-	 cap sandstone units and
Z	
Cl)	 -	 are characterised by de-










-100 Generally loosely cemen-	 T
ted except for local	 Primary current lineation.






B A 5 E	 0 F	 C 0 R E	 110.41 m




Observation Borehole 14(N.W.W.A.), Carlisle Basin NY 41725847 ______ - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 SEDIMENTARY	 C) Cl)
_____ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
-Ti	 U)O	 0U	 -u




___ 2 ___ _________ _______ ___ — __________
Cl)	 -	 Rippled and laminated
-	 reddish brown siltstones
	 -__ -	 -.






- 25 comprising uniform fine	
.. iij_•
:	 to medium grained foxy-	 ________	 Primary current lineation.
red to reddish brown
-	 rnicaceous sandstones dis- 	
. •..•.,.:. -
playing low angled tabu-
- 30 lar foresets, trough 	
-
z	 cross-bedding and occasio	 ,..




- 400	 w	 -	 .	 .
-	 Thin cappings of silty
	
.
Ill	 >	 :	 mudrock are present above	 -
-	 some of the sandstone 	 -	 j
fll	 -	 units.	
. ......




Cl)	 Z	 W	 Medium to locally coarse
.	
.--	 :	 grained, red brown sand-
'' I
	stones with pebbly lags
0	 —	 Typically low angled	 -,---'-_----
-	 cross-bedded. Thin mud-
z	 -4	 :	 rocks separate individual 	 ________
-	 sandstones.	 :-'..'• .-;: -
m0-	 ___ ____
z — 60 _______
-	 _________________________	










70 to medium grained foxy-
	
Primary current lineation.
-	 red to reddish brown









Observation Borehole 14 CN.W.W.A.),Carlisle Basin NY 41725847 	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 cn
______ ______ ______	
STRUCTURES
I	 DESCRIPTION	 B	 COMMENTS







-Cl)	 variable but include
	
I
-	 planar-tabular cross-	 —
	
Cl)	 :	 bedding, trough cross-
rn	 Z - 85 bedding and upper flow	 -----
regime plane beds, lops	
-
	
•	 to sandstone units occa- 	 -_=







o	 Cl) ,, :	 missing
	
-	 COl-e
Loosely cemented through- 	
:-:y.-:-::	 Primary current lineation.
	




>	 C	 :	 core
	
-uz z	 — 100
.,_	 Primary current lineation.
_1	 105	 _________
'	
W :	 Laminated and rippledO	 Q	 -	 silty mudrocks inter-	 -bedded with thin, argil- 	
- :,_-.-.'	 Climbing ripples,Z	 z	 -	 laceous, very fine





BASE	 OF	 CORE	 lll.48m




Observation Borehole 18 (N.W.W.A.), Vale of Eden NY 61303250 ______
	 ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 ci






___ Z ___ FETi_S _________ ________ ___ __________





-	 Highly micaceous Iaminae
-
Sand dominated sequence	 _____
—10 comprising fine to me-
-	 dium grained foxy-red to 	 _______
-	 reddish brown micaceous	 I—
sandstones. Low angled
-	 tabular cross-bedding	 missing
Z	 ._5	 typical but also associa	 core
-	 ted with upper flow
0	 :	 regime plane beds and
trough cross-beds.




ITI	 Thin cappings of silty








(I)	 Generally well cemented
Z	 -	 throughout with both 	 -














lithologies account for	 _______
C	






-	 Sandstones with sharp	 -
55	 erosive bases and common 	 i:
-	 mud flakes; planar-tabu- 	
-
lar cross-bedding typical 	 _______
-	 Generally micaceous	 ••:.'. :::: -
-	 missing
—60	 core


































Pebbles well rounded with
glassy surface.
Large angular mudflakes.
Veins cemented with baryte
Poikilotopic baryte cement
ENCLOSURE 22















































































sandstones with pebble 	 -=--
lags. Interbeddedd with	 ..
silty mudrocks.	 ________
Mediuni
 to coarse	 ----...
grained, partially mud-
supported, pebbly







Locally breccio-conglm. 	 D•
3	 No structure visible.	 VVVVDolomite cemented.	
v. v
NO CONTINUITY





Buff to pale red
coloured, pebbly,
medium grained sandst-























No obvious fining-up- 	 ,...._
ward grain size profile	 ::X:!
developed within
individual units Sets	 -





top of individual units
5	
_-

















Total of 3 metres of plane











































Nottingham Area Outcrop Section
STRATIGRAPHY
C)















medium to coarse grained
sandstones with scattered
pebbles above basal





fine to medium grained
sandstones. Planar-	 -
tabular cross-bedding	 -
associated with plane- 	 ________
beds.






organised into sets of
between 1 and 2 metres in
thickness except for •a





very rare except for a
single basal lag deposit.
Trough cross-bedding


















































































































- 0 - _________________
,	 •
I_— —




























and extraclasts at base













6 Complete sequence buff








Very coarse basal lag
deposit with large mud-
flakes and sandstone blocks.
Very coarse pebble
congl omerate.




I BASE OF QUARRY

















































































units range between 3'




Above the basal erosion
surface of each unit
pebble and mudflake lag
deposits occur and the
sandstones are often
coarse grained. Each




ted by reactivation sur-.
faces. These sets are
succeeded by trough
cross-beds and upper
flow regime plane beds.
Set size tends to decrea-
se upwards within sand-
stone units although
fining upward grain size
profiles not well deve-
loped.





I	 I	 t-	 I	 I	 I

























.-i	 -	 calcareous carbonate
-
Z	 Silty mudrocks and mud-
(J)	 -	 rocks absent throughout
—	 interval
































______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
C)	 I	 C)	 O	 t1
m	 DESCRIPTION	 xi	 5	 COMMENTS
-u	 -<
Generally medium to
—	 coarse grained pebbly
sandstones with pro-
nounced pebble lag depo-
	
Z	 —325 sits and thin interbeds
of pebble conglomerate,
	








350 Pebbles present through-
D	 out, but increase in 	 -
W	 -	 abundance towards the
base of the interval.
Cl)	
—	 Pebble diameter averages	 -
>	 C)	 m	 :	 1' but where conglorne-
-	 rates are developed corn- 	 :::









—	 Sandstones organised into
z	
m	 distinct units between 5' 	 j_:
	
''	
-	 and 15' in thickness.	 -
rn	 Internal scours and reac-
•	 tivation surfaces common-
	 -
iy present within thicker
	 -	 -
-	 units. No obvious fining
	
•:.:.:..;..:.C)	 -	 upward grain size profile 	 ________
but tendency for basal
	 '	 •..-.
-	 sets to be coarser than
	
Primary current lineation.
Q	 1	 ...	 upper sets within any
-	 one sandstone unit. Ver-
	
_-
C	 tical stratification se-
	
Q	 -	 quence tabular cross- 	 - Primary current Jineation.
0	 beds, plane beds and
	
Z	







Gamston Borehole (N.E.R.C.) East Retford, Nottinghamshire SK 70337655 	 - ____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 C	 cn
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
-n	 I	 G	 (ICF)C)	 0°	 -o
TI	 DESCRIPTION	 - b	 COMMENTS0	 .	 >	 (/)C	
-<m	 mI-0














-	 Conglomerate beds too	 &fli	 :	 coarse grained and	 _______
—	
-	 friable to enable re- 	 ________
Z	 -	 cognition of bedding
-	 structures.	 -
o	 i	 _45'










































Gamston Borehole (N.E.R.C.), East Retford Nottinhghamshire SK 70337655 	 - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARYm	 erDi ,, ' -rt Dcc	 -I )	 >[1 Li L. I Li F1L.)
	
m	 C)	 (/)()	 o-	 -D
m	 DESCRIPTION	 1	 COMMENTS
>	 z-1GOcJ,
m	 mI-




----	 .aminated red mudrock.




-	 Thin mudrock laminae




•....1	 -	 sandstone units. No cvi-	 ..
-
	





m	 W :	 __
-
	




C)	 ITI	 ...._55 coloured throughout and0	 -	 generally loosely cemen- 	 -
ted and friable. 	
--
o	 ,.	
Dolomite cement is lo-
	
-1	 -	 cally abundant and	 -
tightly cements the sand. 	
-
C/)	 -	 stones between 570' and 	 ________ -
	



















Well cemented with dolomite




I	 Z -	 Dominantly fine to me-
	
Q -	 dium grained sandstones
largely without pebbles,
'TI	 1	 'TI	 although pebbles do 	 __-
o	 - 60 occur as lag deposits
Z -I	 :	 and one unit 647' to	 <---
	
-	 652' contains abundant
	










































































Gamston Borehole (N.E.C.R.C3, East Retford, Nottinghamshire SK 70337655 	 -
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 C) C/)I,,
_____ ______ ______ - 	 STRUCTURES
I>.
C)	 m	 C)	 00	 tJI I-0	 m	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '




Z	 FEET	 I	 I I
COMMENTS
5 Fine grained sandstones
dominate the lower 50







units of between 2 and 6'
in thickness, each unit
being separated by marked
erosion surface. No ob-
	
coarsening
vious fining upward grain upwards
size profile within mdi- profiles.
vidual sandstone units,






present in lower part of
interval.
No features indicative of
desiccation observed.
00
BASE	 OF	 CORE	 705.5'
ENCLOSURE 24
NYØ2 Borehole (I.G.S. Hydrogeology), Carlton SE 654246 	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 U'
-	 STRUCTURES
G	 (/)U'fl	 0U -o0	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '
	 8	 COMMENTS0	 >	 Z>	 G	 Cl)C	 C	 -<	
-<0
z	 vETFES
_______ _______ _______	 ____________________	
liii	 _______	 _____________________
Pale pinkish-red, fine to
medium grained essential- 	 I







Cl)	 I	 -	 fine to medium grained
I	 rn	 :	 red coloured sandstones.
m	 0	 -	 Organised into distinct	 :-
:	
units, typically less 	 •.....•.: -
-p,	 -	 than 2 metres in thick-
-	 ness, marked by an cr0-	 --.
Cl)	 0	 sive base and lag depo-










m-COto -	 -	 ----
ii	 Ill	 :	 Cross-bedded throughout,
O	 —	 typically with planar-ta-	 --	 -
.....
:	 bular foresets. Reacti-	
:.
Z	 -	 vation surfaces common.
ni	 Cl)	 15 No obvious fining upward
.....	
-	
grain size profiles. Thin
-	 laminae of red-green	 .
•	 mottled micaceous mud-







-	 Typically loose and	 —
:	 friable throughout with 	 -	 t..::.:.: -










NYØ2 Borehole (I.G.S. Hydrogeology), Canton SE 654246 	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 ci
______ ______ ______	
STRUCTURES
0	 1	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 I	 COMMENTS
2	 P€1FES	 II
•	 ____ ____






— Very friable bedding





















—I	 ±-- ::------.:.	 Primary current lineation.
oc :	 ___
c	 -	 Sand dominated intervalZ	 comprising fine to me-
-	 dium grained red co-
-	 loured sandstones orga-
nised into distinct
units typically greater






-	 Each sand unit commonly
—	 contains a lower, medium	 f—	 —
grained planar cross-	 —
-	 bedded set and is over-
lain by one or more sets 	 _______
-	 of fine grained sand- 	 - _..
-	 stone, often plane or
—	 --- .'-
-	 trough bedded.	 •fli.i:•.•:: -




NYØ2 Borehole (I.G.S. Hydrogeology), Canton SE 654246 	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 a	 SEDIMENTARY	 0 C/)
_____ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
0	 m	 (fl(/)C)	 O	 0
I	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '-	 COMMENTS
o	 >	 Z1




-	 Reaction surfaces common.
:	 Mudflake intraclats often
-	 crowded at base of sand-










- 60 Sandstones loose and 	 :::::-_::i_
Q	 friable throughout
- 





Sand dominated interval	 - ::m . ; -
D	 but with tendency to de-
	
Ill	 _.	 velop distinct fining




-	 Marked erosive bases to
C)	 individual fining upward
......	
-	 profiles, often with
pebble or mudflake lag	 :_j..	 Mottled red and green mud-
O	 -	 deposits. Basal sandstone 	 -	 rock.
C
O	 CO	 :	 typically medium grained,
	
Z	 -	 locally coarse, particu-
larly where pebble lag 	 -





Pebble size reaches 4 mm
Sedimentary structures
typically form waning
-	 flow sequence from tabu- 	
-
:	 lar cross-beds through
plane beds to trough
cross beds




NYØ2 Borehole (LG.S. Hydrogeology), Canton SE 654246
	 _______ - ______________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 o	 SEDIMENTARY	 C) (I)
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
-1	 00	 -




__ ____ ______ 
I III
Upper part of grain size
-	 profile commonly capped
with very fine grained
laminated or rippled	 _-
-	 sandstones and silty mud-





I	 z	 -	 Most sandstones loose 	 - -
rn	
m	
—85 and friable; calcite and
I I	 C)	 0 -	 dolomite cement occasio- 	 .Rippled silty sandstone.
nally observed in hand
-	 specimen and local hori- 	
-L.--







Z	 0	 -	 __•:..;::90




























0	 1	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS
___ z ___ __________ _________ ____ ___________
-	











:	 Ripples in argillaceous





















Riccall Hydrogeological Borehole CN.C.BJ, Selby SE 646368
	 _______	 ____________________
GRAINSIZE AND - ______ - ___________________
STRATIGRAPHY	 SEDIMENTARY	 Cl)
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
DESCRIPTION	 8	 COMMENTS
0	 ETP.ESz
- 20 ________________________	 I liii	 _________	 __________________________
Chocolate brown, horizon-
	
Open hole to 15 m.
	
-	 tally laminated silty	 -•• -
Glacial Drift	 :	 clay with thin, very fine 	 Coring started in glacial






-	 -	 Brown coloured sandstone
	
-	
_-	 •:•. .....	 overlying buff white
coloured sandstone.
-
Friable to very friable,
	




•	 predominantly fine to me-
CJ)	 I	 Z	 dium grained sandstones. 	 - ________
rfl	 -	 Individual sandstone	 .::
C)	 :	 units show a general fi-
...30 ning upward grain size
-ri	 :	 profile although fine 	 •-:
















-	 Mudflake intraclasts	 :. -.-. -. T-. :	 Red colour dominates below
Cl)	 :	 common towards base of	 --	 this depth.
-	 each sandstone unit.	 -
Above erosive base bed- 	 -	
-j---_ -
_	
-	 forms include low-angled 	 :.-...
-	 cross-bedding, trough 	
-; .-:- -
0	 C	 -	 cross-beds and more rare-.
c	 Cl)	 ly, plane beds. Ripple	 -
...	 Z	 -	 lamination in finer	 ;;.y -
grained horizons.
-	 •. . .-:
	




-	 Heavy mineral concentrates
—45	 __
-
__ __ __ ________	 __:-.__-
NOTES: Drilled by N.C.B. as a site test for the main Selby Mine Shaft, January-February, 1976
	
SCALE: 1:80	 * See text for definition of Heck Sandstone Formation.
DO 30686
ENCLOSURE 25 (contd.)
Riccall Hydrogeological Borehole (N.C.B.), Selby SE 646368
	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURES
0	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS
o	 >	 z-1> 0
	













:	 No obvious cement in
	
-	 hand specimen throughout
Cl)	 I	 the sandstones.












.... Delicate ripples with
	
-	






-	 Red coloured, fine to
medium grained sandstone
	
-	 with distinct fining up-
	 _____











-	 Each sandstone unit be-
	 :..:
gins with a basal erosior
	
-	 surface which is overlaii
by medium to locally
	
-	 coarse grained sandstone
	
-




























































































75 foresets which pass up-
wards into upper flow re-






Top of interval marked
by 3 metres of argilla-
ceous silty sandstones
and siltstones display-







Little change in grain
size profile within each
sandstone unit except for
thin basal lag deposit
which is often slightly
coarser grained. Cyclical
units, however, well de-























___ z ___ __________ ________ ___ __________
Low angled cross-bedding 	 -
is predominant, but
-	 trough cross-beds and 	
_____-
upper flow regime plane











-	 Generally very friable
D	 Z	 throughout with no ob- 	 rnTD	 vious cement in hand spe-
Cl)	 Cl)	 -	 cimen.
_______	
P C L on foresets
z 0 m -























































































0 I m	 DESCRIPTION	 > F 'I	 I
Iim	 mI-II	 I()-'lII
I	 Z	 I	 IiiII
See previous page.
1 Pebble size Ca. 5 mm
Very friable.
Pebble size up to 8 mm
Pebble size ca. 5 mm.
































Riccall Hydrogeological Borehole (N.C.B.), Selby SE 646368 	 _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND




'	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 I	 COMMENTS
	
0	 >	 z-i>	 C) cn
	




Z vEFFFS	 ______	 ____________________
-
- 150




-	 medium grained, friable,
red coloured sandstones
-	 organised into generally 	 --
-	 fining upward grain size
-
.-155
I	 Z	 Bedding sequence quite	 -
	
I	 variable, but includes,
C)	 :	 above a basal erosion 	 F
11	 -	 surface, lag deposit, low	 -
:	 angled tabular-planar	 ___-
-	 foresets, horizontal
	
O	 bedding, trough cross-
	
O	 -	 beds and upper flow re-
	
D	 Z	 -	 gime plane beds
Reactivation(') surfaces
	














-	 4	 .	 P.C.L.
	
Q	 C	 Some preservation of fine 	 .-.
C
O	 .-165 jrained lithologies at
Z	 :	 :op of individual fining 	 -
-	 upward units.
-	 Fine grained sandstones
ind siltstones often
-	 rippled or with lower























-n	 I	 )	 O	 -o0	 DESCRIPTION	 > F '




0	 (;rnZ	 ETFES	 Ik












—18( Pebbly, fine to medium, 	 _______
-	 locally coarse grained
sandstones with well de-	
_---
Cl)	
-	 veloped fining upward 	 --I	 :	 profile. Each unit cha-	 _-
rn	 -	 racterised by sharp ero-	 --
C)	 0	 sive base and lag deposit 	
-
••	
-	 of pebbles and mudf lake	 ______ :r - 1P_-; .
	 P.C.L.
intraclasts. Units tend	 -
O	 Cl)	 C)	 -	 to fine upwards into me-
Q	 :	 dium and fine grained	 _------
z	
-	 plane bedded sandstones	 '	 Pebbles 5 mm
D	 -	 No preservation of fine:	 grained lithologies.	 _______







z0	 -	 - -
m:	 _____ ______














-	 -	 :-	 -
_______________________ 	 ________	
Pebbles ca. 5 mm.
—195
Fine to medium grained,	 - ._-




above basal erosion sur-
faces. No preservation of 	 EIE	 :	 Heavy mineral concentrates.













Riccall Hydrogeological Borehole (N.C.B.), Selby 646368 	 _______ - ______________________
GRAIN SIZE AND




'	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS
0	 >	 z-	 U)
0
Z ETFES	 ______	 __________________
__________________ __________________ _________________	 _______________________________________________________	








with finely laminated	 —	 ..	 -
	
-	 siltstones and silty mud-	 --
	
-	 rocks	 -	 .::,.-....:.	 PA .1
	
-	 .	 u crac s.
.....
Highly contorted bedding.
Cl)	 Sandstones typically have
i	
-	 sharp erosive bases and
display low angled tabu-
C)	 :	 lar cross-bedding or	 2i:
-1	 -	 trough cross-bedding.	 -
Mudflake intraclast con- 	 --	 ....
O	 -	 glomerates common. Con-torted bedding sometimes
O	 z	 -	 developed towards top of 	 -
o	 >	 ......210 individual sandstone
	
-	 units.C/)	 -






—I	 -	 Interbedded silty mud-	 ______
o	 C	 :	 rocks delicately lamina-
	
C
-	 ted and rippled. Some
	
-	 laminae broken and con-
	
-	 torted being associated 	 :,	 .'. -
with mudflake breccias.
	
•	 Mudcracks common towards
base of interval, but
	
•	 evidence of desiccation

























'	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 COMMENTS
	0	 > zH>	 w
______ _______ _______ TS	 11Iq
:_.	 See previous page.	
P.C.L.
	
Z	 Red and green mottled
	 - -
	
Q	 -	 silty mudrocks alterna-	 -.-	 -
-	 ting with thinly bedded	 - -
,	
.	 very fine grained silty	 c-
:	 sandstones.	 Abundant mudcracks.
0 r
	
>	 :	 Mudcracks delicately Ia-
-	 minated with abundant
0	 -	 mudcracks. Sandstones	 :	 Contorted bedding.
	
Q	 >	 -	 commonly show sal1 scale
	
c	 171	 cross-bedding and ripp-	 L	 --
	
..O	
-	 ling. Sharp erosive bases	 _-_-	
- -..
and abrupt tops give	 ---•- ....
	
___	 -	 sandstone a sheet-like








END	 OF	 CORE	 60	 -
__ __ 1- _______ ______ __ _________






43/15 - 1 (Hamilton), Southern North Sea	 ________________ _______ - _____________________
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 c cu
______ ______ ______ 	
STRUCTURES
DESCRIPTION	 P 8	 COMMENTS
w
_____ _____ _____ 
FEET ______________ ____________ _____ _______________
-5370	 _..-- —
-	 Fine grained, rippled,	 -	
-	 Green reduction spots.
=	 micaceous sandstones,
_538 often green coloured,	
-.-	 Very micaceous.
=	 interbedded with domi-	
- .j.....
-	 nantly red, laminated
and rippled silty mud-
-	 stones. Small anhydrite 	
-	 Primary current lineation
nodules throughout.	
with heavy mineral laminae.
	
w	
..538 Predominantly red fine
	 -
	
C	 .	 to medium grained sand-Z	 -	 stones, typically cross-
	
Z	 -	 bedded or rippled	
rn
Thin interbeds of red	 _______	 Heavy mineral laminae.
	
rn	 -9 siitstone showing	 -- -'-	 _____
TI	
.	 ripples, laminae and	 •.-,;
contorted laminae.	 -	 -0	 Scattered anhydrite no-




C)	 z	 ii	 ___
—I 	 I-
O	 Alternating sequence of






0	 -	 "Blocky" mudrocks cha-
__	 racterised by little or
	
Z	 -	 no bedding and only	




_54O ted ghost fabrics recog- 	 . -




-u 0	 ,,	 ==Cl)	 -	 ' Laminated mudrocks	 —
541' typically display deli-	 -,€-
•	




C	 Often associated with
	
—	 _5'	 thin, sharp based, veryCI)	 fine grained sandstones. 	
''3,
Z-
-	 Dominantly red in colour
-	 but with irregular green
542' reduction spots. Often




-	 Small anhydrite nodules 	
-'-.'--
-	 throughout.
-	 -	 .	 -=-- -
	 Abundant mudcracks.




43/15-1 (Hamilton), Southern North Sea
GRAINSIZE AND 1	 - ___________________STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY	 I	 c	 c,
______ ______ ______	 STRUCTURF	 J
IDESCRIPTION	 ; 5	 COMMENTS
___________ ______ ____ - ____________
5431 ________________________	 -
Mottled green to buff
-	 coloured fine to very
-	 fine grained sandstones.	 _______
-	
.	 ........
-	 Wavy to horizontal	 .	 .:. -
-	 bedding with thin mud	 _______
—
543! drapes.	 _______	 Colour zoned mudflakes.





-I	 0	 Red coloured dominantly	 -_....._ -
	 Millet seed grains
-	 fine grained sandstones
m	 interbedded with very
	
Pebble lag.
-	 fine grained red silt-
-	 stones and silty mud-	 :ij	 Pebble lag.
0	 -	 rocks.
C/)	 -
-	 Sandstones well cross-
bedded at base which corn- 	 ________ ________
Z	 monly pass upwards into 	 __—T:
-	 plane beds with PCL.




-	 Siltstones and silty mud
	 -	 -
O	 ,,.	 -	 rocks form top to sand-C)	 stone intervals and are
Z	 -	 commonly rippled or con- 	 r
-	 tam mudcracks. Often
o	
rn	 very mi caceous	
-..- -
-	 __rn_.:.	 Micaceous sandstone with
O	 -	 climbing ripples
-	 =-	 .----
,	 —546
-	 Patchy poikilotopic car- 	 Mudflake breccia.
-	 bonate cement throughout
sandstone intervals whic
-	 is sometimes concentrate
-	 in bands sub-parallel to
	 -	
•:••.•	 Well developed primary









-	 Primary current lineation
-	 Predominantly red silty 	 -..._	 in micaceous sandstone.
-	 mudstones with abundant	 .
mudcracks. Thin silt-
_.....5471 stones with PCL and ripp-
-	 ling all have sharp bases 	 ________
-	 Rip up" clasts.
•
-






























































TOP	 OF	 CORE	 14
10480 Fine to medium grained	 _______
generally buff white
coloured sandstone orga-
10485 nised i?to 
fining upward
	 :
-	 grain size units with	 -
erosive bases
10490
Green mudclasts common	 F	 :•:•:.•.
10495 above basal erosion Sur-
faces. Cross-bedding
well developed.	 -
iosoo Occasional development of
contorted laminations.	 F	 -
10505 Generally friable but




10515 _________________________ 	 -
IT)	 -10535	 F
:	 Fining upward grain size	 -
Z	 -	 units comprising coarse
:10540 to very coarse grained
	
-	 Erosion surface 750 in core
Z	 —1	 -	 basal sandstones crowded 	 -:-: -
with large mudflakes
	
-	 :•:::-	 Abundant rnudflakes con-





-	 ::-- -	 Strong oil stain.
-10555 Dominantly fine grained, 	 ::.-: =
buff to yellow brown
-	 coloured, laminated sand- 	 -
:10560 stones. No distinct deve-
-	 loprnent of cyclicity al- 	 - -
-	 though occasional erosive	 -_
surfaces can be recog-	
-	 •.:::.:.:: -
	 Siderite spheruliths.
- 10565 nised.	 -
-	 Porous horizon, good oil
-10570	 stain.
NOTES:	 16/19-2 is a deviated well; this log is based on core depths and thicknesses; no adjustments for the deviation
SCALE:	 1:100	 have been made.
r) 10b86
ENCLOSURE 28
16/29-2 (Phillips). Central North Sea	 _________________ _______ - ______________________
GRAIN SIZE AND





o	 0	 -<	 -<
0
0	 FEET	 I
O575 Abundant steeply inclined
10580 fractures out the core, 	 Abundant green mudclasts.
some of which are oil-
-	 filled and mineralised.
c...	
-10585	 F	 -
-	 Tendency to develop alte- 	 \	 -
0	 -	 rations of extremely well
-10590 cemented sandstone with 	 ____	 ::.::::..:.
C/)	 -	 thin horizons of more
-	 porous sandstone.	 F	 -
:10595	 -	 Oil filled fracture with





















Z	 -	 .	 Good oil stain throughout.
Fine grained, buff to
-'4	
...	
-10645 yellow brown coloured
-	 laminated and cross-	

















16/29-2 (Phillips), Central North Sea
GRAIN SIZE AND
STRATIGRAPHY	 0	 SEDIMENTARY
______ ______ ______ 	 STRUCTURES
1	 DESCRIPTION	 COMMENTS








0	 :10695-	 -	 -
rn	 -	 Delicately laminated dark
O	 -	 green mudstones and cross
c	 -1070( laminated light green	 -..-_
-	 siltstones.	 -
C)
iii	 :	 Green and red mottled, 	 -
Z	 Z	 -	 hard silty mudrocks and	 -1071( mudrocks.	 -
Abundant slickenslides
-	 on fracture surfaces.	 ---	 -
________	 -lO7l' _______________________ ______________ 	 ________	 _________________________
NOTES:
SCALE:	 1:100
O 30686
